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287.188 The Consensus-Revenue Inquest Of Talok Myo\fn{by Nga Nei (1738-after 1783)} Myin-gyan District,
Myanmar (M) 3\fn{In what follows, here and in the other types of this literature, I have chosen not to reproduce the editor’s intensive
use of diacritical marks, nor have I preserved his extensive passion for the syllabic divisions of proper nouns; both are tedious and
unnecessary textual manifestations, at least in terms of the Protocol:H }

On 4 waxing Pyatho of the year 1145 (26 December 1783), Nga Nei, hereditary thugyi of Talok Myo, born Saturday, age 45, being examined, stated:
My great grandfather Nga Myat Htun ruled and had charge of Talok Myo with the office of myothugyi.
When he was no more, his son Nga Myat Yi succeeded and ruled and had charge.
When he was no more, his son Nga San Ytun succeeded and ruled and had charge.
When he was no more, I, his son Nga Nei, succeeded to the appointment of my great grand father, grandfather,
and father and have ruled and had charge with the office of myothugyi from 1127 (1765) until now.
*
The tract of Talok Myo is to the east bordering the glebe land of the Kyahkwa Pagoda in Hpaunggyin Village
on the other side of the stone statue of the ogre.
To the southeast bordering the land of the village tract of Hngetpyawaing in Pyinzi on the other side of the
stone statue of the dragon at the rise.
To the south bordering the land of Ngathayauk on the other side of Natmeinma, Shwei thwe, Kweimathi, the
heap of stones at Tabinhla in the four villages of Nyaunggan, and the group of stones at Hsahkama.
To the south bordering the land of Pagan on the other side of the hnape tree at Kyaukhsin east of Siballin Village.
To the west bordering the land of Pahkangyi on the other side of the row of stones at Neiyin and Min Village.
To the northwest bordering the land of Nabet.
To the north bordering the land of Nga Mya Kyi on the other side of the Shweilinbangya Stream.
To the northeast bordering the land. of Than Village on the other side of the stone pillar at Hsindawya.
The tract within the eight quarters thus delimited is the tract of Talok Myó over which I rule and have charge.
*
The precincts of the town are to the east bordering the land of the jurisdiction of Maung Aung Hpyo.
To the southeast bordering the land of Anein Village on the far side of the gnarled tamarind tree at the cross
road.
To the south bordering the land of the jurisdiction of Nga Aung Chin at the thayetcho tree.
To the southwest bordering the land held by the seven pagodas on one side of the bank of the Irrawaddy River.
To the west bordering the land of Mingun north of the large lake fed by the river.
To the northwest bordering the glebe land of the Thonbanhla Pagoda at the rise where the monastery is located.
To the north on the other side of Nga San Me Kyt and Pin at the hingut tree along the tract of crown revenue
paying land.
To the northeast bordering the glebe land of the Thonbanhla Pagoda on the far side of the Innetpyit tank.
The land within the four and eight quarters of this tract is the town land of Talok Myo.
*
Within this tract lie the glebe lands dedicated by Nandangmya to the Thonbanla Pagoda: 5 pe of paddy land
and the fishery at the southern entrance of the myo within the shadow cast at sunrise and sunset by the finial of the
pagoda; 11 pe of paddy land at the Ledawthi tank; 3½ pe near Kyaukhsauk below Legyethsu; 5 pe of the Hseik4

mya paddy field\fn{It was often the practice in central and upper Burma to give names to paddy fieldds } and 5 pe of small paddy
fields at the Thebou Forest; 4 pe of paddy fields at Kyaukyin; 5 pe of alluvial cultivation at the tank west of Thebou; and in the low-lying Myingadaw paddy field: to the east the border of the land.of Maung Hkaing, to the
south the main road, to the west the Tha watercourse, to the north the Kyettet watercourse and the road near the
hsatpya\fn{A kind of soap powder} mine, and to the northwest as far as a shout can be heard where is the land called
Thettingyi.
*
Thado Damma Yaza dedicated to the Thonbanhla Pagoda half of the allotment of a cavalry chief in Htanaunggyi.
Yaza Thingyan dedicated 16 pe of glebe land below the four guardian lions north of the town to the large monastery of Myaukshwei which he built.
Mingaung II dedicated 10 pe of glebe land to the Kandaw Monastery which he built.
Narapati dedicated 7 pe of glebe land to the Hsimigon Monastery which he built.
*
The crown revenue paying land consists of 62 pe of wet cultivation land yielding over 3000 baskets of paddy
by rough estimate only when the rainfall is good, and 12½ baskets sowing of sesamum of dry upland cultivation.
Main tax of ten baskets, superior’s due two and writer’s fee two is collected per hundred baskets of paddy on
land dedicated to pagodas, monasteries and the support of the sangha.
The main tax must be paid to those concerned. There is no collection for overage, headman’s share or trans port.
Main tax of 1 kyat of silver, superior’s due 1 mu and writer’s fee 1 mu is collected per basket sowing of sesamum on dry cultivation. There is no collection for overage or headman’s share.
Main tax of ten baskets, superior’s due two and writer’s fee two is collected per hundred baskets of produce on
kaing cultivation.
*
The Kythei Lake lies within the glebe land of the Thonbanhla Pagoda. The monks and novices re ceive a portion of the catch as the water tax when villagers of the myo fish there.
*
Main tax of two baskets of paddy, land rent of 160 kyats of copper, headman’s share of 86 kyats of copper,
myeidaing’s fee of two baskets, transport fee of 148 kyats 2 mats, and writer’s fee of 1 kyat must be paid per pe of
paddy land on the remaining crown revenue paying land in the north and south of the myo. Half\fn{Of the headman’s, myeidaing’s, transport and writer’s fees} is taken by the myothugyi and half by the young men who do the writing.
The tax is collected separately on the land allotted for cultivation by the myothugyi. Main tax of ten baskets,
overage one basket, headman’s fee three and a half baskets is collected per hundred baskets of paddy on land
whose yield can only be roughly estimated. The overage, headman’s fee and writer’s fee is taken by the myothugyi and writers.
Main tax of 1 kyat of silver, headman’s fee of 3 mu 1 pe and writer’s fee of 3 mu 1 pe is calculated and collected per basket sowing of sesamum on dry sesamum cultivation.
*
The inhabited villages in the southern branch of Talok Myo are Ywazi, Thamongaing, Yathsat, Anein, Shadw,
Thabyeibin, Shagaing, Thahpanbin, Kyawzin, Pahto, Kyaukmyei, Kywezin, Ywapon, Mingyun, Ywatha, Hpontha, Ywathit, Myaung-bya, Swedawshin, Tabingan, Nigyowda Glebe land, Hsinbyushin Glebe land, Kywezinmyin, Kon, Kyao, Thittaung, and Shweidaung, a total of twenty-seven villages with no athi inhabitants.
Also included in the southern branch is Pogan Village inhabited by people of daing groups, and Kyweba,
Ywabe, Kyeibyin, Nyaunggan, Thamandarit, Thayagon, Hsuleigon, Thetpongan, Myeibontha, and Thein, a total
of ten villages without athi inhabitants.
The inhabited cavalry villages in the southern branch of the myo are Pya, Pyogan, Htanaungdaing, Ywatamaik,
Mibauk, Ywahmaing, Chaungdaung, Lower Nyin, Upper Nyin, Kyaaing, Dulabo, Thayetsi, Pyadaung, Male,
Kyaukyan, Thayetpya, Yondo, Swe, Thitpinshei, Chanthein, Magyigan, Ngasi, Nwaba, Yondo, Taungbon, Nyaungbingy, Talangde, Hkinmagan, Thinbun, and Shweiga, a total of twenty-nine villages. Myinyedaing is an unin habited cavalry village. There is a total of sixty-nine village tracts in the southern branch.
*
The inhabited villages in the northern branch of the myo are Hsimigon, Pauko, Kyi, Sakytu, Hkandaw, Hsithi,
Thadun, Myitkaing, Hlehmu, Nganan, Ywashei, Minhla, Ngayan, Myitsok, Kalan, Natchodaw, Alebon, Kala,
Tawbu, Paukchaung, Mayogon, Kandawbauk, Taunggan, Hsingut, Hpondawbyit, Nyaungbin, Shweiyaungbeik,
Letpanh1a, Mindan, Htoaing, Myinu, Ngaginge, Kyaungbyu, and Mingun, a total of thirty-five villages. The unin5

habited villages are Mindan, Hpongaung, Kokkobin, Thein, Myauktaung, Htawhmaing, Ywapale, Hkabehla, Hsi,
Kyibingan, Ywedawtheinganmyei, a total of twelve villages.
The villages included within [the northern branch] with residential land of the Kalei and Theinni daings are
Yandabo, Hkandawmyeishi, Hlaingdet, Modu, and Daingdaw Hkandawmyei, a total of fifteen villages allotted to
the crown daing units.
The uninhabited cavalry villages in the northern branch of the myo are Kokkegyi, Thaya, Ywatha, Htanaunggi,
Thityon, Kyaukkan, Ngayanthin-don, Tat, Pale, Wathi, Yondogyi, Dweigyo, Kyadaing, Nwamyaung, Myeizagaung, Kokkenge, Hpuywino, Hseinban, and Taunggyishinneimyei, a total of 11 villages.
There is a total of 70 villages in the northern branch.
There is a total of 1145 villages in the northern and southern branches together.
*
The land revenue from the pagoda lands within the southern and northern branches of my jurisdiction is taken
by the glebe wardens.
The chiefs of the daing units and their lieutenants (ahun) have to decide any disputes over services, revenues
or petty cases among the cavalry chiefs. Cases not thus settled have to be submitted to the myo court for my decision as myothugyi.
Criminal cases and matters concerning land or water\fn{I.e., the jurisdiction over same } have to be submitted to the
myo court for my decision as myothugyi.
I, the myothugyi, have charge of and assess the men of the daing units and the non-service people.
I, the myothugyi, decide disputes concerning revenues and services due and criminal matters in the cavalry villages.
The cavalry chiefs decide cases of verbal offense between service people in the cavalry villages. Cases not thus
settled are decided by me as myothugyi.
*
The respective thugyis, cavalry chiefs and subordinate myeidaings submit separately the crown lists concerning
the monastery and pagoda lands within the village tracts of the jurisdiction.
Within my jurisdiction of Talok Myo, the customary allotment of dues and services is as follows. The myothugyi cultivates common land of the myó yielding 500 baskets of paddy and land allotted for his support yielding
500 baskets of paddy.
When there are petty legal cases, I, the myothugyi, attend the court and decide them. Half of the legal fees must
be submitted as crown revenue and half is shared out among myself and my officers.
If the owner of stray cattle and horses has not appeared after twelve months, half of the proceeds must be sub mitted as crown revenue and half is shared between me as myothugyi and those who tended the animals.
*
These are the traditional taxes on the ferries, watch posts, brokerage, landing stages, weaving and dyeing, and
the fishery and river jurisdictions within the townlands.
The tax on the river jurisdiction is calculated and collected from the lower to the upper extremities of the myo
and also on the Leiktetleikmet Island in the Chindwin River.
The custom of the ferry is that no ferriage is collected from the people of the town while those from other villages pay 1 pe of copper per person, 1 mu of silver per buffalo or cow, and 2 mats [of silver] per horse. I, the
myothugyi, collect the dues at the landing stage.
The vendor and the purchaser must pay 1 kyat of silver each per 10 kyats of value as brokerage on sales transactions. Half is taken by the young men of the broker and half must be submitted as crown revenue.
Each 150 houses of the hereditary weavers is divided into four units.\fn{ taing} A roll of cotton cloth [must be
paid] per list of weavers and the same as overage and headman’s share.
There are four indigo dye pots per 150 houses and each pot pays 50 kyats in weight of indigo dyed yarn and
the same as overage and headman’s share.
Mi Win Tha calculates and collects the dues of the hereditary weavers and submits them as crown revenue to
the authorities concerned. Half of the overage and headman’s share is taken by the writers and half by the collector.
The water tax in the hereditary fishery jurisdiction is main tax of 10 kyats of silver, 1 kyat overage, 1 kyat
headman’s fee and 1 kyat writer's fee per receipts of 100 kyats of silver. The chief of the fishery has to calculate
and submit the main tax as crown revenue. The overage, headman’s and writer’s fees are distributed among the
officers of the fishery.
*
If any of the above offices lacks a successor, I, the myothugyi, have to collect and submit the crown revenue.
6

When buffalo, cattle or horses die, the myothugyi has one side of the ribs.
The myothugyi collects 2 mats of silver from the vendor and 1 kyat from the purchaser for each 10 kyats of
value in the sale or mortgage of paddy and dry land.
*
When I, the myothugyi, die, I am entitled to obsequies with a gilded coffin, a crematorium on posts with four
openings, a canopy, a standing fan and other accoutrements.
287.196 The Consensus-Revenue Inquest Of Hanthawadi Myoma\fn{by Nga Aing (1747-after 1802)} Pegu?, Pegu
Division, Myanmar (M) 2
On 9 waxing Tawthalia of the year 1164\fn{15 September 1802}, Nga Aing, myothugyi of Hanthawadi, born 4,
age 55, being examined, stated:
My lord,
The Buddha was going about the places of the north in the eighth Lent when he arrived at the summit of Mt.
Guru whence he saw the pair of swans, elder and younger brother, flapping their wings and doing him reverence
from the summit of Mt. Hintha. This is the prophesy which the Buddha gave to the swans and to Gavampati,\fn{ A
Buddhist arhat and the patron saint of the Mons } Ananda,\fn{One of Buddhas principle disciples and his personal serevant } and
Sakka\fn{King of the gods in the Tavatimsa Heaven on Mount Sineru} himself:
"Nine hundred years after my paranirvana, in the place where the elder and younger brother swans are resting,
a great kingdom shall arise and the place where they feed shall be the area of the capital.”
*
These are the boundaries of the city within the limits of the feeding grounds of the elder and younger brother
swans.
To the east bordering the land of Maingyun on one side of the Syriam River.
To the northeast bordering the land of Taungngu as far as Muthit, Mutamaw, Kyaukkyi, Madin and the brother
and sister in trees at the Htein Stream.
To the north bordering the land of Taungngu by the Hpyu Stream, the Zeiyawadi Rise, and the Hpommimudaw Pagoda.
To the northwest bordering the land of Tharawadi at the Thonze Stream and the Tharawadi and Kongaung
Mountain Ranges.
To the west bordering the land of Danubyu Myo and Zayun on one side of the middle of the Irrawaddy River at
the mouth of the Kattudin Stream.
To the southwest bordering the land of Bassein at the Bingalagiri Rise, Eindapura, the Barana fishery and the
ocean.
To the south Gingawadi, Tariyingagotta and the ocean.
To the southeast bordering the land of Taikkala Myo\fn{ A word designating a district, often quite sizable, comprising a
main town and usually a market and a hinterland of smaller towns and villages; but also used (as here) to denote a town only } in
Martaban District by the mouth of the Kadat Stream.
*
Within these quarters by four and eight, these are the thirty-two towns of Hanthawadi Myoma.
In the year 517\fn{1155} starting from King Thamala were founded Kyaukmaw, Ame, Tonzayit and Kyigu; in
all, four myos.
In the reign of King Wimala were founded Sittang, Dinma, Zaywebon and Atha; in all, four myos.
In the reign of King Ahimu Areinda were founded Mawbyo and Lagunbyin; in all, two myos.
In the reign of King Maheintha were founded Ahkarein and Mau; in all, two myos.
In the reign of King Ponnarika were founded Ranmanago, Ranmawadi, Hmawbi and Hlaing; in all, four myos.
In the reign of King Teiktha were founded Hpaunglin and Paung myôs.
In the reign of King Banya U were founded Htandawgyi, Tidut, Zithta, Zaungdu, Hpabaing, Tongan, Yenwe,
Meiyinzara, Tinbaung and Minyehla; in all, ten myós.
In the reign of King Yazadarit were founded Kawliya and Paingda; in all, two myós.
In the reign of Queen Shin Sawbu, titled Banyadaw, was founded Winbyaing Myo.
In the reign of King Dammazeidi was founded Yunzalin Myó.
In the reign of King Thushin Tagayuthpi was founded Hantha Zaingganein Myo.
*
These are the towns founded by eleven kings. From the reign of Thushin Tagayut-hpi to the present, these
myós have been deemed the thirty-two subordinate myos of Hanthawadi.
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*
The boundary between the land of Hanthawadi Myoma\fn{ The main town and sea of administration of a myo eclusive of
the hinterland} and Syriam Myó is from the mouth of the Sittang River along the mouth of the Mayan Stream, the
Winlei Stream and the Deizat Asaing Stream.
To the east from the mouth of the Maso Stream bordering the land of Syriam and Dala at the middle of the
Irrawaddy River as far as the glebe land of the Dagon Hsandawshin Pagoda and Panalwe Thanlyetsun.
In laying down the boundaries of Hanthawadi, King Thalun in the temporary palace\fn{ These rulers always
considered Ava to be their capital and Pegu as a place only for the pacification of the south and southeast } created these companies
for the protection of the myo: seven companies of yuns, four companies of artillery, four companies of
musketeers, twelve companies of infantry, four companies of cavalry, thirty-seven [companies of] elephant
catchers, nine [companies of] female decoy elephants,\fn{ Tame female elephants, used first to entrap and then to tame wild
bull elephants} two companies of [Shans from] Maingmaw, two companies of kalas,\fn{Foreigners} two companies of
the Wayindok Horse, a company of amyozu akyizu, fifty-one war boats and a company of crown cultivators.
To all he allotted divers lands for cultivation and residence. When he had made these appointments,
Hanthawadi Myó being the outpost of the empire and the place most vulnerable to invasion, the myo wuns of
Hanthawadi alone in due succession had full authority over them. These companies cannot be employed on other
service by other wuns but only serve as directed by the myo wun of Hanthawadi.
*
Within the wide boundaries were the seven watchposts of Kawwin, Maing-gyon, Mibya, Danu, Kemmendine,
Panhlaing and Yanginzanya. In the reign of Alaunghpaya, the father of the present king, the Laungshei watch post
was established below Rangoon, a total of eight watch posts. No revenue is collected at the aforesaid watch posts.
Because they are at the mouth of the river where ships and sampans from foreign lands and islands enter and
leave, the Danu and Mibya watch posts have to keep unceasing watch by day and light beacons at night so that the
ships may know the passage.
Ships and sampans entering within the crown wharf have to cast anchor in seven fathoms of water. The pilot
has to go by sampan to the Mibya and Dana watch posts. When the sampan arrives, the men of the watch post
have to accompany it to inform the officers of the myo wun. The officers of the myo wun despatch a pilot to go
with the men of the watch post to meet and bring in the vessel. After casting anchor at the crown wharf, the cap tain and ship’s officer go up and are questioned in the customs house. Then they go to the customs house with the
interpreters and file a list giving the captain, ship’s officers and lascars, and the cannon, guns, powder, lead, shot
and the bales of cloth and all the goods for sale.
The cannon, guns, powder, lead and shot have to be deposited in the customs house. The ropes, sails and rud der have to be taken off the vessel. Guards are placed above and below the vessel to keep it under careful watch.
When they have placed the merchandise and bales of cloth in the customs; house, the interpreters and appraisers
go on board the vessel together with the officials and search it.
*
This is the gift to the king to announce the arrival of the vessel. A Sultanapore pahso\fn{The sash or waistcoat worn
by men on more formal occasions} and a bale of masareit\fn{The dark blue cloth used for making the Burmese turban } are put
into a container and stamped. This is given to the company of the Wayndok Horse which traditionally delivers it
to the king.
The gifts which have to be made on the entrance of a vessel are a Sultanapore pahso and two bales of masareit
apiece to the myo wun and [his deputy] the yei wun, a printed pahso and two bales of masareit to the customs officer, a plain pahso and two bales of masareit to each sitke,\fn{Usually the chief deputy of a myo wun with responsibility for judicial and criminal matters; also the deptuy commander on a military expedition } a plain pahso and a bale of dingabeik\fn{ A
kind of cotton cloth} to each herald, and to the writers of the myo a plain pahso and a bale of dingabe-ik apiece.
It is the custom to pay on the cargo of the vessel on the basis of its appraisal.
A printed pahso and a bale of cotton cloth of 21 cubits is given as well to each interpreter. These gifts have to
be made for entering and leaving.
Thirty-seven kyats 2 mat of silver must be paid to be shared among those who keep watch over the vessel.\fn{ 1
kayat = .6 oz; 1 mat = ¼ kayat}
*
When the officials have taken full and careful account of the goods deposited in the customs house, the tenth
part is taken as duty and submitted to the king. If there are diamonds or emeralds or pearls of pecu liar excellence,
these are stamped with a crown seal and sent to court for appraisal and levy of duty.
*
Within the wide boundaries of Hanthawadi, apart from the glebe lands of the Shweidagon Pagoda, there is no
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other monastery or pagoda glebe land nor are there stone inscriptions or histories to be found.
The revenue officer and revenue writers of the local court give orders to the myeidaing\fn{ A local hereditary official primarily concerned with recording and taking a commission on sales of immovable propety, mainly land, but also performing the
functions of a headman in numerous cases } for the glebe land and the head of the pagoda serfs concerning the cultivators

of paddy and dry land within the Shweidagon Pagoda glebe lands and distribute the demand and collect the tax
proportionately as among ears of corn that are long or short or trees that are short or tall. The myeidaing for the
glebe land and head of the pagoda serfs have to allot equally among the pagoda serfs the repairing of faded gold,
the revarnishing of wood, and the lime and plaster work on the pagoda.
*
On the crown revenue paying land, fifty baskets of paddy have to be measured and paid to the crown granary
for each yoke of buffalo.
There is no tax collected per fisherman on the ponds and streams.
The Karens must pay per person main tax of 9 kyats, overage\fn{An extra amount of money} 9 mu\fn{1 mu = one
eighth of a kayat} and headman’s share 4 mu 1 pe\fn{1 pe = one sixteenth of a kayat} and transport 4 mu 1 pe. The
Zabein \fn{A minor group of Karins} must pay per person main tax of 10 kyats of silver, overage 1 kyat, headman’s
share 2 mat and transport 2 mat.
The salt boilers must pay as crown tax 1 mat of silver per boiling vat for salt.
The cultivators of kaing\fn{Alluvial land on which is grown tobacco, onions, maize, etc.} have to pay according to the extent of their produce.
The tax is gathered by the officials and must be submitted to the chief queen at the royal court.
*
This statement is respectfully submitted to His Majesty, my lord.
242.183 Letters Written On The Eve Of The Anglo-Burmese War\fn{by Maung Nu aka Kyeegan Shingyi (1757-soon
after 1824)} Kyeegan Lake, Ahlone District, Myanmar (M) 17
1. Letter from the mother to her son in Lower Burma
Putting The Three Jewels\fn{The Buddha, his teachings, and his monastic order } on the crown of my head, I, your
mother, from the peaceful and pleasant village near the golden lake, pining to see you again after long months of
absence and heaping love upon love, write this letter to you, my beloved son, my ingot of gold, my handsome, my
lordling.\fn{I have everywhere replaced the archaic word “epistle”, which the editor used, with the modern word “letter”:H }
Words spoken by their parents to their children are ever sweet and fresh as new bloomed flowers, and just as
you wear the loveliest flowers in your ears, wear these words of mine in your ears and give heed to them
constantly.
Like the Brahmin mother in the Jataka story,\fn{ The many references to the Jatakas found in the letters illustrate the fact that
the average Burmese of those days were well-acquainted with these Buddhist birth stories } whose four sons spurning the
splendours of the palace, departed for the forest hermitage, I am weak with longing and weary with sorrow, for I
have but two sons, and one is gone to the far north and the other to the far south, to travel and to wander in search
of wealth. The distance is great, and months have passed, and I think of my sons and consider the dangers to
which they are exposed in strange towns and villages among strange peoples.
Sometimes I call out their names, and other times I sit and dream. I refuse to listen to those who try to console
me with soothing words that surely no mishap could have befallen my golden sons. Anxiety has sapped my body
of its suppleness and strength and often I fall down in a faint. Every moment, against all reason and logic I expect
my handsome lordlings, my treasures, my beloved sons to arrive at my door.
If this account of your suffering mother does not move you to return, the memory of your loving sisters and
their helpless children, your nieces and nephews, will surely move you. Have you ceased to love them?
Perhaps you have taken a Lower Burmese woman to wife and you are concerned that she would pine and die if
you should leave her. But my son, your mother will die soon if you further delay your return to our village, and
remember, whereas when a wife dies a man can always get another wife to replace her, when his mother dies, he
will never find another mother.
Realizing this fact, surely you will come back to the golden country of Upper Burma and to your mother
whose thread of life is on the verge of breaking, and whose heart is quaking with longing to see her son of pure
gold.
Perhaps you find it difficult to believe that I love you so. After all, you are not yet a parent and it is beyond
your comprehension to fathom the nature and depth of the love parents have for their children. Should I die now,
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your heart will be broken with remorse and regret in later years when a son is born to you and you realise at last
the intensity of my love for you. So as to spare yourself of such remorse and regret, you should now start your
journey homewards.
May the power of the strong love which entwines my heart to my son make him realise the truth of my words,
and may my golden son arrive swiftly back in our midst, full of joy and happiness!
2. Letter to her other son in the Shan States
Adorning my head with the Flower-Jewels of the Buddha, who has no equal in the abodes of gods and men,
and His Teachings and His Order, I your mother, full of love and longing, send this message to you, my golden
lordling. Listen carefully.
As you, my handsome, my love, my son, have been away from home for so long, all your neighbours, your
friends, your relations including your mother remember you and miss you. We knew that from the far north you
travelled into the other nerve of Upper Burma, namely the Land of the Shans consisting of the Nine States of
Myne, the thirty townships of Hsipaw and the forest glades of Maw; but you had tarried too long in the pleasant
country of the Shans, and we began to wonder what was delaying your return.
In our anxiety we endeavoured to obtain news of you and perhaps our queries were too many or perhaps they
were wrongly worded; in any case, those very queries regarding your health and safety resulted in rumours that
my handsome lordling, my tender and gentle boy, my priceless treasure had died after his body was stricken with
the dreaded malarial fever. When we heard the rumours our minds were in turmoil and our hearts were assailed
with great sorrow and anxiety and we believed and yet did not believe that you were dead. We discussed and
argued whether the news was true or untrue.
I could not bear it any longer and rushing to the village astrologer I gave him your horoscope and consulted
him about your fortunes. He said that the stars were favourable towards you as they were to our Lord the Buddha
when he won his great victory over the forces of evil and ignorance and full knowledge bloomed into flower in
his mind, and as favourable as they were to our great Kyansittha,\fn{ A reference to the Battle of Pyidawtha (1084 AD) in
which King Sawlu (1077-1084) attacked the enemy against Kyansittha’s advice. In the event, the king was captured and later killed, and
Kyansittha was elected bo the former king’s ministers to succeed him on the throne, from which he reigned from 1084-1112 } after the

army of his master the King had been routed and as he himself was struggling in the turbulent waters of the
Irrawaddy, when the King of the gods came to his rescue. Therefore, the learned astrologer predicted,
“Your son is not dead and shall return to you in due course of time.”
The astrologer’s prediction restored my mental equilibrium by giving me hope that you were safe. But my
heart remained burdened with anxiety. The prediction was the refreshing spring water which cooled one half of
my body, but my anxiety was the fire from the deepest hell which scorched the other half, boiling the blood in its
veins. Both this hope and this anxiety created in my heart a tumultuous storm of longing to see you, bringing a
deluge of tears from my eyes. I continued asking and enquiring about you from all travelers, traders, officials and
pilgrims. But still there was no news and my heart remained in great agony. At long last, some travelers from a
Shan town where you had been staying for a while arrived at our village bringing your loving message to me, and
they told me that with their own eyes they saw you, my golden son, looking fresh and happy like a newly sprung
green shoot. Their words about you sounded in my ears like a full orchestra playing a song of harmony on a
joyous occasion.
The news which the travelers brought was like magic water splashed on my forehead, and as a result, my mind
is tranquil and life has become more pleasant to live. However, just as one is never satisfied with the twilight but
longs to see the golden moon in all its silvery glory, I long to see my handsome son, my golden lordling. Because
of this, my heart is not absolutely free of sorrow. I look towards the eastern horizon in which direction lie the
Shan States where you are now sojourning, and plead with the sun thus:
“From the top of Mount Meyu,\fn{In Pali, the abode of the gods} overlooking this earth of many continents
surrounded by deep oceans, the Sun, the great benefactor on whom all human beings depend and shower their
love, is now rising. O Sun, I beg of you, please persuade my wandering son to have respect and regard for me and
return swiftly to our village of joy and happiness near the golden lake.”
May my son, my garland of flowers, my nugget of gold, be as glorious as the newly risen sun, may his heart be
as cool and clear as drinking water. May he be full of joy and may he speedily return to our village in the west.
3. Letter advising her son in Lower Burma
From afar I sprinkle on your forehead the cool clear water of love and pray that you may be happy and that
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your road back to this village may be free from all danger and hindrance.
Since you went away, days have grown into months, months have grown into a year, and as Lower Burma is so
far away, all your sisters and relations anxiously desire your speedy return. As to your contention that you want to
prove yourself a man and find riches and wealth in a distant land, I want to tell you this:
Do not think that only slender women are fair,
Do not think that wealth is to be found only in distant lands.
Many women are beautiful although they are not slim,
And many have become wealthy without travelling an inch.
Do not think that only blue is pretty,
Do not think that wealth is obtained only after a long time.
There are many colours which are pretty although not blue,
Wealth is often obtained in a short period of time.
Wealth is obtained through luck,
Truth is realised only through intelligence.
To be learned is a matter of luck,
To be intelligent is a matter of honour.
A man wins fame because of his luck,
He gains wisdom because of his intelligence.
Although luck favours him, he will not win fame if he is not industrious;
Although intelligent he will not gain wisdom if he does not think.
Therefore luck needs the help of industry,
And intelligence needs the help of thought.
If you are rude in speech, people will hate you,
If you are wicked in action you will lose everything;
If you are reckless in business, you will lose your capital.
You must be gentle in speech,
You must be moral in action,
You must be patient in business.
Do not take shelter in a ruined cave,
Do not consort with a man of bad habits.
If you take shelter in a ruined cave, it will collapse over your head.
If you consort with a man of bad habits, you will soon acquire some of his ways.
Do not sniff at a piece of white marble thinking it to be white jaggery,
Do not try a Lower Burmese girl thinking her to be familiar and friendly;
If you sniff at white marble, your nostrils will be covered with dust,
If you try a Lower Burmese girl, all your money will go.
Every time you drop a thing, do not bend to pick it up,
Every time you make a profit, do not squander the money.
If you bend to pick up a thing every time it drops, people will laugh at you.
If you squander all your profits, you will soon become a pauper.

These are my words of advice, my son. Ponder on them and accept only those which are applicable to you, just
as you cut out a piece from a roll of cloth to fit your own measurements. After all, you are now a grown man,
mature and experienced, and doubtless you will be able to act wisely in all matters. For my part, I only long for
your return and wish to see you again as soon as possible.
4. Letter consoling her son in the Shan States
Praying that you may be free from all dangers and troubles and return to my presence with honour and
happiness and with your wishes all fulfilled, I write these words to you, bathing you with the waters of my love.
We are sorry to learn that although you used your wisdom and tried your utmost, your business venture failed
because of the loss of your cargo in the wreck of a boat and you lost your capital by fraud of your partner.
But such misfortunes are not peculiar to our present time of stress and change. Prince Maha Janaka who in a
later existence became our Lord the Buddha, lost his entire cargo when his ship was wrecked in a storm. As to the
loss of your capital through an error of judgement, I will remind you that often the assessor accepts an alloy for
silver, the physician fails to save the life of his own son, the divining astrologer loses his bullocks, the carver
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cannot chisel, the harpist does not produce the right melody, and the artist fails to make a design. It is only natural
for human beings to make mistakes.
However skilful and experienced we may be, we all make mistakes. Unless one can choose the right food,
one’s appetite is never satisfied. Even the cooked rice which your mouth has accepted as food can get choked in
your throat. Even your old sweetheart may one day turn against you and hate you. Even the most experienced
broker sometimes fails to make a transaction, the most experienced orator cites a wrong example and loses his
point, and the most learned judge sometimes gives an unjust decision. A skilled weaver who has woven even a
blanket, sometimes finds his hands out of practice. A tea-trader who has learned to climb the highest mountain to
get the finest tea-leaves, dies of malarial fever.
I can quite understand how you are discouraged, for you must be like an ascetic who has suddenly lost his
super-normal powers, or like a searcher who after a long day misses his quarry and feels exhausted both in mind
and body. However, consider again carefully.
Can you really say that you have lost everything? After all, you have not lost your life. Although the rainfall
has been heavy, it does not follow that every embankment is broken. Although a man plans ahead and makes
every endeavour, it does not mean that he will realise his aim. Wealth is gained only through luck and truth is
realised only through intelligence. Behave correctly and act morally, and all will yet be well. The truth of this
saying is illustrated by the career of Prince Maha Janaka; the loss of his cargo and his ship was a mere chapter in
his life, and the disaster directly led to his gaining a throne and becoming a king.1 If you take this story as your
guide, you can take it that the loss of your cargo will finally lead you to riches. People say that when a person
itches all over his body, it is an omen that he is going to take part in a joyous dance.
Fortune is niggardly, only because she is hoarding all her favours to be showered upon you later. But when
fortune favours you at last, you must not slacken your efforts nor must you become careless and casual. This time,
after many weeks and months of endeavour, you shall succeed.
But so far as I am concerned, I merely long to see you again. Even if you come back with an amount of silver
no bigger than a sesame seed, or for that matter, without any silver at all, you are always welcome to our midst,
my beloved son.
5. Letter from the Quester after Silver, Mr. Fashionable to his wife and family
From the golden village called “The Place of Giant Bats,” I, the Quester after Silver, Mr. Fashionable, send this
message, frill of cooling waters of love to my dear wife and members of my household. Due to the blessings of
the Three Jewels, of my parents and of my teachers, and due also to the good wishes and prayers of the beloved
members of my household, I am safe from dangers and harms.
The reason why I am delayed in Lower Burma can be explained as follows. In the month of May rainfall was
nil, in June rain did not fall; in July, rain avoided us; August was clear of rain, September was free from rain; in
October rainfall was zero, and in November rain stayed away from us with the result that all paddy plants died
through lack of water. In the month of December which usually is the season of green sprouts, because the soil
was parched and absolutely without any moisture, all root crops, bulbs, berry-bearing shrubs and brushes, and
green vegetables did not appear at all, and also the corn crop failed entirely.
Let alone selling of any surplus, the farmers had not enough to eat, and they were frightened and dazed like
chickens unexpectedly hit by a stone which their master has thrown intending merely to drive them away and not
to harm them. According to all reports, this disaster was experienced by all the towns and villages of Lower
Burma.
In these circumstances, although I long to return to my native place, I find it difficult to do so. Therefore,
pulling up my loin cloth with its flowery pattern of light yellow and loosening it a little, I climb a high sawing
platform, and from sunrise to sunset with sweat from my brow falling on my big toes, I push and pull the saw up
and down, cutting the logs into thin planks. In no time and with no mistake, every hundred planks put twenty
kyats in my pocket; I want to laugh but merely smile. I am overjoyed but hiding my joy in my mind, I remain
silent. With my pockets full, I think I have collected enough money and make ready to come back to you.
Then only I realise the difficulties in my way. I cannot take passage on the King’s boats, because the tolls are
too high; I cannot work my way back on rice boats, because as a result of the famine there is no trade in rice, and I
cannot dream of hiring a boat on my own. Moreover, by Rangoon standards my savings are still very small.
Therefore, I cannot return yet. I long to see you again, but I feel ashamed to come back a pauper. In this year of
six, because of the glory of our lord the King, rain has fallen again in abundance all over the region, the whole
kingdom is prosperous, wages for sawing timber have increased and tolls and taxes are being rapidly paid. Thus,
although I, the Quester after Silver, Mr. Fashionable, cannot come back to you immediately, the prospects of my
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early return are good. With a full determination to earn enough to discharge fully the outstanding taxes and tolls,
to provide my wife and children abundantly and to give donations and offer alms generously, I will stay on in this
far Lower Burma, and without slackening, I shall continue my great quest for silver. Saving like a miser, I shall go
on cutting teak log after teak log, saying to myself,
“Come on, you are a man! Go on, you Quester after Silver.”
With these lines of love and sweetness, some of them old fashioned but others modern in style, I give the
reasons of my prolonged stay in Lower Burma, to my beloved wife and children and other members of my
household.
6. Letter from a disgruntled son-in-law
Wishing that you all may be as happy, as glorious and as tranquil as the King of the gods in his many towered
palace atop Mount Meyu, bathed in the rays of gold, silver, emerald and glass from its towers, and wishing that
your great wisdom in knowing what courses of action are profitable for this present life and also for future
existences may become even greater, I, Mr. Winner, from the golden city of Rangoon, full of regard and affection
which increase day by day, send these loving words to my old friends, Uncle Sweet Smell and the loving
members of his household.
Due to the blessings of the Three Jewels and the kind prayers of my friends, I am tolerably happy. After sailing
down the river and reaching the city of Rangoon, I find I have to be patient and learn to control my desire to
return to my native village, because although I ask for his permission in soft and sweet words, my father-in-law
refuses to listen, and as if he were a god commanding a battalion of one thousand demons, he rails and shouts that
he is the head of the family and using his daughter, my wife, as the fuse, and using me, his son-in-law as
gunpowder, he explodes, strikes me with a slender piece of bamboo and threatens me with a stout cudgel; when I
jump in fright and run away in fear, there is another violent explosion of fire and brimstone, and gnashing his
teeth, he curses and threatens.
I find it hard to bear, because although I bend and sway and give way to him, he remains as adamant as ever. I
cannot understand him, because although I admit that he is right, he goes on arguing. Too late I realise the truth of
the following maxims of wisdom:
The foolish ducks abandon the stream and go to the river, only to discover that although there is more water, there
are no fishes. Similarly foolish young men, steeling their hearts, abandon their native village, their old work, and their
old love and go to a new place only to discover that they have come to the wrong place and nothing is satisfactory.

I am like a poor cowherd who avoids a goring bull only to be attacked by a kicking cow, and like a benighted
traveler, who in great fear of the tiger calls upon the god of the forest to protect him, only to find that the god is
more ferocious than the tiger. I try to please my father-in-law, I endeavour to appease him, but I am like a worker
who tries to clean and polish an object, but makes it more dirty and faded in colour; and I am like the gardener
who waters the plants only to find that he has drowned them. I have heard that when a person admits his mistakes,
he is forgiven, and that a master values an able slave. How wrong is this saying in our case! I have heard also that
only a new container is dependable because it does not leak, and only one’s own personal slave is trustworthy
because he cannot betray, but my father-in-law does not consider these wise words to be true. I have heard also
that if you struggle you cannot win and if you hate, you cannot possess; I neither struggle against him nor hate
him, yet I have not won nor do I possess him.
I admit that he is my father-in-law and he has definite authority and control over me. But he has forgotten the
words of a famous writer of old:
If occasionally an offspring is found to have a fault or a failing, the parents must call him to a quiet place and
admonish him in private. In front of people and in public, however, they must reward and honour him, embracing him
tenderly, singing his praises and pointing out his virtues.

According to the words of the wise and the custom of our ancestors, he ought to remember that he is a parent,
and that he should ask me to mend my ways in smooth words and in a gentle tone. Instead he makes a noise as if a
riot has broken out in our quarter, and he creates a turmoil in the household, and turns everything topsy turvy. He
uses a tone of authority, a tone of command, a father’s tone, a father-in-law’s tone, an uncultured tone, a tone of
pride, a tone of a man of wealth, a tone of a man of position, a tone of bamboo, a tone of a cudgel, a rude tone, a
fierce tone, a shouting tone, a threatening tone, a tone of “hi you,” a tone of “drat you.” He mixes and repeats all
these tones in a series of thunder claps, until I tremble with fear and my face blushes with sorrow and shame. With
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all sorts of emotions, I become sick both in body and in mind.
So as to be able to console myself I have been trying to think out an explanation why there should be constant
war between my father-in-law and myself. I think of the million years war between the gods and the titans. Since
the beginning of time, every year just as rain clouds begin to appear in the sky and the tha-khut trees are in flower,
on the slopes of Mount Meyu, gods and titans fight yet another battle, and sometimes the gods are defeated and at
other times the titans are routed. Compared to that never ending war, this strife between father and son-in-law is
petty and trifling indeed.
I realise also that among mere mortals, who are still far away from the distant shore of Nirvana, and in whose
minds the fires of greed, anger, and ignorance are still unquenched, there naturally will be frictions and quarrels.
This is true even with companions and colleagues who live together and work together and strive together. Thus
two pots standing side by side often bump against each other, and two coils of rope lying side by side often get
entangled. Even between such colleagues and partners as mother and son, tongue and teeth there is occasional
misunderstanding; for sometimes the teeth miscalculate and bite the tongue, and sometimes mother and son
misunderstand each other and argue. I also take into consideration the fact that the inner earth and upper soil, the
flower pot and the golden lotus, parents and sons, cannot avoid each other, and following age old customs and
habits, they must learn to live in tranquillity.
Taking heart from all the above thoughts and reflections, I decide to forget all my resentment against my
father-in-law. In future, with might and with main and at the risk of my life and limb, I shall cooperate with him in
all his enterprises so that both of us become rich. Thus, wielding my punting pole, I shall go with him up and
down the river, all over the kingdom, up to the Chinese frontier, down to Rangoon, passing by the towns of Pagan
and Pakhan, amidst strange sights and scenes, and visiting ancient capitals of Frome, Myinsaing, Sagaing, Pinya,
proud Ava and the golden city itself.\fn{ Amarapura, newly built (1783) by King Bodawpaya } We go to many places up and
down and round and round, dealing with goods whether they come by land or by water. Money flows in, and
sometimes the profit is one-tenth the outlay and at other times one-third or one-half, and occasionally double or
triple. Our profits increasing by leaps and bounds, and our expenditure being negligible, we feel proud of our
huge income.
Surely the time shall come when our house, from top to bottom, from length to breadth, on all floorings and in
all rooms, will be filled with such wealth that my wife, other members of the household, even servants and slaves
will be radiant with glittering gold and silver bangles, with shining gold and silver anklets, and with sparkling
gold and silver earrings. They shall live in great comfort and luxury, bathed in the light from their gold and silver
rings, cunningly designed and set with rubies, cats-eyes, amethysts, emeralds, sapphires and diamonds, and in the
rays of the sun reflected through mirrors and glasses.
Not satisfied with this collection of inanimate and static treasures, I shall buy elephants and horses and also
many fertile farms and thickly wooded gardens with their valuable yields, which ensure that their current value
will never decline. My position and status in society shall then be so secure that I will hold feasts and festivals,
where orchestras of drums, gongs, cymbols and flutes shall with their din bring joy to all hearts. I shall repay all
my debts of gratitude and make adequate provision for future existences by giving gifts and donations and by
keeping the moral precepts. Accepting from the King the title of “Great Master Richman,” my ventures shall
never cease to be successful, and enjoying all the luxuries of life, I shall swallow to the full the fat lump of public
honour. My estate shall increase and grow manifold and my fame shall reach all parts of Upper and Lower Burma
so that people will exclaim,
“A real man! O, such a man! O, what a man!”
When all this has been achieved, I shall come back to you, my beloved Uncle Sweet Smell, and friends and
companions of my youth.
7. A second letter from the son-in-law
I wish to give some words of information about myself to you, my father, my grandparents, my elder and
younger aunts, my cousins and relations, my neighbours and my friends. Only because of the blessings of the
Three Jewels and the good wishes of my father, relations and friends, I am still alive. I have been meeting all sorts
of troubles, difficulties and problems, and my misfortunes can be compared to those of the Brahmin Minister
Kaywut, when his army was routed by King Widayharit, whose kingdom it had invaded, of the sun or the moon
when covered with the thick cloud of darkness, of the robber-cannibal, former King Pawritharda when a woodsplinter pierced his heel, of the foolish king when his boastful challenge to all the neighbouring kings to come and
fight him for the hands of his four beautiful daughters was accepted by all, of Prince Sandakomma who in spite of
his pearl-like eyes and ruby-like words, found himself in shackles and chains through the plotting of a false
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brahmin. Both my mind and body are in the same luckless plight, and wearing faded clothes, I can move and think
only languidly.
My wife some months ago died after giving birth to a little daughter, who looks exactly like her. Because she is
the very image of her mother, she reminds people of my late wife, and either through politeness or through
genuine sympathy, they speak about her which only makes me miss her and remember her the more. Misfortune
has befallen me, because I rejected the advice of my elders, and against their wishes married a Lower Burmese
girl. Those who have always disliked me rejoice to see me in agony or sorrow. It is the nature of some human
beings to find happiness in other’s tears.
But I have no regrets for the past nor any plans for the future. In my present persistent misery, I feel so forlorn
because I am so far away from you. My father-in-law and I have long ago parted company, and in trying to do
business on my own, my ventures failed because various factors combined to work against me. Thus I am like a
crane with broken wings who finds itself high and dry in a wilderness of pebbles, far away from any water. In my
loneliness, I think of you all, and longing to hear that you are safe and sound I send this letter of love.
8. Letter from Mr. Shorty to his mother-in-law and wife
Standing at the foot of the Seven Famous Pagodas, namely Kyaik Htiyo, Shwe Mawdaw, Kyaik Pawlaw,
Kyaik Kamun, Kyaik Thalun, Kyaik Khami, and the great Shwedagon Pagoda with its many Relics, I, Mr. Shorty
write this to you, my respected mother and mother-in-law, my beloved wife, the head of my household, my sons
and daughters and friends and send to them my love and regards which shall be a thousand million million times
more refreshing than all the waters of countless rivers flowing into the ocean.
Due to the blessings of the Three Jewels and of my parents and of my teachers, and due to the kind and
tranquil special prayers offered by you all, I am safe and sound and well and happy. Because I have delayed my
return, do not think that I have ceased to love and care for you, or that I am cross with you or that I have found a
new love. I still love and care for you, I find you without fault, and I have not found a new love. I am staying on
here in Rangoon with the sole purpose of amassing a fortune which not only will benefit you, but will enable you
to realise your dream of building a monastery and a pagoda. Following the wise advice given in the lines:
If you have no learning, spend the night in debating,
If you have no capital, spend the day in sawing,

although in front of people I pretend to be a successful merchant, behind their backs I catch hold of my big saw,
and bending and swaying my body I push it and pull it, until my body becomes heated with the exercise, and
drops of sweat from my forehead fall on my toes. Sometimes I feel tired and sometimes I feel faint, but I work
continuously denying myself even a single holiday.
In spite of this hard work on my part, and in spite of my countless schemes, the results are not satisfactory and
I have no choice but to remain in Rangoon. As my father is no longer living and I have a wonderful wife at home,
I must earn enough to support both mother and my wife and so I must stay on in this city, the centre of many
transactions. However, although my schemes to make money are deep, I lack the necessary skill to put them into
full effect. Oftentimes I feel tired of this quest for silver, which has kept me away from you for nearly two years.
Because of my love and regard for you, I dream of returning,and longing to see you again, sometimes I cannot
keep back my tears, and I feel despondent and find my life in Rangoon irksome. I cannot accept this saying of the
wise:
A lawyer who is not yet skilled in law tends to compromise,
A lover who is far away from his love tends to forget,

and instead, because I am still unskilful in business I will learn to be more skilful, and because I am far away from
you I will love you all the more. Just as a cartman drives in peg after peg to tighten the axle, I drive these thoughts
into my heart to keep me steadfast. Therefore, do have faith in me, and offering water and flowers to the image of
our Lord the Buddha in the cave-temple, please say special prayers for the health and safety of one who stays in
Rangoon, filling his sack with silver on a sawing platform. When I do return, please do not neglect to come out
and meet me some two or three miles from our village, bringing with you a pot of drinking water and a bunch of
flowers for me, and relieve me of my big sack of silver, with smiles and laughter, and with music and clapping of
hands.
9. Letter from the abbot of a monastery to the governor of a town
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I, your monk-teacher, who always pray and wish for your happiness and welfare send this message to you,
Lord Governor. I have received your request that your young and tender son so dear to you be given leave to
come back to your house once every ten days. In reply, I will give you the following example.
A young foal was born in his own stables, and the horseman felt very proud of it. He was wise enough to know
that although the young horse was naturally swift and graceful, it needed special training by an expert.
Accordingly, he paid a high fee to a trainer of horses and asked him to discipline, and teach and train the young
horse. However, he insisted that as he was so fond of the little animal, it be sent back to him once in ten days. The
horse learned much during the ten days but pampered and spoiled by his owner on the eleventh day, it had to be
trained anew when it was sent back to the trainer. Months passed, but as its training was interrupted every
eleventh day, it never learned to obey the bridle properly, never learned to stand still gracefully, and never grew
out of the mischievous habits of a young animal.
When the period of training was over, the colt was returned to the owner. One day there was a horse show and
the proud owner rode the horse before the assembled onlookers. The owner was skilful and the horse was
beautiful to look at. But between the two there was no harmony nor any understanding, and the horse made a
series of blunders and incorrect movements. It was indeed a sorry spectacle, and the crowd loudly voiced their
wonder that such a beautiful horse and such an accomplished horseman should perform so disgracefully.
10. Letter from an abbot to a village headman
Wishing with full loving-kindness, that you may be promoted to the office of headman of a circle of villages,
then as the governor of a town, then as a powerful member of the King’s inner cabinet, then as a judge of the
golden High Court, then as the King’s chief minister, and wishing, with full loving-kindness that you may gain
great distinction, glory, honour, authority, and high office, bringing peace and prosperity to villages and towns
which will then be under your control, I write this to you, esteemed layman, our Village Headman.
Learning of my desire to build in my monastery a resthouse for wandering monks coming from all four
directions, many persons of good will, according to their individual capacity, cut down a number of trees and
donated them to be used as posts in my proposed rest-house, and thus shared in my deed of merit. However,
before the logs could be carted and brought to my monastery, a group of your service-men, looking for timber to
build a new residence for you, arrived at the forest and carried them away. Obviously they did not know that the
logs had already been donated to me. I am sure that you are also not aware of this fact, and I am equally certain
that you will graciously send the logs to me at my monastery as soon as you receive this letter.
Do not think, my esteemed layman, that I am writing this to you, because although a monk, I am a greedy old
miser who cannot bear the loss of a few logs. You are a very devout and well-read person and so you must be
familiar with that story from the scriptures about a thief and a rich man. The thief, in fact, was our Lord the
Buddha in an earlier existence, and falling under the influence of a maleficent planet, he entered the house of a
rich man at dead of night, and stole some gold and silver. However, in escaping from the treasure chamber his
fingers were caught in the doorway and in pulling them free, he broke off a piece of his fingernail. As it was
believed in those days that a broken piece of fingernail left lying in the house would bring disaster to the
householder, the thief, concerned only about the rich man’s future, deliberately went back, announced his identity
and retrieved the broken fingernail.
Just as the thief in the story faced capture and disgrace not because he valued his fingernail, but because he
wanted to save the rich man from disaster, so I am risking misunderstanding and criticism, not because I value the
timber but because I want to ensure that no unpleasant consequence follows in the wake of this trifling matter,
remembering the following maxim of the wise:
If the food is unsuitable, a morsel is enough to harm you,
If the journey is unsuitable, a step is enough to harm you.

You should realize that I say all this, because I want you, esteemed layman, to be continuously happy and
tranquil. After all, you are a man of wisdom, fully able to judge whether a course of action will bring good or bad
results, not only in this life but also in future existences.
Especially as you are a man of wealth and a royal official who can command anything, I will request you to
please send the timber speedily to my monastery and to accept my blessings.
11. Letter from the headman and elders of a village to the secretary of the King’s treasurer
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Noting that you, our noble lord, following the teachings given in the scriptures by the Buddha, who is far
greater than any emperor of emperors, god of gods, king of kings, chief of chiefs, crown of crowns, and lord of
lords, dwell like the maned lion in your golden cave of diligence, look radiant in your crystal dress of morality,
stand steadfast in your strength of character and thought as a massive mountain of rock, wear your golden
ornament of learning, and climb above others in your charity, and wishing and praying that under your rule,
auspicious and glorious as the newly-risen sun or the newly-lit moon on the twin mountains of Meyu and
Yugunder, all the villages, towns and cities may become even more prosperous and palmy, we the Headman and
Elders of the Village of Kyeegan Lake, lifting our hands to our foreheads in supplication and respect, write this to
you, Lord Clerk, who serve as the trusted servant and faithful deputy to the Lord High Keeper of the King’s
Treasure, in the same efficient manner as the god Withakyon serves his master, the King of god.\fn{ Withakyon
occupies a similar position in Buddhist mythology akin to Mercury and thor in European mythology }
The date fixed by you, lord, for the final payment of taxes, and tolls is past, but the revenue from our village
still remains uncollected. In this present time of change and discord, the villagers face a financial crisis of their
own. The expected and carefully calculated income, so regular in the past, has failed to accrue; the creditors press
for repayment of debts, and all business, trade and crafts are in a disturbed state. On top of it all, there are old
taxes and new tolls to pay. Troubled and despondent, many villagers have abandoned their property and left the
village, and it is only through the assistance and leadership of the elders that the village has been saved from
complete disintegration.
Master astrologers, using their knowledge, their skill in calculation and their gift of prophecy, advise people to
conserve their wealth in these times of unusual movement and conjunction of planets.
An impatient gardener plucks the green buds from a tree, the tree becomes bare, and my lady lacks flowers in
her hair. The understanding gardener allows the buds to bloom, the tree is soon covered with green leaves and
golden flowers, and my lady looks lovely wearing flowers in her hair. Submitting this example for your
consideration, we humbly plead that the collection of taxes and tolls be postponed for some months.
12. Letter from the head of an ecclesiastical district to the primate
In humbleness and humility, I, head of the ecclesiastical district of Letpandaw in the western division, write
this to my lord the primate, the honoured teacher of the god of the country (the great King himself), the golden
umbrella of all monks, great in glory and in learning.
I worship and marvel at you, my lord, because, just as the fires from seven suns will one day destroy this
world, this abode of human beings, this place of change, suffering and illusion, this earth where the Buddha, His
Teaching, His monks bloom, yea, will burn this universe as if it were a sesame seed in a frying pan, your fierce
commands shall destroy millions of cases of indiscipline and demerit. I obey you, my lord, as a trooper in the
billion army of gods, demons, ogres, which together with the seven nets of chain-iron, guard the magic mango
tree in the Himalaya mountains, receives on his head the orders of his commander-in-chief and then obeys them.
In fact, my lord, you are like that commander-in-chief. The magic mango tree that you protect is the religion
expounded to us by our Lord the Buddha. The seven nets of chain-iron which guard the religion are the seven
rules of morality, and the troopers are the monks under your control.
I accept your blessings with gratitude, and knowing of your great efforts to keep the people under the ever
shining rays of morality, atop the rock mountain of steadfastness, in the tower of knowledge, and first and
foremost in charity, I pray that you, my lord, may live up to the age of one hundred years; may your glory and
learning be ever bright as the ruby worth a kingdom, which is found only on the slopes of Waybula mountain in
the Himalayas; may all your plans and schemes to keep the religion pure ever be successful and may you and I be
able to worship together the next Buddha when he appears among human beings.
My lord, I am writing this letter as I dare not come to you in person and gaze upon your golden face, because
my heart is contrite with shame and remorse at my failure to submit my register of monks on the appointed date.
I travelled through my ecclesiastical district with the purpose of compiling my register and then submitting it
in person to you, my lord, at the golden city. However, I was disappointed to find that the rate of progress in
compiling was slower than expected and the register remained far from complete. Then I was stricken with the
dangerous disease of pox, and I did not become totally free of its effects for a long time. I thought of deputing
another monk to carry on with the task on my behalf, but no one dared to take over the responsibility. Saying to
myself that there was still time, I returned to my monastery.
My lord, please do not think that in failing to file the register I am challenging your authority in any way. I am
the little brass triangle which is sounded to invite people to make their offering of uncooked rice,\fn{ On the day
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immediately before the sabbath, members of the village charity association went round the village calling for donations of uncooked rice.
The rice thus cllected was cooked and ceremoniously offered to the monks for their morning meal on the sabbath day } and you are the

big iron gong which is sounded as a signal to an army to attack, and no offering or gift or bribe can ever persuade
me to vie with you in any way.
I really thought that there was still time, but like one who was fated to die, I was blind to the danger of further
delays. I may cite the following examples from the scriptures.
Our Lord the Buddha was once, in an earlier existence, the king of the vultures. In spite of his wisdom and
experience, he was caught in a trap, because from a thousand miles in space, he saw on this earth, a lump of meat,
but did not see the rope-trap attached to it. In another earlier existence, he was the king of the monkeys and when
a forest fire broke out, he endeavoured to lead his companions to safety by jumping from tree to tree. Wisely, he
planned in his mind the long path to safety, but unfortunately did not remember to tie a creeper around his waist,
with the result that when he missed his footing he fell to his death.
After reaching my monastery, for one full month I was indisposed and then in the nearby village of Chaungauk
there was a great fire which destroyed many monasteries, and as they were under my jurisdiction and as Lent also
was swiftly approaching, I had to take part in debates and discussions as to how they should be rebuilt. Both
laymen and monks were too rich in ideas, and the discussion took a long time before unanimity was achieved. The
buildings were completed only on the day of the beginning of Lent.
As Lent has now begun, it will be improper for me to leave my monastery to go round completing my
register,\fn{During the three months of Lent, a monk could not leave his monastery except in an emergency } and moreover my
body which is merely a heap of component parts, ever liable to suffer the pangs of change, decay and death, is still
weak with sickness. However, as gods wait for a thousand years to taste the special nectar and ambrosia that will
appear on the freshly formed earth after the old world has been destroyed by the seven suns, and as the first
dwellers on the new earth surrounded by darkness long for the appearance of the sun and moon, I, remembering
your many favours in the past, wait and long to see your golden face again. I and the monks in my ecclesiastical
district always call upon your name in gratitude because we are able to live in tranquillity and without any want,
sheltered in the shadow of your emerald umbrella of glory and authority, my noble lord.
13. Letter from a father to his courtier son
Your father, Headman of the village and your mother, his Lady,\fn{ It was customary and proper for a person in the
without reserve and tardiness, shower on your
head their waters of love, our son, Master Lotus Leaf. We pray that you may live long free from trouble and free
from danger, in peace and prosperity, retaining the health and vigour of your youthful body, and when the time at
last comes for you to die, may you be reborn as a great god and afterwards reach the final goal of Nirvana.
Due to the blessings of the Three Jewels and the glory of our lord the King, all your relations and friends at
home, and we ourselves are tranquil and prosperous, free from trouble and danger.
Dear son, we want to give you this special message. The king of the gods, too busy with the affairs of his own
kingdom usually deputes a trusted god to look after the affairs of human beings, for the king of the gods is also
the guardian of human beings. In the same way, your master, the lord Governor of the Ten Towns has appointed
you to serve as his deputy in Shwebo township, trusting you with the perplexing and multifarious duties usual in
such a region. Shwebo is a small town but you should not despise it. Just as the ray from one finger of a Brahma
is brighter than the combined light from the bodies of a thousand gods, the great Alaungpaya,\fn{ King of Burma
(1752-1760)} founder of our present dynasty of kings was a hundred times more powerful and glorious than other
kings. Shwebo was the village in which this Alaungpaya was born and brought up, and Shwebo was the golden
city from where he ruled the whole empire.
Just as a knight wears a coat of chain mail, a man of valour wears his knowledge and learning to protect
himself. If you desire high office, you must learn from all and sundry every trade and skill which is of use and
value. You must learn by rote many maxims and formulas and rules of syntax and grammar. You must know the
core of philosophy and morality, and you must make yourself familiar with the practice of law, the business of the
Court and the affairs of state. Above all, you must learn to think clearly for yourself.
You must be always alert both physically and mentally. Carefully study the nature and purport of words,
phrases, sentences and statements. See that your speeches have the four great qualities of lucidity, directness,
smoothness and truth. Never speak loosely and carelessly, and avoid using words which will obscure the real
meaning or which will perplex the listener. Learn to pose an argument, answer an argument, and trap your
opponent to give a false argument. Above all, borrow, copy, imitate freely the style and method of other orators
and debaters.
service of the King to refer to his official rank even in a letter to his wn son }
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Worship your lord as if he were a pagoda. Stand always a little behind him and speak always a little below
him. Your appetite for food must be kept within limit, but let your patience be limitless. Whether a person is a
friend or a mere acquaintance, you must judge how much or how little you should associate with him. You must
learn to recognise at a glance a prince of blood, a prince of mere rank, a minister, a royal official of high rank, a
royal official of low rank. When you are in the company of your lord, you must learn to control your five senses,
so that your behaviour is correct and never in error. You must be blind to certain actions of your lord as if you had
lost the sense of sight, and you must be deaf to certain words of your lord as if you had lost the sense of hearing.
You must be able to detect the mood of your lord from his manner.
When it is unsuitable for you to speak, be tongueless like a fish. When it is unsuitable for you to go near him,
avoid your lord’s room as if it were a forest infested with tigers and leopards. Make yourself familiar with the
customs and beliefs of your lord, with his ideas and thoughts, and with the lines of his face and the contours of his
body. When it becomes your duty to make a statement or give a report, wait for the right moment; then give your
message correctly, politely, without hesitation and without error. In the service of your lord you must not be
haughty and rude, but when circumstance requires it of you, you must dare to strike and be stricken also. Your
lord will keep you in his service if your dealings with other people are smooth and gentle. You can destroy the
enmity and jealousy of your rivals by showing tolerance and exercising forgiveness. All will greet you with smiles
if you are steadfast and steady.
We give you the following extracts and quatotions from the sayings and writings of certain famous and wise
authors. Learn them by heart and act according to the advice contained therein:
There are eight classes of persons whom a prudent man must always forgive. They are his King and lord, his
teacher, his parents, the lord monks (who are the flower of his society); his elder brothers and sisters, boys and girls
who have not attained the age of maturity, and persons of unsound mind. His heart should always melt with affection,
and with gratitude or sympathy in dealing with them. His King or his lord has power and authority over him; his
teacher for a long period of years has saved him from ignorance and shown him the path of truth that he must follow in
this life and after; the great debt of gratitude he owes to his mother is so obvious that no further comment is necessary;
his present prosperity, he owes to the invaluable advice and guidance given to him by his father; the lord monks are the
sons and successors of our Lord the Buddha; his elder brothers and sisters are little fathers and mothers to him; as to
infants and insane people, they cannot be expected to distinguish right from wrong, and even the law exempts them
from liability. Whenever resentment or anger against these persons appears in his heart, he must drive it away by
remembering all the above facts, in the same way as a physician drives away disease by applying his medicine, and a
wizard drives away evil spirits by reciting his magic formula
When his parents, his teachers, or his superiors, blame him, admonish him, abuse him, or even beat him, the prudent
man remembering the deep debt of gratitude he owes to them, will always be forbearing, will never answer back, will
bow his head in submission, and will act as if he had been turned into a timid rabbit.
Just as the god of the moon did not protest when the king of gods painted on his shining orb the picture of a little
rabbit, just as the wayfarer who finds the rarest blue-brown lotus does not complain that the stem is ugly, a prudent man
does not protest or complain when his lord of might and power, or his teacher of learning and scholarship, or any other
person to whom he is beholden commits an error or acts unjustly towards him.

Beloved son, the place you dwell in and the company you keep are of the utmost importance; therefore choose
your house and your companions with care, bearing in mind the following advice of great writers:
Young Official, for your dwelling, choose a place which is suitable for both your present and future needs. Do not
think that your profession is an easy one. Using your intelligence, you will have to plan for both the present and the
future. In your pursuit of knowledge and wealth, you must be prepared to meet perplexity and loss, and so long as you
do not lose interest and become indolent, success will surely come your way.
In a strange place, you cannot avoid the company of those whose character is as crooked as a dog’s tail, and who,
without any real good will, will pretend to be your friend and well-wisher, and with flattery and lying words, will
endeavour to bring you to your ruin. However, as long as you keep your wits about you, you will be safe.

You are a young man of education and knowledge, and taking the advice given in the scriptures for those living
among strangers, you must behave with humbleness and restraint, even though the people around you speak and
treat you as if you were their bonded slave. Do not ever forget, dearest son, that you are far away from your home
and among strangers.
14. Letter from the courtier son
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I, Master Lotus Leaf; full of loving remembrance, write this to those at home.
To this city of Rangoon from across the wide open Bay of Bengal, come all sorts of sailors, strangers and
aliens in habit and custom, and belonging to many races all of which I cannot name. I can recognize Armenians,
Roman Catholics, Portuguese, Africans, Arabs, all kinds of Indians including Hindu, Sardhus, Muslim crewmen
and Bombay merchants. They are hairy people with moustaches, side-whiskers, beards, and shaggy legs.
Energetic and alert, they hustle and bustle from place to place, round and round and up and down, in and out and
to and fro, winding and curving, to all nooks and corners, east and north and west and south, spinning and
whirling like a merry-go-round.
But the little silver lizard in the mariner’s compass that these sailors carry remains quietly constant always
pointing to the north. I hope that my dear people at home remain constant and true to me, like that silver lizard,
undisturbed by the scandalous and untrue accounts of what I did and what I do, given by all sorts of irresponsible,
reckless, gossiping, busy-bodies.
It is of course true; that without informing those at home, I left the golden city of my lord the King, sailed
down the river with other courtiers and arrived at this busy port of Rangoon. But what could I do? I was like a
child who was stolen by the fairies, and although he longed and pined for home, helpless under their magical
power, he had to stay where they had hidden him. Just as the boy did not dare to act contrary to the wishes of the
fairies, I did not dare to disregard the orders of my lord, the governor, that I should accompany him to Rangoon.
Of course, I could have written, I should have written before I sailed. But in such trifling matters, the only
important thing is love and affection, and no one can doubt the fact that I love you all. To tell you the truth, I place
no value on outward show and expression of love and regard. Such forms of address as “Sir, my lord, I agree with
you sir, respected sir,” are unreliable as the expressions “your humble servant, your royal slave.” Some people are
gruff in speech, but often their “um, ah, eh, oh' are more sincere than “of course, sir, correct sir, very well sir.”
They may call you “he! fellow!”, yet they may respect you well. One “I” may be worth a thousand “your humble
slave,” in the same way as one “thou” may be more sincere than a thousand “my lord.” Just as words are empty,
the tone may be misleading also. Real courtesy, real regard, real affection are to be found not in word and tone but
in the heart.
Just because a priceless ruby has a little dirt on it, will you throw it away? Just because I have some fault, are
you going to discard me? Just because a man is merry, will you avoid him as a frivolous person? If you do, you
will lose his affection.
Outward appearances are so deceptive; just because the liquid is fermented, do not drink it as wine; just
because the woman is graceful, do not think her to be worthy of your love; just because a woman says “no”, do
not take it to be a refusal.
Outward signs and indications are not always reliable. Every time you hear the kettle-drum, do not think there
is a festival; every time you hear a dog whining, do not think their mating season has arrived; every time you hear
a short drum, do not think that there is a dance; every time you hear the big drum from the palace tower, do not
think it is four o’clock; every time you hear an explosion, do not think it comes from the King’s cannon; every
time you hear cocks crowing, do not think the dawn has come.
In any case I intend to leave Rangoon and return to the court at the golden city towards the end of May.
I realise that this letter is not too courteous, but I have avoided the use of empty phrases of politeness, and
without any falsehood or pretence, I have given you only the true facts about myself, because I love you all.
15. Letter from the mother to her courtier Son\fn{ Unlike the other letters, letters 13-15 form a complete set of correspondence }
Showering on your head my loving blessings which are a billion billion times more potent than the magic
water from the fairy lakes in which gods and goddesses bathe and refresh themselves, I write this letter to you, my
eldest son.
The special message I want to convey to you is that you should take special care in dealing with people. If you
are too fond of wine, you will lose all your savings; if you want to gain the love of a woman and pester her with
your attentions, you will lose her regard. A person will smile at you and will agree with you if what you say is
acceptable to him, but he will frown at you and argue with you if what you say is not acceptable to him; therefore
before you say anything to a person, ponder carefully whether what you are going to say is acceptable to your
listener.
Do not think, my son, that you are already a man of the world and that there is nothing more for you to learn. If
you think that and cease to quest for knowledge and wisdom, you will make a terrible mistake. You will be like
the farmer whose crops fail because having no experience of scanty rainfall, he did not make his furrows deep
enough. Persons who are greedy and want to cheat you of your money, will speak to you sweet words; persons
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who are short-tempered will speak to you gruffly; and persons who are indolent and ignorant will speak to you
carelessly.
Therefore, you must carefully observe the words of a person so that you will be able to know his character and
temperament. From outward appearances of a piece of metal, you can know whether it is gold or silver; and from
its outward features, you can assess the quality of a stone, and from signs in the skies, you can tell of approaching
storm or approaching rain. But you will not be able to judge the character of a person merely from the outward
appearances.
You have to study both his outward appearance and his inner thoughts. Therefore if you want to make friends
with people, consult your best friend who is none other than your own intelligence and wisdom. The king of all
words and statements is a promise, and the king of all philosophies is your own intelligence. If you eat too much
pickled fish,\fn{A delicacy in Lower Burma} you will suffer from toothache and if you are careless and do not keep
your wits about you, you will suffer from your mistakes. So if you refrain from eating too much pickled fish, your
teeth will last till you are old, and if you keep your wits about you, you will acquire a lot of gold.
My son, do not become a “once-upon-a time official,” who says with a sigh,
“Once I was in the King’s service.”
Some young men were brought up by a foolish mother and a stupid father; some young men were spoiled sons
who never learned to read or write; some young men, in spite of good parents and in spite of their good education,
are not brilliant and therefore they have to be mere boatmen or labourers.
But you have been fortunate. Since your infancy you were given instruction and guidance by both your father
and myself, so that your ears became filled with our words. From the time of your youth, you were trained and
educated to be a high official in the service of our lord the King. All these and other factors have made you what
you are, namely a young official of rich promise. Therefore, you must take special care that you do not become a
failure in the end.
You must procure the good will of others, because goodwill is the key to everything in life. If people love you,
to them you are as sweet as treacle, but if they hate you, you are as bitter as neam. If they want to come to you,
you are quite near; but if they do not want to come to you, you are too far away. If they do not want to give you
anything, they can find nothing to give; and if they do not want to come to you, they do not know your address. If
they have goodwill towards you, you smell like perfume, but if they do not have such goodwill, you smell like
garlic. If they disapprove of you, they never visit you, but if they approve, they will visit you frequently. If they
are of one mind with you, for them to stay with you is as smooth as a polished mat; otherwise it is as rough and
painful as a patch of thorn. If they like you, they remember you and think of you, otherwise they forget you
forever. If they like you, they treat you with consideration, otherwise they will be rude to you. If their love reaches
you, they join in your laughter but if their love does not reach you, your laughter is too noisy in their ears. If you
are not accepted as one of them, your presence gives them a headache, but if you are so accepted, your presence
cures them of their headache. If they do not have goodwill towards you, to your face they will be as sweet as
honey, but behind you they will be as bitter as wormwood.
My son, never forget that there is a world of difference between gentle words and hot words, just as there is a
world of difference between a slice of lime and a piece of honeycomb, and in all matters use your discretion.
The crux of the matter is, I have not seen you for a long time. My love for you seems one-sided, because
although I long to see you, you will not return. Perhaps it is the nature of life that parents should love their
children and the children should not love them in return.
Talking about this imbalance in nature reminds me to tell you of the imbalance of blood in my own body
which now afflicts me and makes me ill. Our learned astrologer also says you will not be able to surmount easily
the problems that now face you. Because of all these reasons, beloved son, I request you to seek permission from
your lord the governor and return home immediately on receipt of this letter.
16. Letter to a royal official from his younger brother
Born of the same womb, your ever-loving younger brother submits this letter to you, my elder brother, lord.
You have been kind enough to send me by special messengers your repeated invitations to come and seek my
fortune at the Court of our lord the King, and I feel unhappy and conscience-stricken that I have disobeyed you
and stayed on in Rangoon. My body is still afflicted with sickness.
My lord, you are a man of intelligence and experience, but I will dare to remind you of the dangers that lurk
around you. Even fire and water on which human life depends can sometimes betray man. Do not think that only
a huge fire can bring disaster, for even a small spark from the tobacco pipe you are smoking may fall on a heap of
gunpowder, and in such an eventuality, you can do nothing but run for your life. The same water that cools your
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body, is included among the five great enemies of mankind,\fn{ Water, fire, rulers, robbers, ill-wishers} in view of the
great havoc wrought by floods and torrential rains.
Do not treat small dangers with contempt, for they can also harm you out of proportion to their size. The little
bugs in between the floorings can keep you awake night after night, until with sunken eyes and faded looks, with
feverish body and poor appetite, you will find life not worth living. The little lice and their eggs that appear in
your hair which you have neglected to wash, can keep you from doing your work properly as you will be too busy
scratching your head. Do not think only the great cannon of our lord the King which uses up thousand pounds of
gunpowder, can kill a man; a tiny quantity of gunpowder placed in a bamboo tube and then exploded with a fuse
will bring the same result. If a wayfarer treats with contempt a snake because its fangs are small, he will soon be
writhing in pain, dying on the road-side.
Dangers come in unexpected ways. A piece of steel is proud of its hardness, but if the embers are hot enough, it
will melt like wax. The mother hen chases away her master’s dog and pig from her strutting brood but from the
sky there swoops a kite and carries away the reddest chicken.
My brother, take note that when friends fight over a prize, both will lose it to an outsider. Doubtless you will
remember the Jataka story in which two otters fought over a fat and oily fish they had caught together, with the
result that a cunning fox snatched it away. You must never be overconfident, taking things for granted. Even if
you have discovered a secret patch of mushrooms in a thick forest, do not take it for granted that you will have
mushroom soup for your breakfast every day; for, one unlucky morning, passers-by may come to it by accident
and pick the entire crop.
Therefore, take heed of all dangers whether big or small, far or near, without or within, permanent or passing,
immediate or future, hidden or apparent. With the purpose of warning you of such harms and dangers, and of
wishing you continued honour, prosperity, and happiness, I write this loving message with stylus on palm leaf, my
dearly beloved brother, noble lord.
17. Letter from an anxious father to his son
We, your father and your mother, from the golden north, living in peace and happiness, send you in sweet
remembrance our nectar of love which is a thousand times more refreshing than the magic water from the lakes in
the abode of gods.
You have been away from us for nearly two years now and we long to see you again. We will remind you of
these words of the great writers of the past:
When they are far away from their son, the parents see in their mind’s eye his image, and calling out his name in
longing, their looks become as faded as old flowers.
The mere sight of their beloved son is equivalent to a river of magic water, one drop of which will cure their
anguish, restoring to the full, their strength and vigour.
They are anxious for the safety of their absent son, as they cannot bear to see a speck of dirt on his face or a tiny
mark of a mosquito bite on his body.

Lately, in the streets of our towns and villages, children and young lads, playfully and joyously have been
singing a number of strange and new songs set to all sorts of tunes, some merry, some sad, but all strange. We
give below those songs:\fn{The editor has supplied the hidden meanings in the notes following these songs, which were not, of
course, included in the original letter:H}
This little girl agrees to love you,
So you are now owner of my honest heart.
As we love each other so much,
Why will you not assay to come to me?
The night is dark with falling mist,
The silken wrap is hard to wear,
And I stay away with longing.\fn{Just as the lover in the song is so faint-hearted that he finds it difficult to wrap a silken scarf around him
and come out in the mist, the King is too timid in not attacking the British}
This little girl is watching,
As you know very well,
My beloved Golden Mountain!
My man with strong hands!
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Wearing a dress of darkest brown,
For this final dance, my Golden Mountain,
Use your strength and skill.\dn{Oh, King of the golden palace, surety you have hands. Why will you not fight this final fight against the
British with all the strength of your people?}
Fie, this old man!
Can he not decide?
The golden moon is past its noon,
Dawn will soon be breaking.\fn{The young lover is acting like an old man; although the night is nearly past, he dare not climb into the
chamber of his mistress. In the same way, the King is timid and allows his opportunities to pass}
This little maid’s beloved,
My darling little hair-knot,\fn{A Burmese boy, on reaching the age of sixteen, entered the Order of Buddhist monks as a novice, and his
head was shaven. After a few months he left the Order and started to earn his living. He let his hair grow again, but it would be some time
before he could flaunt a large hair-knot. Accordirlgly, “little hair-knot” was a term of endearment for a young man under twenty years of
age}
Do not be so bold,
As to come stealing to my room,
Jumping from roof to roof
And from eve to eve.
If you are so reckless,
You will tire yourself,
My darling little hair-knot
From the Toungoo Road!\fn{Do not be so bold, my lord, and rebel against the King, for your attempt will fail, and you will be executed.
Do not follow the path of the Prince of Toungoo. The song was meant for Prince Tharrawaddy. The Prince of Toungoo was the King’s uncle
who rebelled and was executed in 1820. The song reflects discord and dissension in the royal palace, where the Queen and her brother were
at loggerheads with the King’s younger brother, the Prince of Tharrawaddy}
The design is intricate,
The edges are light green
With diamond figures in the centre.
Poor little weaver! Poor little girl!
The sound of her weaving handle
Made of the finest teak,
Can be heard from ten thousand miles away.
On three stones forming a fireplace,
A lidless pot is ready.
Poor little cook! Poor little girl!
The sound from her boiling pot
Can be heard from the sky,
By the King of gods himself.\fn{Three problems beset the kingdom; the King is too weak to solve them, and disaster is inevitable. The
three problems were 1) the border clashes with the British at Manipur and Assam.which the Burmese had conquered; similar problems on
the Bengal-Arakan frontier; and intrigues in the King’s own court}
Dear little miss,
You will get your gown,
When the ruined pagoda
Acquires a halo;
I will punt the royal boat
Down to Lower Burma,
And buy you some silk.
Dear little miss,
Let us take soup together
When the tamarind tree stump
Shoots out new tender leaves.
I will go to Lower Burma
And bring you salted beef.\fn{All young men will have to go down to Lower Burma soon and fight the enemies and only if the impossible
things happen, they will come back}
In my little boat
I am sailing downwards;
Mistress Pretty Picture,
My farewell message is,
“Marry again! Marry again!”\fn{All young men will have to go to Lower Burma and fight and get killed, and their wives will become
widows}
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With turbans untidy,
They turn back from the outer palace.
When the officials themselves give trouble,
The axle of the cart must break.\fn{There are intrigues in the palace; many royal officials go to the palace, not to see the King in his
chamber, but to plot with the queen in the outer rooms. How can the kingdom remain intact when the royal officials themselves are
disloyal?}
There comes a letter,
Encased in a lacquer casket;
Which governor has sent it?
Written in heavy gold paint,
It will bring peace to the kingdom.\fn{Negotiations with the British governor-general in India will be successful and bring peace to the
country}
Wearing red turbans,
Our soldiers are ready for battle.
O King, if you take measures,
Against the evil planets,
You can still win the war.\fn{The planets are not favourable, but if the King takes measures to balance the evil influence of the planets, he
can still win the war}
My mistress who is as pretty as a goddess,
Are you going to accept that tamarind is banyan?
My lovely little mistress,
When your false lover says he loves you,
Why do you become soft like wax?
My mistress of glory,
Can you not be hard like diamonds and other stones?
Just because he coaxes you,
Will you become soft like wax?\fn{The court is too trusting and gentle with the British, whose professions of friendship towards the
kingdom are false}
Like a foolish man roasting pigs’ trotters
On the fire from across the river,
You are wooing me without touching my body at all.
If you are so moral, if you are so proper,
Please put on a yellow robe
And go straight to Nirvana,
Leaving me, this purest gold.\fn{The King is reluctant to shed blood, and instead of fighting the enemy at the frontier, he is hoping to win a
victory by negotiating from a distance. If he is so religious, he should leave the throne and become a monk}
On the look-out platform
Built of bamboo and thatch,
Perfumed by wild flowers,
We lie side-by-side.
Hanging from the centre post
There is a bundle;
Is it my packet of lead and gunpowder?
No, it is her packet of sorcerer’s medicine.
Our pillow is my shroud,
Pressing her golden cheek against it,
She has fallen asleep.
The dawn has come and I must go.
Having no time to say good-bye,
I leave my shroud as a parting gift.\fn{The song is given in the form of a dirge. The young lover has died in battle and his mistress, with the
help of a sorcerer calls back his spirit so that she can say farewell. The young man's spirit, on waking into consciousness, at first thinks that
he is back at his look-out platform near the battle field, but soon realises that he is at the look-out platform1 near his farm. The song has no
political undertones and merely antici- pates the grief and sorrow of many young women who will lose their lovers when war actually
breaks out}
Let us be patient
For this winter and this summer;
When March passes,
And April comes,
And May goes,
From the top of Mandalay Hill,
An announcement of victory shall be made
And peace will return.\fn{The war will surely break out and will last at least for one year. There will be great suffering on the part of the
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people but ultimately they will emerge victorious}
Carrying our swords with silver handles,
We shall march until even the earth sinks;
And by next November,
We shall achieve victory,
For the glory of the King.\fn{The war will last some time but if his subjects are united, the King will win}

My beloved son, the King himself has taken note of these songs and is disturbed by their implications. Both
the astrologers and the general public are agreed that times are bad, the planets are unfavourable and dangers are
ahead for both the King and the kingdom. Accordingly the King is taking measures which will avert those
dangers.
Some of the measures, of course, are astrological, for example, he has gone through many purification
ceremonies. The various measures that he is taking cannot avert the war but will ensure that the final victory will
come to the kingdom.
Have no doubt, my dearest son, that our lord the King, by his glory and might, will overcome his enemies,
although they are many. At the frontiers of his kingdom, he is threatened by the Siamese\fn{ Thailand was a British
ally} and also by all species of Indians. In addition, in the North, the Chinese are frowning at him, some of the
Mons in Lower Burma are displeased with his rule, and the hill peoples in the remoter regions may give the King
trouble.\fn{In the event, the Mon and hill peoples were loyal to the King}
However, just as salt is dissolved and destroyed by water, so shall his dangers be dissolved and destroyed by
our lord the King. Unfortunately for you, my son, you are in the path of his mighty army of destruction, as your
business takes you to the great towns on the seaboard, for example, Dallah, Syriam, Martaban, Sittang, Thaton,
Moulmein, Pegu, Hmawbi. These maritime regions of our country shall be the scene of our King’s greatest
victory, but they will also be the scene of disaster and destruction wrought by his might.
In any case, you have been away too long and both your mother and I now inform you that we can regain our
happiness and peace of mind only if you will return to us immediately on receipt of this letter.
287.193 The Consensus-Revenue Inquest Of Prome\fn{by Maha Minhla Thamanda Yaza (1759-after 1784)} Pyay District, Bago Region, Myanmar (M) 3\fn{Prome was the most powerful of the early city states of Burma and was the capital of a Pyu
dynasty until the early ninth century. The chief port of Burma, Prome was gradually abandoned by its Pyu inhabitants as the development
of the delta left it increasingly landlocked. Under the succeeding Burmese kingdoms of Pagan and Taungngu, Prome was a provincial center usually governed by one of the sons or younger brothers of the king. In the early Konbaung period, Prome was under a myo wun until
1791 when the entire district was given to Thiri Maha Damna Yaza, second son of Bodawhpaya as an appanage and viceroyship. As this
prince played an active role in court affairs, the actual administration of the district was left in the hands of one of his fathers-in-law. After
the death of the prince in 1819, the district again came under a myo wun.}

On 8 waning Tabodwe of the year 1145.\fn{ 13 February 1784} the myothugyi of Prome, Maha Minhla Thamanda
Yaza, born 0, age 25, being examined, stated:
Nga Ya ruled Prome Myo in the reign of the king who came to Hanthawadi.
When he was no more, his son Nga Min Kyaw succeeded and ruled.
When he was no more, Mingyi Maha Mingaung, myo wun \fn{A crown-appointed governor of a larger myo or group of
myos} of Prome, Shweidaung and Tayokmaw, said to apply\fn{ To the hluttaw, the royal council of ministers and central administrative organ of the State} and rule, and transferred the office to me.
I, the son, succeeded and rule with the hereditary succession unbroken.
*
The Prome district is to the east for about 30,000 ta bordering the land of Taungngu on one side as far as the
mountain range.
To the southeast for about 30,000 ta bordering the land of Tharawadi on one side to the canal.
To the south for about 20,000 ta and 6 taing bordering the land of Tharawadi Myo on one side along the coast
to the Mayan Stream.
To the southwest bordering the land of Shweidaung Myo on one side to the Powa Stream.
To the west bordering the land of Padaung Myo on one side of the middle of the Irrawaddy River.
To the northwest for about 30,000 ta bordering the land of Thayet Myo at the middle of the Irrawaddy River.
To the north for about 30,000 ta bordering the land of Myeide Myo on one side to the Kyeinigyandat Stream at
the Paukaing Lake.
To the northeast bordering the land of Myeide and Taung-ngu.
*
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Within the eight quarters of this tract, there are the main villages of Mingala, Theinhka, Thu wunnabo, Maha
Thaman, Salingathu, Kala Theinhka and Moguta, a total of six villages.
The subordinate towns are Yathe Myo, Shweilei Myo, Kyunzon Myo, Myodaung Myo, Ywabein Myo, Paungde Myo, Inma Myo, and Nyaungbinzeik Myo, eight subordinate towns.
The village tracts are the twenty-two villages of Myohla, the ten villages of Hsindok, the ten villages of Ok shittaung, the ten villages of Putle, the five villages of Pyinbauk, and the five villages of Pyalo, six village tracts.
There are the toll stations of Taungu, Yeimyet, Tauk-hka, Ngaminge, Naungubin, Taungthinbyu and Malagandi, a total of seven toll stations.
*
The customary collections are three in the thousand of loads measured by weight and three in the hundred of
loads measured by basket.
A main tax of 30 viss \fn{1 viss = 3.6 lbs., or 100 kyats of weight at .6 oz. per kyat } of copper, overage of 3 viss of copper and headma’s share of 3 viss of copper is paid annually by each toll station.
*
The fee on the sale of a slave, a buffalo or a cow is 1 mat. In the sale of tea,\fn{Lethpet}, 1 mu of silver and one
part of tea is customarily collected from both buyer and seller on each cartload of 100[? Bundles]. It is the custom
to collect 1 mat on the sale of a slave or buffalo and 1 mu on the sale of a cow.
*
It is the custom to put the revenue from the transactions and the toll stations in the storehouse for the judicial
fees.
When a messenger arrives from the court on official business, the toll collectors and brokers must give the
messenger a meal and refreshments before the royal order is presented to the local court.
*
The riverine watch posts of Taungshei, Nawin and Konywalin are by custom exempted from crown taxes and
dues. They are garrison posts concerned with police matters and official business. By custom they take presents
from the river traffic.
The myo wun and sitke of Prome traditionally appoint men from the five cavalry units of Prome and the Wayndok Horse for service to the riverine watch posts which customarily take the dues from the river traffic.
Travelers from the river make religious offerings of copper and silver at the pagoda built by King
Asoka\fn{Theravada Buddhist tradition credits Asoka, of the Maurya Dynasty of India (269-232BC) with the construction of 84,000
pagodas in various parts of the world; Burmese tradition identifies some of these pagodas as having been built in Burma } on the summit
of the Pato Hill. As the amount was great, in the reign of King Thihathu of Prome, a crown watch post and storehouse was established to store them. The attendants of the Pagoda collect.
A boat with a width of 3 1/3 cubits pays a tax of 2 viss of copper. If the boat is less than this width, the tax is 1
viss of copper. The overage is 25 kyats of copper and the superior’s due is 25 kyats of copper. Main tax of 50 kyats of copper, overage of 25 kyats of copper and superior’s due of 25 kyats of copper are traditionally collected
from large and small cargo boats and submitted to the storehouse of the watch post.
The revenue of the riverine watch posts is given by the king for the offering of tazaung,\fn{Candelabra} bouquets of gold and silver flowers, umbrellas and pennants to the Hsandaw and Thayaingmon Pagodas at Prome and
for feeding the abbots at the Kahtein Festival, and the rice gruel ceremony.
Rice to feed the monks is requisitioned from the royal granary and cleaned by the granary attendants, then
turned over to the writers of the watch posts. The writers of the watch posts turn over the rice to the unit of special
cooks of food for monks of the three watch posts who must prepare it.
It is the custom that the petty funds expended on behalf of the crown for the entertainment, music and
dancing\fn{At the festival and ceremony} are taken from the crown storehouses of the watch posts.
The chiefs of the royal watch post have to supply the daily and monthly needs of the abbots of Prome.
The expense of the custom of washing the heads of the crown elephants in Prome Myo is met by monies from
the royal watch post.\fn{Elephants were considered to be creatures of high merit as the Buddha had been incarnated as one in past
lives. The washing of the head was a purification ritual for the king and was also applied to white elephants. The present passage suggests
that ordinary elephants were sometimes so honored as well }

*
The crown revenue in paddy from the cultivation of kaing and dry fields in the six main villages, the subordinate towns, and the village tracts is deposited in the crown granary. The crown’s por tion of the produce from the
crown cultivators is likewise deposited in the granary of the crown cultivators. Annually, the crown rice is cleaned
and sent to the capital. The custom is to pay for the hiring of boats to transport the rice with funds from the Prome
district government.
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*
When there is no myoza of Prome, it is customary to deposit in the treasury of the royal watch post at Prome
the revenue from ivory, beeswax, honey, mats, cubeb,\fn{A type of pepper, grown mainly in Java and Sumatra } fruit of the
tanyin and kanyin trees, rattans, and yingan\fn{A kind of palm tree} from the nine down-river towns of Tayokmaw,
Kudut, Henzada, Danubyu, Hpaaing, Dake, Thamyindon, Hlaing, and Zalun.
*
All valuable goods\fn{Of the crown} must be precisely listed in detail and once a year the myo wun, sitke and
head writer have to submit the tabulation to the Golden Hluttaw.
*
The four royal orchards are Heimawunda, Ayadawgyi, Mingaung and Seiktalata.
Then there are the orchards of Ngapanbyu, Awedaw, Kawza Thatta, Kyweno, Nyaungu, Ayadaw, Inmadaw, and
Mingaungnge. All of the coconuts, jack fruit, mangos and betel nut of these twelve places must be sent to the local
court at the time.\fn{Of maturity?}
The crown cultivators traditionally take the sedge root. Water lily root is by custom sent by Inma Myi to the lo cal court at Prome Myo.
*
The messengers\fn{From the capital} must stay near the local court and, together with the supervisors of jam
making and the crown cavalry men, oversee the preparation of jam which is tradition ally done by the womenfolk
of the five cavalry units. The containers for the royal jam and the jam for the monks are by custom provided by
the six main villages of the myo in turn. Between 300 and 400\fn{Viss?} of the jaggery\fn{A natural, soft sugar common
to Asia and Africa, and made by evaporating sugar cane juice } to make the jams is always brought from the capital by those
who come to supervise the jams. If this is not sufficient, more is usually purchased with funds from the petty administrative fees.
The men of the boat squadron usually prepare the firewood for cooking the jams. When three Pegu jars containing 25 viss of lily root jam, three of the same each of banana jam and mango jam, two of the same of jack-fruit
jam, one of the same of coconut jam, two of the same of betel nut jam, three of the same of marrow jam, and three
of the same of shredded sedge root jam, a total of eight kinds of jams in 20 Pegu jars of 25 viss each; three Pegu
jars of 25 viss each of salted mango, salted marian, and salted wood apple, a total of nine Pegu jars of 25 viss each
of pickled [fruits], have been properly prepared, they are placed in a boat of 300 baskets burthen requisi tioned for
the transport.
The myo wun and sitke give rice from the crown granary to pay for the transport of the jams and pickles. Men
from the five cavalry units of Prome are appointed to supervise the transport with a letter of presentation to the
king.
On arrival, the jams and pickles have to be properly prepared and submitted.
*
When messengers from the capital arrive each year at the local court to oversee the dyeing of 150 lengths of
cloth, a shed is erected in the eastern corner of the court and the thugyis of the main villages traditionally give in
turn containers of indigo dye and dye of the castor oil plant and firewood.
When ten women from the Shan Cavalry of the Right and ten from the Shan Cavalry of the Left have com pleted the dyeing, it must be sent to the capital.
*
Appointed by the wun of royal boats and his writer, four squadrons of war boats traditionally stand guard at the
royal watch posts. Two boats keep watch at Prome Town and one boat each at Thayet Myo and Malun Myo, to gether with various stockades manned by armed men.
The five cavalry units from Prome, the Wayindok Horse and the men of the four squadrons have to inspect the
seven western gardens on occasion under the supervision of the wun and writer of the crown boats.
*
If the Arakanese intrude, the matter must be reported to the local court at Prome and the intru sion resisted. The
five cavalry units from Prome, the Wayindok Horse and the men of the four squadrons have to take part in military expeditions. It is customary for the commanding and subordinate officers to be sent from the capital on a
daily or monthly basis for service with the troops.
*
The four companies of female decoy elephants are Leibweihaung, Leibweithit, Mawteiza and Hkinthuyedan.
The elephant catchers under the chief of elephants and the writers catch wild elephants and tame them. The rattan and bark fetters and collars for tethering elephants are traditionally submitted to the crown storehouse in
Prome by Mindon Myo. The men of the Hpogaung boat squadron of Prome also traditionally cut rattan fetters in
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the western mountain range and submit them to the crown storehouse of the watch post. The sixty-two groups of
elephanteers traditionally have to give.\fn{The meaning of this sentence is not at all clear}
The provisions for the elephanteers come from the lands allotted for this purpose in Shweidaung Myo. The
paddy from these lands is traditionally deposited in the crown granary at Winmana and disbursed to the elephanteers by the granary keeper and writer.
*
Half of the fees from legal cases has to be submitted to the treasury for such fees. The taxes and fees from legal
cases from the villages in the jurisdiction of Prome Myo are deposited in the crown storehouse for legal fees. A
detailed accounting has to be prepared and submitted to the authorities concerned and used.
*
When there is a royal audience,\fn{ At the end of Buddhist Lent} the myothugyi has to submit as homage gifts a silver bowl of 5 kyats and two rolls of cotton cloth, the thugyis of the eight subordinate towns, the six main villages
and the six village tracts two rolls of cotton cloth, and the subordinate thugyis of the rural villages one roll of cotton cloth.
This is the list and sittan submitted by the mayothugyi Maha Minhla Thamanda Yaza.
287.191 The Consensus-Revenue Inquest Of Salei Myo\fn{by Maha Thaman (1760-after 1784)} Myingyan District,
Myanmar (M) 2
On 5 waxing Tabodwe of the year 1145,\fn{26 January 1784} the myeidaing and myothugyi of Salei Myo, Maha
Thaman, born 4, age 24, being examined, stated:
My great great grandfather Nga Kala ruled Salei Myo with the title of Maha Thaman.
When he was no more, my great grandfather Nga Ywe Than ruled with the title of Maha Thaman.
When he was no more, my grandfather Nga Hla Thu ruled with the title of Maha Thaman.
When he was no more, my uncle Nga San Min ruled.
When he was no more, my elder brother Nga Hsa ruled with the title of Maha Thaman.
As my elder brother Nga Hsa left no male descendants to inherit on his death, [I], his younger brother Nga
Shwei Kyu, rule with the title of Maha Thaman with the hereditary succession unbroken.
*
The tract of Salei Myo is to the east bordering the land of Ywama, Tawa, and Nyaunggan South Villages in the
jurisdiction of the Kyaukpadaung myothugyi on the other side of the stone pillar at the entrenchment of the lower
Hpokpaing elephant stockade.
To the southeast bordering the lands of Kadaing Village in the jurisdiction of the Pahkannge myothugyi and the
glebe land of the Hpwazaw Pagoda in the jurisdiction of the Kyaukpadaung myothugyi on the other side of the
channel of the Magyi Stream and the Taungbyok Rise.
To the south bordering the land of Hsubangyaung Village in the jurisdiction of Pahkannge on the other side of
the Hsuban and Kala Streams.
To the southwest bordering the lands of the jurisdictions of Salin and Kyabin Myos on the other side of the wa tersheds of the Lulinzon and Mingun Mountain Ranges and the Hsaukshiwettaunglaung Stream.
To the west bordering the land of Thangyaung Village in Laung-shei Myo and the land of the jurisdiction of
the Salin myothugyi on the other side of the Lulinzon Mountain Range watershed.
To the northwest bordering the lands of Yeibok and Kagwe Villages in the jurisdiction of the five monastery
villages in Pagan Myo on the other side of the Chit and Yaw Streams.
To the north bordering the land of Shweibakan Village in Singu Myo on the other side of Paukngugun, the
stone pillar and the Yaw and Magyi Streams.
To the northeast bordering the land of the jurisdiction of the Nyaungbin Village thugyi in Taywindiang Myo
and the land of the jurisdiction of Taungbi Village in Singu Myo on the other side of Thanbo, Upper Hpokpaing,
the Myabwa tank, the land of the mountain of the Miyatpaung nat’s daugher, Kyaukhtayan, and the wood of
young toddy palms in the foregoing village.
*
Within the eight quarters of the jurisdiction are the villages of Chindaung, Hsibyu, Tanyaung, Pindale, Ywama, Htangyaung, Hsinga, Hkweigyo, Thalonthwei, Thweinet, Kyeini, Twinlat, Pya, To, Ywange, and Pyinbin
while the uninhabited villages are Ashei, Hsido, Kothin, and Hsahka, a total of twenty village tracts.
Hsahka Village among these has been taken over and is administered by the Twinlat Village thugyi.
*
The myothugyi attends the myo court and traditionally decides the allocation of military and civil duties.
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*
The precincts of the town measure 3 taing east and west and 5 taing south and north within which is the glebe
land of the Bayinmingaung Monastery: to the east the htanaung tree, to the south the tall banyan tree, to the west
the Irrawaddy River, and to the north Kudok. There is fifty baskets sowing of sesamum of dry taungya cultivation
and kang cultivation measuring twenty yoke of buffalo within these four quarters.
The glebe land of the Nyezu Pagoda is to the east the main road, to the south the Sakyo Stream, to the west the
Irrawaddy, and to the north the large htanaaung tree. There is fifty baskets sowing of sesamum of dry taungya
cultivation and kang cultivation measuring twenty yoke of buffalo within the four quarters of the tract.
The glebe land of the Sakyo Pagoda is to the east the north main road, to the south the Hsuban Stream, to the
west Atwewa, and to the north the letpan tree at Talaingdet. There is thirty baskets sowing of sesamum of taungya
cultivation and wet cultivation measuring twenty yoke of buffalo within the four quarters of the tract.
*
There is military service land measuring 1000 baskets sowing of sesamum of dry taungya cultivation and wet
cultivation measuring twenty yoke of buffalo.
There is 100 baskets sowing of sesamum of dry taungya cultivation customarily set aside for cultivation by the
myothugyis.
*
Of the pagoda and monastery glebe lands, land with assessment dependent on yield traditionally pays per hundred baskets main tax of ten baskets, myeidaing’s fee of one basket, and writer’s fee of 1 mat of silver and a bundle of tobacco. The glebe wardens traditionally take the overage, headman’s fee and the revenue.
Of the military service land, dry taungya cultivation customarily pays per yoke of buffalo worked main tax of
75 kyats of copper, overage 7 kyats 2 mats, headman’s fee 7 kyats 2 mats, writer’s fee 7 kyats 2 mats, pathpo 7 kyats 2 mats,\fn{This may possibly refer to the cost of hiring musicians and dancers to provide entertainment at harvest time and on simi lar occasions} and a present of 1 kyat for the writers.
Main tax of 150 kyats of copper, overage of 15 kyats, headman’s fee 15 kyats, writer’s fee 15 kyats, pathpo 2
kyats 2 mats and a present (for the writers) of a quarter basket of rice is paid per yoke of buffalo worked on wet
cultivation.
Onion cultivation pays per maung [? 10 viss] main tax of 75 kyats of copper, overage of 7 kyats 2 mats, headman’s fee 7 kyats 2 mats, writer’s fee 7 kyats 2 mats, pathpo 2 kyats 2 mats of copper, and a present [for the writers] of a basket of onions.
Cultivation of tobacco on kang land pays per yoke of buffalo worked main tax of 150 kyats of copper, overage
of 15 kyats, headman’s fee of 15 kyats, writer’s fee of 15 kyats, pathpo 2 kyats 2 mats and a present [for the writers] of 250 [kyats] of tobacco.
Main tax of 75 kyats of copper, overage 7 kyats 2 mats, writer’s fee 7 kyats 2 mats and a present [for the writers] of two pots and two platters of jaggery is customarily paid per grove of toddy palms climbed.
Main tax of 75 kyats of copper, overage of 7 kyats 2 mats, headman’s fee of 7 kyats 2 mats, writer’s fee of 7
kyats 2 mats, pathpo of 2 kyats 2 mats of copper and a present of two pots is paid for each kiln operated.
Each loom traditionally pays a fixed tax of 100 cubits of white pahso cloth and a packet of tea [as the present].
*
The river jurisdiction is as far as the heaps of stones below Pahkannge downriver and as far as the mouth of the
Kye Stream and Pauknguzun upriver.
Each drag net pays a fixed tax of 300 kyats of copper, overage of 30 kyats, headman’s fee of 30 kyats, writer’s
fee of 30 kyats, pathpo 2 kyats 5 mu of copper, and as much gudgeon as one person can lift as the present.
Each tapathi drag net pays a fixed tax of 250 kyats of copper, overage of 25 kyats, writer’s fee of 25 kyats,
pathpo 2 kyats 5 mu of copper, and a present of one gudgeon.
Each frame for casting nets pays a fixed tax of 75 kyats of copper, overage of 7 kyats 5 mu, headman’s fee of 7
kyats 5 mu, pathpo 2 kyats 5 mu, and about one scoopful of fish as the present.
287.198 The Consensus-Revenue Inquest Of Ranmawadi Myo\fn{by Nga Hke (1765-after 1802)} Rakhine State,
Myanmar (M) 3
On 2 waning of Second Wazo of the year 1164,\fn{ 16 July 1802} Nga Hke, thugyi\fn{The standard term for the
of Ranmawadi Myó, born 0, age 37, being examined, stated:

headman of a village}
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The boundaries of my charge of Ranmawadi Myo were formerly laid down in the reigns of the Lords of
Arakan Min Hkamaung,\fn{Raja of Arakan 1612-1622} Min Yaza,\fn{Raja of Arakan 1501-1523} Sanda Thudamma
Yaza,\fn{Raja of Arakan 1652-1684} and Abaya Maha Yaza,\fn{Raja of Arakan 1764-1773}.
The tract of Ranmawadi Myo is to the east for about 3 taing\fn{1 taing = 1.98 miles} bordering the lands of Lamu
and Tanlwe in Dwarawadi Myo on one side as far as the shipping lane at the river and the Kaleindatha Hill.
To the southeast for about 10,000 ta\fn{1 ta = 10.5 feet} bordering the land of Dwarawadi Myo on one side as far
as the shipping lane beyond Sagu and Magyi Islands.
To the south for about 6 taing bordering the land of Meigawadi Myo on one side as far as the shipping lane.
To the southwest for about 8 taing bordering the land of Kyetyothitpon in the jurisdiction of Meigawadi Myo
on one side as far as the shipping lane.
To the west for about 8 taing as far as the roadstead of the ships at the shipping lane.
To the northwest for about 10,000 ta as far as the roadstead of the ships at the shipping lane.
To the north for about 20,000 ta bordering the land of Myeibon and Kyetsin in Danyawadi on one side as far as
the course of the Kyan River beyond the Kyunthaya and Kyungyaung Islands.
To the northeast for about 5 taing and 10,000 ta bordering the land of An in the jurisdiction of Dwarawadi Myo
on one side as far as the course of the Anwa River.
*
Within the four and eight quarters thus demarcated, there is the myoma and the villages of Ton, Kyaukchauk,
Kandaing, Kandaw, Kin, Zingyaung, Minyat, Thingyaung, Alegyaung, Yanbauk, Yanbet, Yanbyenge, Leidaung,
Thandaung, Nyaungbinhla, Mayazein, Kungyaung Kyuntha, Myogyaung, and Kyauklet, in all twenty small
villages.
*
Of these, the boundaries of the myóma are to the east for about 3 taing bordering the land of Lamu and Tanlwe
in the jurisdiction of Dwarawadi on one side as far as the course of the river and Kaleindatha Hill.
To the southeast for about 1 taing and 500 ta bordering the land of Thinbangaing in Hon Village on one side as
far as the Tein Stream.
To the south for about 3 taing bordering the land of Letpanbin in Kyaukchauk Village on one side as far as the
Kyaukhkaungbyu Mountain Range.
To the southwest for about 3 taing bordering on the land of Chaungbya in Yanbet Village on one side as far as
the Nabetsin Hill and Kyaukhpetleik.
To the northwest for about 2 taing bordering the land of Yanbauk Village as far as the Kalathat Ridge.
To the north for about 2 taing bordering the land of Yanbet Village on one side as far as the round stone in the
shape of a pig at the Myindaung Ridge.
To the northeast for about 3 taing bordering the land of Mai Sane Village in the jurisdiction of Dwarawadi
Myó on one side as far as Chanbon.
*
In the myorna there is the glebe land of the Tadaungdaw Pagoda, the benefaction of the Lord of Arakan Sanda
Thudamma Yaza, 525 Arakanese quarter baskets sowing worked by 18 yoke of buffalo.
In Kandaing Village is the Namweidaw Pagoda, the benefaction of Saw Maing Kyi, Queen of Sanda Thudamma Yaza. The glebe land is in Yanbauk Village, 210 Arakanese quarter baskets sowing worked by yoke of buffalo
and in Kandaing Village 30 quarter baskets sowing worked by 1 yoke of buffalo.
In Kangaw Village there is the Kangawdaw Pagoda, the benefaction of Sanda Thudamma Yaza. The glebe land
of 60 quarter baskets sowing worked by 2 yoke of buffalo is in Alegyaung Village.
In Alegyaung Village is the Naondaw Pagoda, the benefaction of Sitaya Min. The glebe land of 120 quarter
baskets sowing worked by 4 yoke of buffalo is in the Thabyu valley of Mayazein.
In Ledaung Village is the Liyodaw Pagoda, the benefaction of Sanda Thudamma Yaza. The glebe land is 170
quarter baskets sowing worked by 5 yoke of buffalo, while in Yanthet\fn{Yanbet?} Village 1 yoke of buffalo work
140 quarter baskets sowing.
In Hon Village there is the Pahkondaw Pagoda, the benefaction of Sanda Thudamma Yaza. The glebe land is
655 quarter baskets sowing worked by 16 yoke of buffalo.
In the same village there is the Letthandaw Pagoda, the benefaction of Sanda Thudamma Yaza. The glebe land
is 120 quarter baskets sowing worked by 14 yoke of buffalo.
In the same village is the Sanuthein Pagoda, the benefaction of Sanda Thudamma Yaza. The glebe land is 240
quarter baskets sowing worked by 18 yoke of buffalo.
In Yanbynge Village is the Hnokhkandaw Pagoda, the benefaction of [Sanda] Thudamma Yaza. The glebe land
is 280 quarter baskets sowing worked by 7 yoke of buffalo.
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In the same village is the Hseiksadaw Monastery, the benefaction of Sanda Thudamma Yaza. The glebe land is
320 quarter baskets sowing worked by 8 yoke of buffalo.
In the same village are the ordination hall and pagoda which are the benefaction of Myo Pan, Queen of Sanda
Thudamma Yaza, and her sister Mi Nyo Hla. The glebe land is 360 quarter baskets sowing worked by 12 yoke of
buffalo.
In Yanthet\fn{Yanbet?} Village there is the Athidaw Pagoda, the benefaction of Sanda Thudamma Yaza. The
glebe land is 620 quarter baskets sowing worked by 20 yoke of buffalo while in Yanbauk Village there is 240
quarter baskets sowing worked by 6 yoke of buffalo and in the my6-md glebe land of the same pagoda amounting
to 60 quarter baskets sowing worked by 2 yoke of buffalo.
In Kin Village there is the Hkamoktaw Pagoda, the benefaction of Sanda Thudamma Yaza. The glebe land is
30 baskets sowing worked by 1 yoke of buffalo.
In Nyaungbinhla Byonbyei Village there is the Hteiktaw Pagoda, the benefaction of Sanda Thudamma Yaza.
The glebe land is 30 quarter baskets sowing worked by 1 yoke of buffalo.
*
In all, there are eleven pagodas, three ordination halls and one monastery. The glebe land of all three is 14,110
quarter baskets sowing worked by 133 yoke of buffalo.
During the time of the former Lord of Arakan, no tax was collected from the glebe lands of the monasteries
and pagodas or from the slaves of these establishments.
*
As for the customary taxes formerly paid, the people of the eighteen villages paid as beeswax tax 720 kyats (in
weight) of silver dinga,\fn{The term means a stamped circular piece of metal } tax on shipping 417 kyats of silver dinga,
for the New Year’s homage offering to the king 417 kyats of silver dinga, and for the end of Lent homage offering
to the king 368 kyats of silver dinga.
The company of iron workers paid 800 kyats of silver dinga as tax on the iron.
The Indians who usually lived in the town paid a head tax of 750 kyats of silver dinga and at the time of their
festival 112 kyats of silver dinga.
The Indian fishermen paid as tax per net 55 kyats of silver dinga.
It was the custom to submit the revenue once a year to the Lord of Arakan.
*
Within the jursidiction of the myo it was the custom to collect one silver dinga on every hundred ta of bamboo
of indigo cultivation worked by the villages. A bamboo being twelve cubits long, an area ten bamboos long and
three bamboos wide was considered one hundred ta of bamboo.
It was the custom to collect one silver dinga from those cultivating flax gardens for every hundred ta of
bamboo, reckoned as an area ten bamboos by ten bamboos and one bamboo being twelve cubits.
It was the custom to collect from those cultivating tobacco gardens one bamboo of tobacco per plot of tobacco
ten bamboos by ten bamboos. One bamboo of tobacco was the tobacco strung on a split bamboo one cubit long.
When a young couple married, two spools of copper wire were customarily collected and submitted to those
appointed from Arakan.
It was the custom for the cultivators of paddy fields to pay per yoke of buffalo five baskets of paddy in Arakan
quarter baskets and measure and deliver it to the crown granary.
It was the custom for the people of the eighteen villages to make and submit to the Lord of Arakan twenty-nine
boats of seven fathoms, eight fathoms and nine fathoms length.
*
Those who believe in nats\fn{Spirits} and nat-possessed persons could freely worship and make offerings to the
nats. Tax was not paid on these activities.
No tax had to be paid to the myo wun Nara Thaman Kyawwunzin whom His Majesty appointed when he took
possession of the myo on its passing into his dominion in the year 146.\fn{ 1784} Thereafter tax had to be paid to
the successors of the myo wun, revenue officer and officials at their assessment.
*
According to custom, the people of the eighteen villages and the myoma pay per household 1 mat of silver, a
revenue of 1994 silver dinga.
For the homage offering at the New Year, each household is assessed 1 mat of silver, a revenue of 1208 silver
dinga.
For the homage offering at the end of Lent, each household is assessed 1 mat of silver, a revenue of 1208 silver
dinga.
Each household is assessed 1 mat silver for beeswax, a revenue of 1350 silver dinga.
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The company of iron workers pays tax on the iron at 2 silver dinga per household, a revenue of 1559 silver
dinga.
The Indians who usually dwell in the jurisdiction of this myo pay a head tax of 3 silver dinga, a revenue of
7149 silver dinga, and 1 silver dinga for every two houses at the time of their festival, a revenue of 1214 silver
dinga.
The fishermen among them pay 1 silver dinga on each net, a revenue of 714 silver dinga.
*
Within the jurisdiction of the rnyo, the cultivators of indigo pay 1 silver dinga for every 30 ta of bamboo, 30 ta
of bamboo being reckoned as a plot ten bamboos by thirty bamboos and one bamboo being twelve cubits in
length.
The cultivators of flax gardens pay 1 silver dinga for each 1000 ta of bamboo, 1000 ta of bamboo being
reckoned as a plot ten bamboos by ten bamboos and one bamboo being twelve cubits in length.
The cultivators of tobacco pay two split bamboos of tobacco per plot ten bamboos by ten bamboos, a split
bamboo being one cubit in length on which the tobacco was strung.
When a young couple marries, two spools of copper wire are collected.
The glebe land of the monasteries and pagodas pays 1 silver dinga per yoke of buffalo working forty quarter
baskets sowing.
When nat worshippers make offering to the nats they have to pay one silver dinga.
*
The revenue must be paid when it is assessed and demanded by the myo wun and revenue officer and officials.
The cultivators of paddy land have to pay per yoke of buffalo three Burmese baskets\fn{ Tin} of paddy and
measure and deliver it to the crown granary in Ranmawadi Myo.
The myo wun and revenue officer and officials have to order the headmen of the quarters\fn{ Of the town} and
the villages to make boats seven fathoms, eight fathoms and nine fathoms in length that these may be in readiness
when required.
*
Within my charge of Ranmawadi Myo there is one landing stage and watch post for vessels to come and go.
Apart from these, there is no fishery, landing stage, toll station or ferry.
This is the statement of Nga Hke, thugyi of Ranmawadi Myo, my lord.
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1
Once a villager was making preparations to give a great feast and he invited, according to custom, all and
sundry to take a share of his merit by helping in the building of a temporary hall of bamboo and thatch, in which
alms would be offered to the monks. In response to the invitation, people from the neighboring villages came and
took part, with skill and enthusiasm, in the building of the alms hall. Amidst the bustle and excitement, the
villager noticed a man from the hills who stood all alone watching the others doing the work, and with a sad
expression on his face. So he went to him and asked kindly,
“Man from the hills, what ails you? Are you sick, are you ill?”
“Sir,” the man replied sadly, “I want to work as the others are doing, I want to gain merit, and I want to join in
the feast. But to my utter regret, I cannot do so. Who can work on an empty stomach?”
On hearing this explanation, the villager rushed into his kitchen, brought out a bowl of rice, a basin of
vegetable soup, and a dish of fried chicken, and offered them to the man from the hills. Then he resumed his work
together with the others. After a brief interval of time he looked towards the man from the hills, and he was
surprised to see that the man was again standing and watching the happy throng of workers with the same sad
expression on his face. Greatly concerned, the villager rushed to the man and inquired what was the matter now.
“Sir,” the man replied sadly, “I want to work as the others are doing, I want to gain merit, and I want to join in
the feast. But to my utter regret, I cannot do so. Who can work on a full stomach?”
2
In a village called Above-the-Rocks, there lived a boat-master. He became very rich after many trading
voyages down the river. But as he and his boat had to pass a stretch of rapids with protruding rocks, and as he did
not know how to swim, instead of waxing fat with riches, he became pale and thin with anxiety.
At last he conceived a brilliant plan. He bought a huge gourd and turned it into a bottle by emptying it of its
contents. He kept this gourd bottle under his bed in the cabin of his boat. Now he felt safe and ceased to be in fear
of drowning, for, should his boat ever capsize, he would float to safety clinging to this gourd.
Years passed, and the boat-master became fat although he continued to be known as Mr. Thin. But one day, as
his boat was passing through the rapids after an unusually profitable voyage, it was caught in a storm and went
out of control. But at that moment of crisis Boat-master Thin did not remember the gourd but remembered instead
the bag of gold lying in his cabin.
“I will take my gold, my gold,” he shouted to his boatmen.
They thought he was talking about his gourd and, certain that he would float to safety on his gourd bottle,
jumped into the river and swam ashore. But the poor boat-master remembered only to take the bag of gold, and,
jumping into the water with it, he sank and was quickly drowned.
3
In a village, not many miles away from Mount Popa, the ancient home of magic and alchemy, there lived an
opium-eater, who believed that one day he would receive the philosopher’s stone\fn{ The object, spoken of in the West as
well as in the East, as being able to transmute base metal into gold .} as a gift from the guardian gods of the mountain. He
boasted of this belief to his friends whenever they remonstrated with him on his opium habit, with the result that
they decided to play a trick on him. So one afternoon, as he lay half asleep and half awake after a bout of opium
eating, a friend walked stealthily and silently into his bedroom, and whispered fervently into his ear,
“Keep your eyes shut and listen. I am a guardian god of Mount Popa, and I have come to tell you how to
become a successful alchemist. You have heard of alchemists who experiment with mercury, alchemists who
experiment with iron, and alchemists who experiment with runes, but you shall be the first Cucumber Alchemist.
Take a bitter cucumber and grind it. Then mix it with a tical’s weight\fn{The former coin unit of Thailand, replaced in 1928
by the baht. It was also a unit of weight, however, and in Burma, 1 tical = 0.36 lb.} of jaggery\fn{A crystallized sugar sweet.} and a
tical’s weight of salt. Finally, swallow the mixture holding your breath, and you will find yourself a Cucumber
Alchemist.”
When the effects of the opium were over, the opium-eater left the house swiftly, and, after buying the
ingredients necessary for the wonderful mixture, and faithfully following the god’s instructions, prepared and
swallowed it. Then he decided that as he was now a successful alchemist he could no longer stay in the abode of
human beings but must retire to the forest. Dressing himself in white as befitted one who had forsaken the world,
he walked the few miles to the woodlands on the slopes of Mount Popa, reaching there at dawn.
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In another village there was sorrow and misery. A young woman had married, against the wishes of her
parents, a man who was a drunkard. The marriage proved to be a failure, and in shame and disappointment the
young woman came alone to the woodlands and hanged herself from a tree just a few minutes before our Cucumber Alchemist arrived on the scene.
“Indeed, I am an alchemist,” exclaimed the opium-eater, “for here is a fruit-maiden, lovely and juicy. We
alchemists cannot make love to human women, because they are meat-eaters and they stink, and so we make love
to fruits having the shape of lovely maidens, It is fortunate for me that there are no other alchemists about to rob
me of this lucky find.”
So, in great glee, he cut the rope and embraced the dead body. At this moment the young woman’s father,
uncle, and husband came running, searching for her. They saw the dead body in the arms of the opium-eater and
snatched it away, at the same time beating and kicking him.
“Brothers, brothers,” protested the opium-eater, “you are alchemists of mercury, iron, and runes, whereas I am
an alchemist of mere cucumber, I am no match for you, and so take her away, take her away.”
4
A village physician, poring over an old parchment book, found the following prescription:
“Specific for asthma: one inch of elephant hide, boiled together with five ticals of garlic,”
He was impressed with the prescription and used it in the treatment of two or three asthma patients in his
village. The patients recovered, and his fame spread to the neighboring villages. He was called to the bedside of
asthma patients who lived many miles away. His fees were high but he was too mean to buy himself a bullockcart. He was strong and wiry, but he was too nervous to ride on a horse. So he made his rounds every day on foot.
This mode of traveling proved to have two distinct disadvantages for him. His expensive sandals made of
cowhide became worn out in no time, and had to be replaced by others. His medicine bag, heavier than the bags
of other physicians, because it had to contain a large piece of elephant hide, weighed him down and tired him.
At last, he thought of a solution to his troubles. He bought a pair of sandals made of elephant hide, which
lasted much longer than sandals made of cowhide. It was now no longer necessary for him to carry a large piece
of elephant hide in his bag, because he could always cut off the needed inch of medicine from his sandals.
Some years passed, and there was not a single case of asthma which the village physician could not cure. Then,
one day, in his own village, a fastidious old woman became stricken with asthma. The physician was called in and
he gave her his usual medicine for asthma, namely, an inch of elephant hide boiled with five ticals of garlic. The
same evening, the village physician came to the bedside of his patient, fully expecting to find her cured. To his
surprise and disappointment, he found the patient still struggling for breath. So he repeated the dose, but the
patient showed no improvement. Thereupon, on the morning of the next day, he gave her a third dose of his
medicine. He was very cross when he came in the evening and found the old woman still being racked with
asthma.
“You stubborn old woman,” he scolded. “I have fed you with full three inches of elephant hide and still you
have not recovered.” Picking up one of his sandals, he angrily pointed out to her the place where the three inches
had been cut off.
“Take away your filthy sandal!” the old woman shouted. “It has trodden on dunghills and cesspools!”
“Do not be so fastidious,” the physician retorted. “The fact remains you have swallowed full three inches of
the filthy sandal.”
The old woman was now seized with a nausea, on realizing that she had eaten a part of the dirty sandal, and
soon she was vomiting freely. As a result of repeated vomiting, her lungs became clear and she was now fully
cured.
The village physician later asked the old woman for his fee.
“Your filthy medicine did not cure me at all,” the old woman argued. “It was my vomiting that cured my
asthma.”
“But you vomited because you loathed my medicine,” the physician insisted. “In any case, you are now cured
of your asthma and I am entitled to my fee.”
5
The head-clerk of a district court in a lower Burmese town was a hearty worker and also a hearty eater. His
wife was very religious and fasted on every Sabbath day, but he himself was too busy with his work. There was a
revival of interest in religion, and groups or associations were formed to sweep and wash the platforms of the
pagodas in town, to hold religious discussions in the evenings, and to keep the Sabbath on full-moon days. The
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junior clerks were very enthusiastic, but could not prevail upon the head-clerk to join them in their religious
activities. One full-moon day, however, the head-clerk found that he was the only person in the district office who
was not going to the monastery to keep the Sabbath. A very junior clerk went to him and said,
“Sir, you are our leader in our daily work, so why will you not be our leader in our religious work also?”
Feeling embarrassed, he also went to the monastery, and together with his fellow clerks and his wife he took
the vows of the Eight Precepts.\fn{ To refrain from depriving any living thing of its life; to refrain from taking possession of any
article without the permission of its owner; to refrain from illicit sexual relations; to refrain from speaking or acting untyruthfully; to refrain
from taking liquors and drugs, or any intoxicants which engender forgetfulness or slothfulness; to refrain from taking food or other
nourishment after the hour of noon; t9o refrain from singing, dancing, playing on musical instruments, acrobatics, and play-acting, or
watching or making others perform, and to refrain from beautifying the body or the face with flowers, powdere, paint, unguents, or
ornaments, and to refrain from the use of perfumes and scents; and finally, to refrain from sleeping on a high or ornate bed .} The whole
day the group remained in the monastery, telling the beads\fn{ The Buddhist rosary is meant.} and reciting extracts

from the scriptures. The head-clerk maintained a serious expression, but by the afternoon he felt the pangs of
hunger.
At nightfall the Sabbath-keepers left the monastery for their respective homes, where they all continued their
recitation of extracts from the scriptures before retiring. However, the head-clerk was interested only in his
hunger, and the moment he and his wife reached home the following dialogue ensued:
“Mistress of my household, please stop your recitation for a moment and please lay the table for my dinner.”
“Master of the house, have you forgotten that both of us have been away at the monastery the whole day and
therefore no dinner has been cooked?”
“But I shall soon die of hunger. Surely in the kitchen there is some food left over from this morning’s
breakfast?”
“There is only some rice left, but why should you eat it now? You have kept the Sabbath the whole day and
only the night remains. At dawn I shall get up and cook a wonderful meal for you to break your fast.”
The Head-Clerk became silent and forced himself to fall asleep. But he woke up at midnight with a pain in his
stomach and asked his wife to get up and cook his breakfast. The following dialogue resulted:
“It is some four hours to dawn and you should be man enough to be patient. Think of the merit that you will
gain by keeping your vows, and think also of the grins and the jeers with which your clerks will greet you in the
morning, when they come to know that you have failed to keep the Sabbath. You are not a child, you are a clerk in
an important position, and in charge of the district court.”
“Why should the clerks know? Am I not master of my home? And what I do at home surely does not concern
my fellow clerks at the court. I was a fool indeed to have permitted myself to be persuaded by those young
fellows to keep the Sabbath.”
“Husband, even as we talk, time is swiftly passing, and the golden dawn is on its way. This is the first time you
have kept the Sabbath, and think of the merit and happiness you will gain in a few hours when you will have
fulfilled your vows.”
“I do not desire any merit, and as to happiness, I was always happy until I took the vows to keep the Eight
Precepts. So please stop your sermon and get up and cook my breakfast.”
“Courage! The night cannot last forever.”
The Head-Clerk remained silent, but after a few moments he jumped up and said,
“I cannot wait any longer. This terrible night will surely last until the end of the universe.”
He then rushed headlong into the kitchen, put his hand into the rice-pot, and proceeded to eat the stale rice with
relish and relief.
6
An apprentice in a puppet show wanted to win fame and fortune as a puppet master and later even as a puppet
showman. He had completed three long years of apprenticeship. As a junior apprentice he had spent two full years
manipulating animal puppets. As a senior apprentice he had spent one full year manipulating the alchemist, the
dragon, and the ogre puppets. He felt he was entitled to be given his master-ship in puppetry and called upon to
manipulate one of the puppets representing the main characters of a play. So he said to the puppet showman,
“Master showman, I have spent full three years under you as an apprentice, manipulating the subsidiary
puppets. I venture to think that I have fully mastered the art of puppetry.” To his disappointment, the Master
Showman replied,
“My boy, be patient. Spend another year as an apprentice.”
Another year passed and again the apprentice went before the showman, and asked to be given his master-ship.
The showman did not think that the apprentice was ready for promotion. But, on the other hand, he did not want
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to disappoint him again. After due consideration he hit upon a compromise. So he said,
“All right, my boy, you have won your master-ship. Tonight I will assign you a puppet important to the play.”
The newly made puppet master spent the whole day in a state of great excitement, trying to guess what
particular puppet he would be asked to manipulate. Evening came, the orchestra played, and the animal puppets
appeared and gave their dances. Then the alchemist, dragon, and ogre puppets appeared, and gave their dances.
Finally, the play of the evening began. The new puppet master, on being assigned a puppet representing the king
of the gods, dreamed of making his mark that very night. However, as he listened to the synopsis of the play, he
learned that throughout the play the king of the gods merely sat and watched the other characters. So throughout
the night the poor puppet master merely held the puppet upright, and, repeatedly yawning, he awaited eagerly the
coming of the dawn and the end of the performance.
7
It was a full-moon day, and the good ladies of the village had come to the monastery, bringing alms food. They
ceremoniously offered the alms food to the Abbot, took from him the formula of the Eight Precepts, and then
retired to sit in the shade of the mango and tamarind trees in the courtyard of the monastery. Inside the monastery
the Abbot and the monks recited the scriptures.
But the little novice had nothing to do. Because it was a Sabbath day, there were no lessons for him. So he
strolled about the courtyard.
Casually, the novice gave a glance at the good ladies resting under the trees, and he was surprised to see that
instead of sitting and meditating or saying their prayers or telling their beads, they were talking to each other.
Thinking that they were discussing some religious or moral subject, he went near them and listened carefully, and
he heard the following conversation:
“Do you think that the price of oil will go up next month?”
“Of course it will, and my husband is so sure of making a huge profit on the sale of his stock of oil that he has
promised to buy me another pair of gold bangles.”
“Tell your husband not to be cheated by the goldsmith. Last month I bought a pair of gold bangles from him,
and I am sure the gold was not up to standard.”
“I do not think that the poor fellow is really dishonest. His heart has not been in his work since his second
daughter eloped with an apprentice.”
The little Novice went on listening, and the topic of conversation changed from elopements to marriages, then
to sons-in-law, then to family quarrels, then to lawsuits, then to partitions of family estates, then to the price of
land, then to the price of gold, and then back again to the price of oil. By that time the sun had set, and as the good
ladies prepared to leave the monastery and go home, the little novice went to the gate and sat on the gatepost. The
good ladies, as they passed through the gate, said to the little novice,
“We have spent a good day, for we have kept the Sabbath. So little novice, accept a share of our merit.”
To their surprise, the little novice did not give the usual reply of “Good, good, I accept a share of your merit;”
instead he shouted, “Boo, boo, woo, woo!”
The good ladies felt insulted, and, rushing back to the Abbot, they asked that the novice be punished for his
rude behavior. The Abbot felt very angry, and, seizing a cane in his hand, he called to the novice to come and
receive his punishment.
“But, my lord,” pleaded the little novice, “they were not really keeping the Sabbath, but were discussing
various matters.”
Then he proceeded to repeat the entire conversation between the good ladies which he overheard during the
afternoon. The Abbot listened with open mouth. When the novice finished speaking, the Abbot gave a great sigh,
threw away his cane, and, turning to the good ladies, he also shouted,
“Boo, boo, woo, woo!”
8
Mistress Cold earned her living by hawking pickled fish round the village. One afternoon, while beginning her
usual round, she passed by a house where an initiation ceremony was being held. As she watched, the Abbot
presiding over the ceremony started to give his sermon. Mistress Cold thought to herself,
“Engrossed in my business of selling pickled fish, I have been neglecting my religion. The sun is still high, and
surely there is time for me to listen to the words of wisdom of the venerable Abbot.”
At first Mistress Cold found the sermon interesting and instructive, but, as the Abbot continued to drone out his
sermon, she became restless, for the sun was rapidly going down. She kept glancing at the Abbot, at the sun, and
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at her tray of pickled fish, covered up and hidden by her shawl.
“I have not sold even a viss,” she said to herself with great anxiety, “and should the sermon continue, it will be
too dark for me to go round the village.”
Moments passed and still the Abbot went on preaching. She looked around, hoping to see some of the guests
slipping out of the hall, so that she could follow them. But all seemed to be engrossed in the sermon. She became
feverish with anxiety.
At long last, the sermon was finished. The host stood up, and, beating a gong, shouted out,
“In this our deed of merit may all beings take a share!”
Poor Mistress Cold, in her anxiety and excitement, forgot where she was and, standing up, she also shouted,
“Pickled fish! Pickled fish! Only a quarter piece for a viss! Who will buy my pickled fish?”
9
In a village there once lived a farmer and his wife who had three beautiful daughters. One day a very
handsome young man by the name of Easy-Life came and offered to serve as an apprentice on the farm for three
years. The Father found him industrious and skillful, and the Mother found him obedient and considerate.
Therefore, at the end of the three years’ period of apprenticeship, they were very reluctant to let him go. Then the
Mother had a brilliant idea and married the eldest daughter to Easy-Life. Unfortunately, the daughter died soon
afterwards. At the funeral Master Easy-Life lamented:
How can I live without you?
All is woe! All is woe!
And now where shall I go?

The Mother, hearing him crying thus, joined him in his lamentation, and wept aloud:
All is woe! All is woe!
But please do not go,
For there is the second one.

So Master Easy-Life continued working on the farm, and after a decent interval the Mother married him to the
second daughter. But misfortune again befell the family and the second daughter also died. At the funeral, Master
Easy-Life lamented as before:
How can I live without you?
All is woe! All is woe!
And now where shall I go?

The Mother, as before, wept with him and cried loudly:
All is woe! All is woe!
But please do not go,
For there’s the third one.

So Master Easy-Life continued working on the farm, and after a decent interval the mother married him to the
third daughter. But alas, she also died soon afterwards. At the funeral Master Easy- Life wailed as before:
How can I live without you?
All is woe! All is woe!
And now where shall I go?

The Mother, as on the previous occasions, joined in. But she now cried loudly:
Are you a tiger that has devoured my daughters?
Are you a snake that has swallowed them all?
All is woe! All is woe!
But this time, out you go.

10
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A Merchant and his Wife had saved much money and, as they had no children, they decided to retire from
business and devote their time to religion. They built a fine monastery and installed a learned and venerable monk
as the Abbot. They also invited many young monks to come and reside in the monastery. This deed of merit
received the acclaim of their fellow villagers, who conferred upon them the customary title of “Donors of a
Monastery.”
The Merchant, now known as “Monastery-Donor,” became a vegetarian and started to lead a life of strict
austerity. On every religious day he invited the Abbot, the other monks, the novices, the lay brothers, and all the
young boys residing in the monastery to his house and offered them breakfast. However, as he himself was a
vegetarian he served only vegetable dishes. The Abbot, although old in learning and also in years, was still stout
and strong and the others were young; it was therefore only natural that they should, after a time, find the food
dull and monotonous.
One religious day the monastery-donor saw to his consternation that the Abbot was absent from the usual
breakfast. He anxiously inquired why the Abbot was absent, but the monks, the novices, the lay brothers, and the
boys remained silent. As the monastery-donor repeated his question, one lay brother replied gruffly that the Abbot
was slightly indisposed. The monastery-donor, upbraiding the lay brother for leaving the Abbot ill and infirm, ran
headlong to the monastery. But as he reached the gates he composed himself and walked softly towards the
Abbot’s chamber, for, he thought to himself, the venerable monk might have fallen asleep after a restless night
and so should not be disturbed. Reaching the Abbot’s chamber, he stealthily pushed open the door, but there was
no sign of the old monk. Sick with anxiety, he went from room to room until he finally entered the kitchen.
There he saw a shocking sight. The Abbot was sitting bolt upright in front of the oven, eating with relish some
fried eggs from a steaming frying pan. Disappointed and dismayed, the monastery-donor rushed back to his house
and collapsed at the feet of his wife shouting,
“The Abbot is frying eggs, the Abbot is frying eggs! I saw with my own eyes, the Abbot is frying eggs!”
“That is ridiculous,” argued the wife. “How can you accuse our venerable teacher of breaking the precept
against the taking of life?”
“All the same, he was frying eggs,” insisted the monastery-donor. “I saw with my own eyes, he was frying
eggs.”
The wife called out to the neighbors for help, explaining that some evil spirit or witch, out of jealousy for his
deeds of merit, had cast a spell on the monastery-donor, causing him to become delirious. The neighbors came
running in, and, as the monastery-donor still kept on shouting, “I saw with my own eyes, he was frying eggs,”
they became certain that he was under a spell. So they seized hold of him, and resorted to the usual cure for
delirious and bewitched persons; they put into his eyes the juice of the tobacco leaf mixed with salt, until he
stopped shouting.
Although the monastery-donor had to become silent because his eyes were smarting, he was by no means
appeased. He waited patiently until nightfall, and then in the privacy of their bedchamber he said to his wife,
“Foolish woman, I saw with my own eyes, he was frying eggs.”
His wife looked at him in alarm and anxiety and sighed,
“Alas, the attack has come back again, and I must call in the neighbors.”
The monastery-donor heard her words and, fearing another eyewash, he whispered meekly,
“All right, all right, he was not frying eggs.”
11
It was the morning of a religious day, but, as the monk sat and waited, no one came bringing alms food. He had
not gone on his daily begging round in the village because, as it was a religious day, he fully expected that some
villager would come to keep the Sabbath in the monastery, bringing some alms food. The lay brother was sick and
could not cook. To make matters worse, the monk was unduly hungry that particular morning.
He heard some footsteps and looked eagerly towards the doorway. A man from the western quarter of the
village entered, and, after kneeling down and worshipping the monk, said,
“Lord, please honor us by coming to our humble house and accepting some alms food.”
The monk, however, was not too overjoyed because he knew that, as the layman before him was only a poor
farmer, his alms food would consist only of rice and boiled cabbage.
“Still, rice and cabbage is better than nothing,” he consoled himself.
However, just as the Monk was adjusting his robes to go forth, another man, this time from the eastern quarter
of the village, entered, and, after kneeling down and worshipping, said,
“Lord, please honor us by coming to our humble house and accepting some alms food.”
The Monk was in a quandary, for he knew the newcomer to be a rich merchant, who always offered rice and
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curried pork as alms food. His mouth watered at the remembrance of the dishes of curried pork which he had
tasted on previous occasions at the merchant’s house, and he said to himself bitterly,
“Alas, too late by moments only.”
Then the monk suddenly thought of a way by which he could accept the merchant’s invitation. Turning round
to the two villagers, he said,
“As both of you have invited me to breakfast and as I can go to one house only, I must ask you, merchant, to
take hold of my right hand, and I must ask you, farmer, to catch hold of my left hand. Then you must pull me
from opposite directions, and the one who can pull me to his side will get me for breakfast.”
He suggested this tug of war because he thought that the merchant was certain to win as he was the stouter of
the two. The two laymen soon started the tug of war, but, to the alarm of the monk, the merchant, living an easy
life, was out of condition and it became obvious that the wiry farmer would soon emerge the winner. In
desperation, the monk gave a kick to the shin of the farmer. The farmer, in great pain and anger, let go of the
monk’s left hand, with the result that monk and merchant fell on the floor on top of one another and with a loud
bump. The farmer, standing on one leg, gave vent to his feelings by singing the following ditty:
Rebel against cabbage,
Struggling to join pork,
Go your way, shaven-head.

12
A village on the upper reaches of the river Irrawaddy had two monasteries, one at the southern end of the
village, and the other at the northern end. Both were big monasteries with many monks, and there existed a
feeling of rivalry between the two institutions. Both the Abbots were learned and pious, but the Abbot of the
Southern Monastery was a great believer in astrology, whereas the Abbot of the Northern Monastery did not
believe in astrology at all.
One day both the Abbots received invitations from the King at Ava to take part in a religious ceremony there.
The Southern Abbot decided to leave for Ava the following day, because it was a lucky day. The Northern Abbot,
on learning that his rival had chosen the following day as the date of his departure because it was a lucky day,
announced that he would leave the village for Ava one day later as it was an unlucky day.
The following day the Southern Abbot and his followers left the village in a boat painted white, which was
considered a lucky color. After the day’s journey they stopped for the night at a village. The headman of the
village came down to the boat and said to the Abbot,
“My lord, tomorrow I am holding an initiation ceremony for my little son, but unfortunately the Abbot of our
village monastery was suddenly taken ill this afternoon and will not be able to attend the ceremony. As the golden
city of Ava is only about three hours’ journey from here, I beg your lordship to attend the ceremony and leave our
village only at noon.”
The Southern Abbot accepted this invitation. Accordingly, when dawn came the Southern Abbot and his
followers left their boat for the initiation ceremony at the headman’s house.
At that very moment, up the river the Northern Abbot and his followers started out on their journey to Ava, in a
boat painted black, which was considered to be an unlucky color. A high wind suddenly blew and the boat
traveled very swiftly, with the result that by noon it reached the village where the initiation ceremony was being
held. The boat sailed past, but after an hour’s journey, because of its great speed, it hit a rock and was wrecked.
The Northern Abbot and his followers swam to safety, and, as they rested on the riverbank, his followers chided
the Abbot thus:
“My lord tempted the stars; my lord treated astrology with contempt; hence all this trouble.”
The Northern Abbot did not reply but gazed up the river with a remorseful look. As the Northern Abbot stood
gazing, he saw the white boat of the Southern Abbot approaching. It was going at a great speed and very soon it
hit a rock and capsized. As the Southern Abbot and his followers swam to safety, the Northern Abbot turned to his
followers and said,
“Your grandfather yonder, in spite of his astrology, has done no better than I. The two of us will enter the
King’s audience chamber together looking like drowned rats.”
13
In the golden city of Ava there once lived a famous Abbot. He was not only a great preacher but also a great
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teacher. The highest officials of the land, including the king himself, flocked to hear his sermons, and most of the
other abbots in the great city had been his pupils at one time or another. Although learned and pious, he had two
faults. First, he was very short-tempered, and, second, he took pride in the fact that he was born on a Saturday.
One day the queen held a great alms-giving ceremony, to which the Abbot was specially invited. After the
monks had finished their meal, and the Abbot had given his sermon, the king, the queen, the ministers of state,
and the judges of the supreme court remained sitting while the palanquins were being called to take the monks
back to their monasteries. The great Abbot said to the queen,
“Your majesty can hold this great ceremony because you are a great queen, and your majesty is a great queen
because you were born on a Saturday. Your majesty’s consort, the great king himself, was born on a Saturday.”
Some of the ministers joined in the conversation and said that they were Saturday-borns too. Many of the
judges were also found to be Saturday-borns. The Abbot, feeling very pleased, commented,
“We Saturday-borns always achieve greatness in various fields of life. You have become king and queen,
ministers and judges, and I have become a great Abbot.”
Among the group of beggars waiting in the courtyard to receive the alms food left over by the monks was a
Saturday-born, and he listened with interest to the Abbot’s words. When the palanquins had arrived at the door,
and the Abbot was getting into one of them, the Saturday-born beggar came forward and said,
“My lord, I am also a Saturday-born.” The Abbot gave him an angry look and explained,
“We were born on royal Saturdays, golden Saturdays, glorious Saturdays, whereas you were born on a begging
Saturday, a tramping Saturday, a good-for-nothing Saturday.”
14
Two travelers were making a perilous journey. One was tall and strong, whereas the other was small and weak.
They had to pass through, first, a forest full of thieves and robbers and, second, another forest full of tigers and
leopards. Single handed, the tall man fought the violent robbers and the ferocious animals while the small man
merely looked on. Then the two companions had to pass through a long stretch of waterless desert, and, when
halfway across it, the small man lay down on the sand and moaned,
“Brother, I can go no farther. So leave me here to die.” But the tall man pointed towards a clump of trees in the
distance and said,
“Brother, we must be nearly through the desert, because yonder are some trees. Perhaps they are plum trees, in
which case we can quench our thirst by sucking the juice of their plums.”
Encouraged by these words, the small man continued the journey, only to fall down again later, overcome by
the heat and thirst.
The tall man picked up his exhausted companion and carried him in his arms until they reached the fringe of
the desert and came to the trees. As the tall man had expected, they were plum trees. The tall man swiftly climbed
one of the trees, but he found it difficult to pick the plums, as the branches were too thorny and brittle. As he
paused aloft the plum tree, the small man shouted from below,
“You lazy fellow, you cowardly fellow! You call yourself a man, yet you cannot even get a few plums!”
15
In a remote village at the foot of the Chin Hills, there once lived an old farmer with his two sons. The three
worked hard, but the soil was infertile and water was scarce. They could produce only maize and a rice of very
poor quality. At last the two sons, after obtaining permission from the father, left the village in search of wealth
and comfort in more prosperous regions. The elder son went north to Bhamo near the Chinese frontier, while the
younger son went south to Rangoon. After some years of endeavor, the elder son became a petty trader and he
waxed fat, living on bacon and sausages brought in by the Chinese caravans. The younger son became a
prosperous farmer and he also waxed fat, living on juicy and nutritious Lower Burmese rice. They forgot their
father in the old village, who, however, always remembered them with longing.
One day a party of adventurous pilgrims arrived to worship at an ancient pagoda in the old village, and, as they
were rich merchants, they brought with them a large supply of bacon and sausages from Bhamo and nutritious
Lower Burmese rice. The old farmer came to the pagoda in the evening as was his custom, and the pilgrims who
were eating their dinner invited him to join them. After a few mouthfuls, he started to shed tears, and, on being
asked by the anxious pilgrims to explain why he was crying, he replied,
“Friends, I have never tasted such delicious food before and I wish that my two sons were also here tonight to
share in my good fortune. One is now in Bhamo and the other in Rangoon and I am sure they have never eaten
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such a good meal as this in their lives.”
16
The old Abbot of a village monastery had died, and his successor wanted to honor him by giving him a great
funeral. The villagers came forward with offers to contribute to the cost of various items of the funeral, for
example, the gilded coffin, the alms food not only for monks but for all comers to the funeral, the theatrical
shows, but no one came forward with an offer to contribute to the cost of the most expensive item, namely, the
magnificent funeral pyre. The new Abbot kept the dead body lying in state for several weeks, but still no donor of
the funeral pyre appeared. Although the dead body was carefully embalmed, the villagers began to comment
adversely on the long period of time during which it was being exposed to the public gaze. The new Abbot
reluctantly closed the coffin, but he did not lose hope.
Time passed, and preparations for the funeral were nearly completed, but still no donor of the funeral pyre had
come forward. In desperation, the new Abbot approached some of the more wealthy villagers, but they regretted
that they had not enough money to build the funeral pyre. Then one day a merchant from a nearby town came to
the monastery and said,
“My lord Abbot, I understand that you are still waiting for someone to build the funeral pyre. I have made a
huge profit on my last business venture and I want to spend it on some charity.”
“It will indeed bring much merit to you, layman,” replied the Abbot with great enthusiasm.
“But before I make the donation,” the merchant continued, “I must know the age of the dead Abbot, the names
of his parents, the color of his complexion, his exact height, and the exact time of his death.”
“Layman,” the Abbot cried out in anger, “either you build the funeral pyre or leave the monastery before I
drive you out! The dead monk can remain without a funeral pyre and I will not answer your stupid questions.”
17
An elephant and a mouse met in the forest one afternoon and narrated to each other their adventures. The
elephant said,
“I am the king of the forest, and ordinarily I never run away from the enemy. But today I met a rogue elephant,
and, wanting to avoid battle with him, I turned round and ran under some trees. The trees were not high enough,
and a branch made a deep gash on my back. If you will look, you will see that it is fully two feet long.”
“Doubtless it is a painful wound,” said the mouse. “But, my friend, you were never in danger of your life
because, first, the rogue elephant could not have killed you and, second, the tree branch could never have reached
your heart. With me, it was different. Only an hour ago I was chased by a wild cat, and was nearly caught. He
gave a jab with his claws, and nearly ripped open my side. If you will look, you will see a gash at least two feet
long.”
The Elephant looked at the Mouse, and smiled.
“My friend,” he said, “I am not saying that you are a liar, but I may point out that your whole body from tip to
tail is not even one foot in length. Then how can you say that your wound is two feet long?”
“Great animal," the mouse replied, “to each his own foot. You measure the length of your gash by your big
foot and I measure mine by my own small foot.”
18
A Burmese Merchant was in the habit of visiting various market towns in the hill regions on business, and
during one such trip he was stricken with malaria. For days he lay unconscious or delirious, and he was patiently
nursed by a hill man and his family. At last he recovered, and, when he was strong enough to travel again, he said,
“My friend hill-man, you and your family have saved my life. I will now go back to my village on the
Irrawaddy River. You must come and visit me and stay at my house as my honored guest for several days.”
The following summer the hill-man decided to take a vacation from his work and go and visit his friend in the
plains. So, riding his favorite horse, he journeyed down the passes to his friend’s village. He was received with
great pleasure by the merchant, who greeted him with these words:
“My benefactor, my friend, my brother, all I have is yours, and so stay here with me forever.”
The hill-man was also introduced to the neighbors, and after a few days he became so popular that he had to
spend most of his time visiting them by turns. After some days the Merchant said to the hill-man,
“You spend your time visiting the neighbors, and I feel so lonely without you. May I borrow your horse so that
I can visit my relations in the nearby villages?”
The hill-man willingly lent the horse. The merchant was an inconsiderate fellow, and so he rode the horse from
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sunrise to sunset for three days in succession, with the result that the poor animal became quite lame. The hillman was greatly angered by the unkind treatment meted out to his beloved horse and swore to himself that he
would have his revenge.
“If he ill-treats my horse, I will ill-treat his boat,” he murmured to himself.
So, hiding his anger, he spoke sweetly to the merchant and borrowed the latter’s boat. From sunrise to sunset,
for three days in succession, the hill-man rowed the boat up and down the river, with the result that his hands
became swollen with plying the oars. Finding that revenge after all was not sweet, he bade a hasty farewell to the
merchant, and left for the hills leading his lame horse.
19
Once there lived a monk who was not too learned. His sermons were very boring to listen to, and there came a
time when no one offered him alms food. So he migrated to another village, but, benefiting from his previous
experience, he did not go to the village monastery but resided in a makeshift monastery of bamboo and thatch on
the edge of a small forest. As forest-dwelling monks were believed to be taking advanced meditative exercises,
they were never expected to give any sermon, and the villagers flocked to the forest monastery, bring offerings of
alms food and robes.
After some weeks, some of the villagers begged the monk not to expose himself any further to the ferocious
animals of the forest, but to come and dwell in the village monastery. But the monk prudently remained in the
forest. The fame of the forest-dwelling monk spread to the neighboring villages, and more and more people
visited him and begged of him to come and dwell in their village monasteries. Then the monk thought to himself,
“I must please my followers in some way or other. I must either go and reside in their monastery, or agree with
them that there are wild animals in the forest, although I have come across none.” So when some villagers again
came and insisted that he should no longer expose himself to the ferocious animals of the jungle, he replied,
“Yes, yes, laymen, only last night I saw a tiger under yonder tree, but I will risk my life to complete my
meditative exercises.”
This remark made the monk even more popular and he received more and more alms food and robes.
There was a mischievous fellow among the villagers and he, after a time, guessed that the monk was using his
imagination. So one day he came alone and extended to the monk the usual invitation to the village monastery,
referring as usual to the ferocious animals of the forest.
“Yes, yes, layman,” replied the monk as before. “Only last night I saw a tiger under yonder tree.”
“How big was it, my lord?” asked the mischievous villager, looking innocent.
“It must have been between seven and nine cubits in length,” replied the monk. The mischievous villager burst
out laughing and said,
“My lord, my lord, obviously you have never seen a tiger. No tiger can be bigger than the breadth of my lord’s
palm. So, sir, be careful next time when you are describing the tiger.”
The monk thanked the mischievous villager and promised to be more careful in the future. =
A few days afterwards a group of villagers arrived and they again invited the monk to their monastery in the
village, mentioning the danger from wild animals.
“Yes, yes, laymen,” replied the monk. “Only last night I saw a tiger under yonder tree and it was as big as my
palm.”
The villagers looked at him in silence and shook their heads.
“What is the matter, laymen?” the monk asked feebly. “What is wrong with my tiger?”
“My lord,” the villagers replied, “the average length of a tiger is from seven to nine cubits.”
“My tiger was all right, my tiger was all right,” wailed the monk, “but that mischievous villager dwindled it.”
20
A farmer and his wife had been able to save some money, and with their savings they built a monastery and
installed a monk in it. The farmer was good-natured, the wife was fussy, and the monk was young. One morning
the wife brought some cabbage soup, rice, and curry and when the monk had eaten the meal, she asked,
“My lord, was the cabbage soup nice?”
The monk did not answer, but the wife persisted in her questioning. At last the monk, who wanted to please his
patroness, replied,
“Laywoman, the cabbage soup was very nice indeed, and, in fact, it is my favorite dish.” The wife went home
and said to her husband,
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“Husband, our monk’s favorite dish is cabbage soup and so you must irrigate your cabbage patch so that there
is an adequate supply of the vegetable throughout the whole year.”
The Farmer did as he was told, and the wife offered cabbage soup to the monk every morning until the latter
became sick and tired of it. But he consoled himself with the thought that the rainy season was nearly over, and
when the rains stopped the cabbage plants would die.
At last the long rainy season was actually over, but, to the consternation of the poor monk, the cabbage soup
continued to come every morning. Unable to contain himself any longer, he asked the wife,
“Laywoman, surely cabbage is now out of season, and yet you seem to have a large supply of it.”
“There is no need for my lord to worry,” replied the wife with great satisfaction. “My lord will never lack
cabbage soup, for our cabbage patch is well irrigated even in the driest months.”
The Monk brooded over his misfortune and early next day he left the monastery quietly and went to reside at
another village. The farmer and his wife were heartbroken over the sudden departure of their Monk and wondered
where he had gone.
After some months the farmer and his wife learned from an itinerant trader that their monk was now residing
in a village some distance away. They were overjoyed at the news, and the wife sent with the trader the following
message to the monk:
I watch the road, 1 shed a tear,
When will he return,
Our monk so dear,
Our golden monk?

On his next round, the trader brought from the monk the following message in reply:
Watch not the road,
Waste not your tear,
There is no return
Till your patch is clear
Of golden cabbage.

21
The maid was nearly thirty years old, and she began to wonder whether she would be able to get a husband at
all. Every evening, for years, she had sat in the front room of her house waiting for young men to come and visit
her so that she could choose one as her husband. At the beginning she did attract some visitors, but she found no
one to her liking, and now no young men ever came to visit her. She realized she was growing old, and she
became anxious and desperate. One morning, however, at the market place she noticed that a young man was
looking at her with some interest, and she believed that he would pay a visit to her house that very evening. When
evening came she took a bath, put on her finest dress, and sat spinning in the front room of her house, with her
back to the door, which was left open.
She waited until the cocks crew the first watch, but nobody came. However, she still felt certain that the young
man she saw at the market would come. She brought out the family betel box and started to prepare a chew of
betel. At that moment she heard the patter of soft footsteps on the garden path.
“He is treading softly as he is feeling very shy,” she mused, “so I must forsake my maidenly modesty and must
take the initiative myself.”
She heard the soft footsteps come right behind her, and suddenly they stopped.
“He is now standing behind me,” she said to herself, and her heart beat fast with excitement. Some moments
passed, and again she mused,
“He is tongue-tied with longing and with love, and I must start the conversation.” So she said aloud,
“I have been expecting you the whole evening. Do make yourself at home. If you are tired with the long walk,
may I offer you this chew of betel?” Without turning, she lifted her hand to pass the betel.
She heard an angry snarl and, turning round, she found an old black dog which, finding the door open, had
wandered into the house. She drove the dog away, and, after banging shut the door, she went to bed in
disappointment and disgust.
22
There was once a village near Monywa Town in Upper Burma, whose inhabitants never tired of listening to
sermons. They had built a fine monastery, but it remained empty most of the time because the residing monks had
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run away. Those monks who could not give long sermons were not offered alms food, so that they had to run
away, and those monks who gave long sermons sooner or later felt the strain, and they too had to run away so as
to preserve their life and health. Finally, the village came to be known as the Village-Which-Liked-LongSermons, and acquired an evil reputation among monks.
After the monastery had remained without a residing monk for three Lents in succession, a stout and hefty
monk arrived and was installed as the Abbot. As it was only the tenth day of the waxing moon, the village elders
had enough time to get better acquainted with their new Abbot before his first sermon, due to be given on the fullmoon day. They were pleased to find the new monk very learned, but they were appalled by the enormous amount
of alms food consumed by him every morning. But the Abbot cheerfully explained,
“The more I eat, the stronger I become, and the stronger I am, the longer is my sermon.”
The day of the full moon arrived, and by noon all the villagers, men, women, and children, assembled in the
preaching hall. The Abbot then began his sermon. He preached for two full hours, and the whole congregation
remained alert and interested. He preached for another two hours, but by that time the women and the children
had become exhausted with listening, and one by one they slipped away. Another two hours elapsed and the sun
was setting, but the Abbot showed no sign of stopping. One by one the men slipped away until only the headman,
who sat in the forefront of the congregation, was left.
The Abbot went on preaching until the cocks crew their first watch. The headman was now very tired, and
slowly he crawled backwards towards the doorway, but, to his chagrin, he noticed that the Abbot was advancing
slowly, keeping pace with him. The headman reached the door, and continued to crawl backwards. The Abbot
followed and went on preaching. Becoming desperate, the headman stood up, turned round, and ran. But
unfortunately, in spite of the full moonlight, he failed to notice an open well near the monastery gate and fell into
it.
Fortunately, the well was not deep and the headman was neither drowned nor injured. But the walls of the well
were steep and he found it impossible to climb up by himself. As he stood there, half immersed in water, he saw
the Abbot standing above, continuing his sermon. Another hour elapsed and at last the Abbot, taking pity on the
shivering layman, said,
“You cannot run away now. Shall I go on preaching until dawn when the Sabbath will end?”
“My lord,” the headman replied feebly, “I can say on behalf of the village that it no longer likes long sermons.”
23
A man of some fifty years came to a monastery and begged the Abbot to admit him into the order.
“I have no family and I have no dependents,” he explained. “I am tired of the world and I will forsake it.”
“But you are too old to change your habits,” argued the Abbot, “and I am afraid you will find monastic
discipline irksome.”
“In that case, my lord,” the man pleaded, “please admit me as a mere novice and I shall be more than
satisfied.”
Out of pity the Abbot gave him the first ordination and made him a novice.
The novice, in spite of the Abbot’s misgivings, proved to be an enthusiastic student of the scriptures and
amenable to discipline. He felt so grateful to the Abbot that he became the latter’s most ardent admirer and most
obedient follower.
One day the old novice was visited by a group of laymen and laywomen, who whispered to each other,
“Let us kneel down and worship this monk of piety and learning. He must have spent his entire lifetime as a
monk, and he must be really learned.”
“No, no, laypeople,” the novice protested, “I was ordained only recently, and I am still a novice. I have just
begun my study of the scriptures and I know very little as yet.”
Feeling shy and embarrassed, he went and sat down in another part of the monastery. The laymen and
laywomen followed him and again whispered to each other:
“How modest, how pious! If he was ordained only recently, obviously he must have been a successful man of
affairs who gave up his family and his wealth to lead a life of purity.”
“Oh, no, no, laypeople,” the novice explained. “I was merely a farm laborer and I had no family at all.”
Then he went away hastily to another part of the monastery.
The laymen and laywomen persisted in their admiration of the novice and, following him, whispered to each
other,
“Look at his muscles and look at the charms tattooed on his chest and arms. He must have been a mighty man
of valor, and surely he has renounced the world after performing great feats of arms. In any case, he must be
invulnerable, and no sword or spear can wound him. Even if he bangs his head against the wall, the wall will
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break but not his skull.”
This time the novice was overcome by their flattery, and just to please his admiring audience of laymen and
laywomen he banged his head on the wall three or four times, until the Abbot shouted from above the stairs,
“What is the matter with you, novice? My monastery is old and its walls are no longer sound. Stop banging
against the wall!”
The novice was taken aback and felt ashamed of himself. But the laymen and laywomen whispered to each
other,
“Did we not say so? The wall will break but not his head.”
Encouraged by these whispers, he went on banging the wall with his head. The Abbot shouted,
“You dare to disobey me, novice, you dare to mutiny against my authority? I will disrobe you, I will expel
you.”
The novice, trembling with fear, paused to look askance at his admiring audience, who clapped their hands and
again whispered,
“A few more bangs and the wall will crack.”
At this further encouragement, the novice, overcoming his awe and fear of the Abbot, went on banging his
head over and over again.
24
There once lived in a monastery two learned and venerable monks, who used to be famous sculptors in their
lay life. One had worked in stone and the other had worked in wood, but since they had entered the order some
twenty years before, they had devoted their entire time to studying the scriptures and performing meditative
exercises.
The Abbot of the monastery was approaching his eightieth birthday and the villagers had collected from among
themselves a substantial sum of money to build a pagoda in the courtyard of the monastery, to be consecrated on
the Abbot’s birthday. The pagoda was completed some three or four weeks before the auspicious day, but the
villagers were disappointed to find that their funds had become exhausted and there was no money left to engage
a sculptor to make an image of the Buddha for the newly built pagoda. Then someone remembered that there were
two sculptors among the monks residing in the monastery, and the villagers respectfully requested the two monks
to come to their assistance.
“My lords,” they said, “we need only one image, but we cannot decide whether it should be in stone or in
wood. So please make one image each in the material with which your lordships are skillful, and we will choose.”
The two Monks, after obtaining the permission of the Abbot, started to chisel and carve, and the villagers
anxiously watched. After two or three days, the images began to take shape, and the villagers started to argue
which was better, the image in stone or the image in wood. Some more days passed, and the villagers became
divided into two groups, one preferring the stone image and the other preferring the wooden one. The spirit of
rivalry between the two groups of villagers now infected the two monks, and, casting jealous glances at each
other, they worked feverishly on their images.
The auspicious day dawned, and the two images were at last completed. Both proved to be wonderful works of
art.
But the two groups of villagers continued to argue and dispute, until they came to blows. Seeing their
supporters quarreling and fighting, the two monks also started to fight. At first they hit each other with their fists,
but, as their anger increased, they hit each other with their images, finally breaking each other’s skulls, and also
both the images.
25
It was a Sabbath day, and the monastery-donor and his wife, along with many others, were keeping the
Sabbath at the monastery. Since the hour of noon the monks had been meditating and the laymen and laywomen
had been telling their beads silently. The sun was now setting and, one by one, the Sabbath-keepers walked out of
the monastery slowly and quietly, leaving only the monastery-donor and his wife sitting peacefully in the cool of
the monastery garden.
After some moments, and when darkness had fallen, the wife said,
“Let us now go home as it is getting late.” Even as she spoke, lights began to twinkle in the various rooms of
the monastery.
“The great monks have risen from their meditation,” replied the monastery-donor. “Surely, they will now sit
together and discuss some profound point from the scriptures. So let us stay a while and listen to their discussion.”
Soon the monastery-donor and his wife heard the monks speaking to each other.
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“I find the Sabbath day tiring,” said one monk, “because on such days I have to be on my best behavior before
all the lay people who have come to the monastery to keep their Sabbath.”
“I find the day interesting,” commented another monk. “I notice some very pretty girls among the Sabbathkeepers.”
“Be careful, be careful,” warned the Abbot. “We may be overheard. Are you sure the Sabbath-keepers have
gone?”
“They have, my lord,” a third monk assured him, “and so we can go on with our conversation.”
“By the way, my lord,” said a fourth monk, “I am sure that the tall girl from the big house in the western
quarter of the village is having an affair with the village headman’s son. I must say, she is quite an attractive
young woman.”
“Her complexion is too dark for my liking,” commented a fifth monk.
“The daughter of the merchant in the northern quarter has a very fair skin,” said the first monk.
“But her features are unattractive,” remarked the second monk. “In fact, her mother, the merchant’s wife, is
much prettier than she.”
“Some matrons can be very alluring,” agreed the fourth monk. "Take, for example, the wife of the physician
from the southern quarter. Admittedly, she is a little stout, but she still looks youthful and fresh.”
The monastery-monor suddenly jumped up and, pulling his wife by the hand, rushed out of the monastery
gates.
“Why are you in such a hurry?” panted the wife.
“The monks’ conversation was getting very dangerous for us,” explained the monastery-donor. “They have
finished discussing the pretty women of the northern, southern, and western quarters, and they will soon reach the
eastern quarter, and that is where you live.”
26
The old widow had sold her small harvest of paddy at sundown, and so she had no time to take the money to
the village headman for safe custody or to call in one of her neighbors to come and stay in the house for the night.
At first she was not nervous, but, when the cocks crew their first watch and dogs began their barking, she became
frightened. Getting up from bed, she sat by the window and looked out into the darkness. The barking of the dogs
became more and more furious, and she heard the sound of approaching footsteps.
“Who is there?” she shouted out, but there was no answer. She lit the torch which was ready in her hand and
raised it across the window.
“Who is there?” she called out again.
“Only a good man,” came the answer from the darkness.
“If you are really a good man,” suggested the widow, “you should come into the torch light,”
“I am a good man, but I cannot come into the torch light,” replied the intruder,
“Come into the torch light so that I can recognize you,” ordered the Old Widow.
“I am a good man,” insisted the man from the darkness, “but now I am going away.”
The Old Widow waited until the sound of the footsteps of the intruder faded in the distance and the dogs
ceased to bark. Then she sighed to herself,
“I can only hope that he was a good man.”
27
Mistress Sugar, who lived in a village on the Chindwin River, was a very shrewd business woman, but she was
very arrogant. She wanted to have a finger in every pie and she imagined that she knew everything a petty
merchant should know. Although forty years of age, she was still a spinster. When some merchants from
neighboring villages planned to face the perils of the long river journey and sail down to Rangoon, she decided to
accompany them. Arriving at Rangoon, she was able to sell in a short time the merchandise she had brought with
her and to make a substantial profit. With the money realized she bought a stall in the vegetable market, which
had been set up only a few days before her arrival.
Her business acumen and her forceful personality soon made Mistress Sugar one of the leading stall-holders.
After some weeks the authorities wanted to appoint an official to superintend the vegetable market, and Mistress
Sugar found herself one of the three contenders for the office. Mistress Sugar looked at her two rivals, and came
to the conclusion that they were younger than she. She did not take into consideration that people in Rangoon,
eating their nutritious rice and living in a milder climate, looked younger than their age. So she suggested that the
most senior in years among the three should be chosen to serve as superintendent.
Mistress Sugar’s suggestion was accepted, and the three contenders produced their horoscopes. It was found
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that Mistress Sugar was born in the year 1840, her first rival in the year 1838, and her second rival in the year
1837. But Mistress Sugar was by no means nonplused.
“I must be chosen,” she said sweetly, “because I am the most senior in years.”
“You are not,” protested her two rivals in anger, “because you are younger than we.”
“I am the senior,” insisted Mistress Sugar, “because my birth year is bigger than yours. That is the way we
reckon seniority in the Chindwin Valley.”
28
The rich man of the village was a very short-tempered person to begin with, and, now that he was confined to
his bed with a fever, he was irritable and annoyed. The best physicians were called to his bedside, but he found
fault with every one of them. He complained that one physician spoke too loudly, another walked with heavy
steps, the third one handled him too roughly, and so on. He dismissed every physician with these words,
“Here is your fee. Take it, and get out of my sight.”
There came a time when no more physicians were available and the rich man groaned and raved in his bed.
After many weeks, a young physician from the golden city of Mandalay happened to pass the village on a
pilgrimage to a nearby pagoda, and he was approached by the servants of the rich man to come and treat their sick
master. He was reluctant at first, and the servants pleaded,
"Young physician, we admit that our master is an angry old man and we must confess that he has insulted and
dismissed all the physicians of the neighborhood. But he is really sick, and perhaps your courteous manners and
pleasant personality will soothe our master.”
The physician, taking his cue from the remarks made by the servants, entered the sickroom very softly and
very gently. Then he whispered into the rich man’s ear,
“Oh, my poor Uncle, how are you feeling today?”
He signed to one of the servants to come near him and softly asked for some perfumed water. When the
perfumed water had been brought, he rinsed his hands with it. Then he lightly felt the fevered brow of the rich
Man and asked,
“Esteemed Uncle, will you please honor me by drinking the medicine which I am going to prepare for you
now?”
The rich man nodded, and the young physician quietly mixed his medicine, and at the same time he sang softly
as follows:
Sweet medicine for sweet Uncle,
Gentle medicine for gentle Uncle;
Please just take one dose,
And Uncle shall be well forever."

The rich man was soothed by the song, and after drinking the medicine he fell asleep. He slept as soundly as a
child the whole night, and the following morning, when he woke up, he found that his fever had gone and he was
fit and well again.
29
Once there lived in a village an old widow. She had no children, and was very poor, but in spite of her extreme
poverty she was very pious. Every evening she could be seen by the light of a votive oil lamp, kneeling before the
altar in the front room of her little cottage. As the evening advanced, her voice, reciting the scriptures and telling
her beads, was heard by the neighbors. As the cocks crew the first watch of the night, her words of prayer, “May
all beings be well and happy, and may they take a share in my deeds of merit,” echoed all over the village.
One night no votive light was seen, and darkness and silence enveloped the little cottage. The neighbors waited
for some time and then went and knocked at the door, asking with anxiety,
“Mother, is everything all right with you?”
“I am all right,” replied the widow from inside.
The neighbors, out of politeness, did not ask any more questions, although they were puzzled as to why the
widow was not saying her usual evening prayers. Four or five evenings passed, but still the votive light was not
seen and no prayers were heard from the widow’s cottage. The villagers could not bear the mystery any longer,
and bluntly said to the widow,
“We have become so used to seeing the votive light in your cottage and hearing your prayers that we feel
distressed and are puzzled as to why you have suddenly ceased to be pious.” The widow sighed softly and replied,
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“My sons, my daughters, through hard work and thrift I had been able to save five silver coins, but some days
ago, when I was away at work, some heartless thief broke into my cottage and stole my precious silver coins. I am
heartbroken over the loss, and I find that I cannot say my prayers.”
The villagers were relieved to get the explanation, and in no time they collected from among themselves five
silver coins and gave them to the widow.
The next evening the villagers quietly assembled in front of the little cottage, full of joy and expectation, but,
to their great disappointment, they saw no votive light and heard no sound of prayers. They waited till the first
watch was over and then went and knocked at the door.
“Mother, Mother,” they shouted, "you now have five silver coins, and yet you are not reciting your scriptures!”
“Sons and daughters,” came the reply, “it is true that, through your kindness, I have five silver coins. Still I
cannot pray, because my mind keeps brooding on the fact that, if there had been no theft, there would have been
ten silver coins.”
30
In the village of Lone Palm Tree there lived a widow who had built and donated five monasteries in memory of
her late husband. She had installed an Abbot in each monastery, but she was dissatisfied with them all, because
she found their sermons dull and uninteresting. Each Sabbath day she held a great almsgiving ceremony, at the
conclusion of which one of the Abbots was invited to give a sermon. With tears in her eyes, as she thought of her
husband, she knelt before the assembled monks and listened ardently to the sermon. But always at the end she
commented,
“A poor sermon indeed. I despair of ever hearing a good sermon before I die.”
The Abbots felt distressed at her remarks. They read and reread their scriptures. They practiced till their voices
became hoarse. They tried and tried. But when the Sabbath day came round again the monastery-donor, the pious
widow, remained as dissatisfied with their sermons as before.
One evening a troupe of strolling players arrived at the village and took shelter for the night in the village resthouse. Some villagers dropped in to greet the players, and in the course of their conversation they mentioned that,
although there were five Abbots in the village, not one among them could give sermons to the monastery-donor
satisfactorily. One of the clowns in the troupe inquired,
“Are they not learned? Know they not their scriptures?”
“They are learned and they know their scriptures,” explained the villagers. “The fault is in the tone and in the
style of delivery.”
Later in the evening the clown became drunk with toddy wine and wandered into one of the monasteries.
Going straight to the Abbot, he whispered,
“My lord, you should sing your sermon to this tune: ‘Tra la la la la, Tra la la la la.’ The tune, my lord, is the
dance tune of our troupe and is very popular with all audiences.”
The following Sabbath day it happened that the particular Abbot to whom the clown had taught the dance tune
was chosen to give the sermon. At first he used his usual tone and style, but he became desperate when he noticed
the monastery-donor shaking her head in disappointment and dissatisfaction. So he sang out his words to the
dance tune. The other abbots were startled and the kneeling villagers looked up in horror, but a happy smile
slowly appeared on the monastery-donor’s face. Thus encouraged, the Abbot went on singing out his sermon until
the monastery-donor, in great ecstasy, stood up and danced.
31
During the early days of the Kingdom of Ava a stranger from the Yaw Valley near the Chin Hills passed
through the city on a pilgrimage, and was given shelter for the night by a poor farmer and his wife at their house
on the outskirts of Ava. During the night the farmer, whose name happened to be Master-Extraordinary, had an
attack of colic, and was nursed and comforted by his wife. Their guest for the night inquired what was troubling
the farmer and the wife replied,
“For seven long years my husband has been suffering from colic, and no physician has been able to cure him.”
The guest, after examining the patient, said,
“I happen to be a master of magic, witchcraft, and physic, and for your hospitality I will give you my
prescription for colic. Mix thoroughly one tical of ripe tamarind fruit, one tical of salt, and one tical of soda, and
take one teaspoonful of the mixture the last thing at night.”
In the morning the stranger left to continue his pilgrimage, and the wife prepared the medicine as prescribed
and gave the required dose to her husband. As the medicine was really a strong purgative, Master-Extraordinary
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was cured of his colic within two or three days.
The governor of the city was also a sufferer from colic, and, after a very painful attack, he sent criers all over
the city to proclaim a reward of one thousand silver coins to the physician who could cure his colic. MasterExtraordinary heard the proclamation and, goaded on by his wife, pretended to be a physician, and, going to the
bedside of the governor, offered to cure him of his malady. That night he gave a spoonful of his own medicine to
the governor, who, after a good purging, found himself cured. Master Extraordinary not only received the
promised reward but also became famous as a great physician. Hundreds of patients suffering from various kinds
of diseases came to him for treatment.
At first he wanted to confess that he was not a physician, but his wife pointed out to him that he would
certainly be executed by the governor if the truth should become known. In desperation Master-Extraordinary
shared his medicine with all the patients. Fortunately for him, a good purging always had salutary effects on all,
and Master-Extraordinary came to be known as Physician-Extraor-dinary.
One day the only daughter of the king became afflicted with sore eyes. Physician Extraordinary was at once
sent for, and he had no choice but to give a spoonful of his medicine to the lovely princess. The whole of that
night Physician-Extraordinary and his wife lay awake, because they were certain his fraud would be discovered
and he would be executed the following day. When morning came, however, it was found that, after a good
purging, the eyes of the princess were clear and bright again, and Physician-Extraordinary became even more
famous.
One evening two bullock-cartmen came to consult Physician-Extraordinary. They were simple villagers who
had come to the city with a load of paddy. After delivering their paddy they fell asleep on the roadside, and, when
they woke up, they found their bullocks had been stolen. They were now consulting Physician-Extraordinary as to
the whereabouts of their bullocks, because they thought Extraordinary was a great astrologer. Physician Extraordinary, without further ado, gave a spoonful of his medicine to each and told them to go back to their village. The
two cartmen were too timid to say any more and they slept the night on their carts.
At the first streak of dawn they started on their homeward journey, leaving their carts behind. After they had
walked for about a mile the medicine took effect, and they had to leave the road and go behind some bushes to
ease themselves. But the bushes happened to be the very bushes in which the thieves had hidden their bullocks. So
the cartmen went back to their carts in great joy, riding on their bullocks. When they arrived back at Ava they told
their story in the market place. Thus Physician-extraordinary won added fame as a great astrologer.
32
Master Lazybones, as his name implied, was very indolent and would not do any work. One day, while taking
a stroll near the village pagoda, he saw a rat coming out of a big hole under the wall of the pagoda, carrying a
large piece of cake in its mouth. Although unwilling to work, Lazybones was an intelligent young fellow, and he
guessed that the animal had come through a tunnel leading to the altar standing in front of the big statue of the
Buddha inside the pagoda. Being also inquisitive, he crept into the hole and found the tunnel, which, to his
surprise, was big enough for him to get into. He crawled forward for some fifty yards and found himself under the
great statue. Then he noticed a small hole big enough only for a rat, obviously leading to the altar. He guessed that
the tunnel had been dug by thieves some years before, in troubled times, to carry off the offerings of gold and
jewels vaulted underneath the statue, and that the little hole had been made by rats to steal the daily offerings of
alms food placed on the altar.
When the next full-moon day came round, Lazybones stood near the hole in the wall and waited for the wife of
the rich merchant of the village, who regularly brought her offerings of alms food to the pagoda on Sabbath days.
When he saw the merchant’s wife approaching, he jumped into the hole and crawled through the tunnel until he
was right underneath the statue. He put his ear against the rat hole and listened to the old lady saying her prayers.
When she had finished he put his mouth against the hole and said,
“For your deed of merit I will reward you with valuable advice. Marry your daughter to a young man called
Lazybones, who will become a very rich merchant.”
In great excitement the old lady told her husband of the advice given by the great statue.
“Oh, you are a silly woman,” the merchant replied. “How can a statue speak?”
“It is you who are silly,” the wife argued. “If you do not believe what I say, go and offer some alms food
yourself the next Sabbath day.”
The next Sabbath day the old merchant knelt before the altar, offered alms food, and said his prayers. After the
merchant had concluded his prayers with the usual words, “In this, my deed of merit, may all beings take a share,”
Lazybones spoke from underneath the statue,
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“For your deed of merit, I will reward you with valuable advice. Marry your daughter to a young man called
Lazybones, who will become a great merchant.”
The old merchant hurried home and conferred with his wife. Together they said to their daughter,
“Beloved daughter, with the great statue’s advice we have found a nice young man for you to marry, and he is
no other than Lazybones.”
The daughter was rebellious.
“I do not love him, nor do I even know him,” she protested. “Moreover, I do not believe that the statue really
spoke.”
“Then, daughter,” suggested the merchant, “you can find out for yourself. Go and offer alms food to the
statue.”
The following Sabbath day the daughter walked towards the pagoda with a tray of alms food on her head. At
the gate she found a young man who greeted her with these words:
“Lovely maiden, may I carry your tray for you? I have come to the pagoda to worship and pray, and I am
indeed fortunate to find you as my companion in merit. My name is Lazybones, but I am not so lazy as my name
implies.”
So the two young people went inside the pagoda, and offered alms food and prayed together. Lazybones
confessed to the young girl the trick he had played on her parents.
“But you must excuse me,” he pleaded, “for I did it all for the love of you.”
She laughed, and, taking him along with her, she went back to her parents.
“Beloved parents,” she announced, “the statue did not say anything, perhaps because Master Lazybones was
also present. However, I am an obedient and dutiful daughter and will marry the young man of your choice.”
33
Master Round-Gold and his wife Mistress Glass found a tawny puppy wandering in the streets and took him
home. As no owner turned up to claim him, he became their pet. As years passed he grew into a fine watchdog,
and became well known in the village as the Tawny Dog.
The marriage was a happy one until Master Round-Gold took to drinking toddy wine occasionally. On those
evenings when he came home drunk he always greeted his wife Mistress Glass with a loud demand to be served
dinner immediately, and always Mistress Glass took offense and refused to serve the dinner. In their anger Master
Round-Gold would give a kick to the poor tawny dog and Mistress Glass would strike the poor animal with her
ladle. Soon the tawny dog learned to slink out of the house and disappear for the night whenever he heard his
master demanding to be served dinner. Master Round-Gold became more and more addicted to toddy wine, and
became a real drunkard. Instead of drinking occasionally, he drank every day, with the result that he came home
drunk every evening. The tawny dog, realizing that he would be kicked and beaten every night, ran away and
became pet and watchdog at the house of the village headman.
34
In a village in Upper Burma there once lived an Abbot who was affectionately called by his followers MonkFlying-Palm-Leaves. He was a great preacher, and his sermons were praised and acclaimed by all. But in actual
fact he was an ignoramus, and all his sermons were written by his faithful lay brother, Full-Shine by name. The
Abbot, to give him his due, matched the lay brother’s learning with his industry, and after the lay brother had
written a sermon the Abbot would spend a whole night learning it by heart. Everything went smoothly for many
years, until a death by accident occurred in the village. As, according to the custom, the victim of an accident had
to be buried before nightfall, the announcement of the funeral was made immediately, and the Abbot was invited
without notice to conduct the funeral service. The result was that the lay brother had no time to compose a sermon
suitable to the occasion. The Abbot, however, was not unduly worried, for at a funeral a monk was rarely asked to
give a sermon.
But the Abbot, in thinking that he would not be called upon to give a sermon, forgot to take into consideration
his reputation as a champion sermon-giver. After he had given the Five Precepts, the bereaved widow said,
“My, our hearts are broken over this sudden loss; therefore, may we have a sermon which will lighten our
burden of sorrow?”
The Abbot, however, remained silent. After some moments the widow could no longer restrain her grief, and,
breaking into sobs, cried out in anguish,
“How I miss my husband! How I miss my husband!” The Abbot also broke into sobs and cried out in anguish,
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“How I miss my lay brother Full-Shine! How I miss my lay brother Full-Shine!”
35
In the new capital of Rangoon there lived a very famous and popular monk by the name of Reverend LilyTray. He was given that name by his many followers because his face was always bright and beaming, like a
bunch of lilies on a well-polished tray of brass. He resided in a wonderful monastery in the eastern part of the city,
built especially for him by the rich merchants of East Rangoon. A tireless traveler, he frequently visited Pegu,
Bassein, Frome, and other Lower Burmese towns, which made him very popular also with the rich merchants of
those places. In fact, he specialized in rich merchants, and always interpreted the scriptures in such a way as to
accommodate and soothe their consciences.
One year, however, when he visited Frome, some one hundred and fifty miles north of Rangoon, a rich
merchant of that town was quite distressed, because it was during the three months’ period of Lent, and obviously
Monk Lily-Tray had broken his vow. So he expressed his sorrow and distress that such a famous monk should set
an evil example to young monks by breaking Lent.
Monk Lily-Tray, smiling broadly, replied, “Layman, you do not understand. I have not broken Lent.”
The Merchant argued, “My lord, surely you recited the formula of keeping lent, containing these words: ‘I
undertake to keep the three months of the coming Lent within the precincts of this particular monastery!’”
“Of course, I did,” retorted Monk Lily-Tray, with some show of anger.
There was a pause, during which Monk Lily Tray collected his thoughts and recovered his composure.
Beaming brightly again, he said,
“Of course, I had to change the formula a little. I substituted ‘universe’ for ‘monastery,’ and remember,
layman, Frome and East Rangoon are within this particular universe.”
36
A middle-aged monk, living in a village not far from the town of Pakokku, suddenly found monastic life
irksome, and, after obtaining the necessary permission from his Abbot, he became a layman again. At first his
monastic learning won him some respect, and, by using his knowledge of classical music, literature, medicine,
and astrology, he was able to eke out a living. He married a girl from among his circle of admirers, but, with the
passing of time, his novelty and popularity waned, and people no longer consulted him on the subjects of his past
studies. The admiring girl and pupil also changed into a shrew and tyrant. One morning she scolded,
“You good-for-nothing former-monk, why did you marry a wife knowing that you could not earn a living? You
do not know how to plow or sow or reap. You do not know any craft.”
The hinterland of Pakokku had always been a sesame oil producing region, and the former-monk decided that
at least he could earn a living as a vendor of oil. However, as he had been a monk for such a long time, he found it
difficult to discard his dignified mien.
“What a conceited-looking old fellow!” people murmured when they saw him at the market. In addition, he
was shy and gentle, and could not shout out the excellence of his ware, as ordinary oil-vendors did in their vulgar
way. Above all, he could not tell a lie, and while other oil-vendors cried out, “We are reducing our price, we are
selling at a loss; yet our oil is absolutely pure," he remained silent. Naturally, his sales were very poor and, after a
few days, his wife scolded again,
“Oh, you prince of virtue, you paragon of truthfulness! If you are so pious and pure, why did you marry at
all?”
Our oil-vendor brooded for many days and finally decided that he would brave the discomfort of storm and
rain, and dangers and difficulties at the Anglo-Burmese frontier, and take a cargo of oil down the river to
Rangoon. In spite of his lack of experience, his shyness, and his dignified mien, he was able to sell his cargo
quickly in the sesame oil-starved city of Rangoon, and he soon found himself with some two hundred rupees. He
took passage back to Pakokku, but, unfortunately, just as his boat was approaching the town, it capsized in a gust
of wind. Our oil-vendor was able to swim ashore, but his bedroll together with his two hundred rupees sewn in
the pillow went down with the boat.
“Alas, alas,” he cried to himself, “how can I return to my village without even my capital of some fifty rupees?
My wife will scold me and no one in my village will believe that I did sell my oil at a huge profit.”
Then he had an idea.
“People in Pakokku are kind,” he mused, “and sesame oil is plentiful here. I have just to go to every house and
beg for a small measure of oil as a poor shipwrecked person. Every housewife will give, and very soon I shall
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have three or four pots full of oil. With the oil so collected, I will go down to Rangoon again and sell it at the
usual profit.”
So he went to the back door of the nearest house and said, “Laywoman, can you offer me some oil?” The
housewife looked at him and said,
“What do you mean by calling me a laywoman? You are not a monk.” The servant maids also looked at him,
and, bursting into laughter, they jeered,
“Old former-monk, you are no longer a monk, and why should we show respect to you?”
In shame and in disgust he returned to his village, and, standing before his wife and tearing his hair, he
lamented,
“Oh, oh, why did I ever leave the abode of happiness for this region of suffering? But it is now too late for
regrets. So, you woman of evil and greed, scold me and abuse me and I will suffer without complaint.”
37
The harvest had been gathered and the sowing season was still some weeks away. So Master Extraordinary had
no work to do.
It was, however, a busy season for his wife, who was a seller of steamed glutinous rice, a delicacy served at
feasts and festivals held in the holiday period before the advent of the monsoon. One day she was faced with a
problem. The following morning there was to be a great festival at a pagoda some miles away, and the following
night there was to be a public theatrical show in her own village; so she asked herself,
“Who will prepare the glutinous rice for the evening function? I cannot be back from the pagoda until late in
the afternoon and it takes hours to steam the glutinous rice.” Master-Extraordinary overheard her words and
intervened,
“My dear, I know how to sow and how to reap any rice, whether ordinary or glutinous, and surely I should
know how to steam it. You women always complain of overwork in the house, but you also think that men are
stupid and do not know how to cook. I have nothing to do the whole day, and gladly will I prepare the rice, so that
when you come back from the pagoda you will find it ready, hot and steaming.”
“Husband,” protested the wife, “this is your short period of rest between seasons, and, moreover, preparing
glutinous rice needs care and patience.”
However, she was finally persuaded to agree. So early next morning the wife, with her basket and trays,
proceeded to the pagoda festival.
Master-Extraordinary watched the sun carefully so as not to be late, and by midday the pots of glutinous rice
were on the fire. He sang and whistled to pass the time, and after about an hour he removed the lids from the pots
to have a peep into them. To his surprise and annoyance, he found the rice uncooked. He put in more firewood
and waited for some more minutes. He opened the lids and looked again, and to his bewilderment he found the
rice still uncooked.
He now suspected witchcraft or interference by evil spirits.
“That old woman from the corner house,” mused Master-Extraordinary, “is surely a witch and she has never
liked me, or perhaps evil spirits are jealous of these religious festivals and have therefore laid a spell on my rice.”
Trembling with excitement and anger, and perspiring profusely, he burned more and more firewood but it was
of no avail. The wife returned late in the afternoon and Master-Extraordinary, red-faced with shame and anger,
greeted her with the words,
“Curse the witches, curse the spirits, the rice will not boil.” The Wife removed the lids and peered into the pots
and then she said sweetly,
“Dear husband, you have not put any water in the lower pots.”
38
Master Tall, as his name implied, was a strapping young man of sixteen years, but he possessed no
intelligence. He was sent by his father to the monastery, as were other boys by their fathers, but, although he was
obedient to the monks and popular with the other lads of the monastery, he learned nothing. It was now time for
him to leave the monastery and earn a living, but his father could not get him any employment outside, and he
was practically useless on his father’s farm. Finally he became a herdsman, caring for his father’s three buffaloes.
Poor Master Tall found it impossible to distinguish one buffalo from another, and therefore, once he had put his
father’s buffaloes to pasture, he could not trace them among the buffaloes of other herdsmen. Discovering this
failing of Master Tall’s, the other herdsmen took advantage of it. They just lay at ease on the grass, playing on
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their reed pipes or laughing and joking, and whenever they saw a buffalo going astray or wandering onto a piece
of farmland, they shouted,
“Master Tall, Master Tall, there goes your buffalo!”
Master Tall, thinking every buffalo that strayed was his, spent the whole long day chasing and catching the
buffaloes. Moreover, when evening came, he had to wait till the other herdsmen had taken away all their
buffaloes, leaving behind the three belonging to his father, so that when he arrived home it was late. This
happened for many days, until his anxious father made inquiries and found out the trick played on his son.
So the next day the fond father placed wreaths made of toddy-paln leaves on the horns of his three buffaloes,
and said,
“Now, my son, look at the buffaloes carefully and remember that only a buffalo which has a wreath of toddypalm leaves round his horns is your responsibility. Do not tire yourself by herding all the buffaloes of the village.”
That morning, whenever the other herdsmen shouted, “Hey, Master Tall, there goes your animal,” Master Tall
glanced at the straying buffalo’s horns, and if he saw no wreath on its horns, he just sat down and took no further
notice. However, by midday Master Tall’s secret had been discovered by his companions, who promptly put
wreaths of toddy-palm leaves on the horns of their buffaloes too, with the result that poor Master Tall spent the
entire afternoon chasing all stray buffaloes. He was late again in reaching home, and to his anxious father, who
had been waiting for him at the gate of his house, Master Tall complained,
“Father, all was well in the morning, but at midday wreaths of toddy-palm leaves sprouted on the horns of the
other buffaloes also.”
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In the town of Nyaungoo, near the ancient ruins of Pagan, there lived a ferryman, who had an evil reputation
among travelers because he was haughty and ill-mannered. He was undoubtedly a very skillful ferryman, and he
rowed hundreds of travelers every day across the Irrawaddy River. Although the usual fee for a ferry ride was a
quarter, he often demanded and received a full silver coin, because no traveler was courageous enough to protest.
One full-moon day, a lay brother from a monastery in one of the villages opposite Nyaungoo took the ferry,
because he wanted to attend a festival at one of the pagodas at Pagan. The Ferryman demanded one silver coin as
his fee and the lay brother paid without any protest. The lay brother enjoyed himself at the festival and visited
many amusement booths and many food-stalls, for he was a jolly person and loved good food.
Suddenly he noticed that the sun was setting, and, realizing that his Abbot would be very cross should he fail to
return to the monastery by nightfall, he hurried back to the ferry. The road to the riverside was dusty and full of
merry people going to the festival, for plays and puppet shows would give performances throughout the night.
The lay brother was repeatedly jostled by the crowd and he became angry. By the time he reached the ferry he was
indeed in a fiery temper.
As he stepped onto the ferry, the ferryman said gruffly,
“Can you not wait until the morning? It is getting dark.”
“It is not dark yet and there is plenty of time to row to the other side and back,” the lay brother replied.
“All right,” said the ferryman, “I will row you across for a fee of two silver coins.”
The lay brother felt m his pockets and found that, as he had been on a spending spree at the festival, he had
only a quarter piece left. He was now angry as well as desperate, and protested to the ferryman,
“The ferry fee fixed by customary law is only a silver quarter. There is no storm nor any other hazard in the
crossing, and I must fight for my rights. Let us wrestle.”
So saying, the lay brother took up a fighting stance.
The ferryman glanced at the lay brother and, noting that he was stout and hefty and in a fighting mood, replied
meekly,
“Lay brother, my fee is only half a quarter coin.”
40
The young bachelors of the village were in a jolly mood, They put up at the market place posters which read:
A husband who is afraid of his wife is not a man at all, but an animal with a foul smell.
A farmer passing by thought that they were referring to him in particular, So he challenged them to a fight,
shouting,
“Who says that I am afraid of my wife?”
“Restrain your anger, Uncle,” replied the young men, “We are not accusing anybody, we are merely making a
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statement,”
“Then will you admit that I am master in my own house?” asked the farmer.
“We admit nothing,” replied the young men, “and we do not believe in hearsay, we believe only our own
eyes,”
“Then come with me to my home,” invited the farmer, “and from the gate you can watch my wife serving me
dinner with humility, affection, and respect.”
Accordingly, the young men followed him to the gate of his house, and stood there waiting and watching, The
farmer went into the house, and, shouting “Wife, I am here,” sat down,
The wife came out of the kitchen, laid the table, and started to serve the dinner. Wanting to impress the young
men outside, he raised his voice and said,
“Wife, the curry is too salty and I cannot eat it.” The Wife, with a look of surprise, replied,
“I tasted it and it was not salty at all.”
“Woman,” insisted the farmer, “I tell you the curry is salty.”
“What ails you, man?” the wife shouted back in anger. “Since the day I first married you many years ago, you
have never complained about my cooking. If you think that the curry is salty, I will throw it to the dogs, and I will
never cook your meals any more.”
Without another word the farmer ate his dinner, and when he had finished he said,
“Sweet wife, when eaten together with the rice the curry did not taste salty at all; in fact it was simply
delicious.”
The young men, overhearing this final remark on the part of the farmer, clapped their hands and went away.
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A townsman was paying a visit to his relations in a village. He wanted to join his relations in their various
chores, but found himself unskillful and inexperienced. As a desperate measure, he offered to cut down a tree for
firewood.
“Unfortunately, we broke our ax the other day,” replied his hosts.
Saying, “I will go and buy another,” the townsman went to the village smithy and saw a dozen pickaxes on
display. Not knowing the difference between an ax and a pickax, he did not ask for an ax, but bought one of the
displayed pickaxes. Returning to the house of his relations, he endeavored to cut down the tree with the pickax but
without success. His relations came out to watch him cut down the tree, and they burst out laughing when they
saw him using the pickax.
“Our poor cousin!” exclaimed his hosts. “We do pity you. How can you cut down a tree with a pickax?
Obviously, you do not know the difference between a pickax and an ax.”
“I admit my mistake,” the townsman replied, “but you need not pity me; instead pity the blacksmith, I bought
only one pickax by mistake, whereas the poor fellow made a whole dozen of them by mistake.”
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The only daughter of a merchant fell in love with a young man, and with the consent of her parents married
him. He was without regular employment, being still an apprentice to an advocate. As they could not afford to
have a house of their own, the newly married couple stayed in the merchant’s house. The son-in-law proved to be
a fine young man, except that, conscious of his chosen profession, he insisted on using in ordinary conversation
the stylized language of the courts. This irritated the plain and simple merchant, his father-in-law.
One night a thief broke into the house, and the merchant and the son-in-law were awakened by the noise. The
thief ran away and the two gave chase. As the son-in-law was younger and swifter, he was well in front but
unfortunately slipped and fell down. The merchant came running up and asked in urgent tones,
“Where has the thief gone?”
“My honored father,” replied the son-in-law slowly and deliberately, “if one can believe one’s own eyes, the
wicked man, the breaker of the king’s peace, the hardened criminal ran behind those honey-sweet toddy-palm
trees standing sentinel over our sleeping village.”
By the time he had finished speaking, it was too late for the merchant to go after the thief. Unable to control
himself any longer, the merchant seized hold of his son-in-law’s neck and, bending him down, gave him a series
of poundings on the back with his elbow. The son-in-law fell down flat on the ground writhing with pain, and the
merchant walked away.
After a few yards, however, the merchant felt pity for his son-in-law.
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“He is not really a bad young man,” he mused. “Moreover, I should not have hurt him so much.” So going
back to his prostrate son-in-law he asked gently,
“Have I hurt you, my son?”
“Oh cruel, cruel father,” the son-in-law replied, “because of my evil acts in my previous lives, I have to suffer
this assault and battery, to wit, a pounding with the elbow repeated many times over. However, as the tort-feaser is
my own beloved father-in-law, my benefactor, the father of my beautiful wife, and the giver of my daily rice, I
will not lay a plaint.”
At this answer, the merchant shaking with anger, gave his son-in-law another pounding with his elbow.
43
During the early days of the kingdom of Ava a caravan of hill-men arrived with their merchandise at the
market place. After selling their wares, they went from stall to stall with gold coins jingling in their pockets,
looking for rare articles to be bought and taken home.
They paused before a stall selling fruit and looked in wonder at a bunch of coconuts on display.
“What are those?” asked the leader of the caravan.
“Coconuts, my friend,” replied the woman stall- keeper. “They are very expensive and only kings and great
lords can afford to buy them.”
“Of course, I can afford to buy them,” the caravan-leader replied somewhat testily. “Name your price.”
Learning that the price was one silver coin for one coconut, he bought the whole bunch with a lordly air.
The hill-men then started on their journey homeward, and, after one or two days’ travel, the caravan-leader
said,
“My friends, let us now taste the wondrous coconut which only kings and lords can eat.”
So saying, he cut the coconut, ate the outer fiber, and then threw away the nut, thinking it was a mere seed and
not dreaming at all that there was sweet milk and a rich kernel inside. His friends followed suit with the other
coconuts from the bunch. The caravan-leader then said,
“Friends, kings and lords are foolish indeed to value this tasteless fruit.”
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After the kingdom of Ava had been established the great monks of the golden city went to remote places in the
kingdom to purify and re-establish the religion, which had fallen into neglect and decay during the long period of
strife and struggle that followed the breakup of the glorious empire of Pagan.
Those great monk-missionaries traveled far and wide over the eastern hills, and one of them arrived at a village
right on the border of China. He was received by the villagers with respect and hospitality, but with an obvious
coldness. They insisted that the religion had never decayed in their village, as their monastery had been
continuously occupied by a line of learned Abbots.
“My lord,” they said, “we know that you are learned, but we cannot believe that you are more learned than our
own Abbot. Will you agree to hold a disputation with him?”
The great Monk from Ava readily agreed.
The villagers with joy and enthusiasm quickly built an alms hall of bamboo and thatch, and placed the great
monk from Ava on a dais. Then they went in procession to the village monastery and brought their Abbot to the
alms hall in a sedan chair of velvet and gold. They placed him on another dais. Then the villagers beat their drums
and sounded their gongs. At last there was silence, and the master of ceremonies announced,
“Now our great Abbot will dispute with the great Monk from Ava.”
The great monk from Ava braced himself to receive a searching and difficult question from the Abbot. There
was a pause, and then in a bold firm voice the Abbot asked,
“How do you spell buffalo?”
The great monk from Ava was so astonished at this ridiculously simple kindergarten question that he remained
speechless. There was again a pause, and then the drums and gongs were beaten again. Cheers and acclamations
filled the air, and the master of ceremonies announced that the disputation was now at an end, as the great monk
from Ava had failed to answer the Abbot’s question. As the happy villagers carried the Abbot back to the
monastery in the sedan chair of gold and velvet, the great monk and his small band of followers left the village on
foot laughing silently to themselves.
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The headman’s daughter was very beautiful and had just attained the age of sixteen. Her ear-boring ceremony
had been held, and now young men from the neighborhood would soon come and propose marriage to her. The
headman, therefore, gave her this advice:
“Daughter, you are now a mature young woman, and, when young men call to see you, your mother and I will
have to retire to the back room, leaving you alone with each young man. It is your privilege to decide whether you
will accept a particular young man’s proposal of marriage or reject it. They will all be eligible young bachelors
and you will have to make your own choice. But beware of young men who come from Middle Burma. The
Upper Burman has his virtues arid his faults. The Lower Burman also has his virtues and his faults. But men from
Middle Burma have no virtues but only faults.”
Days passed, and many young men came and proposed marriage to the headman’s daughter. With each she had
a long conversation and then begged for time to decide. Then, one morning, a handsome young man called. The
young lady greeted him courteously, and they sat down and conversed for some time. Then the young man,
noticing the tiger’s skin spread on the door as a carpet, remarked,
“My fair lady, this skin of a water-cat is very beautiful indeed.”
The young lady looked at him in surprise and thought to herself thus:
“If this man is from Upper Burma, he will know that this is a skin of a tiger, and, if he comes from Lower
Burma, he may think it is the skin of a crocodile. But as he refers to a water-cat, it is obvious that he does not
know either the tiger or the crocodile, and surely he is from Middle Burma.” Remembering her fathers advice, she
realized that the young man was absolutely unfit to be her future husband, and so she said,
“You are neither fish nor fowl, you are neither this nor that. I cannot marry you and so please do not come
again.”
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In a village there once lived a laborer who could not learn any trade. Since the age of sixteen, he had been an
apprentice in various crafts, but, as he was such a dullard, he never could become a journeyman. Now that he was
forty years of age, no one would accept him as an apprentice any more, and so he became a common laborer in
the household of a farmer.
The laborer was found absolutely useless in plowing or reaping, or even in herding the cattle. At last he was
asked by his disgusted master only to go and catch straying cattle at the close of day. Even in this simple work he
failed, because, when herdsmen told him that some cattle had strayed in a particular direction, he could not follow
as he did not know which was east and which was west. When he was scolded by his master he replied,
“If I only knew which is east, I would be able to find out which is west or north or south.” When he was shown
by his master a board with the word “east” painted on it, he confessed that he had forgotten completely the letters
of the alphabet that he had learned at the monastery so many years before. However, after some thought, he said
that he could remember one letter, namely, the letter “O”.
So four huge boards were set up near the cattle shed, and one of them had the letter “O” painted on it to
indicate the easterly direction. For some days everything went well, for whenever herdsmen told him that some
cattle had strayed to the east or west or north or south as the case might be, the laborer obtained his bearings from
the board with the letter “O”. Then, some mischievous boys came and painted the letter “O” on the remaining
three boards, and the poor laborer found himself in trouble again. When he was reprimanded by his angry master,
the laborer complained,
“But what could I do, master? This ‘O’ seems to move from board to board.”
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A petty merchant in the village retired from his business, and out of his savings he built a public rest-house
near the monastery. He was very proud of his gift, and every morning he came to the rest-house early and swept
and cleaned it. He had appealed to the Abbot to warn the monastery boys not to disfigure the rest-house by
scrawling and scribbling on the walls with chalk or charcoal. So he became wild with rage when he found one
morning the following words written on the wall with charcoal:
Kyût, Môn, Win
The rest-house donor hurried to the monastery and made a violent complaint to the Abbot, who at once
followed him to the rest-house to examine the writing on the wall.
“Layman,” commented the Abbot, “my boys are well disciplined, and, moreover, the writing is so fine and
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clear that it could never have been written by boys who are just starting to learn the alphabet. In my opinion, the
three words constitute a very cryptic message from a person who has renounced the world for the forest this very
morning. As you know, the word Kyût means ‘to be free,’ Môn means ‘to hate,’ and Win means ‘to enter.’
Therefore, the message means, ‘I have become free, I have learned to hate the pleasures of this world, and I have
entered the forest to be away from the abode of men.’”
The rest-house donor was very pleased with the Abbot’s explanation and went around the village boasting that
a holy man had stayed in the rest-house for a while before forsaking the world forever.
Soon the rest-house was full of curious villagers, gazing and gaping at the writing on the wall. The village
physician, the village astrologer, and the village alchemist were also there. But, in their wisdom, they shook their
heads and respectfully disagreed with the Abbot’s interpretation. The physician said,
“This is merely a medical formula. Kyût refers to a special kind of mushroom, Môn refers to the gamôn kado
or a sweet-smelling ground orchid, and Win refers to thin win pauk hpu, a special kind of willow. From these three
plants we physicians prepare a medicine which cures all cases of rheumatism.”
“No, no," interrupted the astrologer, “the message contains an astrological prediction. As you all know, the
letters of our alphabet are divided among the planets. Kyût begins with the letter Ka, which belongs to the Moon,
Môn begins with the letter Ma, which belongs to Jupiter, and Win begins with the letter Wa, which belongs to
Mercury. In a few weeks’ time these three planets will be in the same House, and this message predicts that it will
be a time of great good fortune.”
“Your interpretation is absolutely wrong,” asserted the alchemist. “It is a secret alchemical formula. We base
our secret code of alchemic compounds on astrological beliefs. The three letters used in this writing on the wall
represent, as you have correctly said; the Moon, Jupiter, and Mercury. But as the Moon rides on a Tiger, Jupiter on
a Rat, and Mercury on an Elephant, the writing means ‘Free the Tiger, Discard the Rat, and Apply the Elephant.’
We alchemists in our secret writings use certain animals to represent the various metals and metal compounds. I
cannot divulge the secrets of our group, but I can say that the writing on the wall contains an instruction as to how
three particular metal compounds should be processed in our experiments.”
The villagers started to argue over the correctness of the four interpretations, but the mystery was soon to be
solved. The village opium-eater now arrived at the rest-house, carrying a pail of water and a piece of cloth. He
was half asleep and yawning. On being asked the purpose of the pail of water and the piece of cloth, he explained
that he had been awakened by his shrewish wife and told to go and see the writing on the wall.
“Which writing?” he had asked.
“The mysterious words Kyût, Môn, Win,” replied the wife.
When he told her that he himself had written them the previous night when he was having a quiet smoke on his
opium pipe at the rest-house, she had told him to hurry to the rest-house and wash off the writing.
The villagers were astounded at this disclosure and for some moments there was silence. Then the Headman of
the village asked,
“But what do the words mean?”
“Sir,” replied the opium-eater gently, “yesterday I wanted to eat some rice vermicelli, but my wife was cross
with me and gave me vegetable broth instead. So, while smoking the opium pipe, I suddenly remembered that,
lent having ended, the festival of Tazaungmôn would soon be celebrated, and on that occasion, at the nearby
Wingaba Lake, alms food consisting of rice vermicelli would be served, not only to the venerable monks, but also
to the laymen and laywomen present. So in great joy I scrawled with a piece of charcoal these words Kyût, Môn,
Win. Kyût means ‘end’ and it refers, of course, to the end of Lent; Môn stands for the month of Tazaungmôn, and
Win stands for Wingaba Lake.”
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The potter’s wife had a paramour from another village, and he was a handsome man who wore his long black
hair in a topknot. The potter was in the habit of going to the nearby town on market days to sell his wares, coming
home only at midnight. On such days, at nightfall, the paramour would come and lights would be extinguished in
the house so that the neighbors could not see inside.
The woman was a good cook and took delight in feeding her man with delicious food. One night, however, she
found that she had forgotten to buy meat, but, so as not to disappoint her lover she killed and cooked the scrawny
cockerel, her husband’s little pet. The paramour found the chicken curry delicious, but in the darkness he could
not see what he was eating, with the result that a large bone became stuck in his throat and choked him to death.
The woman was stricken with grief, but she dared not weep aloud in case the neighbors should hear. Then she
heard the jingle of bells from her husband’s bullock cart and hastily she propped up the dead body in a sitting
posture against the kitchen door.
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“I am glad you have come back,” she greeted her husband. “Chicken thieves must be prowling in the
neighborhood, for I hear the dogs barking. So put this spear by the side of your bed, and do sleep lightly.”
The potter obediently placed a spear by the side of his bed and fell fast asleep immediately, as he was so tired.
After about an hour, and when the moon had risen, she woke him up and whispered,
“My dear, there is a man squatting against the kitchen door.”
The husband jumped out of bed quickly and, seizing the spear, threw it with all his might at the seeming
intruder. The dead body fell down on the floor with a big thud and the wife whispered,
“Alas, you have killed him outright. The king’s officers will haul you up before the governor and charge you
with murder. Now, what shall we do, what shall we do?”
The poor potter was still dazed with sleep and did not know what to do. After a few moments the wife said
brightly,
“Husband, be brave. Just carry the dead body into the grounds of the monastery nearby and leave it propped
against the jack fruit tree.”
Accordingly, the potter dragged the dead body into the monastery grounds and left it propped against the jack
fruit tree.
The monk of the monastery was very fond of jack fruit, and he had often been annoyed by thieves who
regularly raided his jack fruit tree. On hearing the footsteps of the potter, the monk woke up the lay brother and
together they saw what seemed to be a man standing against the tree. Seizing two stout cudgels, they ran and beat
the dead body until it fell down.
“Alas, my lord,” exclaimed the lay brother, “we have killed him, and the king’s officers will arrest us in the
morning.”
“Do not worry,” replied the monk calmly. “We monks know how to dodge the law.”
On the monk’s instructions, the lay brother shaved off the long hair from the dead man’s head and dressed the
dead body in the yellow robes of a monk. When morning came the lay brother went around the village and
announced that a wandering monk had come to the monastery late the previous night, weary and sick, and had
suddenly passed away. On hearing the news, the villagers assembled at the monastery to pay their last respects to
the dead monk, and among them was the potter’s wife. On seeing the dead body of her paramour, she could not
contain her grief and cried aloud as follows:
Oh, my handsome beloved,
Yesterday you wore a lovely hair-knot.
Just because you were propped against the jack fruit tree,
Must you become a shaven-head?

On hearing her words, the monk of the monastery guessed the truth of the whole matter and angrily said to the
woman,
“Cry on, cry on, and bemoan your paramour, but please do not refer to my jack fruit tree.”
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On the outskirts of a village there lived a farmer and his wife. His paddy field was some distance away and so
every day he had to leave his house before dawn together with his two plow oxen, thus leaving his wife all alone
except for their small child. There was a monastery nearby which was occupied by a single monk, and he also was
in the habit of rising before dawn to chant his scriptures. So every morning at early dawn, before the neighbors
had woken up, the woman would sing her lullaby, beginning with the words “Hush-a-bye, my baby,” and in the
nearby monastery the monk would chant his recitations, beginning with the words “Happiness be to all beings.”
After some time the two began to feel that they were companions and friends; later they became lovers. The
woman’s lullaby then became a signal that the coast was clear, and the monk’s chant the signal that he would be
with her in a few moments.
However, the course of true love never did run smooth, and neighbors will be neighbors. They soon suspected
that there was a romance between the farmer’s wife and the monk, and warned the farmer that lonely wives were
not always virtuous. So one morning the farmer purposely left behind his bamboo helmet and went off to the
fields. Then the wife and the monk exchanged their signal tunes, and soon he was with her. At that moment,
however, they heard the farmer’s footsteps and his voice shouting out,
“Wife, I have come back for my helmet!”
Hastily, the wife looked for a place to hide her lover and, seeing a huge rice jar, pushed the monk into it. But,
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alas, the jar was too small for him to squat down and too low for him to stand up. He wriggled himself in, but the
top of his shaven dome remained visible. Refusing to admit defeat, the woman swiftly seized a winnowing sieve
and jammed it down on the Monk’s head. The woman was strong and the monk’s skull thick, so the shaven dome
cut a hole in the center of the sieve and protruded out of it.
The farmer now entered the kitchen, and, on looking round, saw the protruding shaven dome.
“What is that strange object on the top of the rice jar?” he asked innocently.
“It is an old gong I bought at the market the other day,” replied the wife sweetly, “and I am using it as a lid for
the rice jar.” Saying that he wanted to test the tone of the gong, the farmer beat the protruding head with his
driving stick, but no sound came because the monk bit his lips and stopped himself from giving a howl of pain.
“Strange indeed,” exclaimed the farmer, “I have never come across a silent gong and I must test it again.”
The farmer’s wife thought that the monk was acting stupidly and she whispered,
“Gong, are you dumb?”
So, when the farmer hit the shaven head again with the driving stick, an impressive sound of “Doo-oo-oo”
came from inside the jar. The farmer went on giving stroke after stroke with his stick, and every time the poor
monk had to give out a sound in imitation of a gong. Satisfied that he had taught the monk a lesson, the farmer
went back to his field, and the monk returned to his monastery.
The next morning everything was back to normal. The farmer left the house at the usual hour and the wife
made sure that he had not forgotten anything this time. So after an interval, she sang out:
Hush-a-bye, my baby,
Do go to sleep,
Your father is gone
To sow and to reap.

But the Monk chanted back as follows:
Happiness be to all,
I dare not come to you;
Remembering yesterday,
I dread the doo-oo-oor.
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Master Talkative had been married to his wife, a dark-skinned lady called Mistress Golden, for some ten years,
but one day he saw a young girl with a fair complexion and fell in love with her. So he wanted to divorce his wife,
but she refused to agree. He then decided to play a trick on her and said,
“Dear Golden, I consulted an astrologer today and he told me that we are star-crossed and, unless we part, one
of us will die. Therefore, it is necessary for us to have a to-please-the-stars divorce.”
Mistress Golden asked for time to consider the matter, and went and consulted the neighbors, who explained to
her that, according to law, a “to-please-the-stars” divorce was not a real divorce but merely a temporary
separation, but that, if either the husband or the wife refused to return at the end of three months, it automatically
became a valid divorce. Realizing that her husband intended not to return, she refused to consent to the suggested
“to-please-the-stars” divorce.
Nothing daunted, Master Talkative engaged a famous lawyer from Pegu and sued his wife for divorce.
Mistress Golden on her part engaged a famous lawyer from Pagan to defend her case. When the suit came up
before the judge, the lawyer from Pegu pointed out that Mistress Golden, in spite of her name, was a darkskinned woman, and asked:
Mistress Golden
Black as lead.
May my client
Leave her bed?

The Lawyer from Pagan stood up, smoothed his robes, and replied:
She was jet black
Ten years ago.
Could she change
To color of snow?
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The judge decided that a dark complexion was never a ground for divorce and, in addition, that the lady was
dark at the time of the marriage ten years ago and had remained consistently dark. Accordingly, he dismissed the
suit and passed orders making Master Talkative liable for costs.
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Some villagers going to the forest near their village to gather firewood were surprised to find a newly built hut
of bamboo and thatch, but their surprise turned to joy when they saw an old monk sitting inside it telling his
beads.
“He is a forest-dwelling monk,” they exclaimed, “and he must have come to this forest and built this little hutmonastery with his own hands so as to be away from villages and towns.”
They went back to their village and brought their relations and friends to worship the pious recluse and to offer
him alms.
“We must not disturb him in his meditation,” the villagers agreed among themselves. “We will bring alms
every morning but will not stay long. Even on Sabbath days we will not stay beyond the hour of noon.”
The simple villagers had no inkling of the real reason why the monk had come to dwell in the forest. He had
entered the order only after he had retired from his business as a merchant. He was both too old and too lazy to
begin studying the scriptures, and he found his position in the monastery difficult; first, he felt awkward living
with monks who were much younger than himself in years but much senior to him in rank and learning, and,
second, lay visitors to the monastery, thinking that he was a senior monk, judging from his age and appearance,
often asked him to give them a sermon, and he felt ashamed when he had to refuse their request.
After some thought, he decided that the best thing for him was to live alone in a makeshift hut in the forest, far
away from learned monks and sermon-wanting laymen.
For his first few months as a forest-dweller, everything went well with the monk. He received regular offerings
of alms food in the morning and was respected, admired, and loved by the villagers. On Sabbath days he was
asked only to give the formula of the Ten Precepts, and, as the villagers left by noon, there was never time or
occasion for a sermon. However, as months went by, he found his life as a forest-dweller rather irksome. He had
no scriptures to read, no abstruse point to ponder upon, and no meditative exercise to perform. He tried to tell his
beads, but found that he could not concentrate. As a young man he used to be a good singer and a good dancer,
and even as a busy merchant he had found time to dance and sing regularly before friends. Now alone, and with
no particular task to perform, surely he would not do any harm to anybody if he should sing and dance to while
away his leisure hours. So every day, through the long afternoons, he sang and danced by himself in the privacy of
his little hut-monastery.
All would have gone well with the forest-dweller to the end of his life, except for a wayward bull. It was a
Sabbath day and all the villagers had come to take the Ten Precepts and had gone. In the village the children were
sleeping and the elders were resting, and the farm animals were tied up. Alone in his little hut-monastery, the
forest-dweller was singing and dancing. But before the afternoon had advanced, a wayward bull gnawed through
the ropes, jumped over the fence, and wandered away towards the forest. Its owner chased it and caught it near the
hut-monastery. After tying the bull to a tree, the villager walked towards the hut to get a drink of water, as he felt
so thirsty from running in the sun.
“I must go softly,” he said to himself, “so as not to disturb the venerable monk in his meditation or prayer.”
As the villager drew nearer to the hut he was surprised to hear the following song:
Step with the left foot, step with the right,
The sparkle from my yellow robes sets fire to the clouds.
King of gods, are you anxious?
Then step with the left foot, step with the right,
And kick the sparkle back to me.

The puzzled villager rushed into the hut and found the forest-dweller standing on one leg, with the other curled
up. The forest-dweller hastily sat down and, hoping that the simple villager had guessed nothing, said,
“Layman, on this Sabbath day, have you come here to become a forest-dweller like myself?” The villager
replied in disapproval,
“My lord, I am not qualified to be a forest-dweller, because I can neither dance nor sing.”
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In the early days of Pagan, long before the great Anawrahta came to its throne, there lived an Abbot, who was
also the king’s teacher. One morning he woke up with a start and found a pair of horns growing on his head.
Feeling ashamed, he slipped into the kitchen, and out of some trays and baskets he made a conical hat and wore it
on his head so as to hide the horns. To his relief, nobody made any comment on his conical hat or asked him why
he was wearing it. But he kept worrying in case his secret should be discovered.
After some days, he felt he could not stand the anxiety any longer, and, after informing the king that he wanted
to be a forest dweller, he retired to the thickest part of the nearby forest. There, in a little monastery of bamboo
and thatch he spent his days alone, receiving his alms food from the lay brother who came to him every morning.
One morning the lay brother arrived unusually early and found the Abbot without the conical hat on his head.
Noticing the protruding horns, the lay brother cried out in alarm.
“Calm yourself, lay brother,” said the Abbot. “It is my misfortune to have these horns on my head, but, as long
as only you and I know, no harm is done. I put you on oath not to tell it to anybody.”
The lay brother kept quiet, but on his return journey through the forest he could not contain himself any longer,
and, thinking that no one was about, he shouted to the winds,
“An awful thing has happened! Two horns have appeared on my Abbot’s head! Two horns have appeared on
the head of the great king’s teacher!”
Unknown to the distraught lay brother, at that very moment a hunter was taking aim with his crossbow at a
deer. The deer, frightened by the lay brother’s loud shout, darted away. The disappointed hunter returned to the
city and informed the butchers of his inability to supply them with venison for the day. The butchers became
angry and threatened to sue him for breach of contract.
“But, friends,” the hunter explained, “it was not my fault at all. A strange voice in the forest, telling that the
king’s teacher, the Abbot, had horns on his head, frightened away the deer that I would certainly have killed.”
As the result of the hunter’s disclosure, the story of the Abbot’s horns spread through the city until it reached
the ears of the king himself. The king was distressed and sent gongsmen round the city to announce that the story
about the Abbot’s horns was not true. This resulted in bitter controversy, some people saying that such a learned
and pious monk could not have horns on his head, while others said that there never was any smoke without a fire
and that the King should himself go and examine the head of his Teacher. At last the King called for his elephant
and, riding it, he went to the forest-monastery.
On seeing the king approaching, the Abbot threw away his conical hat and sat down on the floor with downcast eyes. The king came into the monastery and was shocked to see the two horns on his teacher’s head. Griefstricken, ashamed, annoyed, and angry, he forgot dignity, decorum, and respect, and, crying “How can this happen
to my venerable teacher?,” tugged at the horns.
Surprisingly the horns came apart from the head. Abbot and king, teacher and pupil jumped up in joy, and
together they returned in triumph to the city.
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Once there lived in the town of Prome a man by the name of Master Doll, and the name fitted his character,
because he was dull, good-natured, and quiet. In contrast, his wife Mistress Stout was intelligent, strong-willed,
and efficient. They owned a small tobacco plantation, and, hearing that the price of tobacco leaves was very high
in Rangoon, Mistress Stout suggested to her husband that he should make a journey to Rangoon with two baskets
full of tobacco.
“But I do not know the way,” Master Doll protested, “and I cannot go by boat or by cart, as the cost of passage
will be greater than the little profit I can make.”
“Rangoon is only one hundred and twenty miles away,” Mistress Stout replied. “Surely you are a man and can
walk that little distance.”
“I am very bad at remembering directions,” Master Doll continued to protest, “and I shall surely lose my way.”
“You need not worry yourself on that account,” Mistress Stout replied. “Just weave two baskets, one very big
and the other very small, and fill them with tobacco leaves.”
After two or three days the two baskets had been woven and were duly filled with tobacco leaves. Mistress
Stout put a carrying pole on her husband’s shoulder and strung the big basket at the front end and the smaller one
at the back end. After leading him to the high road and making him face the direction where Rangoon was, she
instructed,
“Follow the big basket. When you eat or sleep on the way, carefully place the baskets on the ground so that the
big one will always be in the direction of Rangoon.”
Master Doll slowly walked along the high road until the sun set and darkness fell. Carefully putting down the
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baskets according to his wife’s instructions, he ate his dinner which Mistress Stout had lovingly packed for him
before he left his house. Then he went to sleep on the roadside. An hour or two later a bullock-cart came by, and
the cartman was very annoyed to find the two baskets blocking the way. He tried to wake the sleeping traveler
without success. The cartman said to himself,
“Poor old fellow, he must be very tired and I will not trouble him.” So saying, he moved the two baskets to the
roadside and continued his journey. But alas for Master Doll, the cartman had placed the two baskets in the
reverse order with the big basket lying in the direction of Prome.
At early dawn Master Doll woke up refreshed. After carefully shouldering the carrying pole, he faithfully
followed his dear wife’s instructions and walked with the big basket in front. By nightfall he reached Prome
again. The simple Master Doll, thinking he had arrived in Rangoon, silently congratulated himself for having
made the long journey in two days. At the same time he felt disappointed because, contrary to the tales he had
heard, Rangoon seemed to be as dull as Prome.
“Where are the big ships? And where are the brick houses?” he asked himself. “Even their great Shwedagon
Pagoda is no bigger than our own Shwesandaw Pagoda.”
As he walked slowly on, he was surprised to find that the streets and houses were identical with the streets and
houses of Prome. He was even more surprised when he found a street exactly like his own street and a house on it
exactly like his own house. Stopping in front of it, he called out,
“Good Householder, please come out and assist a poor benighted traveler.”
Mistress Stout looked out of the window and saw her husband. Saying “Why has the old man returned?” she
went down to the gate. Master Doll was now truly amazed and he asked in great excitement,
“Happy denizen of Rangoon, you look exactly like my wife. May I inquire whether you have any relation at
Prome by the name of Mistress Stout, wedded to the tobacco-seller Master Doll?”
Making no reply, Mistress Stout seized hold of the topknot on Master Doll’s head and, bending him down, beat
his back with the ladle she happened to be holding. Then she said,
“You old doll, you old dumb doll! Can you not recognize that this is Prome, this is your house, and this is your
wife?”
Without a word Master Doll went into the house and came back with a long knife. As the wife cowered in fear,
he cut the big basket into pieces, and, turning round to his wife with a smile, he said sweetly,
“The big basket misled me.”
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A puppet showman, famous for his music and song, suddenly retired from his profession and became a monk.
But people could not forget his fame as a puppet showman, and called him Monk-Puppet-Showman.
Monk-Puppet-Showman did not become very learned in the scriptures nor did he practice any special austerity.
In other words, he was a very ordinary monk. However, he refused to attend any religious ceremony where there
was any dancing or music.
“I hate the very sound of music,” he declared again and again.
In a few weeks this particular abstinence of Monk-Puppet-Showman won for him many admirers.
“Even great Abbots do not abstain from going to religious ceremonies where musicians and dancers perform,”
people commented.
After a few months a rich villager built and donated a special monastery for the monk. Some years passed and
the monastery-donor wanted to hold the initiation ceremony of his only son in pomp and splendor. By common
custom, Monk-Puppet-Showman was invited to preside over the ceremony. As usual, the monk insisted that he
hated the very sound of music, and accepted the invitation to be present at the ceremony on the distinct
understanding that there was to be no music or song or dance.
The appointed day arrived, and everything was now ready for the initiation ceremony. The young men of the
village, however, were in a mutinous mood, for, they asked,
“Whoever heard of an initiation ceremony without dance or song?”
They became so persistent with their protests that the monastery-donor finally agreed to engage a drummer
who would play a mere “slow march” on the long drum.
There was no time to inform Monk-Puppet-Showman of the new arrangement; moreover, the monastery-donor
thought that there could not be any objection on the part of the monk against the presence of a single drummer.
Monk-Puppet-Showman soon arrived leading a procession of monks, walking slowly and sedately, and with
downcast eyes. The drummer started to play the drum, and Monk-Puppet-Showman, on hearing the sound of the
drum, exclaimed,
“The reason why I hate the sound of music is because it incites me to dance. But the harm is now done. So,
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drummer, stop your royal march and playa jig.”
The drummer did as told, and Monk-Puppet-Showman, gathering up his robes, danced his way into the
almsgiving hall.
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On a road among the eastern hills a Burmese traveler heard a hill-man shouting out his ware, which happened
to be rice. But, as he was shouting in his own language, the Burmese traveler did not understand and asked,
“What is it? What is it?”
The Hillman of course knew Burmese, but like most hill-men, he spoke it with a twang. To enlighten the
Burmese stranger, he shouted the Burmese word for rice.
The Burmese word for rice was sunn, but, because of his twang, it sounded like sinn, which meant “elephant.”
So the Burmese traveler thought that the hill-man was warning him of an approaching wild elephant, and started
to run as fast as he could. The hill-man, although perplexed at the Burman’s behavior, ran behind him. The sun
was hot and the road was rough. About an hour later the two arrived at a village, and both fell down in a swoon
through sheer exhaustion.
After the two strangers had been nursed back to consciousness, the villagers asked,
“Why did you come running so hard? Did robbers waylay you, or did some wild animal chase you?”
“This hill-man here warned me of an approaching wild elephant,” explained the Burman.
The hill-man looked at his fellow runner with amazement and denied that he had ever given such a warning.
“Then why did you run?” the villagers asked.
“It was quite simple,” replied the hill-man. “I ran because he ran.”
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The Abbot of a village monastery became queer in his head, and one by one the other monks left the monastery. At last even the lay brother went away, and the Abbot thus became the only occupant of the monastery.
However, as the Abbot in spite of his madness retained his dignity and decorum, the villagers, remembering his
past learning and piety, still brought him their offerings of alms food every morning.
One day two monks arrived at the village. They were on a pilgrimage to the various pagodas of the region, and,
through some miscalculation of the time and the distance, reached the village only half an hour before noon. As
there was not enough time for them to go round the village with their begging bowls, they knocked at the door of
the monastery. The mad Abbot opened the door and gave them welcome.
“We are pilgrims, my lord,” explained the strangers. “The hour of noon is fast approaching, and yet we have
not broken our fast.”
“I have enough alms food for both of you,” replied the Abbot. “Before we take our meal, however, assist me to
hold a Confessional. I reside here alone and no monks have visited me for some weeks, with the result that I have
not been able to confess my misdemeanors.”
The Abbot and the two strangers sat down together. Suddenly the Abbot jumped up. Then, raising his right
hand and his left leg in the posture of a dance, he sang:
March is past,
April is here,
The sun is hot,
The sky is clear.

He stopped in the middle of the song, and, looking angrily at the seated monks, shouted,
“You are impostors! You must be impostors and not monks at all, because you do not know how to take part in
a Confessional. Unless you join me in the holding of the Confessional, I will request the village headman to send
a horseman to the ecclesiastical censor in the golden city, soliciting permission to put you under arrest
immediately.”
The mad Abbot, raising his right hand and his left leg, sang again:
March is past,
April is here,
The sun is hot,
The sky is clear.
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The younger of the two monks now jumped up, and, raising his left arm and right leg, he concluded the
Abbot’s song with the following lines:
Cover your shaven head,
Oh, my Abbot dear.

As the Abbot clapped his hands and cheered, and the Younger Monk continued to sing and dance, the older
monk left the monastery in disgust. Going to the nearest cottage, he stood still with his begging bowl. The owner
of the cottage, seeing the monk, invited him in with the following words,
“The sun is almost overhead, and we have eaten our breakfast long ago. Luckily we have a few bananas and
some tea, which we will offer immediately.”
The older monk ate the bananas and drank the tea. After giving the Five Precepts to the cottager and his family,
he proceeded to the nearby rest-house and waited for his fellow pilgrim. Soon the younger monk came out of the
monastery and joined him.
“You ought to be ashamed of yourself,” the older monk scolded.
“But my lord, my lord,” the younger monk pleaded, “I was so hungry and the alms food smelled so nice.”
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The ecclesiastical censor was as learned in the scriptures as all ecclesiastical censors had to be. Like all
ecclesiastical censors, he was also pitiless and merciless, and a faithful servant of his king.
One evening, as he roamed the streets in search of his prey, namely wayward monks, he caught a little novice
who, being homesick, had slipped out of the monastery to see his mother.
“Halt!” the censor commanded. “What is my lord doing in the darkness of the night and on a public road?”
“Great Official,” the novice replied with a trembling voice, “I am only a novice, and I have been home to see
my mother. I assure you that I am now on my way back to the monastery.”
“I put you under arrest,” the Censor replied gruffly. “Lead me to your Abbot, and I will lay a charge against
you.”
The poor frightened novice led the haughty censor to the monastery. From outside the closed gates, the censor
shouted,
“Open, in the name of the king! The great ecclesiastical censor wishes to see the Abbot and lay a charge
against a wayward monk.”
The lay brother in charge of the gates looked out through the peep-hole and saw the censor with his captive,
the trembling novice. So as to give the little novice a chance to escape, the lay brother boldly replied,
“Great censor, our Abbot is at prayers and cannot be disturbed. Without his authority I cannot open the gates.
Please come in the morning.”
The ecclesiastical censor was in a towering rage, but he realized fully that even the king himself had not the
power to break open the gates, unless some grave act of immorality or breach of discipline had occurred within
the monastery. As it was now nearly midnight, he decided to spend the night in the nearby public rest-house.
“Remember that you are under arrest, novice,” he warned, “and if you attempt to run away I will charge you
with high treason.”
Then the Censor sat down, leaning his back against a post and glaring at the unhappy novice. After an hour or
two, in spite of himself, the censor fell asleep. The little novice thought to himself,
“If I run away now, when the morning dawns he will demand my surrender from the Abbot. So I must think of
a way to trick him.”
He racked his brains, until in his desperation he hit on a brilliant idea. By this time the censor was in such a
deep sleep that he was snoring with his mouth agape. Swiftly the novice stripped the censor naked and wrapped
him in his own yellow robes. Then, dressed in the censor’s clothes, the novice ran to the gates of his monastery
and was let in by the watching lay brother.
When morning broke, the censor woke up and was furious to find himself dressed in yellow robes and the
novice gone. He hurried to the gates of the monastery and, announcing his identity, demanded to see the Abbot.
“How could you be the Great Censor?” the lay brother asked innocently. “You must be the wayward novice
whom the great official arrested last night. Did you lie to him to make him think you belonged to our monastery?
Go away, go away before the great censor catches you again.”
“But I am the great censor,” the censor insisted.
“Then where is the novice you arrested last night?” questioned the lay brother.
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“He has disappeared,” the censor replied sheepishly.
“In that case, great censor,” jeered the Lay Brother, “you have lost your self and have become the novice
instead.”
Feeling defeated and ashamed, the censor returned to the rest-house and hid himself among the rafters. Only at
nightfall did he muster enough courage to run back as fast as he could to his own house.
249.122 Excerpt form The Manual Of The Constituents Of The Noble Path\fn{by Mahathera Ledi Sayadaw (18461923)} Saingpyin, nr. Dabayin?, Sagaing Region, Myanmar (M) 9
The Eightfold Noble Path:
(I) Sammaditthi—Right View or Right Understanding; (II) Sammasankapppa—Right Thinking; (III) Sammavaca
—Right Speech; (IV) Sammakammanta—Right Action (V) Sammaajiva—Right Livelihood (VI) Sammavayama
—Right Effort (VII) Sammasati—Right Meindfulness (VIII) Sammasamadhi—Right Concentration
I: Sammadithi; three kinds of Right View or Right Understanding
A. Kammassakata Sammaditthi: Right View or Understanding that, in the case of beings, only two things—
wholesome and unwholesome actions performed by them, [which] are their own properties that always
accompany them wherever they may wander in many a becoming or world-cycle.
B. Dasavatthuka Sammaditthi: Right Understanding of the Ten Kinds of Subjects.
C. Catusacca Sammaditthi: Right Understanding of the Four Realities, or the Four Truths.
*
A. Kammassakata Sammaditthi:
Sabbe satta kammassaka kammadayada, kammayoni, kammabandhu, kammappatisarana, yam kammam
karissanti kalyanam va papakam va tassa dayada bhavissanti
Sabbe satta kammassaka: Only the wholesome and unwholesome actions of all beings are their own
properties that always accompany them wherever they may wander in many a becoming or world-cycle.
Kammadayada: Only the wholesome and unwholesome actions of all beings are their inherited properties
that always accompany them wherever they may wander in many a becoming or world-cycle.
Kammayoni: Only the wholesome and unwholesome actions of beings are the origin of their wanderings
in many a becoming or world-cycle.
Kammabandhu: Only the wholesome and unwholesome actions of beings are their relatives and true
friends that always accompany them wherever they may wander in many a becoming or world-cycle.
Kammappatisarana: Only the wholesome and unwholesome actions of being are their real refuge
wherever they may wander in many a becoming or world-cycle.
Yam kammam karissanti kalyanam va papakam va tassa dayada bhavissanti: If bodily, verbal and mental
actions be performed, whether wholesome or unwholesome, they will inherit that kamma of theirs throughout
many a becoming or world-cycle.
*
B. Dasavatthuka Sammaditthi:
Atthi dinnam, atthi yittham, atthi hutam, atthi sukata dukkatanam kammanam phalam vipako, atthi mata, atthi
pita, atthi satta opapatika, atthi ayam loko, atthi paroloko, atthi loke samana brahmana samaggata
sammapatipanna ye imanca lokam paranca lokam sayam abhinna sacchikatva pavedenti.
Atthi dinnam: There really exists almsgiving (dana) as cause (kamma) and its result (vipaka).
Atthi yittham: There really exists offerings on a large scale as cause and its result.
Atthi hutam: There really exists offering on a small scale as cause and its result.
Atthi sukata dukkatanam kammanam phalam vipako: There really exist wholesome and unwholesome
actions as causes and their results.
Atthi mata: There really exist the good and the evil deeds done to one’s mother as causes and their results.
Atthi pita: There really exist the good and the evil deeds done to one’s father as causes and their results.
Atthi satta opapatika: There really exist beings who are born by apparitional rebirth such as beings in
purgatory, petas, devas, sakkas and brahmas who cannot ordinarily be seen by men.
Atthi ayam loko: There really exists this world which is under our very eyes.
Atthi paroloko: There really exists the other worlds or planes where one may arise after death. In another
way, there really exists this human world (ayam loko) and there really exist the other worlds (paro loko: four
lower worlds, six deva worlds, and twenty brahma worlds). In another way, there really exists this universe
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consisting of the human world, four lower worlds, six deva worlds and twenty brahma worlds (ayam loko); and
there really exists other worlds which are infinite in all eight directions (paro loko)
Atthi loke samana brahmana samaggata sammapatipanna ye imanca lokam paranca lokam sayam abhinna
sacchikatva pavedenti: There really exist, in this human world, persons like the Omniscient Buddha, monks and
brahmans who practise the true dhamma and possess tranquility of mind and who, having seen and realized this
very world and other worlds through their own insight, impart their knowledge to others.
*
C. Catusacca Sammaditthi
Dukke nanam, dukkha samudaye nanam, dukkha nirodhe nanam, dukkha nirodhagaminpiatipadaya nanam.
Dukke nanam: Penetrative insight into the truth of suffering.
Dukkha samudaye nanam: Penetrative insight into the truth of the origin of suffering.
Dukkha nirodhe nanam: Penetrative insight into the truth of the cessation of suffering.
Dukkha nirodhagaminpiatipadaya nanam: Penetrative insight into the truth of the path leading to the
cessation of suffering.
II: Sammasankapppa; three kinds of Right Thinking
A. Nekkhama sankappa: Right Thought free from greed and sensuous desire, aiming at an escape from the round
of rebirths.
B. Abyapada sankappa: Right Thought for the welfare of al living beings.
C. Avihmsa sankappa: Right Thought for the non-injury of all living beings.
III: Sammavaca; four kinds of Right Speech
A. Musavada virati: Refraining from telling lies.
B. Pisunavaca virati: Refraining from backbiting and calumny.
C. Pharusavaca virati: Refraining from using abusive language, harsh words, speech hurtful to others.
D. Samphappalapa virati: Refraining from frivolous talk such as telling legends and fables or [that] which is
fruitless for this world and the next.
IV: Sammakammanta; three kinds of Right Action
A. Panatipata virati: Refraining from killing and injuring living beings.
B. Adinnadana virati: Refraining from taking property which is not given.
C. Kamesumicchacara virati: Refraining from taking intoxicants and from unlawful sexual intercourse with those
who are still in the care of parents or guardians.
V: Sammaajiva; four kinds of Right Livelihood
A. Duccarita micchajiva virati: In the case of laity refraining from wrong livelihood by means of immoral,
physical and verbal actions.
B. Anesana micchajiva virati: In the case of monks and hermits refraining from wrong livlihood, e.g., by means of
giving fruits and flowers to laymen to curry favour.
C. Kuhanadi micchajiva virati: In the case of monks and hermits refraining from trickery and deception by means
of workng wonders.
D. Tiricchana vijja micchajiva virati: In the case of monks and hermits refraining from wrong livelihood, e.g., by
means of performing base arts, such as reading signs and omens, which are against the rule and practice of the
Order.
VI: Sammavayama; four kinds of Right Effort
A. Anuppannanam akusalanam dhammanam anuppadaya vayamo: Making effort in the practice of the Eightfold
Noble Path so that those vices that have never arisen during the present existence may not arise even for a
moment in future existences.
B. Uppannanam akusalanam dhammanam pahanaya vayamo: making effort in the practice of the Eightfold Noble
Path so that those vices that have already arisen or are arising during the present existence may be dispelled and
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my not arise even for a moment in future existences.
C. Anuppannanam kusalanam dhammanam uppadaya vayamo: Making effort in the practice of the Eightfold
Noble Path so that the thirty-seven bodhipakkhiya dhammas (factors leading to englihtenment) that have never
arisen during the present existence may arise here and now.
D. Uppannanam kussalanam dhammanam bhiyyo bhavaya vayamo: Putting forth effort in the practice of the
Eightfold Noble path so that the virtues, such as morality that have already arisen and are arising during the
present existence may develop unceasingly until the attainment of Anupadisesa Nibbana.
VII: Sammasati; four kinds of Right Mindfulness
A. Kayanupassana satipatthanam: Application of mindfulness to the contemplation of the Body-group, such as inbreathing and out-breathing.
B. Vedananupassana satipatthanam: Application of mindfulness to the contemplation of the Feeling-group, such as
painful and pleasurable feelings.
C. Cittanupassana satipatthanam: Application of mindfulness to the contemplation of Consciousness-group, such
as consciousness rooted in lust (saraga), or in anger (sadosa), etc.
D. Dhammanupassana satipatthanam: Application of mindfulness to the contemplation of mental objects, such as
sensuous lust (kammacchanda).
VIII: Sammasamadhi; four kinds of Right Concentration
A. Patthamajjhana samadhi: Concentration of the first jhana, produced by fixing one’s attention on one of the
objects of samatha (tranquility), such as kasina.\fn{ Kasina is the name for a purely external device to produce and develop
concentration of mind and [to] attain the four trances (jhana). It consists in concentrating one’s full and undivided attention on one visible
object as preparatory image (parikamma-nimitta), let us say, a coloured spot or disc, or a piece of earth, or a pond at some distance, etc.,
until at last one perceives, even with the eyes closed, a mental reflex, the so-called acquired image ( uggaha-nimmitta). Now, while
continuing to direct one’s attention to this image, there may arise the spotless and immovable so-called counter-image ( patibhaga-nimitta),
and together with it the neighbourhood-concentration (upacara-samadhi) will have been reached. While still persevering in the
concentration on the object, one finally will reach a state of mind where all sense-activity is suspended, where there is no more seeing and
hearing, no more perception of bodily impression and feeling, i.e., the state of the first mental absorption, or trance (jhana). The ten kasinas
mentioned in the suttas are: Earth-kasinas; Water-kasina; Fire-kasina; Wind-kasina; Blue-kasina; Yellow-kasina; Red-kasina; Whitekasina; Space-kasina; and Consciousness-kasina}

B. Dutiyaijhana samadhi: Concentration of the second jhana produced by fixing one’s attention on one of the
objects of samatha, such as kasina.
C. Tatiyajjhana samadhi: Concentratoion of the third jhana produced to fixing one’s attention on one of the objects
of samatha, such as kasina.
D. Cututthajjhana samadhi: Concentration of the fourth jhana produced by fixing one’s attention on one of the
objects of samatha, such as kasina.
Exposition of the Three Kinds of Sammaditthi:
(A, Kammassakata Sammaditthi; B, Dasavatthuka Sammaditthi; C, Catusacca Sammaditthi)
A. Explanation of Kammassakata sammaditthi:
Sabbesatta kammassaka, kammadayada, kammayoni, kammabandhu kammappatisarana, yam kammam
karissanti kalyanam va papakam va tassadayada bhavissanti.
1. Sabbesatta kammassaka.
There exist such properties as elephants, horses, vehicles, cattle, fields, buildings, bold, silver, jewels, etc.
Those properties can be said to belong to us in the present existence before we pass away. But when we pass away
those properties do not accompany us beyond death. They are like properties which we borrow for some time for
our use. They are liable to destruction during the present existence. As those properties which beings possess do
not accompany them t9o their new existences, they cannot be claimed as properties belonging to those beings.
The Buddha therefore says “Sabbesatta kammassaka.”
The only property of all beings that accompanies them is their wn volitional action. Only the mental, verbal
and physical volitional actions of beings always accompany them in this as well as in future existences. They are
not liable to destruction by fire, water, thieves, robbers, etc.
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Herein, physical action means all movements of such parts of the body as hands and legs, etc. Vaci kamma
(verbal action) means all verbal expressions made by means of the moth, tongue and throat. Mano kamma (mental
action) means the functioning of the mind. These physical, verbal and mental actions are known as three kammas
in the Buddhist teachintgs.
All beings perform these three kammas at all waking hours. All their work, great or small is performed by
means of these three kammas. These three kammas become inert when a person is asleep. In the case of a dead
person the three kammas cease to function as far as that body is concerned.
*
These three kammas have two aspects: (1) three good kammas and (2) three bad kammas.
[The] three good kammas are of two kinds: (a) good kamma which has its result ripening during the present
existence; and (b) good kamma which has its result ripening during the future existences.
The three bad kammas are of two kinds: (a) bad kamma having its result ripening in this existence, and (b) bad
kamma having its result ripening in future existences.
*
Analysis of the good and bad kammas:
[There are] ten kinds of immoral conduct: (1) panatipata—injuring and killing living beings; (2) adinnadana—
taking or destroying animate and inanimate properties which are not given; (3) kamesumicchacara—committing
sexual misconduct; (4) musavada—telling lies; (5) pisunavaca—backbiting and calumny; (6) pharusavaca—using
abusive language; (7) samphappalapa—taking part in frivolous conversation; (8) abhijjha—coventousness; (9)
byapada—ill-will; (10) micchaditthi—wrong views.
All kinds of physical, verbal and mental actions that are free from these ten kinds of immoral conduct—
comprising all kinds of livelihood, acquiring wealth and seeking knowledge—are good volitional actions which
have to be performed for this very existence.
All kinds of physical, verbal and mental actions that involve these ten kinds of immoral conduct and that
comprise all kinds of livelihood, are bad volitional actions which are performed for this very existence.
*
The types of kamma performed in this present existence, physical, verbal and mental, with a view to ripening
in future existences, are also divided into two kinds: (1) three good kammas having result in future existences; (2)
three bad kammas having result in future existences
All kinds of physical, verbal and mental kammas that are free from the ten kinds of immoral conduct and
comprise almsgiving, fast-day observance, conduct, practicing meditation, taking refuge in and paying respects to
The Three Gems (Buddha, Dhamma and Sangha) are known as good kamma done in this present life with a view
to ripening in future existences, to being reborn in a good abode.
If any one of the ten kinds of immoral conduct be performed, whether for ripening in this existence or in the
future, that kamma leads one to the lower planes in future existences. So it is known as bad kamma having its
result riening in future existence.
In this way one should differentiate between the good qand bad kammas and contemplate all the three kinds of
kammas which are performed everywhere on land, in water, and in the sky.
Having seen with our eyes the three kammas which are performed in this word, we can also comprehend that
all beings, on land, in water, and in the sky, havre been performing these three kammas in their past existences of
endless world-cycles and will also perform them in the future.
Like this universe there are in the four directions, infinite uiniverses in which all beings in water, on land and
in the sky are performing these three kammas.
Having discerned all these, it is quite apparent that all beings live by these three kammas done by themselves.
They enjoy happiness by virtue of these three kammas. By performing the three good kammas they enjoy various
beneficial results and by performing the three bad kammas they encounter various kinds of misery and suffering.
The three kammas are their own property which can never be destroyed by fire, water, thieves, robbers and so
forth. Though one may own nothing, not even a singhle coin, he can achiege happiness if he has mental kamma in
the form of knowledge and wisdom. So, the Buddha declared:
“Sabbesatta kammassaka.”
*
The result of Present kamma:
Those who wish to acquire worldly gains such as wealth, gogernmental standing and honour in this life can
achieve their wish if they exert themselvews to acquire education and knowledge. If it be that such worldly gains
can be had without acquiring education and knowledge and by merely worshipping God, the believers in God
may not perform pnbysical, verbal and mental kammas such as trading, farming, learning arts and sciences.
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Instead, they may perform only the act of worshipping God.
As a matter of fact it is not so. Like the Buddhists and Christians, Mohammedans, etc., are performing the
three kinds of kamma and for this reason, they acquire wordly gains. It is not God but three kinds of kamma that
gave these to them.
The result of past kamma:
Just as we can see with our eyes that in this life the worldly gains are not given by God but are acquired by
one’s own kamma, similarly we can realize that beneficial results of being reborn in a wealthy family, or in the
deva world, are not by virtue of worshipping God, but by virtue of past kammas, such as almsgiving, observance
of morality and so forth performed in previous existences. One who is reborn in a wealthy family becomes the
owner of the riches of that family. That is, all his possessions are due to his past kamma.
Here, the analogy of vegetation should be given. The process of the formation and growth of vegetation is
commonly ascribed to the seed. According to the abhidhamma, the element of kinetic energy (tejo) which is
known as caloricity (utu) is said to be the cause. The seed is nothing but the element of kinetic energy. That
element of kinetic energy is the real seed.
At the beginning of the world, before the existence of seeds, vegetation grew from tejo. Later that vegetation
produced fruits and seeds from which trees grew successively.
In the same way all beings have kamma as their seeds of becoming: wholesome kamma as almsgiving,
morality, etc., and unwholesome kamma as taking others’ lives, etc.
The process of becoming as men and animals is due to the past kamma in previous existences. On account of
the wholesome kamma, etc., they are reborn as man and deva; and because of the unwholesome volitical\fn{ The
text has voliticnal; I assume an error:H} kamma they are reborn in four lower worlds: hell, animal world, peta world and
asurakaya world.
Previous vegetation produces seeds from which fresh vegetation arises. Thus seeds from the tree and trees
from the seeds appear successively: a cycle of seeds and trees. Similarly, beings have seeds of kamma in their
previous existences. From these seeds of kamma new existences appear. Thus beings perform kamma which in
turn gives rise to new becomings successively.
Trees have physical phenomena only. A tree yields many fruits from which many trees are grown. In case of
beings, they have two kinds of phenomena, physical and mental phenomena. Of these two, the mental factor is the
chief. One mental factor can produce not more than one new mental factor (i.e., the patisandhivinnana, rebirth
consciousness). Therefore, although beings have many seeds of wholesome and unwholesome kamma in one
existence, one mental factor of the previous existence, i.e., volition (cetana) produces in the next existence only
one mental factor. Since many new mental factors are not produced, one corporeality-group of the past existence
gives rise to not more than one corporeality-group in the next becoming.
Earth, water, sun, moon, stars, and so forth, come into existence from the seeds of kinetic energy which go
under the name of caloricity. It is not that they were created by God. Beings such as men, animals, etc., come into
new successive existences because of the seeds of their past kamma performed in previous world-cycles or
existences. Such view is known as Right View (sammaditthi).
To hold that God creates them is Wrong View (micchaditthi). It is the wrong view of those who, not knowing
fully the operative power of kamma and utu, imagine that they were created by God. Thus with a view to making
people abandon wrong view, and rely upon kamma, knowledge and wisdom, the Buddha says:
“Sabbe satta kammassaka.”
2. Sabbesatta kammadayada
Now there are such things as legacies and heirs. These legacies can be called our property only before we die;
but when we pass away we have to leave them behind. They do not accompany us to the next existence. They are
also liable to be destroyed by fire, water, thieves and robbers before our death, or they may be exhausted by us.
As for the three kinds of kamma, performed by beings, they are always theirs in their future existences. They
are never destroyed by fire, etc. For this reason, kamma is said to be the only property inherited by beings. Beings
are sure to reap the results of their own kamma in future existences. The wholesome kamma performed by feeding
dogs, pigs, fowls and birds can result in a hundred happy existences. The wholesome kamma performed by
feeding virtuous monks can give rise to a countless number of happy existences as man and deva. Giving alms
worth about a quarter of a kyat in this present life can yield beneficial results worth more than a thousand kyats in
future existences. If a person kills an animal, such as a fish, fowl or pig, he may be killed in more than a thousand
future existences.
In this world, if a tiny banyan seed is planted, a big banyan tree will grow up bearing innumerable fruits in
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more than a thousand years; similarly if a mango seed or a jackfruit seed is planted, big mango trees and big
jackfruit trees will grow and bear more than a hundred thousand fruits for many years.
Thus in the case of trees, a dmall seed is able to yield more than a hundred thousand fruits, leaves, branches
and twigs, similarly a seed of wholesome kamma such as almsgiving, morality, meditation, practiced at one time,
can yield more than a hundred thousand good results in successive future existences. A seed of unwholesome
kamma by killing a being can yield evil and painful results in numerous following existences.
Such banyan seeds, mango seeds and jackfruit seeds may be compared to the seeds of physical, verbal and
mental actions. A small seed from which arise numerous leaves, fruits, branches and twigs may be compared to a
seed of kamma that produces many effects in the follow8ing successive existences.
If a person performs one kamma, the effects always accompany him in many existences yielding good or bad
results at the opportune moments. One can never get rid of that kamma but he has to enjoy or suffer its results
under appropriate circumstances. So the Buddha declares:
“Sabbesatta kammadayadda.”
3. Sabbesatta kammayoni
There are several causes for the growth of a banyan tree: the banyan seed, the earth, and the water. Of these
causes, the banyan seed is the primary cause; the earth and water are the secondary causes.
In the same way, in getting wages by working as a labourer, the present kamma (i.e., working as a labourer) is
the primary cause. The place for working, the spade, the basket and the employers who pay wages are the
secondary causes.
The wholesome past kamma (i.e., almsgiving, morality, etc.) which causes one to be reborn as a human being
and the unwholesome kammas by taking others’ lives, etc., which cause one to be reborn as an animal, are the
primary causes similar to the banyan seeds. The parents are the secondary causes, just as the earth and water are
for the growth of a banyan tree.
In the same way, with regard to the present good and evil results, one’s own kamma performed in the present
existence with wisdom and knowledge or otherwise is the primary cause.
So also, one’s own wholesome kamma as almsgiving, morality, etc., and unwholesome kamma as killing
beings, performed in previous existences, are the primary causes of good and evil results. The parents are not the
primary causes; nor is it anything to do with God. For this reason, the Buddha declares:
“Sabbesatta kammayoni.”
4. Sabbesatta kammabandhu
Now, there are parents, brothers, sons, relatives, teachers and friends whom we love and rely upon, but they
can be loved and relied upon only for a short period, i.e., before our death. However, one’s own physical, verbal
and mental kammas are constant companions who accompany one and give happiness and prosperity to one in
future existences. So the wholesome kamma alone is one’s real relative or friend who should be esteemed and
relied upon. Therefore the Buddha declares:
“Sabbesatta kammabandhu.”
5. Sabbesatta kammappatisarana
In this phase, “refuge” means reliance upon or taking shelter for protection against troubles and dangers. In the
world those who wish to enjoy long life have to rely upon food and drink. Food and drink protect persons from
the danger of starvation. The danger of starvation cannot nbefall those who have sufficient food and drink.
Similarly it is necessary to rely upon doctors and medicine for protection against ailments and diseases, and to
rely upon weapons for protection against enemies.
In the same way all kinds of refuge in the world may be considered likewise.
“Refuge” does not mean only worshipping. It also has the meaning of reliance upon and taking shelter of
protection as mentioned above.
We take refuge in the Buddha, Dhamma, Sangha, teachers and those who are nobler than we by paying
hgomage to them.
In this life a man without property will soon get into trouble. Fearing that trouble, we have to rely upon kamma
by doing such work as will give us money and property.
Lack of wholesome kamma will lead to the lower worlds where one had to suffer grievously. Rfearing such
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suffering, one has to perform wholesome kamma which can lead one to be reborn as man or deva in the existences
to come.
The present kamma of working with knowledge and wisdom can save us from danger in the present life and
the wholesome kamma, such as almsgiving and morality can save one from the lower worlds in future existences.
The Buddha therefore declares:
“Sabbesaita kammappatisarana.”
*
Herein we should analyse several kinds of refuge.
In Buddhism there are four kinds of taking refuge for the future: (1) taking refuge in the Buddha; (2) taking
refuge in the dhamma; (3) taking refuge in the sangha; (4) taking refuge in one’s own wholesome kamma.
For example, there are in this world four kinds of refuge for sick persons: (1) refuge in a chief doctor; (2)
refuge in good medicine; (3) refuge in assistant doctors; (4) refuge in following their directions with confidence.
Of the above-mentioned four refuges, the chief doctors and the assistants are the refuges of the patients as they
are capable of prescribing good and suitable medicines for particulara diseases. The medicine is the refuge of the
patient in that it can cure him of his disease. The patient’s sensible action in following the directions are also his
refuge as without such action on his part the other three refuges would be ineffective for the cure of the disease.
So all the four are the real refuges of the patient.
Those who commit evil deeds and indulge in sensual pleasures resemble sick persons. The Buddha resembles
the chief doctor who is expert in curing diseases; the monks resemble the assistant doctors; and the dhamma
resembles the medicine. The physical, verbal and mental wholesome kamma resemble the sensible action of the
patient in following the directions.
In this way there are four kinds of refuges in Buddhism. The three refuges of the above four: i.e., Buddha,
dhamma, and sangha, exist only during the Buddha sasana. They do not exist outside it.
The refuge of wholesome kamma exists beoth within and outside the Buddha sasana. We can never be free
from kamma which is operating all the time in this universe as well as in other innumerable universes.
This discourse of sabbesatta kammassaka is also applicable to all the universes both within and outside the
Buddha sasana. It is for this reason that the refuge of kamma alone and not the three refuges of Buddha, dhamma
and sangha is dealt with in this discourse. These are the four kinds of refuges to rely upon with a view to acting
wisely in this existence and being reborn in happy existences.
Saranam, usually translated “refuge”, means that which can save, give support or protection. Thus food and
drink are in support of beings for long life. Medicines and diet are the support for the cure of diseaes. Kings or
rulers are protection against the danger of dacoits and robbers. Buildings are the refuge for living comfortably and
safely. Boats and steamers are for sea and riverine voyages. The earth is for support; similarly water, fire and air
are the supports for respective purposes. In this way there are numerous refuges in this existence.
*
This is the exposition about the different kinds of refuges in Buddhism. In other religions only one refuge, the
refuge of God, is known. So whatever comes into existence or is destroyed is attributed to God.
I shall make it more clear. In other religions such as Christianity and Mohammedanism, the true meaning of
refuge is not understood and the respective followers regard God as their only refuge. Since they believe only in
one refuge they take it for granted that the appearance and disappearance of the world and of beings are due to the
power of God. They believe that God saves those who have faith in him by his super-normal power. With this
power he can wash away all sins and evils of beings and give them eternal happiness and eternal life after death.,
The good and evil results of beings depend on the will of God.
They disbelieve in kamma, thinking that kamma is not the cause of such results. It is most surprising that those
who are really performing kamma entirely disregard their own acts. Kamma means physical, verbal and mental
actions of practicing the teachings of a particular religion; the auspicious act of baptism, worshipping and praying
to God daily; obeying his commandments, etc., are really kammas. Those people believe that god saves only those
who perform such deeds but not those who do not do so; but they do not realize that such deeds are really kamma.
In those religions also, as in Buddhism, there are four kinds of refuge. In Buddhism, they are the Buddha, the
dhamma, the Sangha and Kamma. But in those religions they are: (1) refuge in God; (2) the commandments of
God; (3) prophets such as Christ and Mohammed and priests; (4) their own kamma in the performance of their
religious rites and duties.
The priests and missionaries of those religions do not realize that in their religions also there are several kinds
of refuge. So they regard God as their only refuge and disregard their kamma. Consequently they believe that
good and evil, prosperity and ruin, happiness and suffering of all beings are created only by God and not due to
any other cause. They do not know that there are various and different causes for these.
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In this world, is it simply by worshipping and praying to God that the poor who desire wealth can get it; or
would they get it by the present kamma of working diligently as a laborer, farmer, trader, etc.? The answer is:
Wealth is not usually obtained by worshipping and praying to God. On the other hand acquisition of property
by performing the present kamma is quite evident in their world. Therefore it is believable that acquiring property
in this life is due to the present kamma and has nothing to do with God.
Similarly, if one desires education and knowledge one can get it by performing the present kamma of studying
and learning. They cannot as a rule be acquired by worshipping god.
If one wishes to be a government officer, one will have to study government rules and regulations.
Government posts cannot as a rule be obtained by worshipping and praying to God.
Thus we can see with our eyes that all the worldly gains are obtainable only by the power of the present
kamma and not by the power of God.
The believers in God believe that by worshipping God faithfully they are freed from all their sins and evils.
However, as a rule the sick are not cured by taking refuge in God only. On the other hand we have seen with our
own eyes that the present kamma of medicine and diet has cured them.
What a surprising thing it is to hold that they would be freed from the result of their sins in the next existence
by worshipping god while even a disease such as ringworm is not usually cured by praying to God in this life.
Again, since even trifling wealth cannot as a rule be acquired by merely praying to God in this life, it is also
surprising that they believe they would, by praying to God, go after death to heaven, where they can enjoy a life
of eternal happiness.
Now, having seen with our own eyes that wealth and happiness that have not previously been attained in this
life are achieved by virtue of different kinds of present kamma and not by favor of God, we can fully believe that
there is no other refuge than the present kamma for acquisition of wealth and happiness in this life.
In the same way, we can believe that attainment of the higher plane of existence after death is also due to the
wholesome kamma. It has nothing to do with God. God cannot make one who is without such wholesome kamma
to be reborn on a happy plane of existence. Those who have such kamma can attain the higher states of existences
although they do not pray to God.
Various beneficial results in the next existence means either rebirth as a member of a well-to-do or ruling
family, or rebirth in the deva and brahma world as a powerful deva, sakka or brahma, and so forth. Hence the
Buddha declares:
“Sabbesatta kammappatissasrana
*
A being has two khandhas: rupakkhandha and namakkhandha (corporeality-group and mind-group). The
corporeality-group consists of head, hands, legs, etc.; mind group means thoughts and consciousness.
Of these two, the corporeality-group comes to dissolution once in each existence; it has different shapes of
forms in each 4existence. As for the mind-group there is no break in its process. It continually arises in succession
from one existence to another. Wholesome kamma such as dana and sila causes it to arise in successive happy
existences. Wherever the mind-group arises, there a new and different corporeality-group comes to be formed.
Unwholesome kamma causes the mind-group to arise in lower states of existence such as the existences of dogs,
pigs, fowls, birds, etc.
Here ends the discourse on Kammassakata sammaditthi. …
247.113 Notes On An Archaeological Tour Through Ramannadesa, The Talaing Country Of Burma\fn{by
Taw Sein-Ko (1864-1930)} Mandalay, Mandalay Region, Myanmar (M) 5
Under instructions from the Government of Burma, I left Rangoon for Moulmein on the 5 th December, 1891.
As it was my inteution to explore the whole of the country, which constituted the ancient Talaing kingdom of
Ramannadesa, with special reference to the elucidation of the history of the places mentioned in the Kalyani
Inscriptions, I went down to Amherst by boat and retnrned to Moulmein by land, and the notes now published are
those that I was enabled to make by the way.
The Mun or Talaing language is still spoken in the villages between Amherst and Moulmein, and is still taught
in the monastic schools there; but, owing to there being no Government grants-in-aid given for the encouragement
of its study, it is not taught in the lay schools. The Talaing language has a unique literature of its own; numbers of
inscriptions are recorded in it; and certain questions relating to the ethnography, history, antiquities, and languages
of the peoples inhabiting Burma are awaiting solution, because the Talaing literature is still a terra incognita.
Considering that the study of the insignificant dialects of the Karen lauguage, which has no indigenous literature,
and whose alphabet was invented by Doctor Wade, an American Missionary, in 1832, receives considerable
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encouragement, it would be well if the Education Department could see its way to recognize Talaing in the
curriculum of studies for indigenous schools in those parts of the Tavoy, Amherst, Shwegyin and Pegu districts,
where it is still spoken and studied. This measure would, no doubt, be plesing to the Talaings, and would be a
token of gracious, although late, recognition of the services by their fellow-countrymen to the British in the first
and second Burmese Wars.
About 20 miles from Amherst is Wagaru, originally founded by King Wagaru near the close of the 13 th century
AD. The site of the old city is now completely covered with jungle; but traces of its walls and moat still exist. It is
said that its walls were of laterite, and that images of the same material existed in its vicinity. But I saw neither the
walls nor the images; apparently the laterite walls have served as road-metal for the contractors of the Public
works Department, and the images are hidden by jungle. I am not sure whether my excavations carried out at
Wagaru would bring to light any inscriptions or objects of archaeological interest.
*
On the 11th December Pagat was visited. There are caves of great historical interest in its neighbourhood. Pagat
is the birthplace of Wagaru, who restored the Talaing monarchy after after Ramannadesa had been subject to
Burmese rule for over two centuries, and is full of historical associations. It was here that Dalaban, the “Hereward
the Wake” of the Talaings, utilized the strategic position of the place, and for long defied the Burmese forces of
(Alaungpaya) Alompra’s son and immediate successor, Naungdogyi. The caves are natural openings in hills of
submarine limestone rock. Some of them are over 1,000 feet in height and have precipitous sides. It is reported
that large boxes of Talaing palm-leaf manuscripts, which were originally hidden by patriotic Talaings to escape
destruction from the ruthless hands of the Burmese conquerors, are decaying in the sequestered parts of these
caves.\fn{Subsequently, I learned from a priest of the Mahayin kyaung (monastery) at Kado that complete sets of Talaing manuscripts are
being preserved in the Royal Libraries at Bangkok } There are now few persons who can read and understand these
manuscripts; but, whenever they shall have been interpreted by a trained scholar, they will throw a flood of light
on Talaing history, and on the history of learned, religious, and commercial relations between Ramannadesa,
Ceylon, and Southern India. They will also solve certain questions connected with Pali and Sanskrit philology and
literature.
Owing to want of time, only two caves, namely the Kogun and Pagat, could be visited. The former presents a
splendid sight. Its precipitious side facing the Kogan village is completely covered by painted terra cotta tablets
arranged symmetrically in the form of terraces and spires. Inside the cave are lying images of various sizes in
different stages of decay and ruin. They are found to be made of the following substances: lead, brass, wood,
stone, brick and lacquerware. The majority of them bespeak their antiquity, as they differ from modern ones in the
following particulars:—the head is surmounted by a spiral truncated cone representing the Buddhist nimbus; the
bristles of the hair are represented; the ears do not touch the shoulders; the forehead is prominent, but remarkably
narrow; the eyebrows, eyes, and lips are the most prominent features of the face; the body is short and stout and
the head is disproportionately big; the limbs are full and large; the sole of the right foot is not displayed.
No history is known to exist about the caves of this neighbourhood; nor is there any person, layman or priest,
who can relate anyting historically true about them. But, judging from the fact that Ramannadesa was subject to
Cambodian rule from the 6th to the 10th century AD, and again to Siamese rule in the 14 th century, it may be safely
inferred that most of the images are of Cambodian or Siamese origin. The general architectural effect of the cave,
and the resemblance of these images to those of Siam, favour this view. A closer examination in detail, however,
might reveal the fact that some of the images were dedicated to Brahmanical worship, which was favoured by the
ancient Kings of Cambodia, that others are of Sinhalese or Dravidian origin, and that there is some relationship,
historical, religious, and architectural, between the caves in the Amherst district and the cave temples of
Cambodia and India. I brought away three small wooden images with legends, now illegible, but conjectured to
be in the Siamese characters inscribed on their pedestals.
*
The Pagat Cave was next visited. It contains nothing of interest. It is now the home of bats, whose dung yields
an annual revenue of RS. 600. It would appear that the contents of this cave have been made away with in order to
make room for the more valuable dung!
Near this cave is a monastery, now occupied by a priest from Upper Burma. Since the annexation of that
province to the British Crown, numbers of Buddhist priests from it have settled down in this district. Owing to
their reputed learning and their conversational powers, they are highly esteemed and are abundantly supplied with
the necessaries of life. The Talaing priests are, as a rule, somewhat lax in their observance of strict precepts: e.g.,
they are possessed of boats and landed estates, drive about in bullock carts, drink tea in the evenings, and smoke
cigars in public! Such conduct is now being followed by the priests from Upper Burma, who appear to be imbued
with the truth of the proverb:
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“At Rome, do as Rome does.”
The burden of supporting the priests, who do very little in return for their maintenance, and who idle away
most of their time, because the educational work is better and more efficiently done by the lay schools, is in the
Talaing Country indeed a heavy one. On an average about 100 houses support a kyaung, and every village that has
any pretence to piety must have a kyaung of its own. The standard of material comfort of the villagers who
maintain the kyaung, may be a low one, but the pongyi in charge of the kyaung is fed on the fat of the land.
*
On the 14th December, I visited Kokarek, which is inhabited by Burmans, Talaings, Shans, Karens, and
Taungous. The Taungous are an interesting people. They have a literature of their own, and I obtained a copy of a
poetical work called Suttanippan. The language of the Taungous contains words bodily borrowed from the
languages of the people by whom they are surrounded. The Taungos resemble their congeners, the Karens, in
physical appearance; their build is thick-set, and they have full, round, and heavy features. At Kokarek the
Taungou langue is purer than at Thaton, although there have been many intermarriages between the Taungous and
the Shans.
The meaning of the word “Taungou” is Highlander, in contradistiction to the people of the lowlands. A similar
distinction obtains in Cambodia, the ancient Kingdom of the Khmers. The latter M. Mouhot describes thus:
Having a great taste for music, and being gifted with ears excessively fine, with them originated the tam-tam, so
prized among the neighbouring nations; and by uniting its sounds to those of a large drum, they obtain music tolerably
harmonious. The art of writing is unknown to them; and as they necessarily lead a wandering life, they seem to have
lost nearly all traditions of the past. The only information I could extract from their oldest chief was that far beyond the
chain of mountains which crosses the country from north to south, are other people of the high country (which is the
name they give themselves; that of savage wounds them greatly), that they have many relations there, and they even
cite names of villages or hamlets as far as the provinces occupied by the Annamite invaders. Their practice is to bury
their dead.

The above description would, with slight modifications and with the except of the part relating to their
ignorance of the art of writing, answer very well for that of the Taungous.
The Taungous call themselves Phao, i.e., ancient fathers, and have a tradition that large numbers of them
emigrated years ago from their original seat of Thatou to a State of the same name in the Shan country. Since then
they have borrowed largely from Shan literature; in fact, their books, most of which have ben translated from
Shan, contain a large admixture of Shan words.
The Taungou alphabet appears to have a closer affinity to that of the Talaings or the Burmans than to that of the
Shans, as it recognizes the medial letters, which are absent in Shan. The one peculiarity deserving of notice to the
pronunciation of the letters is the Indian sound accorded to the letters of the palatal class, e.g., -- is pronounced ch
and not s, as the Tibetans, Burmans, and Talaings pronounce. This is a remarkable fact showing the probability of
the Taungous having received their alphabet direct from Indian colonists.
On the 28th, I started for Thaton and reached it on the same day. Daton, as the name spelt Thaton, Thahtan, and
Thatone, is pronounced, has been identified by Burmese and Talaing writers as the Suvannabhumi of the Buddhist
books, and the Aurea Region of Ptolemy and others. It is bounded on the east by the Dinganek Range, which is
about 12 miles long, and tends from north to south. On the west is an immense rice plain, which is about 15 miles
in breadth, and beyond that is the sea. In the rainy season the plain is covered by water and navigation over it by
boat is possible.
According to a Talaing tradition, Thaton was founded by Siharaja, a contemporary of Gautama Buddha. In
choosing the site of the new city he consulted his foster-father, the Rishi of Zingyaik, and was advised to select a
spot where gold was found, and to which a large population would be attracted in a short time. The spot where the
Jubilee Memorial Fountain, erected in 1888, is now playing, is still pointed out as te site of the palace of Siharaja
and Manuha, the first and last kings of Thaton. Close by is the gold-bearing stream of the Shwegyaung San, which
is perennial and issues from the Dinganek (Singanika) Hill. Gold is still worked by isolated individuals at the
beginning and close of the rainy season, but the quantities obtained are not commensurate with the amount of
labour involved.
There are five Talaing inscriptions at Thaton: four in the enclosure of the Shwezayan pagoda, and the
remaining one under a banyan tree at Hyaungwaing. Their paleography indicates that their age is about 400 years.
Three brick buildings near the Shwezayan Pagoda are known as the libraries, whence Anoratazo, King of
Pagan, is said to have removed the “five elephant-loads of Buddhist scriptures” in 1057AD.
Terra cotta tablets, inserted in niches in the Dagyapaya (pagoda) within the same enclosure are of considerable
interest. Most of them have been destroyed, and the meaning of the representations is not accurately understood.
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But they appear to indicate that the people, whoever they were, who constructed these tablets, undoubtedly
professed Brahmanism or Hinduism, and that they had attained to some degree of civilization. Siva with his
trident is the predominant figure; conveyances are drawn by single ponies, and women wear their hair in big knots
at the back of the head. The features of the persons represented are of Mongolian cast, and resemble those of the
Karens and Taungous of the present day.
The Dagyapaya, in common with other sacred edifices built by the Talaings, is constructed of hewn laterite;
and the existence of several tanks in its vicinity indicates the source whence this building material was obtained.
There are three sculptures in bas-relief on stone, representing Vaishnava symbols, lying in the enclosure of the
Assistant Commissioner’s Court-house. These have been removed to the Phayre Museum at Rangoon.
Nat (i.e., spirit) worship is still, as in other parts of Burma, one of the prevailing forms of belief at Thaton. I
visited the temple of the Nat called Pho-pho (Grandfather). Tradition, which is, in this case, prima facie palpably
false, says that, when this Nat was a human being, he was charged by Sana and Uttara, the Buddhist missioinaries
who visited Ramannadesa in the third century BC, to safeguard thatan against the attacks of the bilus, or ogres.
The image of Pho-pho represents an old man of about 60 years of age, sitting cross-legged, with a white fillet
round the head, and a moustache and pointed beard. The forehead is broad and the face bears an intelligent
expression. The upper portion of the body is nude, and the lower is dressed in a chek pasu, or loin-cloth, of the
zigzag pattern so much prized by the people of Burma. The right hand rests on the right knee, and the left is in the
act of counting the bead of a rosary. The height of the figure is about five feet. In the apartment on the left of Phopho is an image representing a benign-looking wun, or gogernor, in full official dress. Facing the second image in
a separate apartment is the representation of a wild, fierce-looking bo, or military officer, in uniform. The fourth
apartment on the left of the bo is dedicated to a female nat, who is presumably the wife of Pho-pho. But there is
no image representing her. It is noteworthy fact that, as it would be if in India and Ceylon, this temple is held in
veneration by various nationalities professing different creeds. The images of the nats are in a good state of
preservation, as they are in the custody of a medium, who gains a comfortable livelihood thereby. An annual
festival, which is largely attended, is held in their honour. These nats are to my mind clearly an embodiment of
hero-worship, representing some benevolent and sympathetic Burmese governor and his relatives, who left behind
them a kindly memory.
*
On the 31st December, I visited the Kokbennayon Hill, which is about eight miles to the west of Bilin. On the
top of the hill are two images representing the Buddhis missionaries Sona and Uttara, in a recumbent posture and
with their hands clasped towards a stone vessel placed between them. The vessel is reputed to contain a hair of
Gautama Buddha. Around Sona and Uttara are the figures of yahandas, or Buddhis saints, with full, round, and
heavy features. The foreheads of these figures are broad and prominent, but retreating; the nose is big and long;
and the mouth large. At the four corners of the platform on the top of the hill, are figures of a strange monster, half
man, half beast, called, by a false Palicism, manussiha. There is no such Pali word, but the term has been coined
to designate a monster with one human head and two lions’ bodies. The “origin” of the manussiha is thus recorded
in the Kalyani Inscriptions:
The town was situated on the seashore; and there was a rakkhasi, who lived in the sea, and was in the habit of
always seizing and devouring every child that was born in the King’s palace. On the very night of the arrival of the two
theras, the chief queen of the King gave birth to a child. The rakkhasi, knowing that a child had been born in the King’s
palace, came towards the town, surrounded by 500 other rakkhasas, with the object of devouring it. When the people
saw the rakkhasa, they were stricken with terror, and raised a loud cry. The two theras, perceiving that the rakkhasi and
her attendants had assumed the exceedingly frightful appearance of lions, each with one head and two bodies, created
(by means of supernatural powers) monsters of similar appearance, but twice the number of those accompanying the
rakkhasa, and those monsters chased the rakkhasas and obstructed their further progress. When the pisachas saw twice
their own number of monsters created by the supernatural power of the two theras, they cried out, “Now we shll
become their prey,” and being stricken with terror, fled towares the sen.

Fergusson, in his History of Indian and Eastern Architecture (page 622), makes the following pertinent remarks
on the origin of this monster:
This illustration (of the Shwedagon Pagonda at Rangoon) is also valuable as showing the last lineal descendant of
these great human-headed winged lions that once adorned the portals of the palaces at Nineveh; but after nearly 3,000
years of wandering and ill-treatment have degenerated into these wretched caricatures of their former selves.

In an image-house at the foot of the hill is a brass bell on which the old Talaing inscription has been effaced,
and a modern Burmese one engraved. It is, perhaps, hopeless to recover a copy of the ancient inscription.
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*
On the 1 January 1892, I visited the Tizaung Pagoda at Zokthok village, which is about 6 miles to the north of
Bilin. The basement of the pagoda is constructed of blocks of laterite, each about 2 feet by 1½ feet by 1 foot in
dimension. Some of the images, as well as the receptacles for offerings, &c., placed around it are of the same
material, and bear traces of ornamentation. In the neighbourhood are sculptures in relief engraved on large laterite
blocks, which are so arranged as to form panels on the face of a wall or rampart of earth 450 feet long and 12 feet
high. They are known as the sindat-myindat (elephants and horses of war); but the representations are those of
elephants and tigers, or lions, alternately with those of nats interspersed between them.
*
The Kelaba (Kelasa) Pagoda—the Kelasabhapabbatachetiyn of the Kalyani Inscriptions—was visited on the
2nd January. It is situated on a steep-hill about 2,000 feet high, and appears to have been renovated. It derives its
sanctity from the tradition that, like the Kyaiktiyo and Kokbennayon Pagods, it ontains one of the three hairs
given by Gautama Buddha to the Rishi Kelasa. Near the pagoda are two stone inscriptions cut by King
Dhammacheti. They are in the Talaing character. The engraved portion of one has been entirely destroyed and
only the socket remains standing, while half of the other has been broken. Only one manussiha, facing seawards,
is found on the pagoda platform. Numbers of square bricks with the representation of a lotus flower impressed
upon them are lying about the place.
The Kelasa Hill abounds in plants used in Burmese medicine. The plant, called Maukkado, is employed as an
antidote againt snake-poison, and another, called Kwegaungzawet, is used in curing hydrophobia.
*
On the same day, the village of Ayetboma, which is four miles off, was visited. It is the ancient Taikkula and
the Gojamattikangara of the Kalyaui Inscriptions. Dr. Forchhammer in his Notes on the Early History and
Geography of British Burma, II. Page 7, says:
st

Though the seashore is now about twelves miles to the west, this place was still an important seaport in the 16 th
and 17th centuries; it is marked on the map of Professor Lassen as Takkala, but erroneously placed a few miles
north of Tavoy. Cables, ropes and other vestiges of sea-going vessels are still frequently dug up about Tnikkula.
As to Golamattikanagara (for Gola rread Skr. Ganda), if the evidence afforded by the Kalyani Inscriptions can
be relied on, the settlement in Suvannabhumi was apparently colonized from Bengal during one of the struggles
for supremacy between Buddhism and Brahmanism and possibly Jainism also. At the conclusion of the third
Buddhist Council it was remembered by the mother-country, and missionaries were sent to it in order to reestablish community of faith.
There used to be a Talaing inscription near Ayetbema, but it was removed to the Phayre Museum at Rangoon
about eight years ago. Traces of a wall and moat still exist, and fragments of pottery and of glazed tiles are found
in the neighbourhood.
*
Pegu was reached on the night of the 3rd January. Extensive ruins are extant on the east and west face of the
town. The ruins at Zaingganaing, on the west side, comprise those of Kalyanisima, Mahacheti, Yabemyo,
Kyaikpun, and Shwegugyi. There are ten inscriptions at Kalyanisima, one at Yabemyo and twenty-two at
Shwegugyi. Between Kalyanisima and Mahacheti is an enormous image of Gautama Buddha in a recumbent
posture, measuring about 181 feet in length. Treasure-hunters have been hard at work among these ruins, and I am
told that their acts of vandalism are countenanced both by the pongyis and the native officials, who expect a share
in the “finds.” Most of the stone inscriptions have been broken by treasure-hunters, or by pagoda slaves, who
were anxious to obliterate the record of their origin. In some cases, the names of persons dedicated as pagoda
slaves have been carefully chiseled out.
Pegu is the Thebaid of Ramannadesa, as Pagan is of Burma Proper, and its ruins have great claim to a detailed
archaeological survey. The Kalyanisima is the most interesting of all. It is an ancient Hall of Ordination, to which
Buddhist priests from all parts of Burma, and even from Ceylon and Siam, used to flock to receive their
upasampada ordination. Close by are ten stone slabs covered with inscriptions on both sides. All of them are more
or less broken, but the fragments, which are lying scattered about are capable of restoration. Their average
dimensions are about 12 feet high, 4 feet 2 inches wide, and 1 foot and 3 inches thick. They were set up by King
Dhammacheti after he had founded the Kalyanisima in 1476 AD. The language of the inscriptions is partly Pali
and partly Talaing. Numerous copies of the Pali portion on palm-leaf are extant, and from two of them I have
prepared a text transcriped in the Roman character. The great value of the kalyani Inscriptions rests on the detailed
information they give of themanner in which simas (bengs) should be consecrated in order to secure their validity,
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of the intercourse of Pegu and Burma with Ceylon and Southern India in the 15 th century AD, and of the Burmese
view of the apostolic succession of the Buddhist priesthood.
The Mahacheti Pagoda is a huge pile of brick and laterite, built by Hanbawadi Sinbyuyin about the middle of
the 16th century AD. Only the square basement now remains, measuring about 320 feet wide at the base, and about
170 feet high.
Nothing definite is known about the ruins of Yabemyo, Kyaikpun, and Shwegugyi. In the neighborhood of the
last-named pagoda, glazed terra cotta tablets exhibiting, in relief, figures of human beings and animals were
found lying scattered about. A number of such tablets have been collected in Mr. Jackson’s garden near the
Kalyanisima. All these should be acquired by Government and sent to the Phayre Museum at Rangoon. They
appear to have been manufactured by colonists from India.
The religious buildings at Pegu suffered greatly at the hands of the Portuguese adventurer, Philip de Brito y
Nicoto, alias Maung Zinga, who held his Court at Syriam at the beginning of the 17 th century, and also at the
hands of Alompra’s soldiery, who, being incensed at the acts of sacrilege committed by the Talaings during their
ephemeral conquest of Burma Proper, wreaked their vengeance when their turn came. It is said that Maung Zinga,
who was originally a ship-boy, and was stationed at Syriam to watch events and to represent his master, the King
of Arakan, entertained ambitious designs of holding Pegu as a dependency of the Crown of Portugal and of
converting the Peguans to Christianity. For the attainment of this object, he allied himself with Byinnya Dala, the
Governor of Martaban, who was tributary to Siam, and opened communications with the Viceroy of Goa. He
failed in his object and met with his death, because he had alienated the sympathy of the people by breaking down
their religious buildings and shipping off to Goa the treasures obtained therefrom in “five ships.” In the plaintive
words of the bamaing or history of the Shwemodo Pagoda:
Manng Zinga was a heretic, who, for ten years, searched for pagodas to destroy them. Religion perished in
Ramanna, and good works were no longer performed.

The Shwegugale Pagoda is in a good state of preservation. Its basement consists of a gallery containing 64
images of Buddha, each 4 feet 8 inches high, which were apparently constructed by Siamese architects. It is
octagonal in shape, and is a remarkable structure. On each side is an entrance, 6 feet high by 3 feet 2 inches wide,
and 7 feet 2 inches long; these entrances lead to an interior gallery, 5 feet 2 inches wide, and 7 feet 3 inches high;
the entire gallery, passing round the central portion, measures 246 feet.
Close to the Mazinchaung is the Shwenaba Pagoda. It contains an image sculpted in relief on a tablet of
sandstone measuring 5½ feet by 4 feet. The image has an Indian cast of features, and is fabled to be shackled with
fetters owing to its having once fled from Pegu. It is said that this image, as well as a similar one of the same
name on the eastern face of the\fn{Here the text breaks off:H}
75.155 Sredni Vashtar\fn{by Hector Hugh Munro aka Saki (1870-1916)} Akyab, Rakhine State, Myanmar (M) 3
Conradin was ten years old, and the doctor had pronounced his professional opinion that the boy would not
live another five years. The doctor was silky and effete, and counted for little, but his opinion was endorsed by
Mrs. De Ropp, who counted for nearly everything. Mrs. De Ropp was Conradin’s cousin and guardian, and in his
eyes she represented those three-fifths of the world that are necessary and disagreeable and real; the other twofifths, in perpetual antagonism to the foregoing, were summed up in himself and his imagination. One of these
days Conradin supposed he would succumb to the mastering pressure of wearisome necessary things—such as
illnesses and coddling restrictions and drawn-out dullness. Without his imagination, which was rampant under the
spur of loneliness, he would have succumbed long ago.
Mrs. De Ropp would never, in her honestest moments, have confessed to herself that she disliked Conradin,
though she might have been dimly aware that thwarting him “for his good” was a duty which she did not find
particularly irksome. Conradin hated her with a desperate sincerity which he was perfectly able to mask. Such few
pleasures as he could contrive for himself gained an added relish from the likelihood that they would be
displeasing to his guardian, and from the realm of his imagination she was locked out—an unclean thing, which
should find no entrance.
In the dull, cheerless garden, overlooked by so many windows that were ready to open with a message not to
do this or that, or a reminder that medicines were due, he found little attraction. The few fruit-trees that it contained were set jealously apart from his plucking, as though they were rare specimens of their kind blooming in an
arid waste; it would probably have been difficult to find a market-gardener who would have offered ten shillings
for their entire yearly produce.
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In a forgotten corner, however, almost hidden behind a dismal shrubbery, was a disused tool-shed of respecttable proportions, and within its walls Conradin found a haven, something that took on the varying aspects of a
playroom and a cathedral. He had peopled it with a legion of familiar phantoms, evoked partly from fragments of
history and partly from his own brain, but it also boasted two inmates of flesh and blood. In one corner lived a
ragged-plumaged Houdan hen, on which they boy lavished an affection that had scarcely another outlet. Further
back in the gloom stood a large hutch, divided into two compartments, one of which was fronted with close iron
bars.
This was the abode of a large polecat-ferret, which a friendly butcher-boy had once smuggled, cage and all,
into its present quarters, in exchange for a long-secreted hoard of small silver. Conradin was dreadfully afraid of
the lithe, sharp-fanged beast, but it was his most treasured possession. Its very presence in the tool-shed was a
secret and a fearful joy, to be kept scrupulously from the knowledge of the Woman, as he privately dubbed his
cousin. And one day, out of Heaven knows what material, he spun the beast a wonderful name, and from that
moment it grew into a god and a religion.
The Woman indulged in religion once a week at a church near by, and took Conradin with her, but to him the
church service was an alien rite in the House of Rimmon. Every Thursday, in the dim and musty silence of the
tool-shed, he worshipped with mystic and elaborate ceremonial before the wooden hutch where dwelt Sredni
Vashtar, the great ferret. Red flowers in their season and scarlet berries in the wintertime were offered at his
shrine, for he was a god who laid some special stress on the fierce impatient side of things, as opposed to the
Woman’s religion, which as far as Conradin could observe, went to great lengths in the contrary direction.
And on great festivals powdered nutmeg was strewn in front of his hutch, an important feature of the offering
being that the nutmeg had to be stolen. These festivals were of irregular occurrence, and were chiefly appointed to
celebrate some passing event. On one occasion when Mrs. De Roipp suffered from acute toothache for three days,
Conradin kept up the festival during the entire three days, and almost succeeded in persuading himself that Sredni
Vashtar was personally responsible for the toothache. If the malady had lasted for another day the supply of
nutmeg would have given out.
The Houdan hen was never drawn into the cult of Sredni Vashtar. Conradin had long ago settled that she was
an Anabaptist. He did not pretend to have the remotest knowledge as to what an Anabaptist was, but he privately
hoped that it was dashing and not very respectable. Mrs. De Ropp was the ground plan on which he based and
detested all respectability.
After a while Conradin’s absorption in the tool-shed began to attract the notice of his guardian. “It is not good
for him to be pottering down there in all weathers,” she promptly decided, and at breakfast one morning she
announced that the Houdan hen had been sold and taken away overnight. With her short-sighted eyes she peered
at Conradin, waiting for an outbreak of rage and sorrow; which she was ready to rebuke with a flow of excellent
precepts and reasoning. But Conradin said nothing: there was nothing to be said. Something perhaps in his white
set face gave her a momentary qualm, for at tea that afternoon there was toast on the table, a delicacy which she
usually banned on the ground that it was bad for him; also because the making of it “gave trouble,” a deadly
offence in the middle-class feminine eye.
“I thought you liked toast,” she exclaimed, with an injured air, observing that he did not touch it.
“Sometimes,” said Conradin.
In the shed that evening there was an innovation in the worship of the hutch-god. Conradin had been wont to
chant his praises, tonight he asked a boon.
“Do one thing for me, Sredni Vashtar.”
The thing was not specified. As Sredni Vashtar was a god he must be supposed to know. And choking back a
sob as he looked at that other empty corner, Conradin went back to the world he so hated.
And every night, in the welcome darkness of his bedroom, and every evening in the dusk of the tool-shed,
Conradin’s bitter litany went up:
“Do one thing for me, Sredni Vashtar.”
Mrs. De Ropp noticed that the visits to the shed did not cease, and one day she made a further journey of
inspection.
“What are you keeping in that locked hutch?” she asked. “I believe it’s guinea-pigs. I’ll have them all cleared
away.”
Conradin shut his lips tight, but the Woman ransacked his bedroom till she found the carefully hidden key, and
forthwith marched down to the shed to complete her discovery. It was a cold afternoon, and Conradin had been
bidden to keep to the house. From the furthest window of the dining-room the door of the shed could just be seen
beyond the corner of the shrubbery, and there Conradin stationed himself. He saw the Woman enter, and then he
imagined her opening the door of the sacred hutch and peering down with here short-sighted eyes into the thick
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straw bed where his god lay hidden. Perhaps she would prod at the straw in her clumsy impatience. And Conradin
fervently breathed his prayer for the last time.
But he knew as he prayed that he did not believe. He knew that the Woman would come out presently with that
pursed smile he loathed so well on her face, and that in an hour or two the gardener would carry away his wonderful god, a god no longer, but a simple brown ferret in a hutch. And he knew that the Woman would triumph
always as she triumphed now, and that he would grow ever more sickly under her pestering and domineering and
superior wisdom, till one day nothing would matter much more with him and the doctor would be proved right.
And in the sting and misery of his defeat, he began to chant loudly and defiantly the hymn of his threatened idol:
Sredni Vashtar went forth,
His thought were red thoughts and his teeth were white.
His enemies called for peace, but he brought them death.
Sredni Vashtar the Beautiful.

And then of a sudden he stopped his chanting and drew closer to the window-pane. The door of the shed still
stood ajar as it had been left, and the minutes were slipping by. They were long minutes, but they slipped by
nevertheless. He watched the starlings running and flying in little parties across the lawn; he counted them over
and over again, with one eye always on that swinging door. A sour-faced maid came in to lay the table for tea, and
still Conradin stood and waited and watched. Hope had crept by inches into his heart, and now a look of triumph
began to blaze in his eyes that had only known the wistful patience of defeat. Under his breath, with a furtive
exultation, he began once again the pean of victory and devastation. And presently his eyes were rewarded; out
through that doorway came a long, low, yellow-and-brown beast, with eyes a-blink at the weaning daylight, and
dark wet stains around the fur of jaws and throat.
Conradin dropped on his knees. The great polecat-ferret made its way down to a small brook at the foot of the
garden, drank for a moment, then crossed a little plank bridge and was lost to sight in the bushes.
Such was the passing of Sredni Vashtar.
“Tea is ready,” said the sour-faced maid; “where is the mistress?”
“She went down to the shed some time ago,” said Conradin.
And while the maid went to summon her mistress to tea, Conradin fished a toasting-fork out of the sideboard
drawer and proceeded to toast himself a piece of bread. And during the toasting of it and the buttering of it with
much butter and the slow enjoyment of eating it, Conradin listened to the noises and silences which fell in quick
spasms beyond the dining-room door. The loud foolish screaming of the maid, the answering chorus of wondering
ejaculations from the kitchen region, the scuttering footsteps and hurried embassies for outside help, and the, after
a lull, the scared sobbings and the shuffling tread of those who bore a heavy burden into the house.
“Whoever will break it to the poor child? I couldn’t for the life of me!” exclaimed a shrill voice.
And while they debated the matter among themselves, Conradin made himself another piece of toast.
262.204 Excerpt from Jackie\fn{by Marguerite Florence Laura Jervis (1884/86/87-1964)} Henzada, Henzada District,
Ayeyarwady Region, Myanmar (F) 5
1
The quest of an alleged Amati violin had brought Mervyn Carter into Soho, that home of fiddle makers and
dealers. He would have explored a remoter spot to secure such a prize to add to his collection of rare things
housed in Riverside Drive, New York City. The Amati, alas, had proved a chimera, a bad German imitation in
fact, and Carter had wandered into side streets in the vague hope of discovering some hidden treasure among the
stuffy shops of the district, crammed with old jewellery, old lace, old furniture, and bric-a-brac. Of course he had
found nothing to satisfy his discriminating tastes.
Carter’s time was his own. The May morning was fresh and sunny: one of those exhilarating mornings when
even the confined insalubrity of this foreign quarter of the big city does not oppress the intruder. Indeed, its cosmo
politanism was rather attractive to Carter. Here he might imagine himself in some Continental town. The
inhabitants, the names over the shops, the very smells, were un-English. There was music, too, of alien rhythm.
The resonance of the city's traffic prevented him from catching the tune. He came upon it when he turned a corner
—the strident notes of a piano organ that stunned the ear with its suddenness. The usual Italian was at the handle;
only his head and shoulders and smiling face were visible; the rest of him was hidden by a small crowd that
surrounded the instrument. It stood facing the shop of a third-rate costumier.
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Simultaneously Carter became aware of its windowful of fancy costumes, tinsel, sham armour, and other
theatrical ornaments, and between the shoulders of the crowd a bobbing head and flying curls that danced in
perfect time to the ground-out music. Five minutes later he was to know that the head and curls belonged to
Jacqueline. Dancing came naturally to Jacqueline. She had the spirit as well as the grace of it. When she danced
she really and truly illustrated the poetry of motion. She danced because there was music, because it was springtime, because her feet impelled her. She danced because she couldn’t help it. And while she danced she was
oblivious of the crowd she gathered.
For all that, she liked to know she had an audience. To be able to make people stop and watch her helped her to
believe that one day a real audience—a theatreful of people who had paid for their seats—would sit and admire
and applaud her as a finished artiste. That was an ambition she never ceased to dream of.
On a window-ledge she had deposited the jug of stout which she had been sent to fetch, and a newspaper
containing the fried fish beloved of Madame Lemine, her owner. For Jacqueline in truth was “owned,” even as a
dog or a cat is owned. She was a possession, an acquisition, a piece of child merchandise, and she knew it.
This knowledge did not affect her dancing. Mervyn Carter, watching her, wondered if anything could. She
seemed born to dance. The quest of Amati violins, of bibelots,\fn{ Decorative ornaments} of every other objet d’art,
went out of his head while he stood on the kerb, wondering at the joyous grace of the unconscious girl.
Her movements were quite unstudied; she had very little technique, but she possessed a quaint charm, and all
her movements were full of colour. Carter, quick to discern the symmetrical in nature as well as good crafts
manship in art, was filled with admiration. She was something out of the common, individual; hardly beautiful,
though she gave promise of beauty later on. Her speaking little face entranced him. He judged her to be about
thirteen. She had a perfect complexion, rather pale, cherry lips, and big brown eyes, soft and velvety. Her hair was
a deep golden with darker streaks in it. She was a study in wallflower tints, golds and browns.
The music stopped. The Italian collected pennies and trundled off. Jacqueline came to a standstill and
remembered her jug and newspaper. The loiterers dispersed. Carter moved a step nearer. Her spell had not ceased
with her dancing.
“Youngster,” said he, “you dance well. Who are you? Where do you live?”
She regarded him steadfastly. With the innate suspicion of her class she mistrusted strangers. But this rugged,
kind-faced, youngish man, with eyes as blue as the clear sky above, was to her liking. His eyes held her brown
ones captive. Hers reciprocated, as blue and brown eyes are apt to do all the world over.
“Jacqueline, m’sieur,” she answered. “Jackie, I am called.”
“You’re French?”
“Since five year I live in England—’ere.” She jerked her head with a half-defiant gesture at the shop behind
her.
Carter looked at it. Over the crammed window was the legend:
MADAME LEMINE
THEATRICAL COSTUMIERE
CHILD ARTISTES TRAINED AND SUPPLIED
It struck him that there was something questionable about the shop: sordid, illicit, difficult to associate with
childhood. It looked dark and dirty. The announcement—“Child artistes trained and supplied”—sounded sinister.
His sympathies, readily aroused on behalf of the young, were provoked. He knew something of the methods by
which performing dogs were trained … but of course children. No one dared ill-treat chil dren in a civilized
country—even those small unfortunates who had to be trained to perform in public.
Yet there were queer smouldering lights in the girl’s eyes: the look that one sometimes sees in canine eyes, so
human that it will not be cowed or beaten out. “How old are you?” he asked. The answer that she “had sixteen
years” surprised him. He had thought of her as the child she looked.
“Do you live in there? Are you treated properly? Are you happy?”
Sensitive as a harp string, she responded to the solicitous tone of his question. Her small hands clenched. Then
she clasped them over her heart intensely.
“’Appy, m’sieur?” Five years of Soho had not yet acclimatized her to the English aspirate. “But no. In here I
burn; I hate. But one day I go free, and I will dance all through the world and back again. That is when my feet
have become much faster. Now I am pupil. I must learn. Even when I am beaten I must not weep. It matters not! I
put out my tongue, like that! Who cares? Not Jackie. One day, m’sieur, I know that I will dance on a great stage,
and have so much money, to go through the fingers — like that.” She illustrated her meaning with a small open
palm and extended fingers.
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“And ’ats, m’sieur! I will ’ave thirty, forty ’ats. And my dresses will be as flowers in the big shop windows, so
many and so beautiful. Ah, yes, every one will speak of Jackie for her ’ats and ’er dresses and ’er dancing. The
little birds said so, m’sieur. They know.”
“What little birds?” wondered Carter.
“In this street, m’sieur; even last week. Little green birds in a cage telling the fortune. From Italie they come.
The woman say to me: ‘Bambino, come ’ere. My little birds will tell your fortune for luck.’ And the little bird he
pick out a piece of paper with his beak, and on it was written, ‘Take ’eart; you will be famous.’ So I take ’eart,
m’sieur, all the time, and I snap my fingers—so! It will come true, m’sieur. There is also a star at night. I see out
of my window. He twinkle to me like a merry eye and he say: ‘God loves Jackie. God will be good to Jackie.’”
She smiled. Mervyn’s interest in her was growing fast
“Tell me some more,” he said.
Jacqueline reached for her jug and newspaper parcel.
“Oh, la, la! the fish is cold! That will bring more trouble. Madame like it ’ot. She tell me to run. Then the
music play and I forget. Quel maiheur!”\fn{What a shame!}
She turned and made adart for the shop door. Carter called her back.
“Look here—Jackie; don’t go yet. What’s this about your being beaten? Perhaps I may be able to help you. I’d
like to. What do you say? Haven’t you any relations? Where do you belong?”
“I do not belong, m'sieur. My mother is dead since I cannot remember. My brother and my father are
enterers\fn{Buried} in France. I refugee. Madame adopt me. Nearly all of us in there are adopt.”
“Have you no friends?”
She gave a decisive shake of the head. She was the personification of expository gesture.
“A friend, m’sieur? That is someone who loves and is angry never? Then I have no friends. Madame call me a
little devil. Per’aps that is why.” She looked forlorn for a moment. Then a smile flashed out.
“Is it that you are a friend, m’sieur? Your eyes are like my star that twinkle to me. The stars they are merry and
kind. Would you be a friend to Jackie?”
Mervyn’s hand shot out. It swallowed up hers, so tiny that it felt almost boneless.
“Try me,” said he.
Jackie considered.
“I go in now,” she said, “or madame will be angered for the delay. Perhaps at two o’clock, if you come back,
m’sieur, I could come out while she sleep.”
“I’ll come back. Sure. Then you’ll tell me all about yourself and we’ll see what can be done? Friends help each
other whenever they can, you know.” From within the shop a raucous voice shrieked:
“Jackee! Jackee!”
Jackie blew a kiss to her new friend—an airy salute of finger-tips, half childish, half of the stage—and darted
off. The shop door swimg to behind her.
And Mervyn Carter continuing on his way thought no more of his quest of the Amati violin or of bibelots and
other rare inanimate things, only of a flesh-and-blood rarity with a face framed in gold-brown hair and with brown
eyes childish and trustful—Jacqueline’s little face which had registered itself with amazing clarity upon his mind
and heart.
But before he left Soho he bought for little Jacqueline a fine silk shawl of wallflower tones like herself, of
browns and golds. And he walked on, making all sorts of plans in his head to interest his London sister in his
strange “find” to have Jackie taught dancing by the best master obtainable; to help her fortune come true … a
young man’s dreams, quixotic, rather American, and quite enthralling …
He lunched at his club, and afterwards in a deep chair in a quiet comer let his thoughts wander back to the little
dancer. He was not disturbed and he drowsed.
The chime of a clock came as a reminder of his appointment. It was a quarter to two. He started to his feet. By
the time he got to Soho Jackie would be waiting.
2
Jackie’s dance and her talk with Carter had between them consumed half an hour. Madame’s reproof for
loitering was a smart slap on the cheek and the deprivation of a meagre midday dinner by way of additional
correction. Jackie might have come in for further punishment but for a huge, clean-shaven man who lounged into
the little shop and distracted the attention of her mistress. In spite of the warm spring day, he sported a befurred
coat, mangy as to the collar, symbol of the actor’s prosperity. The coat and the man almost filled the small shop
space.
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Big Bill Bowman required a lot of room. Most people who knew him gave him a wide berth for physical as
well as moral reasons. He was too large and overbearing to quarrel with or offend. He looked what he was, a
vicious member of the human species. Madame Lemine, shuffling out of her dingy inner room, looked almost as
unprepossessing as the man. She was ponderous, greasy, irascible. Jackie frankly hated her, but had the sagacity to
appreciate that the woman, in spite of the blows and vituperation she dealt out to all her “adopts,” was at bottom
an artiste. Her unwieldiness notwithstanding, she could teach dancing and posture; and Jackie was eager to be
taught. All her short life that had been her attitude—spirit in adventure, but humility in art.
Madame Lemine did a good deal of business with Big Bill Bowman. He owned the acting rights of a tried and
popular melodrama with which for years he had toured the smaller towns, and he came to Madame whenever he
required a child-actress or a second-hand costume. She could supply both at short notice. She owned the shop, the
costumes, and the children. She adopted children for “'love”; gave them a profession '”out of the goodness of her
heart,” to use her own phrase; owned them body and soul and lived upon their earnings. At times she sailed
perilously near the wind in her traffickings; but retribution in the form of the arm of the law had not yet reached
her. She knew her game and played it too discreetly for detection.
With a show of cordiality she invited Bowman into the inner room. He was a good client. He paid well and
promptly.
“What is it now?'” she enquired. “Has not that little one, Rosie, satisfaction given? You bring her back?”
Bowman frowned heavily.
“I’ve not got her in my pocket, if that’s what you mean. She’s in hospital. I want another kid to take her place
from Monday next. If you’ve got one I’ll take her now. Rosie won’t be any good for weeks. I’ve got her free
hospital treatment, thank the Lord. She’s off our hands—yours as well as mine—for the time being.”
Madame looked approval.
“Tell me ’ow it ’appen,” she said.
“This way. I told you I’d got a new bit of business into my second act. I wanted a kid with nerve to stand still
while I did stunts with a stock-whip. I’ve lived in Australia, you know. Well, years ago, out West, I did that for a
turn on the halls, and it struck me it would take on well if I could work it into the play. There was no acting
required. All the kid had to do was to stand still with her neck up ready for me to curl the whip roimd it. Well, the
chicken-livered little fool didn’t stand still. She funked and side-stepped. Consequence was she got a bad slash.
She’ll be back with you inside a month, but she’s no good to me. I’ve got to have a kid with ginger in her, a real
good plucked ’un. Ain’t you got something of the sort? I’ll pay you more than I gave for Rosie. Hang it, I’ll give
you two quid a week. But she must be worth it, mind!”
Madame appeared to cogitate.
“I have one,” she said presently, “a French child. ’Er mother was in the corps de ballet. When she die she owe
me money, so I ’ave to nourish the little one. She dance ver’ well. I teach her myself. She worth three pound a
week, any day. Next year I put her on the halls, I t’ink.”
“Well, if she’s a dancer so much the better. I can easily work in a dance for her. That’s the best of “Dead Men’s
Shoes.” It’s a play you can put chunks into anywhere. In fact, there’s not much of the author left in it, though I
have to pay the blighter his royalties just the same. Let’s have a look at the kid, madame.”
Jackie was called. She came in, wondering what was in store for her this time. She expected another scolding
for anything or nothing. But today she was curiously indifferent to scoldings or even blows. In two hours Madame
Lemine would be sleeping, and herself once more with “the m’sieur with the kind eyes that twinkled like her star.”
In a vague way she associated him with that star. Perhaps he was her mascot. Who knew? At any rate, she was
sure of one thing—she liked him. It would be lovely to have him for a friend.
She took an immediate dislike to the big man standing by Madame’s side. His forceful, domineering
personality impressed itself upon her before he had spoken a single word. She stood still, waiting to hear what
they had to say to her.
Bowman, appraising her with the eye of a showman, coolly took in her points. She was only a child, but even
so, with her mouth shut, staring at him out of her big eyes, her individuality was very distinctive. She was “some
kid.” Those eyes had snap in them.
“So you’re Jackie?” he said. “You’ve got nerve, haven’t you? Madame here says so.”
“What you call nerve?” enquired Jackie.
“Spirit. Not afraid. You wouldn’t be afraid of me, or of getting hurt, for instance?”
He was answered by a quick shrug and a more expressive movement of the face, disclosing the tip of a pink
tongue.
“You are only a great big man,” said she, with the fine contempt of a true daughter of Eve for mere brute force.
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Child as she was, the innate power of her sex was latent within her, giving promise of its effects in years to come.
“You would not hurt me, I think. Madame do that every day. I don’t care.”
Madame outspread hands that could rain shrewd blows.
“It is necessary to beat in order to teach,” she mumbled. “One day you will thank me, ingrate.”
The “ingrate” gave another shrug. Bowman put his hand on her shoulder.
“You’re coming along o’ me,” he said. “I shan’t hurt you if you do what you’re told. I might break you if I
started in. You’re such a bit of a thing. All you’ve got to do is to learn a small part and try to speak it without too
much of your funny foreign accent. You shall have a dance, too, if you’re good. And you’ll have to stand quiet
while I make the long lash of a whip curl round you. Soft as a creepin’ snake, so long as you don’t move.”
“I could stand still even if you shoot,” replied Jackie indifferently. She knew of such circus tricks. But she
finished up with her stock phrase,
“I don’t care.”
“Well, that shows spirit, anyway,” grinned Big Bill. “Nothing like spirits in human or bottle form, say I. Keep
up your spirits and you’ll get on, perhaps, one of these days, my kid. I’ll take her now if she’s ready, Madame. I’m
catchin’ the one-forty-five from Victoria to Cradeley . That’ll give you all tomorrow, being Sunday, to rehearse,”
he informed Jackie.
Sunday had never been a rest day with Jackie. She always expected and got the same amount of discipline and
practice on Sundays as on week days. There was no seventh day repose for child artistes in Madame Lemine’s
system of training. But one-forty-five! Her appointment with m’sieur was for two o’clock! She was not going to
miss him if she could help it, not even to get away from Madame.
“I will come later,” she said. “Not now. Per’aps not at all. I do not know.”
Bowman frowned. Madame spluttered.
“You say that?” she shrilled. “You—my love, my adopt! You have no voice to say anyt’ing at all!”
“Oh, have I not?” stormed Jackie, instantly accepting the challenge with a sudden volcanic outburst that
amazed the woman and the big showman.
Jackie did not often get into a real rage. Her powers of endurance, of forgiveness and forgetfulness, were
remarkable. But now she was a whirlwind, a defiant fury, a spitfire tiger cub, ready to fight or rend. She was
fighting for her appointment at two o’clock. Neither wild horses nor big men should drag her away until she had
kept it. Her English no longer sufficed. She rattled on vociferously in her native tongue.
Bowman, with a tolerant grin, went out of the room and left her at it. His object was to fetch a taxi. The
settlement of the matter would be easier of accomplishment with a vehicle handy at the door. He was back again
in a few minutes. Jackie’s rage had abated somewhat, but she was white and shaking, standing her ground.
“Time’s up,” he announced. “And the train won’t wait. Now, then, kid, don’t swear in French. It’s waste of
breath, because I don’t understand it. Never mind her hat, Madame. I’m pressed for time.”
He picked Jackie up as though she were a baby or a feather, tucked her imder his arm, put his free hand over
her mouth, and swiftly deposited her in the waiting cab. Her natural agility availed her nothing agamst his vast
bulk and strength. She might as well have tried to wrestle with an elephant.
When the cab started he let go of her. On the instant she made a dive for the door. But he was as quick.
“No, you don’t! No tricks, now, or you’ll be sorry. Why don’t you come quiet like a sensible kid? I’ve told you
I won’t hurt you unless you deserve it.”
Jackie’s tears suddenly flowed. Not for years had she wept.
“Oh, I entreat you!” she cried piteously. “Let me go. Till three o’clock. At three o’clock I will return. I swear
it!”
“Swearing be blowed! What’s the odds between one-forty-five and three?”
The difference to Jackie was immeasurable; as Dan is to Beersheba; as light is to darkness.
“At two o’clock I meet a friend,” she declared intensely. Bowman laughed.
“What sort of friend? Man, girl, what?”
“My friend is a milord,” she flashed out.
He gave her a wondering look. No swell in his opinion would bother his head about such an elfish-looking
creature. She was too young and too immature to arouse masculine admiration. And yet—he tilted up her chin
roughly—there certainly was something intriguing about the little face … he patted her arm.
“You don’t want to make friends with strangers,” he said with rough affability. “You put melords and such-like
out of that little head of yours. More likely he’s just a dud.”
Jackie went crimson with indignation.
“I tell you,” she cried, “that my friend, he is a milord—gentil. You are too big for me to fight, or I would fight
you; but if you do not set me free for one little while till three o’clock, I will hate you all my life!”
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“Hate away,” grinned Bowman. “I’m kind of used to that.”
At the station he kept a firm grip of her hand. She saw the futility of struggling and stood by his side,
seemingly docile. But all the while her heart felt bursting. She had meant to meet her m’sieur at two! She had
meant to be there!
And at two-fifteen, when Jackie was well on her way to Cradeley, Mervyn Carter, in a flurry because he was
late, jumped out of a taxi and scanned the street for Jackie and scanned it in vain. She was nowhere to be seen. He
waited ten minutes. Then after some hesitation he went into the shop.
Madame had seen him pass and repass the window and suspiciously asked herself the reason. Her experienced
eye told her that he was no “theatrical.” He was of another world, seemingly the world of prosperity. But then also
that might be a pose—camouflage.
“Sale agent de police, va!” she muttered to herself, and was on her guard.
“You train children for the stage, do you not?” Carter asked. “I’m interested in a protégé of yours. I want to
see her if I may. Jacqueline is her name.”
“Jacqueline?” repeated Madame vaguely.
“Or Jackie.” Madame shook her head.
“M’sieur,” she smiled, “you ’ave made a mistake. I know of no little one called Jackee. My pupils, all of them,
are practising now in the studio. Would m’sieur care to see?”
Carter followed her through a labyrinth of cupboard-like rooms into a so-called studio at the back of the house.
Some ten children, mostly girls, were practising acrobatic and dance exercises of various kinds. Jackie was not
one of their number. Disappointed, Carter turned away, and Madame accompanied him back to the shop.
“A mistake, is it not? I am sorry I cannot ’elp m’sieur,” she said.
Carter wheeled round, fixing her with hard eyes. They did not twinkle always. They had a look of steel at times
—cold steel.
“I met that little girl, Jackie, outside here an hour or two back,” he asserted. “As to my being mistaken, I’m
quite sure I am not. She said she lived here, and I believe her. I’d believe a child with a face like hers if she told
me she was Empress of China. And what’s more, I’m going to find her somehow if it takes me years to do it.” He
paused to let his words sink in. “Won’t you change your mind and tell me where she is?”
Madame Lemine’s face took on an expression of stupidity—and obduracy.
Carter turned on his heel and swung out of the shop. The woman watched him go, surprised, a little afraid;
speculating on his earnestness and his protests, which to her guilty mind implied a threat and possible punishment.
As for Carter, his quest of the antique, of treasure of bygone days and long-dead craftsmen, was completely
obliterated by a baffling sense of regret and disappointment. Somewhere, lost to him, and now, because lost,
doubly and inexplicably precious, was an atom of childish flotsam—Jacqueline.
And that was all he knew of her. Just a name! Jacqueline—Jackie! …
249.1 Excerpt from My Burma\fn{by U Ba (1887-1963)} Pathein, Ayeyarwady Region, Myanmar (M) 22
1
The first childhood incident I remember was going to school. I was then about five years of age. My maternal
grandfather, U Seik, was very keen on my going to school. He insisted that must be sent to a vernacular school
which was only a few doors away from our house. I went for a day or two, but then refused to go any more. My
grandfather took hold of me by the feet and pretended to throw me headfirst into a big tub of water. I was terribly
frightened and promised that I would go to school regularly. I never played truant again.
After I had started school, my father was posted as myook to Ngaputaw, about thirty or forty miles away from
the sea. Malaria was then prevalent in that area. My father went there first and a few months later my mother and
I followed him. As there was no steamer service between Bassein and Ngaputaw, we went in a big country boat.
We left Bassein early in the morning and arrived at Ngaputaw in the afternoon. Ngaputaw was not and still is not
a town in the proper sense of the word. It is a big village. My father was kept in Ngaputaw for only a few months,
and then he was transferred to Danubyu as Township Officer.
Danubyu was in those days a very prosperous town. The people were very hospitable and friendly. Though I
was very young, I felt very happy indeed. One of our neighbors was a fishery-lessee. He used to bring dried fish
back from his fishery, and when I went to see him, he would bake it and give it to me. I found it very delicious.
One night my mother fell ill with, I believe, colic. The household was awakened. I went and sat near her. A
little while later I said that I wanted a drink of water, and a servant took me to the next room, where drinking
water was kept. As I drank a cup of water, I looked out through a window at a flowering tree just opposite the
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window. I saw a huge black man sitting on one of its branches; he was headless and armless. It was a ghost.
When I saw him, I simply ran to my mother’s room, crying at the top of my voice. For several months I was so
nervous that I was placed under medical treatment. I took fright whenever I saw a shadow or heard a loud voice.
While I was being treated, my father was transferred to Mogok as Subdivisional Officer. He could not refuse
the transfer, as he had been promoted over the heads of several senior officers. In those days the highest
appointment open to a Burman officer was a subdivisional officership, with a starting pay of 300 rupees a month.
As Mogok is right in the northern Shan State and was said to be malarious, my father sent my mother and the
children to Bassein to live with my maternal grandparents.
A few months later, my father was transferred to Tagaung, the capital of the first Burmese kingdom. It is on the
Irrawaddy River, and about midway between Bhamo, a frontier town near China and Mandalay. We joined him
after a few months and lived in a Government house which was built quite close to the old city wall.
We found no traces of ancient civilization. Everything was in ruin. The town itself was not a town but a grownup village. It had a few hundred houses with bamboo walling and thatched roofing. The people were extremely
poor, and were without regular employment. Their main source of income was from fisheries and the supply of
fuel to the Irrawaddy Flotilla Company.
The place was extremely malarious. My younger brother, Maung Ba Kyu, who was then about three or four
years of age, and I, fell ill one day with very high fever. My brother had fits now and then. We were attended by a
Punjabi doctor who was attached to a military police unit. Though I was only about seven years of age, I could see
that the doctor was almost useless. How we got rid of our fever, I do not know.
We could not attend school while we were in Tagaung because the only proper school was monastic. We spent
most of the time playing in the compound by ourselves. The place was full of snakes, but they were not supposed
to be killed. If one was killed, several snakes turned up very mysteriously and suddenly, and the killer of the snake
could hardly escape them. The legend was that one of the queens who ruled Tagaung had a naga (king-serpent) as
her paramour. The naga came to the Queen’s chamber every night in the guise of a man, and left only in the
morning. Nobody knew anything about it. As it was deemed improper for a woman to rule over the country alone,
the Council of Ministers proposed that the Queen should seek a consort. She agreed, and several suitors appeared,
one after the other. All were asked to sleep in a selected royal apartment and every one who slept in there was
found dead in the morning. But one suitor, Mating Pauk Kyine, did not sleep when he occupied the room. Instead,
he put the trunk of a banana tree on the bed and hid himself in a corner, sword in hand. In the middle of the night
the serpent came, not in the guise of a man, but in its natural form. When it saw the banana trunk covered with a
blanket, it thought it was a man sleeping and struck it at once. Its fangs got embedded in the banana trunk,
whereupon Mating Pauk Kyine came out of his hiding place and killed the serpent with his sword. As a result, a
curse was laid on Tagaung to the effect that if a snake was killed, the person who killed it would be killed by
snakes.
One day while I was playing in the compound of our house, I saw a snake and killed it. In no time—and I did
not know where they came from—several snakes appeared. I became frightened and ran into the house,
mentioning the incident to one of our servants. The servant told me to ask forgiveness, and I did. All the snakes
miraculously disappeared.
There was a nat (spirit) shrine in Tagaung. It was well known, and people were very frightened of the nat. I
think, but I am not now sure, that the name of the nat was Bobogyi. A wooden statue of him was placed in the
shrine. People who sought his favor went to the shrine and offered flowers and burnt incense. However, nobody
was allowed to raise his head and look at the statue. If he did and laughed, he at once suffered facial paralysis.
Nobody could help laughing when he saw the statue because the head was extremely big and the body was small.
But the nat would not do any harm to a bad hat.\fn{I.e., a lumkike, a bad man} He seemed to be frightened of them.
One day a friend of my father, an Arakanese and a Deputy Inspector of Schools, went to the shrine under the
influence of drink and slapped the statue’s cheek. Everybody thought something would happen to him, but
nothing did. A few days later a woman was possessed by Bobogyi and he was asked what he wanted. He said,
“Some Punjabi soldiers eased themselves near my shrine. Please clean it up because I cannot stand the smell.
Please also ask the Arakanese Deputy Inspector of Schools not to slap me again.” When Bobogyi was asked why
he did not bewitch them or do some harm to them, he replied,
“I dare not do it because the Punjabis are soldiers and foreigners. And, in the case of the Deputy Inspector of
Schools, he is a lumike (bad hat).” The popular belief among the Burmans is that even bad nats dare not harm bad
men.
Some months after this incident, my father was transferred to Maubin, Irrawaddy Division, as an In-ahun Wun
(Revenue Officer in charge of Fisheries), and we went with our mother to Bassein. While we were in Bassein, I
was entered at a vernacular school, where I learned only the Burmese alphabet. About six months later we
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rejoined father at Maubin.
At Maubin my younger brother, Maung Ba Kyu, and I were entered at a Government Middle Anglo-Vernacular
School. I was then about nine and my brother Ba Kyu was just a year and a few months younger. We were not
happy in that school. As we were the sons of an official and dressed decently and respectably, some boys were
jealous of us. One in particular seemed to be evil incarnate. He hurled insults at us and cracked nasty jokes at our
expense.
My brother and I stood it for some time, but one day we could no longer restrain ourselves. On our way home
after school our tormentor followed us and tried to pick a quarrel by bumping into me. I did nothing but walk on
fast. I knew he would stab me if I did anything, for I saw a knife in his hand. When we got some distance away, I
picked up a brickbat and threw it at our enemy; it missed him by inches. He retaliated by throwing bricks and
stones, and a few of his friends joined him. But my brother and I stood our ground and were prepared to fight it
out. We knew that if we gave in, we could no longer go back to school. If we did, our lives would be miserable.
Fortunately, just at that moment our schoolteacher turned up and stopped the fight. After questioning all of us,
he punished our tormentor and his friends. From that day till we left that school a few months later, we were left
in peace.
When we had been in that school about six or nine months, our father received an order of transfer to Katha in
Upper Burma, lying midway between Bhamo and Mandalay. Father went alone to Katha, and the rest of us went
to Bassein. A few months later Mother joined Father in Katha, leaving me and my younger brother, Ba Kyu, with
our maternal grandparents, U Seik and Daw Yeik.
2
We were entered at the American Baptist Mission Middle School just before Mother left for Katha, starting in
the first standard. Our teacher was a kind-hearted and pleasant-looking young lady called Daw Pwa Shin. She was
a good teacher and was like a mother to her pupils. I was her favorite, as I did my lessons well and was always at
the head of the class. I was promoted to the second standard in six months, and after another six months, to the
third standard. The school was small, with only about twenty-five or thirty students in each class, some of whom
were girls.
A boy called Maung Lwin, who was a bit older, used to sit next to me. In class, when the teacher was not
looking our way, he liked to roll up his longyi (skirt) and expose his thighs. I asked him not to do it, warning that
he might get into trouble. One day after morning service in school hall, the Principal of the school, Reverend
Tribolet, came with a riding whip in his hand. When I saw him, I had a foreboding that something was going to
happen to me.
I did not have to wait long. The Principal asked Maung Lwin to come up to him, and gave him a severe
thrashing. Then he turned round to Saya Yaba, our class teacher, and asked him whether I had also misbehaved
toward the girls. Saya Yaba said yes, although he knew that my attitude toward the girls was always correct. The
Principal called me up and gave me a few light strokes on my right hand. Evidently he thought that I had aided
and abetted Maung Lwin. From that time on, Maung Lwin behaved better, and the relations between the boys and
girls became congenial and friendly.
In the year after I had entered the third standard, I had been promoted to the fifth. Our teacher in this standard
was U Po Hman, a simple and God-fearing man who, unfortunately, hardly knew what teaching meant. He was
never meant to be a teacher. He had no control over the students; they did what they liked in class, with the result
that over 50 per cent failed in their final examinations. I was one of the few who passed. Our sixth-standard
teacher was a Christian Madrasi. He was a well-qualified teacher and treated his students as though they were his
younger brothers and sisters. I was his favorite pupil, not only because I did homework well and punctually, but
also because I always had the highest test scores.
I was very happy in the sixth standard, but the atmosphere changed when I got to the seventh. The teacher was
a Christian Sino-Burman who was very strict and he was punctilious in his manners. He thought I over-dressed. I
did dress better and more respectably than the other students, wearing a silk longyi and a silk or taffeta jacket. I
also wore a small diamond ring and a gold chain. As I always did well in class, my teacher treated me well, but
tried to humble me by making me carry his chair to the dais in the main hail of the school just as the students
assembled to say morning prayers. After prayers, I had to carry it back to our classroom. Contrary to my teacher’s
intention, I was proud of this duty, since according to Lord Buddha’s teaching, I gained merit in carrying my
teacher’s chair.
It was while I was in this Baptist school that I learned the art of public speaking. Debates were held once a
month, and senior students were encouraged to take part. Invariably, I was asked to take the lead, either for or
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against a subject. In my first debate, I was so frightened and nervous that big beads of perspiration broke out on
my forehead before I went on the platform. When I got there, my eyesight became blurred, and I could not
distinguish anybody in front of me. I do not know what I said! I simply rattled out my speech, and then resumed
my seat. When my class teacher congratulated me on my speech, I was amazed. I said,
“Thank you, Sir, but I do not know what I said. I simply blurted out what came into my head.” He said,
“You made a good speech. Where did you get all that information?” I replied that I took it from a newspaper.
From then on I became bolder every time I debated. In due course, I passed the seventh standard and went on
to the Bassein Government High School.
Before I describe my life in the Government High School, I must mention several things which occurred while
I was still in the American Baptist Mission School. The first is still vividly imprinted on my mind.
My maternal grandfather, U Seik, used to offer payakosu every Saturday morning. Payakosu is an offering of
food to Lord Buddha and Eight of His Disciples, but prayers have to be said and stanzas from Mingala Sutta and
Metta Sutta have to be recited on the previous night. My grandfather engaged a Burmanized Manipuri Brahmin to
offer payakosu for him. Every Friday night I offered prayers along with that Brahmin and slept with him so as to
help him offer soon (food) early the following morning.
On the first Friday night, I had a dream in which I saw the sun shining brightly in the sky. On the second
Friday night, my dream was of the moon, shining very brilliantly in the sky. On the third Friday night, I dreamed
of the stars. On the fourth Friday night, I dreamed I was flying a kite which flew very high; other kites circled
round the string of my kite, seemingly in homage. The fifth and last dream was most extraordinary: in it I ate
human flesh and then flew over the tops of the houses in Bassein. I mentioned all my dreams to my grandfather, U
Seik, and he said,
“Son, all these dreams foretell that you will grow up to be a big man, but I can’t say what you will be. If we
were still independent, 1 would say that you will one day become a ruler of the nation. But I can’t say it now
because we are a conquered race. Don’t mention your dreams, son, to others.”
From that moment, I made up my mind to become a lawyer and a judge.
In 1903, just before the seventh-standard final examination in the American Baptist School, news came
through from Rangoon that the boys of the Government Collegiate High School had gone on strike. That was the
first student strike in the history of Burma. It was led by U Po Byaw, now Chairman of the Rangoon Turf Club.
The cause of the strike was a circular issued by Inspector of Schools Cocks; in it he directed the school boys in
Rangoon to shikoe (kowtow) their teachers every morning before they began their day’s work. The boys refused
to do it, saying,
“According to the Teaching of our Lord Buddha, the type of teacher whom we are to shikoe is one who lodges
and feeds his pupils in his house and teaches them free of charge. The teachers we have now are not of that type—
they teach us because they get fees from us. This requirement is a device by our English rulers to break our spirit
and humble our pride.”
Fortunately for everybody concerned, the circular was withdrawn, and the boys were not asked to shikoe their
teachers.
Another incident which occurred about that time might interest some spiritualists. One night while I was doing
my lessons, I heard a commotion at a neighboring house and went to see what was happening. I did not go in, but
stood in front of the house. I saw a crowd sitting round a girl about eighteen years of age, and a woman was
pouring some charmed water into her eyes. The girl was crying and incoherent. I asked a man who was standing
by me in the street what was the matter with the girl. When he said that she was possessed by the devil, I said in a
low tone,
“Put a tress of hair round the neck of the girl. When you do that, you trap the devil and then you beat it with a
whip, after which the devil will never bother the girl again.” As soon as these words were spoken, the girl shouted
to me and said,
“You son of a bitch. If you dare, you come and put a tress of hair round my neck and beat me!”
The girl could not have heard what I had said; in fact, nobody heard me except my neighbor. He was as unable
to understand it as I, and he became quite nervous. The people in the house also looked puzzled.
Frightened, I ran home. I was convinced that the girl was possessed by the devil, and that it was he who had
heard what I had said and had challenged me. I could not account for the phenomenon in any other way.
The headmaster of the Government High School was an Anglo-Indian named Campagnac. He was a widower
whose son and daughter were both being educated in England. The old man lived alone and sent every penny he
earned to his children. He kept one servant but no cook. He spent most of his time visiting his friends so that he
could have free meals with them. The school was left in charge of junior teachers, and consequently it had a bad
reputation. The percentage of passes in every class was very low. However, the teacher of my class, the eighth
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standard, was a good man. He was not experienced, as he had come to our school straight from college, but he
tried to teach what he knew to his pupils clearly and well.
In due course I passed my examination and was promoted to the ninth standard, where the students were
prepared for the Calcutta University Matriculation Examination. I knew that if I stayed on in the Bassein High
School, I should not be likely to pass this examination. I worried my parents to send me to Rangoon. My father
was then only a myook, though acting as a Subdivisional Officer at Bassein. His pay was just over 200 rupees a
month. He did not want to send me to Rangoon: if he did, he would also have to send my younger brother, Ba
Kyu. That would mean spending between 50 and 60 rupees per month on both of us, a big sum in those days.
However, my importunities prevailed, and my younger brother and I were sent to board at the Government
Collegiate School.
The school was on Commissioner’s Road opposite the General Hospital. The headmaster was G. Wales, a
bachelor who lived in one wing of the school. The school was a semi-pucka two-storied building. There was also
a two-story wooden building on the side of the Pagoda Road. All the junior classes were held in the latter; and the
senior classes, on the ground floor of the former.
The upper floor of the main building had five or six rooms and was used as a dormitory. One room was used as
a storeroom for the boarders’ luggage; those remaining were allotted to the students, with about twenty or twentyfive in each room. Each boarder was provided with a cot, but he had to bring his own mattress, blankets, and
mosquito curtains. There was a bathing shed fitted with several water taps a short distance away from the main
building. All the school doors were opened at about five in the morning, and the boarders had to go to the bathing
shed if they wanted to have a bath. Afterwards, the boarders went to the dining room, where they were each given
a cup of tea.
Nobody was satisfied with only one cup of tea—we were young and our appetite was good. The result was that
we had to get our refreshment from food vendors who came into the school compound. At about 9 A.M. we were
given breakfast, consisting of rice and, generally, dal curry. Dinner was served at about 5 P.M. It also consisted of
rice and vegetable or meat curry. After dinner we had nothing to do till about seven, when we all had to do lessons
or homework till about 9 P.M. Then we all went to bed.
When I entered the school, the atmosphere in the boarding department was somewhat strained. Only about
three months before I arrived, a stabbing had taken place among the students. On the night the school was closed
for summer holidays an anyein pwe was held on the upper floor of the wooden school-building. At the pwe an
altercation took place between an Arakanese student and a Burmese student, in the course of which the Burman
stabbed the Arakanese with a clasp knife. The wound was not serious, but the Burmese student gained the
reputation of being a lumike. He hailed from the Tharrawaddy District (which had a turbulent history during both
the era of the Burmese kings and the British regime) so all the students who came from this district swaggered a
lot and behaved as if they were the “top dogs.”
This was the situation in which my brother and I, together with two or three other students from Bassein, found
ourselves. As we were new, the Tharrawaddy boys attempted to bully us. I at once sized them up as cowards, and
took no notice of them; I went my own way as if they did not exist. But I took care to speak to my brother and the
other Basseinites within their hearing, warning that I would not stand any nonsense: anybody who attempted to
insult or provoke me or my friends would get what he deserved. I then showed a big clasp knife to my friends,
more out of bravado than anything else.
The scene evidently had a great effect on the boarders, especially the Tharrwaddy boys. From that day on we
Basseinites were not molested; in fact, we were treated with respect.
However, it was not the same with the day students. Some of these boys, especially the rich ones from the
Pazundaung quarter, Rangoon, could not bear the sight of me wearing a silk jacket and a silk longyi, a diamond
ring and a gold watch chain. They showed their dislike by being cold and distant toward me. For my part, I hardly
took any notice of them—my whole ambition was to get to the top of the class.
But I was greatly handicapped because the teaching standards of the Bassein schools were very much lower
than those of the Rangoon Schools, especially of the Government Collegiate School. The Rangoon boys, class for
class, boy for boy, were far ahead of the Bassein boys, including myself. I was particularly deficient in
mathematics and English. To make it worse, the class was unwieldy, as there were over a hundred students in it.
Various teachers would lecture for a fixed time on their particular subject. For instance, an English teacher
would come at 10:00 A.M. for one hour; then another teacher would take over for an hour or so. In fact, the
teaching method was just like that of Cambridge and Oxford.
Nothing daunted, I followed the lecturer carefully and took as many notes as I could. When the class was over,
I went to a room, shut myself up, and worked hard on English and mathematics. As a result, I stood second in the
first quarterly test, and I maintained my position in the next one. My classmates, including the sons of the rich
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men of Pazundaung, became more friendly with me.
Unfortunately, my school career was nearly wrecked just before the final examination. One day when my class
broke up for lunch, I crossed over from school to the Bernard Free Library. As I did, I saw a chuprussy of the
Director of Public Instruction pushing his bicycle along, about to get on it. He collided with a young schoolboy
and fell. As he got up, he kicked the boy. I shouted to him to stop, and at the same time I ran and pulled him back
from behind. As I did, he turned round and tried to punch me in the face. I avoided the blow and gave him a kick
in the stomach. He fell back heavily on the road. As he got up, I gave him a few blows on his head. He seemed
dazed and picked up his bicycle and fled. I saw that his head was bleeding profusely.
About an hour later, the Director of Public Instruction, Mr. Wedderspoon, came in a towering rage. From Mr.
Wales, the headmaster’s, room, he sent for me and a few other students and examined us. I explained exactly what
had happened, not knowing what the others had said. Wedderspoon was not quite satisfied, and ordered that I be
expelled from school.
The headmaster was ready to carry out the D.P.I.’s order. He had no guts. But fortunately for me, I had two
good teachers with the strength of character to stand by me. They were Mr. Reynolds, an Englishman, and U Tha
Hto, a Burmese teacher. When they heard of the D.P.I.’s order, they went to the headmaster at once and pleaded
with him not to expel me, saying that I was one of the brightest students and that in the Matriculation Examination
I would be a credit to the school. They suggested that in view of my explanation, caning might meet the case.
Their plea was forwarded to the D.P.I., who accepted it.
On the following day, the headmaster, Mr. Wales, came to our class with a cane in his hand and called me to
the dais. He asked me to put out my hand and I did. At that time I had on a shirt with stiff cuffs. As he brought the
cane down with all his might, I pulled my hand back a bit, pushing the cuff of my shirt forward. The stroke fell on
the cuff and not on my hand, and a giggle went through the class. It made the headmaster so angry that he nearly
hit me on the head and the body. However, I warned him in English,
“Don’t do it; I will not stand it.”
He was a bit frightened, knowing what I had done to the D.P.I.’s chuprussy. Besides, he had the reputation of
being a timid man. He stopped caning me entirely, and left the classroom at once. This unexpected exploit made
me sort of a hero among the students, and what I said and did went down well with them.
In about three months the final examination, that is, the Calcutta University Matriculation (then called
Entrance) Examination, was held. I did well, and thought I might pass in the first division. But when the results
came out, I was very disappointed to find I had passed in the second division, missing the first by only a few
marks. Only five students were in the first division, among them a boy from my school who was my rival.
However, as a consolation, I secured a scholarship.
3
As I recollect, there was only one college in Burma in those days. Judson or Baptist College came into
existence some time later. The college was located between the Government High School and St. John’s Convent
on the Commissioner Road. It was a small college, with a small staff of lecturers. There were only about fifty
students in the senior and the junior B.A. classes, approximately twenty-five in each class. There were about two
hundred in the senior and junior first arts (now called intermediate) classes. The college was coeducational, but
there were no more than ten or fifteen girls; most of whom were Anglo-Indian.
Four subjects—English, Pali, mathematics, and science (physics and chemistry)—were required for a degree.
No one could specialize in any subject. The principal of the college was a man called Marshall, whose
complexion was very dark. I thought he was a Eurasian, but I was told that he was a dark Englishman. (I had to
accept it.) He taught mathematics in the senior and junior B.A. classes only. The first arts classes were taken by a
Bengali named Dey. He was a good mathematician, but I could hardly follow what he said. I did not ask the other
students whether they could.
The science lecturer was a smart Burman named U Ba. Nobody took him seriously. He knew his subject well,
but he did not know how to communicate his knowledge to the students. As soon as he came to class, he called
the roll, then started rattling off a lecture on both chemistry and physics without any pause.
The lecture I enjoyed most was the one in Pali, given by a dear old man named James Gray, an Anglo-Indian.
He knew his subject well, and could interest his students in it. Unfortunately, about six months after I had joined
the college, Mr. Gray died suddenly of apoplexy. His place was taken by a Frenchman called Duroiselle. I do not
know where he learnt Pali, but he was not a patch on James Gray. He spoke with such a peculiar accent that I
could hardly follow him.
I began to lose interest in my schoolwork. I wanted to study law and become a barrister. I began to worry my
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people to send me to England, until finally my father promised that he would if he got a promotion. Since I knew
my father’s work was well liked and commented upon by all his superiors, I began to prepare myself for further
studies in England.
I needed a better knowledge of English, so that my time abroad would not be wasted, an unnecessary drain on
my parents’ meagre purse. To improve my English, I read a lot of English novels. My favorite authors were Mrs.
Henry Wood, Guy Boothby, Arthur Conan Doyle, Captain Marryat, but I also read some of the works of Oliver
Goldsmith and Dean Swift.
I attended the college debates which were held every Sunday under the auspices of the Young Men’s Buddhist
Association. The Association’s purpose was to foster the study of Buddhism. It was formed by a small band of
senior students: U Maung Gyee (now Sir Maung Gyee), Dr. Ba Yin, and the late Sin Hla Aung. Wisely, they
enlisted the help and co-operation of certain elders who were prominent in social and religious welfare work: Mrs.
Hla Oung, U Kin (later Sir Maung Kin) and Major Rost, I.M.S.\fn{ Indian Military Service:H} The elders generally
attended the debates, and Sin Hla Aung and U Ba Yin usually took a prominent part. U Ba Yin was known
amongst the students as nat-gyi (big spirit), as he wore his long hair tied up in a knot on his head.
I took no part in the debates, but watched and learned. I was not impressed with the style and the English of the
debaters. They were slow and ponderous, and their English was most defective. The only one who spoke rather
fluently was Sin Hla Aung, but his manners were affected. He tried to assume an Englishman’s accent, with the
result that nobody could understand him. Though the avowed object of the association was to promote the study
of religious subjects, most of the topics chosen were of a social or political nature. The association was thus a
training ground for the future leaders of the country.
In the meantime, my father rather unexpectedly got promoted over the heads of several officers, and his
income was increased to 500 rupees a month. In those days 500 rupees was a big sum, as the cost of living was
rather low. The then value of a rupee or kyat would equal the present\fn{ This book was published in 1956:H} value of
10 kyats or so. I reminded my father of his promise to send me to England to study for the bar. He agreed to do so
after my First Arts examination. (I did not tell him, because I did not want to cause him unnecessary unhappiness,
that I was not prepared for my examination.)
In the meantime, some of my relatives and friends had left for England. The period from 1905 to 1907 was the
one in which the greatest number of Burmese students left for England. Most of them went in for law; (some were
clearly unfit for further studies in England). I booked passage by a Bibby liner, leaving about the first week of
September, 1907. Two first cousins, Maung Maung and Maung Ba Kyin, and a friend named Ba On were to
accompany me.
Before we left, my father approached his Commissioner, Lieutenant-Colonel D. Maxwell. At that time he was
a very powerful man in British Burma, and had his way in most things. My father asked him for advice and help
on my behalf. Colonel Maxwell was not pleased about my going to England and asked my father not to send me.
He said that he would get me an Extra Assistant Commissioner’s post soon after I got my degree in Arts.
I knew that it was a bluff, just to dissuade me from leaving. My father was very unhappy, but he was a strongminded man, and once he had decided to do something, he would do it whatever the consequences might be.
When he found that Maxwell would not help me, he approached another friend of his, A.E. English, I.C.S.\fn{ Indian Civil Service:H} Mr. English was a nice man, very fond of the Burmans and the Shans. Unlike Maxwell, he
encouraged me to go to England and gave me a letter of introduction to his brother-in-law, Dr. Voelker, a prominent Harley Street physician.
Another I.C.S. man who encouraged me to go to England and study for the bar was a Mr. Colston. He was a
friend of my uncle, U Aung Zan, K.S.M., my cousin Maung Maung’s father. It was Mr. Colston who arranged for
a friend of his to meet us when we arrived in England. With the encouragement of these two Englishmen, we
completed our preparations and left for England in September, 1907.
4
My two cousins, Maung Ba Kyin and Maung Maung, our friend, Maung Ba On, and I sailed on the Herefordshire, a Bibby liner.
As soon as we were aboard, I began to feel we were being discriminated against. Our cabins were on the aft
part of the steamer, and the ship surgeon’s room and his surgery were next to them. At the end of the passageway
was a latrine. The other passengers, all white people, were given cabins at the forepart of the steamer. I was very
annoyed with the arrangement, and I protested at once to the chief steward. He only laughed.
When we went down to the dining saloon, we found the discrimination very pointed. The four of us were given
a small table in a corner, and we were served by a Goanese steward. The white passengers were all served by
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white stewards. Fortunately, there was a Roman Catholic Brother traveling to Ceylon who was a dark man. When
he saw us, he refused to sit with the white passengers, but came and sat at our table and taught us table manners.
We were all thankful. If not for him, we might have had some awkward moments.
On our second day out I fell very sick. I could not raise my head, and vomited a lot. I did not know that it was
seasickness—I thought I had some dreadful disease. I sent for the ship surgeon, who looked at me and said that I
must go on deck and sit in the open air. I tried to, but I couldn’t do it. I made up my mind then and there that I
would not continue my journey, but would go back to Burma from Colombo.
On the fifth day we arrived at Colombo, and my sickness disappeared. The four of us went ashore and hired a
guide to show us Buddhist shrines and monasteries and a Chinese restaurant. We went to a pagoda and to a large
Buddhist monastery. We paid our respects and went to a Japanese eating shop. There was no Chinese restaurant in
Colombo. We had a great feed of Chinese vermicelli cooked in a Japanese fashion, and then went back to the boat.
I think the boat stayed in Colombo. As I was perfectly all right, my resolution to return to Burma fizzled out.
The journey from Colombo to Aden was uneventful. But the four of us, as we were not used to English food,
asked one of the kelasis (Indian sailors) to make some paratas and dal curry for us and bring it to our cabins at
night. We were thus able to satisfy our hunger.
The journey from Colombo to Aden took about six days. We did not go ashore, as the place was very hot and
there was nothing to see. Besides, we did not like the look of the people there; they were mostly Arabs and
Somalis, and they looked wild and dirty. It seemed to us that they would not hesitate to commit a crime just to
satisfy their cupidity.
The day after we left Aden the bathroom steward spoke to us very insolently, making certain unfounded
allegations in connection with the use of the bathroom. We felt very much insulted; we knew that he would not
dare to speak like that to other passengers. But as we did not want to pick a quarrel with a menial, we just ignored
him.
A few days after we left Aden and just a day or two before we got to Port Said, my friend Ba On complained of
being unwell. He said to me that he had been passing blood instead of urine. I advised him to consult the ship
surgeon. He agreed and asked me to go with him. After examining my friend, the ship surgeon said,
“An insect peculiar to Africa has got inside you and is now eating up your kidneys. That is why you are
discharging blood. I can’t do anything for you—your case is hopeless.”
My friend started crying when he got back to his cabin. I did all I could to cheer him up. I said,
“When we get to Port Said, we will go to a chemist’s shop and consult a doctor. The ship surgeon may be
wrong in his diagnosis.”
When we got to Port Said, we had no chance to go ashore. The ship stopped some distance out and stayed for
only half a day. About four days later, we arrived at Marseilles. There Ba On and I went ashore and engaged a
friendly guide who took us to a chemist’s shop. Fortunately, we were greeted there by a French girl who spoke
English. We explained why we came, and at once she took my friend to another room and introduced him to the
doctor, a pleasant-looking man who spoke English very well. He examined my friend very thoroughly, and said,
“You are suffering from kidney trouble, but it is not serious. Take the medicine I prescribe and you will be all
right in a few days.”
He gave my friend some herbs and instructed him to boil them and drink the mixture when it had cooled. My
friend did and was at once relieved. My friend told the ship surgeon about the French doctor’s diagnosis and the
success of the medicine. The ship surgeon could not hide his annoyance.
When we passed through the Strait of Gibraltar, we all hoped that the boat would stop at least a few hours, as
we were anxious to see the famous Rock. But the boat sailed on by.
A day or two later we were in the Bay of Biscay. We had expected the sea to be very rough, but it was very
calm for this time of the year.
When we passed through the Strait of Dover, we saw the famous white cliffs. They looked lovely in the early
morning.
The next day we steamed into the River Thames and stopped at Tilbury Docks. Just before the steamer docked,
we put on European clothes. We had been in Burmese dress throughout our journey, even when we went ashore at
Marseilles. A young English padre came aboard and was brought to us by the ship surgeon. We did not know who
he was until he explained that he was a friend of Mr. Colston, who had asked him to meet us. We were all very
happy and grateful because a friend of mine whom I had asked to come and meet us did not turn up.
But our happiness was short-lived. When the ship surgeon saw us in European clothes, he burst out laughing. I
suppose the laughter was contagious because the padre joined in. I did not know why they were laughing, and I
felt very embarrassed. Then I looked at my friends, and I found the cause of the amusement. Our coats were short,
our trousers were tight, and we had put on caps which were too small for our heads: we looked like dressed-up
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monkeys.
I was very angry with our tailors in Rangoon. They were first-class European tailors, but as we were only
Burmese students, they had outfitted us any old way.
We took a train from Tilbury to London, where we changed to an underground train. When we got to Swiss
Cottage railway station, we got off and took a bus as our padre friend directed. He instructed the bus conductor to
put us off at the top of Goldhurst Terrace. Once there, we walked along the road, looking for the house where my
friend Maung Tin lived.
Eventually we found it and knocked at the door. It was opened by a girl of about seventeen or eighteen years of
age. She looked surprised when she saw us but she was very friendly—unlike those English people on the boat.
She said that my friend had gone down to the clocks to meet us and that we must have missed each other on the
way. We were taken to the drawing room and asked to wait for my friend’s return.
In the drawing room two men were standing with their backs against the fireplace. Their complexions were so
sallow that I thought they were Englishmen who had just recovered from serious illnesses. One was short and
stocky; he was very affable, and shook hands with us warmly. The other was thin and tall, and his manner was
cold and reserved.
When my friend returned, I told him that we had just met two sick Englishmen—one who was friendly and
sociable, and one who was not. He said that they were not Englishmen but Indians. The short man was a
Peshawari named Dean; the tall man’s name was Khan, and he was from Hyderabad, Deccan. The former was a
lawyer and the latter was a doctor.
My friend told us that Ba On and I were to sleep in one house and Ba Kyin and Maung Maung, in another. We
were to have our meals together in his house. The houses were only a few doors away.
Ba On and I shared a big, high-ceilinged room which had very little furniture. The autumn chill was in the air,
but there was no fire in the fireplace; we were so cold that we could hardly sleep.
As I was used to getting up early in the morning, I got up at about five o’clock on our first morning. The house
was absolutely quiet. I thought it was very strange; in Burma, and for that matter in the East, the people begin
their day’s work early. I looked out a window and saw no one on the street. Then I went back to bed and lay in
there till I heard footsteps at about 8:30 or 9:00 A.M. I got dressed and went with Ba On to Maung Tin’s house to
have breakfast. When I asked Maung Tin whether it was customary for people in England to sleep till about eight
or nine in the morning, he said,
“People here generally have their dinner at about eight o’clock. Dinner lasts an hour or so, and then they
generally go to the theater, movies, dance halls, or other places of amusement. Those who don’t, entertain
themselves with music or indoor games. The result is that they don’t go to bed till late at night.” Then he gave me
some pointers on how to behave while living in England. He said,
“If there is music after dinner and you happen to be present, you must always clap your hands and say ‘Bravo’
soon after a tune has been played or a song has been sung. And you must not spit on a train or a bus or in the
street. If you want to spit, spit into your handkerchief if you happen to carry one; otherwise, swallow your saliva.
If you are traveling on a bus and there is no scat available for a lady, get up and offer your seat to her. If a lady
comes in while you are paying a call, you had better get up and bow to her.”
On the same day as this briefing there was a musical evening at my friend’s house. My two cousins, Ba On,
and I had to stay and listen. The landlady’s daughter, Miss Aline Forster, played the piano. As we did not
understand the music, we did not know when to clap our hands. We looked at Maung Tin for a signal. He was
standing near the piano, turning the pages of a music book. When he nodded his head, we clapped. It went on
quite well for some time, and the pianist and her mother were very pleased; but near the end we spoiled the good
effect by clapping at the wrong time. We took the twisting of Maung Tin’s head for a nod, and clapped just as the
pianist was about to start a new tune.
She thought this was our way of showing we were fed up with her playing. She stopped playing, turned round,
and stared at us. My friend knew that she was angry and apologized on our behalf. We did not know what he
actually said, but she seemed to understand. She laughed and went on playing.
A few days later, Ba On went to live with other Burmese students in Hammersmith, and my cousin Maung
Maung went to Ley’s School in Cambridge. My other cousin, Ba Kyin, and I stayed behind and moved into the
house where Maung Tin lived.
One day at the midday meal—some people called it dinner, others, lunch—roast partridge was served. I could
not eat it because it smelled rotten. But Maung Tin ate very heartily, telling me later,
“Our people don’t know how to prepare game. If you want it to be nice and tender, you must keep it for a few
days until it becomes high.” But I never could bring myself to eat it.
On another occasion roast beef was served. When it was cut, I saw blood coming out. A piece with blood was
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served to me. I said,
“I don’t want to eat raw meat. I want to eat it only when it is well cooked.” Maung Tin turned round and said,
“You are missing all the best things. You don’t know how to eat. You must eat meat only when it is underdone.
Then you get all the vitamins you need.” I replied,
“Vitamins or no vitamins, I am not going to eat meat when blood is oozing out of it.”
Once at lunch a cheese was served which was full of maggots. It made me feel like vomiting, and I refused it,
saying that I had had enough to eat. But the others fell upon the cheese with great relish. Later, when we were by
ourselves, Maung Tin lectured me,
“When you are in England, you must adapt yourself to the ways and manners of the English. You must dress as
they dress and eat as they eat.” I said,
“I shall dress as Englishmen dress, but I shall never eat maggots and I shall never eat raw meat and rotten
game.”
I am happy to say that during my six years stay in England, underdone meat, high game, and cheese with
maggots were never again served me. I could not understand why meals such as those described above, were
served in Maung Tin’s house. They were not repeated there once the landlady realized that I did not like them.
About two or three weeks after our arrival in England, I went alone by bus to the Middle Temple to see the
treasurer about my admission thereto. At one of the bus stops several people, including some wonen, got on. As
the bus was full both inside and on the top, some of the passengers had to stand up and hold on to the handstraps.
I remembered Maung Tin’s advice to offer my seat to a lady if she was standing. On this particular occasion a girl
about my own age stood just in front of me. I rose to give her my seat, but the girl flushed and shook her head. I
repeated my offer, but still she refused it. Some of the other passengers snickered. I felt embarrassed and I did not
know what to do. Luckily, just at that moment the bus came to a stop; I got out and continued my journey to the
Temple by another bus.
A few days later I called on Dr. and Mrs. Voelker, to whom I had a letter of introduction from my father’s
friend A. E. English. Dr. Voelker was not there, but I met his wife. She received me in a medium-sized room on
the first floor which I assumed was her boudoir. She looked like a very nice lady; she was charming and spoke
very softly, trying to put me at ease.
A few minutes after I came in, a young lady entered and stood in front of Mrs. Voelker. When she came in, I
rose and bowed, as instructed by Maung Tin. The young lady burst out laughing, evidently unable to control
herself. However, she at once apologized to Mrs. Voelker, who said nothing, only smiled. I was very embarrassed
and unsure. The young lady stayed only a few minutes, and then went away. Mrs. Voelker told me that the young
lady was her two daughters’ governess, and that she had come to make a report about her charges. I did not stay
long, but excused myself and returned home.
A few days later Dr. Voelker asked me to come to supper on Sunday. I asked Maung Tin what to wear, and he
told me that I must put on a frock coat and a top hat. I had no frock coat or top hat, but was able to borrow them
from another friend, Ba Them. At about 7:00 P.M. I went to Dr. Voelker’s house. Dr. Voelker opened the door
himself, took my overcoat, and hung it and the top hat in the hail. Then he took me to the drawing room, where I
met his wife and two young daughters. The girls were about twelve and ten; they seemed nice, but full of curiosity
about me and Burma. A few minutes later we all went down to the dining room. Only Dr. Voelker, his wife, and I
sat down at the table; whereupon I looked at the girls. Dr. Voelker knew at once what was passing in my mind. He
said,
“Today is Sunday, and so we have to give a day off to the maid. My two daughters will wait at the table. They
know the job well.”
The two young ladies did indeed know their job. We were well looked after. The food was simple but ample
and satisfying, and the conversation was light and witty. I was in a happy mood. After dinner we went up to the
drawing room and sat round a fireplace. The elder girl brought a book on Burma. She put it on my knees and
turned over the pages, showing me the pictures and asking me questions. Suddenly she asked,
“Do you all eat human flesh?”
I was flabbergasted. My spirits fell. I could not answer the question straightaway. I simply stared at the girl.
What made me feel sad was that we should be placed in the same category as the Africans. Mrs. Voelker realized
how awful the question was and tried to make light of it by saying,
“No, darling, the Burmans do not eat human flesh. They are just like us, very civilized. You were thinking
about the Africans, and even they don’t eat human flesh now.”
Taking up the cue from Mrs. Voelker, I extolled the grandeur of our country in ancient times, and explained
how we conquered part of East Bengal and Assam and how we subjugated Siam. I showed the pictures of the
Shwedagon Pagoda and the shrines at Pagan, saying that the Shwedagon Pagoda was built over 2400 years ago
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when some of the Europeans were still roaming about in the forests. Dr. Voelker, just to ease the situation, said to
his daughters,
“You know, dears, we got our culture and civilization from the East. They are wonderful people.” The poor
girls looked very much impressed.
Then we switched to some other topics, and a few minutes later I said goodnight to Mrs. Voelker and her two
daughters, and was escorted to the door by Dr. Voelker. In the hall I put on my overcoat and looked for my top
hat, but could not find it because there were several on the pegs. Dr. Voelker took down one, looked inside, and
read the name “Maung Ba Them.” He said,
“This is not your name.”
“No, I borrowed the hat from a friend of mine.” Dr. Voelker smiled, and I felt very much ashamed. In the
morning I related my experience to Maung Tin, and he laughed.
About a month later I went to Cambridge, my cousin Ba Kyin having preceded me. I stayed with my cousin
and a friend named Carlo Maung Tin, who was a classmate in the Government High School, Rangoon. They lived
at No. 9, Panton Street, in a house run by two sisters. It was a licensed lodginghouse—a private house which had
permission from the colleges to accommodate students for whom there was no room on the campus. In addition to
my cousin Ba Kyin, my friend Carlo Maung Tin, and myself, there was a Swiss lodger. He was not a student but
an employee at a bookshop run by Messrs. Hepper and Sons.
I did not stay long, but moved to another house at Chesterton, a suburb of Cambridge. Its owner was a nice
man, but his wife was simply awful. She was grasping and rude. One morning I was standing in the drawing (or
what we may call living) room, smoking a cigarette. She came in, scowling, and shouted,
“I don’t allow smoking in my drawing-room. I hope you will not do it again.”
I apologized and threw away my cigarette into the fireplace. The meals which she provided were skimpy and
poor in quality. I was very unhappy. What was worse, there was no fireplace in my bedroom, and I was very cold
at night. I complained, but my complaint fell on deaf ears.
In the end I left without giving any notice. I went to live at No. 4, Bateman Street, with two Burmese friends,
Ba Tin and San Win. Not long after, I received a notice from my former landlord through a solicitor, claiming a
week’s rent in lieu of notice. I consulted some of my Burmese friends, and on their advice I gave the rent.
I was not unhappy at No. 4, Bateman Street. The house was run by two old spinsters whose aged father also
lived with them. They looked gentle and refined and seemed to have seen better days. The drawing-room was
placed at our disposal, and they did not interfere with us in any way.
I had been in Cambridge for nearly a month, but I had not been able to join any college. I did not know
anybody, but I did have a letter of introduction from Dr. Voelker to a Reverend Scott, who lived just opposite to us
on Bateman Street.
One afternoon I went to Reverend Scott’s house, bringing a Burmese parasol as a present to Mrs. Scott. I rang
the bell, and the door was opened by a maid. I was taken straight to the drawing-room, where I found Mrs. Scott
taking tea with an undergraduate and two children. I shook hands with Mrs. Scott and the undergraduate and sat
down on a chair, holding the sunshade in between my knees. The undergraduate laughed at my sitting this way—
evidently the proper thing was to leave an an umbrella in the hall. When the undergrauate laughed, Mrs. Scott
could not help laughing too. Knowing that I was the cause of the amusement, I felt very embarrassed. But soon 1
turned the tables by saying to Mrs. Scott,
“This is a Burmese sunshade which I brought all the way from Burma for you. European ladies in Burma like
our sunshades and use them frequently during summer.”
I opened the umbrella and showed it to her. It was indeed a beauty. The handle was ornamented with engraved
silver. Mrs. Scott was simply enraptured; at the same time it was obvious that she was sorry for her rudeness. I
knew I had scored a victory. I looked at the undergraduate and smiled; he looked quite flushed and embarrassed.
Then I gave a letter of introduction to Mrs. Scott. As it was addressed to her husband, who was out, she asked me
to come another time. I left and went back to my house.
On the next day I called again at the Scotts’ house; this time Reverend Scott was at home. He suggested that
we go to the Bursar of St. John’s College, who was a younger brother of Sir George Scott of Shweyo fame and
might be able to help me. Bursar Scott was very friendly and sympathetic, but said that as the college was full, I
must seek admission to another.
I returned home very disappointed, but fortunately a few days later a Burmese friend introduced me to a man
called Peart. He worked as a private tutor, preparing students for little-go\fn{ In English university, this is a public
examination about the middle of the course, which is less strict and important than the final one; it is also called “smalls” } and ordinary
degree examinations. He seemed nice and sympathetic. I explained my situation to him, and he said that he would
arrange for my admission to either Trinity Hall or Jesus College.
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Soon after, I was asked to go to see the senior tutor of Trinity Hall at about 6:00 P.M. I was ushered into a dark
room, in the middle of which was a short, bald-headed man, seated at a desk. There were two big lighted candles
on the table. I bowed and said,
“Good evening, sir.”
He showed me a chair and asked me to be seated. Then he gave me some sound advice as to how I should
behave, how I should mix with other students, and how I should work. He finished by saying that he expected me
to pass my little-go examination before the 1908 academic year began. I promised to try, and engaged Mr. Peart to
prepare me. I knew almost all the subjects prescribed except Latin, which I had to take as a second subject. I had
never studied Latin, and found it very difficult at first; but by dint of hard work I managed to pass the Latin
examination in six months. Mr. Peart was excellent—he had a real knack for tutoring.
When the 1908 academic year started, I went into residence. I could not get rooms inside the college, so my
tutor, Mr. G.B. Shirres, asked me to live in a house licensed by the college on Portugal Place. It was a small twostory house. There were two rooms, a bedroom and a sitting room on the upper floor, and a similar arrangement
on the ground floor. My landladies were two old spinster sisters. I occupied the upper floor and an Indian student,
the lower.
I was unhappy from the day I moved in. The landladies were very grasping and overcharged for everything. I
made no complaint, as I did not want to create a bad impression about me and the Burmese students in general.
I was also unhappy in college because I didn’t know anybody; nor would anybody make friends with me. I was
the only Asian in the college at that time. I did not know at first, but I learned afterward that Trinity Hall was
known as a great rowing college. Most of the students went in for rowing and other kinds of sports. As I was not
interested in any kind of game, I could not get into any sporting group. Other sets were out of reach because they
were made up of students who came from either public or grammar schools . To make it worse, a few students
who attended the same college classes as I did were cold and somewhat reserved—in fact, they were a bit
snobbish, being members of well-known ancient families of England.
To fill the cup of my unhappiness, a very unpleasant incident happened one evening. The rule of the college
was, if I remember it now correctly, that all students should dine in hail at least four times a week. One night I
went to hall to dine. As it was not yet time to enter, I stayed near the doorway. A senior student named Seymour
came toward me, fixed a monocle in his right eye, and stared at me as if I were a being from another planet. The
students who were standing near burst out laughing. I felt so insulted and humiliated that I wished I could have
been swallowed up by the earth.
Just then the dinner bell rang, and we all went in. I did not stay for more than fifteen minutes. I got up and
went to the porter’s lodge to sign the attendance register, then waited for Seymour. As soon as he came into the
porter’s lodge, I caught hold of him by the lapel of his jacket, shook him, and asked him what he meant by
coming up to me near the dining hail and staring at me.
Seymour was taken completely by surprise. When he recovered, he apologized, saying that as I looked just like
one of his friends, he had had to come quite close to see who I was. The porter intervened and asked me and
Seymour to be friends. I accepted his apology and shook hands.
This news spread among the college students, and my life became a bit easier. Some of the more serious
students went out of their way to make friends with me. To make it easier still, the Master of the college, Mr.
Beck, and his wife invited the freshers to dinner one night at the Master’s Lodge; at dinner I was placed on the
Master’s right. From across the table Mrs. Beck said, loud enough for all to hear,
“Mr. Ba U, I shall be grateful to you if you will kindly send for some rubies for me from your country.” I
replied,
“I shall do it with much pleasure. Mogok is the place where you get rubies—all you have to do there is to
scrape the earth and you get a handful.”
That made the students at the table sit up and look at me hard. They did not know I was bluffing. Even the
Master and Mrs. Beck looked somewhat credulous because I spoke rather seriously.
At the end of dinner, the Master offered me a glass of port wine, and I drank it. Everybody looked surprised.
The next day a student named Pratt asked me why I drank in the Master’s presence. I said I had thought it was
wrong to refuse the offer, and therefore accepted the wine. Socially, my position began to improve a bit from that
day on.
But later there was a setback. One day, at a class on Roman law, the lecturer, Dr. Bond, asked me what I
proposed to do when I went back to my country. I said that I would go to Siam and serve there. I added that I
might be happy in Siam because it was once under our control, and because the descendants of our people were
still there; I could never serve in Burma, as we were not treated the same way as Englishmen in our own country.
Dr. Bond was shocked at my reply. When he gave a tea party for those who attended his class, I was left out.
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From then on some of the students who had seemed friendly became aloof again.
The first term was nearly over. I decided to go to London when it had ended and consult Maung Tin about
whether or not to transfer to another college. I stayed in a boarding house in central London; it was crowded, and
the occupants were a cosmopolitan crowd. I was taken for a Japanese; no discrimination was made against me on
account of my color.
When I met Maung Tin, I told him what had happened at Cambridge and asked his advice. He told me to stick
to my college and fight my way through. After he left, I thought it over and made up my mind to stay where I was
till I got my degree.
When the second term began, I went back to my old lodgings. This time I was treated a bit better by my
landladies, and my life was more tolerable. At that time there were about twenty Burmese students in Cambridge.
Some were in college and some were preparing to be matriculated. There were two or three Burmese students in
Ley’s School and Perse School.
I conceived the idea of forming a club of Burmese students so that we might be in contact with each other and
keep in touch with our country’s affairs. I approached Maung Maung—a son of U Ohn Ghine, C.I.E., a leading
merchant in Rangoon—and Carlo Maung Tin, as they had been in England longer than any other Burmese
students. Maung Maung had been to Dulwich College, a public school, for several years. Maung Maung, who
now calls himself U Maung Maung Ohn Ghine and Carlo Maung Tin proposed calling a meeting in Maung
Maung's rooms. Maung Maung was in King’s College and his lodgings were on King’s Parade. A few days later a
meeting was called and San Win, my cousin Ba Kyin, Ba Tin, William and John Dhar, and a few others whose
names I do not now remember attended.
The first question concerned what language—English or Burmese—we should speak in. Some of us who had
not been in England long thought that since we had come to England to learn, we should speak in English; but
Maung Maung and Carlo Maung Tin thought that we should speak in Burmese. Ultimately, we decided that we
should speak in Burmese; I suggested that Maung Maung or Carlo Maung Tin should open by discussing the
club’s founding along the lines of the Indian Majlis. Maung Maung said that as he had lived in England for quite a
long time, he could not speak in Burmese; Carlo Maung Tin said the same thing. Therefore I opened the
discussion in Burmese and a few others followed.
We all agreed to form a club called the Burma-Cambridge University Club. Then the meeting broke up and we
all left together, including Maung Maung. On the way, San Win pointed to Maung Maung and Carlo Maung Tin
and said,
“Hey, these two fellows don’t understand Burmese, and so we can call them ‘sons of bitches’ if we want to!”
Maung Maung turned round and said,
“When I said that I could not speak in Burmese, I meant that I could not speak in idiomatic or classical
Burmese, but I quite understand the Burmese spoken by common people; so don’t abuse me in Burmese.”
Everybody burst out laughing, and from then on Maung Maung and Carlo Maung Tin began to speak in
Burmese whenever they met Burmese students in England.
About a week later, a meeting of the Burma-Cambridge University Club was held in the room of Maneckjee of
Christ College. At that meeting, Mr. Aldridge was elected president and I was elected secretary. Mr. Aldridge was
at one time Principal of St. John’s College in Rangoon, and since his retirement had acted as tutor in Burmese at
Cambridge University. There were over twenty Burmese students at Cambridge and almost all joined the club.
Those that I remember are: Maung Maung, Carlo Maung Tin, San Win, Ba Tin, two Dhars, Ko Ko, Ba Saw,
Hirjee, Johannes, Ziegler, Lawrence Pillay (later known as Ko Ko Gyi), and L. Robinson. The subjects which we
discussed were either connected with Burma or of current interest. Generally I took a leading part in the debates.
Thus the time passed. We came to the end of the third term, and the university closed for summer recess. I
went down to London to spend my holidays with Tun Aung, Ba Thit, Ba Them, and Ba On. They were all
studying for the bar and lived in a flat in Wymering Mansions in a street off Elgin Avenue, Maida vale. One day
Ba Thein suggested going to the races at Sandow Park. I refused to go, as I had never been interested in racing,
but he said,
“Since you are going to be a lawyer, you must understand how to deal with people. In fact, what you must do
to understand mankind is to come into contact with people belonging to the different strata of society. And the
only way you can do it is on a race course.”
I was carried away by his sophistry and agreed to go with Ba Them, Ba Thit, Ba On, and one or two others. As
I knew nothing about racing—in fact, I could not differentiate between a horse and a pony—I gave two pounds to
Ba Thein to bet for me. He did, and when the races were over, he gave me back two pounds, 10 shillings, saying
that I had won 10 shillings.
I was very pleased. I thought that it was very easy to make money and that, if careful, I might be able to pay
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my own way while studying in England. I started studying literature on horse racing.
About a week later, I went again with Ba Thein and a few others to the races at Gatwick. There we met Maung
Lat, who had been in England longer than I had and was supposed to be an expert on horse racing. Knowing that I
was absolutely green, he warned me,
“Be careful, this place is full of pickpockets. These chaps work in gangs.” When I saw him about an hour later,
his face was sad and he said to me,
“I say, my pocket has been picked. I have lost all my money.” He showed me his hip pocket, which had been
cut with scissors. He said,
“About five or ten men came near and jostled and pushed me. I felt a tug at my hip pocket, and when I looked,
I found my money was gone.”
He then asked me for a loan, but I said I had no money to lend. I did not do well at Gatwick—I lost some
money—but I was not disheartened. I thought that I would try and recoup my losses at the next meeting at
windsor.
I went to Windsor with Ba Thit. There I met Tun Aung, a great racing man. Even while he was in college at
Rangoon, he trained race horses; when they won, he treated all the boarders to a rich pilau dinner. At Windsor, he
was wearing a gold chain over his waistcoat. When he put both his hands into his trouser pockets, which he often
did, the gold chain was well exposed. I warned him,
“Don’t wear your chain as you do now. It will be snatched away during a crush.” He replied, “I am very
careful. Nobody would dare snatch it away,” and he went away. A few minutes later he returned with a long face,
saying,
“I say, my chain is gone.” To his annoyance, instead of expressing any sympathy for his loss, I started to laugh.
I did not do badly that day—in fact, I came out even. I really thought I could make enough money out of
racing to live in England. I did not know that I had been smitten with racing.
Then it was time to go back to Cambridge. When I returned, I was given rooms in Green Street on the top floor
of a three-storied house. The rooms on the first floor were occupied by a man named Leigh, and an Indian lived
on the ground floor. Leigh was extremely rich; he owned a car and used to go out almost every afternoon. A few
weeks after I moved in, he caught a chill and died of pneumonia. We were all very sad because in spite of his
wealth he had been a very friendly and sociable man.
One night I went to have coffee with San Win in his room at Peterhouse. There I met a young Japanese student,
and while we were having coffee, I started to ask him about the Anglo-Japanese Treaty which had just been
renewed. One of the questions I asked concerned a clause providing that if Japan were attacked by a third party,
Great Britain would go to her assistance; in return, Japan was to help Great Britain quell any rebellion that might
break out in India. I said,
“As a result of your recent victory over Russia, your country has now become not only a world power but the
leading power in Asia. We Asiatic peoples who are in bondage to European powers look up to you as the big
brother who will one day help us to break our fetters. Now, because of the renewal of the Anglo-Japanese Treaty,
our fetters have become tighter than ever.”
At this the Japanese student became red in the face and would not reply for a few minutes. Then he said,
“Do you mean to insinuate that our statesmen are fools? Our statesmen know what they are doing. Their first
duty is to our Emperor, our country, and our people. If your people are lazy and stupid, you must all remain in
bondage. It is for you to look after yourselves and work out your own salvation. Don’t depend upon others.”
I was stung, and wanted to reply in kind. But I controlled myself, said laughingly that he was right, and
changed the subject. Back in my rooms that night, I could hardly sleep. I lay awake, thinking about my country
and my people and comparing our position in the East with that of the Japanese in the tenth and eleventh centuries
A.D. and again in the eighteenth and the beginning of the nineteenth centuries. We were then a leading nation in
Southeast Asia and holding our own against a mighty neighbor, China. Our position gradually deteriorated, and
ultimately we fell under the yoke of a foreign power simply because our people, especially our leaders, thought
more of their personal aggrandizement than of their common welfare.
Our position was very similar to India’s: after reaching the zenith of her power, her civilization crumbled. But I
could see that a small band of devoted sons was trying to raise her back to her former position by freeing her from
the British yoke. The band was headed by Surendra Nath Bannerjee (later Sir Surendra) of Bengal and Lala
Rajput Rai of the Punjab. There were also moderate politicians, headed by Gokhale, who were trying in their own
way to get a fair share in the management of their own country’s affairs. I thought,
“Why can’t we do what the Indians can do? We must have a small band of young Burmans who are prepared
to dedicate themselves to the task of emancipating their countrymen. This can be done by getting the Burmese
students in England interested in politics.”
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With that idea in mind I started working hard for the success of the Burma-Cambridge University Club. I was
encouraged and helped by an Englishman, L. Robinson, a Queen’s man, who has remained a loyal and sincere
friend ever since. His maternal grandfather was Mr. Hayward, who once owned practically all of Elephant Point,
Rangoon. His father had been an executive engineer before his death.
There was a sort of club in London formed by U Pu—later Premier of Burma before the Second World War.
Once or twice I went to a meeting in Holborn Restaurant, but the attendance was poor and the subjects chosen for
discussion were dry and commonplace. The speeches were also poor—in fact, some of the speakers could not
even speak correct English.
With the London club’s failings in mind, for the Burma-Cambridge University Club I tried to choose topics
which might arouse the Burmese students’ interest in their country’s affairs. Some of the subjects I chose were:
“The republican form of government is better than the monarchical form”; “Traffic in opium in Burma is harmful
to both the morale and health of the people”; “It is immoral and illegal to keep one nation in subjection to
another.” I took a leading part in the debates, either for or against, and I was almost always ably supported by L.
Robinson.
My opposite number was invariably C. H. Ziegler of Penbroke College, who later became a fellow and lecturer
in law there. In the course of these discussions, I generally ran down imperialist powers and bewailed the fate of
subject races; I extolled our grandeur during the Pagan period and during the reign of Tabin Shwethi and the early
part of the Alaungpaya Dynasty.
These discourses were a success; gradually the Burmese students began to think of their country’s situation and
of their own position in comparison with that of Japanese, Chinese, and Siamese students.
Indian and Burmese students were merely tolerated, if not treated with open contempt; Japanese, Chinese, and
Siamese students were accepted as equals.
One night I went to see Ko Ko in Christ’s College. As I passed the quadrangle, I saw a group of four or five
students standing on a lawn, talking. One of them turned toward me and called,
“Who is that?” I pretended not to hear, whereupon the fellow prepared to follow me. He was restrained by one
of his friends, who said,
“It’s not worth bothering about that chap. He’s only a nigger.”
The student did not realize how hurt I was by this remark. I went on, pretending I had not heard, but the
incident rankled for some time.
From that moment on I tried to get into contact with Indian, Ceylonese, and Egyptian students with some
political inclination. There was a student in my college from Ceylon, one year junior to me, whom I sometimes
met in the dining hall. He was not a pure-blooded Sinhalese but a burgher (Eurasian) of Dutch descent, and, as
such, behaved as if he were a pure-blooded European; so I left him alone. There were also two Egyptians in my
college. They were in the same class as I, but as they did not take law, I seldom came into contact with them.
Furthermore, they were very rich and moved in a fast set.
One day I met a younger Egyptian named Gazieh, and he happened to touch on the political status of our
countries. With this, he showed his true colors. He was a nationalist to the core. He complained bitterly about the
British exploitation of his country. I simply nodded my head, not expressing my views in any way; I was not sure
whether he was a genuine nationalist or an agent provocateur.
I did not make friends with any Indian students, though there were many in Cambridge; I was told that some
were paid by the India Office to spy on their fellows. I tried to contact some of the nationalist Indian students in
London through L. Robinson, who had so many friends among them. He promised to introduce me to some who
lived in either Hammersmith or Shepherd’s Bush during my vacation. When the holidays came, I went down to
London and stayed with some friends in a boarding house in Maidavale.
One morning when I went down to breakfast, I saw a big headline on the front page of a newspaper:
Assassination of Sir Curzon Wylie. I read through the paragraph and found that Sir Curzon Wylie was shot dead
by an Indian student named, I think, Dingra, when presiding over a meeting. Sir Curzon Wylie was a well-known
Indian official, having been a member of the Governor-General’s Executive Council. He was a kindhearted
gentleman and very friendly to the Indians, but he was evidently mistaken for Lord Curzon, who was immensely
disliked by the Indians.
Because of the assassination a strict watch was kept on the Indian and Burmese students. I subsequently came
to learn that I was suspected by the India Office of being one of the disaffected persons or agitators. Later I was
warned by a Burmese official named U Ba Kyaw, who was at that time studying for the bar, not to mix with
Indian students. I asked him why, but he refused to say more.
About this time, a disturbing incident took place. I went by bus to Piccadilly Circus from Maidavale. When I
got off, a man with a somewhat military appearance also got off. I crossed to the other side of the street, intending
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to go by underground to Charing Cross, but down on the subway platform, I saw the same man some distance
behind me. I turned round and went back to the bus stand at Piccadilly Circus, and the man did the same. Then I
was sure I was being shadowed. I waited for the bus, but let several go by in order to shake my shadow. Then,
when one bus had started to move, I jumped on, not giving him a chance to follow.
The incident was upsetting, not on my account, but on my father’s. Not long after, I received a letter from my
father, announcing the death of my second brother, Maung Ba Kyu. He was very good at mathematics, and my
father had intended to send him to England to study engineering. My father said that he was being transferred
from Ngathaing gyaung to Zigon, and I suspected that the Government of Burma was exercising some sort of
pressure on my father because of my political activities in England.
My suspicion was soon confirmed by something Mr. Colston said to some Burmese friends. Mr. Colston, as I
have said earlier, was an Indian Civil Servant and a friend of my uncle, U Aung Zan, District judge. He was
supposed to be a friend and lover of Burma and the Burmans. At the time he was on leave and lived in a flat on
Edgware Road. He used to entertain Burmese students from time to time, and he counseled them,
“Don’t make friends with Ba U. Avoid him as much as you can. He is an agitator.”
This was repeated to me, causing me great unhappiness because of my father and mother, whose feelings I
would do anything in the world to spare. I made up my mind not to participate in political matters, but to prepare
myself for the struggle I proposed to wage on my return to Burma. With that idea, I started reading political
literature and history, neglecting to a certain extent my own subject, law.
When the May term opened, I went back to my old lodgings. Not long after, a man named Clayton called while
I was out. He left a message, saying that he would call again on the following day. The next day he introduced
himself as a friend of Mr. A. E. English, who had asked him to visit me. He added that he was in the Indian Civil
Service and was the head of the Agricultural Department in Burma. Then he said,
“When I came yesterday, I saw a printed program of debate on your mantelpiece, so I took the liberty of
examining it. I see you take a great interest in politics, and that you are inclined to be a republican rather than a
monarchist. I am glad that you are starting life as a rebel against an established constitution. You should let off
steam in your younger days; then when you grow up, you will become wiser and find that it is not easy to upset
well-established institutions.”
I took to him at once and became very friendly with him. He seemed to like my frankness. As he said good-by,
he asked me to spend part of the summer holidays with him in New Forest and the Isle of Wight. I accepted, and
thanked him for his kindness.
When the summer recess started, I went to London, taking my bicycle with me. I joined Mr. Clayton at the
Charing Cross station, and we went to a small village in New Forest, where we set up our headquarters; every day
after breakfast we went bicycling, having our lunch and tea at wayside inns. The scenery was really beautiful, and
the place was calm and quiet. The people I met were friendly, and I was very happy indeed.
One morning I saw a heading in bold type on the front page of a morning paper, announcing the assassination
of the King of Portugal. I did not attach much importance to it, but Mr. Clayton took a different view. He was very
upset, and explained,
“You see, there is a revolutionary spirit abroad. We have syndicalists, anarchists, Fabians, and republicans.
Though they call themselves by different names, their object is the same: to destroy the present system of
government and establish their own, to have a classless society. It is a Utopian scheme, hard to realize. In
achieving it, many crowned heads will fall, and there will be much bloodshed and suffering. In the end nothing
but anarchy and chaos will result.” I asked,
“Can you justify on moral and legal grounds the system whereby one class of society exploits another and one
race subjects another and exploits it?” He answered,
“There is no question of exploitation if you refer to the relation between the employer and the employed.
Theirs is a partnership, in that the employer contributes capital while the employee contributes labor. The return is
distributed equitably in the form of dividends to the employer and wages to the employee. As for the alleged
subjection of one race by another, no subjection is involved if you consider the question objectively. For example,
we don’t treat you or look down upon you as a subject race. Rather, we regard ourselves as the teacher, and you as
the pupil. We are training you in the art of self-government, and as soon as you are fit to govern yourselves, we
will hand over the government of the country to you.” I said,
“How many people are there either in England or in India and Burma who share your view? You must not
forget that our national history started nearly 2,000 years ago with the founding of Tagaung in Burma. And during
the time of the Anawratha Dynasty and during the reign of Alaungpaya and his son, Bodawpaya, Burma was the
most powerful country in Southeast Asia. Given a chance, we shall come up to the same standard as before. But
what chance do we get now in the matter of education? The education our people get is only good to enable them
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to become clerks. And what chance do we get to train ourselves in the art of self-government? The highest
position we can attain is that of a subdivisional officer. Even then, unless an officer shikoes his superior officers
often and is ready to satisfy their slightest whim or fancy, he will never get promoted.” After my outburst, Mr.
Clayton put his head down for a few minutes, evidently thinking hard, then replied,
“I am afraid that your complaint is to a certain extent justified, but there are some British officers serving in
Burma who really love Burma and the Burmans. The day will come, and it will not be long, when their views will
prevail over those of the die-hards.”
I was very pleased to hear this, and I knew he meant it.
A few days later we went over to the Isle of Wight and spent a week or so there in Shanklin. It was really a
lovely place. I spent most of my time either alone or with Mr. Clayton, sightseeing. Then we returned to London
and separated at the Charing Cross Station. Mr. Clayton left for Peterborough, where his father was the dean of
the Cathedral, I went back to Cambridge.
No sooner had I arrived than I received bad news about a Burmese student named Chan Tha. I had not known
him in Rangoon, but met him in Cambridge. He was in Downing College studying law. He apparently came from
a very wealthy family. He was a quiet, nice, and friendly sort of man, and we became quite good friends. We used
to see each other very often either in his rooms or in mine.
One day before the summer holidays started, I went to see Chan Tha and met his landlady in the hail. She
seemed agitated, and she said to me,
“I do not know what has come over your friend Tha. He is not the same as before. He appears to be a bit queer.
This morning he attempted to shoot a Russian student who lives on the top floor.” I said,
“Don’t worry. I will speak to him and put everything right.”
Then I went to Chan Tha’s rooms. I found him pacing up and down, muttering to himself. I thought it was very
odd, but as I had been informed by his landlady that he had attempted to shoot a Russian student in the morning, I
tried not to say anything that might provoke him. I decided it would be safe to speak to him about the coming
holidays, so I said,
“I say, Tha, where do you propose to spend your holidays? I plan to go to New Forest with a friend of my
father, and from there we are going to the Isle of Wight. Perhaps it might do you good to go to the seaside. You
will breathe plenty of ozone, and you will come back quite fresh and invigorated.” At this he flared up.
“Do me good! What will do me good? I hate these damned white men. They treat us colored people like dirt
and vermin. Only this morning I tried to kill that damned Russian fellow who lives upstairs. He snubbed me
several times.”
I did not interrupt him, but let him go on. When he had exhausted this theme, he stopped and looked at me for
sympathy and help. I commiserated,
“Do you think I don’t feel as you do? If anything, I feel more. I don’t show it because it will serve no purpose.
What I am trying to do is to equip myself well with knowledge, so that when I go back to my country, I can lead
my people and show them the way to political freedom. Once we are politically free, we shall be treated with
more respect than we are now.”
He said nothing, and I soon left him. Evidently my suggestion had some effect. I learned that he left
Cambridge for New Forest soon after I did, and stayed nearby at the seaside. One day his body was discovered in
a sitting posture, a bullet wound in the head and a revolver lying by his side. A note was found which said,
“I am very unhappy because I shall never in this life reach the woolsack.”
It was clear that the color bar as practiced in England in those days had apparently upset and unbalanced his
mind. Chan Tha’s death had a profound effect on me. I was more determined then ever to prepare myself for the
struggle that lay ahead in Burma. I not only read the law and economics necessary for my degree examination, but
I also read history and other literature relating to politics.
There was one problem which worried me incessantly—money. My father had a large family to support, and
his salary was small. By means of stinting himself and the family, he was able to send me my monthly allowance
of 20 pounds. I hit upon a plan of supplementing my income by betting on races during the term. Before I had
only gone to races during holidays, but now I decided I would go to those in easy reach of London or Cambridge
while college was in session.
One day I took an early train to London, and from there I went to a race at Gatwick. My venture was
disastrous. I lost all I had, which was about 5 pounds. I could ill afford it. But I thought that the setback was only
temporary and that I would recoup with compound interest. With this in mind I bought a form book and racing
papers and studied up on the horses entered for a Sandow Park race meeting. One race in particular attracted my
attention, a claim race. There was a horse in it whose running I had watched very carefully at Gatwick. The horse
was left hopelessly behind when the race started, but made up a lot of lost ground with its tremendous stride, and
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eventually came in fourth, within a length of the winner. I thought that if the horse got an equal start, it had a good
chance to win. Accordingly, I put a pound on win and a pound on place at Sandow Park. The odds were about
twenty to one for win and five to one for place. The horse came in with plenty of daylight between him and the
second horse. After the horses had been weighed in, I drew my money from my bookie, whose name was Morton.
He looked at me hard, and smiled. I said nothing—simply collecting my winnings, then I went and stood in the
stands. I took no more part in the betting because I did not want to push my way about in the crowd. The
enclosure was simply packed, and several pairs of eyes were watching me closely because of my winnings. When
the races were over, I went back to London, and from there, to Cambridge.
I did not go to races again for some time, until the Ascot week started. Ascot week, as they called it, was a
fashionable week. The King drove down there from Windsor, and from the far end of the race course the King
drove in state with the Queen in an open landau to the Royal Enclosure. Most of the members of the British
society, dressed in the height of fashion, were present. If I remember correctly, there were three enclosures: the
Royal Enclosure, to which only a certain number of privileged persons were admitted; Tattersall’s ring, with an
admission fee of, I think, a pound; and the Silver ring, which I may call the poor men’s enclosure. Its admission
fee was half a crown. I went to the poor men’s enclosure.
On that day there was a long-distance race, the Ascot Stakes, which was two or two-and-a-quarter miles. Only
good and tried stayers were entered. Two horses—one was a mare and the other a colt—were from the stable run
by Alec Taylor. The mare was Elizabeth; she had some sort of pretension to classic form, and was a favorite. Her
stable companion was Declare, a long shot. On the (lay of the race it was rumored that Declare had not arrived
and might not run, as he had hurt one of his legs in exercise. Because of the rumor you could get any odds on the
horse. When the names of the horses were posted I found that Declare was a runner. I had studied the forms on
Declare and Elizabeth very carefully, and I found that Declare was as good a stayer as Elizabeth. He was a fouryear-old and carried a nice weight. I decided that Declare would be wherever Elizabeth was, and that even if he
only placed, the betting would be profitable. The odds were about thirty to one for win and six to one for place. I
put a pound each way.
Elizabeth and a horse called Verney were ahead right through the race. Declare was in the middle of the bunch
of horses. About two furlongs from home, Declare was given his head, and he drew away from the bunch and,
without any apparent effort, he won nearly two lengths ahead of his stable companion, Elizabeth. A silence fell on
the crowd but the bookies yelled with delight. When I went to collect my winnings, nearly 40 pounds, the bookie,
an old man, looked at me and said:
“A wise man always comes from the East.” The people round about clapped their hands and cheered me. I was
very embarrased. Taking advantage of my embarrassment, the bookie said,
“Sir, will you take half your winnings today and the other half tomorrow? Up to now I’ve had a rather bad
time.” I felt sorry for the old fellow and agreed.
I did not do so well in the remaining races, but I left the track with a few pounds’ profit. Two young fellows
trailed me and said,
“Will you give us some money? We are now absolutely broke because we followed your tips.” I answered,
“I have not given you any tips; I don’t even know you.”
“When you won on Declare, we thought you were in the confidence of the trainer, Taylor, and so we backed
the same horses as you. We have now lost all our money. You have won a lot. Will you give us some?”
I saw a policeman and I went up to him and complained of being annoyed by these two chaps. He ordered
them away, and I was put on a bus bound for the railway station. If the policeman had not turned up, those two
might have harmed me.
I got back to Cambridge rather early that night, just before 10:00 P.M., so I went to L. Robinson’s rooms. I
found him having coffee with a man called Phillips who subsequently came to Burma as an Anglican minister.
They were talking about money. I jingled the coins in my trouser pocket, and pulled out a handful of gold, and
said to L. Robinson,
“Why do you worry about money? Look at me. I have found an easy way of earning money. I am not going to
worry my people for money anymore.”
Both Phillips and L. Robinson seemed to be interested in what I said, and both asked me to show them how. I
declined.
“I won’t show you the way, because in the end you will regret it and curse me. However, I am going down to
London early in the morning tomorrow.” L. Robinson asked me to take him along, but I refused and went back to
my rooms.
Next morning when I woke up at about 5:00 A.M., I saw L. Robinson standing by my bed. I asked him what he
was doing, and he said he planned to go to London with me. I could not refuse to take him, so I washed and
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dressed and had breakfast, and then off we went to Ascot. L. Robinson knew nothing about racing—in fact, he
could not even distinguish a horse from a pony. As luck would have it, I picked a few winners, and L. Robinson,
who followed my lead, also won some money. When we returned to Cambridge that evening, we were in high
spirits. L. Robinson proposed to go to Ascot again the next day, but I refused, as I had to attend classes. When L.
Robinson came back, he looked very happy and said that he had won some money.
Just before the summer recess came, the tutor, Mr. Shirres, sent for me and asked where and how I planned to
spend my holidays. I said that I was going to London and stay with some Burmese friends. He said,
“Mr. Clayton asked me to send you to the country to stay with an English family for a few weeks. I think it’s a
good idea. You came to this country not only to acquire academic learning, but also to learn to understand our life,
customs, and manners. There is a nice family in White Noteley, Essex. I have already written them about your
visit.” I replied,
“Yes, sir, I will go.”
As soon as the holidays started, I went to White Notley. I was met at the station by the head of the family with
which I was to live. His name was Sedgwick and he was the Vicar of White Notley and an old Cambridge man.
He was between forty-five and fifty and looked like a pleasant and sociable man. His father-in-law was a chaplain
to the Duke of Devonshire. His wife looked a bit younger than he. She was also pleasant and friendly. I was the
only lodger in the house.
They had only one young son, Timothy, who was about six years of age. His governess was the daughter of a
vicar of a neighboring parish. I was well treated and well looked after. I was given the best room, overlooking a
fine landscape. I was made to feel that I was not only their equal but a member of the family. They knew that I
was a Buddhist, and so Reverend Sedgwick said,
“You need not attend church on Sunday if you don’t want to. But if you want to come just out of curiosity, you
will be welcome.”
However, I never went to church. We had to dress for dinner and after dinner I played either chess or billiards
with Reverend Sedgwick or watched him play with one of his parishioners.
About two weeks after my arrival, I was asked to go with Reverend and Mrs. Sedgwick to a nearby village to
watch the presentation of new colors to a territorial force by Field Marshal Sir Evelyn Wood. I was told that he
had taken part in the annexation and subjugation of Upper Burma. I was full of curiosity to see what the man was
like. When I got to the inspection ground and saw the Field Marshal, I was very much disappointed. He was a
small man, with no pretension to greatness. The sight of him started me thinking about the circumstances under
which the British were able to conquer Upper Burma. I was soon brought back to the prosaic affairs of the day by
Reverend Sedgwick’s tug at my elbow. When I glanced at him, he said,
“It is time for us to go home. The show is over.”
After dinner, I did not play any game; I made some excuses and went out to the graveyard which was by the
side of the house. I walked up and down, thinking of the loss of our independence and the reasons for it. At long
last I concluded that there were two main causes, namely, disunity and corruption in the ruling circle. Every male
member of the royal family—whether he was in the direct line of ascent to the throne or not—thought that he had
as good a chance as anybody else to become king provided he had an armed following. The result was that every
princeling had a small private army of his own, and planned and plotted the overthrow of the king. Civil war
broke out often; there was no unity in the country. To make it worse, there was no proper administrative system in
a modern sense. No administrative officer from a provincial governor on downward was paid any fixed salary. For
a living he had to depend on the collections he made.
Suddenly I heard a clock from inside the vicarage strike eleven, and only then did I realize that it was rather
late. I went through a side door. The house was quiet, and I tiptoed upstairs. I changed my clothes and went to
bed, but I could not sleep, thinking of my country.
In the morning I went to London for a day’s outing. When I came back in the evening, Reverend Sedgwick
said,
“You know, when I was up in Cambridge, I had to live by my wits.”
“How do you mean?”
“I often ran through my quarter allowance in the first few weeks of the quarter, with the result that I was often
in financial trouble in the second half of the quarter. What I did was to cash postdated checks with some
tradesmen, paying small interest thereon.”
When I went back to Cambridge for my last year, once or twice I did what Reverend Sedgwick had done. My
last year was otherwise uneventful.
I took my degree and went down to London in May, 1912. I wanted to be called to the bar in that year, but I
had passed in one compartment only. I had to take two more compartments and the final, but I made up my mind
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to finish all my examinations before the end of the year. I took a bed-sitting room in Paddington, near St. Mary’s
Church, and worked practically thewhole day.
I had as a fellow-lodger a novelist named Forster. He was rather well known in those days as a writer of
thrillers. I tried to meet him, but did not succeed. It was rather surprising—being a novelist, one would think he
would be sociable, but he was not a gregarious creature. The time for my examinations came; I took them at one
sitting, and managed to pass all.
A date was fixed for my call to the bar; on that night, all who were to be called had to assemble in the room of
the Treasurer. If I remember correctly, we had to arrive at about 6:00 P.M., and dress for the occasion. The place
where I lived was rather-far away from the Temple. I took a bus at about quarter past five. As there was a traffic
jam in several places, I arrived about five or ten minutes late and rushed to the Treasurer’s room. There I found
the students to be called to the bar and the benchers assembled. I felt very embarrassed, but the benchers soon put
me at ease by their kindness and by wishing me well. But as soon as I took my place in the line, one elderly
Englishman addressed me in Burmese, saying,
“Hey! Why did you keep the benchers waiting for you so long?”
The words were innocent, but the tone was that of a sahib. I resented it, and said in English,
“I see that you are still unable to shed yourself of Burma airs. You must remember you are no longer a boss but
one of the crowd.” I said it loud enough for only the people near us to hear, not the benchers.
At my remark, Hertz, for that was his name, reddened. He at once changed his tone and said—this time in
English,
“You know, I served in Burma for over thirty years as a police officer. My elder brother is still there in the
Burma Commission. I love Burma and the Burmans. If I can afford time and money, I will go back again.” Then
he added, pointing to another elderly man standing rather far away from us,
“There is another Burma man. He is George, C.J.E. His last station was Mogok.. You must meet him after
dinner.”
The man called George looked like a conceited, stand-offish sort of man to me, and so I avoided him.
A few days later I booked my passage home via France, Switzerland, Italy, and Egypt. My journey through
France and Switzerland was uneventful, but when I crossed over by train to Italy, an amusing and at the same time
somewhat embarrassing incident took place.
My compartment was full. Almost all the passengers were Italians, except for two or three Germans. I
happened to be sitting next to a rather lovely Italian. girl. After we had crossed over to Italy from Switzerland, an
oldish Italian who sat opposite me started grinning at me and the Italian girl. He then said in English to the girl, “I
love you, I love you,”and winked at me.
All the passengers in the compartment, including the Germans, started to laugh. I felt very embarrassed, but
pretended not to understand English. Luckily, we soon arrived at Milan and all the Italian passengers left the train.
At dusk we pulled into Genoa and I was met at the station by one of Cooks men. He took me to the German
liner which was to take me to Egypt. The boat was fine, and the passengers were a heterogeneous crowd. I shared
a cabin with a Chinese boy from, I think, Java, and at meals I was seated at a table reserved for English people.
There were about twenty or thirty English passengers, and they were all good and kind to me. However, the
German crew members were all rather antagonistic, simply because I was a British subject.
One day when I was walking on the upper deck, a steward brought me some ice cream. As I took it, he said,
“Our boats are not like English boats. We like cleanliness, neatness, and orderliness, and we provide better
food than the English.” I did not reply.
A few days later we arrived at Naples. I went ashore with some of the English passengers, but I and another
passenger got separated from the others at a certain eating place. We decided to go back to the boat, but on the
way we were accosted by two Italians. They spoke English rather well, and posing as guides, offered to take us to
some places of interest. We believed them,and did not become suspicious until they took us through narrow
streets. Suddenly our “guides” stopped us before the door of a certain house and pushed us in.
I at once suspected that it was a house of ill fame, and struggled to get out. My companion did the same. The
guides appeared to be very angry. I could sense that there would be trouble for us unless I offered them some
money, which I did. My companion followed suit. Only then were we allowed to come out of the house. I learned
a bitter lesson—not to trust any stranger.
A few days later we arrived at Port Said. I left the boat and put up at a hotel in the center of town. It was run by
an Arab, and the waiters and the servants were all Arabs. Some of them were evil-looking fellows. When I went to
bed, I became nervous lest someone come in the dead of night, rob me, and cut my throat. I lay awake for the
greater part of the night. To my great relief, after a few days’ stay in the hotel, a Henderson liner arrived and I
went aboard.
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About three weeks later I arrived in Rangoon. I was met at the jetty by an uncle, who broke the sad news of my
maternal grandfather’s death a few days before my arrival. This news, on top of the deaths of Maung Ba Kyu and
another brother who had died some months earlier, greatly grieved me. I was terribly upset also because I knew
how my grandfather had longed to see me back as a full-fledged barrister. I stayed in Rangoon for two or three
days and then I went to Bassein by train.
I was met at the station by my father with a good gathering of friends and relatives. On seeing them, I was
overwhelmed with both happiness and grief. I was happy because I was back among my own relations and
friends, but sad because I missed my two brothers and my grandfather among them.
A few days later I discussed my future with my father and mother. I said that I wanted to remain at the bar and
practice in Rangoon. My father agreed, but I could see that he wanted me to join the government service or else to
practice in Bassein, where he thought I had a better chance of making a name for myself. But I assured him that
after a year or two I should be able not only to make an income for myself at the Rangoon bar, but also be able to
make my name known.
I asked him to give me a small allowance for a year. Poor good old father, he agreed, though I knew what a
pinch it meant for him.
248.153 Excerpts from Buddhist Devotion And Meditation: An Objective Description And Study\fn{by Pe
Maung Tin (1888-1973)} Pauktaw, Rakhine State, Myanmar (M) 10
Buddhaghosa, the great commentator, who wrote in the fifth century A.D., says that when the Buddha
appeared mighty spirits and men worshipped him. The Brahma Sahampati worshipped the Buddha with a garland
of precious stones of the height of Mount Sineru. And other spirits and men such as King Bimbisara and the King
of Kosala did so according to their means. Asoka the Great King put up 84,000 monasteries in the whole of
Jambudipa, spending ninety-six crores of wealth in memory of the Blessed One who had then passed away.
Candanamaliya the Elder says that for thirty thousand aeons he has worshipped the Buddha and has not known
the misery of the states of woe: such is the fruit of the worship of the Buddha.
It is said in a Buddhist birth story that a layman, finding no boat at the landing stage walked into the river, his
mind dwelling on the Buddha in joyful contemplation. His feet did not sink in the water. Walking as though on
dry land, he got as far as the middle of the river. There he noticed the waves. Then his joyful contemplation of the
Buddha subsided and his feet began to sink. Again he strengthened his power of joyful contemplation of the
Buddha and succeeded in walking on the surface of the river till he reached the further bank.
Buddhaghosa tells the story of a daughter of noble family who soared into the sky through the transporting
power of rapture, derived from thinking of the Buddha. Her parents, going in the evening to the monastery to hear
the Lord, said, “Dear, you are heavily burdened: it is not the time for you to be walking. You are not able to come
with us. We shall hear the Law and make merit for you”, and departed.
Although she wanted to go, she was not able to disregard their words, so she remained behind in the house.
She stood at the door, and, looking by moonlight at the courtyard of the shrine against the sky, saw the offerings
of lamps to the shrine and the people going round and doing honour to the shrine with garlands and scented
perfumes, and heard the sound of the mass-chanting of the monks.
Then she thought, “Blessed indeed must be those who can go to the monastery and walk in such a courtyard
and hear such sweet religious discourse”, and as she looked at the shrine rising like a mass of pearls, the transport
of rapture arose in her. She soared into the sky, and descended therefrom to the courtyard earlier than her parents,
saluted the shrine and stood listening to the Law. Then her parents coming near asked her,
“Dear, by which way did you come?”
“Dear parents, I came by the sky, and not by the road!”
“Dear, by the sky only Saints can go; how could you have come?” Thus questioned she said,
“As I stood looking at the shrine in the moonlight, and thinking on the Buddha, there arose in me a strong
rapture. Then I knew not whether I stood or sat, but I laid hold of the Sign\fn{ That unsteady mental “image” which arises
after the mind has reached a certain degree of concentration } and sprang in the sky, and found myself standing in the
courtyard.”
*
Thus the Blessed One is the saint, supremely enlightened, proficient in knowledge and conduct, well-farer, worldknower, peerless driver of men to be tamed, teacher of spirits and men, the Buddha, the Blessed One.
Well proclaimed by the Blessed One is the Law, perfectly visible, timeless, bidding all to come and see, giving
guidance, to be understood by the intelligent each for himself.
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Well practised is the Blessed One’s Order of disciples, practised in integrity, practised in intellectual methods,
practised in right lines of action, to wit: the four pairs of men, the eight persons, namely the Blessed One’s Order of
disciples worthy of offerings, of oblations, of gifts, of reverential salutations, the world’s peerless field of merit.

The first paragraph of this passage is the formula of worship of the First Gem, the Buddha. The second
paragraph is the formula of worship of the Second Gem, the Law (or the Norm). The third paragraph is the
formula of worship of the Third Gem, the Order of monks.
There is no greater worship than this form of worship of the Three Gems. The Buddha himself and his Saints
have spoken this formula of worship in several passages of the canonical texts. The Buddha recommends this
formula to his monks as a protection against fear, panic, or creeping of the flesh:
Whene’er in forest or in leafy shade
Or lonely empty places ye abide,
Call to your mind, bhikkhus,\fn{Devotee} the Enlightened One;
No fear, no sense of peril will ye know.
Or if ye cannot on the Buddha think—
The chief, the senior of the world, the Bull of men—
Then call the Norm to mind, the well taught guide.
Or if ye cannot think upon the Norm—
The well taught doctrine wherein guidance lies—
Then turn your thoughts to the Fraternity,
Unrivalled field where men may sow good deeds.
If ye in Buddha, Order, Norm thus refuge take,
Fear, panic, creeping of the flesh will never rise.

The Buddha says in the Mahaparinibbana Sutta (Great Discourse on Complete Nirvana) that the Noble
Disciple who steadfastly believes that the Three Gems are endowed with the attributes described in the formula
may proclaim of himself thus:
Cut off for me is Hell; Cut off is rebirth as an animal; cut off is the realm of Ghosts, the Woeful Way and the
Downfall. I have won the stream to nirvana. I am not doomed to the Downfall. I am assured, and bound for
enlightenment.

Such a disciple is in possession of the Virtues that lead to concentration.
In order to attain the best results, worshippers should recite the formula intelligently. Here is an abstract of
Buddhaghosa’s exegesis:
*
The Blessed One is “Saint” because he stands at a really great distance from the vices, has destroyed all the
vices and the spokes of the wheel of repeated births, is worthy to receive the requisites of life, and is incapable of
doing evil in secret.
He is “Supremely Enlightened” because he knows all things rightly and by himsel£
All that which should be known is known by me,
Whatever should be wrought, that have I wrought,
Whatever should be removed I have removed,
Hence, Brahman, am I Buddha—one awake.

He is “proficient in knowledge” because he possesses the eight kinds of knowledge, namely, recollecting one’s
previous births, divine eye, divine ear, knowing other people’s thoughts, psychic power, extinction of the cankers,
psychic power of mind, insight-knowledge.
“Proficiency in conduct” is characterized by moral restraint, control over the doors of one’s senses, moderation
in eating, application in wakefulness, faith, sense of shame, dread of blame, wide knowledge, energy,
mindfulness, understanding, and the four stages of ecstatic meditation (jhana).
The Blessed One’s proficiency in knowledge is fully seen in his omniscience; his proficiency in conduct is
seen in his great mercifulness. Knowing through omniscience what is advantageous and disadvantageous for all
beings, he by means of his great mercifulness wards off the disadvantages and admits the advantages.
By the Noble Path he has gone without faltering to the place of security, the beautiful place, the deathless
nirvana. Thus, from having gone to the beautiful place is he called the “well-farer”. And rightly has he gone by
the Path, not allowing the discarded vices to return. Or, rightly has he gone from the time when he lay at the feet
of Diparikara, working benefit and happiness for the whole world by his success in fulfilling the full thirty
Perfections,\fn{These are ten in number, but practiced in three stages; thus, with their succeeding rarifications, being 30 altogether.
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They are liberality, morality, renunciation, wisdom, energy, forbearance, truthfulness, resolution, loving-kindness and equanimity }

down
to the time when he sat in the circle of the Wisdom Tree without having recourse to the extremes of eternalism,
annihilation, devotion to pleasures, and self-mortification. Thus from his going rightly is he called “well-farer”.
Because he knows the world in all respects, he is “world-knower”. For the Blessed One has known,
understood, penetrated the world in all respects, that is, as to its intrinsic nature, origin, cessation, means of
cessation.
I do not say, friend, that I am able by walking to come to know, to see, or to arrive at that end of the world, where
one is not born, does not grow old, nor die, nor cease, nor get reborn. But neither do I say, friend, that without having
reached the end of the world is the end of suffering to be accomplished. It is in the fathom-long carcase, friend, with its
perceptions and its thoughts that, I declare, lies the world, and the origin of the world, and the cessation of the world,
and the course of action leading to the cessation of the world.

Further, he knows the world of mental formation in all respects thus:
There is one world: all creatures subsist on account of a cause. There are two worlds: mind and matter. There
are three worlds: the three feelings. There are four worlds: the four nutriments. There are five worlds: the five
clinging aggregates. There are six worlds: the six internal organs of sense. There are seven worlds: the seven
durations of consciousness. There are eight worlds: the eight worldly conditions. There are nine worlds: the nine
abodes of beings. There are ten worlds: the ten sense-organs. There are twelve worlds: the twelve sense-organs.
There are eighteen worlds: the eighteen elements.
And because he knows the wishes of all beings, their inclinations, their conduct, their intentions; because he
knows who has little or no dust in his eyes, and who has much dust in his eyes, who has sharp faculties and who
has soft faculties, who is of good behaviour and who is of bad behaviour, who is easy to convince and who is
difficult to convince, who is capable (of attainment) and who is incapable (of attainment); therefore does he know
the world of living beings in all respects.
And as with the world of living beings, so also with the world of space.
As far as sun and moon go round
The quarters all to give them light,
So far the world is thousand-fold,
Wherein is exercised thy might.

For he knows that a single world-system is 1,203,450 yojanas\fn{ About seven miles} in length and breadth. The
disk of the moon measures 49 yojanas, the disk of the sun 50 yojanas, the Tavatimsa heavenly mansion 10,000
yojanas; likewise the Asura mansion, Avici the great hell, and Jambudipa. Aparagoyana is 7,000 yojanas, likewise
Pubbavideha. Uttarakuru is 8,000 yojanas. Each of these Great Islands is surrounded by 500 smaller islands. All
these together form one world-system, the world-element. In the spaces between three of them are the hells within
the world-systems.
Thus the Blessed One by his infmite Buddhahood has known, understood, penetrated the infinite worldsystems. Thus from his knowing the world in all respects is he the “world-knower”.
In the absence of anyone more distinguished than himself, there is no one better than this one—hence the
epithet “Peerless”.
I do not see in the world including that of spirits and that of the Evil Ones, anyone of the race of men or of spirits
more fully endowed with morality than myself.

“Driver of men to be tamed”—that is, he has tamed, rendered passionless, and established in the Refuges and
Precepts such men as Saccaka the Jain, Ambattha the brahman youth; also such male animals as Apalala the Naga
King, Dhanapalaka the elephant; and such non-human males as, Kharaloma the Yakkha, Sakka the king of the
spirits.
Kesi, I tame men gently, I tame them harshly, I tame them gently and harshly.

“Teacher”—that is, he instructs beings according to their worthiness, regarding ultimate truths of the present
and the future. As the caravan leader takes the goods across the desert, through the danger of robbers, across
places infested by wild beasts, through famine-stricken and waterless regions, takes them over, out of, through
such perils, and places them in a safe place, so the Blessed One, the Teacher, the caravan leader takes beings
across the desert of birth.
“Of spirits and men”—the Blessed One by giving instruction even to animals is their teacher too. It is said that
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as the Blessed One was showing the Law to the residents of Champa Town on the shore of Lake Gaggara, a frog
grasped the Sign in the Blessed One’s voice. A cowherd who stood leaning on a stick drove it into the frog’s head.
The frog died there and then and was reborn in a golden mansion in the Tavatimsa world. And the Blessed One
taught him the Law.
“The Buddha”—because whatever knowable thing there is, he has understood all by means of a knowledge
which is the consummation of emancipation. Or, since he himself has understood the Four Truths, he causes
others also to understand them; for these reasons and others is he the Buddha.
“Blessed One” is an appellation of respect and reverence for the best of all beings distinguished in virtues. He
is also called Blessed because he has destroyed such perils as covetousness, hate, delusion, shamelessness,
indiscretion, anger, malice, hypocrisy, rivalry, envy, meanness, craftiness, pride, negligence, the sixty-two
heresies, and the hundred thousand vices which bring trouble and fever to all.
And because the word “blessed” is used in connection with the Six States: lordship, state, fame, glory, desire,
endeavour, e.g. because there is the highest kind of lordship in his own mind, and there is the lordship which in
the world’s opinion is achieved in all sorts of forms, such as power to make one’s body minutely small, power to
travel lightly through the air, and so on; there is also the supramundane state; there is the fame filling the three
worlds and exceedingly pure and got by real merit; there is the glory of the limbs, big and small, being marked
with the characteristic signs, and capable of producing clearness of vision in men who make an effort to see his
physical form; there is the desire manifested as the ability to effect at will whatever is wished for or aspired after,
whether it be one’s own benefit or another’s; and there is the endeavour called right effort as the condition of
attaining teachership of all the world—therefore is he called the Blessed One.
And because he is spoken of as an analyser, who has divided, explained, shown all states as good, etc.; the
states which are good, etc., he analyses as aggregates, sense-organs, elements, truths, faculties, dependent
origination, etc.; the noble truth of suffering he analyses as oppressing, conditioned, burning, mutable; the origin
of suffering as accumulation, source, fetter, nuisance; the cessation of suffering as escape, solitude, unconditionedness, deathlessness; the Path as leading out, cause, vision, dominant influence—therefore as analyser is he
called the Blessed.
*
And in regard to the Law the worshipper should know that as scripture it is “well proclaimed” because of its
loveliness in the beginning, the middle, and the end. For any stanza that the Blessed One preaches has a lovely
beginning in the first line, a lovely centre in the second and the third lines, a lovely end in the last line. A
discourse with a single application has a lovely beginning in the introduction, a lovely end in the epilogue, a
lovely centre in the rest. A discourse with many applications has a lovely beginning in the first application, a
lovely end in the last application, a lovely centre in the rest. Further it is lovely in the beginning because of its
introduction and narrative; lovely in the middle because of its acceptability by those ready to receive it, the
irreversibility of its meaning, and its connection with cause and example; lovely in the end because its epilogue
causes the hearers to attain to faith. And the whole of the Law of the religion is lovely in the beginning because of
the morality which is its essence; lovely in the middle because of tranquillity, insight, Path, and fruition; lovely in
the end because of nirvana.
Or it is lovely in the beginning because of the Buddha being well enlightened, lovely in the middle because of
the Law being good, lovely in the end because of the good conduct of the Order.
Or, it is lovely in the beginning because one who has listened to the Law and practised accordingly can attain
Perfect Enlightenment, lovely in the middle because it treats of the enlightenment of Silent Buddhas, lovely in the
end because it treats of the enlightenment of disciples.
The supramundane Law is also well proclaimed because it proclaims a course of practice which conforms to
nirvana and a nirvana which conforms to the practice.
The Noble Path is well proclaimed because it is proclaimed as the Middle Path which avoids the two extremes
of sensuality and self-mortification.
Nirvana, with its intrinsic nature of eternity, deathlessness, refuge, shelter, etc., is well proclaimed because it is
proclaimed as possessing the intrinsic nature of eternity, etc.
“Perfectly Visible”—that is, the Noble Path is to be seen by the noble person himself who makes an end of
lust, etc., in his own life-continuum. Further, the supramundane Law, when acquired by anyone, is not dependent
on faith in another man, but is the result of reflective knowledge leading to conviction.
“Timeless”—that is, it gives fruit as soon as ever it arises.
“Bidding all to come and see”—that is, the supramundane Law, existing in itself, is pure like the full-moon
disk in a sky free from clouds, or like a real gem set in an orange-coloured stone; hence from its reality and purity
it is entitled to utter such words of welcome as “come and see! “
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“Giving guidance”—that is, to nirvana.
“To be understood by the intelligent each for himself”—thus:
The Path has been developed by me, the fruit is attained, cessation realized.

For the pupil’s vices are not put away by the Path developed by his preceptor, nor does he live in comfort by
the latter’s attainment of the Fruition, neither does he realize the nirvana which the latter has realized. One should
not look at it merely as one looks at an ornament on another’s head. It must be seen, enjoyed by the intelligent in
his own mind.
*
In regard to the Order of disciples, the worshipper should contemplate thus:
“Well practiced” means “of right behaviour”.
“Disciples” are those who listen respectfully to the admonition and instruction of the Blessed One.
“The Order of disciples” means the group of disciples who form a community sharing common virtue and
belief. Their right behaviour, being “practised in integrity” in the sense of not crooked, not curved, not bent but
noble, is spoken of as “practised in intellectual methods” and from its consistency goes under the name of being
“practised in right lines of action”.
“The four pairs of men”—that is, one who has entered the First Path, and one who has reached its fruition,
make one pair. There are thus four pairs for the four Paths.
“The eight persons”—that is, one who has entered the First Path, and one who has reached its fruition; thus
there are eight persons.
“Worthy of Offerings”—an offering is something that ought to be brought even from afar and offered to the
virtuous, i.e. the Four Requisites, namely, clothing, almsfood, dwelling-place, medicine.
“Worthy of oblations”—offerings respectfully made for the benefit of dear, beloved relatives and friends who
have arrived from afar are called oblations. Such worthy guests may be passed over and the offerings given to the
Order. And it is fitting that the Order should receive them, for there is no guest like the Order.
“Worthy of gifts”—a gift is given out of faith in the next world. A member of the Order is worthy of such a gift
or gets good by it, because he purifies it by making it greatly fruitful. He is “worthy of reverential salutation”
from everyone who places both hands on the forehead as a sign of reverence.
“The world’s peerless field for merit”—Just as the place where the paddy or barley of the king grows is called
the King’s paddy-field or barley-field, so is the Order a place for the growth of merit for the whole world; for
works of merit conducive to every kind of benefit and happiness for the world grow on account of the Order.
*
This formula of worship of the Three Gems is the same as the formula used in calling to mind the attributes of
the Buddha, the Law, and the Order in three exercises for meditation. Buddhaghosa says that he who recites this
formula, in calling to mind the attributes of the Buddha, has a mind unassailed by lust, hate, or delusion, and is
upright in contemplating the Buddha. And, being unassailed by lust, etc., and free from the hindrances to spiritual
progress, and upright in his meditation exercises, he achieves the power of apprehending and comprehending the
Buddha’s attributes. Rapture arises when he does so.
In his rapt mind, bodily and mental sufferings subside through repose, which is the cause of rapture. When his
sufferings subside, there arises happiness physical and mental. The mind of the happy one who has the Buddha’s
attributes as object is composed. Thus in due order the factors of meditation arise in him together. And owing to
the depth of the Buddha’s attributes or to the intentness with which the meditator contemplates them, he attains
access-concentration.\fn{I.e., concentrataion “approaching” but not yet come to, the First Jhana, or ecstatic meditation }
Because this meditation is the result of calling to mind the Buddha’s attributes, it comes to be known as
Buddha-recollection. And he who applies himself to Buddha-recollection, has respect and reverence for the
Teacher, attains abundance of faith, mindfulness, understanding, merit, rapture, and joy, overcomes fear and
dread, is able to bear pain, obtains a sense of intimacy with the Teacher; and his body, informed by recollection of
the attributes of the Buddha, is worthy of adoration like a temple; his mind bends towards the sphere of the
Buddha; in contact with sinful objects he feels a sense of shame and a dread of blame as though he stood in the
very presence of the Teacher; he is bound for a happy destiny.
*
When a man calls to mind the attributes of the Law that it is well proclaimed, his mind is not assailed by lust
nor by hate nor by delusion, but is upright with reference to the Law. Thus, when he is rid of the hindrances, the
factors of meditation arise in him together. And owing to the profundity of the attributes of the Law or the
intentness with which he contemplates them he attains access-concentration.
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This meditation is called Law- recollection because it is the result of calling to mind the attributes of the Law.
And he who applies himself to this Law-recollection comes to have respect and reverence for the Teacher:
Such a teacher of the Law which gives guidance, I have never seen, nor do I see, other than the Blessed One.

Honouring the Law he attains an abundance of faith, rapture, and joy. He overcomes fear and dread, is able to
bear pain, gets a sense of intimacy with the Law; and his body, informed by recollection of the attributes of the
Law, is worthy of adoration like a temple; his mind bends towards the attainment of the incomparable Law; in
contact with sinful objects he feels a sense of shame and of dread of blame as he calls to mind the goodness of the
Law; he is bound for a happy destiny.
*
When a man calls to mind the attributes of the Order, that it is well practised, etc., his mind is not assailed by
lust nor by hate nor by delusion, but is upright with reference to the Order. When he is rid of the hindrances, the
factors of meditation arise in him together. Owing to the profundity of the attributes of the Order or the intentness
with which he contemplates them, he attains access-concentration.
This meditation is called Order-recollection because it is a result of calling to mind the attributes of the Order.
And he who applies himself to this Order-recollection comes to have respect and reverence for the Order, attains
an abundance of faith, rapture, and joy, overcomes fear and dread, is able to bear pain, gains a sense of intimacy
with the Order; and his body, informed by recollection of the attributes of the Order, is worthy of adoration like a
Chapter-house of the assembled Order; his mind bends towards the attainment of the attributes of the Order; in
contact with sinful objects he feels a sense of shame and dread of blame, as though he stood in the very presence
of the Order; he is bound for a happy destiny.
*
By day the sun shines and by night the moon.
In armour shines the warrior; ardent, rapt,
The brahman shines, but through both day and night
Shineth the Buddha’s glowing love for men.

This verse for victory addressed to the Buddha is from the Samyutta Nikaya (Kindred Sayings). According to
the commentary, King Bhatika asked his teacher to say something as a blessing for victory, and when the teacher
recited this verse for victory the king put a thousand coins in the teacher’s hands raised to the forehead in
adoration to the Buddha.
*
Honour to Him, the Blessed One the Saint, the Buddha Supreme.
Well-farer well-farer the Best, the merit—the merit-winner!
The deathless deathless Peace, the peerless peerless Giver!
The World of refuge refuge, the Maker of no-strife no-strife!
The Home of safety safety, the Leader the Leader I worship.
Home of pity, Doer of all hard things.
Who has gone the gait crossing the life ocean.
Lord of the three worlds,\fn{In Burma of the Pagan dynasty this means the worlds of men, of gods, and of Brahmas } mind well composed,
beneficent,
To that all-seeing Eye I bow, to him I bow.

The authorship of this formula of homage to the Buddha is unknown. Some attribute it to Buddhaghosa. Pairs
of words calculated to enhance the poetical effect such as “well-farer well-farer” are a feature of this formula. The
Pali verses of this formula of homage occur as introduction to a Pagan inscription 1196 A.D., where King
Narapati sends for and receives relics of the Buddha from the King of Ceylon and enshrines them in a stone mat.
Perhaps the verses were composed in celebrations of that event?
*
I worship the Great Sage the Buddha, who is endowed with the thirty-two marks of the Superman:
1. He has feet with level tread.
2. Beneath, on the soles of his feet, wheels appear thousand-spoked, with tyre and hub, in every way complete
and well-divided.
3. He has projecting heels.
4. He is long in fingers and toes.
5. He is soft and tender in hands and feet.
6. He has hands and feet like a net.
7. His ankles are like rounded shells.
8. His legs are like an antelope’s.
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9. Standing and without bending he can touch and rub his knees with either hand.
10. His male organs are concealed in a sheath.
11. His complexion is like bronze, the colour of gold.
12. His skin is so delicately smooth that no dust cleaves to his body.
13. The down on his body grows in single hairs one to each pore.
14. The down on his body turns upwards, every hair of it, blue-black in colour like eye-paint, in little curling
rings, curling to the right.
15. He has a frame divinely straight.
16. He has the seven convex surfaces.
17. The front half of his body is like a lion’s.
18. There is no furrow between his shoulders.
19. His proportions have the symmetry of the banyan tree: the length of his body is equal to the compass of his
arms, and the compass of his arms is equal to his height.
20. His chest is equally rounded.
21. His taste is supremely acute.
22. His jaws are like a lion’s.
23. He has forty teeth.
24. He has regular teeth.
25. He has continuous teeth.
26. The eyeteeth are very lustrous.
27. His tongue is long.
28. He has a divine voice like the Karavika bird.
29. His eyes are intensely blue.
30. He has eyelashes like a cow’s.
31. Between the eyebrows appears a hairy mole white and soft like cotton down.
32. His head is like a royal turban.

This worship of the thirty-two marks of the Superman which signify that their possessor will be either a
Universal Monarch or a Buddha is recommended by the Monywe Sayadaw and the Mahavisuddharama Sayadaw
and others. These marks are described in the Lakkhana Sutta (Discourse on the Marks) of the Digha Nikaya (Long
Discourses). They are translated in Dialogues of the Buddha iii. This concept of the marks of the Superman is preBuddhistic. According to the Sutta the marks are the result of good deeds done in former births and can only be
maintained in the present life by righteousness.
The Buddha says that a man can only be called a Superman when he has emancipated his heart. And how does
he emancipate it? By insight he makes himself master of his body, his feelings, his mind, and his ideas; he
becomes so ardent, self-possessed, and mindful that he overcomes both the dejection and the hankering common
in the world. In this way his mind is purified, emancipated, free from the cankers.
And in another text, the Buddha calls a man of four qualities very wise, a superman. And these are the
qualities. (1) He concerns himself with the advantage and the happiness of the common people. He has
established many of them in the noble system, that is, in the beauty of righteousness set forth in the Noble Path.
(2) He can think about a thing, or not, just as he pleases; he can entertain an aspiration or not, just as he pleases;
for he has control over his mind in its trends of thought. (3) He can enter at his pleasure without toil or trouble
into the four stages of ecstatic meditation that are beyond thought, and yet pertain to this present life. (4) He has
put away the cankers arising from lust; he attains and realizes a sane emancipation of heart and mind even in this
present life.
The discourse goes on to say that the Buddha himself has done all this.
And we are told in the Dhammapada (The Way of the Doctrine) that the Saint is the superman:
Verily he who bears for the last time the burden of his body, is called a man of great wisdom, the Superman.

In Buddhist art the white hairy mole between the eyebrows is generally represented as a simple dot or a jewel,
later interpreted as the eye of wisdom. The turban is a sort of cowl on the head shown in statues as a growth or
protuberance on the top of the head.\fn{ At this point the author advances into the attributes of the letters of the alphabet; but I have
omitted this as the necessary diacritical markings over them will probably not reproduce on the computing machines throughout the
world:H}

*
I worship the Seven Scenes:
1. The Wisdom Tree where the Buddha attained enlightenment.
2. The spot to the north of the Wisdom Tree where the Buddha gazed without winking at the seat of his great
glory at the foot of the Wisdom Tree.
3. The terraced walk between the Wisdom Tree and the spot where he sat gazing at the seat of his glory at the
foot of the Wisdom Tree.
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4. The Jewelled Hall which was created by the Gods to the Northwest of the Wisdom Tree, where the Buddha sat,
revolving in his mind Abhidhamma Pitaka.
5. The Ajapala banyan tree near the Wisdom Tree where the Buddha sat cross-legged.
6. The Mucalinda Tree near the Ajapala banyan tree where the Naga\fn{A serpent} King of the tree sheltered the
Buddha from a great rain by winding his coils seven times round the Buddha’s body and holding his hood over the
Buddha’s head.
7. The Rajayatana tree at the foot of which the Buddha sat in meditation, after which he received a gift of ricecakes and honey from Tapussa and Bhallika.

According to the Vinaya Pitaka (Book of the Discipline) the Buddha remained four weeks at the Wisdom Tree,
a week at each of the four Scenes: numbers 1, 5, 6, 7 out of the Seven Scenes mentioned above. The remaining
three Scenes, a week each at numbers 2, 3, 4, are inserted by the later Jataka account making the Buddha spend
altogether seven weeks.
*
Honour is also paid to a set of eight scenes from the Buddha’s life.
I worship the Eight Scenes:
1. Lumbini Garden, where the Buddha was born.
2. The Wisdom Tree, under which the Buddha attained enlightenment.
3. The preaching of the first sermon called the turning of the Wheel of the Law at Isipatana.
4. Pari-leyyaka, the forest where the Parileyyaka Elephant or Monkey ministered to the Buddha’s needs.
5. Dhana-palaka, the elephant tamed by the Buddha.
6. Gandamba, the mango tree under which the Buddha performed the Twin-miracle.\fn{ A display phenomena of
opposite characterin pairs, such as the streaming forth of fire and water }
7. Sankassa town, where the Buddha returned to earth after preaching the Abhidhamma-pitaka 3 in Tavatimsa
heaven.
8. Kusinara, where the Buddha died.

Numbers 1, 2, 3, and 8 are the four holy places declared by the Buddha to be fit places of pilgrimage for the
pious. There are representations of these four scenes at the Bharhut Stupa of the second century B.C., testifying to
the existence of a developed Buddha legend. An inscription of Asoka says that after he had been anointed twenty
years, Asoka came himself and worshipped the spot at Lumbini where the Buddha was born.
*
There is yet another set of nine scenes from the Buddha’s life to which honour is paid.
I worship the Nine Scenes:
1. Lumbini Garden.
2. Anoma river, where Gotama cut off his hair-knot and put on the orange garments of an ascetic.
3. The Wisdom Tree.
4. The turning of the wheel of the Law.
5. The Twin-miracle.
6. The throne of Sakka occupied by the Buddha when he visited Tavatimsa heaven to preach the Abhidhammapitaka to his mother.
7. The jeweled Stairway created by Sakka for the descent of the Buddha from Tavatimsa heaven.
8. The descent of the Buddha from Tavatimsa.
9. Kusinara, where the Buddha died.

It will be seen that numbers 1, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9 of the Nine Scenes are the same as numbers 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8 of the
Eight Scenes respectively. It is interesting to note that three of the Nine Scenes, numbers 6, 7, 8, are connected
with the preaching of the Abhidhamma-pitaka (Buddhist philosophy) to the Buddha’s mother.
But in a votive tablet of nine scenes found at Pagan, eight of the scenes are the same as the eight given in [the
list of the eight], the ninth scene being that of Sujata offering milk-rice.
*
The things which arise from a cause
Of these the Tathagata\fn{Buddha} has stated the cause.
And of these there is the cessation.
Such is the creed of the Great Ascetic.

This is the famous stanza by means of which Assaji, one of the Group of Five to whom the Buddha preached
his first sermon, converted Sariputta to the faith of the Buddha. Sariputta repeated the stanza to Moggallana, and
he too was converted. This stanza which succeeded in converting these two chief disciples of the Buddha was
apparently used by the early Buddhists in their efforts to secure converts. The earliest mention of it in Burma
occurs in the Maunggan Gold Plates of the seventh century A.D. discovered at Old Prome. It is also found
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inscribed below thousands of Buddhas in votive tablets, many of them signed by King Aniruddha of Pagan, who
in his missionary zeal in one instance puts his own name at the end of the stanza instead of “the great Ascetic”, the
Buddha.
*
I beg leave! I beg leave! I beg leave! In order that any offence I may have committed either by deed or by mouth or
by thought may be nullified, I raise my joined hands in reverence to the forehead and worship, honour, look at, and
humbly pay homage to the Three Gems: the Buddha, the Law, and the Order once, twice, three times, Lord.
And because of this meritorious act of prostration may I be freed at all times from the four States of woe, the three
Scourges, the eight wrong circumstances, the five Enemies, the four Deficiencies, the five Misfortunes and quickly
attain the Path, the Fruition, and the Noble Law of Nirvana, Lord.

This prayer, written in Burmese by an unknown nationalist at an unknown date, has become so popular that it
is generally known as the Buddhist Common Prayer. It differs from the recollection-formula of the Three Gems
attributes, not only in language but in its inclusion of a prayer. The recollection-formula is a piece of pure
devotion to the attributes of the Three Gems unmixed with prayer. An act of reverence to the Three Gems carries
its own reward. The highest reward goes to those who have faith in the highest object.
The Common Prayer begins with the thrice repeated okasa, “I beg leave”. This Pali word may also be
translated as “may you be the object of reverence”.
According to the Dhammapada Commentary, physical pain, loss of property, injury to one’s limbs, disease,
madness, danger from government, accusation by others, loss of relatives, ruination, destruction of one’s house
through fire are the ten punishments meted out to him who “offends” against the Buddha, a silent Buddha, a saint,
a chief disciple, one’s mother, father, a venerable person, one’s teacher, a giver of charity, a preacher.
If one has offended against one’s teacher, parents, or the Three Gems, one should in remorse and humility
prostrate oneself and ask for pardon, so that one may not be visited by any of the ten punishments. The pardon
should be asked for in the presence of him who has been offended against, or if he is not present in the direction
of the place to which he has gone, or at his grave if he is no more.
But very grave offences and those such as life-taking cannot be nullified by a mere asking for pardon and an
act of reverence. But if one develops good states of mind by developing mindfulness and understanding so that
one may not repeat the offence, the big offences may become light, and some of the light ones may be nullified
completely.
In “raising the joined hands in reverence to the forehead”, one puts the ten fIngers of the two hands against
each other in the form of a lotus-bud on the forehead, neither in fear nor in expectation of something nor in the
traditional style of salutation but in deep reverence. This is the attitude indicated by garava “reverence” in the
well-known Mangala Sutta (Discourse on the Blessings).\fn{ This discourse describes thirty-eight blessings or auspicioius
things (mahgala), such as the avoidance of fools, association with the wise, honoring those worthy of honor, etc. }
To “worship” is to pay homage to an object by body, by mouth, or by mind.
To worship by body one either stands, sits, or prostrates oneself.
If standing, one bends the body and raises the hands joined to the forehead in homage.
If sitting, a man should sit on the haunches, a woman should sit on the knees, and they should raise their hands
joined to the forehead in homage.
When one prostrates oneself, the two palms, the two knees, and the forehead should touch the ground or the
floor. This is called the five-fold prostration.
To worship by mouth, one keeps the body still and recites in Pali or in Burmese the attributes of the Three
Gems.
To worship by mind is to dwell on the attributes of the Three Gems with a mind established by faith:
Such are the attributes of the Buddha, such are the attributes of the Law, such are the attributes of the Order.
To “honour” is to dwell on these attributes and do reverence in an appropriate manner. One may do honour by
making some material gifts or by carrying out a teacher’s religious instructions. Material gifts are not welcome to
the Buddha, who values honour done to him in carrying out his religious instructions. This is in accord with the
blessing described in the Mangala Sutta as honour done to those worthy of honour.
To “look at” is to look at the object of worship either by the physical eye or by the eye of knowledge. The
latter kind of looking is to be preferred.
“Humbly” means to be without pride, like a towel for the feet, a snake without fangs, or a bull without horns.
Humbleness is one of the blessings of the Mangala Sutta.
The negative aspect of the prayer is shown by a request for freedom from certain evil states.
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“The four states of woe” are rebirth in hell, as an animal, as a ghost, or as a demon.
“The three scourges” are war, epidemic, and famine. War is due to anger, epidemic is due to delusion, famine
is due to greed.
To be reborn in hell, or as an animal, or as a ghost, or as a long-lived Brahma in the realm of No-Form or NoPerception, or as a man in a remote borderland inaccessible to monks and lay people, or as a man with wrong
views, with no intelligence to understand the Law, or with intelligence but outside the Religion—these are “the
eight wrong circumstances” of rebirth. They are also known as the eight wrong “moments”, the appearance of the
Buddha being regarded as the right moment when one gets the right opportunity to hear the Law and practise it.
Hence the Dhammapada (The Way of the Doctrine) says:
“Those who let pass the right moment come to grief, being consigned to hell.”
“The five enemies” are a king, a thief, fire, water, and a foe.
“The four deficiencies” are in regard to morality, conduct, views, and livelihood.
“The five misfortunes” are misfortune concerning one’s relatives, or wealth, or morality, or views, or health.
The positive aspect of the prayer is shown by a wish to attain “the Path, the Fruition, and the Noble Law of
nirvana”.
The Path leads to nirvana in four stages.
Fruition is the fruit of the Path, that is, the realization of having attained each of the four stages of the Path.
Nirvana is the goal of Buddhist aspirations, that is, the absolute deliverance from future birth through the
absolute extinction of greed, hate, and delusion.
How “quickly” can one attain nirvana?
If a man makes strenuous effort it is possible for him to get it even in the present life, or during the
dispensation of the Buddha. He is sure to get it during the time of the next Buddha, the Lord Arimetteyya. A
desired result can be obtained when one does a good deed and prays. But one will have to do a good deed
commensurate with one’s prayer. One will have to fulfil the Perfections for a period of four incalculables and
100,000 worlds if one wants Buddhahood; for a period of one incalculable and 100,000 worlds if one wants to be
a chief disciple; for a period of 100,000 worlds if one wants to be a great disciple or a distinguished saint.
The commentary on the Sahkharupatti Sutta (Discourse on the Arising of Formations) of the Majjhima Nikaya
(Middle Length Discourses) says that if a man who is endowed with the five qualities of faith, morality, learning,
liberality, and understanding does not pray, he is not certain of his destiny. If a man who is not endowed with the
five qualities prays, he is not certain of his destiny either. But if a man is endowed with the five qualities, and
prays, he is certain of a fixed destiny. Just as there is no certainty that a stick thrown into the air will fall by the tip
or by the middle or by the end, so there is no certainty how a being will be reborn. Therefore after having done a
meritorious deed it is proper for a man to pray to be born in such and such a place.
*
The perfect Buddhas twenty-eight,
The twelve thousand, the five hundred thousand,
I worship bowing down my head.
Few are the sands of the Ganges,
Innumerable are the Conquerors,
Who have entered Nirvana.
Their Law and their Order of monks
I reverently worship.
By virtue of this act of worship
May all misfortunes be dispelled
And manifold dangers perish completely.

Buddha is a generic name for one who has attained enlightenment. [The Seven] Buddhas who are omniscient
and are teachers of nirvana are called Samma sambuddhas or Supreme Buddhas. Buddhas who have attained
enlightenment but do not preach the way of deliverance are called Pacceka Buddhas or Silent Buddhas. … The
Buddhavamsa (History of the Buddhas) gives detailed accounts of eighteen additional Buddhas, beginning with
Dipatikara, who are predecessors of the Seven. The same poem mentions three other Buddhas who appeared
before Dipatikara. Thus the total number of Buddhas is twenty-eight. The Lalitavistara (Narration of Sport) gives
a list of fifty-four Buddhas and the Mahavastu (Great Story) of more than a hundred. In the above text their
number is more than the sands of the Ganges. The reader is referred to U Mya’s Votive Tablets of Burma I, II for
effigies of eighty-five Buddhas in Old Prome and twenty-eight, fifty, and a hundred Buddhas in Pagan.
272.128 1. The Dog, The Cat, And The Mongoose 2. The Girl And Her Three Lovers 3. The Man And His Three
Wives: Three Burmese Folktales\fn{an unnamed and now unknown Burmese clerk, who last copied them out (before 1889- );
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they are from “a little Burmese book called The Precdents Of Princess Sudhammacari,” these being the only three which “appear to be
connected with the name of the princess”)} Myanmar (M) 3

1
Ages ago, in the-time of the Buddha Konigamano, a prince, a nobleman’s son, a rich man’s son, and a poor
man’s son, were being educated together at Tekkasio (Taxila of the Greeks), and when they had completed their
education and were about to depart, they questioned their teacher as to the uses of learning, and he related to them
the following fable.
At the beginning of this cycle (the cycle of Konágamano) there were in the country of Gahapativéssa four rich
men who were very great friends; one died and left an only son. One day his mother said to him,
“My dear son, you are your father’s heir and will inherit the whole of his property; but, as you are still very
young, it will be better for you first to go and stay with your father’s friends, and complete your education.”
She then gave him 300 pieces of silver, and told him which way he was to go.
*
The youth set forth with a proper retinue, and on the road met a man with a dog. He asked the man if he would
sell the dog, and he answered that he would do so for 100 pieces. The youth paid the money and sent it home to
his mother.
Next day he met a man with a cat, which he bought for 100 pieces and sent to his mother; and the day after he
bought a mongoose, and sent it home also. His mother, thinking he had done this with the advice of his father’s
friends, kept all the animals and fed them well, but as she was not accustomed to wild animals she fed the
mongoose with fear and trembling, and gradually began to look very ill.
One day her spiritual adviser noticed how ill she was looking, and on his asking the cause she told him. He
advised her to give it a good feed and then let it go in the forest. She did so, and the mongoose, being very
grateful to the young man, brought a ring with a sparkling ruby in it out of the forest, and took it to him, telling
him it was a magic ring that would grant every wish, and that he was never to let any one else put it on.
*
The youth wished, and in the morning a splendid palace had sprung up in front of the house. All the people of
the country flocked to see it, and the king came with his daughter.
The youth married the princess. A Brahmin, who was the princess's teacher, could not see any particular
personal marks on him iudicative of extraordinary good luck, but noticed the ring; and one day when the young
man was absent, he went to the princess and said,
“Lady, does your husband love you very much?” She answered,
“How can you ask me such a silly question? Am not I of royal race, and is not he a mere merchant?” Then said
the Brahmin,
“Ah! If that is the case, I suppose you often wear that beautiful ring of his?”
“Yes,” said the princess, “if I did not wear it, I should like to know who would.”
One day when they were together the princess asked him to let her put it on, and as he was really very fond of
her he let her have it, telling her never to let any one else have it. Shortly afterwards the Brahmin came again, and
asked her if she had got the ring, whereupon she said,
“Yes, here it is; I have got it on.”
He begged hard to be allowed to look at it, and at last one of her maids persuaded her to let the Brahmin have
it. As soon as the Brahmin got it he turned into a crow and flew off to an island in the midst of the ocean, where
he dwelt in a palace.
*
When the youth came home, and heard about it, ho was in a terrible state of despondency. The cat took note of
this, and one day happening to find some necklaces of gold near a lake, which belonged to some fairies who were
bathing in it, she took them away, and would not give them back till the fairies promised to build a bridge that
would reach the island in which the Brahmin was. This they did, and the cat, creeping along. it stealthily, found
the Brahmin asleep, got back the ring, and gave it to the rich man’s son in return for the kindness with which he
had treated her.
*
Shortly after this a band of robbers came to the house at night, but the dog was awake, and, seizing the leader,
threw him down the well, whereupon all the rest ran away. Next morning he told his master that he had done this
out of gratitude for all his kindnesses to him. The rich man's son was much pleased, and exclaimed,
“Ah! People thought me a fool, and abused me for having given so much money for these animals; but see
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what wealth I am now enjoying, thanks to them.”
*
The dog, the cat, and the mongoose, after these events, could not agree as to which of them should eat first,
and determined to go before Princess Sudhamniacari (the doer of good law) and get her decision. After she had
heard their statements, she delivered judgment, as follows:—
The dog guarded the rich man’s life as well as his wealth, and therefore he is worthy to eat before the other two
animals, who only gave him his wealth.
“Verily, amongst animals, there are none who have shown so much gratitude as you.”
Though men are more excellent than beasts, one may nevertheless obtain great advantages by showing
kindness to them.
2
Once there were, in the country of Kamboja, four vaicyas who were great friends; three of them had a son and
the other had a very beautiful daughter. Each of the three young men sent a message to the parents of the girl. The
first said,
“If your daughter should die before she reaches the age of fifteen, I will give her a grand funeral.” The second
said,
“If she die before the age of fifteen, I will collect her bones after the body is cremated and bear them to the
burial-ground.” The third said,
“If your daughter die before she reaches the age of fifteen, I will watch in the burial-ground.”
To these proposals the parents of the girl gave their consent.
*
Now it came to pass that the girl died lefore she was fifteen, and her parents called upon the young men to
fulfil their promises, and they did so.
Whilst the third was watching in the burial-ground a Jogi (ascetic endowed with the power of working
miracles) came that way, on his road from Himavanta (the mysterious forest of the Himalaya), and, seeing him,
asked if he would like the girl to be made alive again; and, on his saying that he would, he restored her to him
alive and with all her former beauty.
The other two young men on hearing of this said that, as they had performed their promises, they had also a
right to have her in marriage.
After arguing the matter between themselves, they agreed to go to Princess Sudhammacari and abide by her
decision. After they had each stated their claim, she gave the following decisiona:—
“One of you performed the funeral ceremonies and went his way; the other carried the bones to the burialground and departed; but the third remained watching in the burial-ground. The man who constituted himself a
guardian of the burial-ground is debased for seven generations; and, inasmuch as the girl came to life when he
still remained with her though dead, he has an undoubted right to her now that she has come to life again.”
3
In those days there was a certain vaicya, who was married at the age of twenty, and he constantly said to his
wife,
“If 1 die from the bite of a snake, do not burn my body, but set it afloat in the river on a raft.’
One day he was bitten by a snake and died; so his wife called his friends and relations together, and, in
accordance with his instructions, they placed his body on a raft and set it afloat.
*
After a time it reached a town where dwelt a snake-charmer who had three daughters, and it so happened that
they were bathing. The eldest girl saw the raft first, and drew the attention of her sisters to it. The second at once
swam out and brought it in, whilst the youngest called her father.
When the father arrived, he administered drugs and charms to the supposed dead man, and brought him to life.
The three sisters at first disputed as to which of them ought to have him as a husband, but the elder sister brought
them to themselves by saying,
“My sisters, let us restrain our desires with wisdom and let him depart.”
*
The younger sisters agreed, and having put a charmed thread round his neck turned him into a parrot.\fn{ There
is a small Indian parrot that has a mark round its neck like a thread }
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The parrot flew into the king’s garden and fed on the fruit and flowers. The king asked the gardener how it was
that the fruit and flowers were injured, and, on being informed, ordered the bird-catchers to catch the parrot. They
caught it and took it to the king, who gave it to his daughter.
After a time she discovered the thread and took it off, thereupon the parrot turned into a young man. When she
put on the thread again he became a parrot.
*
In course of time the princess lost her shape, arid the king ordered the chief justice to hold an inquiry; when
they came into the princess’s apartment the parrot was so frightened it flew out at the window; but, as it did so,
the string caught in the window frame and came off.
The chief justice’s attendants, seeing a man, gave chase, but he ran for refuge to the nearest house. The owner
was sitting at rice with his wife and daughter, and on being appealed to by the youth told him to sit down with
them and put his hand into the dish. When the ushers came into the house the owner asked them what they wanted
and why they disturbed him when at meals with his wife and son-in-law. He told them that if they thought anyone
else was concealed on the premises they might search.
As they found no one'else they went away. The young man married the daughter of the house.
*
Shortly after the princess began to pine away, and the king being unhappy, asked her the cause, and she told
him it was because she was separated from her lover. The king thereupon ordered the whole of the people, from
the highest to the lowest, to come to a great entertainment, and the youth and his wife came to it.
The first wife, who had set him afloat, also came.
The princess claimed the youth as her husband; and the first wife, recognising him, also laid claim to him. The
present wife declined to give him up, and thy all three agreed to abide by the decision of Princess Sudhammacari.
*
On going before her, the first wife stated that she had performed the funeral rights because she believed him to
be dead. The princess claimed him as being given to her by her father, and that he had only ran away through fear
that the judge’s attendants might kill him. The present wife claimed him on the score of having saved him from
death, as the judge’s servants took him for a thief.
The Princess Sudhammacari declared judgment as follows:—
“As for the old wife, since she performed her husband’s funeral rites by means of water, though he has come to
life again she has no legal claim to him. The princess, when he was purued by the judge’s men, did not protect
him, and, if he had died in consequence, she would have lost him; she therefore has no right to call him husband.
On the other hand, the parents of the girl who now has him acted so as to prevent a man in peril of death from
dying, therefore let her who has him keep him as her partner for life.”
278.143b Excerpt from The Clock Of Vipassana Has Struck: “What Buddhism Is” (September 23, 1951)\fn{by
Sayagyi U Ba Khin (1889-1971)} Rangoon, Pegu Province, Myanmar (M) 5
1
I consider it a great privilege to be in your midst today and to have this opportunity of addressing you on the
subject of “What Buddhism Is.”\fn{The is the first of three lectures on the subject; the others were delivered on September 30 and
October 14 of the same year, and at the same place as this one:H }
At the outset, I must be very frank with you. I have not been to a university, and I have no knowledge of
science except as a man on the street. Nor am I a scholar in the theory of Buddhism with any knowledge of the
Pall language in which the Tipitaka (known as, literally, the Three Baskets of Buddha dhamma) are maintained. I
must say, however, that I have read in Burmese to some extent the treatises of Buddhism by well-known and
learned Buddhist monks.
As my approach to Buddhism is more by practical than by theoretical means, I hope to be able to give you
something of Buddhism which is not easily available elsewhere. I must admit, however, that for the time being I
am just a student of practical Buddhism and also an experimentalist trying to learn through Buddhism the truth of
the nature of forces. As this has to be done as a householder and within a limited time available amidst the
multifarious duties of a responsible officer of government, the progress is rather slow, and I do not claim for a
moment that what I am going to say is absolutely correct. I may be right or wrong.
But when I say a thing, I assure you that it is with sincerity of purpose, with the best of intentions and with
conviction.
*
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Lord Buddha said in the Kalama Sutta:
Do not believe in what you have heard;
Do not believe in the traditions, because they have been handed down for generations;
Do not believe in anything because it is rumored and spoken by many;
Do not believe merely because a written statement of some old sage is produced;
Do not believe in conjectures;
Do not believe in that as truth to which you have become attached by habit;
Do not believe merely the authority of your teachers and elders.
After observation and analysis, when it agrees with reason and is conducive to the good and gain of one and all,
Then accept it and live up to it.

Pray do not, therefore, believe me when I come to the philosophical issues until and unless you are convinced
of what I say, either as a sequel to proper reasoning or by means of a practical approach.
To abstain from evil;
To do good;
To purify the mind:
These are the teachings of all the Buddhas.

This extract taken from the Dhammapada gives in brief the essence of Buddhism. It sounds simple but is so
difficult to practice.
One cannot be a true Buddhist unless he puts the doctrine of Buddha into practice. Buddha said:
Ye, to whom the truths I have perceived have been made known by me, make them surely your own; practice them,
meditate upon them, spread them abroad; in order that the pure religion may last long and be perpetuated for the good
and the gain and the weal of gods and men.

Before I take up the teachings of Buddha, which form the basic foundation of Buddhism, I propose to acquaint
you, first of all, with the life story of Gotama Buddha. For this purpose, I feel it my duty to give you a background
of certain Buddhist concepts which may be foreign to most of you. I propose, therefore, to give you a short and
descriptive explanation of such concepts in Buddhism, as to the universe, the world system, the planes of existence,
etc.
These will, no doubt, give you some food for thought. I would however, appeal to you to give a patient hearing
and to pass over these matters for the time being, i.e., until we come to the question time for discussion.
*
The Buddhist concept of the universe may be summed up as follows:
There is the Okasa Loka (the universe of space) which accommodates nama and rupa (mind and matter). In
this mundane world it is nama and rupa which predominate under the influence of the law of cause and effect.
The next is the Sankhara Loka (the universe of mental forces), creative or created. This is a mental plane
arising out of the creative energies of mind through the medium of bodily actions, words and thoughts.
The third and the last is the Satta Loka (the universe of sentient beings). These beings are the products of
mental forces. We may rather call these three as a “three-in-one” universe, because one is inseparable from
another. They are, so to say, interwoven and interpenetrating.
What will interest you most are the cakkavalas or world systems, each with its thirty-one planes of existence.
Each world system corresponds to the human world with its solar system and other planes of existence. There are
millions and millions of such world systems, simply innumerable. Ten thousand such world systems closest to us
are within the Jati-Khetta (or the field of origin) of a Buddha. In fact when the renowned sutta (or sermon) Maha
Samaya (meaning the Great Occasion) was preached by Buddha in the mahavana (forest) near the town of
Kapilavatthu, not only the brahmas and devas of our world system, but those of all of the ten thousand world
systems were present to listen to the teachings of Buddha.
Lord Buddha can also send his thought-waves charged with boundless love and compassion to the sentient
beings of a hundred crores (thousand million) of such world systems within the anakhetta (or the field of
influence). The remainder of the world systems are in the visaya khetta (or infinite space) beyond the reach of
Buddha’s effective thought waves.
You can very well imagine from these concepts of Buddhism the size of the universe as a whole. The material
insignificance of our world in the Okasa Loka (universe of space) is simply terrifying. The human world, as a
whole, must be just a speck in space.
*
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Now I will give you an idea of the thirty-one planes of existence in our world system which, of course, is the
same as in any of the other world systems. Broadly they are:
A. Arupa Loka—immaterial world of brahmas;
B. Rupa Loka—fine material world of brahmas;
C. Kama Loka—sensuous world of devas, mankind and lower beings.
A. The Arupa Loka is comprised of four brahma worlds of immaterial state, i.e., without rupa or matter.
B. The Rupa Loka is comprised of sixteen brahmä worlds of fine material state.
C. The Kama Loka is comprised of: (1) Six deva lokas (or celestial worlds), viz.: (a) Catumaharajika, (b)
Tavatimsa, (c) Yama, (d) Tusita, (e) Nimmanarati, (f) Paranimmita-vasavatti; (2) The human world; (3) The four
lower worlds, viz: (a) Niraya (hell), (b) Tiricchana (animal world), (c) Peta (ghost world), Asura (demon world).
These planes of existence are pure or impure, cool or hot, luminous or dark, light or heavy, pleasant or
wretched—according to the character of the mental forces generated by the mind or the volition (cetanã) of a
series of actions, words and thoughts.
For example, take the case of a religious man who suffuses the whole universe of beings with boundless love
and compassion. He must be generating such mental forces as are pure, cooling, luminous, light and pleasant—
forces which normally settle down in the brahma worlds.
Let us now take the reverse case of a man who is dissatisfied or angry. As the saying goes, “Face is the
indication of mind”: the impurity, heat, darkness, heaviness and wretchedness of his mind are immediately
reflected in the person, visible even to the naked eye. This is due, I may say, to the generation of the evil mental
forces of dosa (anger) which go down to the lower world of existence.
The same is the case with the mental forces arising out of lobba (greed) or moha (delusion).
In the case of meritorious deeds such as devotion, morality and charity which have, at their base, attachment to
future well-being, the mental forces generated are those that will normally be located in the sensuous planes of
devas and of mankind.
These, ladies and gentlemen, are some of the concepts in Buddhism relevant to the life story of Gotama
Buddha which I will presently begin.
*\fn{The internal divisions of these sub-section are mine:H}
Gotama Buddha is the fourth of the five Buddhas to arise in the world cycle which is known as bhadda-kappa.
His predecessors were Buddhas Kakusandha, Koiagamana and Kassapa. There were also innumerable Buddhas
who had arisen in earlier kappas (ages) and who had preached the self-same dhamma which gives deliverance
from suffering and death to all matured beings.
Buddhas are all compassionate, glorious and enlightened.
A hermit by the name of Sumedha was inspired by Buddha Dipankara; so much so that he took the vow to
make all the necessary preparations to become a Buddha in the course of time.
Buddha Dipankara gave him his blessings and prophesied that he would become a Buddha by the name of
Gotama.
From then onwards, existence after existence, the Bodhisatta (i.e., would-be Buddha) conserved mental energies of the highest order through the practice of ten paramis, or virtues towards perfection, viz.: (1) dana (virtue in
alms-giving), (2) sila (morality), (3) nekkhamma (renunciation), (4) panna (wisdom), (5) viriya (perseverance),
(6) khanti (forbearance), (7) sacca (truthfulness), (8) adhitthana (determination), (9) metta (all-embracing love),
and (10) upekkha (equanimity).
It is, therefore, a most enduring task to become a Buddha. Utmost strength of willpower is necessary to even
think of it.
*
The Bodhisatta’s preparatory period came to an end with the life of King Vessantara\fn{ Gotama Buddha’s name
then:H} who excelled any living being in alms-giving. He gave away his kingdom, his wife and his children and all
his worldly possessions, for the consummation of his solemn vow taken before the Dipankara Buddha.
*
The next existence was in Tusita (one of the celestial planes) as glorious Setaketu Deva, until he got his release
from that plane and took conception in the womb of Maya Devi, the Queen of King Suddhodana of Kapilavatthu,
a place near modern Nepal.
*
When the time was drawing nigh for her confinement, the Queen expressed her desire to go to the place of her
own parents for the event. King Suddhodana accordingly sent her there with befitting retinues and guards. On the
way, a halt was made at the Lumbini sala forest. She got down from the palanquin and enjoyed the cool breeze
and fragrance of the sala flowers. While holding out her right hand to a branch of the nearby sala tree for a flower,
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all of a sudden and unexpectedly, she gave birth to a son who was to become the all-enlightened Buddha.
Simultaneously, the natural order of things in the cosmos was revolutionized in many respects and thirty-two
wonderful phenomena were vivified. All material worlds were shaken from the foundation. There were unusual
illuminations in the solar system. All the beings of material planes could see each other. The deaf and dumb were
cured. Celestial music was heard everywhere, and so on.
At that moment, Kala Devala, the hermit teacher of King Suddhodana, was having a discourse with celestial
beings of Tavatimsa. He was a hermit of fame who had mastery of the eight samapattis (attainments) which gave
him supernormal powers.
Knowing of the birth of a son to the King due to the rejoicing in all the rupa and kama worlds, he hurried back
to the palace and desired the baby to be brought before him for blessings. When the King placed the baby before
his teacher for the occasion, Devala at once understood that the baby was no other than the embryonic Buddha.
He smiled at this knowledge but cried almost immediately thereafter, because he foresaw that he would not live to
hear his teachings, and that even after his death he would be in the arupa brahma loka (immaterial plane of
brahmas) whence he would have no relationship with any of the material planes. He missed the Bud dha and his
teachings miserably.
*
On the fifth day, the child was named Siddhattha in the presence of renowned astrologer-palmists who agreed
that the child had all the characteristics of a Buddha to come. The mother Queen, however, died a week after
confinement and the child was taken care of by his maternal aunt, Pajapati Gotami.
*
Siddhattha spent his early years of life in ease, luxury and culture. He was acclaimed to be a prodigy both in
intellect and strength. The King spared no pains to make the course of his life smooth. Three separate palaces
were built to suit three seasons with all the necessities that would make the Prince sink in sensuality. That was
because the King, out of paternal affection, desired his son to remain in worldly life as a king rather than as an
enlightened Buddha.
The King Suddhodana was overly watchful that his son be in such environments as would give him no chance
of higher philosophical ideas. In order to make sure that the thought of the Prince never turned in this direction, he
ordered that nobody serving him or in his association was ever to speak a single word about such things as old
age, sickness or death. They were to act as if there were no unpleasant things in this world. Servants and attendants who showed the least sign of becoming old, weak or sickly were replaced.
On the other hand, dancing, music and enjoyable parties were held right through, to keep him under a complete
shade of sensuality.
*
As days, months and years passed, however, the monotony of the sensual surroundings gradually lost hold of
the mind of Prince Siddhattha. The mental energies of virtue conserved in all his innumerable earlier lives for the
great goal of Buddhahood were automatically aroused. At times, when the world of sensuality lost control over his
mind, his inner self worked its way up and raised his mind to a state of purity and tranquillity with the strength of
samadhi. The war of nerves began.
*
An escape from sensuality and passion was his first consideration. He wanted to know what existed outside the
walls of the palace beyond which he had not even once visited. He wished to see nature as it is, and not as man
has made it.
Accordingly he decided to see the royal park, outside the palace walls. On the way to the park, in spite of
precautions taken by the King to clear the roads of unpleasant sights, he saw in the very first visit an old man bent
with age.
Next he saw a sick person in the agony of a fatal malady.
Thereafter he encountered a human corpse.
On the last trip he came across a monk.
*
All these set his mind to serious thinking. His mental attitude was changed. His mind became clear of impurities and tuned up with the forces of his own virtues conserved in the sankhara loka (plane of mental forces). By
then his mind had become freed from hindrances, and was tranquil, pure and strong.
It all happened on the night when a son had been born to his queen, a new fetter to bind him down. He was,
however, immune from anything which would tend to upset the equilibrium of his mind. The virtues of determination worked their way towards a strong resolve, and he made up his mind to seek the way of escape from birth,
old age, suffering and death.
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It was midnight when the solemn determination was made. He asked his attendant Channa to keep his stallion
Kanthaka ready. After a parting look at his wife and the newly-born babe, Prince Siddhattha broke away from all
the ties of family and of the world and made the Great Renunciation.
He rode across the town to the river Anoma, which he crossed, never to return until his mission had been
achieved.
*
After this Great Renunciation, Prince Siddhattha went around in the garb of a wandering ascetic with a
begging bowl in his hands in search of possible teachers. He placed himself under the spiritual guidance of two
renowned brahmin teachers, Alara and Uddaka.
Alara laid stress on the belief in atman (soul) and taught that the soul attained perfect release when freed from
material limitations. This did not satisfy the Prince.
He next went to Uddaka, who placed too much emphasis on the effect of kamma and the transmigration of
soul.
Both could not get out of the conception of “soul,” and the Prince ascetic felt that there was something else to
learn. He therefore left both of them to work out the way to emancipation on his own. By that time, of course, he
had learned the eight samapattis and had become an adept in the exercise of all supernormal powers, including the
ability to read events of many kappas to come, as well as a similar period from the past.
These were all in the mundane field and they did not much concern the Prince ascetic, whose ambition was an
escape from this mundane field of birth, suffering and death.
*
He was later joined by five ascetics, one of whom (Kondanna by name) was the astrologer-palmist who had
foretold on the fifth day of his birth that Siddhattha would surely become a Buddha.
These ascetics served him well throughout the six years, during which he was engaged in fasting and meditation, subjecting himself to various forms of rigorous austerities and discipline until he was reduced to almost a
skeleton. One day, in fact, he fell down in a swoon through exhaustion.
When he survived this condition, he changed his method, followed a middle course and found that the way for
his enlightenment was clearer.
*
It was on the eve of the full moon of Vesakha\fn{Equivalent to the month of May } just 2,562 years ago,\fn{2,625 years
from this year of 2014:H} that Prince Siddhattha, wandering ascetic, sat cross-legged beneath a bodhi tree on the bank
of the river Neranjara in the forest of Uruvela (near present-day Bodh Gaya),\fn{ In Gaya District, Bihar State, India }
with the strongest of determinations not to rise from that posture on any account until he gained the truth and en lightenment, the Buddhahood, even if the attempt might mean the loss of his very life.
*

The great event was approaching. The Prince ascetic mustered up all his strength of mind to secure that onepointedness of mind which is so essential for the discovery of truth.
The balancing of the mind, the Prince found on this occasion, was not so easy as hitherto. There was not only
the combination of the mental forces of the lower planes with those of the higher planes all around him, but also
interferences strong enough to upset, off and on, the equilibrium of his mind. The resistance of the impenetrable
masses of forces against the radiation of the light normally secured by him was unusual (perhaps because it was a
final bid for Buddhahood and Mara, the supreme controller of evil forces, was behind the scene).
The Prince, however, worked his way through slowly but surely, backed up by the mental forces of virtues
which must inevitably have come back to him at the right moment. He made a vow and called upon all the
brahmas and devas who had witnessed the fulfillment of his ten great perfections to join hands with him in the
struggle for supremacy.
This done, the association with the transcendingly pure mental forces of the brahmas and devas had a salutary
effect. The thick masses of forces, which seemed impenetrable, broke away; and with a steady improvement in the
control over the mind, they were wiped out once and for all.
All the hindrances having been overcome, the Prince was able to raise his power of concentration and put the
mind into a state of complete purity, tranquillity and equanimity.
Gradually, the consciousness of true insight possessed him. The solution to the vital problems which confronted him made its appearance in his consciousness as an inspiration. By introspective meditation on the realities of
nature in his own self, it came vividly to him that there is no substantiality, as there seems to be, in the human
body, and that it is nothing but the sum total of innumerable millions of kalapas (subatomic particles), each about
1/46,656th part of a particle of dust from the wheel of a chariot in summer.
On further investigation, he realized that this kalapa also is matter in constant change or flux; and, similarly,
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that the mind is a representation of the mental forces (creative) going out and the mental forces (created) coming
into the system of an individual continually and throughout eternity.
*
Buddha then proclaimed that his eye of wisdom had arisen when he got over the substantiality of his “own
self.” He saw by means of the lens of samadhi the kalapas on which he next applied the law of anicca
(impermanence), and reduced them to non-entity or habitual behavior patterns—doing away with what we in
Buddhism call pannatti (apparent truth); and coming to a state of paramattha (nature of forces) or, in other words,
“ultimate reality.”
*
Accordingly, he came to a realization of the perpetual change of mind and matter in himself (anicca) and as a
sequel thereto, the truth of suffering (dukkha).
*
It was then that the egocentrism in him broke down into the void and he got over to a stage beyond “suffering”—i.e., dukkha-nirodha (the extinction of suffering) with no more traces of atta (attachment to self) left
behind.
“Mind and matter” were to him but empty phenomena which roll on forever, within the range of the law of
cause and effect and the law of dependent origination.
The truth was realized.
The inherent qualities of the embryonic Buddha then developed, and complete enlightenment came to him by
the dawn of the Vesakha day.
*
Verily, Prince Siddhattha attained sammi sambodhi and became the Buddha, the Awakened One, the
Enlightened One, the All-knowing One.
He was awake in a way compared with which all others were asleep and dreaming.
He was enlightened in a way compared with which all other men were stumbling and groping in the dark.
His knowing was with the knowledge compared with which, what all other men know is but a kind of
ignorance.
*
Ladies and gentlemen, I have taken so much of your time today. I thank you all for the patient listening. I must
also thank the clergy of the church\fn{ This lecture was given at the Methodist Church, Signal Pagoda Road, Rangoon. } for their
kind permission given to me for this address.
279.69 Excerpt from The Russo-Japanese Treaties Of 1907-1916 Concerning Manchuria And
Mongolia\fn{by Ernest Batson Price (1890-1973)} Henzada, Ayeyarwady Region, Myanmar (M) 8
1\fn{These numbers do not constitute chapters, but major subdivisions within the author’s Chapter One—“The Background of
International Relations in Northeastern Asia”—the first one entitled “Northern Asia”, the second “Russia’s Push to the Pacific”, and the
third “The Advent of Japan”. (To this I have annexed the introduction to his Chapter Two, thinking of it as a conclusion to the first.) I have
greatly increased his paragrafication to facilitate the complexities of his argument; but while all this is unnecessary to a computerized
textual analysis, it may be helpful to the human mind attempting to grasp the essentials of this particular individual’s historical analysis.
The text itself, of course, is entirely his own: nothing has been added or subtracted from his delineation. But I have dispensed with his
critical apparatus and have indented his learned borrowings from other sources, for it is in the way he himself expresses his linguistic
abilities that is of importance to the mechanical and human analysis of the problem of anger—of which war is but a single manifestation,
though in my day constituting quite literally a threat to the survival of the entire human race:H }
To discover when and under what circumstances a belief came to be held is quite as important as a study of the
belief itself, and of the actions resulting therefrom. However irrational it may appear to be, something caused it,
some set of conditions made it germinate and grow.
In the field of international relations, no belief—at least none that is vital or tends to result in national action—
exists unless the interests of the nation are involved or are deemed likely to be involved. It makes no difference
whether, in the minds of those holding the belief, by the term “nation” is meant the government, the people, or the
territory of the country; or whether by “interests” one means those things which concern all the people or simply
that sometimes wholly separate entity, the government which speaks and acts for them.
In the general area of Northeastern Asia (an area which will require a more precise territorial definition later)
three principal groups came into contact—China, Russia, and Japan; and from the resulting pressures and frictions
there came wars, in which each became involved with the one or the other; and, as between two of them, that
group of beliefs which found expression in the Russo-Japanese rapprochement of 1907-1916.
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What was the nature of these contacts? What were the national interests which evolved? In short, what were
the elements conditioning the germination and growth of the beliefs which led to the rapprochement?
*
It is one of the misfortunes of human experience that history is constantly distorted in its perspective by the
nearness of recent events.
We speak of Manchuria, of Korea, of Eastern Siberia, and of Mongolia. In greater detail, we speak of the Three
Eastern Provinces of Heilungkiang, Kirin, and Shengking, of the Province of Jehol, of Inner and Outer Mongolia,
and of the Maritime Provinces, or of the Far Eastern Territory, of the Atonomous Yakutsk Socialist Soviet
Republic, and the Eastern Siberian Territory. And in so doing, we tend to regard the area as more or less naturally
dividing along these present or recent political lines.
Historically, however, and for a very good reason, the division was quite otherwise.
From the time of the Chinese T’ang Dynasty (618-906 AD), certainly, and perhaps earlier, down to the middle
of the Nineteenth Century, the outstanding fact of the whole of Eastern Asia was China. Immediately we say this,
however, we are compelled to resort to very careful explanation of what is meant by the term “fact.”
From the political point of view, it is almost impossible to find in the history of Western civilization any
suitable analogy, or any terms by which the concept of China may be defined. It is necessary to go back to the
Roman Empire for anything at all closely resembling it even in form; but even here the analogy fails in two
essential particulars.
Like the Roman Empire, the Middle Kingdom consisted of a well-developed nucleus of political administration surrounded by lesser states or tribes acknowledging allegiance to the central authority, but permitted to
exercise a considerable degree of local autonomy. But the administration of Rome was essen tially military; the
Roman governor was, in fact, the ultimate local authority; and the court of last appeal for such as could claim
Roman citizenship was Rome. The essence of authority lay in the readiness of the central administration to
enforce the Pax Romana.
In China, although frequently the relationship between the central administration and the states and tribes
composing the periphery was originally established by war, military administration tended swiftly to disappear
and to be replaced by a local and indigenous administration maintaining but the loosest possible connection with
China proper. Whereas, in the Roman system, the tendency was to assert the authority of Rome, in that of China it
was to shake off, as much as possible and as soon as possible, the responsibility for the administration of subject
states. Its essence was a readiness to permit other peoples to assert their own right of self-government.
Again, although China, like Rome, frequently expanded, and the area of direct administration from the central
core became at such time greatly broadened, in the case of China such movements were almost always essentially
defensive, a hitting back at a danger and a threat, followed by a withdrawal as soon as the danger seemed past.
China, then, consisted of a core of political administration—a well-developed bureaucracy of which the
Emperor for the time being was the titular head—surrounded by an ill-defined and frequently changing periphery
of nominally subordinate but in fact locally autonomous lesser states or tribes; they in turn being surrounded by
other states or tribes with which China preferred not to concern herself, and did so only of necessity as one or
another penetrated the periphery and upset the status quo.
*
But China was much more than that. What has been described was purely superficial, the outer evidence of a
state of affairs and a state of mind which conditioned the entire development of Eastern Asia as a whole and of
Northeastern Asia in particular. These may be summed up by saying that, to all other peoples in the area, China
represented a comparatively higher civilization, a more desirable territory, greater capacity to satisfy human needs
and desires, and a more permanent social organization. The great valleys which, it is now generally conceded,
were the birthplace of the Chinese race, were the land of desire. Politically, China was almost always on the
defensive; culturally, the surrounding peoples were.
Fortunately for China, nature afforded her protection from all directions but one. To the east was the earth’s
greatest water mass; along the south, southwest, west and northwest were great mountain barriers, reinforced to
the northwest by desert. But in the north the mountain barrier broke down, in the lower hills of the Province of
Jehol; and with the ending of the plateau ended also the protecting desert, which thinned out into the grass lands
of Eastern Mongolia and Western Heilungkiang.
To the north, then, traditionally, was danger. Out of the north swept the nomad invasions, sometimes those of
the desert or of the grass lands bordering it—the herdsman nomads; sometimes those of the forests farther east—
the huntsman nomads; sometimes the one pushing the other. Penetrating the protecting periphery of partially
absorbed tribes, they poured over into the rich agricultural valleys of China, upsetting dynasties, establishing new
ones, mingling their newer and more vigorous but quantitatively inferior blood with that of the plainsmen.
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Then would come the revanche, the ebbing of the tide; and back would sweep the furrows of the agricultural
Chinese, following the spear-thrust of a new and vigorous native dynasty, until a new equilibrium was attained.
But not until very recently did the furrows of the settler go as far as the point of the spear. A military operation is
comparatively swift, and, if successful, will follow the enemy far enough into his territory to make him
innocuous. Colonization is a slow process, and, among the Chinese, seldom has been carried into disputed
territory.
*
We have enough historical data to know that the process has been like this: first, an invasion into the Yellow
River Valley, sometimes carried on into the greater valley of the Yangtze; then a process of gradual absorption,
with the aliens who entered becoming more and more Chinesized\fn{ Sinified:H} and the ruling dynasty more and
more degenerate; then would arise a new native power which would overthrow the ruling house, drive out such of
the aliens as were not already fully absorbed, and push out far into the territory to the north. For a time, then, but
only for a brief time, would follow a period of military occupation of new territory, during which Chinese settlers
and traders moved in. Finally, there might be set up a civilian administration, an extension of the bureaucracy
which ruled in the Chinese capital, or (more generally) a local administration under a native chief, acknowledging
an almost wholly nominal allegiance to the Chinese Court through the acceptance of investiture and the payment
of a small annual tribute.
Two things are of importance to our study in this ebb and flow from the north into China and from China to the
north. One is that, in this process, so long continued and so often repeated, Chinese culture spread northward a
considerable distance—how far, it is yet too early to say with confidence; and “China,” or the Middle Kingdom,
with all that the term connotes, became the dominant fact in Northeastern Asia.
This culture by no means coincided with Chinese sovereignty; as a matter of fact there was no real counterpart
of what the West knows as sovereignty, outside the areas which came under the actual jurisdiction of the capital.
Yet even here there was a tapering off of central control as the area became more distant from the capital, such
that the status of the governors of the marches, as we might call them, was little different from that of native
princes. Rather, this culture consisted of a way of living, an attitude of mind, which tended to link the border
territories to China rather than to alien tribes.
The other important thing is that, in all this process, there never, until the advent of Russia and Japan, arose in
Eastern Asia another power carrying on a parallel or in any way comparable national existence. When a
competing power arose, it came down into China and became a part of it, allowing its own original territory to
became a part of the administrative entity of China or to compose a portion of the periphery of partially absorbed
states.
In such a situation the political condition of Northeastern Asia was never fully stable and, with one exception,
had little chance to crystallize. The exception was the peninsula of Korea. Although the scene of a long series of
internal struggles, although involved time and again in the troubles of the hinterland, either through invasion or
excursion, the peninsula was sufficiently off the beaten track to permit the development of a fairly continuous
existence as a nation, nominally subordinate to China, as a general rule, but seldom directly conquered and ruled.
*
Between Korea and China, however, was a region which, by the beginning of the Seventeenth Century, A. D.,
had become very largely absorbed into Chinese culture, in whose ethnic strain the Chinese predominated, and
which had, in fact, a history of several centuries of more or less direct rule by China. While it is impossible to
give to this region any definite physical boundaries, it corresponded roughly to what is now known in general
terms as Southern Manchuria, plus the Province of Jehol. Physiographically, it divides into the hill country of
Jehol and the valley of the Liao. Politically, from the Fourth Century BC, down to the present time, the area was,
more often than not, included in and governed as one or more provinces, or as part of one of the provinces, into
which China was divided; in that respect differing from the regions to the north and west.
These other regions were, in fact, as in Chinese history and thinking, the land of the “Outer Barbarians.”
The line was never sharply drawn. But while the Liao Valley and the Jehol hills were the political and cultural
battleground, the forest land to the north and the grass land to the west remained for the most part unregenerate,
penetrated only occasionally by Chinese arms and casually by Chinese traders.
The line which might be said to have represented the true boundary between China and the “Outer Barbarians”
was never sharply drawn, but roughly it might be said to have followed the watershed which divides the rivers
flowing south into the Yellow Sea and those flowing north and east into the Japan Sea, and that higher watershed,
the backbone of which is the Great Khingan Range, which divides the plateau land of Mongolia from the hill land
of Jehol and the Cherim Basin of Manchuria. Of the two, the latter is historically and psychologically the more
important, for it represents a division of peoples on economic lines of such long duration as to have had a
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profound influence on racial character. The peoples in the better-watered area to the east of the Khingan Range,
who inhabited the Sungari-Amur river system, were nomads, but they were huntsmen nomads, forest dwellers;
those to the west, who inhabited the grassy steppes lying between the desert and the mountains, were herdsmen,
desert nomads.
The basic warfare between the two economic groups was almost as stubborn as between the two of them
(composing the “Outer Barbarians”) and the agriculturists of China. Chinese chroniclers, though giving to the
tribes a great variety of names, were careful to distinguish between the generic group of Hsienpie, or desert
barbarians, and the Tungyi, or “Eastern Barbarian” tribes.
*
Thus, in the period known in Chinese history as the “Barbarian Rebellion” (317-439 AD), it was a branch of
the Hsienpie (the Mujungs) that overran Southern Manchuria and the northern half of Korea, and participated in
the struggle for the control of the Pei Ho basin. These were driven back by the Kaokuli (whence the ancient name
Kaoli, or Korea, which succeeded the even more ancient name of Chaohsien, or Chosen, presumed to have been
given to the peninsula by the earliest Chinese settlers), the Kaokuli being a branch of the Tungyi.
The Kaokuli yielded to the Chinese of the brilliant T’ang Dynasty (618-906 AD), which extended Chinese
political sway up into the Sungari basin.
Following the T’angs, the Chitans, a desert tribe, gained the ascendancy, not only in Southern Manchuria, but
likewise in North China, extending their sway northwards into the Cherim prairie.
These the great Chinese Sung Dynasty (906-1126 AD) was unable to drive out; the Sungs, in fact, being
compelled to pay tribute to the Chitans.
It remained for the Nuchens (Chin Dynasty, 1115-1234 AD), a forest nomad tribe from the Amur, to expel the
Chitans.
They, in turn, were replaced by the Mongols (Yuan Dynasty, 1206-1368 AD), a desert people.
The Mongols were displaced by the Chinese Mings (Ming Dynasty, 1368-1644 AD), and the Mings by the
Manchus, a forest nomad tribe, already considerably under Chinese cultural influence, from Kirin.
*
Such was Northeastern Asia up to the middle of the Seventeenth Century, AD—China, politically a puzzling
anachronism, but culturally the great fact of a thousand years of Eastern Asian history; to the south and west,
distant and little-known tribes shut off by mountain walls and desert; to the north, a gradually receding twilight
zone of semi-civilized, partially absorbed tribes and peoples; and beyond them, two groups of “Outer Barbarians,”
struggling among themselves and against the Chinese for better pasturage, better hunting, and greater luxuries;
and off to the east, Korea, able (thanks to geographical position) to maintain a more or less continuous national
existence.
Beyond that there was nothing.
At the beginning of the Seventeenth Century, Russian adventurers had not yet reached the Amur. Japan, under
the great Taiko Hideyoshi, had made and failed in a second attempt (1598 AD) to establish a foothold on the
mainland, and had withdrawn to her islands to keep an isolation which was to last for over two centuries.
Yet, three hundred years later—a short span, as Asian history goes—these two as yet almost unknown powers
were to decide between themselves the political fate of Northeastern Asia.
2
Just as it is hard to find in the political development of the West any close analogy to the political system
which had evolved in China by the beginning of the Seventeenth Century, so it is difficult to discover in the
history of mass human expansion anything quite comparable to the push of Russia to the Pacific which began
about that time.
How it was that that sprawling group of principalities which, for over two centuries, had rested submissive
under the yoke of the Golden Horde, came, in the course of a little over a hundred years, to be modelled into the
form and substance of a new and independent state, can perhaps be explained through the energy, resourcefulness,
and ambition of that remarkable trio, the three Ivans of Muscovy. But how it was that, with all the energies and
resourcefulness of the new state presumably fully absorbed in consolidating itself in Europe, it was yet possible
for Russia to thrust out eastward across the Urals and take within its dominion all of Central and Eastern Asia
north of the Altai ranges and the Amur River to the Pacific, and then push on until the flag of Russia had been
established on the North American continent, and accomplish all this in almost exactly two hundred years,
remains one of the puzzles of human history.
*
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In the year 1579 AD, one Stroganoff, to whom had been given by Ivan the Terrible a somewhat vague grant of
land in the east, commissioned Yermak Timofevitch, leader of a small band of Cossacks, to go out and investigate.
Yermak reached the banks of the Irtish, where he met, defeated, and exacted tribute of sable skins from the Tartar
tribe dwelling there.
Like swashbucklers anywhere, Yermak and his band returned to brag of their exploits. Commenting on this,
Alexis Krausse says:
The success which had attended the exploits of Yermak served to encourage other bands of adventurers, and whole
tribes of Cossacks migrated from the Don and Terek districts in order to overrun the new country, which rumor stated
teemed with wealth.

So far this is quite understandable. Adventurers have gone out into other unknown territories, brought back
wonderful stories, and excited others to emulation. But what is not so explicable is the apparently incontrovertible
historical fact that
the subjugation of Siberia was attended with little trouble or loss of life.

Where was that scourge of Asia—the Mongol? What had become of that mighty power which had welded into
a vast horde the tribes of Central and Eastern Asia, to sweep resistlessly west, south, and east, defeating the flower
of Christendom, destroying the ancient Persian line, penetrating India, and conquering China?
We can only conclude that the fire of the Great Khan had not only burnt itself out, but had also burnt out most
of that vast region which had been its source. For we know that the bands of marauding Cossacks that were the
spearpoint of Russia’s advance were small in number, a single group seldom comprising over a hundred men; that
they lived off the country and maintained no line of communication with their base; that they themselves were
neither traders nor settlers; and that, at first at least, they had little government encouragement or support.
Yet hard on the heels of the Cossacks, occasionally, accompanying them, came the traders, and on the heels of
the traders, the agricultural settlers, and settlements sprang up here, there, and everywhere.
By 1636, fifty-seven years after Yermak set out across the Urals, a party of Cossacks had reached the Shilka, a
northern tributary of the Amur.
By 1643, Yakutsk had an imperial governor, who in that year sent an expedition down the Zeya, which reached
the Amur at the spot where now stands Blagoveshchensk, and six weeks later reached the mouth of the Amur and
the sea.
*
The Russian records of this (the Poyarkoff) expedition indicate that the peoples whom they found inhabiting
the shores of the Amur were Tungusic tribes allied and paying tribute to the Manchus—Daurians, Doutcheres,
Natkis, and Gilyiaks; that the Manchus themselves did not inhabit the main Amur valley, but came regularly to
trade and to collect tribute; that the Chinese came, but less frequently, to sell cotton goods, metal utensils, and silk
stuffs; that the Daurians, at least, although primarily huntsmen, carried on a certain amount of agriculture,
sufficient to enable them to sell grain.
On the whole, however, we must conclude that the country was sparsely inhabited, for Dc Sabir mentions
the small resistance of a weak population, spread out over immense territory

and refers to
the ease with which the small group of Russians obtained the consent of the natives to pay them the yassak or tribute of
furs.

The Cossacks treated the native population badly, not only collecting tribute but also destroying fields and
villages.
The next Russian expedition, that of Khabaroff, 1650, encountered, therefore, fairly strong resistance from the
Manchus themselves. Nevertheless, it succeeded in establishing a string of settlements, the most important of
which was Nerchinsk, on the Shilka, founded in 1658. The Manchus, alarmed, drove the Russians from all their
Amur settlements save Nerchinsk, and for eleven years (1658-1669) the Russians left the Amur alone.
In the latter year they returned.
Russia and China of the early Manchu régime were now in contact, but the newly established Court at Peking
was disposed to be conciliatory. The Emperor Kanghsi\fn{1654-1722, emperor in his own right from 1669} sent a
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protest to Nerchinsk, which resulted in the dispatch of the first Russian diplomatic mission to Peking. The
Ambassador, Miovanoff, was well received by the Emperor in person, and returned with costly gifts.
The only result of the mission, however, seems to have been to attract more settlers to the Amur. Colonization,
now with the will and the purse of the Russian Imperial Court behind it, was started in earnest. In 1672, peasants
were sent to Albazin, on the site of the present city of Aigun, on the south bank of the Amur; and by the time of
the signing of the Treaty of Nerchinsk, seventeen years later, some three thousand acres of land around that city
had been brought under cultivation/
The Manchu Court was now thoroughly aroused. As De Sabir says:
When China saw, behind these bands of adventurers, the Russian merchant founding colonies on the Amur, and the
small forts built by the Cossacks developing into fortified cities, she understood it was time to act, if she did not wish to
surrender to her powerful neighbor all the country washed by the Amur.

China moved with a vigor and a thoroughness which she was never again to show. Having no cities in the
territory, Kanghsi had them built—Heilungkiang, Mergen, and Tsitsihar. He linked these cities with roads and
intervening settlements. He established colonies, the better to provision his armies when they came. Over all, he
set up a military administration, with a military governor to reside at the chief city.
Then he struck, with an army of
15,000 men, one hundred fifty pieces of field artillery, and fifty siege guns, supported by a fleet of one hundred vessels.

The result was foreordained. Albazin was taken and razed, as was Aigun (then on the north bank), the
defenders being permitted to retire to Nerchinsk. The Russian Emperor, disturbed, sent an envoy, Golovin, to
negotiate terms. Kanghsi sent two, a Manchu and a Chinese, backed by an army which waited outside Nerchinsk
while the treaty was being negotiated.
On August 27, 1689, the Treaty of Nerchinsk was signed, by which Russia agreed to give up all the Amur
valley, from the junction of the Kerbechi and the Argun east; the boundary between the two nations being given as
the river Kerbechi … and the long chain of mountains extending from its sources to the Eastern Ocean.

All land where the rivers flowed southward was to be Chinese; northward, Russian. From the Kerbechi
westward, the boundary was to be the Argun River.
Thus, in the first conflict between China and the West, China for the only time, came off victorious.
*
But Russia was not to be denied her push to the sea.
In 1707, Kamchatka was seized, to provision which the Russians insisted upon using the Amur, in violation of
the Treaty of Nerchinsk. In further violation of the treaty, settlements were founded on the coast, south of the
long chain of mountains

—at Nikolaievsk in 1850, at Mariinsk in 1851, and at Alexandrovsk, on the Island of Sakhalin, in 1853. Two
attempts by Russia to negotiate for the acquisition of the Amur came to naught, one in 1727, and one in 1803 1805. Two further treaties (that of Kiakhta, 1727, and that of Kuija, 1851) extended the boundary further west,
and sought to regulate a growing trans-frontier trade.
Then came the Crimean War, which resulted in the destruction of the Russian settlements on the Pacific by the
allied forces, but which drove the Russians once more back onto the Amur in earnest. As H. B. Morse says:
The flow of a lava bed is irresistible, and after the lapse of a century-and-a-half … Russian colonists absorbed the
territory lying north of the Amur.

By 1858, China, spent from a long civil war, and with her capital virtually besieged by the British and French,
was ready to concede almost anything. On May 28 of that year, Chinese emissaries signed with Muravieff at
Aigun the treaty bearing that name; on June 13, China signed with Putiatin the Russian Treaty of Tientsin; and
two years later (November 14, 1860), the Treaty of Peking. As Payson J. Treat says:
The three treaties … comprise one treaty settlement. With few modifications, they formed the basis of the relations
between the two countries until the end of the century.
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The Treaty of Aigun gave Russia the territory north of the Amur, and the right of navigation of the two main
confluents from the south, thus by the first provision confirming an already accomplished fact, and by the second,
legalizing the first of those “special interests” which were to figure so prominently in the Russo-Japanese
rapprochement later.
The Treaty of Tientsin gave Russia all the technical advantages acquired by the French and British through
force of arms; that of Peking gave her the territory east of the Ussuri.
This last Treaty had two results the significance of which is sometimes overlooked: it cut off China in
Manchuria from any access to the sea other than through Dairen and the two inferior ports of Newchwang and
Hulutao; and it brought Russia face to face with Japan across a narrow sea.
The Treaty of Peking further conceded to Russia the country around Lakes Baikal and Issik Kul, a reminder to
Great Britain that the long arm of Russia was beginning to reach down toward India—a circumstance which was
further to affect the development of the Russo-Japanese rapprochement.
*
This group of treaties marked the turning-point in the attitude of Russia toward China. It is not necessary here
to go into an examination of the causes which led to the removal of China as a determining factor in the political
development of Northeastern Asia. It is enough to record it as a fact, and to say that, on the part of Russia, a
policy of respect for China as a great and equal state had developed into a belief that China had become a
negligible factor—merely a land to be exploited at such times and under such conditions as the situation allowed.
A Russian Council of Ministers was, in 1910, to agree that experience had taught that
China had always yielded, when we addressed to her categorical demands.

As practical statesmen, the leaders of Russia now turned their attention to a new power in Eastern Asia.
3
The very year that Japan signed her first commercial treaty with a Western Power (that with the United States
in 1858) saw a second series of humiliating treaties imposed at the cannon’s mouth on her once great neighbor on
the mainland, by an alignment of Western Powers.
Two years later found Russia, already entrenched on the Island of Sakhalin to the north, facing Japan for half
her length, from the mainland.
Two years later, when, in a last wave of revulsion, the Japanese essayed once more to close the door against
the outside world, one of their own ports was bombarded by a combined fleet of American, British, Dutch, and
French vessels, as a result of which Japan was forced to pay an indemnity by no means measured by any actual
losses sustained by the foreign nations involved.
Then Japan decided to become a Western Power.
*
How well she succeeded is familiar history, and is not a part of this study. We are concerned only with its effect
on the development of a particular set of beliefs and policies. Nor are we especially concerned with attempting to
answer the still disputed question of why Japan felt it necessary to expand to the mainland and thus to come into
immediate contact with China and Russia. Motivations behind national expansion form a problem in themselves.
We may simply record that (certainly at first) the Japanese Government simply followed the established
technique of the West in insisting upon the right of having and protecting trade with the Kingdom of Korea,
which, following the opening of Japan, had rapidly increased; that Japan then contested the exclusive right of
China to determine the political status and to regulate the foreign relations of that Kingdom, but was at one time
prepared to cooperate with China on a joint basis; that China refused to cooperate, at the same time that she
allowed Russian influence and intrigue to become stronger in Korea; and that, finally, with internal conditions in
Korea chaotic, and with China and Japan each refusing to the other the right to settle the situation alone, war
between them came about.
*
The outcome of the Chinese-Japanese War of 1894-1895 surprised the world.
For the purposes of this study, its principal result was that, for Japan (again following closely the beliefs and
practices of the West, as exemplified by Russia) China was dismissed as a determining factor in Northeastern
Asia. Japan now faced Russia, and the contact was immediate, material, and pressing. And behind Russia stood
the still hostile West.
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Japan was to feel this pressure immediately. Before ever the ratifications of the Treaty of Shimonoseki were
exchanged, Russia, France, and Germany intervened to urge that Japan should not insist upon the cession to her of
the Liaotung Peninsula; and on July 6, 1895, a Franco-Russian Syndicate made China a loan (repayment of which
by China the Russian Government guaranteed) to provide China with funds with which to pay the Japanese
indemnity.
On December 22 of the same year, the Russo-Chinese bank was organized, the raison d'être\fn{Reason for
being} of which became apparent when the terms of the Russo-Chinese Secret Treaty of Alliance of June 3, 1896,
became known. By this Treaty (sometimes known as the Li-Lobanoff Convention) Russia and China became
allies against Japan, and China acceded in principle to the construction of a railway across the Provinces of Hei lungkiang and Kirin in the direction of Vladivostok. Though the actual terms of this treaty were not known until
1910, fairly close approximations (e.g., the so-called “Cassini Convention”) were currently surmised and
believed.
On September 8, 1896, the first of the series of agreements for the Chinese-Eastern Railway was signed
On March 6, 1898, Germany received payment for her services to China in connection with the retrocession of
the Liaotung Peninsula, by acquiring the lease of Kiaochow; and the next day Pavloff, the Russian Chargé
d’Affaires at Peking, presented to the Chinese Foreign Office Russia’s bill for services rendered, which was for
the lease of Port Arthur and the Liaotung Peninsula. As the Russian Government explained to the British
Government,
China owed them for the services they had rendered her in the war with Japan, and these services must be properly
requited.

The lease convention was signed March 27, 1898. A few days later, the third of the trio, France, was paid off,
with the lease of Kwangchow Wan. Great Britain then asked for and obtained the lease of Weihaiwei,
for so long a period as Port Arthur shall remain in the possession of Russia.

It might be noted that Weihaiwei had been occupied by Japan during the Chinese-Japanese War and voluntarily
relinquished.
*
But it was in Korea itself that Japan found most cause for anxiety.
The mutual declarations of China and Japan, in the Peace Treaty of Shimonoseki, that Korea was an independent state did not make her so; nor did the withdrawal of China from the peninsula create a vacuum. The effete
and corrupt Korean Court was no more capable of administering the country than it was before, while the old
conflict between Chinese and Japanese intrigue was simply replaced by a new conflict between Russian and
Japanese intrigue, the Imperial Court of Korea playing off one against the other as it had done before.
Externally, with the completion of the Chinese Eastern Railway, with its main line to Vladivostok and its South
Manchurian branch to Dalny (now Dairen) and Port Arthur, Korea was being isolated by a ring of steel. Based on
Port Arthur was the Russian Asiatic Fleet, and along the two branches of the line were railway guards, constantly
being augmented.
Then came the Boxer Uprising in China, in 1900, which gave Russia the excuse for pouring in yet more troops,
virtually seizing Manchuria.
Finally, there was the Yalu River Concession, for the exploitation of timber and mineral resources in Korea, in
which the Russian Emperor himself had a personal financial interest.
The Anglo-Japanese Alliance of January 30, 1902, which recognized Japan’s special position in Korea, came
too late to save the day. The Russian Government was controlled by leaders who believed that Japan could be
flouted as ruthlessly as China had been, the Japanese Government by those who believed that Japan’s very
existence could only be preserved through war.
The result was the Russo-Japanese War of 1904-1905.
*
While the idea that Russia and Japan did not need to fight but could and should settle their differences by other
means might be said to have been born of the Russo-Japanese War, it was one that had been long germinating in
the minds of the more enlightened leaders in both countries. Imagination is more powerful than reason, and the
martial spirit appeals to the one while the spirit of compromise speaks to the other.
Reason might have shown to those who controlled the destinies of Russia in 1903 and 1904 that the real
expansion of Russia had come through the actual, physical absorption of territory by her settlers and traders,
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rather than through conquest.
She had been beaten in the Crimean War. In her one martial adventure in the Far East, she had been forced to
surrender to China territory actually held by Russian settlers, territory which was to be won back again through
negotiation based on recognition of the fact that Russian colonists had again taken over possession.
Reason might have pointed out to those who controlled the destinies of Japan at that time that her war with
China had had two distinctly unfavorable results for Japan to offset its advantages: it had roused the suspicion and
hostility of other Powers and stimulated efforts toward competitive or protective expansion; and it had involved
on the part of Japan a declaration of her recognition of the independence of Korea, a circumstance which Japanese
leaders might have foreseen would embarrass their country.
The leaders of both nations might well have pondered the circumstance that not all the wars which the West
had fought with China had wrung from her an acceptance of equality.
Yet up to the time of the Russo-Japanese War, the anxious counsels of the few statesmen in both countries who
did see these things fell on deaf ears.
And of the two—the bureaucracy which ruled Russia, and the military hierarchy which controlled the destinies
of Japan—the former were more deaf.
249.107 Excerpt from Breakthrough In Burma: Memoirs Of A Revolution, 1939-1946\fn{by Ba Maw (18921977)} Maubin, Ayeyarwady Region, Myanmar (M) 14
1\fn{This is section one of chapter one, which forms the entire text; the division is the author’s:H }
I still have with me some of the diaries I kept in the early years of the war. They were recovered from a heap
of odds and ends that remained forgotten in a disused shed which no one had thought worth the trouble to break
open or burn down during the utter anarchy we passed through twice. These diaries are now in a poor state,
with many pages riddled by termites, but fortunately they can still be read. Now these little books, already
yellow and aging, remain in my life as a bit of the past and its memories that I shall never lose. They almost
speak to me every night I sit down to write these pages.
The first entry in the diary concerning the war states simply that it had come at last. Next follow a few weak
words about Munich:
“Will it be Munich again?” it asks.
There is nothing more for some days, which shows that nothing more had taken clear shape in my mind at
the time. I noted at some length the fighting in Poland only some weeks later, when it was practically over. One
entry says:
“Poland is gone, and yet nothing happens. Now that Hitler has got what he wants, it won’t be surprising if
the whole show ends.”
Like many others working for a cause, I had thought of a world war for years, and had declared repeatedly
my conviction that it would come and would bring us the opportunity to win our freedom back, and yet, when
the expected actually occurred, I was as dazed by it as anyone else. The weak, rambling words in the diary
show that my mind was rambling too for some time. It was a very revealing phenomenon.
I must, however, say that there were several reasons for my failure to rise at once to the turn events took so
unexpectedly. It was a time when nothing seemed to be real or certain for long, and anything could happen just as
the war did in the end. Also, the success of the Axis powers had been so uninterrupted till then and the retreat of
their opponents before them had become such a routine-like ending to every crisis that I, like so many others, had
epected it to be repeated sooner or later in Poland too.
To understand that period in Burma, we must never forget the tremendous spell that Hitler and the Axis
countries cast over the East generally. It was almost hypnotic. The Axis leaders were believed to be irresistible.
They would create a new world order, as they declared they would and were actually doing; and the East as a
whole was longing for some kind of really new order. Hitler had had his way in international affairs so completely
by simply raising his voice and his fist, as it were, that we expected it to happen again after he had taken Poland.
We saw no difference in principle, and much less in policy, between the sacrifice of Poland and that of half a
dozen other small countries that had already taken place. Both fitted completely into the policy of appeasing the
strong at the expense of the weak.
Our doubts were increased by the fact that Hitler had often declared he had no wish to see the British empire
dismembered, and even regarded its continuance in India and the other colonies in Asia as necessary for his
Nordic concepts, and the recent fate of one small country after another, Czechoslova-kia, Austria, Ethiopia,
Manchuria, had convinced most of us that Britain’s principal thought was to save herself and her empire, and to
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turn the German threat away from her and her allies towards the Soviet Union. That was one reason why I was for
some time unable to make up my mind about the way I should regard the new conflict. I even expected it to gutter
out as abruptly as it had begun.
International deals had become such a common method of settling disputes among the great powers in that
prewar era that there was no knowing at all how any incident would end. So in the first weeks the war looked
unreal, except in a limited way in Poland, until Hitler’s armies demonstrated over half of Europe that it was most
certainly not going to remain unreal. Only then did I, together with countless others, I am sure, begin to think in
earnest about the fast-growing world situation and all the things at stake in it for us.
There was another reason for my vacillation. I found myself in a serious dilemma. I had always regarded
imperialism or colonialism as being really a form of race enslavement, and so I instinctively saw the war in that
light. For me it was a plain collision between two racial concepts and policies, one asserting the superiority of a
single race over all the rest, while the other was more implicit and civilised, but the same in spirit, for it assumed
the white man’s right to rule over “the lesser breeds without the law.” For us in Asia and Africa there was as little
difference between the two policies as there was between the devil and the deep sea
It was, indeed, a bleak situation with nothing in it clear-cut or easy, and my mind kept tossing between the
two alternatives, hating both and hating even more my wretched luck in having to make a choice, for it was
clear to me before long that the Burmese could not keep out, but must align themselves with one side or the
other. Japan had not yet come in to take the Nordic edge off the Axis war aims, and Churchill was to declare
soon that the Atlantic Charter was wholly a white man’s charter, and there were also many other things said and
done then which brought out the racial angles in the war most starkly.
At last I decided to take a practical view of the whole matter and act on the principle of first things first. For us
in Burma, British imperialism was real and palpable while other threats were only shadows seen across a great
distance. As the Burmese would put it, our first task was to get rid of the ogre riding on our necks before we
turned to fight any other ogre, however ogre-ish he might be; indeed, even if necessary to use the other ogre to
drive away the one on our necks at the moment. I concluded that the Burmese must think of only one task, that of
liberating themselves from British colonial rule, if possible amicably, but if not, then anyhow. Nothing must come
in the way of this fact. Even more, I was convinced that the Burmese as a people would see any threat of foreign
conquest or rule only in the form in which they had experienced it in their own lives, that is, as British
colonialism, so that the hatred of colonialism in this British form alone could be the driving force behind their
coming struggle. I reached these conclusions by working things out coldly as I would a business proposition.
From then on my mind became clear and fixed.
Speaking of those early indecisions, there was also a personal reason for them about which I must say
something in order to show the kind of period we lived in then.
It seemed that I had all the time thought of the next world conflict in the way I wanted it to happen, and not as
it was actually going to happen with everything in it dead real and in turn demanding from me the utmost sense of
reality. As a result, when the war did arrive it found me, and in fact all the Burmese, unprepared to face its
realities for some time. We were not realistic enough; we were as a people too young and green yet, too semantic,
too lost in words and abstractions to be ready to think of action of the necessary kind when the time arrived. I am
not forgetting that even in the best of circumstances such things take time, more so in a colony.
I am really dwelling on our mental unpreparedness. This unrealism is one of the many consequences of our
colonial conditioning, which, in the name of democracy, had taught us as our chief political occupation the
making of interminable speeches and the passing of resolutions which proposed and demanded and protested
and did everything possible with words; in fact, taught us everything except the basic rule of action that the
only way to get a thing done is to know what is to be done, to find a means of doing it, and then to do it. We
had never thought of action, of doing anything, in that sense.
To be fair, we cannot put the entire blame for it upon the British. Our unrealism goes much further back
than the British days; it is as old as the race itself, perhaps as old as the East in general. Indeed, one might
even ask if it was not the cause of our colonial subjugation instead of being its result. Anyway, its roots are
precolonial.
So it became apparent that I, together with the whole of our generation in Burma, had been only emotionally
engaged in a struggle for freedom up till then, and that we were unprepared for a situation which would require us
to think and act differently from the past. Upon looking back now, I am convinced too that most of our prewar
political action was really a form of inaction, or an escape from action, which we tried to disguise with a lot of
resounding words. Or, putting it in more political terms,although our objective of freedom at any cost was in
reality a revolutionary one, so that our action too had to be the same, we thought of that action only within the
framework of a colonial constitution which was designed to prevent anything revolutionary from occurring. We
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had allowed our minds to be caught in this basic contradiction.
At last I made up my mind about the course I was to take, or rather its starting point, for it was impossible to
think of going beyond the start at that stage. There were still so many things to be decided before taking another
step, like what was to be done next, and with whom, and how, and when, and so on, endlessly. Those questions
took me on a long search for the facts necessary to answer them and also for people and parties that shared my
views on the war and the opportunities it offered us.
*
Soon I found myself drawing all sorts of people into a discussion of the general situation, trying from long
political habit to discover their thoughts and feelings, and how far they represented the general mind. The result
was often discouraging. But perhaps it is not fair to say this, because none of us were very encouraging in that
period except that some were less so than others. The out-and-out nationalists, for instance, were trying to come
together, but were not succeeding very well. At the other end, there were those who looked as if they wanted to
remain just where they were till events took them safely along. Those others were interested in the war events
only as such, just as they would be interested in a fire burning down some other person’s house many miles safely
away from them. That was about all the interest they showed.
It did not look too hopeful in the early days when many people at the top were still living in a colonial makebelieve world and had not yet discovered their true feelings or were concealing them. In that confusion, few
thought beyond the day’s events.
I will give some examples of the way the Burmese were reacting to the war. The first is an extreme one, but it
represents a cross-section that existed chiefly in the state services where such sentiments were part of the rule of
conduct.
Going back to my diary, an exasperated little entry says,
“Had a talk with ——. He’s a fool.”
I remember the talk well. First of all, I must explain that the man I mentioned was not in the least a fool, but
an eminent lawyer and much respected by all. It must have been that I was morbidly guilt-conscious and
extremist at the time, and this man’s views were not extremist enough for me; and, as it often happens in
political discussions especially during a crisis, both of us must have ended by being convinced that the other was
either a fool or a liar and traitor.
I had asked this very intelligent man what he thought about the war that was going on so lamely. He had a
ready reply.
“Why, didn’t you see it in the papers lately? Hitler has run out of petrol. He hasn’t enough of it to last more
than a few weeks. That’s why his armies are not moving much. It’s going to be a short war.
“And you really believe that?” I asked him rather sharply.
“It must be true,” he persisted. “There is the British blockade strangling Hitler.”
That explained it somewhat. That man was living back in the days of the First World War when a British
blockade did more or less strangle the enemy at about the end of the war. For those like him history goes on
unevolving and simply repeating the past.
Such static notions can be explained; but what is inexplicable is that any sensible man should believe a story
that implied that Germany had gone to war against half the world with just a few barrels of petrol, and that the
British blockade had stalled her stupendous fighting power even before it could start to fight.
The story itself was so fatuous that I am sure the British official information service had no hand in circulating
it. It was the sort of stuff that some war commentators regarded as their business to bring out from time to time
for a certain type of people who had to be won over that way. But it went round in Burma to the extent of my
very sane friend repeating it.
Whether he did so without giving much thought to what he said did not matter. His mind was capable of
doing it, and that mattered a good deal. It symbolised a certain state of mind that a long colonial moulding
creates, a colonised mind resulting from the complete anomaly of one kind of world trying to impose its own
shape on another. The new product reflects the anomaly; and one way it does so is by a weakening of its native
pride and spirit. This has happened in every long occupation of one country by another.
The man I have mentioned was of course an extreme instance of colonial conditioning, but there were others,
especially in the upper social layers, who were not much better. For many in that tight little service and
professional set the war was just another war which the British would take care of. They showed a general lack of
any individual views that went beyond the mere spectacle of the events taking place. Instead, they were content to
repeat what the British said; they let the British do their thinking.
*
The British did it happily and with great flair. As often as possible they led all war talk into a speculation
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whether it would be over before Christmas or some such short date, thus implying that a British victory was
certain and the only question was whether it would be won soon or late, either this year or the next or the next.
The propaganda in it was insidious and quite effective in its own set. One heard the question everywhere that set
gathered together.
I heard it once at a big legal dinner. Soon after the party began, the talk drifted to the war, to Hitler and the
Allied fighting strength, and the usual things were said and the usual words used. Then came the inevitable
question from a British judge, who put it to the man sitting next to me.
“Do you think it will be over before Christmas?” The reply this time was better than I had expected.
“You will have to fight very hard to win so soon,” the Burmese lawyer said. “Germany, you know, is very
formidable.”
The judge, a man of exceptional sanity and balance who was used to seeing both sides of a matter, remained
silent and then passed on to something else. I also had a long talk with him on that occasion, but both of us
carefully avoided the subject of the war. We respected each other too much to risk embarrassing each other.
Another British official, an earnest young man in the Indian civil service whom I had known when I was Prime
Minister, was not so careful, or probably he felt that it was more important to be earnest than to be careful.
“What do you think of the war?” he asked, trying to speak casually. I guessed his gambit.
“About what in particular?” I asked back. My tone must have warned him of what was coming.
“Well,” he replied after a moment, “what I mean is, how long will it take?”
“I suppose till one side wins unmistakably. And that will depend on who fights better and longer and with
more guns.”
The young man, stiff green in such things, looked surprised at my reply. At any rate he made me see that he
was surprised, while I did my best to play the game by showing that I was surprised at his surprise.
“But there can’t be any doubt that we shall win,” he went on to say.
I had waited for this opportunity. The weakness I had seen all round me on so many occasions made me want
to tell the British, any one of them, something different, someting coming from the real heart of the people, which
I knew far better than those members of the privileged, parasitical set who generally answered the British
question.
It was only months later that I had a chance to do so publicly when I spoke on the war resolution in the
legislature in February 1940. The feelings I am expressing now are all in that speech, which can still be found in
the recorded proceedings of our prewar legislature. I spoke for the Freedom Bloc, which had started to rally the
country round it. Such feelings as I have expressed there were already churning within the Bloc at the time I
spoke to this British official.
“You mean the British will win,” I corrected him. Then I went on.
“I don’t know who will win. That is far too big a question for any of us. But no mattter who wins or loses, I
want to see the Burmese win their own victory. That is the first thing I am interested in.” After that we changed
the subject.
The talk was a casual one, but its consequences turned out to be serious for me. My words must have traveled
quickly in that herd-like British colonial set, which always kept tightly together, for after that none of the British,
as far as I remember, ever mentioned the war to me, and some months later they found a reason to throw me into
jail indefinitely. That was how the British fought for a free world in the colonies.
*
In the political sector, the atmosphere was partly better and partly worse. For one thing, the Burmese political
parties in general and their wide fringes were in closer touch with the people than the privileged set were, and
consequently they approaced the war more in the Burmese way; they were more independent of the British in
their thinking. There was hardly anything yet beyond that, but that in itself was much, as events showed later. It
was this strong racial undercurrent running within the Burmese as a people that made the long struggle which
followed possible. The mass racial faith more than anything else kept us going.
I have said that the political atmosphere was in certain ways worse than that existing elsewhere. It was
particularly so within the legislature and the government, where the national issues came to be considered not
according to national interests, but according to the needs of the perpetual brawls over office. One of those needs
was the support of the European Group and its satellites, without which none could stay in office for long. I shall
have more to say about this as I go on.
One of my diaries mentions a talk which I think is illuminating. It took place with an old friend, an oldtime
politician who belonged to a parliamentary group then sharing office with others. The man spoke very honestly.
The fact that I noted down the substance of our talk in my diary shows the importance I attached to what we said
to each other.
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We were alone, and both of us felt that we could speak freely. We soon came to the subject of the war and,
looking at my diary, I must have in effect spoken somewhat like this:
“This fight among the Burmese parties to win office is important in a way, but don’t you think the price the
winning side has to pay is too crushing? It has to give half the jobs to just plain self-seekers who will cut
anyone’s throat as they did mine if it pays them to do so. And the European Group is there to drive you with a
whip all the time. Isn’t there some way for those who are genuinely nationalist to get
together during this war so that we could do something more worthwhile: to win our independence, for example?
An idea has come to me lately. If your government feels that I am a threat to its security in office, I am prepared to
resign from the legislature. But there must be an understanding. Your government must on its part support our
fight for independence.”
That, more or less, was the gist of what I said to him. I recall it vividly because it was the first occasion when I
spoke of an idea I had begun to nurse of late, which was to quit the legislature and throw myself completely
into the fight that I already saw looming.
My friend did not reply at once. The question I had posed was not an easy one, and it must have taken him by
surprise.
“Well,” he replied at last, hesitantly—I recall that he spoke with a certain hesitation right through: “To be
frank, I agree with most of what you have said. I know it is a national crisis, or it’s going to be one, and we should
not forget our national interests, our independence, as you say. But let us be practical. All the parties have other
interests that are stronger in many ways; and there will always be those who are prepared to do anything, sell or
steal anything, to get what they want. It is not enough for some of us to think of independence as long as there
are a large number of others in power now who don’t, at any rate not to the extent necessary, and you know that
the number is large enough to frustrate what you have in mind. It would be worse than it is now if the best
people risked their place in the government while the worst fellows hung on. That way we would be losing both
power and independence.”
“But in a struggle like ours,” I pressed, “you must risk one or the other of these two,”
MY friend seemed to be unconvinced. In this matter he showed all the symptoms of a split mind that was
functioning in two separate parts, the inner and genuine mind and the other, its outer pragmatical projection.
Such a type of mind was a common product of the colonial era when people learnt to think in two ways and to
speak in two voices. There was their real voice, with which they spoke among themselves, and their public
voice, which they used in places like the legislature where the Burmese parties seeking office needed support
wherever they could get it. These subterfuges had long become a part of colonial politics. The whole British
colonial practice was to speak with two voices, or even with more when more divergent interests and claims had
to be quieted down.
That talk went to the very heart, of the problem that kept most of the Burmese parties in the legislature
paralysed in a real crisis. Our freedom movement escaped this fate only by breaking away from that arena after its
independence motion was lost there as a result of British machinations. But this part of the story will come later.
For the present I repeat that the talk, the substance of which I have tried to give with the help of my diary
notes, is most revealing of the difficulties that lay in our way even then. For me, it is also important because it
marks a turning point. The first task we had to face took clear shape in my mind at about that time, and so did the
step I felt increasingly I must take sooner or later.
*
Outside the parliamentary circle, political activities went on more uninhibitedly. They reflected the popular
feeling very much more. These activities were almost entirely carried on by the extreme nationalist parties, which
had less interest at that moment in office or any of the gains it brought, whatever the reasons may have been.
Being freer, therefore, to act than most of the parliamentary men, these nationalists, in spite of their first confusion
and a lot of other drawbacks, were able to start something, to get somewhere, as will be seen when I relate how
our wartime venture began.
Getting down to a broader level, there were the masses, consisting, in the towns, of the small-income people,
the petty traders and workers of all sorts. Even a casual talk with them quickly brought out some facts that time
had not changed or seeemed able to change. To mention one, British influence after a hundred years or so of total
rule was revealed as only an outer and more or less precarious crust lying on the surface, while all the way below
the Burmese still lived in their own centuries, as unchangingly Burmese as they were under their kings, and the
further you went down among the masses the more that was found to be true. I mention the fact particularly
because it proved to be the main source of our strength as the struggle went on.
Most of my political work had been done among this section of people in the towns and the peasants in the
districts. They were the sinyetha, or proletariat, of my Sinyetha Party, the stratum most hit by the colonial policy
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of turning the subject peoples as much as possible into the “clerks and coolies” needed by a colonial, exploitative
economy. In consequence, I was able to understand their minds fairly well. They were not well informed or able
to express their feelings as they would have liked to, but those feelings were sharply there. As a segment they had
been among the most exploited and neglected under foreign rule, and in course of time a hostility to the foreigner
had grown within them.
They saw him by a simple process of transference as the cause of all their poverty in their own rich and
spacious homeland. All sorts of racial memories and traumas also gave an added edge to the hostility. A great
majority among them wanted to see every foreigner driven out, which meant, in the perspective of the war, that
they wanted at once to drive out the British and be completely Burmese and free.
That desire which I discovered in the masses led me more than anything else during those days to believe in
the dream that was already beginning to lead me. It convinced me that these people together had the emotional
strength and purpose necessary to carry a national struggle through. They would provide the driving power if only
we would win them over, and then organise and lead them correctly
They spoke of the war as I had expected, most scathingly. According to my diary notes, which of course have
recorded the effect upon my mind of their words rather than the actual words they used, those people saw the
belligerent nations quite simply as a set of robbers trying to rob each other. They did not want to have anything to
do with such a war. lt was not really theirs; it was being fought thousands of miles away, and however much it
spread it would end there; one side would win and the other lose and be completely stripped and crushed; several
changes in the map would follow when the victors divided the spoils among themselves, and after that the world,
a little differently balanced now, would go on just as it had done before till the next war started it all over again.
That was the feeling I found widely prevalent among the country people I met and talked with at that time. A
little further probing revealed that they also believed that good would somehow come out of the conflict for the
Burmese. The captor powers of whole colonial peoples were cutting each other’s throats, they said, and that was a
hopeful sign for the captives. They believed also that fate was working for them.
To that was yet another aspect of the state of things in Burma in the early months of the war. There was in
those months a certain amount of inner turmoil and confusion in some sectors, indifference here and there, even
resistance of a sort among a few, but a single racial thought eventually swept all those away.
It was out of such a mixed slumbering soil that the last stage of the Burmese struggle for independence was to
emerge.
2
It did not take long for the war to become more real for the Burmese. One event after another showed that,
without their consent, a colonial people can be involved in a total war and their whole life turned upside down at
the single will of the colonial power. A power conflict with which we had nothing to do soon claimed us and all
our resources. In exercise of a right legalistically deduced from what I have already called the ownership concept
of colonialism, Burma as a British-owned colony was considered to have gone to war against Britain’s enemies as
soon as Britain did so. This at once permitted the most unlimited war measures to be taken, and the power to take
them rested entirely within the scope of the Governor’s special rights under the colonial constitution. So the
Burmese, without knowing anything at all, let alone consenting to anything, found themselves fighting for the
victory of a colonial system that would mean the continuance of their own defeat and subjugation.
Very soon the country was actually put into a state of war. All the Burmese resources were listed to be
seized as the British willed. Old defence laws and regulations were revived to clamp down wartime controls
on the people, the armed forces were enlarged, new defence works were started with an uncontrolled budget,
and war propaganda in every known form kept pouring out ceaselessly. As this went on we also heard how
the other countries, both belligerent and neutral, were meeting the situation.
The people naturally noticed the activities going on all around whose purpose was to drag them into the British
war. They soon realised that they must take up some kind of attitude towards the things happening in their name.
Whatever they might do or say, it was also going to be their war, fought in their name and at their expense too,
and even, if Britain willed it so, with their lives.
Thus outside events and pressures led the Burmese to think more as a people about the world conflict, and as a
result a new situation began gradually to crystallise. Attitudes became more sharply defined among our people,
especially among the political parties, and these in due course produced the movements which appeared later.
There were naturally many events which caused the transformation, some of them occurring in the country and
some abroad.
I will describe those which, I believe, had the greatest influence on the Burmese during these formative
months. I will describe five of them as the most far-reaching in their effect on the course that we eventually took.
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They were the British action in bringing Burma into the war without the knowledge or consent of the Burmese;
the British war aims, particularly the declaration that Britain was fighting to free Poland and similarly
enslaved white nations; the attitude of the Indian National Congress towards the war; the new Asian policy of
the Japanese; the German military triumphs early in 1940, followed by those of Japan in 1941 and 1942. The
effect of these events was decisive in Burma.
*
As soon as Britain declared war, the Governor in Burma looked for a way to bring the Burmese into it.
According to an official of the Defence Department of that period who had personal knowledge of the matter, the
governor requested U Pu, the prime minister then, to obtain a formal declaration of war from the Burma
legislature.
U Pu balked on the ground that such a resolution, if directly put, would split his own multihued party and
weaken his position dangerously. The legislature would never accept it without raising the most disruptive
political issues, U Pu explained, and the attempt would only add to his difficulties, which were already great
enough. Instead, he left it to the British Governor to use his constitutional powers to put Burma in a state of war,
or, as another way out, to treat Burma as being already at war with Germany, since the British empire was at war
and Burma was a part of it. It would give the British what they wanted without U Pu and his ministry risking their
office. Only the people
would be sacrificed.
Thus the Burmese found themselves fighting a world war without even knowing why they were doing it or
what the gain would be for themselves. It demonstrated the terrifying reality of the power that Britain exercised
over the destiny of a colonial people, no matter what the new constitutions declared. A way was always provided
in these semantic constitutions themselves to get round any declaration. This was something that became clearer
with every crisis.
By then also the antiwar cries from India were beginning to reach us. Those cries first incited the people, and
the Governor’s action did the rest; and so the antiwar movement began in Burma. It was actively spread by the
nationalist parties, both Burmese and Indian, and opposed only by those who lived and prospered under the
shadow of the British. From then onwards, the people as a whole increasingly looked upon the war as the British
Governor’s, since he had declared it, and so left it to him to wage it. It would be their war only on their terms,
which they soon proclaimed to be complete self-government. Thus the war in Burma got tangled with the most
stormy issue of the time and became the starting point of the final Burmese struggle.
*
Together with the anomaly of a people who found that they had declared a war without even knowing they
had done so was the further anomaly of the aims for which they were said to be fight ing it. Britain as usual
announced those aims in the loftiest phrases. As far as the colonies understood them, they amounted to this, that
Britain was embarking upon a crusade to liberate all enslaved peoples except those enslaved by her and her allies
We were told very earnestly that all who cherished the moral as well as political values must defend them in the
war. It was therefore our war, and although the Burmese had no right to be free, all white peoples had that right,
and the Burmese must fight and, if necessary, die and give up all they possessed in defence of the white man’s
right—that is to say, fight to free, not themselves, but the far-away Poles of whom they had hardly ever heard
and who might have been living on the moon for all they knew or cared. That was what the British war aims
implied for her colonies.
The whole British approach, as far as we were concerned, was so fantastic that it actually became amusing.
It had a serious side to it though, which we did not miss. We concluded that the British were making a basic
distinction between us and the Poles, or rather between the white and the other races. The Burmese were Asians
and were conquered by the British, whereas the Poles were European and conquered by the Germans; and so
what was right for the British was wrong for the Germans; in other words, that right and wrong depended upon
who did it and to whom. The same British code with a little change here and there was used against the
Japanese also when their turn came. They always kept in mind in those days the dictum of their greatest
empire-builder, Disraeli, that race is the key to all history. But perhaps a more historical view would be that the
British were forced to contend so, as they found themselves caught more and more in the dialectics of their own
imperialism and the conflicts it kept on breeding. Taking any view, however, it was now the turn of the
imperialists to pay the price of imperialism, both morally and materially.
The wording of the war aims was as all had expected it to be, broad and abstract and capable of being all
things to all men, as Churchill demonstrated later. For Burma there was a more specific announce-ment. With a
great gesture of giving, the Governor repeated precisely what had been said for years, that Burma would
progressively realise self-government within the British orbit.
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Full self-government which is the essence of Dominion Status is the goal for Burma

was all he could say in August 1940; and also that, after victory,
His Majesty’s Government will be willing to discuss the problems to be solved in Burma.

Every important word in it was semantic, with Britain promising only to discuss Burmese problems after
victory and no more. There would be a goal, of course, somewhere and sometime, but none could say where and
when.
It was the ritual colonial formula that the Burmese had rejected long ago as something that could mean
anything: any pace of progress, within any length of time, towards any kind of self-government as a shadow in the
distance, upon any whim or fantasy of the power giving it whose word would be final. Not a material word was
changed. The tone even hardened as time passed. As late as June 1941, in an hour when Western Europe had been
overrun by the German armies and Britain was beleaguered and Britain’s Eastern empire was actually preparing
to fight alone if she fell, the new Governor declared that Burma’s constitutional advance would depend upon the
amount of her war effort and cooperation with Britain.
Yet more followed in the same tones. The famous Atlantic Charter appeared in August 1941. Its third article
declared that
they respect the right of all people to choose the form of government under which they will live, and they wish to see
sovereign rights and self-government returned to those who have been forcibly deprived.

To all for whom words, honestly used, must mean what they say, the words of the Atlantic Charter were clear.
The Burmese believed that they meant what they said. Churchill, however, did not. Within a month or so of the
Atlantic pledge he again announced that it did not apply to the British colonies.
It was therefore a white man’s charter meant to see that all white nations were free and sovereign There was no
clear promise of anything for the colonies, although they were called upon to throw themselves into the war as
much as those who were promised everything.
Nor did it end there. More statements were made which said the same evasive things, the same yes and no
as someone quipped at the time, until in September the British Secretary of State for Burma said the final no
in a ponderous official statement:
It is to this high position of Dominion Status—a position to which we would not lightly admit outside people
without full consideration of the character of their government or the re sponsibility which it might involve—
that we wish to help Burma to attain as fully and completely as may be possible under certain contingencies
immediately after the victorious conclusion of the war.

The statement, which very carefully tried to say nothing new or positive, was made in reply to a direct
question asked by U Saw, the Burmese Premier, during his visit to London at the end of 1941 as to whether
the Burmese, in fighting in the war, would be doing so for their own right to govern themselves. The
British refused to say more. Churchill even refused to discuss anything relating to Burma’s future.
Thus within a few fateful months of the Japanese invasion the British killed all Burmese hopes in
language the Burmese were long used to hearing. Our war effort was to be complete and unconditional
while any gain we might derive from it would depend upon what “may be possible under certain
contingencies” which the British alone would decide after a victory which would make their decision
unassailable. Nothing else was defined any clearer.
While this dialogue proceeded officially the usual colonial men of all shades and callings joined in the
cry that the Burmese were unfit to be free, repeating as they always had the things their fathers and
grandfathers had said before them about the blessings of British colonialism and the need of the subject
races for the white man’s hand to lead them always. Not even a world in flames could teach these people
anything new.
Burmese claims were attacked and even ridiculed, and not a single British voice was heard to speak fairly
for us. When the Poles and other dispossessed white nations declared that liberation was their war aim they were
passionately supported, and that aim was set down in a great charter; but when a colonial people merely raised the
question of their future they were accused of bargaining, of, according to the London Times, being
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inclined to use the contributions of Burma to the war effort as a lever for extracting from the British government further
and more far-reaching promises.

Within a few months of these Imperial words and postures the Japanese smashed their way into Burma, the
British were fleeing to India, and the Burmese joined the Japanese in driving them out. Thus the Burmese proved
their fitness as well as their right to rule themselves in the only way a colonial power understood and accepted in
those pre-atomic, bloc-free days. In explaining the Burmese action to his people, Churchill said that the British
had
failed to win the hearts of the Burmese.

This statement, set against the background of all I have already related, reveals more than anything else the
colonial mentality which finally destroyed colonialism. It would be too banal to ask whether you win people’s
hearts by seizing their land, or, to put it in a way that occurred instantly to us in Burma, whether Church ill was
similarly surprised that Hitler did not win Polish hearts by spurning Polish claims and seizing Poland; or, going
back to the comment in the Times, whether that great newspaper ever considered that the independence of
Poland or any other white nation subjugated by the Nazis was to be regained by “extracting prom ises” from their
conquerors.
It takes you again to the root of the racial issue, to the distinction made between the white and the other races,
to the Churchillian theory that while liberty is a right for the white nations it is not so for others, especially for
the British colonial subjects; and when that stage is reached all talk of racial peace and harmony becomes
fatuous.
This happened in Burma when Churchill made his statement. Its cynicism infuri ated the Burmese more than
anything else. Churchill was surprised, but the Burmese were staggered, that, after all that had been recently said
and done to them he should think the British could have won Burmese hearts, or that, more broadly, they or
anyone else could reap without sowing or sow without reaping.
The mounting controversy over Britain’s war aims as declared to the world, and her Imperial policy as
declared to the colonies, revealed more than anything else the actual situation in Burma as the war worsened. It
had the greatest influence on the future course of events; even more, it opened the way wide to the other
influences which soon combined to give the final direction to the Burmese struggle. Consequently, it is of the
utmost importance for us to understand the shock, both mental and emotional, that the controversy gave the
Burmese, and the results that followed.
*
To convey all this I must also explain the Burmese side of the argument, what the Burmese said in reply to
the British. One gets the whole atmosphere and impact in the statements made at the actual time.
Fortunately, there is an official record of some of them. They were speeches delivered in our legislature
when the war resolution was debated in February 1940. I might mention that no other official record of the
Burmese argument exists. I spoke in that debate as the leader of the parliamentary opposition as well as the
Freedom Bloc. But first of all, I must explain the Freedom Bloc very briefly here (I shall describe it at far
greater length later): it was the wartime united front set up by three nationalist organisations, the Sinyetha
Party, the Dobama or Thakin Party, and the Students’ Organisation, which decided to work together because
their common aim was to use the opportunity the war had created to win Burmese independence. It will appear
in the course of the narrative how this Bloc, backed by the masses, organised and led the Burmese struggle until
very nearly the last days of the war.
As I spoke in the legislature for the Freedom Bloc, I was able to explain the complete Burmese nationalist
view regarding the British war aims and their contradictions. The very overtones of my speech will give an idea of
the atmosphere brewing then. The speech was bitter and violent, but so was the atmosphere, and so was
everything at that time, for feelings were mounting swiftly. I will quote at some length from that speech because it
is the only complete statement on record of the Burmese case for independence made during the war, and also to
show how feelings were running then:
Sir, we live in a most bewildering world, a world that is just now a most crazy pattern of black and white. There are
white promises and black performances; there are words without deeds, words that are soon gone with the wind. The
conflict of word and deed, promise and performance, meets us everywhere. War aims belong to this disjointed and
crazy world and their meaning will be found only in that context.
We look all round us and find that every belligerent coun try is declaring its war aims in the most
resounding moral phrases. Japan, fighting in China, solemnly declares that she is doing so in order to establish
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a new order in the East, to consolidate and redeem Asia and her countries and races from white aggression.
Japan affirms that her aims are high and just and based upon an Asiatic ideology. In the West, Germany has
declared that she is merely out to destroy world domina tion by a single imperialism, and that she too wants to
preserve the rights of small nations. Great Britain also under very great pressure from the rest of the world,
from America, from the neutral countries, from India, has declared her war aims, which we already know.
Now our difficulty is as to what we are to believe.
All these war aims cannot be true. Some of them must necessarily be false and a mere mask. Our present task is to
separate the true from the false by supplying the test of actual action. That is our immediate task. We are not
questioning British sincerity or good faith in the present resolution and amendment. We say that since every belligerent
country has declared the most lofty, the most impeccable, war aims, we want Britain to prove the reality of her
profession by implementing them in her own empire, in Burma, so that we may know them to be sincere, to be
principles and not a policy.
Looking into history we find that Britain has exalted all her wars to the moral plane of a crusade. Even the opium
wars in China found fine moral phrases and flaming formulas to prove that Britain was defending some high, even if
imprecise, principle, somebodyelse’s right, some standard of international morality with her usual disinterestedness. In
every British war, past or present, God and the Church of England bishops are always on the British side.
But after those wars were fought and won and accounts were settled, as they were always settled with great realism,
what happened? Where were the moral issues then? What happened to the standards of international morality?
What could have happened to them except to disappear (utterly)? This is the teaching of history, that there was not a
single time when Britain implemented, in pursuance of a principle and not a policy, her war declaration.
I do not wish to go back to such long-dead and therefore academic things as the old wars. Let us as an
illustration only go back to the First World 'War. What were Britain’s war aims then? With the same moral
fervour she declared that in fighting Germany she was defending the smaller nationalities; she was making the
world safe for democracy; she was fighting for self-determination in every country; and she had absolutely no
territorial ambitions. Asquith, Lloyd George, Bonar Law, and several other representative British statesmen
declared solemnly before the world that Britain, in fighting the World War, had no territorial ambitions.
But what was the result? What happened when the battle and the shouting were done and the victors
obtained their victory? The British Empire added to itself roughly a million and a half square miles of new
territory as a result of the war. What happened to the doctrine of self-determination? When I, with my usual
recklessness, mentioned self-determination before the Joint Select Committee at the time that the Committee
was hammering out Burma’s constitution, the British representatives were amused. …
What happened to the principle of self-determination? President Wilson, we know, was duped by means of
that word. He crossed the Atlantic to Europe in pursuit of that word. What did he get when he got there? The
ending of all his life-long idealism, particularly the idealism of war and peace aims.
And we, what have we got from all that idealism? We have got the Burma Constitution of 1935. … Will
any European member seriously maintain that this constitution of ours is self-determination?
And what has happened to Britain’s declaration regarding the rights of the smaller nations? Where is Albania now
and—Abyssinia, and Manchukuo, Czechoslovakia, and Austria? All these small states and nationalities were wiped
away in Munich.
Then and then only the British world saw the vast portentous writing on the wall that foretold her own doom.
Then only Britain realised that Hitler was preparing to chal lenge her domination of the world. It was a new
world dynamism challenging the old. Then only the moral con science of Britain woke up and she realised that
there were still small nations to be protected from big nations, that she had a conscience and a duty to protect
these small nations, or at least those that came within Hitler’s plan for rival world dominion. What she refused
to do for Abyssinia, for Czechoslovakia and Manchukuo, she suddenly realised she must do for Poland.
While speaking of this I wish to refer to a statement made in America by a British ex-Cabinet Minister, Mr.
Duff Cooper. … This interview that Mr. Duff Cooper gave in America is meant for the American people and as
an appeal to neutral opinion. Mr. Duff Cooper told the American people:
The immediate issue is Poland but, as a matter of fact, the survival of the British Empire has
always been the real, the true, issue, even though many of the British people and their leaders have not
recognised it as such.

Here is one outspoken British statesman who has declared in America to a hundred million people, to the
most powerful neutral country in the world, that the British war aims may have begun with Poland but the
preservation of the British Empire and British imperialism is their real meaning. Let us not forget the last war
and what Britain said then, her war aims and phrases then. What are the results of those phrases? The Treaty of
Versailles and its sinister creature, the new minority question in Europe, which has grown into a new
instrument of international policy. New minority-ridden states were created along the frontiers of the
vanquished countries to keep them insecure, to keep Germany insecure, and Russia, and also others, and upon
the insecurity of the vanquished the victors wanted to build their own security and perpetual world
domination.
But Nemesis\fn{ Fate:H } has now spoken. What they considered to be security has proved to be insecurity.
They overreached themselves when they created that new question in Eastern Europe. The minority question
that Britain created for the undoing of her enemies has, in the hands of those enemies, proved to be a
boomerang. We all know that had it not been for the minority question in Czechoslovakia, in Poland, in
Yugoslavia, and in Rumania, things would not have been what they are now. That was how the last war and
its aims ended. …
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Now it is the same war aims again, the same old phrases, moral, high-sounding, disinterested; that Britain
is fighting for somebodyelse’s right, for the world’s moral standards. … This is British policy.
West of Suez freedom is an unqualified war aim, but east of Suez it is not so. Their words to us are:
“You must prove to our satisfaction that you are fit to be free. It is true that we are a party in the case, but
even so we propose to be the judge as well. You must prove to our satisfaction that you deserve freedom.”
They are words that a master would use to a slave. My conclusion is that, things being what they are, till
promise is followed by performance, till word results in action, till things are entirely different from what they
were in the past, war aims are a useless coinage. Until we are otherwise con vinced by deeds and not by words,
we refuse to believe that this is an ideological war, that there is any idealism in it or moral purpose. It is just
one imperialism fighting another for the spoils which are the small nations.
This is what Duff Cooper declared to the American people:
I am impressed by the outstanding success of German prop aganda in this country. This new line is
that even if Germany has made mistakes, she is no worse that England; that in our dealings with the
colonies we have been undemocratic.

That was Mr. Duff Cooper’s impression when he visited America of the prevailing public opinion in the
most powerful neutral country in the world at present. American opin ion definitely holds the view that
Germany may be bad but Britain is no better, that Germany may be undemocratic but Britain in her colonies,
in her empire, is equally undemocratic.
So my conclusion in regard to Britain’s war aims is that a war is still a war in spite of those aims and
professions. The present war, like any other war, is entirely a war of either conquest or domination, a war for
markets, for territories, for the most starkly material ends. It is naked politics.

That was exactly how the wartime nationalist movement in Burma reacted to the British declaration.
Absolutely nothing was said in the legislature to refute my accusations either by those members of the
government and their dubious following, who opposed my motion for complete independence, or by the European
Group, who were the hidden hand behind the government, or by any other member who spoke in the debate. The
charges went unanswered.
This fact, instead of the voting, is the best indication of the actual feelings of the Burmese during that period.
The Freedom Bloc carried the attack into the country, the charges were repeated everywhere, the masses who
heard supported them passionately, and there also they were never refuted.
The British were silent; the government, drifting as always for lack of a common conviction or policy, was
silent too—it only went on increasing the repressions while the nationalist words and actions went on winning
over the masses.
*
Burma was not the only colony that reacted violently to Britain’s two-faced policy of having one standard for
the white nations and another for her colonies. The policy shook her whole colonial world in Asia. As usual, India
was quickest in openly challenging it and, again as usual, Indian action was watched and largely followed in
Burma.
It had always been like that; Burma had followed India politiclly from as far back as the First World War,
which may be said to mark the beginning of our new political consciousness. The great wave of the future, as it
was hopefu1ly called, which that war set free reached us through India . That country’s example largely guided us
through the interwar years.
Some of the current words and techniques of the Communist and Socialist wings of the Indian Congress began
to be employed by our more restless youths in the years before the Second World War, and such links further in creased the Indian impact. A few of these youths even attended the general conferences of the Indian Congress
several times, the last being the one held at Ramgarh in May 1940. The older parties however, being more aware
of the general Burmese race-sensitiveness, kept away from such direct participation in Indian political activities,
but watched them from a distance and, as I have said, were guided by them in many ways.
Consequently, with the outbreak of the war it was only natural that Burma should again watch what India did
before she took the next step. Thus the storm that broke over the British war aims and other announcements in
India increased the storm already looming in Burma.
The Burmese learnt much from the way the Congress leaders in India met the new situation. Those leaders
immediately countered the British abstractions with a concrete demand which in sub stance was that India’s
right to settle her own policy should be recognised. It put the colonial case in a nutshell, driving straight to the
point. It was also simple enough for the masses to understand and repeat, and big and hypnotic enough to
impel them to act with equal bigness.
The phrase caught at once in Burma. The parties echoed it when they spoke of the war; it set the tone for
much that was later said in the legislature; in the country it was repeated widely.
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At the same time the antiwar movement started in India as the action behind the words of the political demand.
The demand touched off something deep in the racial submind and converted it into a mass force ready to break
out into mass action.
All this was a great lesson for those of us in Burma who were eager to learn and act. We used the antiwar cries
in a somewhat similar way. Our political demand was simple and repetitive; it told the masses always in the same
words what to demand; and when thoroughly aroused, they were told what to do to get what they had demanded
and been denied. This technique served us extremely well.
But the Burmese certainly never felt that they should always follow India. Quite often they did not. So
when Gandhiji, speaking at the critical conference of the Indian Congress held at Ramgarh in May 1940,
counselled a halt during which the people should concentrate on the charka or home spinning movement, the
Burmese were not impressed. “We are not prepared,” Gandhiji said at Ramgarh.
I do not want you to have a defeat. My defeat and your defeat will be India’s defeat. … I know the struggle for
freedom must be launched. The next step must be taken, but it must be taken when we are fully prepared. We must
fight to win.

He went on to explain that the preparation for the fight must be through the practice of charka spinnings.
Aung San, Than Tun, and a few other Burmese youths who heard him at Ramgarh concluded that Gandhiji
was against starting the freedom struggle at once. That was the impression in Burma too, and Gandhiji’s
words were coldly received by the Burmese nationalists. The following month, in June 1940, India decided at
Wardha to start a civil disobedience campaign. By then the Freedom Bloc in Burma too had decided upon its
own course; and when two years later Gandhiji launched his great “Quit India” campaign to force the British
to leave India, the Burmese were already fighting openly against the British.
*
With Japanese help, Burma had got ahead of India; her struggle had gone beyond the stage of demand and
agitation and therefore beyond calling upon the British to quit. The British had already been compelled to
quit.
In a way it could be said that Indian influence in Burma was historical whereas Japanese influence was
psychological. The Japanese influence worked within a broad sublayer of the racial mind throughout Asia. In
actual fact, it goes back to the beginning of the century when Japan defeated Russia in the first victory won for a
very long time by an Asian people over a Western power. The impact of that victory on the Asian subconscious
never really died away; instead, it was further deepened by Japan’s subsequent rise into a world power capable of
holding her own against the West, militarily as well as industrially. It was a historical break through which gave all
subjugated races new dreams.
I can even now recall the Russo-Japanese war and the emotion with which we heard about the Japanese
victories. I was then just a little boy at school, but the feeling was so widespread that even the little ones caught it.
For instance, in the war games that became popular then we fought each other to be on the Japanese side.
That would have been inconceivable before the Japanese victories. Britain, who was backing Japan in the war,
circulated marvellous stories and, even better still for us at school, pictures depicting Japanese heroism and other
fighting qualities, and so the Burmese heard for the first time since they came under the British of the greatness of
an Asian people. It really gave us a new pride. Historically, that victory could be called the beginning, or perhaps
the beginning of the beginning, of an awakening in Asia.
We must not, however, exaggerate anything. Like all historical processes, this new awakening as I have called
it was slow and faltering when it began over fifty years ago; and in Burma just as elsewhere, it was mostly
emotional, more than anything else a deep inner satisfaction at seeing a great white power beaten and
humiliated by someone in Asia. The Burmese also began, still very inchoately, to believe that what the
Japanese had succeeded in achieving today they themselves would be able to achieve in time. Whether
they would do it by plunging into the machine age some day as Japan had done, or by using their old
magical spells and incantations and seeking the aid of the spirits, who they believed were guarding their
race and religion and every object in their land, was still very far away from their minds. In fact, the magic
was still far more real to them than the machine. They had not yet stepped out of the past enough to be
prepared to think of the present and the future except in terms of that past. A secret joy and hope was the
whole extent of the new feeling Japan gave the Bur mese more than fifty years ago, but that, as I have said,
was the begirning of an awakening.
The Japanese aura in the East took a great leap forward when she emerged with the victors out of the
First World War and shared their conquests. The ethical aspect of her gains mattered little, since none of
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the victor powers were acting too ethically then. The war was over, and the moral talk was over too, and
the world was much the same as before; and Japan took her share of the spoils exactly as the other victors
did.
Again, India was the first to recognise the Japanese destiny in Asia; that is, the decisive part Japan
would play in destroying the Western domination of the continent. Indian leaders began to look towards
Japan openly. Rabindranath Tagore, the Nobel prize-winning poet, Rash Behari Bose, the political rebel,
and a stream of others visited the country and found the heart of Asia beating there too. All returned with
a wider Asian feeling, with their faith increased in the reality of the Asian bond, and espe cially the
historical necessity for it. It started a new relationship between Japan and our part of Asia.
Soon students from India and Burma went in large numbers to study in the Japanese institutions. In the
1930s Burma/Japan cultural associations were formed in the two countries. Visits were exchanged and
political leaders from Burma went to Japan and formed important ties there, like U Saw and Dr. Thein Maung,
a far-seeing politician and journalist of those days.
With the outbreak of the Second World War the ties became more numerous and meaningful. Thein Maung’s
declaration in Japan that the West had failed us and we must now look to the East stirred many in India and
Burma. It was followed by a strong campaign on the same lines in the Burmese press led by Thein Maung’s paper,
New Burma. It was at about this time that Japan’s famous slogan of “Asia for the Asians” rang across the East.
By then our liberation movement had reached a new stage. The Axis victories had changed the entire picture
for us. The British empire in Asia was visibly shaken and tottering. India was in a very ugly mood, and Bose was
in Germany actually seeking military assistance. Even before Bose took this step we in Burma had realised that
we must somehow find a friendly power abroad who would help us; and for all the reasons I have mentioned and
even more, such a friend, strong and willing and Asian, could only be Japan; and so our secret contacts with her
had already begun in earnest as early as the end of 1939.
How we did it and how much we succeeded will be a part of this story. One thing I will say at once is that,
without the active and secret support we received from the Japanese, the military part of the work we did would
never have achieved the scope and decisiveness it eventually did; and without that part the whole history of
Burma, both during the war and after and even today, would have been different.
*
Finally, among the influences that decided our course were the prodigious Axis victories in the West as well as
in the East. They totally changed the perspectives. Everything became possible now, with the colonial powers
crushed or nearly so. I was convinced that, however the war might eventually end, British power in Asia would
never be the same again, and our liberation was nearer and surer than ever. I was also convinced by what I saw
happening everywhere, the weak and the suppliant altogether at the mercy of the strong, that in a power conflict
like the kind raging then, liberation, like patriotism, is not enough; it must be earned, be achieved by a people by
fighting for it themselves, for the fight alone can give a people the faith and the strength to defend what they have
won after they have won it and give them also the unity that comes from a common effort and sacrifice. We were
learning these lessons empirically, which is the only way a people can really learn them.
I have said that the Indian influence on our movement at that stage was political and that of the Japanese
was psychological. The influence of the sweeping military events could be said to have made us realistic at
a time when the whole world more or less had become so. They made us stop dreaming and get to doing
something.
We decided upon an open campaign to demand our independence as the price of Burmese participation
in the war, decided to defy the law and take the consequences in the course of the campaign, decided finally
to prepare in secret for an armed combat as soon as we were ready to start it.
278.143 1. First Presidential Address (January 1, 1948) 2. Excerpt From An Address On The Second
Anniversary of Burmese Independence (January 1, 1949)\fn{by Sao Shwe Thaik (1894-1962)} Yawnghwe, Taunggyi
District, Myanmar (M) -1
1
Let us rejoice at the independence which has come to us today, the result of sacrifices undergone by us and
those who preceded us in the years that have passed.
Let us rejoice also that the independence has come not as a result of armed conflict but as the fruit of friendly
negotiations with that great nation whose political bonds we replace by mutual consent today with the stronger
bonds of friendship and goodwill.
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Today is for us not only a day of freedom but also a day of reunion.
For a long time, the principal races of Burma, the Kachins and the Chins have tended to look upon themselves
as separate national units. Of late, a nobler vision, the vision of a Union of Burma, has moved our hearts, and we
stand united today as one nation determined to work in unity and concord for the advancement of Burma’s
interests and for the speedy attainment of her due position as one of the great nations of the world.
It is unity which has brought our struggle for independence to this early fruition and may unity continue to be
the watchword for every member of the Sovereign Independent Republic to be henceforth known as the Union of
Burma.
2
Co-operation and understanding cannot come about so long as the element of violence or threat of violence
exists, for violence has no counterpart in freedom, and liberty ends where violence begins.
The progressive retreat of democracy in the world today is mainly due to the worship by nations of the cult of
physical force.
The deterioration in this direction has been such that the much-vaunted democracies are nowadays hardly
distinguishable from totalitarian states.
278.139 Excerpts from The Way To Ultimate Calm: 1. “The Power Of Forbearance” 2. “How Maha-Kassapa
Was Deceived” 3. “Dhamma-Asoka’s Younger Brother” 4. Mahosada And King Videha” \fn{by Venerable Webu
Sayadaw (1896-1977)} Ingyinbin Village, Shwebo District, Sagaing Region, Myanmar (M) 4
1
At one time Vepacitta, the king of the Asuras, and Sakka, the king of the Tavatimsa deva world, were at war.
The Asuras were defeated and Sakka captured their king, bound him with five ropes around his neck, and
confined him in the meeting hall of the devas. Of course the king of the Asuras could not bear this and was
overcome with anger. When he saw Sakka enter his royal palace, Vepacitta villified, defamed and reviled him
from his prison. When Sakka came out of the royal palace again, Vepacitta couldn’t refrain from bad-mouthing,
slandering, and abusing the king of the devas. But Sakka remained calm and serene.
When Sakka’s charioteer, Matali, saw this, he said to Sakka,
“Sire, this king of the Asuras insults you over and over again. Do you accept this so calmly because you are
afraid of him?”
“He is in my power,” Sakka answered. “I can punish him any way I choose, but in spite of this, I forbear with
his harangues, defamation, and aspersions.”
Why did Sakka act in this way? Because he understood the great benefits that forbearance brings. Though he
knew that he could do anything he wanted to his prisoner and that his prisoner would not be able to pay him back,
he remained calm and patient. The Buddha said that this is the highest form of patience: to forbear even though
you do not have to, even though you could change the situation. Of course it is always good to practice
forbearance when you have no other choice, but to forbear voluntarily is the highest and best form of forbearance.
*
When I was still a young monk, the Burmese in this country were not very civil, but the Indians were. When I
went on my alms round, there was an old Indian man who came running to offer a gift as soon as he saw me. In
spite of his old age, this old Indian staggered through the streets selling things, and when he saw me, he came
running, even from afar, to give dana.
Now, how is it that our Burmese people were not civil? The parents gave money to the children and they
bought sweets and snacks with it. This old Indian was selling what they could afford to buy. Now, how did they
call him over? They shouted,
“Hey, Indian dog!”
They called him that! Did you hear?
So, the children were calling him from every side, and what did he do? He went to them, smiling. He
continued to smile, and whoever called to him like that first, he would go to them first. He came to them and they
kept calling him “Indian dog.” He did not think, “Now, can these boys call me like this to buy something worth a
penny—me, an old man who is their senior?” No, he just made the effort to go to those boys.
2
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Sakka, the king of the Tavatisma world, does exist. Now how did he become Sakka, the lord of the Tavatisma
devas? What merit did he accumulate? It is one thing to accumulate merit in the time when a Buddha’s teachings
are available, but Sakka’s efforts were strong even during the time when the teachings were not there; he depended on his own efforts alone.
He was a wealthy man. He didn’t have to worry at all about eating and drinking, and he didn’t even have to
spend a kyat or half a kyat for a nourishing meal. So he was without any burdens.
What did he do? He employed skilled tradesmen and laborers and worked day and night without resting.
What was he doing? He was working for the welfare of the people. He dug wells and tanks in places where
there were none. He built good roads for the travelers and thus spent his life working for the happiness of others.
When he worked near his home, he stayed at his house, but when his project was in a far-off place, he worked
without even going home. He was happy when others were upright and there were many people working alongside him. Having worked like this without a break, one can face the present and the future. Sakka worked without
ever resting until the end of his lifespan, and because of this he became Sakka.
After the Buddha was awakened and the Triple Gem arose in the world, beings were reborn in the Tavatimsa
world at the end of their allotted life span through the force of the merit they attained by revering the Buddha, the
dhamma, and the sangha. As Sakka is the king of that plane, the other devas have to go to show him their respects
and venerate him.
And what happened? Now these devas and devis who had come to the Tavatimsa world as a result of just a
small amount of service to the Triple Gem also came to pay respects to Sakka, but their clothes, their bodies, their
means of transport and palaces were shining so brightly and splendidly that King Sakka’s clothes, body, and
palace faded and could hardly be seen in the dazzling light—that’s what happened.
Now Sakka’s splendid colors and his splendor had not disappeared, but they were outshone by these devas and
therefore faded. It wasn’t apparent any more. …
Now—dear, oh dear—he was so ashamed he didn’t know how to act surrounded by these devas. He wished his
head would split into many pieces. That’s how humiliated he was by all this. When these devas arrived near
Sakka’s palace, the shine from his clothes, his body, and his surrounding just faded away—so enormous is the
difference between merit accumulated within the sasana\fn{The 5000 year dispensation of the present Buddha,
the Sakyamuni Buddha} and merit accumulated outside the sasana. …
But Sakka couldn’t change what had happened in the past. Only later did he become powerful again. He
understood:
“Indeed, the good deeds of charity and othere virtuous actions performed within the sasana are exceedingly
great. They are so much greater than actions performed outside the sasana.” But even though he understood this,
he couln’t do anything about it.
He had to continue living as he was.
Once he understood the importance of doing meritorious deeds during the sasana, he told the devas and devis
in his entourage, to do good deeds, and they immediately went off to act. They went to where Venerable MahaKassapa\fn{One of the Sakyamuni Buddha’s earliest and most revered disciples} lived, and the monk asked them,
“Where do you come from?” They replied,
“We come from the Tavatimsa world with the intention of performing meritorious deeds, venerable sir.” MahaKassapa, however, said,
“Today I intend to give suffering beings the opportunity to rise above their condition by performing good
deeds. As for you, you are privileged beings. You may return to where you came from.” So they had to return to
the Tavatimsa world without gaining any merit. When they reported back to Sakka he thought to himself,
“But I have to get this special merit somehow.”
Well, he knew that it was good to pay respects to the noble monks when they came out of the cessation-state
(nirodha-samapatti), so he transformed himself into an old man near Rajagaha—an old man who was very, very
poor, without any sons or daughters or grandchildren to look after him. He had to work for a living, even though
his body was frail and trembling. He also created a shaky little hut where he lived without any comfort. Sakka’s
queen, Sujata, also transformed herself into a decrepit old woman with drooping eyelids and wrinkled skin. And
they both lived out in the countryside. Well, when Masa-Kassapa saw them, he thought,
“These poor old people are poverty-stricken and pitiable. They have to work for food and drink, even at the
advanced age of eighty or ninety. Today I’ll give these two suffering people an opportunity to rise above their
condition.” And he stopped at a discreet distance from their hut.
Sakka and Sujata, of course, were only pretending. Still keeping up their deception, they slowly opened their
eyes and shielded them with their hands, as if they were trying to see better. Then they approached Maha-Kassa143

pa.
“Venerable sir,” they asked, “are you Venerable Maha-Kassapa? We are very poor and still have to spend our
time working for our daily upkeep. Since you have come, venerable sir, we as disciples will be able to render you
a service. Please let us gain merit.”
It was necessary for them to deceive him, you see, because if the lie was found out, they wouldn’t be able to
accomplish what they wanted to do. So they approached Maha-Kassapa very shyly, very humbly, and then placed
celestial food in his bowl. They placed the food in the bowl in the proper manner, and they gave ample portions.
As Sakka was offering the food, he said,
“Because we venerate generosity and those who receive generous gifts, we offer this with our own hands and
with deep respect, sir.”
The celestial food, of course, gave off a very pleasant odor. …\fn{ Masa-Kassapa was deceived, because, though an
Arhat, his concentration was diverted by the splendor of the offering; but he later investigated the matter, and realized what had happened.
And he said:}

“You are Sakka, aren’t you?”
“That is correct, sir,” Sakka replied. “We did this, sir, because we had to endure so much suffering and distress.”
“You are living in a blissful existence with great riches and all sorts of pleasures, aren’t you?” Maha-Kassapa
said.
“Yes, Sakka said, “as Sakka I enjoy all these things, sir. I obtained all this power and these pleasures because
of the merit I performed when a Buddha-sasana was not available. Now that a Buddha has arisen, beings are
reborn in the Tavatimsa world as a result of very small deeds they have done. When they come to worship me,
they shine so brightly that my own splendor fades away into nothing. Not only that, when they come near my
palace, I have to hide, sir.”
He had to hide because he was ashamed, you see. He suffered a great deal. He was a powerful king, but he
suffered when his subjects came to wait on him. He was powerless to change the situation, and his whole world
collapsed.
“It world be better if my head split into pieces,” he thought. His suffering was that great. That is why he told
Masa-Kassapa,
“We are also suffering beings.”
Well, once he was successful in performing more merit, he too began to shine. Then poor Sakka could smile
and enjoy himself again.
You see, he had accumulated merit in the past, but the merit acquired outside a Buddha-sasana and the merit
acquired during one are vastly different. I can’t stress this enough. So now is the right time; this is a good
existence, isn’t it?
3
Dhamma-Asoka received the Buddha’s teachings, and because he was given and received these instructions
and respected and followed them, he could spread them throughout the whole Indian subcontinent. He made sure
the Buddha’s religion was foremost, incomparable. His younger brother, the crown prince, however, lived as he
pleased.
One day, being bored and discontented, he went to the forest for a walk and observed how the deer played and
enjoyed themselves in a carefree mood. As he watched them, the following thought arose in him:
“These deer enjoy life, happily eating just grass and leaves from the trees, but my brother the emperor donates
only the best, most refined food to the monks. The seats he offers them are also the best and the highest. These
monks, to whom he gives all these excellent things, whom he venerates and to whom he gives the best living
quarters, must also play and enjoy themselves exceedingly well if even the deer, who eat only grass and leaves,
have such a good time.”
When he went back to the royal palace, he approached the emperor and related his thoughts to him. The
emperor thought:
“Well, there is no point in explaining this matter to him as he won’t understand anyway. Let’s wait for a while.
Slowly, slowly I will make him understand.” And the emperor remained silent.
Later on, a matter came up with regard to the crown prince which the emperor didn’t like at all. He pretended
to be angry and had his younger brother called.
“You are my younger brother, and as my brother, you will now enjoy the splendor and happiness of an emperor
for seven days. When the seven days are up, I shall have you killed.”
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And he issued the appropriate orders. Then he handed his royal power over to the crown prince and repeated
that he was going to be on the throne for just seven days and would be killed after that. So the prince was to die in
seven days time.
*
After this royal order was issued, the crown prince was terribly afraid. He was so afraid he wasn’t able to
swallow his food. He wasn’t able to sleep because he constantly trembled with terror. He kept thinking:
“I’ll die in seven days.” When the seven days were over, Asoka had his brother called again, and when he saw
him, he exclaimed:
“Good gracious, you have become thin and haggard and your veins are standing out!”
And that was what had happened. Now the emperor said to his brother:
“You are not the same as before. You used to have a handsome appearance. You were strong and good-looking.
What happened to you now that you have been living in the luxury of an emperor?”
“I was terrified, lord,” the prince replied.
“How can this be?” Dhamma-Asoka asked. “You have all the luxuries of the life of an emperor, you should
have enjoyed yourself beyond measure, no? What happened?”
“Sire,” the prince said, “I wasn’t able to enjoy myself at all. Every night I lay awake without being able to
sleep for one moment. And what frightened me? I kept thinking that I would have to die without fail when the
seven days were up.”
So he couldn’t enjoy himself. He couldn’t even sleep because of the fear of death. His terror was so intense he
was unable to enjoy his good fortune in having all the luxuries life could offer. He had only the best of everything.
He had the royal insignia and the royal palace, but his fear prevented him from enjoying any of it. Emperor Asoka
said:
“Well little brother, were you as afraid as all that, even though you didn’t have to die until seven days were
up?”
“That is so, your majesty,” the crown prince replied. “I am terrified.”
“Well,” Asoka said, “you had all the luxuries of an emperor to enjoy, and yet you did nothing but fear your
death which was seven days away. The venerable monks live with the knowledge that this mind and body arise
and disappear, die and are reborn, billions of times in the wink of an eye. Having understood this, they live in
constant dread of these (i.e., mind and matter, nama and rupa). So, did you have to fear your death so much since
it was seven days away? The venerable monks, who are my masters, live as I have just explained. In one instant,
as quick as a bolt of lightning striking, mind and matter break up and arise again. There is nothing else for them.
Since the monks have experienced this and have seen this for themselves, they are continuously wary of mind and
matter.”
Now the crown prince understood that the monks could not derive happiness from anything material.
“You were to die after only seven days,” the emperor told his young brother, “but my noble teachers go from
death to death—they die every moment, not after seven days like you.”
It was only then that the crown prince understood, and respect for the monks arose in him.
4
You all know about the life in which the Bodhisatta was Mahhosadha.
The Bodhisatta took it upon himself to make all beings happy. Videha, the king, loved the Bodhisatta very
much and employed him in his services. Even so, did King Videha recognize the lies of those who were close to
him?
Devinda lied to the king, who didn’t realize he was lying. He didn’t know he was lying because he was lacking
in vijja (knowledge). He hadn’t worked to acquire understanding in the past when he was developing his
parami,\fn{Purifying karma:W} therefore he couldn’t even see through the deceptions practiced by other countries.
Now, did he understand when those close to him explained things to him?
He couldn’t see through the deceptions of others. He really couldn’t see through them, and his associates knew
that no matter how much they tried to clarify things for him, he wouldn’t understand.
But a Bodhisatta is concerned with the welfare of all beings. He has a mind that is intent on making all beings
happy, no matter who they are, both now and in the future. He has to make an effort to keep people who lie free
from danger, and he makes an effort to protect those who are lied to.
Mahosada had to accept that the king would not listen to him. Even though the king loved Mahosada as a son,
he listened to other people’s lies. Mahosada didn’t like it when the king ignored his advice time after time, but this
was due to the king’s ignorance.
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The Bohisatta had to take care of everything. He had to look after what was happening in the present and what
would happen in the future. Only he could take responsibility for the welfare of all beings. He never tired of
taking care of others because he did this in order to be perfect in his own conduct and in his understanding.
Thus he could attain the goal. It was easy for him, but the king couldn’t understand.
No matter how much the people around the king explained to him that his adversary had invited him in order
to kill him, the king wouldn’t believe it. Then the Bohisatta thought:
“By talking to him, by trying to make him understand, I am only creating akusala\fn{Acts that carry the seeds of
future suffering:W} for myself. I will make him understand later.”
So the Bohisatta pretended to agree with the king and went on ahead of the king. He was happy to do that since
in that way he could make sure that there was no danger for the king. He could arrange everything in such a way
that the king would eventually see the dangers with his own eyes.
Only when he was already in trouble did the king understand. Devinda did not see through the deception until
that moment. When the king was in distress, our Bohisatta’s preparations bore fruit, and everything worked out
according to his plans. In this jataka,\fn{Story about the previous births (jati) of the Buddha:W} we clearly see who possesses right conduct and right understanding and who doesn’t. It is easy to complete both trainings: the training in
right conduct (carana) and the training in right understanding (vijja).
279.60 Except from Burma Surgeon\fn{by Gordon Stifler Seagrave (1897-1965)} Rangoon, Rangoon Region,
Myanmasr (M) 9
1\fn{The division by chapters is the responsibility of the author; I have introduced subdivisions within them to make his text more
comprehensible, as he has a tendency to shift his subtopics very quickly:H}

Before we left Baltimore, we had been told that, because of my Karen missionary ancestors, we would be
stationed in Loikaw, in the Karenni States, where the people understood the Sgaw Karen which I spoke before I
learned English. We had accordingly studied up all the known facts about the Red Karens, the Padaungs who
stretch the necks of their women with brass rings till they are about a foot long, about that special variety of
Karens that does not permit its men to marry ouside of their own village and is thereby rapidly dying out, and
about the other funny people of the Karenni.
When we reached New York we were told that the mission could no longer afford—the missionary revival that
had followed the first World War had already lost momentum—to put a medical missionary at Loikaw, and we
would have to go to Kengtung, the largest and easternmost Shan State that borders on China, Indo-China and
Siam.
I didn't care. All I wanted was plenty of jungle and thousands of sick people to treat, preferably with surgery.
Our luck broke when we changed steamers at Liverpool and found, as a fellow passenger, Mr. John Shaw, who
had been the Burma government’s assistant superintendent of Kengtung State. Mr. Shaw had a very attractive
personality and spent a great deal of time on the long voyage telling us all he knew about Kengtung. Full of
Kengtung dreams we finally disembarked in Rangoon, where Leslie and Tiny both promptly came down with
dengue fever after the minimum incubation period of three days.
Dr. Harper was in Rangoon when we arrived. The mission cornmittee had a session and Dr. Harper, for
Namkham, and Dr. Henderson, for Kengtung, went into a tussle to see who could get us. Dr. Harper won by
promising me his practice, all his good will, and a free hand, since he was going to retire permanently in the
spring. The committee agreed and ordered me to Namkham. That seemed a most appropriate decision in view of
my infantile fascination for Dr. Harper and all his works.
The committee was anxious that Tiny remain in Rangoon till our son was born, two months later. But Tiny, in
spite of dengue fever was so anxious to get to the place where we would at last have our own home that she voted
to start at once.
*
We went by train to Mandalay and then by river steamer three days up the Irrawaddy to Bhamo. How the
English do feed! At six o’clock one of the table boys comes banging on your door. You wake up with an angry
start, open your door and he stalks in with tea, toast, and marmalade intended to give you sufficient strength to get
up two hours later. At nine, before your toast has digested, you sit down to a five-course breakfast. The pain
caused by the five courses has not disappeared at one o’clock, when the gong drives you to lunch and you plough
through four more courses. At five o’clock there is a big tea to help you live through till dinner at eight or nine.
By the third day I had an attack of hiccoughs that lasted five days!
Bhamo is a dirty town. We stayed there only long enough to find mandarin chairs and carriers for Tiny as, of
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course, she ought not to ride sixty miles on a horse in her condition. The rest of us rode native ponies, and our
equipment went up on mules.
We did twelve miles a day, spending the nights in government bungalows. The first day went well. It was all
level plain, and the mules, the carriers, and our ponies stayed together in one large caravan. The second day was a
long, steep climb. Knowing nothing about the Chinese, I was quite happy as our ponies took the lead. Tiny, in the
meanwhile, was having her troubles. Our son was turning somersaults internally and our daughter was turning
handflips externally.
Leslie’s antics constantly shifted the balance of the load and hurt the shoulders of the three Chinese carriers
terribly. The Chinese cursed and swore, and Chinese is a wonderful language! They turned so sharply round the
corners that though they all three had their feet on the road, Tiny was swung a yard out over the precipice. Then,
suddenly, they set Tiny down in the middle of the virgin jungle and all three men disappeared to have a three-hour
siesta with their opium pipes.
It was the first time Tiny had been through Kachin country, and, until you know the Kachins, their fierceness
terrifies you more than the tigers and leopards that howled around Tiny that day. Finally, when we were just
preparing to send out a search party, she arrived in camp half dead from fright.
On the fourth day we crossed the great seven-mile-wide Shweli River plain and passed through Namkham
Town up the hundred-foot climb to the Shan compound on the right and the Kachin compound on the left.
Our hearts were pounding. What sort of setup were we going to find in this place where we were to spend
twenty years? The hospital was a rotten wooden building with twenty wooden beds bare of all furnishings. The
floor was stained with blood and pus and medicine, and was so rotten you had to step carefully not to break
through. Nurses have, since then, scrubbed that floor so thoroughly and so often that the boards are about half as
thick as when they were nailed down; yet the stains are still there, for the jungle wood is as porous as a sponge.
The walls were covered with large red splashes of the saliva of betel-nut chewers. All the window ledges were
covered with nasal secreta which the patients blow on their fingers and then carefully wipe off on the nearest
projection.
There was one patient with a leg ulcer.
There was plenty of good will for Dr. Harper to turn over, but what is good will without patients? Yet if there
was no medical work to do I could occupy my time elsewhere, for I had four grade schools, one silk-weaving
school, one mulberry garden in which to raise silkworms, and one Shan Christian village to keep in order.
That night Marion and I broke down and sobbed in each other's arms.
*
The next morning we set our teeth and decided that if Namkham wasn't what we wanted it to be, we would get
off to an early start and do something about it.
I found a Karen preacher chap who spoke English and Shan well, and made him sit with me all day long and
help me teach myself Shan. Poor Tiny never had any luck. You can’t study Shan with a baby making havoc of
your insides. Besides, until she married me, the poor girl had never been farther out of Illinois than that one corner
of Wisconsin where we met. No American, unless he lives in the foreign quarters of our big cities, realizes there
can really be such a stupid thing as a foreign language.
I got all the breaks. I had spoken Karen before I spoke English and had learned quite a few words of Burmese
as a boy in school. Shan, though it had five different tones in which each word could be spoken—each tone with a
different meaning—was quite easy for me. At the end of three months I preached my first Shan sermon.
That was the worst sermon I ever heard preached in any language. You have to sing Shan, not speak it, and
preferably your mouth should be full of betel nut as you sing. I persisted in singing my sermon in the wrong key!
Take the one word hsu. If you say it with an even sound it means “a tiger.” If you say it gruffly, down in your
belly, it means “straight.” When you cut the word off sharp with an axe it means “coat.” Sung on high C for a
couple of measures it means “happy,” and high C staccato means “buy.”
Still, I thought I was pretty good.
*
It was time now to kill two birds with one stone: give the accepted evangelistic type of missionary work a fair
trial, and, incidentally, advertise Johns Hopkins. I gathered together a gospel team, loaded a mule with medicines,
and started off on tour.
At each village we called on the headman. He had to admit us, poor fellow, for I was white. When we
announced free medicine for all sick, the villagers crowded in. It was too good to miss. We gave each patient just
enough of the right medicine to make him want more.
One patient didn’t want more. He had pylorospasm and I had no belladonna, so I gave him three tablets of pure
atropine and told him to take one after every meal and report to me how he felt the next day. He reported in great
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disgust. He had decided to hurry the cure by taking all three of those tiny tablets at once. His pylorospasm had
been cured, but he hadn’t been able to spit all day, no matter how much betel nut he chewed. He would, he said,
like to have his spit and his pylorospasm back again!
After medicines were distributed, one of the preachers got up and started preaching; whereat, with one accord,
everyone got up and went-out.
We tried passing our tracts. That went over big. They wanted extra copies for the folks back home! Now we
were getting somewhere at last! Or at least I thought so, until I saw them using the pages of the tracts to roll their
huge cheroots. Smoking the gospel seemed to me a funny way to convert a man.
My luck was with me again, though, on that trip. A man came to me with tuberculous lungs. I went over him
carefully and told him I was sorry, I couldn’t do a thing for him. With those lungs he couldn’t live more than a
year.
One year later, to a day, he died, and my reputation among the Shans was made!
*
Soon after that tour the Kachins threw a huge convention in their mission compound across the street. They
had heard of the new doctor, so as soon as they had registered they came over to put me to the test. One man had a
huge adenomatous goiter.
“You’ll have to have the thing cut out,” I said, and nearly fainted when he replied,
“All right, go ahead.” I ran up to the house.
“Tiny,” I called, “I’ve got an operation to do. A goiter as big as a grapefruit. Will you give the anesthetic for
me? I’ll tell you what to do.”
Tiny agreed. I got out my pressure cooker and sterilized some towels. The wastebasket instruments were put
on to boil. Tiny got the chloroform bottle and started to pour. Then I began to cut; cut and tie, cut and tie. That's
all there is to surgery. I cut darn near everything that man had in his neck before I got the goiter out. Then I sewed
up his ribbon muscles and skin and sat down beside him to wait. When he was fully conscious I said,
“Listen, fellow, I want you to promise me to lie flat on your back for several days. If you try to sit up your
neck’s going to fall apart. Understand?”
Yes, he understood. He would be a good boy.
Much relieved that he had not died on the table, I went up to breakfast. When I came down, half an hour later,
he was already sitting up in bed.
The next morning I was called for an obstetrical case the other side of the river. As I rode up the street that
afternoon, on my return, I saw the Kachin convention was having a feast out on the grass. Mr. Sword, the Kachin
missionary, waved to me to come and join them.
While I was waiting to be served, I looked around and saw a funny apparition. A Kachin man was standing
near, dressed in a most extraordinary manner. As Kipling says,
Nothin’ much before, an’ rather less than ’arf o’ that be’ind.

He had a bandage around his neck. I looked again.
Yes, there was my goiter patient! He had smelled the pork curry and had come across the street to get it. And
yet he couldn’t die!
*
This was the first time in northern Burma and the Shan States that a goiter had been successfully removed.
People came in willing to take a chance at other operations. I remember a few key cases that opened up whole
districts to a confidence in us.
There was a cancer of the breast that had already reached the cauliflower stage but was not yet fastened
irremovably to the chest wall. She was from Momeik State down toward the Ruby Mines at Mogok. For years she
spread the news of how her breast had been removed and skin from her leg grafted onto her bare chest in sheets!
There was a woman with a sarcoma of the orbit pushing her eyeball way out of her head. We removed the
eyeball and the tumor, and, until last year, she was still sending patients to us.
A rich Chinese came down from Tengyueh, capital of Western Yunnan. He had been inexpertly operated on for
amebic abscess of the liver, and the fistula had never closed. He wanted another operation, but we cured him with
injections of emetine and irrigations of quinine and salvarsan.
A high-class Kachin woman of wide influence had had one girl baby followed by several abortions, and
wanted a boy badly. We removed a dermoid cyst of the ovary and a year later she did have a boy.
In lots of these cases we had the breaks. I had not had more than a minimum variety of operations on which to
acquire experience under guidance in America, and I looked forward with dread to every new operation I had to
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do. But I never had any overwhelming love for a quitter. When a new operation needed to be done, I got out my
books and studied every detail. Then I was profusely sick, went to bed on it, and the next morning, still nauseated,
started operating.
Somehow or other, the first three operations of each variety were more or less uncomplicated and the patients
got along well. After that—God help me! But by that time I could feel confident that the reason the patient died
was not all my fault, and I could continue trying to save lives.
Tiny is quite annoyed at the way I operate. She says that all through my operations I am either praying out
loud, singing, or swearing.
She is wrong. They are all three just my peculiar way of praying.
*
In medicine, also, we had the breaks. I was called once to see the sawbwa of Chefang State in China who was
“dying” of malaria. Chefang is now just a short trip by car on the Burma Road, but then it took me three days
through mud up to the ponies’ bellies. When I got there the prince had just about got control of his fever; but I
gave him an intravenous injection of quinine and then, when all his lords and ladies gave me the credit for a
marvelous cure, I just kept my mouth shut and smiled my gratitude; and patients began to pour in from Chefang
State.
The same thing happened with the sawbwa of Mangshi, still farther north in China. He was dying of amebic
dysentery, but a few injections of emetine followed by stovarsol tablets, and the patients began to come in droves
six days by foot from Mangshi.
These Shan sawbwas are what Maurice Collis calls “Lords of the Sunset” in his book of that name. The Shan
title, Saohpa, literally means “Lord of the sky or universe.” In Burmese, this Shan title sounds like a very filthy
female anatomical cuss word, so they smooth it out to sawbwa. In England these sawbwas would be dukes, earls,
or baronets, according to the size of their respective states. Mangshi would be a duke, Che fang an earl, Hsenivi,
in whose state Namkham lies, Ken gtung, Hsipa-w, Momeik—these would be dukes. Tawngpeng, Yawngwhe,
Lawksawk (whose grand-daughter Louise is) would be earls. Wanyin, whose daughter Pearl is, and Hopong
would be baronets.
In the Shan States of Burma, the sawbwas are chiefs, but their work is supervised by British superintendents
and assistant superintendents who are responsible directly to the governor and Defense Department of Burma and
not to the Burmese congress.
A year later, when we had developed the hospital to a point where patients were really coming for treatment, I
received a letter. Dr. Harper, the writer said, would like to come back for another term at Namkham, so he was
sure it was “God’s Will” that I should move to Kengtung. How about it?
I replied that it was the general consensus last year that it was “God’sWill” that I should go to Namkham, and I
was sure Cod didn’t change his will so frequently—and I stayed on in Namkham!
2
With surgery in the offing it was immediately apparent that we must have nurses.
The hospital staff consisted of Tiny and myself, a Karen doctor, and a girl who had had a year of training in
Rangoon. Our milkman’s wife came running to me one morning to ask me to visit her husband who was sick with
malaria. I rode out to their village on my pony and found him very seriously ill. He needed hospitalization. His
wife and I managed to get him into my saddle, and, she propping him up on one side and I on the other, we
transported him to the hospital without his falling off the pony.
I put him to bed and gave him fifteen grains of quinine, for I believed in large doses in those days. My ”nurse”
was nowhere in evidence. Then I went home for dinner.
When I came back an hour later I discovered to my horror that not only had my nurse come in and, seeing a
fever case, given him ten grains of quinine, but my assistant doctor had turned up and given him fifteen grains
more. The patient almost died of quinine poisoning, but it cured his fever!
*
We decided then and there that we would train our own nurses. We began with a Shan and a Kachin girl. The
Shan girl was the daughter of the chief torture expert of the Chefang sawbwa. Mr. Sword, the Kachin missionary,
kindly permitted me to have the Kachin girl, because she had failed all her examinations in school and so was of
no further use to him.
The language made things difficult. I taught the Shan girl in Shan and she taught the Kachin girl in Burmese!
In our operations we had four languages, English, Burmese, Shan, and Kachin, going at once.
Shan girls were hard to obtain, so, after two years, we had one Shan and five Kachin nurses, and my Shan was
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practically useless. I started to study Kachin but gave it up at once. Kachin is a child's language compared to
Shan. It is easy to learn because there isn’t anything to it. It has no term for anything important. All the girls,
however, had had to study Burmese in school, and Burmese is more expressive even than Shan.
So I set myself to learning Burmese by the simple expedient of having the nurses teach me Burmese while I
taught them nursing. It worked pretty well except in anatomy where the only names for the genitourinary organs
with which the nurses were acquainted were the filthy terms that they had heard used in the bazaars when
Burmese women cursed each other. Without realizing it, they were teaching me to be very proficient in profane
Burmese.
Tiny had an awful time learning Shan sufficiently well to take the two examinations “required” of
missionaries. She had acquired the colloquial quite readily in spite of handicaps, but somehow she always had a
baby hanging around, which, plus her extensive duties in the hospital, kept her from getting the book work done.
Finally she set her teeth, stayed up late nights, and, a week before John was born, passed both her examinations in
Shan simultaneously with great credit.
And then we stopped using Shan entirely in the hospital and used Burmese instead!
For my part, there was a dearth of textbooks of nursing, and I had to set myself to writing one in Burmese. As
it happened, one copy was brought out of Burma after the battle. The rest have been bombed to a pulp by the
Japanese, and now the United States Air Force is accounting for any spare copies the Japs missed.
We needed to import a trained nurse from outside to teach general-nursing procedures. That was something I
could not do myself, and Tiny had no time to give more than supervision to the class, aside from the fact that she
didn’t know Burmese.
Our first imported nurse was a grand girl, but she was subject to the disease that spoils the work of so many
perons in the Far East, namely, homesickness. She used to bathe the patients in her tears as she was caring for
them.
Our next effort was the nurse wife of an Indian doctor we had for a while. She developed tuberculosis and that
was the end of her.
Then we tried a couple of American nurses. The first lasted six days and the second six months.
Our last effort was the most successful, a very fine Karen nurse named Lucy from Moulmein. She was with us
for a long time until she and my Kachin doctor got into a fight, and then we lost both of them.
By this time our training school had reached government standards and obtained government recognition and
our first class of English-speaking nurses had passed their state examinations with credit. The top girl in the class
was a charming Shan girl named E Hla, with a first-class brain. All through her course her daily recitations and
examinations had averaged well over 95 per cent. We put her in as head nurse and she was still head nurse at the
time of the evacuation of Burma.
During her first three or four years she was not of much assistance in disciplining the younger nurses who had
been her schoolmates, but as the years passed her prestige throughout the country was so great that the pupil
nurses began to recognize hcr for her real worth, and she never had to fret about loss of face. Then she married Ai
Lun, a boy from a poor Shan family whom I was putting through medical college, and became forthwith an “old
woman,” with that title’s corresponding sharp rise in prestige.
*
Unless you have seen the jungle races of the Shan States you cannot possibly grasp the problem of training
nurses, nor yet appreciate the girls we have trained. We have girls of ten or twelve races continually represented in
the school, each with their own language entirely unintelligible to the other race groups. Their only common
language is Burmese which they learn in the school —and also in the bazaars—and in the whole history of the
school we have had only four pupil nurses who were actually Burmese.
The largest race group was Kachin, the next Shan, the next Karen, and then a smattering of other tribes,
Hkamti, Padaung, Taungthu, Lahu, Red Karen, Black Karen, Maru, Atsi, Lash, Pwo, Bghai, and Paku. There were
two Indian girls and one Intha. There was one Hkun.
The only race we wanted represented, but without success, was the Chinese.
Of them all, the Kachins were the most hopeless-looking when they came for training. The Kachins have a
stocky, low-slung chassis, and are, by nature and preference, brigands. They migrated down, the last to come to
Burma, from the Chinese-Tibetan divide. With their skill in the use of dahs they were fast chopping themselves
southward through the Shans and Burmese, and if the British had not taken over Burma, they would by this time
have been unquestioned masters of the country. They are intensely loyal to the British and make the best soldiers
of all the Burma races. In the first World War they covered themselves with glory, and did not do so badly in the
Battle of Burma, considering their equipment and training.
But living in the mountaintops where it is cold and water very difficult to obtain, the Kachin villager never
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bathes unless someone puts it over on him. That happens three times in his life: once when he is born, once when
he is married, and once when he dies. That means that only once in a lifetime does a normal jungle Kachin
voluntarily take a bath. A missionary asked a villager once if he ever bathed and he replied,
“Yes, teacher, twenty years ago I had a bath and a month later my uncle died. Five years later I had another
bath and my cousin died. I haven’t dared bathe since!”
I never go to a Kachin church service if it can be avoided, for I do not possess a gas mask!
*
The Kachins of Burma are dying out 1 per cent per year, the chief causes being syphilis and gonorrhea.
Syphilis makes Kachin women abort or give birth to dead or dying infants, and gonorrhea seals off their ovarian
tubes and makes them sterile.
In every normal Kachin home there is one special gues tchamber. Kachin custom requires the family to furnish
hospitality to all Kachin travelers whether they are acquaintances or not. If the visitor is not “hungry” he sleeps
around the fireplace in the main room. If he is “hungry” he goes to the special room and the family have to furnish
one of the daughters of the household to entertain him.
Kachin boys and girls are supposed to experiment from the age of ten or twelve on. If one of the daughters is a
bit shy her mother pushes her out of the house after dinner. A pregnancy makes the girl all the more desirable for
marriage as she has proved herself to be not primarily sterile. Any Kachin will marry her happily whether he
fathered the child or not.
Dr. Geis, one of the pioneer Kachin missionaries, told me he was convinced there was not a Kachin virgin in
the country over ten or twelve years of age. I was horrified, but after a few years of gynecological practice I was
sure he was right for that day. Since then a new generation of Christian Kachin girls has grown up. The Kachin
missionaries had done a good job—an extraordinarily good job. The jungle Kachins, of course, heathen Kachins,
are the same as before.
There is not nearly so much gonorrhea and syphilis among the Shans. They don’t take their sex quite so
seriously. Still there is some room for improvement. I was vaccinating some Shan children and the government
vaccination register required the entry of the father’s name. I asked the young mothers who the fathers were. They
giggled.
“Good Lord, we don’t know.”
They change husbands so frequently they cannot quite keep track.
Two Shan women were overheard fighting in the bazaar.
“You are not half as lovely as I am,” said one. “You have only had three husbands, while I have had seven.”
*
The people known as Shans were the original inhabitants of southern China. Driven out by the Chinese, they
migrated west and south. One branch filtered into Siam and became the Siamese. Those that came into East
Burma became the Shans, into West Burma, the Hkamti, and into Assam, the Assamese.
They have been civilized for a thousand years. They had kings of their own and contributed at least one
dynasty to the throne of Burma. They built: walled cities. Subjugated by the Burmese kings, they had Buddhism
forced on them, though they retain some of their original spirit worship. The Kachins are pure—pure?—animists.
Six hundred years ago a great Burmese monk adapted the Burmese script to Shan needs and they developed a
literature of their own. The Kachins have only the English script given them fifty years ago by Baptist
missionaries.
Shan women are the most beautiful in Burma. With charming figures, they have lovely light skins and, when
healthy, bright rosy cheeks. Chit Scm, one of our nurses, is so gorgeous that the Americans called her “Miss
Burma, 1942.”
*
The Karens were in Burma before the Burmese. They are mountain people. Burmese kings subjugated all but
those in the Karenni States, and have treated them like scum ever since. They were very religious, with a
mythology very close to that of the Jews. When Judson returned from his first furlough in America, he brought
with him a group of new missionaries including my two great-grandfathers. Some of these missionaries, including
Great-grandfather Vinton, soon turned to the Karens as being much more receptive to Christianity than the
Burmese.
The missionaries adapted Burmese letters, giving the Karens the most perfect tonal script of any far eastern
language. So many hundreds of thousands of Karens have been converted to Christianity since, that Christianity
has become their national religion. They have their own Home Mission and Foreign Mission societies.
Karen women are by nature kind and gentle, and they constitute the bulk of the nurses in Burma as well as the
bulk of children’s “nannies.” They are completely loyal to the British.
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*
With all these varieties in training, the proper way to maintain discipline was a very serious problem requiring
real thought. The ordinary Kachin enjoys being bossed by a man with a loud voice, reinforced by an occasional
slap and a couple of kicks. Shans resent even the loud voice, and if you get angry with a Karen girl she becomes
positively ill.
The only way we could influence them at all was to treat them with respect and affection; affection even when
an occasional nurse did not deserve affection, and respect even when it was pretty difficult to respect many,
especially in those first days when they were so dirty.
A white man or woman “respect” a native girl?
Why, in the Buddhist scale, a woman is the next form of life below a male dog!
Astonished at being treated with respect they tried all the harder to deserve respect. Receiving affection, they
became worthy of affection.
After Dr. Ba Saw, my Karen assistant, had been with me six months, I called him to the office one day and told
him how much I admired his manner with the nurses and patients and how pleased I was with the improvement in
his surgery and medicine since he had been with me.
“Doctor,” he said, very seriously disturbed, “if you praise me like that you will make me go to the dogs.”
“No,” I replied, “flattery of a person who is unworthy of praise will, it is true, spoil him; but a man who
deserves the praise becomes more humble, just as you have become, and tries harder to give satisfaction.”
And the nurses did try. Bathed and bathed and bathed—until they were as clean and sweet a group of girls as
you could find in any country. On the march out of Burma behind General Stilwell, all we Americans could do
when we reached camp was to spread out our blankets and drop down. The nurses, on the other hand, looked for
water, bathed, washed out their own and our clothes, dressed our sore feet, and then helped Tun Shein serve up
our food.
First, bathing all day long. Then they tried a bit of powder to take the shine off their faces. One of the girls got
up her courage and bought some rouge. They decided that was fine. Then someone appeared with a lipstick and
overdid the business badly. Some of the others bought one and showed her how ladies of taste did those things.
When American women appeared at the Loiwing airplane factory with their nails painted in the most
extraordinary colors, the nurses voted against it—until they found some mild, pink fingernail polish. Where do
they get this taste? From their jungle ancestors? God knows.
*
Teaching them nursing is not very simple. Only a few of them have very quick minds. But in all the years only
one girl failed her government examination.
The process consists in not allowing them to fail. If an occasional probationer simply has no brain, we let her
go early. The rest, no matter how stupid they are originally, are taught and taught until they finally understand, no
matter how many extra hours the old man has to spend teaching them.
Those later years we began to understand their difficulties.
Western medicine is completely beyond the comprehension of these girls.\fn{ This book was first published in
1943:H} Unlike Americans they do not grow up in an atmosphere where modern medical facts and ideas are overheard daily and seen in articles in the press. Medical terms are never heard. Any medical ideas they have acquired
during their youth are all wrong, the vaporizings of native quacks. The courses taught them on government schedule, they cannot grasp in the way necessary to satisfy you.
But with three and four years under you, living in hospital, seeing thousands of cases, they pick up so much
new vocabulary as to amount almost to a new language.
Now, during their last year, we teach seniors—very, very rapidly—their course over again as if they were
brand new probationers. This time they really comprehend. One day, as they were doing their ward work together,
Captain Webb was teasing Kyang Tswi by giving her some quiz questions.
“What do you know, if anything, about placenta previa?” he asked.
“Well,” answered Kyang Tswi, “there are three kinds of placenta previa, central, marginal, and partial,” and
forthwith gave him a fifteen-minute harangue on the subject. She hadn’t had a peep at a textbook for eight
months.
If nothing else made for good discipline, the fact that they knew, from years of observation, that we were
determined to succeed in making good nurses out of them certainly made them cooperate.
*
Their adaptability is remarkable. When we reached India after the Battle of Burma, I brought Lieng Sing, our
Chinese college boy from Singapore and Rangoon, and five nurses with me to Calcutta to purchase new equipment for the crowd. On the train we had to have lunch in the dining car under the stare of British officers. I led
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him in in fear and trembling.
The array of silverware at such a meal is awe-inspiring; I had often had trouble myself being sure just which
implement to use. But the only error that appeared was committed by the girl who had grown up in Rangoon. The
rest, Kachin, Karen, Shan, from the wild jungles, did everything perfectly. I couldn’t understand it till I saw they
were watching me out of the corners of their eyes.
We went to a movie. Unconsciously Koi crossed her legs, bringing her foot within the range of vision of a
certain officer in front of her. He thought this would be easy, grasped her foot and began climbing slowly up her
leg. Koi tried gently to release her foot. He held tight. She tried again, using more strength, but without success.
And then—she kicked him!
On our way home we had to hurry so I wouldn’t miss my train. Koi and Hla Sein walked ahead, then came
Esther and Lieng Sing, while Little Bawk, Big Bawk, and I brought up the rear.
A soldier who looked like a Gurkha saw the first two girls and asked them if they were Burmese. They walked
on. He fell in step and did his best to start an acquaintance. They continued to chat unconcernedly together. He
gave up and turned back, coming face to face with Esther.
“Why, Esther, what are you doing in India? When did you last see your folks?”
Esther, recognizing an old Bhamo schoolmate, stopped to talk. Lieng Sing walked on out of earshot, stopped
and waited for Esther to finish her conversation before escorting her home. The Bawks and I walked on by,
convinced that these “uncivilized,” “jungle” girls could take care of themselves even in one of the largest and
most wicked cities of the world, in a country cornpletely foreign to themselves. Where did they learn these things?
God knows.
*
We had orders to push on from Assam to “somewhere in India,” and we traveled by troop train. There were
four nurses in a compartment. At three in the morning, as we were drawing into a station, a soldier climbed from
his compartment through their open window. The nurse in the nearest berth screamed as he stepped in on her, and
the other three girls joined her in throwing the soldier out of the window while the train was still moving! We
never heard what happened to the soldier.
*\fn{This sub-division is in the original text}
One thing I learned from sore experience. You could not hope to handle these nurses, no matter of what race, in
groups. No argument, no matter how sound, is ever effective with them as long as they are permitted to gang up
on you.
Singly, and handled with affection and respect, they see the point of your argument at once, and respond.
Handled as individuals and with respect and affection, we can get twelve and fourteen hours of very efficient
work per day out of these girls, and they sing and smile and joke as they work. And work they will until they get
tuberculosis or drop from simple overfatigue.
But let them gang up, even with only one other person, and you can’t argue with them at all. This has been
proved numberless times. In a gang they give each other courage to resist the “old man,” as they used to call me.
All we ever needed to do was to separate the different members of the gang, give them jobs in different places,
call them in and explain the situation to them one by one, and the affair was over.
It takes courage to do wrong, and you get that courage artificially through some fellow worker who wants to
do the same wrong thing.
In a hospital it is as important as in any army that orders be obeyed. Our orders were obeyed—or else! But
there is much more co-operation if the reason for the order is explained, when it is not in itself apparent. Also, it is
much easier to lead than to drive.
This where human beings differ from horses. In no Indian or Burmese hospital do the nurses do any dirty
work. There are special castes to do individual jobs. It makes the hospital bulky with lazy personnel. It is costly. It
makes it hard for the patient to get real service, unless he has plenty of money for “backshecsh.” We were
determined that any nurses we trained should be willing 6to do anything needed, no matter how foul.
All I had to do was do the dirty job myself.
Lose face? A big man cannot lose face. It is the petty person who has to fret about losing face. I can open up
the manhole in our sewer system and clean it out with my bare hands in front of a crowd and not lose face
thereby. In fact, the crowd will turn in and help me clean it out so they won’t lose face by doing nothing when the
old man is busy.
*
The first order any nurse received when she entered training was that she must be gentle. Any lack of
gentleness in doing dressings or giving nursing treatment of any sort is punished drastically. If nurses don’t care
what happens to their patients when they first enter training they soon throw it off.
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Once a patient with cerebral malaria walked out of the ward, while the nurse’s back was turned, and
disappeared. We searched all over the neighborhood without success. Twenty-four hours later a party of soldiers
discovered him lying in a marsh, half under water. They brought him back to the ward, and his temperature went
steadily up till, at dawn, it reached 1070 and he died.
When the night-duty nurses came off, two of them were sobbing.
“What are you crying about now?” I asked.
“We tried so hard to keep that patient of yours alive, and all the time he was dying the other patients stood
around and made fun of him. Nobody cared about his dying except us!”
When the night girls took over, one night, they found Thelma had written this on the night-order sheet:
“Please take care of these particular patients [bed numbers of serious cases followed]. They are all my honeys,
so do all you can for them.”
*
We had some strange doctors working with the unit. Another nurse came to me, her cheeks wet with tears.
“Daddy, Doctor Blank won’t give me any orders for Bed No. X. He says the patient is going to die and wants
me to let him die—and I don’t want to let him die.”
“O.K., see what digitalin and a Namkham intravenous glucose will do for him.”
The patient recovered.
*
Nursing Chinese patients is about as difficult a job as a nurse can possibly be asked to handle. They simply
won’t take their medicine. Hla Sein solved the problem. I was walking by her ward when I heard her singing at
the top of her voice. I thought she must be mad so I peeped in the door.
She had her bottle of quinine solution in one hand and her dram glass in the other. All the malaria patients were
lying at attention. She stepped up to one after another, sang him a verse until he started to laugh, and when he had
his mouth wide open poured in the bitter stuff. Her patients acted as though it was Jove’s nectar she was feeding
them.
The girls are so tiny. About five feet tall, they weigh from eighty to a hundred and ten pounds. One of them
had such small feet that when she bought shoes she had to buy them in children’s sizes.
But you should see them heave their patients around, move them from stretcher to operating table and back
again. They stood the long, hard tramp out of Burma better than the Americans, and got through into India in
much better physical condition.
*
The United States Army speaks of these girls of ours as Seagrave’s Burmese nurses. The nurses are not
Burmese. Only Than Shwe is Burmese. But I don’t mind. The other girls were born Karen, Shan, Kachin,
Taungthu, and so forth, but we wouldn’t tolerate their remaining Taungthu, Kachin, Shan, and Karen. We
wouldn’t tolerate any race differentiation. They had to be bigger than their race or we had no further use for them.
At first Kachin would clique with Kachin and Shan with Shan. The old man didn’t approve. He fought them
tooth and nail. The head nurses would report errors of conduct of girls of other races, not of their own. The old
man would disgrace himself by getting downright angry. An occasional Karen would start chumming with a Shan,
a Kachin with a Taungthu. The old man would praise them from the pulpit on Sunday when it was his turn to
preach.
Now race has nothing to do with any of them. They are much bigger than their race. Little Bawk and Chit Sein,
Kachin and Shan. When Bawk goes off on sick leave Chit Sein mopes around and gets sick herself. The Shan girl
can’t live without the Kachin. Koi and Saw Yin, Shan and Karen. Roi Tsai and Lu Lu, Kachin and Karen. Lu Lu
thought I didn’t approve of her friendship with Roi Tsai, and for months she couldn’t work, until the matter was
straightened out. Kyang Tswi and Esther, Kachin and Karen.
United by a wholehearted decision that our fellow worker Paul Geren was a present-day incarnation of God,
they couldn’t be separated. If their regard for him were based on sex they would be jealous of each other. No
matter what others may think, it isn’t a case of sex at all; in their minds he just gets mixed up with their ideas of
God—I don’t blame them—and it brings them together.
At the boardinghouse where we stayed in Calcutta we met two very respected friends of mine, Dr. and Mrs.
Jury, two of the finest old Burma missionaries you could hope to see. I told them that the five nurses were Kachin,
Shan, and Karen, and invited them to see if they could tell which was which. If anyone could tell them apart, they
should have been able; but they missed every one.
They are bigger than race, bigger than nationalists. What price a solution of this horrible world’s difficulties! If
Germans were bigger than Germans. If English and Americans and Russians were bigger than Russians,
Americans, and English. If there were something bigger than patriotism, bigger, than love of country!
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Would we continue to have these wars?
We have no more racial strife among these nurses. We have individual strife when they have not enough work
to do, but it is no longer based on race, and is therefore very short-lived.
75.158 The Prince Of The Prison\fn{by Dagon Shwe Hmyar aka U Tin (1899Region, Myamar (M) 5

)}

Prome, Prome District, Bago

Just two years before I served a term of imprisonment—for the third time—at the central Jail, more by fate’s
design than accident I became acquainted, as this narrative will unfold, with a young maid of the Shan
State.\fn{The Union of Burma (Myanamar) is composed of Burma-proper (the seven provinces of Irrawaddy, Magwe, Mandalay, Pegu,
Rangoon, Sagaing, and Tenasserim) and seven States (Chin, Kachin, Karen, Kayah, Mon, Rakhine, and Shawn), which are named for the
native non-Burman peoples who inhabit them (with their own languages and cultures), and which the British administered separately from
the rest of Myanamar during their colonial occupation of Burma (1826-1948) }

On that fateful day, at twilight, when the golden sun had just hidden its face behind the mountains to the west
of the river, I was occupied in trimming the plants in my betel-leaf garden. Looking up from my work, I saw a fair
and comely maid of about twenty summers or so hurrying toward me. She carried a leather bag, the weight of
which had obviously almost exhausted her. Panting, she cried, “Uncle! Uncle! Please permit me to hide in your
garden for just a few minutes!”
“But what ails you, Niece, and why—”
Before I could complete my sentence she continued, imploringly, with a tinge of despair in her voice, “Please,
please … allow me to explain later … where may I hide?”
Although to harbor one who, as I was convinced, was evading arrest is criminal according to law, I deemed it
incumbent that I, a full-grown man, should help the weaker sex in distress. Quickly I led the girl through my hut
to a not too deep blind well behind my compound. Just in time! I was barely back in my hut when a subinspector
of police and a constable, both on cycles, drew up and inquired whether I had not seen a girl with a leather
suitcase pass by. I gave them a negative answer, which did not even go down cum grano salis for they proceeded
to search my hut and compound for some considerable time. But, in the gathering darkness, they did not detect the
well and, giving me a suspicious look, they withdrew.
After waiting half an hour, lest the police return, I helped the trembling girl out of the well and led her back to
my hut. I then served her with the meal I had prepared for myself, while I inquired the cause of her flight from the
clutches of the law. She told me that her name was Ma Nan Nyunt. A few months earlier she had for some
pressing reason left her native haunts in the Shan State to take shelter in the Kemmendine ward of Rangoon.
There she met a wealthy Chinese merchant. This man showed her great kindness, inviting her to live in his home
and conferring upon her all the rights and privileges of a daughter. Her foster father, though to all appearances and
general acceptance a man of standing and influence in social circles, was in truth the head of an opium-smuggling
gang. To her sorrow she gradually learned that he was also a forger of currency, mastermind of a group that
sneaked gold into the country, director of a pack of pickpockets, a dealer in stolen goods—in fact he had a finger
in every type of shady deal and malpractice. Playing upon her gratitude, this crafty paragon of vice slowly but
surely assigned to her certain duties which automatically drew her into his gang of criminals. As the days passed,
the tasks entrusted to her became a more and more confidential and serious nature, immersing her deeper into the
underworld.
On two occasions she had made a bold bid for freedom and normal life, but each time the business magnate
had little difficulty in drawing her back. Wealth covers a multitude of sins and far and widespread is its dragnet.
Strange to say, after this she was taken more into her master’s confidence and private affairs, which not only
demanded complete secrecy but called for such wit as could more than match that of any intelligence or
counterintelligence group known. Escape being impossible, she resigned herself to her lot and served her captor
so loyally and diligently that willy-nilly she was “raised” to the status of one of his concubines.
Having unfolded the major part of her story, Ma Nan Nyunt was profuse with her thanks for the little service I
had rendered.
“There is no need to thank me so much,” I replied. “I only did what becomes a normal man, offering shelter to
one who stood in dire need.”
Making a gesture of obeisance, as is the practice of people of good heritage and upbringing, she asked for
permission to leave. I assented, and, thanking me once again, she left the hut and was enveloped by the night. On
the following morning, as I was about to partake of a preparation of betel pickle, as is my habit after drinking
plain tea, I took up the betel box and in the second layer saw two hundred-kyat notes. It was a pleasant surprise.
Time passed, but with no contact or news of the girl I had aided. Then, a few months later, for having been a
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bit to rustic-like in teaching an autocratic township officer good manners I was awarded eighteen months’
rigorous imprisonment at the Central Jail, where my old comrades and satellites welcomed me warmly.
The Central Jail was then run by a European, Major Arbuthnot, the Superintendent, with Mr. Dawson, a
Eurasian, as Chief Jailer and Mr. Jalan, an Indian Christian, as Deputy Jailer cum Physician. Major Arbuthnot
occupied a government bungalow on the very summit of a hill not far from the jail, where, with a squad of
prisoners, I was regularly detailed for duty.
One day, having learned from the third Jailer, U Ba Ko, that a woman—a notorious opium smuggler sentenced
to a year’s “R.I.”—would be keeping us company, I was on the watch for her arrival. At about 5:30 P.M. I saw the
prison van, the “Black Maria,” draw up to the prison enclosure. In it were three men and a woman carrying a
baby. Though she had a shawl drawn over her head as she passed by where I was working, I caught a brief
glimpse of her face. It seemed familiar, but I could not place her. She, on her part, started with surprise, as though
she recognized me, but said nothing.
That night I tossed about, unable to get to sleep, trying to pin-point the girl whose face I had seen—known
somewhere, some time in my life. Then like a flash it came to me: this was the very girl whom I had helped evade
the clutches of the police—the girl who in sheer gratitude for my trivial service had left me two hundred kyats.
Making some inquiries next day, I learned that the charge against her was the smuggling of a lakh’s
worth\fn{100,000 rupees worth.} of opium. It was said that she brought the drug down by boat from Upper Burma
and was caught by the excise authorities when the steamer reached Rangoon.
The twenty-odd women prisoners, with only their two women warders to keep an eye on them and the
occasional round of the jailers on duty, enjoyed a fair percentage of a kind of freedom and privacy. No male
prisoner was allowed to be seen in their portion of the jail. However, fate contrived a means whereby in the face
of all these restrictions I again met Ma Nan Nyunt.
*
In jail I was permitted to read and practice the directions contained in the books Nayathukhi and Nayamala, the
Burmese Materia Medica, and other tomes of the East on medical science, for which I had a bent. Times out of
number prisoners afflicted with normal ailments successfully responded to my treatment. Few are aware, but it is
true, that it is very difficult for a sick prisoner to obtain permission to undergo treatment in an outside hospital.
Therefore I was in great demand among the prisoners, and as my usefulness increased with the number of
successes so did the favors and privileges shown me by the authorities. I was even allowed to go outside the jail to
collect herbs for my medications.
One day, while I was cleaning the office of the Deputy Jailer, the Chief Jailer’s peon came in and told me that I
was summoned by his boss. I followed immediately and, on reaching his room, shikoed,\fn{Bowed deeply.} as was
the practice, and then stood at attention. The Chief Jailer unfolded a piece of paper and said, with a smile: “Well,
Maung Pho Thein, it seems you have become a great physician in this jail.”
This sent the blood racing in my veins; what was in store for me, I wondered? The Chief continued, “Here is
an application from the women’s section of the jail. That woman who arrived some days ago in connection with
an opium case is nursing an infant. The child is not well, and she wishes to consult you even before our physician.
As attending to the sick is a charitable act, you have my permission.” He paused for a moment, and then
continued, “These women who come to the jail with infants not only bring trouble on themselves but also upon
us. But what is to be done? A child must bear the sins of its mother.”
I nodded in assent. “As you have commanded, Thakin,” I replied and bowed out of his room.
Putting a few phials into my bag, I proceeded to the women’s section, accompanied by the Third Jailer’s peon,
Najut Singh. We were met at the door by Ma Khin Sein, the Wardress, who led me in. A portion of the huge
barred walling of the jail had been screened with blankets, converting it into a little room, and there I found Ma
Nan Nyunt with the baby I her arms patiently awaiting our arrival.
Najut Singh had halted at the door and even the Wardress stood at a respectable distance. I seated myself on a
stool and Ma Nan Nyunt presented the infant for my inspection. It was a boy. It had a high fever and symptoms
which indicated influenza. I gave the mother a pulverized compound of herbs, to be administered with her milk,
and some medicine for external application.
Breaking the silence, Ma Nan Nyunt asked, “Do you remember me, Uncle?”
“Yes, but why did you leave two hundred kyats in my betel box?”
“That is but a small return. Please do not talk about it. By the way, for my child—is there any cause for
anxiety?”
“None at all. Only carry out my instructions.”
“Thank you ver much, Uncle.”
I turned to go, but she halted me and whispered, “Uncle, there are things I want to consult with you about.”
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I glanced at the Wardress apprehensively.
“Do not worry,” she went on. They have been ‘fed,’ and will be both deaf and dumb.”
“Very well, Niece,” said I.
“Please, Uncle, promise that whenever it is necessary that I should see you you will come.”
“I shall do my best,” I replied.
“My friends here,” she continued, “have told me all about your powers and privileges. I am counting on you,
depending very greatly on you, as no woman has ever depended on any man.”
Ah, the strange workings of fate!
*
Weeks passed, and I had almost forgotten Ma Nan Nyunt, when I was sent for again. This time, on examining
the child, I observed that it had fever but no accompanying symptoms. While I was striving to get to the root of
such a peculiarity, Ma Nan Nyunt smiled, and whispered, “Nothing is actually wrong with him, Uncle. I have
brought about the high temperature. I put an onion under his armpit and kept him in the sun for quite a while. I did
this because I wanted to consult you on a very important matter.
I turned round to look at the warders. Reading my thoughts, she said that I had nothing to fear from them as
they had all been “squared up,” and were remaining at a distance to enable us to talk.
“If that is so, go ahead. What is it that you wish to consult me about?”
“First, let me ask you,” she said, with a smile, “how have you sized me up?”
“Well, Ma Nyunt,” I said, “I do not know why, whether due to a misunderstanding with your parents, or on a
secret mission, you forsook your native place for Rangoon;\fn{ The Shan State occupies a large section of north-eastern
Burma; Rangoon is a great seaport on the Andaman Sea, some hundreds of miles to the southwest .} but once there, I think that fate
threw you into the clutches of a man of evil means, resulting in your being jailed.”
“Correct, Uncle. Every surmise of yours has hit the nail on the head. My mother was the second mahadevi of a
sawbwa. The Lord of the Sunset loved and cherished my mother and the affection he showered on me even far
exceeded his love for his sons. Thus I grew in the warmth of his concern and protection. Then, with one cruel
stroke, fate deprived me of my mother who suddenly took ill and died. Well, as the saying goes, it does not rain
but it pours. Shortly after my mother’s death an officer of my father’s bodyguard suddenly developed a soft spot
for me, and it seemed that my father was inclined to approve. Determined not to be chattel of a man nearing the
half-century mark, I hid most of the precious gems which Mother had bequeathed me, sold my gold and other
valuable ornaments, and headed for Rangoon. What happened to me, how I fell into the clutches of a wealthy
Chinese resulting in my imprisonment here, must now be clear to you. Part of it I told you when I first met you in
your hut.”
“Yes, that is all quite clear. Now, how do you require my assistance?”
Holding up the baby, she said, “Here, this little infant—I want him out of this jail and back in the care and
protection of his grandfather. As for me, having been deprived of the essence of life—I shall never have genuine
love and a happy home—it matters little how my journey ends. Nor do I care now to mend my ways. Please,
Uncle, by any means you can contrive, get this little mite out of this jail and back under the wing of his
grandfather. As for the Chinese, his father, some evidence must be produced that his child—who was conceived
by a mere process of nature—died in this jail.”
While I was giving an attentive ear to all that Ma Nan Nyunt said, I kept up a pretense of feeling the pulse of
the child and rubbing his little chest with salve. Then I asked: “Even if I can manage to get this child out of these
prison walls how, in the name of the powers you hold sacred, can I send him to his grandfather in the Shan State?”
“There is a man in the city—one U Yan We of Ahlone—who was once in my father’s employ. If the child is
entrusted to his hands, the task will be as good as done.”
“But the, what about evidence to show that the baby died here in jail?”
“That you will have to contrive, as I am only a stupid woman. But you must find a way. I do not want my flesh
and blood to grow up in jail, and then, when out of it, to wallow in that depraved underground world of his father.
Oh, Uncle, let me alone be saturated with evil! Let not my son share my lot! The grandson of the Lord of the
Sunset must grow up in the Shan State as befits a Shan.”
“Your plan is great and admirable, Niece, but not easy to execute.”
“That is true, Uncle, and for that very reason I have sought your assistance. Do not be baffled. In this world
there are only a few things which money cannot achieve.”
She then drew out a little bundle which she had hidden in her bosom, and handing it over to me quickly, said:
“Here, take these three precious gems which I have always hidden in my breast. Do what you will with them …
only that the child to U Yan We. He is trustworthy and capable of taking my son to his grandfather.”
When I was back once again in my cell, I opened the little packet and discovered two large, shining diamonds
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of the first quality. In luster and size they were identical. I had never set eyes on diamonds of such brilliancy and
likeness. And the third stone was a blood-red, flawless ruby. The diamonds, at prewar value, would have fetched
at least five thousand kyats each. The ruby was above valuation. Putting the precious stones safely away, I sat up
practically the whole night trying to work out a scheme for the task that had been set me.
Next morning, as I went to carry out my routine duty at the office of the Deputy Jailer, I passed the Chief
Jailer'’ house where his little daughter, called “Baby,” was playing with a toy dog made of wax. This toy was a gift
I had purchased for the child myself from a Chinese one day when I was allowed out to collect herbs. The Chief
Jailer had been pleased and whenever he asked the baby, “Who bought you the puppy?” she would point her little
forefinger at me. Then, like a flash, the plan which I had been racking my brains for struck me full and square in
the face.
*
The following week I was again detailed on duty with a squad of prisoners to wok at the Jail Superintendent’s
house. The warders who accompanied us were Najut Singh, who was very intimate with me, and another Indian.
When we were about to pass the house of the Chinese sculptor Ah Foung, I told Najut Singh that I wanted to have
a few words with my Chinese friend. Directing the other warder to proceed slowly with the men, he stood by the
front gate while I went into Ah Foung’s house. Luckily he was at home. Quickly I explained to him my need and
assured him that I was in a position to pay well for his aid. I also arranged with him to search out the man U Yan
We and bring him to his house at the same time next week.
As Najut Singh and I followed up the squad that had been sent ahead, I realized that it was necessary to put the
warder “wise “ to some extent at least, to my plan, and also to “feed” him adequately in order that the complicated
scheme might go off smoothly without a hitch.
The next week, I touched in again at Ah Foung’s place and was relieved to discover that he had indeed
managed to find and bring U Yan We. I needed only to mention to this worthy man a few things about Ma Nan
Nyunt and in a sort space we became thick friends. Though over fifty years of age, U Yan We was well built, full,
and firm. He had a frank, cordial air, and honesty was written all over him. I lost no time in handing over the three
precious stones with the request that they be sold in the shortest time possible. I told him of Ma Nan Nyunt’;s
ardent wish and what she asked him to do.
He took the gems from me and, holding them against the sun, said in a husky voice, “So the hand of destiny
has forced the girl to part with her family jewels.” He paused for a bit and then continued, “Only the sufferer can
fully appreciate the extent of his stomach-ache. Yes, U Pho Thien, I shall have them disposed of within a week.”
The following week I met U Yan We again. Handing me ten thousand kyats, he said, “This is not even half of
what the stones should fetch, but when one is in need, and also in a hurry, a very wide margin has to be allowed.”
Calculating the “palm grease” that was now in my hand, I decided to use it in the following proportions: three
thousand to Mr. Jalan; two thousand to U Yan We; one thousand for myself to defray expenses in working the
scheme; three hundred to Najut Singh; five hundred to the Wardress; one hundred to Ah Foung for the wax baby;
and the balance into the hands of U Yan We to hold for Ma Nan Nyunt when she would be released.
A fortnight later I began to put my plan into motion. At first, Mr. Jalan, the Deputy Jailer and Physician,
expressed great reluctance to being made a partner in such a scheme, but the feel of crisp currency notes to the
tune of three thousand kyats soon awakened his sympathies.
Nature abetted our plan. The hot season had set in, and because of the intense heat and sudden change of
weather, smallpox broke out in the neighboring quarters of the city. Following my instructions and using the old
onion method, Ma Nan Nyunt caused the child to develop a high fever. At the same time, she kept him outside the
curtain for an hour or so, where he was at the mercy of the mosquitoes. This brought about red pimply eruptions
all over his body. Detailed by the Chief Jailer to take care of the child’s illness, I submitted that it was not afflicted
this time with an ailment common to children but with smallpox, which called for segregation. On this grave
report, Mr. Jalan was, of course, called into examine the baby. But he had been so well “greased” that he not only
transferred Ma Nan Nyunt and her child to a distant room all to themselves, but also insisted, as a protective
measure, that the whole jail staff and even all the prisoners should be vaccinated.
The next day Mr. Jalan announced that the child’s condition was critical and it must be carried to his house for
administration of oxygen. The whole jail was by now in mortal terror of contracting smallpox and the prisoners
expressed their reluctance, in no uncertain manner, to carrying the infected child. It was here, to the pleasure and
relief of all, that I volunteered. On arrival at his house, Mr. Jalan took us into his room where I unwrapped the
baby, who had returned to normal and, with a smile on his face, was laying with his tiny fist. Looking at the child,
I marveled at the heart and ambition of his mother, and the peculiar part they were forcing me to play.
There was no time for daydreaming. I turned the child over to U Yan We, who was there ahead of us, according
to plan. I then dressed the wax dummy, which was exceedingly lifelike, in its clothes. I even took care to take the
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real baby’s amulet and tie it onto the wax imitation.
The exchange completed, I hastened back to the jail, swathing my burden in the blanket so that the deception
could not be detected. When the Chief Jailer saw me returning, he wrinkled up his nose and signaled to me to
hurry. All the prisoners, male and female, took good care to keep at a respectable distance from me. Even Najut
Singh and the Wardress, who had been drawn in as accomplices by the lure of gold, mad a pretense of fighting shy
of me. Thus I was able to hand over the wax baby to Ma Nan Nyunt and reassure her anxiety with the news that
her child was safe in the hands of U Yan We. Before I left, I whispered a few important instructions into her ear.
When I returned to the office, the Chief Jailer asked me whether the child was better. I gave him a negative
answer and added that, personally, I nursed no hopes for its recovery. He seemed surprised, and asked, “How is it
that when I looked at the child the other day, I did not notice any smallpox eruptions?”
“Yes, Thankin, that is the very reason why there is no hope. According to the Materia Medica, the eruptions
must show up ad lib., or the case is fatal. The doctor must cause these eruptions to show up with his medicines. If
the child is breast-fed, the mother must be treated.”
“Did not Jalan treat the child to produce that effect?”
“I think he did. He took the child into his room for about an hour. The doctor knows best, Thakin.”
“Yes, we must now pray to God to spare the rest of us. I personally loathe and fear this disease. Well, well, you
may go about your work.”
Next morning, at about 5 A.M., a woman’s piercing cry rent the air. It was ma Nan Nyunt. She was shouting
and wailing, “Baby, you have left me, your poor mother, to face the sordid world alone,” and other similar woeful
phrases.
Mr. Jalan was summoned, as was I, and, with several warders we proceeded to the women’s section. All
remained behind while the doctor and myself went behind the curtains where Ma Nan Nyunt was. On seeing us,
she redoubled her wailing, calling upon the doctor to restore life to her child. So convincing was her grief that I
was fully persuaded of the truth of what had been written by the sages about the wiles of women. To render a fair
account of Eve’s caprices, art, and craft would need volumes. Mr. Jalan only lifted a little corner of the wrapper
which covered the body and after the briefest of glances turned his face away. Then after making out the death
certificate, he left.
Being an elder among the prisoners and acquainted with the jail regulations, the task of bringing about the
burial fell on me. It was the work of only a few moments for a prisoner-carpenter to make a tiny coffin. The
corpse was sprinkled with disinfectant, then wrapped in cloth and packed around with charcoal dust.
By nine o’clock all was ready. Taking up the little coffin in my arms, I proceeded toward the cemetery in the
jail yard, led by another prisoner who struck the brass cymbal according to custom, and followed by the bereaved
mother, whose lamentations continued unabated, and a few of the other women prisoners as mourners. A shallow
it had already been dug, and the coffin was lowered into it and covered as I recited the five precepts and a few
other brief last rites.
A few months later, when the time of my release was at hand, I secured permission to wish good-by to Ma Nan
Nyunt. She told me, her eyes brimming with happy tears, that she had received word that the child was well and
safe with her father, the Lord of the Sunset. She insisted that a thousand kyats to defray my expenses in the
undertaking was far too little, and that I must take at least another thousand from the sum set aside for her. I
thanked her from the very depths of my heart, but assured her that I could not accept a pya more. though what I
had done was criminal according to law, I deemed that service which allays the mental or physical anguish of a
neighbor and does not bring about any loss or damage to another is no crime—especially when it does not
interfere with or impede the administrative functions of the country.
One month after my release from jail I gave vent to my gypsy spirit, sold my little garden, and left for Upper
Burma. I have not since obtained any news of Ma Nan Nyunt, whose child, as the authorities can certify and have
recorded, died in jail. Yet, as I write this story, I can see vividly in my mind’s eye the wax image I buried in the
cemetery in the Central Jail. And also that chubby little child—the Prince of the Prison”—in the loving and
competent care and protection of his grandfather.
249.139 Excerpt from Through The Iron Curtain Via The Back Door\fn{by U Kyaw Min (1899- )} Myanmar (M)
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1
The International Economic Conference was scheduled to start on Thursday the 3rd April 1952 at Moscow. For
many months previously there had been occasional references to this conference in the newspapers but I had paid
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very little attention to them for I had no doubt in my mind that the Conference would be confined to avowed
leftists.
For a long time I had been wondering what the conditions in Russia were really like, and I felt an urge to go
and see for myself, if possible. But there was always the lurking suspicion at the back of my mind that I would
never be given a visa by the Russians, as I had the reputation of being a rightist.
Then I had a brain wave. The Olympic Games were being held in July 1952 at Helsinki in Finland, and
Helsinki is only a stone’s throw from the Soviet Union. If I attended the Olympic Games in Helsinki, and I could
easily do so as a member of he Governing Body of the Burma Olympic Association, I wondered whether I might
be able to wangle a Russian visa whilst I was in Helsinki, even though the Russian authorities in Rangoon had
refused me one. However as it turned out, there was no necessity for me to go to Helsinki in order to get to the
Soviet Union.
The first time I heard of anyone going to the International Economic Conference from Burma was at a dinner
on Saturday the 15th March at the house of one of my Burmese friends. I heard some talk at the other end of the
table about some Burmese being sent to the Conference and I wondered who they might be—some leftists no
doubt.
The next morning there was a Reunion Breakfast of ex-Indian Civil Service officers. The Indian Civil Service
had been the premier career service under the British in India and Burma—the latter having formed a part of the
British Indian Empire till 1937. About half the members of this service were still serving the Burmese
Government in different capacities whilst the other half, including myself, had already resigned. At breakfast I sat
at the top of one of the tables with U Ba Nyein of the Burma Workers and Peasants Party (a leftist organization)
on my left and on my right were a few of those who had already left government service.
Scarcely had we begun breakfast when U Ba Nyein asked some of the ex-servicemen in turn to go as a
delegate to the International Economic Conference at Moscow. It transpired that U So Nyun, ex-First Secretary of
the Burmese Embassy in London and now Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Burmese Agencies Ltd., of
which I was also a Director, had first agreed to go to Moscow and now was backing out. U Ba Nyein explained
that very little expense was involved. The delegation was not a Government delegation but each delegate would
have to pay his expnses only to Hongkong and back. Arrangements were being made for free transport, etc. in
China and the Soviet Union.
U Ba Nyein was keen that an ex-I.C.S. officer should go. He is a unique example of an officer of the once
“Heaven-born” service turned leftist, and possibly he thought that anyone who went to Moscow would return
converted to the Communist faith, and that it would be good propaganda for his cause if another ex-Imperial
Service man should see the light of Marxist teaching. His invitation, however, was being turned down by every
person that he approached.
Here was a wonderful opportunity, I thought, of visiting Moscow. So I told U Ba Nyein that I wouldn’t mind
going, that is, if my wife would agree. That raised a laugh, but the point I wish to make here is that I had
practically to make up my mind within 15 or 20 seconds.
U Ba Nyein promptly replied that he would be glad if I went. My other former colleagues chimed in that it
would be a good thing if I could go. I replied to U Ba Nyein that I would let him know the next morning. He said
that the delegation might have to leave at the end of the week, about the 21st or 22nd, but certainly not later than
the beginning of the next week as we would have to go via Hong Kong and Peking.
I asked U Ba Nyein the names of the other prospective delegates from Burma. He told me the names but I did
not know any of them except Henzada U Mya, a fellow Member of Parliament and a noted businessman and
industrialist.
After breakfast I went straight home. I told by wife that there was to be an International Economic Conference
in Moscow, that I had the chance of going and that if she did not mind I would like to go. She promptly replied
that if I really wanted to go I could.
I looked up my passport to see whether there were sufficient pages left for visas, etc., for the long trip to
Moscow via China or whether I would have to ask for a new passport. I may explain that I had the previous year
been round the world on this same passport and the visas for the different countries I visited must have taken up a
lot of space. The examination of my passport, however, revealed that there was more than sufficient room for the
necessary visas, etc., to Moscow.
The next day I took my passport to U Ba Nyein at his BWPP office. I asked him again whether it was quite all
right on his part that I should go as one of the delegates and he replied that he welcomed the idea of my going.
A few days later I found to my consternation that transit visas for Hong Kong had not yet been applied for and
we got the British Embassy in Rangoon to send a cable to Hong Kong. For the Russian visa I was taken to the
Russian Embassy where it was the rule that a person must come personally before they would issue application
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forms for a visa.
A snag that arose at this late stage was that the necessary endorsements on the passports of two of the delegates
had not yet been received from the Foreign Office. I asked U Ba Nyein whether the rest of the party would go
ahead to Moscow if there was any difficulty about the passports of the remaining two delegates. He replied that he
did not understand what was causing the delay, that the names of the delegates—except that of myself who was
merely a substitute for someone else—had been submitted to the Government nearly a month previously and that
so far as he knew there was nothing against our going to Moscow. He however stated categorically that if
Government refused to grant the necessary endorsements for the so-called leftists, that if there was any
discrimination, they would have to call the whole trip off.
However on Sunday the 23rd, with time running short, news was received that the passports would come
through the next day. And they did, and we booked to leave on Wednesday if the different visas could be obtained
in the interval. On Tuesday morning the Russian and Chinese visas were secured and later the same morning the
Hong Kong visa.
I was surprised to find that the British Embassy had received a reply cable from Hong Kong approving the
visas. I say this because of two reasons. It usually takes a week to get a Hong Kong visa but a week had not
elapsed since our cable to Hong Kong had been despatched. The second reason was that we did know what the
attitude of the British Government was towards the granting of permession to people wishing to attend the
Moscow Conference. U Ba Nyein had heard conflicting rumours. One was that a peer of the realm was attending
and the other was that the British Government was frowning upon the Moscow Conference and was refusing passports, and that therefore Hong Kong visas, for those trying to reach Moscow via Red China might be refused.
That same Tuesday evening, on the eve of our departure, we had a hurried meeting between the delegates and
the Committee that had made the necessary arrangements for the delegation from Burma. We were given a
cyclostyled paper giving a lot of statistics about Burma. We were also told that we would probably go by train
from Hong Kong to Canton, thence by train to Peking, thence by air to Moscow but that nothing had been
finalised. What we had been told earlier was repeated, namely, that the whole trip would be free once we entered
China but we would have to pay the return fares to and from Hong Kong and our expenses in Hong Kong.
I discovered that the seven delegates were: Henzada U Mya, M.P., Businessman and Industrialist; U Sein Han,
Proprietor of M. S. Han & Co., dealing in mineral ores; U Aye Hlaing, Lecturer in Economics at the Rangoon
University; U Ba Chaw of the Lemyethna Trading Company, General Merchants and Airline Agents; Thakin Lu
Aye, Vice-President of the pro-Communist Burma Trade Union Congress; U Hla, Publisher of the Ludu (Peoples’
Daily) of Mandalay, and myself.
It was suggested that we should choose a Leader and, a Secretary of the delegation. Henzada U Mya was
suggested as the Leader. Henzada U Mya remarked that as he did not know much English I should be made the
Leader. I said that in my opinion because of his age and as a big businessman Henzada U Mya should be the
Leader and thus I threw the baby back to him and he was finally made the Leader. For the Secretaryship it was ex plained that Thakin Lu Aye as a Trade Unionist would be the best person as he would have to contact his opposite
numbers in China and Russia, and so he was made the Secretary. U Ma, the other leftist, was made the Joint
Secretary.
Although I had visited so many countries in my time I felt a bit excited that evening at the prospect of visiting
present-day Russia and China. Sleep did not come for an hour or so.
*
The next morning, Wednesday 26th March, there was all bustle and excitement at the aerodrome with so many
friends coming to see us off. We were airborne a few minutes after 7 a.m. We were off at last!
I felt quite happy. I always feel happy leaving Burma for a few months, leaving behind all the cares and
worries of one’s profession and the politics of Burma. After a flight of an hour and 40 minutes we reached
Bangkok. Bangkok at that time was a little warmer than Rangoon.
The approach to the Hong Kong airport is always a bit unnerving. The aeroplane has to negotiate a narrow
passage between two hills and it seems as if there is just sufficient room for it. The first time one lands at Hong
Kong one is apt to be a bit afraid. We had made no arrangements for hotel accommodation in Hong Kong but
managed to obtain rooms at the Peninsula Hotel.
We soon discovered that there were no arrangements for our onward journey to Canton, and we did not know
how to set about it. It was suggested that we telephone a young man at a certain newspaper office who had some
connections with Canton, and soon after things began to take shape. I then went across by ferry to Hong Kong to
make a few purchases.
To those who do not understand what I mean, may I explain that the British own not only the island of Hong
Kong but quite a bit of the mainland opposite Hongkong, called Kowloon, and a few islands besides. The air strip
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is at Kai Taik in Kowloon and the Peninsula Hotel is also in Kowloon just opposite Hong Kong Island. It takes 5
minutes on a very comfortable ferry boat to cross over to Hong Kong Island.
Hong Kong Island consists of a hill about 1,000 feet high. Along the sea front facing Kowloon it is flat for
about 100 yards where the main shops are and then one has to begin the ascent. Thousands of houses have been
built on the side of the hill, and in the night it is a really wonderful sight to see the lights of Hong Kong. In the
olden days it used to give me a thrill to pass by boat through the Straits of Messina at the southern tip of Italy—to
see the thousands of white little lights in the houses built on the side of the hill that is Sicily. But Hong Kong has
got that scene completely beat. At night Hong Kong is a fairyland of lights.
I crossed over to Hong Kong to buy a warm overcoat, a pair of fur-lined gloves and some socks, for Moscow
was going to be very cold. On my return to the hotel after dinner I discovered that all arrangements had been
made for our journey to Canton the next day and that we would be leaving by the 11:30 morning train.
2
We were seen off at the Kowloon Station by the young Chinese newspaperman. The journey is along the coast
for a while and through a few tunnels. An hour later we were at the Chinese border. It was drizzling. It was the
rainy season in Kwantung province of which Canton is the capital.
A small river is the boundary between the British possession and Red China and we had to walk about 300
yards in the rain. On the China side we were welcomed by a few persons including a young man who was to be
our Interpreter on our rail journey in Canton.
So at last we were through the Bamboo Curtain. To give verisimilitude to this name, there was a very large
shed constructed with big bamboo poles. We walked through the shed and were told that it would be some time
before the train would depart.
We were taken to a small railway restaurant. Our Interpreter was away looking after our luggage—probably
talking to the Custom officials, for we had no Customs examination at all—and nobody in the restaurant could
speak English. We were stumped. And then I had an idea. I knew that chowmein meant fried noodles in the
Cantonese language, having seen the word in so many Chinese restaurant menus. I used this word, the waiter
nodded understanding and soon after we were all eating fried noodles.
In the meantime our Interpreter changed our Hong Kong dollars into Chinese money. I had 400 Hong Kong
dollars on me, the equivalent of about 350 rupees (or £27 or 73 American dollars). A thick bundle of Chinese
currency notes was given to me, which gave me quite a surprise. On top of the bundle was an exchange slip
indicating that I had been given 3,490 Chinese dollars for each Hongkong dollar. This made me a millionaire for I
received notes to the value of 1,396,000 Chinese dollars, of which one million was in a neat packet of a hundred
notes of the denomination of 10,000 Chinese dollars.
Our railway carriage was of the American day train type—I do not mean the Pullman type—with four people
sitting in a row with a through passage in between. There were broad overhead racks on which we could keep our
handbags. On later enquiry whether there were two or three classes of railway travel in China, I was told that
there was no distinction in the railway trains but one could enter either a carriage where there were soft seats or a
carriage where there were hard seats. A peculiar explanation it seemed to me for everybody would naturally prefer
soft seats. I was later to get used to many such explanations in Russia and China. Actually there are two classes
for railway travel in China, the upper class having soft seats, with the poorer people lined up in a queue at a
station awaiting the train to travel in the hard-seat carriages.
No sooner had the train started than the loud speaker in our carriage began. to blare forth some music. And this
music was the bane of our existence throughout our journey to Canton and later from Canton to Hankow and and
from Hankow to Peking—music the whole day long with instructions and information whenever we were nearing
a station. The music was mostly modern martial music.
We travelled through hilly country with rice cultivation on terraced fields, fields cut into the sides of hills. It
was the ploughing season; the fields were practically full of water. Here and there cattle were being used for
ploughing, cattle that were a little smaller and leaner than ours in Burma. And quite often the tilling of the ground
was being done with spades.
The weather was not warm. By Burma standards it was quite cold though of course we were to experience
much colder weather later. The peasants worked barefooted though the passengers in the train and on the
platforms, etc., all wore boots or shoes or Chinese slippers, some of them sporting coloured basket-ball boots
while a few wore rubber Wellingtons.
As the train went slowly rolling along we saw something which intrigued us all. There were pots on the sides
of the hills which we could not understand. Later the explanation was given. They were full of urine for use as a
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fertiliser, and occasionally we saw this fertiliser being ladled onto anything that was being grown.
A feature of the landscape was a tall square structure towering over the surrounding houses in a village. We
were told that these were “castles”, meaning the places in which the landlords took refuge or from which they
quelled any rising of the peasants.
We talked with our young Chinese interpreter throughout the journey, plying him with a hundred and one questions. He wore a sort of blue uniform which we were to discover was worn all over Red China, with a buttoned-up
collar and therefore without any bow or tie, the kind of uniform or dress worn by Mao Tse-tung or Dr. Sun Yat
Sen. We thought he might be a young civil servant sent to interpret for us, but he said that he was a member of the
cadres—which we did not understand at first.
It transpired that he belonged to the “Peace” Staff which had been organised all over China after the
Stockholm Peace Appeal. I never could understand what these young men were doing or why there should be any
“Peace” Staff. Moreover they were all northerners educated in Peking and did not understand the local southern
dialects. It seems that they were on some propaganda business “to defend world peace”. He told us that he was
given free rations, free clothes and free housing and some pocket money.
Another noticeable thing was that all the houses in the villages were built of brick or of mud, but not of
bamboo. We saw very few bamboos in China.
The Chinese language and the Chinese language only is used throughout—on the stations, on the sides of
railway carriages or on the sides of the houses as advertisements—but in the numbering the Arabic numerals are
used. They are also used all over Japan. They have now become unversal, one might say.
We reached Canton before dusk and were taken immediately to the Peace Organization Guest House. On the
way we saw a small procession of about a hundred young people, some carrying banners. Enquiry revealed that
they were on their way to welcome some war heroes from the Korean front.
After dinner we were taken round the town in cars. We went to the top of a hill a little outside the town. Down
below in the bosom of the horseshoe shaped hill in order to commemorate some fighting between the Reds and
the Chiang Kai-Shek troops a stadium had been constructed with rows of seats hewn out of the hillside to form a
natural grandstand for spectators. We could see the lights of Canton from the top of the hills. Canton is a large
city, the fourth largest in China. We came down the hill the other way and were taken to see Dr. Sun Yat Sen’s
Memorial Hall, though it was already closed for the night.
And then we went to the station where we got into a carriage with 4-berth sleeping compartments as is com mon all over the world, two bunks below and two bunks above with a corridor running across the length of the
carriage and enabling us to go to the Restaurant Car next door or to walk the entire length of the train.
*
The journey from Canton to Hankow on the Yangtsekiang River took two nights and one day. Another young
Chinese Interpreter belonging to the Peace Organization was sent with us.
When we woke up the next morning the train was travelling along the bank of a river and we were told that we
had been travelling by the side of the river all the way from Canton. It was still a rice area with terraced cultiva tion, for the country was hilly. Sometime after breakfast we entered the Hunan province, the native province of
Chairman Mao Tse-Tung. The people of this province are exceptionally fair of complexion and the children all
had rosy cheeks. All the children we saw in China looked plump and properly fed, which is probably a different
experience from that of 10, 20 or 30 years ago when China was a land of starvation. We passed Changsha, the
capital of the Hunan Province, about 5 p.m.
The Peace Council of Hankow met us one station before the terminus because it was closer to the landing stage
where the boat was tied up that was to take us across. After the general shaking of hands and introductions we
were taken by car to a large motor boat.
So this was the famous Yang-tse-kiang River about which I had read so much since my primary school days. It
seemed about half a mile wide, about as wide as the river at Rangoon. It was not very cold yet and there was no
necessity to put on our overcoats.
At Hankow on the opposite bank, we were taken to a Guest House with armed guards at the door. The rooms
were quite good. At breakfast and lunch we noticed some Europeans having meals. After breakfast we were taken
to a well laid out park said to have been recently improved where there was a Czechoslovakian Exhibition on. It
was, however, half an hour too early for the Exhibition and we roamed through the Park and entered a small Zoo.
It was a very small zoo indeed, in an area of about 100 yards by 20 yards, with all the animals tied up or inside
small cages without much room to move about. The zoo was in the charge of a dwarf less than three feet high who
used to shake the animals into activity with a stick.
After lunch we were taken to a cinema. The audience was composed mostly of children and the film, which
was a Russian one, was meant for children. We did not relish the picture very much, but we did not care. We were
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on holiday.
After the show we asked to be taken to the river bank, We wanted to see the Yang-tse-kiang again. We went to
the landing stage where the double-decker boats go up the river or down to the mouth past Nanking.
We came back to the Guest House for a rest before dinner. I thought I would go and buy some soda-water for
my whisky of which I had brought an ample supply from Rangoon for the whole trip. I like soda with my whisky
but I had not been able to get any in the restaurant car between Canton and Hankow, and decided to take some
along with me for the journey between Hankow and Peking. I took the young interpreter with me and we found
some soda at the third shop we enquired at. I bought two bottles and returned to the Guest House.
By now it was time to have a drink and I opened one of the soda bottles. It was lemonade. Accompanied by the
interpreter I went back to the shop and asked for soda, saying I did not want lemonade. It was explained to me
that there was no soda water to be had in Hankow and that “soda” was a generic term for aerated waters.
*
After dinner we went to the railway station where we were given accommodation in a sleeping-berth carriage
somewhat similar to the one we had occupied between Canton and Hankow. I noticed next day that there was
another carriage for what might be called the lower classs passengers, with four wooden sleeping-berths in each
cubicle, the use of which they could obtain by paying extra.
When we woke up next morning we were travelling through very flat country with extensive wheat cultivation.
As usual in China, there was not an inch of culturable land that was not being cultivated.
That afternoon we crossed the Huang Ho river. Immediately before crossing the river, there were some hills on
the left with people living in caves dug into the sides of the hills. The hills were naturally not composed of rock
but of brown earth. There were hundreds of such caves and some of them were only about 30 or 40 yards from the
railway line.
Before crossing the bridge over the Huang Ho River, we were told that we must not smoke while crossing nor
must we move about. This was a precaution against sabotage, no doubt. The military escort guarding our
compartment kept walking up and down the corridor to see that we did not move about. The bridge was under
repair. The old bridge had been destroyed by the Chaingkai-shek troops as they retreated across the river during
the civil war in 1948 and 1949.
Early next morning we reached Peking. We were received by a large contingent of the Peace Committee. After
the necessary introductions and the shaking of hands we were bundled into American cars, none of them being
new models and most of them at least four years old.
As we left the station we saw hung outside on the upper portion of the building a huge painted tableau with the
Peace Dove as the main motif. The outlines of the Dove were wired for neon lighting at night. Near the station
was a rectangular tower the base of which was about thirty or forty feet high and above that was a structure with a
two-terraced roof with characteristic Chinese glazed tiles. We were to see similar towers in other parts of Peking.
It was very cold; the leaves had not come out on the trees. We were conducted to the Hotel Peking, a first class
hotel in Chang-an Street, not far from the Tien-anmen which used to be the main entrance to the old Imperial
Palace, and where there is now a huge portrait of Mao Tse-tung.
We were taken for breakfast to the restaurant at the top of the hotel. European food was served here. We later
found that we could obtain Chinese food in the restaurant on the ground floor. There were many European men,
women and children staying in the hotel—no doubt from Russia and from the New Democracies.\fn{ A euphamism
for what was known in the West as the Communist Bloc countries (they were also known as Russian Satellites; also the Socialist Democracies): Poland, Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Romania, Bulgaria, and Albania:H }

We were told that we would not be flying the next day but the day after, the service being only three times a
week. That would take us to Moscow on the 4th April, two days late for the Conference. But I could not care less,
and this applied to most of the Burmese Delegation, for we had come mostly in a spirit of curiosity to see Russia
and China, and the Conference was not the primary consideration.
We said that we desired to pay a call at the Burmese Embassy in Peking. After breakfast our new Interpreter
took us there but would not come into the Embassy building and stayed inside the car. We met Ambassador U Hla
Maung and his wife and the First Secretary U Myat Tun and gave them news of Burma.
After lunch we were taken to the Winter Palace. We were told we would go to the Winter Palace and the
Temple of Heaven the first day and to the Summer Palace the next day. On alighting at the entrance to the Winter
Palace, we could see a large lake in the Palace grounds. In the centre of the lake was a largish island rising out of
the water into a hillock, at the summit of which was a White Dagoba or Pagoda, said to have been built some
three hundred years ago in honour of the first Dalai Lama that visited Peking.
Access to the island was by a white stone ornamented bridge reached through an imposing archway of
characteristic Peking architecture. We crossed the bridge, walked through the island and came back by another
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bridge. Some workmen were already cutting the weeds that had grown during the winter. We reached a beautiful
triple archway with glazed tiles. Nearby was what was called the Nine Dragon Screen, about fifteen feet high and
thirty feet long. It was one of the best pieces of Chinese art I saw in China. On either side of this screen were nine
dragons in different colours.
It was a long way from the Winter Palace to the Temple of Heaven. The Winter Palace is to the extreme north
of the city whereas the Temple of Heaven is near the extreme south. We passed through crowded streets and
eventually reached the entrance to the grounds leading to the Temple of Heaven. There was a long paved road in a
wooded park. The cars travelled along this avenue for about a quarter of a mile. We got out of our cars and
ascended some steps.
There was a raised causeway leading both to the left and the right. The left led to the Temple of Heaven and
the right to the Altar of Heaven. We turned to the left and proceeded to two buildings with pretty tiled roofs. We
went onwards and in front of us was the Temple of Heaven —one of the most beautiful things in all China. In the
centre of a three-storied terrace of white marble was a circular building with a three-tiered circular roof of blue
colour. The columns inside were red. The inside of the Temple was a bare hall. It was a place where the Chinese
Emperors used to say prayers annually for good harvests.
We retraced our steps and came to a circular courtyard. Our Chinese friends told us to put our ears against the
wall while they whispered against it. Everything they whispered could be distinctly heard. We were very intrigued
at this and went to different spots along the wall and the whispers were always audible.
The Altar of Heaven consists of a three-tiered terrace of white marble somewhat similar to the one forming the
base of the Temple of Heaven, except that there was no building here. Leading up to the central platform were
marble steps on each of the four sides and at the foot cf each set of steps was a marble archway of exquisite work manship. This Altar of Heaven, over five hundred years old, was said to be used by the Emperors to make obei sance to Heaven.
When I had met my old friend U Myat Tun that morning at the Embassy he had asked me to come to his house
in the evening and have a drink with him. He had also mentioned that another old friend, Leo Lamb of the British
Embassy, was actiing as the equivalent of the British Charge d’Affaires and that he would invite Mr. and Mrs.
Lamb over.
I had met the Lambs first in 1944 at Minneapolis in the United States when he was posted there as British
Consul. Later his son and my son were together at Harrow School and at Cambridge University during the same
years. I had met him again at Government House in Rangoon in 1947 when Major-General Rance was the
Governor of Burma and he was on his way back to China.
U Myat Tun came for me at the Hotel Peking. He had mentioned in the morning that he never liked coming to
the hotel because the previous October when a Burmese Delegation was staying there the guards at the door had
always questioned him very closely with their guns nearly up to his chest. But on this occasion there was no other
alternative but to call personally for me, for I did not know my way about. I got into his car which carried a
Burma flag. After leaving the main road we travelled through some small side streets and stopped at a one-storied
house in a lane large enough for a car to travel through. This was U Myat Tun’s house. It was furnished in Chinese
style.
The Lambs arrived soon after. We were glad to see each other again. Their son had already got into the British
Foreign Service but had now been conscripted and was a lance-corporal in the British Army somewhere in
England. I promised that I would come and dine with them on my return from Moscow.
Next morning we did a bit of shopping in Peking. Practically all of us bought fur hats and those who had failed
to buy fur-lined gloves at Hong Kong bought them here. It was lucky that we bought our requirements in Peking
or Hong Kong, for, as I shall explain later, the prices were prohibitive in Russia.
After lunch we were taken to the Summer Palace which is about ten miles west of Peking. After leaving the
city we passed a high wall enclosing some buildings. We were told that this was the Yenching University. Before
reaching the Summer Palace there was a fork in the road, one branch of which led to the West Airfield which we
would be using the next day for flying to Moscow.
In the grounds of the Summer Palace was a huge lake and at the other end of the lake was a hill with a
beautiful circular building on top. We walked along the right shore for a while and then began the ascent to the top
of the hill. The air was crisp and clear with the sun overhead and the sky a bright blue. When we had climbed
halfway up we could see the view on either side of the hill, on the left the lake and the grounds of the Summer
Palace, and on the right the country in the distance. The trees looked like cypress trees. We climbed on.
The vista before my eyes as I reached the top was well worth all the labour and sweat of a half hour’s climb. It
is reputed that this hill had been constructed artificially by the late Empress Dowager with the earth dug up for
making the lake. I could not believe this story and I examined the ground as I ascended. The hill appeared to me
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to be of natural formation with huge rock masses which would have been impossible to excavate and shift.
On the top of the hill was a small temple with an image of the Buddha and below it was the building that we
had seen from afar—the circular structure with a three-tiered roof. From the temple I took a photograph of the left
side of the lake below. However, when I turned the camera to cover the right side of the lake the young Inter preter
told me that the photographing of that scene was prohibited. I could see no ostensible reason but I bowed to his
order.
We came down to the level of the beautiful building and I took some photographs of it. There were steps from
this building right down to the level of the lake below. As we descended we passed many buildings which were
parts of the Palace and must have been inhabited by the Emperor and his wives and concubines. These buildings
now contain priceless works of art which we could see by peering through the glass windows.
When we reached the level of the lake we were told that we would go to see a boat made of marble. We walked
probably half a mile or more along a roofed gallery parallel to the lake. On each rafter supporting the roof was a
picturesque painting of some landscape or other. The long walk to the marble boat was well worth it, for it was a
most beautiful two-decked boat of white marble, painted in lovely colours.
It was now time to return. I did not view the long walk back with any relish. And then we were told that we
would be returning by boat. This was good news. The boat was not rowed but punted. The lake was quite shallow
with innumerable weeds growing below the surface of the water. We had a grand view of the hill and the buildings
on it.
In our rides through the town, going here and there, we could observe the life of the Peking inhabitants. Over
ninety-five per cent of the buildings were one storied. This is said to be due to the fact that the previous Emperors
would not permit anyone to build houses more than one storey high.
Peking on the whole is not really a beautiful city. What makes it attractive are the large Towers or Gates one
sees in different parts of the town with multiple-tiered roofs, and the beautiful commemorative arches in the
streets through which the traffic has to pass. Then there is the old Imperial Palace with raised structures and
terraced roofs that can be seen from a distance, and the several lakes that were once the exclusive pleasure resorts
of the Chinese Emperors. Added to all this is the predominantly red colour of the palace walls and the walls
around the several embassies, for red is the colour of good fortune in China.
That evening we went to the Embassy to leave behind our Chinese money. Those of us who had brought bank
drafts on Peking found ourselves to be multi-millionaires. I was worth over four million Chinese dollars. The
currency note of the biggest denomination is 10,000 Chinese dollars —thus it took 100 of these notes to make a
million, the equivalent in Burmese currency of about Rs. 200 (£15 in British or 40 dollars in American currency).
For the equivalent of £60 I had four bundles of notes which I had to carry about in a handkerchief! Some others
had more money than myself.
That night we were taken to a Chinese restaurant, said to be over two hundred years old, to sample the world
famous Peking duck. We were taken upstairs to a room with two adjoining compartments. We sat in one portion
of the room at a circular table drinking whilst they laid the table in the adjoining portion.
The Head Chef brought up a few ducks and we chose the two fattest. Half an hour later we moved over to the
dinner table and the meal commenced. There were the usual preliminary four dishes, and then came the two
barbecued ducks which were carved in our presence. Whereas in Rangoon the skin is served crisp without any fat
or meat attached to it, here each piece of skin had thick layers of fat underneath. It was simply delicious. I gorged
myself till I could eat no more. The ten of us could not finish the two ducks!
3
Next morning on Wednesday the 2nd April we left Peking at 6 a.m. Several Peace Committee members came
to see us off.
The plane was a Russian two engined one, looking very much like a Dakota, capable of carrying 14
passengers. We were 12 aboard. We were to fly northwestwards to Irkutsk across the Gobi Desert and across
Mongolia. It was very cold in the plane at first but soon they turned the heat on and we were made comfortable.
After three hours’ flying at about 7,000 feet we landed in the desert. There was no air strip. This whole desert
was one vast air strip. The place, we were told, was called Shen-shen-da, with an altitude of 3,000 feet. It was a
refuelling place and there were just a few huts nearby.
The refuelling took only 18 minutes and we were off again. In Russian planes, there is no nonsense about
fastening of belts on taking off or on landing. There are no belts in fact. The planes take off and land without any
fuss or bother to passengers.
Two and a half hours later we landed at Ulan Bator, the capital of Mongolia, in the middle of the desert. The
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town was about 2 or 3 miles away. The name outside the airport building was in Russian characters. U Hla took a
photograph of the building. I was about to follow suit when I was stopped.
It seems that Mongolia is an independent country and that transit visas for Mongolia are required and we did
not have them. The authorities could not speak the languages that we spoke. There was a deadlock. The matter of
the transit visas was eventually passed over.
The sun was shining and it was not very cold. Whilst we were walking about near the plane, one of two
persons, one fair and the other dark, who talked only French on the plane, addressed us in French. So I replied. I
could speak quite a bit of French during my student days but my French had gone quite rusty. However, I knew
enough to understand them.
They were lawyers. They were members of the International Association of Democratic Lawyers, with headquarters in Vienna, I think. One was a Frenchman by the name of Marc Jacquier and the other a Brazilian whose
name was L. R. de Britto. They were members of an eight-man Commission that had been investigationg the
germ warfare in Korea. Their Association had had their 5 th Congress in Berlin in September 1951. I was to
discover later that they were having their 6th Congress at Prague at the end of April 1952.
They told me under what difficult circumstances they had to examine the witnesses in Korea in view of the
incessant bombing by the Americans, how they travelled by night in jeeps and made their examinations by day.
When we boarded the plane again, they wanted to show me the photographs they had taken but unfortunately it
was found that they had been packed away in their big boxes. However, there was a copy of their Report in
English which had been signed only the night previous at the Peking Hotel. That obviously accounted for the
extra large number of important-looking cars that we saw outside the Peking Hotel on our return from our Duck
Feast the night before.
I glanced through the Report. This Commission had dealt not only with germ warfare but also with allegations
of tortures and mass murders. I thought to myself that with the limited time at their disposal, they should have
concentrated more on one particular aspect of their work instead of trying to cover so wide a field.
Nearly 21 hours later we passed over Lake Baikal which is nearly 350 miles long and 35 miles wide. It was
completely frozen. A quarter of an hour later we landed at Irkutsk which has an altitude of 2,000 feet. Snow still
enveloped the countryside.
*
We were through the Iron Curtain at last. The Customs examination was quite cursory, the official apparently
being interested only in our loose papers.
Part of each Airport Building in Russia is a sort of hotel where passengers are put up when necessary. There
was no night flying for civilians as the weather was still not very good.
We were taken to our rooms upstairs. Most of the rooms, though small, had four beds. By now, with much
experience in sharing rooms in Hong Kong, Hankow and Peking and the four-berth railway compartments, the
seven members of our Delegation had worked out our preferences in room partners. The two leftists and I usually
shared if I could not get a room of my own. At Irkutsk, the other four were in two other rooms. The
accornmodatiion which Henzada U Mya shared with one of the other Burmans was a most sumptious suite—for
we had roguishly lied to the airport people that he was an Honorable Minister of the Government of Burma.
We were asked whether we would like to go sightseeing or to the Opera that evening. We said that we would
prefer to go sightseeing.
After some tea we got into a special bus. The airport is about 4 miles away from the tcwn, though there is
scarcely any break in human habitation throughout the journey. The snow was in the first stages of thawing and
that made everything very dirty and slushy. One could see however that the road was not good. There were
potholes here and there and the bus continually swerved to the right or left to avoid them. The houses along the
route were mostly old-fashioned wooden houses, some of them quite dilapidated.
When we entered the town we picked up a guide. A few hundred yards away we stopped outside a biggish
building which we were told was the Palace of the Pioneers. That conveyed nothing to us. After shedding our
overcoats we were taken to a room on the second floor. There were some 20 young girls ranging from 5 to 8 years
of age practising the ballet. They put on a little dance for us. We were taken into another room. It was the
embroidery class with 15 to 20 girls about 14 to 16 years of age. They used sewing machines to do the
embroidery.
It gradually dawned on us what this Palace of Pioneers was about. It was a place where young children came
to, after school hours, about 2 or 3 times a week for their hobbies or other activities, no doubt to keep them away
from mischief and give them some sort of communal life.
The next room we went to was the naval class. There was one girl amongst 20 or 25 boys of about 14 to 18
years of age. I asked whether they were attending this class just to while away their time, or whether they wished
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to join the Navy later on. I asked this question because Irkutsk is a long way from the sea, though of course there
is the huge Lake Baikal nearby where they could utilise their naval knowledge. The teacher put the question to the
young persons and they all replied that they wanted to join the Navy, including the girl!
We next went to the radio class where they were learning about radio reception and amplifiers. There were
many other departments including a gymnasium, but we did not have the time to see them all. We were told that
this building belonged to a rich man before the Revolution and that he ran away to Paris and died outside the
country.
We got into the bus again and went round the town. We drove past the educational Institutes, the different
buildings that constituted the University, the Clinics, the new buildings for workers, the Opera, etc. There were a
few cinema halls.
Many of the private houses in the town were made of wood and some were very old. There was much new
construction going on. The roads inside the town were comparatively good. One could however see from the
snow on the sides of the roads what a great nuisance, what a great enemy, the snow must be in Russia. The people
in the streets were generally badly dressed but they seemed cheerful. At least Spring had arrived.
We then stopped outside a church and the guide asked us whether we would care to alight, saying that the
architecture was quite interesting. We got down and entered the church. There was a service in progress so we all
came out and moved away to the side of the church where the guide wanted to show us a special piece of
architecture. As we were leaving, I thought I would like to see the inside of the church once again and I peeped in.
There were about a hundred people inside and the organ was playing.
When I came out I asked the man from the airport, who was in the bus with us and who knew some English,
how it was that there was a service going on when I had thought that nobody in Russia believed in God.
“Everybody does not belong to the Communist Party, you know,” was what he said. I did not fully understand
what he meant. I was to understand later.
We returned to the airport about 7:30 p.m. leaving us half an hour before dinner. There was a radio in our room
and we got the Moscow news broadcast on the 19 metre band. There was news of the International Econo mic
Conference and we heard that Lord Boyd Orr was a member of the British delegation, confirming what U Ba
Nyein had heard in Rangoon that a British Peer was attending the Conference.
At dinner we were given a good meal and my first taste of vodka after so many years. I was to have vodka off
and on during my stay in Russia.
*
We were not to take off next day from Irkutsk till 10 o’clock and we were given breakfast at 7:40 a.m. I put my
thermometer outside. It registered 28 degrees Fahrenheit or 4 degrees of frost.
The airplane that was to take us away was parked a hundred yards from the airport building. As we walked
towards the plane I thought I would like to take a photograph of the airport building and I asked the airport man
whether I could take a picture. He asked the airplane officer, and the man refused. The airport man politely turned
to me and said:
“The weather is not good for taking photographs.”
He was a tactful man.
We had to change planes here as it was a new service to Moscow. Once again, it was a two-engined plane. It
seemed to be of the Dakota type but it was possibly a little wider than a Dakota, and a little larger than the plane
that took us from Peking to Irkutsk, and though there were only 3 persons in each row, that is, 2 on one side and
one on the other with a passage in between, there was sufficient room to seat four in a row comfortably. The plane
had 18 seats in 6 rows but it carried only 16 persons in all.
It was very cold at first in the plane till we had taken off and the plane was warmed up to 70 degrees
Fahrenheit. We flew at 9,000 feet.
On our journey between Irkutsk and Moscow, U Ba Chaw and I had great fun learning the Russian alphabet
and the Russian sounds. A Czechkoslovakian was our teacher and a Russian gentleman and the Air Hostess also
helped. Some of the sounds were extremely difficult and our fellow-passengers were sometimes in roars of
laughter as we twisted our mouths this way and that trying to imitate our teachers.
At first it was very confusing. In learning the Russian alphabet the biggest confusion is caused by the six
letters which are exactly the same as in the Roman alphabet but represents different sounds in Russian. For
example, there is a Russian C, written the same as the Roman C, but has the sound of S; thus it is that Stalin’s
name written in Russian begins with the letter C. The other five are B which has the sound of V, H of N, P of R, Y
of 00 and X of the guttural CH.
There are six letters in the Russian alphabet that are exactly the samc and have exactly the same sounds as the
Roman, namely, A, E, O, K, M and T. There are certain letters in Russian unknown in the Roman alphabet; the
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most common is the inverted N which is an I. Three letters were easy as they look like the Greek, namely, the I, F
and D. Russian is a phonetic language in that the sounds are exactly as written. There are letters to denote a much
greater variety of sounds than in the ordinary Roman alphabet.
We made good progress in the two days. By the end of our stay in Moscow we could decipher most of the
words that we saw on the signboards and shops and offices though, of course, we could not understand the
meaning.
The Russians, I presume, will never Romanise their lettering, though I once did see in Moscow a Russian
newspaper with Romanised lettering.
Lunch was at Krasnoyarsk a few hours after leaving Irkutsk. On the journey from Irkutsk to Moscow we had to
pay for our meals but our Secretary Thakin Lu Aye had been given sufficient money at Irkutsk to pay for our
meals for the two days to Moscow. It was cold outside. The air strip was of unusual construction being made of
large hexagonal cement slabs.
*
The stop at Krasnoyarsk took 50 minutes. We were again flying at 9,000 feet and the whole countryside was
covered with snow except for some clumps of forest here and there. A few hours later we reached Novosibirsk on
the river Ob. On the map which I had taken from Burma this town is marked in small print but it had now become
a big industrial centre.
*
An hour later we had taken off again, reaching Omsk 2 hours and 15 minutes after. It was 6:15 p.m. It was
bitterly cold as we moved from the plane into the Airport-cum-hotel. We were to sleep here for the night. My
thermometer recorded a temperature of 28 deg. Fahrenheit.
The town of Omsk was a few miles away. We would have liked to go and see if but that meant a special bus for
which we would have had to pay and we did not have enough Russian roubles for the purpose. We spent the time
talking and looking at the snow outside for no one desired to go outside the building.
The airport hostess was very helpful. When she found that U Hla did not go in to dinner and that he was
suffering from airsickness, she called the airport doctor, a lady, to attend to him. The doctor came three times to
see his condition and to ensure that he took his medicine.
There was a wireless set in our room. It was not too good and I could scarcely hear the stations on the short
waves. I put my ear right up against the loud speaker and yet it wasn’t clearly audible. On one occasion I did hear
All India Radio speaking in English and also the Voice of America in English quite faintly.
“You see,” said our Burmese Leftist No. 1, “it is nonsense to say that the Voice of America broadcasts are
jammed. This broadcast is not jammed.”
I could not reply as I did not know the facts, but he overlooked the point that this was a broadcast in English
and therefore did not require jamming. I was later to learn from a friend in Moscow that all the Voice of America
broadcasts to the Moscow area were one hundred per cent jammed.
After dinner we were shown a cinema in the main reception hail. We were tired and would have preferred to
sleep but at the same time I wanted to see what it was that they were trying to show to us. The story was about a
young and pretty girl in a village who had reared a prize pig and received the title of Heroine of Labour or some thing at the annual Agricultural Fair. She was in love with one of the village lads. A good-looking and dark, or
rather swarthy, goatherd belonging to one of the national minorities appeared on the scene. He fell in love with
this fair-haired heroine. He wrote one or two love letters to her from his mountain home and this made her think
of him a bit. On the day that she was to be married to her local boyfriend, this herdsman came down on his pony.
The bridegroom somehow or other hadn’t the guts to stand up against the handsome goatherd on his pony. The
bride was snatched away and the bride and the new bridegroom lived ever happily afterwards.
The photography in the film was quite good but the sequences and the montage were mediocre. The only thing
that the film showed me was that there was, no colour prejudice in the Soviet Union which is composed of so
many different races. Or was it perhaps designed to break colour prejudice?
*
The next day, Friday the 4th April, we left Omsk at 8 a.m. and after three hours reached Sverdlovsk in the Ural
Mountains. Actually I could not see any mountains or hills at all, either before reaching the place or after leaving
it. The rise must be very gradual.
*
From Krasnoyarsk westwards till we reached Moscow the country was absolutely flat, except for the Ural
Mountains, which must make this area one of the biggest plains in the world. The Ural Mountains are reputed to
contain practically every kind of mineral ore and with the industrialisation of the past 30 years the town of
Sverdlovsk has become an important place.
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*
Refuelling took only half an hour and we were off again flying at about 7,500 feet. The whole area was
snowbound. Three hours later we reached Kazan and found that the local time was two hours behind that of
Omsk. There was a foot of snow on the airfield and about 4 feet of snow outside.
*
An hour later we were in the air again on the last lap to Moscow. About 3 o’clock local time we neared
Moscow. We did not fly over the city but passed it at a distance. We were all very excited and crowded round the
windows—for there was no necessity as in other countries to be seated with our seat belts fastened round our
waists. Moscow from the air did not look as large a city as I had expected.
And then a most striking building came into view beyond the city—the new Moscow University under
construction, about 10 miles outside the city, in the same direction as the aerodrome. It seemed about 30 or 40
storeys high and of the pattern of the skyscrapers in America with a tapering spire culminating in a star.
There stars are a feature of the architecture of Moscow. There are stars over the innumerable spires in the
Kremlin: the Kremlin stars are red and lighted with 2,000 watt lamps. Other buildings can have stars but they
must not be red.
After circling the aerodrome we landed. We were met by representatives of the Initiating Committee of the
International Economic Conference and also two Trade Unionists. There were also two young men whom we later
dsicovered to be our Interpreters to be attached to us throughout our stay in Moscow. …
170.182 The Auction\fn{by Theikpan Maung Wa aka U Sein Tin (1899-1942)} Myanmar (M) 4
Today is the day of the in\fn{Fisheries} auction. For the inthargyis\fn{Fishery licencees) it is a grand and
auspicious occasion. For the fish in Maung Lu Aye’s township, however, it is indeed a black day.
Since early morning, inthars\fn{Fishermen} of all shapes and sizes and status have been drifting into the office
compound of the Subdivisional Officer. Big inthars, medium inthars, small inthars, big inthamees,\fn
{Fisherwomen} medium inthamees, small inthamees, assistant inthars, assistant inthamees, apprentice inthars,
apprentice inthamees as well as phony inthars and phony inthamees and in-coolies are all there.
The whole town is full of them and one is liable to bump into them at every turn and corner. In the bazaar, in
the Chinese food shop or in the Indian stall, in Ah Pyant’s bar, in Kala Moosa’s gazaw shop and in Maung Tu’s
gambling den—they are having a time of their lives.
One inthargyi is going about with his entire retinue in his wake: coins a-jingling in his pockets, his gaungbaung a-flutter and his wife never leaving his side, looking proud and disdainful. Some others are making
themselves at home under the kokko tree in the office compound, having spread out their carpets for a grand
picnic.
Ko Tha Lu has not paid up his last year’s taxes and is therefore not qualified to bid in the auction. But it does
not matter. He decides to set his friend Maung Po Aung up as a front. But unfortunately Maung Po Aung too is not
qualified because he is not a propertied man. But this does not dismay Ko Tha Lu. He need only get the village
headman to provide testimony that Maung Po Aung is indeed rich enough to be a bidder.
His Majesty, the headman keeps a stern face—thoroughly despicable. But each to his own and Ko Tha Lu has
to be humble to get what he wants. He pleads with the headman. Ignored. (What does he think he is anyway ? The
thagyarmin? High and mighty is he?)
Don’t know what Ko Tha Lu does. But he soon has the headman smiling and signing the testimony.
*
Maung Po Aung has now got the testimony. But that’s not all, there is still more business to be done. He must
still run to the Township Office. For only the TO, the SDO, or the Inkunwunmin have the authority to issue permit
for bidders.
It’s not easy to gain admission into the TO’s presence. There is already huge crowd—all waiting to see him.
Maung Po Ni, Maung Tha Han, Maung Nyo and Maung Ni Ta are already drenched with sweat in the crowd.
Even inthargyi Maung Kyaing could be seen moving about in the crowd. Brazen fellow that! He hasn’t even paid
up last year’s dues, yet here he is also waiting to see the TO!
The Township Officer has arrived early at his office today. But the person to be feared even more than the TO
is none other than Maung Khin, his punka puller. He dresses even more elegantly than the Township Officer
himself. With a cigarette constantly between his fingers and spotless white shoes, he is showing off—walking up
and down and shouting at one and snarling at another. Those in his favour can stay in front of the crowd while
those not quite on good terms with him are kept moving back. Don’t know if he thinks he is the Township Officer
himself.
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The people in Maung Khin’s favour go in one by one into the office. To see the Township Officer? Oh No. Not
yet. They have to go from senior clerk to junior clerk and then to apprentice clerks and assistant clerks and to
others helping out with the work. These clerks too create their own brand of nuisance with their innumerable
questions.
Oh dokekha—the big tigers are to be feared and the little tigers too must be feared. There surely is no escape.
At last, the TO’s office! He also has many, many questions. For the inthars, they seem even more difficult than
the questions asked at the A-examinations.
All of them give answers which are wrong. A house worth twenty kyats is claimed under oath to be worth two
thousand kyats. A boat worth five kyats is valued at one hundred and a cow costing ten kyats is valued at one
hundred. They tell one lie after another as if they have never heard of the dire fate awaiting those who tell untruths
under oath.
So many tall tales are told that it is enough to confuse anyone.
The Township Officer finally rejects a few and issue pennits to the others including Po Aung, Tun Sein, San
Oo, Maung Mya and Lon Htaw. They come out of the office with wide grins on their faces and the permits in their
hands.
Ko San Pa, not being on good terms with Maung Khin can be seen still pushing his way about here and there
outside the office. He knows he will be in serious trouble if he does not get a permit.
*
The old inthars, U Ngwe Ya, U San Phu, U Po Tun and U Ba have already got their tickets and are sitting with
their hangers-on under the hokko trees, chewing betel and smoking cheroots.
Maung Mya too has got his ticket. He goes near U Ngwe Ya, putting on the happiest-looking smile he could
muster. The permit Maung Mya has is for the Pan Hlaing Yay Gyaw in, which was U Ngwe Ya’s last season. U
Ngwe Ya’s face falls as soon as he sees the paper in Maung Mya’s hand and the face of his wife Daw Yu is all apucker in annoyance. In a voice loud enough so that U Ngwe Ya cannot but overhear, Maung Mya announces that
he will offer as much as two thousand kyats for the in in question. The old man’s face gets red as he realises that
he .cannot afford more than a thousand on his part. With that capital, the profit will come to only about two
hundred.
Maung Mya has no money, it is true. But he nevertheless has the all-important ticket. If he is somehow able to
come up with the two thousand he is boasting of, it will mean the ruination of U Ngwe Ya. Maung Mya keeps
waving his permit about and keeps up a continuous patter of talk. U Ngwe Ya and his wife begin to sweat
profusely.
U Ngwe Ya finally turns to Maung Mya and pleads with him not to compete in the auction.
Maung Mya is adamant. Is offered twenty-five kyats.
Maung Mya stands firm. Not enough.
Offer becomes thirty. Still too little.
Forty? Not enough.
They come to terms at fifty. As soon as Maung Mya gets his money, he makes a bee-line for Maung Tu’s
gambling den. The in has cost U Ngwe Ya fifty kyats and the auction has not even commenced.
lnthe same way, old inthargyis U Po Nay and U Ba Tha are relieved of thirty kyats each by Po Ni and Tha Han
who head straight for Ah Pyant’s bar as soon as the money’s in their hands.
*
Fish broker Maung Kan who arrived from Rangoon in the morning is seen going about here and there with his
fluttering gaung-baung—followed by a group of old inthars and prospective in-workers.
It’s said he brought down two thousand kyats with him from Rangoon. The hopeful inthars follow him about
trying to wheedle a bit of deposit money out of him. Some offer to mortgage their in leases which they have not
got as yet while others offer at reduced prices the fish which they haven’t caught as yet. Everyone is making a big
fuss over Maung Kan. He laps it all up. At this time of the year, it seems that Maung Kan is even more powerful
than the Thagyarmin himself. Some are trying to keep him cool with fans while others fetch cool drinking water
to quench his thirst.
And so the Subdivisional Officer’s office compound is filled with a moving jostling crowd drifting here and
there and making a great deal of noise.
Daw Thein Khin, whose tea shop is under the office, is all smiles. The crowds mean good business for her.
There never is a greater “do” the whole year round.
Those who have managed to get their tickets are going around with cheerful faces while the less fortunate may
be recognised by their long and gloomy looks.
Maung Kala’s group clearly has no money. They are not qualified to get permits nor can they take part in the
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auction. Yet this did not prevent them from making the seven-mile journey from their village so that they can
watch the going-on and envy others.
Ten-thirty a.m. SDO Maung Lu Aye arrives. Everybody crowds around to gape at him in wonder. Whispers
—“A very bad SDO,” “A very tough fellow.”
It is true that Maung Lu Aye was at otie time a quiet and easy-going man as his name signifies but has grown
tough through having to deal with callous and reckless people all through these years.
The DC is still on his boat. But the auction cannot begin until he arrives and so everybody waits with beating
hearts. The place where the auction is to be held is under the SDO’s office and a little dais has been built for the
DC. The rest of the officers are to sit on chairs placed on the bare earth.
With the stroke of eleven, the DC arrives. Maung Lu Aye welcomes him, and leads him to the dais. After the
two are seated,the Township Officer, the Revenue Officer and the Inkhunwunmin take their respective places.
The inthar and their followers come crowding around to watch the proceedings. The Inkhunwunmin takes up a
file and calls out in a very loud voice,
“Pan Hlaing Yay Gyaw in.”
People turn their heads this way and that way, curious to know who will be the bidders. After a while, from one
corner of the crowd, up gets U Ngwe Ya. Everbody stares at him. U Ngwe Ya too looks around. No one else gets
up and U Ngwe Ya is very relieved. After all, had he not given fifty kyats to Maung Mya to get this monopoly? U
Ngwe Ya makes his way to the officials’ place and gives his permit to the Inkhunwunmin who in turn presents it to
the DC together with an official file.
*
DC: How much will you pay for it, U Ngwe Ya?
UNY: Five hundred, my lord.
DC: We can’t sell for that. Last year the price was one thousand.
UNY: But I lost last year, my lord.
SDO: You may have lost last year but you may get a good profit this year.
UNY: Not so, my lord, the price of salt is rising this year—
Inkhunwunmin (breaking in ): I know you made a profit last year, so don’t come telling lies.
UNY: But I did lose, my lord, I will take any oath.
Inkhunwunmin: Can’t you give any more?
UNY: I’ll give seven-fifty, my lord. More I can’t afford. This is the highest I can go.
DC: We really can’t sell at this price. It is not enough.
UNY: But it’s not too little, my lord. It is in fact more than enough. (Snickering from the audience.)
SDO: If you think it is too much, you can withdraw. Will you or won't you give more?
UNY: I’ll give eight hundred, my lord. 1 really cannot give any more, my lord.
*
U Ngwe Ya leaves smiling broadly. He’s managed to bargain well—he’s got it for two hundred less than last
year. His wife and relatives troop after him with blissful, satisfied faces. In the same way ten or more ins are
auctioned at reduced rates.
*
The Inkhunwunmin announces:
“The Tapay Kala in.”
Immediately, up pop Po Aung and Kala Gyi. The crowd buzzes with anticipation and excitement. The two men
hand in their permits.
Kala Gyi is the previous licencee.
Their names are written down in the file.
The auction is about to proceed when Kala Gyi requests permission to speak.
*
DC: What do you wish to say?
KG: My lord, this Maung Po Aung here is acting as a front for Ko Tha Lu who hasn’t paid up his fees as yet.
(Pandemonium in the crowd.)
DC: Is this true, Maung Po Aung?
PO: It’s not true, my lord.
KG: Ask the headman if you don’t believe me, my lord. Headman U Po Shin is called. He stands up.
DC: Is Maung Kala Gyi saying the truth, Thugyimin?
Headman: Yes, my lord.
All is lost. All is lost. That son-of-a-bitch of a Thugyi—he’s double-crossing us—giving his testimony earlier
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and making trouble when he’s got us in a spot. Just walt. We’ll settle this one day. Inwardly raging at the
headman, Maung Po Aung goes away with face downcast. Some feel sorry for him. Some are glad.
And so the Tapay Kala in is leased to Kala Gyi for [one] thousand six hundred. Kala Gyi’s group goes away in
high spirits.
*
After this, Mek Khin Gyi in is announced.
Maung Pan Oo and Maung Thein Maungrise from their places. They give in their tickets; Pan Oo with dignity
and Thein Maung swaying slightly as if he is a bit drunk. The DC writes down their names in the file and then
turning to Pan Oo asks,
“How much will you give?”
PO: I’ll give 2,500, my lord.
DC: And Thein Maung?
TM: 2,750, my lord.
PO: 3,000!
TM: 3,500!
PO: 4,000!
TM: 4,500!
The DC interrupts: “The in was sold last year for only 2,500. Be sensible. Trying to outbid one another out of
sheer rivalry is senseless.”
PO: 5,000!
TM: 5,500!
Pan Oo’s friends and relatives try to force him to sit down. He struggles to stand up but is held down firmly.
DC: 5,500 once, 5,500 twice—
PO: 6,000! (while being held down firmly).
TM: 6,500!
Pan Oo is not that drunk. But sheer stubbornness and rivalry drives him on to the reckless. His wife is pulling
desperately at his longyi. He knows that should he offer more than six thousand, he stands to lose more than three
thousand. He has not got that much money. If he goes above 6,500 it will eventually land him in jail. Worse than
that, his wife and. children will be left in a dire predicament. With one eye he is already seeing the jail while with
the other he sees Thein Maung and the others calling him a coward. Pan Oo seems to be in a daze with these two
thoughts raging inside his brain.
DC: 6,500 once, 6,500 twice, 6,500 twice—
PO: 7,000!
Thein Maung struggles to get up but he cannot. He tries to speak but cannot as his wife and relatives have
clamped their hands on his mouth to gag him.
DC: 7,000 once, 7,000 twice, 7,000 thrice!
Pan Oo wins the Mek Khin Gyi in for 7,000—but it is hollow victory; a victory which will surely take him to
jail. Many are the inthars who have languished in jail because of this kind of senseless bravado and recklessness.
Some may praise Pan Oo for his “courage” but some may call him a fool—and Pan Oo is not happy in spite of his
victory. This in he knows will lead him straight to ruination. His life’s savings have been squandered in a dizzy
fifteen minutes.
Loss of material things, however, are not so much as compared to the humiliation in having to go to jail. Pan
Oo tries to maintain a nonchalant expression not with much success. This is the end result of his recklessness and
stubbornness.
The DC and the other officials continue with the auction after Pan Oo’s exit.
By 4 p.m. all the 90 ins have been disposed of and so ends the great occasion.
170.178 In Spite Of A Little Age\fn{by Yan Aung (late 19th century-

)}

Myanmar (M) 4

“Hey, daughter … daughter … Mu Mu!” Writer U Awbar called out at the top of his voice and Mu Mu came
running into the room.
“Yes, father. Do you want anything?”
“Are you not going to feed me? It’s already ten to twelve.”
Mu Mu turned to look at the lcock on the wall. The hour hand was pointing at ten and the minute hand at
twelve.
“Father, not twelve.Just ten.”
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“What do you mean just ten? It’s twelve.”
Just then the clock struck the hour and both father and daughter listened intently. There were only ten strikes.
“You must have heard it strike ten o’clock, father.”
“These days, it’s not just people who do not behave properly. Even clocks do the same.”
Mu Mu looked at her father with eyes which indicated sympathy.
*
“Father, food is ready,” Mu Mu announced.
U Awbar got up and walked unsteadilyout of the room. Mu Mu held him by the elbow to lend him support.
“Let go my hand. I amnot a little baby. I can walk by myself.” As U Awbar brushed his daughter’s hand aside,
he stumbled and nearly fell.
“Yes, I am only 15 years old now and you treat me like a an who is over 70. What fuss you make.”
“You are over 70.”
“What nonsense.I am three months short of fifteen. What, are yuou wishing that I die early? Is that why you
are saying that I am very old?”
Mu Mu made no reply. She merely looked at him tenderly with great sympathy. They reached the dining room
and sat down at the table to eat.
“What curry is this, daughter?” U Awbar asked as he took a spoonful from the dish.
“Chicken and calabash.”
“Well, I believe calabash and the horse’s you-know-whgat make a very good curry. Heh, heh,” he chuckled.
“Father, what rubbish. Be careful how you talk.”
“Well, it’s because I am careful that I can make such a definite statement. If I am not careful, I won’t even
remember this fact. And what’s this?” he asked as he pointed atanother dish.
“Chilli paste.”
He took a generous elping of the paste and began to feel the aftereffects. He made sounds as if he were gasping
for breath to cool his mouth.
“You know, chillies are most faithful. They have always been hot. They are hot and will always continue to be
hot.”
Despite his talk, U Awbar was really suffering, and beads of sweat were beginning to appear all over his face.
Mu Mu felt unhappy about it. She took a spoonful of some blackstuff froma third dish andput it on her father’s
plate.
“Here, try some pone-yay-gyi. This swill give you some relief, she said. U Awbar mixed the black stuff with
his fice and was just about to put a spoonful of the mixture in his mouth when he paused, looked at the spoon
poised in front of him and said,
“Well, pone-yay-gyi is good stuff to eat but the color is awfully dark.You know, that is why Upper Burmans
who eat quitea lot of the stuff are dark in complexion.”
Mu Mu merely smiled.
“I am an Upper Burman. That is why I like pone-yay-gyi so much,” U Awbar added.
“Yes, father. I know you love it. That was why I brought it to you.
“There’s something else I like very much also. Why your mother was alive I used to get it frequently. Hee,
hee,” he chuckled naughtily.
“Now, father.Be careful of what you say.”
“What have I said now that is not proper? Of courswe I like picked sesamum cake. There’s plenty of the stuff
in Upper Burma. It’s very tasty but does not look pretty. Reminds one of dog’s dropping.” Mu Mu looked at her
father pitifully and then said,
“Oh, Father, in your dotage you just utter whatever comes into your head. Isn’t that so?”
“What’s that you say? I’m in my dotage? I’m not even old yet, ha ha ha!”
*
U Awbar lay on his bed and gazed at a photograph of u Mu’s mother which hung on the wall at the foot of the
bed.He then removed one of two pillows from his head, placed it by his side and put his arms around that pillow.
Soon he was singing:
Oh, little pretty jasmine branch,
How I wish to forestall others
And break thee for myself.
My love for thee will ever be firm
Until death do us part.
Alas, dear lovely lady,
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I find it so hard
To speak out my heart.

As the song ended, there was a knock at the bedroom door and U Awbar got up to open it.
“What’s all the singing? What’s come over you, father?” asked Mu Mu.
“What else but a sign of my dotage. Seeing a picture of your mother when she was young, I’ve become
younger and was singing the song which I had composed in my love-letter to her. By the way, what about my
meal? Are you forgetting to feed me?”
“You just had your meal at ten o’clock. It is only eleven now.”
“I’m very hyungry. I haven’t had my meal, you know. Don’t tell me you are gruding your father even his
meal,” U Awbar said plaintively. Mu Mu scratched her head ruefully and then said,
“All right, Father, come, I’ll feed you.”She led her father by the hand into the dining room.
The curry dishes of their earlier meal were still on the table under a wire-net cover. As Mu Mu removed the
cover, U Awbar looked at the dishes and pointed at one.
“This is chicken and calabash, isn’t it?”
“Yes, father.”
“And this is pone-yay-gyi?”
“Yes.”
“And this, chilli paste?”
“Of course.”
“Well, I’ve just had these dishes wen I took my meal a while ago. I can’t eat again. Are yhou tryhing to kill me
with too much food?”
He spoke with some temper and stamped out of he dining room while Mu Mu looked on and merely kept
nodding her head.
*
“Father, here’s a letter for you which came by post.” U Awbar took the letter which his daughter handed to him
and opened the envelope.
“Here, daughter, read it for me. My eyes are weak.” Mu Mu began reading loudly:
“From Khin Hla Mying, Yenangyaung—”
“What a pretty name. The writer must be equally pretty. Being from Yenangyaung, she must be a brunette,” U
Awbar interupted.
“What nonsense, Father, and at your age too.”
“My age? I’m only fifteen, youknow.”
“All right, listen. I will cont9inue … ‘I am addressing a few respectful words to you, Ba Ba Gyi. I am one of
your reader fans. I like your writings very much.’”
“Heh, she likes me very much, does she?”
“Not you, your writings, Father.”
“Well, what’s the difference? If she likes my writings, she must also like me.”
“Just listen, Father. Don’t talk such rubbish … ‘I have not seen any of your writings for quite some time. I
wonder whether you are well.’—”
“Oh, she’s worried about my health. She needn’t. I am too fit and strong. That’s my trouble.”
“You are so obstinate and difficult, father. If you keep interrupting me, I think I will stop reading the letter.”
“Go on, carry on. It’s a tonic for me, my daughter.”
“There you go again.”
“I won’t interrupt you any more.”
“‘I want to read what you write, Ba Ba Gyi. If it is possible, please write some love stories of younger
vintage.’”
U Awbar smiled while he listened.
“‘May you live long and be able to write volumes, Ba Ba Gyi.’”
“Go on, continue reading.”
“That’s all, father. She has just signed her name Khin Hla Myint.”
“Yes, that’s good. I’m certain Khin Hla Myint must be a pretty girl. Well, to fulfil her wish, I must begin
writing.”
“Don’t Father. Writing will tire you and may make you ill.”
“On the contrary I will feel better by writing.”
“Are your eyes not troubling you?”
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“Writing doesn’t require as much concentration as reading. It’ll be all right. I must write a piece. What Khin
Hla Myintsays is correct, I haven’t written anything for a long time. Well, to action now. Don’t disturb me while I
am writing.” Sosaying, he entered his bedroom and bolted the door from inside.
U Awbar then sat at the table and began writing till the clock sruck five. He did not realize how long he had
been writing till there was knocking at the bedroom door.
“Damn … just when I was getting the flow of it,” he remarked angrily as he got up to open the door.
“Why are you disturbing me? Go away!” he shouted at Mu Mu who was at the door.
“It’s five o’clock, father. Time for your meal.”
“No, I don’t want to eat. It is more satisfying to write,” he replied and closed the door again with a bang. Mu
Mu was unhappy and sat down on a chair near the door.
“I see that when a man is in his dotage he is like an insane person,” she reflected.
U Awbar continued with his writing and the expression on his face showed that he was perfectly contented
with the world. When he had finished, he gathered up his sheets of paper neatly, replaced them on the table and
opened the door of his room.
“You ave finished writing, Father?” Mu Mu asked as she got up from her chair.
“Yes. What I have written is an exemplary piece of writing of excellent quality.”
“What sort of writing? A novel? Or an article?”
“Neither a novel nor an article.A new kind of writig, heh, heh!,” he replied, obviously very pleased with
himself.
“Let’s eat, Father.” Mu Mu escorted him to the dining room.
*
While U Awbar was eating, Mu Mu slipped intohis orom and looked for hismanuscript. When she found it, this
was what she read:
Dear Khim Hla Myint,
May I call you just Myint? When I read Myint’s letter, it made me feel much, much younger. It gave me inspiration
to start a love story or an article dealing with love. In fact, I will write it now. I only hope Myint will not fail to read it.
Some people think I am quite an old man. True, I amnot young in years but not quite that old. I am still quite strong
physically and mentally alert. This letter will probalby give a hint about my alert mind to Myint. Myint will only know
that I am still physically fit when she sees me.
Yes, I am anxious to meet Myint. Can that not be arranged, Myint?
If you are ever in Rangoon, please do not fail to drop in to see me. I might even come to see you myself.
Since Mying is a Yenangyaung girl, I can imagine that you must be a pretty brunette. Am I right?
Since I live alone, my thoughts tend to wander here and there. Hen Myint’s letter arrived, my thoughts ceased to
wander and now only dwell on Myint.
I don’t know whether this letter will make Myint angry. Don’t be. I write with the fullest sincerity and love for you.
There is a saying, “love begets love.” Is it too much to hope that you can love me a litle?

“Oh, dear, what has come ove ryou, Father?” exclaimed Mu Mu as she finished reading the letter. “If sucha
ltter should get to Khin Hla Myint, she will probably think Father is mad. She will also be very unhappy about it. I
must hide the letter,” she told herself.
She brought the sheets of the letter out from U Awbar’s room and hid them in a safe place. Then she joined her
father at the dining table.
“I enjoyed my meal very much. I don’t know what has happened to me today. I feel very well and happy,” U
Awbar told his daughter.
He then got up from the table and didn’t even wait for his daiughter to help him to an easy chair. Mu Mu was
quite surprised to see her father so energetic.
Suddenly, U Awbar sprang up from his easy chair and entered his bedroom to look for something on the
writing table. He pulled out the drawers to look and also looked under the pillow and under the bedsheet. Soon the
bedroom was in a state of disorder as a result of his search. He looked worried because he could not find what he
was looking for.
“Here, daughter!” he shouted for Mu Mu.
“Yes, Father. What is it?” she enquired.
“Didn’t you see that thing in my bedroom? That thing, that thing!”
“What thing?”
Scratching his head in irritation, U Awbar explained, “That thing. Something important, very important to me.”
“What sort of thing, Father?”
“It’s because I can’t remember what thing it is that I am asking you. Didn’t you see it in my bedroom?”
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“No, Father.”
“Look for it. Look for it. It must be found. It’s a matter of lif eand death for me.”
“What could be that important for you, Father?”
“Haven’t I told you that I can’t remember? And you keep asking me the same question? Don’t ask. Just look
for it til you find it.”
“Don’t get excited father. I will find it for you,” Mu Mu comforted her father. She then escorted himout of the
bedroom and got him to sit in the easy chair again.
Mu Mu next re-entered the bedroom to tidy up the mess in the room. When she had placed everything in order
again, U Awbar huried into his orom and asked,
“Have you found it? Have you?”
“Not yet, Father. I have looked all over. It’s difficult looking for something youdon’t know,” she commented.
“If you can’t find it, I will!”
With these words, U Awbar began rummaging all over again and the room was soon in another mess. Mu Mu
pitied her father as she watched himdesperately trying to recover what he had lost. She glanced at the clockand
then said,
“It’s eight o’clock, Father, and you are usually in bed at this time. Why don’t you go to sleep?” Mu Mu then
began to rearrange the rumpled-up bed for her father to sleep.
“I won’t sleep. Not till I have found this thing.”
“Could it be a letter you are looking for, Father?” she asked. U Awbar’s face lit up and he replied,
“Yes. Letter, letter. A letter which I wrote.”
“About what, Father?”
“I don’t know. I only know that it’s terribly important.”
“I will find it. Just you rest awhile, Father.”
Mu Mu then escorted her fathe to the easy chair outside the room. When she came back into the bedroom, she
bolted the door. After an interval of time, she emerged from the room holding a few sheets of paper. It seemed as
if she was undecided what to do.
“Did you find it? Did you?” U Awbar asked anxiously.
“Yes, father. Here it is.” She waved the sheets of paper in the air for her father to see.
“Read it. Read it,” he urged her. She complied and made it a point to intonate the following composition in
verse:
Izzaqy-wa thuway-wa,
Today or tomorrow
Death must follow,
But we know not the day.
This truth I perceive
Which all others should know,
While there is life;
For good we must strive
For merit to gain more.
Let not life go to waste
With acts out of taste;
Conentrate on good deeds.
That’s what we need
If, in shortest time, we desire
Nirvana’s peace to acquire.

“Yes, yes, that’s right. That’s my letter.That’s the letter I was looking for,” shouted U Awbar gleefully.
“Well then, you’ve recovered your letter. You can go to sleep, father.”
“Yes, I will. Just give me my letter.”
Taking the letter from Mu Mu’s hand, he allowed himself to be helped in to his orom. He tehn lay down on the
bed with the letter still grasped in his hand and soon fell into a deep slumber. Mu Mu watched her father go to
sleep and muttered to herself,
“Oh, Father, Father! As you grow older, you become more pitiable, don’t you?”
145.78 The Adventure Of The Shan Prince\fn{by an unnamed male (before 1901Myanmar (M) 11
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Mandalay? Mandalay Region,

The sun was setting behind the Sagaing Hills in a glory of gold and crimson light that suffused the whole air
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and cast a magic upon the city. The girls were going to the well, the streets were crowded with passengers, the city
was rousing itself under the cool touch of the coming night.
Down the road from the Shan Hills came two riders, a young man and a girl. They were dressed as the Shan
people dress, the man with black jacket and scarlet loin cloth girded up for riding, the woman in bright green satin
trousers and a white jacket. Each wore a great straw hat tied with a ribbon under the chin to protect their faces
from the sun. Their ponies were travel stained and weary, dust caked their sides and their heads drooped. Nevertheless they plodded bravely along the dusty road.
“Oh,” said the girl petulantly, “I am so tired! How much farther is it?”
“It is in front of us,” replied the man. “You can see the city. Look! Yonder is the ‘center of the universe’.” He
pointed forward to where the city lay wrapped in a crimson haze, out of which peeped slender spires that cut the
sky. One more prominent and much taller than the rest trembled with gold and silver flame as the last beams
touched it.
“Look!” said the young man, “look!”
But the girl would not look. She kept her eyes bent down upon the pony’s neck.
“If I had known it was so far I would never have come,” she muttered crossly. “I am very tired. Why did you
bring me?” The young man looked at her with surprise.
“I thought you wanted to come,” he said. “Didn’t you ask me to bring you away?”
“You said it was quite near, and you did not tell me it was so hot,” she complained.
The young man did not reply. He looked at her wonderingly and kept silence. They rode on thus. The bare
fields which had stretched on either side of them had changed. First came gardens, plantain and mango and palm,
and soon they came to monasteries, somber with carved façades, wherein were the monks already saying their
evening prayers. Groups of little houses were interspersed between the monasteries, and the people looked at the
travelers curiously as they passed. Afar off could be heard already the hum and murmur of the great city. .
Suddenly turning round the corner of a monastery they found themselves before the walls of the city. Very high
and dark they looked in the waning light misty shadows were gathered about their base while the battlemen-ted
tops were still suffused with the glow of the sunset. The moat a still silver band, lay between the travelers and the
walls. The evening hush was in the waters and the lotus hardly swayed.
“How beautiful!” said the young man. The girl just glanced up without interest.
“Have we got to go inside there?” she asked. The young man assented.
“Whose house did you say we were going to?” she asked.
“To the chief Minister,” he answered. “He used to be good to me when I was a page. He will protect us when
they send after us, so that we shall not be sent back.” The girl muttered something, but the man did not catch it.
“You are very tired,” he said; “you will be glad to get rest.”
They went along the road that lay beside the moat until they came to a scarlet lacquered bridge that spanned
the water. Crossing this they came to a great gateway in the wall. The gate was being shut. The guard were
pushing at the heavy leaves that moved cumbrously forward, and the travelers were just in time to get through
before they closed with a bang.
“Who are you?” asked the guard. The young man explained that they were going to the house of the chief
Minister, and they were allowed to pass, not, however, without a scrutiny.
“You are from the hills?” asked the officer. The young man assented.
“You were nearly being late,” said the officer. “The door is now shut.”
“Could we not have got in if it had been shut?”
“No,” said the officer.
“That was lucky,” said the young man, “for we are very tired. We have come twenty-five leagues since last
evening. But tell me, can no one enter now? Suppose some one came following us. Could they get in?”
“Not without an order from a Minister,” said the officer. The young man breathed a long breath of relief.
“It gives us all night,” he said to himself.
It was getting dark in the city streets as the travelers went in. The ways were not lighted, but the passers-by had
already begun to carry lamps. They glimmered like fireflies in the gloom.
The young man knew the road and they went on, winding through the lanes till they came to a large enclosure,
within which were several houses. At the gateway a sentry challenged.
The gate was opened and the travelers entered. The gate swung-to behind them.
*
The day had been hot in the Palace. The high walls of the stockades shut out the breeze, and, despite fans and
cooled chambers, the heat had been hard to bear. Now that the dark had come the Queen and her maids of honor
moved out on to the Palace platforms and sat there. Down below there were the gardens full of shadows, full of
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whispers as the branches moved to and fro, full of scents which the breezes wafted abroad. Behind them the light
poured out from the great doors, making hot bright squares in the circle of the night.
The King was not there.
“Beautiful as the night,” quoted the Queen. “There are two worlds: one of the night, and one of the day. They
are very different. Which do you think is the best?” The Princess to whom she spoke raised herself on one arm to
consider.
“I think the night is,” she answered.
“That is because you are tired of the day,” said the Queen. “Tomorrow morning you will be glad of the day
because you are tired of the night.”
“I am never tired of the night,” said another Princess.
“Day and night, day and night,” mused the Queen; “we like one because we are tired of the other. After all,
perhaps it is true what they say, that what we care for is not anyone thing, but change, always change.”
The maids wrinkled foreheads of perplexity, and set themselves to consider this proposition. The wind
breathed softly across the platform, and the tiny bells on the pinnacles tinkled softly.
“Do you know where the King is?” the Queen asked, suddenly changing the subject.
No one seemed to know.
“I suppose he is with one of the lesser queens,” she continued. “I would be glad if he would come. He can talk
about many things. For us women it is hard.”
“Yes,” acquiesced a Princess. “Men can talk about things. That is because they go out and see things, and so
have matters to talk about. But to us, we see nothing, and nothing happens.”
“There are four things that happen to a woman,” said the Queen. “She is born, she is married, she has a baby,
she dies.”
“Sometimes,” added a Princess, “she is divorced.”
The Queen frowned. She considered divorce a terrible thing that should never be permitted.
“I was speaking of respectable women, not of criminals,” she said coldly. Then after a pause she continued:
“But the only event of real interest to hear about is her marriage.”
“Some girls run away,” said the Princess, unabashed at her previous failure.
“Yes,” said the Queen, “but that also is a wicked thing.”
“It is a very pleasant thing to hear about,” said the Princess.
“It is a wicked thing to do,” said the Queen. “It should never be allowed. If a girl disobeys her parents she is
always sorry for it. For they are old, and they know. What should a girl know of men?”
“She may think she knows a good deal of one man,” suggested the Princess.
“No girl,” replied the Queen, “should want to know any man except him her parents tell her to love.”
This announcement threw a chill upon the group. It did not seem in keeping with the night. The stars, the
wandering winds, the whispering trees, the odors of champak and of jasmine that drifted to and fro—all these
spoke of romance, of stolen loves. In the shadows of the garden, in the darkness of the future, surely there were
lovers hidden, lovers who would come out into the lives of these girls! The very ripple of the pagoda-bells told of
joy and love delicately to the night.
The Queen paused a moment and gazed into the garden. The magic of the night caught her and she sighed.
“There might be exceptions,” she said.
There was long silence. It was broken at last by a maid of honor coming from within. She came out of the
bright light blinking in the dark. It was a minute or two before she saw the Queen. Then she came and knelt before
her.
“Well,” said the Queen.
“The chief Minister is asking for an audience,” said the maid of honor.
“It’s very late,” said the Queen. “Is it urgent?”
“He said it was very urgent,” said the maid.
“He can come out here,” said the Queen.
“He said it was a private matter,” said the maid of honor.
“It is too hot to go in,” said the Queen. “He can come out here. But my maids can go over there and wait. Bid
him come.”
The messenger went away. The maids of honor, in obedience to the Queen, went and sat far away upon the
terrace overlooking the north garden. Only the Queen was left and a Princess. In a few minutes the messenger
maid of honor returned. She was followed by an old man dressed in the purple robes of a Minister; behind him
came a young man and a girl. They knelt down before the Queen.
“It is late,” said the Queen, “and you have people with you. Who are these?”
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“It is about these that I have come,” said the Minister. “Their business is urgent. It could not wait.” The Queen
looked at the newcomers, and in the dusk she could hardly make them out.
“I cannot see you,” she said. “Go yonder and stand in the light, so that I can make you out.”
The young man and the girl arose and went to where the golden light came flooding out of the great doors.
They were those who had come riding into the city at nightfall. Their dress was not changed and was stained with
dust, only they had removed their hats. In the girl’s hair was a spray of jasmine. They stood there a moment and
then returned and knelt behind the Minister.
“Tell me who they are,” said the Queen.
“Your Majesty will have forgotten, but the young man used to be a page in the Palace. He is the younger
brother of a Prince of the Shan country. He was here in the Palace for several years learning the duties of a Prince,
and he returned only one year ago to his home.”
“I remember now,” said the Queen.
“He returned to his brother’s state, your Majesty, and he lived there, teaching the Ministers and the people
what he had learned down here. He was very useful to all up there, but his brother did not like him.”
“For what reason?” asked the Queen.
“About a girl, your Majesty. The Prince had as chief wife a daughter of a wealthy merchant of the capital, but
she fell sick and she has died. She died about three months ago. And now the Prince wants to take as his chief
wife her sister, a young girl just come to womanhood. But the girl fell in love with the young Prince, and so has
come all the trouble.” The Queen nodded with a smile in her eyes.
“Ah, ha,” she said. “Go on.” The Minister went on.
“The Prince found this out and banished his young brother from the Court, and was to be married to the girl at
once, but the two young people have run away and come here.”
“Ah,” said the Queen. “Is that it? Now I begin to understand. Come,” she said to the young couple, “come and
sit near me that I may see you.”
They came forth from behind the Minister and knelt before the Queen, and the Queen looked at them keenly.
The girl bent her face down, but the boy held his up. His eyes were eager with words.
“Now tell me your story,” she said to the young man.
The boy began at once, speaking fast and urgently. He looked up at the Queen’s face all the time, only his hand
held the hand of the girl.
“Your Majesty, how could I let my brother have her? He is old, quite old. And it is not fit that a girl should be
wife to her sister’s husband. Besides, she is in love with me, and surely my brother has plenty of girls to choose
from. Why should he take my sweetheart? I said so to him. I spoke not angrily but quite civilly. I said, ‘See now,
brother, this girl loves me. Let me have her. You can get another wife. Let me have her. Besides, she is not fit for
you, as you are very old; you are quite thirty years old.’ So I spoke very civilly. But my brother flew into a passion
and drove me out of his Palace. ‘Do not come here trying to steal my women, you little boy,’ he said. ‘I will send
you a doll to play with instead.’ That was the way he answered me.
“So I was not allowed to go into the Palace. But I met Ma Ka. We met nearly every day. My brother did not
know. He would have sent me away out of his state.
“Then one evening she came crying. She said that in four days more she was to be married to my brother. All
was settled, she said. She prayed me to take her away. She said she loved me. She said she could not bear to be
wife to an old man like that. What could I do, your Majesty? She cried and hung on to me till I promised. So I
managed to have ponies, and the next night—last night—we came away. All that night and today we have ridden,
and Ma Ka is very tired, so tired that I thought we should never come here. Two or three times we had to get off
our ponies while she cried by the roadside. But at sunset we arrived. And the Minister has brought us straight to
your Majesty to ask your protection, for tomorrow the messengers of my brother will arrive. They are here now
perhaps, but cannot enter because the city gates are closed. I am sure they were close behind us.
“But your Majesty will never give this little girl up to my brother. Your Majesty will keep us and protect us, so
that we shall honor your Majesty for ever.”
The boy ceased, and the two made a deep obeisance to the Queen, touching the ground with their foreheads.
The Queen, remained silent, considering.
“This is a difficult matter,” she said to the Minister. “The Prince will be very angry. If he claim her, what can
we do?”
“Your Majesty can refuse,” interrupted the young man. “If your Majesty refuse, who shall say anything? Your
Majesty is so great that no one can help but obey.” The Queen looked upon the boy with a smile.
“There are questions of state,” she said. “What should you know of them? But I will consider. Minister, what
shall we do with these young people for the present?”
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“They came to my house but an hour ago,” said the Minister, “and [I] brought them to the Palace without
delay.”
“Then,” said the Queen, “you shall take back the young Prince, but the girl shall remain in the Palace. She
shall stay with my maids. Thus can I be sure of her. And for the young man the Minister shall be security.”
“But oh,” said the young Prince, “your Majesty will not part us. We have come together. I brought her all the
way from the hills, and will your Majesty take her from me?”
“She must stay here till a decision is made,” answered the Queen. “You are not husband and wife. I cannot let
you take her. Only if your brother agree and her parents agree can you take her as your wife.”
The young man was abashed. Tears came into his eyes and his face flushed. He turned round to the girl and
took her hand. The girl did not move.
“But I will do what I can for you,” continued the Queen. “You may come once each day in the afternoon to talk
to her, and when your brother’s messengers come then will I ask the King to do what he can.”
The boy sighed and the Minister made his salutations of departure. The Queen made a little motion with her
hand.
“Take him away,” she said, “and keep him. But tomorrow do you come early to the Palace. Then, when the
Prince’s messengers are arrived, we can take counsel. The girl will remain.”
Very reluctantly the young man rose and left. He whispered in the girl’s ear before he went, and often he
looked back ere he passed behind the golden pillars out of sight.
The girl had made no sound all the interview. She had remained silent and still.
“You are very tired,” said the Queen. “You must rest.”
*
When they got outside the Palace gates the young man stamped his foot on the ground angrily.
“I wish I had never come here,” he said. “What is the use? I ran away with the girl and she is taken from me. I
wish we had gone to the forest and lived under a tree.”
“Tut, tut,” laughed the Minister. “To live in the forest! What is the use of that? And the girl—well, I will give
you good advice. She is young, but other girls are young; she is fair, but many girls are fair. She is not very well
educated. Why quarrel with your brother for her? Let her go. She will go fast enough if you do not press her to
stay. And she will be happier in the end with her own people. That is the way of women. Let her go. We will get
you a better wife here.”
“Oh,” said the boy, “and I thought I came to friends, but you are all enemies, all. How can you say such
things? She would never leave me, never. If she is forced to go back she will die for love of me. She has said so
over and over again. She is tired now, and you cannot understand.”
“Well, well,” said the Minister, soothingly, “but you are very young. We shall see.”
*
“My dear,” said the Queen as the King came round to her apartments after the morning council, “what is the
matter?”
“Matter enough,” said the King, “and some of your doing, I fancy.”
“My doing!” ejaculated the Queen. “But, my dear, what have I done?”
“Messengers have arrived this morning from the Shan States,” said the King, sitting down. “They bring a
message from the Prince. He is about to attack the country and depose us and burn the Palace and massacre the
town folk.”
“Is he mad?” asked the Queen.
“Certainly,” said the King, “he is mad. Raving, I should say; quite off his head. His brother has run away with
a girl who was to be his wife. They have come down here, I believe.”
“Ah!” said the Queen.
“Exactly,” said the King. “I thought so. You know all about it. You have got these two young runaways somewhere.”
“The young Prince is with the chief Minister,” replied the Queen with dignity, “and the girl is with my maids
of honor. They came last night late. The King was elsewhere.”
“I was busy,” said the King. The Queen bowed.
“I would have told the King if he had been here. They have come to us for protection.”
“Well, they will have to go back,” said the King; “anyhow, the girl must.”
“But, my dear,” remonstrated the Queen, “you do not know.”
“Oh, I know,” said the King. “I know that one cannot assist a younger brother to carry off a Prince’s promised
wife. It is impossible, my dear.”
“Are you not King?” asked the Queen.
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“Certainly,” said the King; “but, even then, one must respect the custom of one’s tributary Princes.”
“I see,” said the Queen slowly; “the King is afraid of the war and the burning and the massacre—”
The King jumped up.
“Afraid! Besides, that was only my joke. They say one should never joke with women. But, my dear,” sitting
down again with a laugh, “don’t you see it is impossible? The girl must go back.”
“But if she is very much in love with the young Prince and does not love the elder at all?” urged the Queen.
“Poor child, how can you tear her from her lover and send her back to that old man? She will die of love.”
“Old man!” ejaculated the King. “He is barely in the prime of life. He is younger than you, my dear. Are you
old? And as for dying of love, that is all rubbish. No, no. You do not know your own sex. Who ever heard of such
a thing?”
“I have,” said the Queen.
“It was indigestion,” said the King. The Queen said nothing.
“My dear,” said the King, coming near the Queen and taking her hand, “this girl is a subject of the Shan
Prince. If he wants her she must return. How could we keep her? It would be against all law. And it’s all nonsense
about her being very much in love. She will cry a little and then forget. She would cry far more if she had to live
always away from her father and mother, her sisters, her country. She will be much happier there.” The Queen
looked up at the King.
“Is a husband nothing?” she asked. The King laughed.
“He is not her husband, my dear. A husband—yes, that is much; but a lover—well, he is soon forgotten. The
girl has been caught by the romance, and because the young fellow made love to her. That is all. She would have
run away with any man who did the same.”
“Oh,” said the Queen, “you talk dreadful heresy.”
“It is common sense,” said the King.
“Will not you ask the Prince as a favor to let his brother have the girl,” urged the Queen, “to please me?”
The King shook his head thoughtfully.
“What would be the good?” he said. “He would not give her.”
“If you ordered?” said the Queen.
“My dear,” said the King, “just now what I said was not altogether a joke. The Shan States are far away. They
are always ready to rebel. Is it worth the chance, for a girl’s momentary fancy, to cost ten thousand men their
lives?”
“Yes,” said the Queen firmly; “for that and the King’s honor.” The King laughed.
“You are a very warlike young lady,” he said.
“Would you not give many soldiers for me?” whispered the Queen. The King looked in her face.
“You?” he said. “Yes, but you are worth all the Shan maidens that ever lived.”
The Queen smiled with pleasure. The compliment disarmed her.
“We will have breakfast,” she said.
*
“See now,” said the King to the chief Minister an hour or two later, “this is a very pretty fix to be in.”
“It is, indeed, your Majesty,” said the Minister.
“If I do not give up the girl, I shall have all the Shan States in rebellion; if I do, I shall offend my chief Queen.”
“It is very difficult,” said the Minister.
“Then what is to be done?” asked the King.
“I suppose,” said the Minister, thoughtfully, “that if the young Prince agreed to surrender the girl that would
end the matter?”
“Is he likely to?” asked the King.
“Not at all,” replied the Minister.
“Then,” said the King, “why suggest impossibilities?” The Minister reflected a little more.
“He might be forced.”
“That would never do,” said the King. “The Queen would hear of it. She would be furious.”
“I am afraid so,” said the Minister.
“Well,” said the King, “we must try and find some way out. For a week or ten days we must prevaricate. You
must consider.”
“I will do so,” said the Minister.
“Try and find some way,” said the King.” After all, you are a good deal responsible. You brought them to the
Queen. I shall remember you if any trouble comes.” The Minister looked nervous.
“We have got say, ten days,” said the King, “so consider well. I should be sorry if I had to dismiss you.” The
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Minister rubbed his hands.
“Some way shall be found, your Majesty, but it is very difficult.”
“Can nothing be done with the girl?” suggested the King. “Has she no other lover up in the mountains who
could be fetched down?”
“I never heard of one,” said the Minister.
“Get a page to make love to her,” said the King.
“But the young Prince will see her every day.”
“I will stop that,” said the King.
“And the Queen will watch over her.”
“I will have her put in charge of one of the secretaries’ wives. I will tell the Queen it is not fit the girl should be
received in the Court till the matters are settled.”
“I will see what can be done,” said the Minister. Then he went out very thoughtful.
*
The same night that the two young runaways arrived at Mandalay three men riding weary ponies arrived at an
inn in the outside city. In front rode a man strong and handsome, in the prime of life, who held himself erect and
proud in the saddle despite his evident fatigue. Behind him rode two younger men, attendants. It was two hours
after sunset when they came, and to the host’s hospitable inquiries they only replied that they had come from a
long distance and were tired. They wanted a room and supper and fodder for their ponies.
“These things,” said the host, “could be supplied at once. Would the gentlemen sit down? They were
strangers,” he supposed, “in the great city, and would like to hear the news.”
But the strangers replied that they would take the news next day, when they were rested. Meanwhile they
wanted the supper. So the host, baffled in his courtesy, brought what was required, which was eaten by the
strangers in silence, and they then retired to the room that had been made ready for them. The inn was full, and
but one room was available. They entered and closed the door behind them. An oil lamp shed an uncertain light
that hardly penetrated the dark corners, which the newcomers examined with care. Then, closing the windows
also, though the night was hot, they sat down.
“Well,” said one, “we were too late after all.”
“It was my pony falling that did it,” said he who seemed to be chief of the party; “we were not far behind
them. What did the guard say at the city gate, Maung Paw?”
“That a man and a girl had entered just at sunset,” replied the man addressed.
“Only an hour behind them,” repeated the chief, “and they had seven hours’ start.”
“It is a pity,” said Maung Paw, “we are too late. They will have sought refuge with the Minister, and got the
Queen on their side by now. The question is, what are we to do?” They all three reflected.
“Don’t you think the King will give her up?” suggested one. The chief shook his head.
“Not even if the Prince in person demanded it?” he continued.
“I certainly do not intend to do anything of the sort,” said he whom they called the Prince. “What would be
said if it was known I had come down in person after a girl? They would all laugh at me. Can you suggest
anything, Maung Ba Lu?”
“We might carry her off.”
“Out of the King’s Palace?” asked the Prince, raising his eyebrows. Maung Ba Lu was silent.
“Your suggestions are not of much value,” said the Prince.
“But of course, we cannot decide until we know what has happened. Perhaps the King will surrender the girl
without trouble. Tomorrow morning you two must go as my messengers and demand an audience of the King.
Ask for the girl to be sent back at once. Hint that the Shan country is disturbed at what has taken place.” The two
followers nodded.
“If the King surrender her, well and good.”
“And if not?”
“If not,” said the Prince, “return here and report to me. Only be careful of one thing, nor to let out that I am
here myself.”
“We will be careful,” they said.
“And listen to all the news you can,” added the Prince. “Find out where the girl is and where my brother is;
whether they are together or not.”
“This will be difficult,” suggested one.
“Quite easy,” said the Prince. “I have many friends in the Palace,” and he named one or two. “There are also
the two Shan pages, and there are several Shan maids of honor. Ask them.”
“Must we go early?” asked Maung Ba Lu.
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“Yes,” replied the Prince. “Audiences are easiest to obtain early, while it is cool. Now let us sleep, for I am
tired.”
The Prince rose and opened the windows wide. The fresh odorous wind blew in softly, and with it came the
murmur of the great city not yet asleep. From window and portico lights still gleamed forth, and over all hung a
half-moon. After gazing awhile at the night the Prince turned away, and in a few minutes they were all asleep.
*
It was past noon next day ere the Prince’s two messengers returned to him. They had left early, and the Prince
expected them with anxiety. He dare not go out into the streets, for he did not know the city, and he was afraid of
being observed. In the public room of the inn he was troubled by the curiosity of the host and the other guests, and
so he passed the time In his private room. Sometimes he would walk up and down, then he would pause and gaze
out of the window, wondering what had happened, continuing his walk again restlessly.
In the daylight it was easy to see the likeness to his younger brother, the lad who had run away with the girl.
But he was ten years older, a man of thirty, in the prime of his life, and he carried in every look and movement the
dignity of a Prince.
“What a fool I was not to remember that a girl must be wooed,” he muttered. By the time his messengers
arrived he was in a fever of impatience.
“Well,” he said as they came in at last, “what news? Did you see the King?” The two men closed the door
carefully ere they answered.
“Yes,” answered Maung Paw.”
“And what did he say?”
“He said he knew nothing about it. He would make inquiries.”
“Is it possible, then,” said the Prince, “that they have not gone to the Palace?”
“They are there right enough,” answered Maung Ba Lu. “They arrived last night late and went to the Queen.”
“Who told you that?”
“One of the Shan pages told me,” answered Maung Ba Lu.
“Ah,” said the Prince, “and then?”
“We did not know what the Queen said, but the girl has been kept in the Palace with the maids of honor. He
says he saw her this morning.”
“And my rascally young brother?”
“He is given in charge to the Minister.”
“Good,” said the Prince, drawing a long breath. “Very good. Then they were separated at once. That is indeed
good news.”
“The King further said,” continued Maung Paw, “that he would give us an answer as soon as he had discovered about them. Apparently the Queen had not yet told him, but just as we came away a herald came to us with a
message from the King saying that the runaways had indeed come to the Palace.”
“Was that all?” asked the Prince.
“The herald said that the King would keep them safely and make inquiries, and we could attend in a week.”
“To be put off again, I suppose,” said the Prince gloomily. Maung Paw shrugged his shoulders.
“Who shall say? The Queen is very powerful.” The Prince stamped angrily.
“She shall be sorry for it if she humbugs me about the girl,” he said.
The messenger kept silence. The Prince walked away to the window and looked out meditatively. Then he
turned.
“This is a pretty fix,” he said, unconsciously echoing the King’s words. “If I get the girl the Queen will hate me
and try to injure me; and if not—”
“Have you nothing to suggest?” he asked.
“What is to be done?” Maung Ba Lu spread out his hands. “She is Queen,” he said; “what can we do? But I
heard another piece of news I have not yet told your Highness.”
“What is that?”
“The girl is not to remain in the Palace. She is given in charge of the secretary’s wife.”
“What secretary?”
“The secretary to the Court. I heard the herald tell him to send his wife to the Queen at once. It was for that I
am sure.” The Prince reflected.
“I think I have heard of him before.”
“Perhaps,” said Maung Paw, “he is the man who came up once to your Highness from the King.” The Prince’s
face lightened.
“Of course, of course. I remember he became very friendly. And so the girl is given to his keeping. That may
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be useful.”
*
Nearly two weeks had passed since the refugees had come riding to the city gates, nearly two weeks since their
pursuers had failed to overtake them, and nothing had been decided yet.
The girl lived in quietness with the secretary’s wife. She was not taken to the Palace to see the Queen, she was
not allowed to go abroad, only as the dusk fell she might wander into the garden full of plantains and custard
apples that lay behind the house where she lived. And [she] seemed fond of the garden.
The young Prince lived with the Minister. As the days went on, and he was not allowed to see his sweetheart
his color left him and he grew sadder and sadder. He could hear nothing of her, nothing of what was to be done.
The old Minister only shook his head and said, “Forget, my dear boy, forget,” till the lad passionately affirmed
that he could never do so.
“Only tell me of her,” he asked, “that she is not dead of grief, for I am sure she will die soon for want of me.”
When the Minister saw the boy he was full of compassion for him, but otherwise he had become more
cheerful. The apprehension that had lain over him when he left the King’s presence seemed to have abandoned
him, and sometimes even he smiled to himself as if all were going well.
The elder Prince had remained at his inn in the outer town. He gave out that he was a merchant in rubies, and
that those who came sometimes to see him were would-be purchasers, and so the host’s curiosity was staved off.
He did not go out much during the day. It was hot, he said, after the hills, where the ruby mines were. So he took
his strolls at dusk and came back late enough sometimes.
“It is a gay city after dark,” he said to the innkeeper, and the latter laughed.
“Young men will be young men,” he said.
*
And so arrived the night before the day in which the King had promised to give a final answer to the Shan
envoys.
“You travel late,” said the innkeeper to his guests, who were bidding him farewell at his door. “You travel late.
Are you not afraid of robbers?”
“We have little to rob,” said the Prince, putting his hand on the reins, “for our money is with a bank now. And
as for robbers, we fear your sun more than them.” The innkeeper shrugged his shoulders.
“Well, every man to his taste; and when will you return?”
“Some time, some time,” said the Prince. “And then we shall have news for you. Great news.” And with a
laugh he jumped on his pony and rode off.
The sun had set as the Prince and his attendants rode through the streets from the city. It was quickly getting
dark, and the moon was past the full; she would not rise till late. But they seemed in no hurry, riding slowly and
laughing as they went. By a clump of palms near the east of the city they stopped for a moment, and Maung Ba
Lu went in amongst the trees. He was not very long, and when he returned he had with him a led and saddled
pony. The Prince looked at it critically in the dark.
“Are you sure it is quiet and strong?” he asked.
“I am quite sure,” said Maung Ba Lu.
The three travelers then rode on a little farther till they came to a path that led to one side into a plantation.
Beyond could be seen the wall of a garden, and beyond that the roof of a large teak-built house. The daylight had
almost gone, leaving but a crimson flush afar in the west, and the stars were blinking faintly overhead. The
travelers halted and looked round suspiciously. Then, perceiving nothing, the Prince dismounted.
“You will stay here,” he said; “I shall not be long. Do not loosen the girths, but keep quite ready to go at once.
If I call, come to my help. But I do not think I shall want you.” Then he walked softly away.
The Prince went up to the wall, which was about eight feet high, of brick plastered with cement. It seemed
high and unclimbable, but the Prince followed it along to where a tree hung partly over it. Climbing the tree, the
Prince gained the top and dropped lightly on the other side into a garden. It was thick with trees, and the darkness under them was dense. Waiting a moment, to be sure that he had not been seen or heard, he walked quietly
forward and whistled very softly the low cry of a quail. Then he stopped.
As if responsive to the call, a figure came out of the shadow of an orange-tree that grew near by and stood
irresolutely in a little open space of grass. The Prince moved quickly forward.
“Oh! you have come,” she said with a gasp.
“Of course I have come,” said the Prince. They spoke in whispers, as the house was near by. “Did you think I
would not come?”
“I did not know,” she said simply.
“Have I not come all the way down from my hills for you? Have I not stayed in this city in hiding for many
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days for you? Have I cared for the King or Queen or anyone that I might get you? Why did you think that I would
not come?” The girl made a little coquettish movement of her head.
“You did not talk like this when we were at home,” she said.
“I was about to make you my wife,” said the Prince.
“Ah, yes,” said the girl, “but that was different. It was like a matter of business.”
“So you ran away.”
The girl said nothing. The Prince moved closer to her side.
“Why did you run away? Tell me. Did you love my brother?”
“He made love to me,” she answered.
“Ah,” said the Prince, “and I did not. That was why. But is it not better to make love as husband and wife than
as lovers?”
“No,” said the girl, shaking her head. “No. This is much better. I did not think you loved me then.”
“And now?”
“Well, you tell me so, and—”
“But you did not think so the first evening I came and saw you here,” said the Prince. “You were afraid, and
thought I was a ghost, and when you found who it was you were still more afraid.”
“I thought you had come to kill me because I left you.” The Prince put his hand upon her shoulder.
“As if I would hurt your tender little body!” he said. “I wanted you for myself, and so I came. I was sure I
would get you, despite the Queen or my brother, or yourself even.” The girl looked up around at the trees, and
wall, and laughed.
“But you have not got me,” she said.
“I will,” said the Prince. “Ma Ka, do you know what is going to happen tomorrow?”
“No,” she answered. “What?”
“The King and Queen will send for you and will marry you to my young brother.”
“Oh!” she said.
“Will it please you very much?” The girl returned no answer.
“But tell me,” persisted the Prince, “tell me, will it please you? Remember, if you marry him, you can never
see me again, never come back to the hills—be always a stranger here.”
“I would not like that. It would be very lonely. What else can I. do?” asked the girl slowly. The Prince laughed.
“What else? You can marry me.” The girl looked at him in surprise.
“But you said the Queen would—”
“Oh, hang the Queen!” said the Prince.
The girl was scandalized.
“She is a good Queen,” she said, “and very powerful. She was very kind to us.”
“Listen, my dear,” said the Prince, taking the girl’s hands in his, “listen and consider. You can marry my young
brother if you like. The Queen will give you to him, and she will provide for you, doubtless, down here. But you
can never again come here. I will never see you, married to him. All your lives you must live in these hot plains,
amongst strangers who do not know you. Or you can marry me and come with me to be my chief wife in our old
mountain home. There every one knows you and loves you.”
The Prince spoke very earnestly, and the words fell softly in the summer night. The winds hardly moved
among the orange branches, and the sweet scent of the garden hung about the lovers. The girl stood with clasped
hands before her, looking down. Presently the Prince continued.
“And I love you, can you doubt it? If my young brother was willing to risk the taking of you away from me,
am I not ready to risk the taking of you away from the custody of the Great King? What dangers have I not run for
you? I am a man; he is a boy. Choose.”
A bat came noiselessly past, almost brushing the man’s cheek. Afar off the gongs rang through the still dark
their silver call to prayers, and a brightening line along the mountains told of the moonrise. The night was full of
witchery, of nameless magic, that sunk into their hearts.
For many moments the man stood so, looking at the girl. Then, with a little laugh, he put his arms about her
and drew her forward.
“You mean ‘yes,’” he said; “let us go.”
The girl made no resistance. She had surrendered. She was now but part of him, that strong, masterful man,
who held her in his arms. Only after a few steps she drew back a little and asked,
“Where are we going?”
“Home,” said the Prince.
“To the hills?” she asked.
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“Yes, to the hills. Before the dawn we shall be far away in our own country. I have ponies all ready. Come.” He
drew her forward a few steps, but she stopped again.
“Your brother will be very sorry,” she said. “He was very fond of me.”
“He is a boy,” laughed the Prince. “He will forget. The Queen will marry him to a maid of honor.”
“Yes, he is very young,” said the girl reflectively. “But I am sure he will be very sorry. And the Queen will be
very angry.”
“That won’t matter to us,” said the Prince.
“But if the King come and attack you?”
“I will attack him back,” said the Prince. “For we can fight, too, even against the Great King.”
The girl looked up at him admiringly.
“You are a man,” she said. They went on a few steps and came to the wall. It seemed even more difficult from
this side than from the other. The Prince looked at it in perplexity.
“How are you going to get up?” he asked. The girl shook her head.
“I am sure I don’t know,” she said.
“I got up myself by jumping till I get my hands on the top, and so pulling myself up,” he said. “But you cannot
do that. Perhaps I could pull you up.” The girl doubted.
“I am very heavy,” she said.
“Come,” said the Prince; “we will look for an easier place.”
They went down the wall towards the house, but instead of getting easier it seemed to get harder. A window
was open in the house, whence light issued, and they dared go no farther. They stopped. They retraced their steps
a little.
“It is no good,” said the Prince. “The wall seems to be all the same. We must try here.”
So, going up to the wall, he bent and leapt up, trying to catch his hands on the coping. His first two attempts
failed, but his third succeeded. In a moment he was astride of the wall.
“Now come,” he said, bending down.
He stretched down his hands and tried to seize the arms of the girl which she lifted to him. But he could only
touch her fingers. With a desperate effort he at last managed to hold her wrist and gave a lift, but the wrench hurt
her and she gave a little cry. The Prince was obliged to release her, and seeing the futility of his efforts he leapt
down beside her.
“You have hurt me,” she said.
“Poor child!” he said, caressing her wounded arm. “Dear little wrist!” and he kissed it. “It will be all right
directly. But come, my sweetheart, we must get out of this cage or we shall be caught. I thought I heard some one
moving just now.”
“We cannot get out,” said the girl despairingly. “It is no good. Let me go.”
“I will never let you go,” said the Prince. “We will get out. Be of good courage and come. We will look at the
wall in the far side of the garden. It may be easier there.”
The girl suffered herself to be led on, and they returned the way they had come, the Prince very carefully
scanning the sides as he went. But he had not gone very far before he made a stifled exclamation and stopped.
“What is it?” asked the girl.
“I believe it’s a ladder,” replied the Prince, astonished. “A ladder up against the wall. It wasn’t here when I
came a few minutes ago. I am sure.”
“Perhaps you did not see it in the dark,” suggested the girl.
“Couldn’t have passed it,” said the Prince. “It is the lightest place of all. Besides, I remember noticing these
broken bricks. The ladder has come there since,” and he regarded it with deep suspicion. Then, suddenly making
up his mind,
“Anyhow, the ladder is there. Let us get over,” and he helped the girl up.
In a few minutes they were both upon the wall, the ladder was lifted up and dropped on the far side and they
disappeared. A little later came the hoof beats of horses half muffled on the turf; for a moment they rang clearer
on the road beyond and they were gone.
*
The moon rose from behind the mountains and a flood of light came breaking down over city and country,
lighting the fugitives on their way, lighting also the figures of two men who were walking quietly back from the
garden to the house. It was the Minister and the Secretary.
“Well,” said the former with a sigh of relief, “all has gone excellently. Nothing could be better.”
“But the wall nearly defeated us,” said the Secretary.
“Yes,” said the Minister, “but you were very handy with that ladder. It would have been a pity if I had lost my
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Ministership because a girl could not climb a wall.”
“The Queen will be vexed,” said the Secretary.
“I am afraid so,” said the Minister. “But it is not our fault of course. Who could have suspected it?”
“Who indeed?” laughed the Secretary.
*
And, in fact the Queen was very vexed.
“The deceitful girl!” she said.
“Not at all,” replied the King. “She is very young, my dear, and easily led away. Such are women.”
“You say dreadful things of us,” said the Queen.
“Light as down before the lover’s breath, steady as gold to a husband’s faith,” replied the King.
“I hope she will be so,” said the Queen.
“She will,” said the King, “and the lad is a good lad. You must console him, for he will be disconsolate. You
must marry him off to a maid of honor.”
“Alas, alas, for my romance!” complained the Queen.
“But, my dear, you are greedy. What more romance do you want? You have a double dose of it—two
elopements instead of one.”
“And one destroys the other.”
“One redeems the other,” said the King. “Second lovers are best, my dear. First love is but the bungling
experiment of a novice. Second loves are those that last and are strong.”
“Ah, so,” said the Queen, looking up at the King with the suspicion of a tear in her eyes. “Then did the King
have a first love before me?”
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278.92 Excerpt from Abhidhamma In Daily Life: 1. “Author’s Preface” 2. “On Paramattha, The Ultimates And
The Mind”\fn{by Ashin Janakabhivamsa (1900-1977)} Thayine Village, Shwebo District, Sagaing Division, Myanmar (M)
4½
1
Paja sabba sussayantu,
Vuttliahantu surnangala.
Dusentu duggatimgainim,
Purentu sabbaparanzirn.
May all beings residing in their respective dwellings sleep soundly and have pleasant dreams! Being blessed in glory,
may they awake early in the morning with auspiciousness! May they be able to abstain from evil deeds which lead to the
four woeful abodes. May they be able to fulfil the thirty paramis (perfections) incessantly and attain spiritual maturity
stage by stage! \fn{In the text, this is an unreferenced quotation. There is another just below. A third of these occurrs in the first
chapter, but it is referenced to the Dhammapada, which W says “is a collection of sayings of the Buddha in verse form and one of the
most widely read and best known Buddhist scriptures [the original version of which] is part of the Pali canon of Theravada Bud dhism”; on the assumption that these quotations are all by the Buddha, I have treated them as such:H }

Taking into consideration the situation of the present day, we find that the first three of four moral virtues
called Brahmaviharas, namely, loving-kindness (metta), compassion (karuna), sympathetic joy (mudila) and
equanimity (upekkha) appear to have ceased to flourish, to have dried up in the human mind. The element of
“heat” generated by beings through such cessation of virtues incinerates even the virtuous, who now find them selves on the verge of drying up.
*
The “heat element” is nothing but greed (lobha), hatred (dosa), conceit (mana), jealousy (issa) and
avariciousness (macchariya), that leave no room for sympathy or compassion for one another. That “heat
element” causes drying up of virtuous elements not only in the present but also in the coming existences in
the round of rebirths (samsara). Therefore people should endeavour in this very life to the best of their abil ity to extinguish the “heat element” and seek to reside steeped in the cool elements of loving kindness, com passion, sympathetic joy, and equanimity which are the four sublime states of living (Brahrnaviharas).
*
The material world in which beings live is not to be mistaken as samsara. The continuous coming into existence of consciousness (citta), and mental factors (cetasikas) together with matter (rupa) in succession is
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called samsara in the ultimate sense.\fn{ Sam = in succession; sara = going, wandering }
*
Consciousness (citta) and mental factors (cetasikas) are collectively called nama, the mind. The successive coming into existence of this nama and rupa, the material element, in combination is nominally called
human being, deva and brahnia, or person, being, I, he, she, man, woman, etc. In the ultimate sense, there are
no humans, devas or brahmas, or other beings apart from nama and rupa.
*
Nama and rupa do not come into successive existence without causes. They arise because of external objects
experienced at the present and the kamma done in the past existences preserved in one’s continuum. Hence, note
that the two root causes of nama and rupa are external objects and past kamma.
*
Of the two causes, the external objects experienced are not so important, because they only serve as images that
bring about various internal states of mind (consciousness). The important thing is for one’s (internal) mind to be
wholesome when perceiving various external objects, good or bad.
If the (internal) mind is always good, all the nama and rupa of future existences will also be good.

Even though one has passed away from one existence, good nama and rupa will appear again, as good humans, good devas and good brahmas. If their internal minds are wicked, beings will be reborn in hell (niraya) or
become ghosts (petas), or animals with ugly minds and bodies.
*
Only when there is yoniso manasikara, will the mind be good. Judicious consideration of whatever one
comes across is called yoniso manasikara. Nowadays people tend to abbreviate yoniso manasikara into yoniso.
Due to proper attitude, unwholesome mind will not appear; only wholesome mind will arise. Wrongful
consideration will not foster a good mind even under favourable circumstances for its arising. Correct mental attitude is, therefore, the most important for all beings to acquire a good mind.
Causes for having or not having proper attitude are (1) reading or not reading good books, and (2) learning
from the wise or not. Those who read good books and those who learn from the wise will amass useful knowledge. If those who have thus amassed knowledge, make resolution as “I will always have good mind arise in
me”, they tend to have rightful consideration regarding circumstances they meet with.
Those who neither read good books nor learn from the wise will not amass useful knowledge and will not be
able to better their mind or to cultivate good thoughts.
Therefore, a new treatise entitled Abhidhamma in Daily Life is written for the welfare of people, with a view
to assist them in acquiring good conduct.
*
The author's aim can be summarised as follows: (1) for the readers to develop rightful attitude regarding the
circumstances he or she encounters, to be always broad-minded, to live the way of noble living (Brahmavihara),
and to conduct a harmonious life; (2) for the readers to be always in good mood, to develop an unwavering attitude towards life and to be able to live in grace whether they are wealthy and happy being successful and prosperous, or whether they are poor and unhappy meeting with failure and calamity; (3) for the readers to be those
who are making effort to fulfil the ;aramis (perfections) such as dana (charity), sila (morality), etc., in this existence so that they may elevate themselves gradually from the next existence till the attainment of Nibbana.
*
Maxim: Just as you look at your image in the mirror daily and tidy yourself, so you should read this treatise
and reflect on yourself every day.
2
Paramattha is a Pali term which means lofty intrinsic nature. Lofty does not mean high, noble or good,
but it means that which is upright and firm being unchanging by way of intrinsic nature.\fn{ Parama +
attha = lofty + intrinsic nature} The four Ultimates (Paramatthas) are consciousness (citta), mental factors
(cetasikas), matter (rupa) and Nibbana, the only absolute reality.
*
The mental factors include lobha, greed and dosa, hatred or anger. Lobha never changes its intrinsic nature of
greed whether it arises in the mind of the wise and virtuous, or the wicked, or of dogs. Dosa also never changes
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its hard nature of hatred or ill-will in whomsoever beings it arises. It should be noted that other Ultimates also
maintain their intrinsic natures in the same way.
The Ultimates are free from bias or partiality, and they always manifest by themselves on their own nature. The
intrinsic nature of things should be earnestly digested and understood as explained here, so as to know the mental
states of other people as well as one’s own.
*
Maxim: The real essence, being constant, steadfast and unchanging is called Paramattha, the Ultimate.
Maxim: There are four kinds of Ultimates, namely, consciousness, mental factors, matter and Nibbana.
*
We are conscious of objects all the time. This nature of awareness of objects is called consciousness. Here
awareness does not mean comprehension by knowledge or wisdom. It means ability to take in objects through
sense organs.
Six objects of senses; six forms of consciousness:—all forms of sight = ruparammana; all forms of sound =
saddarammana; all forms of smell = gandharammana; all forms of taste = rasarammana; all forms of touch = photthabbarammana; all other perceptible objects = dhammarammana.
On seeing a visible object, consciousness of sight appears. On hearing a sound, consciousness of sound ap pears, On smelling a scent, consciousness of smell appears. On sampling a taste, consciousness of taste appears.
On feeling a touch, consciousness of touch appears. On perceiving those five objects of senses and all other per ceptible objects, consciousness of mind appears.
Thus, the capability of taking in an object concerned is called consciousness (citta).
Mind can travel afar, it wanders alone. It has no material form and it generally dwells in the cave,

according to the Dhammapada. It will be explained in detail as expounded therein.
*
The mind does not move physically away like a man walking. But, as it can take in an object at a distance far
way form where you are, it seems as if it has gone there. For example, while you are in Mandalay and think of
something or someone in Yangon, your mind does not actually travel to Yangon, but registers its awareness of
Yangon while still in Mandalay. As it can perceive an object at a distance, it is said, “Mind can travel afar.”
*
Consciousness appears and vanishes very swiftly. More than one million million (or one thousand billion) units
of consciousness can appear and vanish within one snap of fingers. The appearance and vanishing are so swift that
two or three units of consciousness seem to be able to arise and perceive two or three objects at the same time.
As a matter of fact, two or three units of consciousness never appear at the same time. They appear one after
another, and only after taking one object do they take another object.
While sitting on a scented bed, eating, and watching singers and dancers, we notice that there are five sense
objects present, namely, sight, sound, smell, taste and touch. The mind does not take in these five objects all at the
same time. Only after perceiving the object which we prefer most, do we perceive other objects one after another.
Thus, two or three or many units of consciousness do not appear at the same time. Consciousness appears one at
time, so it is said, “Mind wanders solitary.”
Moreover, the word “wander” here does not mean real “going about”, but means it can take in an object at a far
away location. In perceiving a sense object a single unit of consciousness is not enough for full comprehension. A good number of units of consciousness is required to appear one after another in succession. As many
billions of such units can appear and vanish within one snap of fingers we think that we perceive a form as
soon as we see it; we know a sound as soon as we hear it; or we sense an aroma as soon as we smell it or we
feel a touch as soon as we come into contact with it.
*
The mind has no form or shape. So, we cannot say that it is white or black or fat or thin. It is only the perceptibility, the capability of cognising an object.
*
Consciousness of seeing originates in the eye; consciousness of hearing originates in the ear; consciousness of smelling originates in the nose; consciousness of taste originates in the tongue, consciousness of
touch originates in the body. Though some forms of consciousness originate thus in the eye, ear, nose, etc.,
most forms of consciousness originate in the cardiac cavity. There fore it is said, figuratively, “dwelling in the
cave.”
In brief, it should be noted that consciousness has no form; it can perceive a sense object; it has the nature of
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cognising an object. While in the process of cognition it does not go out of its dwelling even for a hair’s breadth.
but it can perceive objects far way. Two or three units of' consciousness do not appear simultaneously. Each unit
appears only one after another in succession.
*
Maxim: The mind can take in senses objects; it travels afar; wanders alone; has no physical form; dwells in the
cardiac cavity.
*
As consciousness appears and vanishes very quickly, the good and bad or the wholesome and the unwholesome units of consciousness mingle even in a short time of five minutes. Getting up early in the morning, you pay
homage to the Buddha and acquire a good mind. At that time when you hear someone calling you to go shopping,
you develop greed. As someone comes and says something provocative, you tend to get angry.
Even when you are involved in greed while doing some trading, if you happen to think of giving in charity,
that is a wholesome thought of saddha (belief in beneficial effects of charity). When you are angry with someone or something, you happen to remember your teachers’ advice or admonition and good mindfulness appears
again.
While the husband and wife are chatting with lust in mind, they may become angry because of some misunderstanding. When one of them makes an apology and proposes reconciliation, the mind becomes tender and lustful
again.
As consciousness changes very quickly, you should carefully differentiate between good and bad units of consciousness whenever they appear and try to cultivate many units of wholesome consciousness.
*
Just as the form or shape of a man is different from that of another, so the mind of one person is also unlike
that of another. Just as a heavy, clumsy body is quite different from an animated, sprightly one, so an obtuse,
stolid mind is quite different form a vivacious, sparkling one.
There are beautiful and lovely persons who outdo others in beauty and charm. In the cases of ugliness also,
there are ugly persons who are as base as petas (ghosts) or demons.
Concerning different kinds of good and sharp minds, there are minds of varying grades from the ordinary to
the unique.
Likewise concerning different kinds of bad or evil states of mind, there are varying degrees of wickedness and
abject stupidity.
Just as there are differing degrees of gracefulness in physique with those wining the laurels of beauty and
charm at the top, so there are different classes of unsightliness, with petas (ghosts) and demons at the bottom step
of ugliness.
Similarly, there are different grades of wholesome group of minds ranging from the ordinary to the most noble
spirits with the sharpest of intellects, and different levels of unwholesome category of mind stretching from the
wicked, evil, repulsive types to the most heinous with abject stupidity.
*
If someone born and brought up in the country emulates the vogue and way of living of the urbanites, trains
himself physically and mentally, his rupa (physical appearance) will also change, become fashionable and stylish
within one or two years beyond recognition by their old acquaintances. Thus if physical forms which are slow to
change can be made to improve, why shouldn’t it be possible to tame the mind which changes quickly and is easy
to improve, if one really wants to improve it?
If one monitors one’s mind everyday and tames one’s unruly mind, one will soon become a man of noble
mind, and after two or three years, will have developed enough self-esteem to have respect for one’s mind.
*
There are many reasons why we should reform our minds. We ourselves know best the weaknesses and foibles
of our minds. Even though some wicked people attain high status in worldly affairs, if they are mean or base in
moral character, they will be reborn in lower abodes in their next existences. For this reason they should reform
their minds and become noble.
The wicked will lose self-respect. Their brothers and sisters, husbands and wives, bhikkhus to whom they make
offerings and their intimates will not love, revere and respect them. Lest they should thus be looked down upon by
their intimates, they should reform their minds and become pure, honest and noble.
Moreover, people cannot believe that the wicked will be honest and sincere even when they give away
in dana (charity), observe sila (precepts) and practise bhavana (meditation). Because of their wickedness
their kamma will not bring wholesome benefits.
Thus, out of fear of getting unwholesome consequences they should reform their minds and become
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pure, honest and noble.
Moreover, the wicked will be wicked not only in this present existence, but their evil nature will continue
to prevail successively in a great many future existences. Because their entire physical and mental continuum
have been suffused with wicked minds, it is impossible for them to attain sufficiency in accumulating virtues.
Therefore for fear of not becoming mature in paramis (Perfections), they should discipline their wicked
minds immediately.
These are the reasons why people should reform their minds.
*
Having asked the Venerable Nagasena\fn{ A Buddhist sage from Kashmir (fl.c.150BC):H} some questions, King
Milinda\fn{Menander I Soter (165/55BC-130BC):H} thought of asking more questions which would be very important
for the sasana (the teaching of the Buddha). However, he waited for seven days and disciplined his mind to get
concentration. This is quite a good example to the virtuous to follow.
He rose early in the morning, took a bath, attired himself in a dyed yellow dress and put on a head-dress con cealing his hair to resemble a shaven head. In other words, he attired himself like a bhikkhu though he was not
one, and observed meticulously the following eight principles for seven whole days:
I will not perform regal duties for seven days; I will restrain myself from raga (greed); I will restrain myself
from dosa (hatred); I will restrain myself from moha (delusion); I will be humble and modest in dealing with my
subjects and courtiers and restrain myself from conceit; I will carefully restrain my words and actions; I will restrain my sense organs, i.e., eyes, ears, etc., to be free from unwholesome thoughts when seeing, hearing and experiencing sense-objects; I will radiate loving-kindness to all living beings.
He observed these eight principles for seven days, and on the eighth day he rose early in the morning, and in a
cheerful, cool and calm attitude he asked the Venerable Nagasena questions on the profound dhamma.
*
Following the example of King Milinda, good people should often practise restraining their minds even if it is
for one or two days or for just one morning so that evil thoughts that habitually arise shall not appear. By repeated
practice of restraining their minds, evil thoughts will get diminished and they will become noble and virtuous with
development of faith and knowledge. Evil thoughts that usually occur will not appear for many days.
The mind guides the world.
The mind leads the world.
All beings have to submit to the will of the mind.
*
Maxim: Just as you prepare yourselves properly before posing for a photograph so as to get a good one; just so
you should control your series of thoughts daily as a preparation for your journey to the Royal City of Peace, Nibbana.
Here ends the chapter on Consciousness.
300.1 Excerpt from Working Paper No. 10:15.1 : “Extract from Khin Khin Lay’s Autobiography ‘Sixty
Years’”\fn{by Dagon Khin Khin Lay (1904-1981)} Mandalay, Myanmar (F) 4
Maung Maung Pyay told me about the Commissioner’s conception, and said, “I can’t think of other persons
than you, Ma Ma Lay.\fn{Ma Ma Lay = an address to a female, literally, “Little elder sister” } Let me bring you to the
Commission so that you can discuss the matter with him. If you are pleased, you can accept it. Otherwise, you can
give us your opinions so that we can make changes. If you can help us, it would serve our purpose, in two ways—
informing the people of what they should know, and fulfilling a wish of the government.”
Thus, he would badger me like a child. As I could not quit my habit, stuck to my bone, of calling them like
“Bo Pyay” and “Bo Kyi,” I happened to call him—who was in his late forties—“Bo Pyay.” Just to relieve my
ears, I agreed to meet the Commissioner.
“Bo Pyay, I’ve now come with you because you badgered me. Does your Commissioner know who I am?” I
said, showing my pride of not wanting the other party to look down on me.
“Of course, I’ve told him about you, and he has respect for you. Don’t worry about that!” he responded
repeatedly.
Just as we had settled down on the seats in a spacious room on the ground floor of the Secretariat Office (the
Office of Ministers, in the Socialist era), Commissioner U Kyaw received me warmly with respect. He told me his
intention. U Kyaw’s Propaganda Office seemed imposing by the British system. It was a room confined only to
important persons who managed affairs, separate from rooms for receiving normal guests.
Sometimes, I came across U Aye in military uniform, and sometimes, U Myint Thein, now the Chief Justice.
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*
I discussed in details the matters that Maung Maung Pyay had told me about in advance, with U Kyaw, who
promised me as much honorarium as I wished to ask for the manuscripts. He said the novels would be printed into
books at the printing press of my choice, and that a specific department would be opened for selling the books and
for distribution to various districts. My responsibility was not just for writing novels but also for printing and
managing a circulation department that would distribute publications to all parts of the country. Each of the
manuscripts would have to be printed in more than 100,000 copies.
Despite the existence of a large government printing press, he entrusted all the tasks with me. This would
certainly make a rapacious person mouth-water. But, I was not the sort of person who was coveted of money and
instead, would be contented with my honorariums. Thus, I had to think of a printing press.
As the costs for compositing to book-binding could not be calculated without knowing the number of pages of
the manuscript, I took time with cool mind for writing the manuscript. Just as I need not produce my own money
when the stage of printing came, so also the owners of the printing presses I chose could not afford to spend so
much money as to the costs of the books to be
published.
But they would be coveted of the large amounts of fees they would get.
The first manuscript was completed. The theme was based on world-famous Florence Nightingale, who her
nursing duties relentlessly under rough circumstances, supported by real-life atrocities in the wars that Belgians
and Germans fought, with all the scenes in order.
This manuscript had just over 80 pages only, which was only 5 forms (1 form = 16 pages). The cover design
was to be printed on glossy paper. All the costs had been calculated. But I had not decided the printing press.
U Kyaw was rather pleased with the title of my choice for the novel “Sit Yaungchi.” He liked so much the plot
and theme, which vividly shaped the objectives that he was in a hurry to publish it.
Here, I had to ask for the advanced money, and have the manuscript printed at the press I could trust. I was
concerned that it would be my responsibility if the work could not be completed on the promised date of delivery.
It was agreed and approved to designate my apartment on Dalhousie Street (now, Anawrahta Street) as the
circulation department and to put a line on the book “Published by Dagon Khin Khin Lay Printing Press.”
Prompted by U Kyaw, U decided to choose a printing press of my favour “Nagani Printing Press.”
*
I am not a political fanatic, nor a chauvinist. I have not followed anyone as a disciple, but form my own
moderate opinions within the reach of my knowledge and thought.
I was one of the people who were in the forefront with strong ardour for regaining independence. Since I was
young or since the first wave of political awakening during the GCBA\fn{ General Council of Buddhist Associations} era
surged up, I have contributed my share to the media with the might of my own pen.
However, the GCBA leaders were divided and split up while the association was high on its luck and the
people in entirety had trust and reliance in it. Its internal affairs became complicated and its leaders revealed one
another’s involvements. All its affairs were divulged to the people in the entire country.
Since then, my trust in it had collapsed. Later when political organizations which accepted diarchy or 91Division Administration appeared, I could not form high opinions of them. In my mind, I have regarded them as
those who were shouting out and loud before they got positions and as those who were vultures flying over dead
dogs.
To put it simply, I no longer have belief in politicians who are claiming themselves to be patriots. Naturally,
they would resort to various means to grab chances for position or opportunities.
On my part, I presented my opinions in a plot of a novel, based on my intellect and knowledge, with the
strength of my pen. The novel “Sit Yaungchi” deals with Florence Nightingale the Great Nurse and the people of
Belgium who have been put to trouble by the cruelties of the Germans. These are the truths.
I entrusted the service of printing with Nagani Printing Press for the first print of 50,000 copies. Having bought
shares from the Nagani Press, it is my genuine wish for it to prosper further by making large profits. This led me
to decide on working with this press. There is still one more work of mine—the novel “Kabah Yanthu” (The
World’s Enemy)—waiting for a print of 100,000 copies. I have also decided to have it printed at Nagani Printing
Press.
Though the managers of the press—such as U Tun Shwe, U Tun Aye, etc.—have changed hands, I have never
known any of them. Then, I still had to contact the manager.
Once I, together with a lady friend of mine, was on our way up the roofed stairway to the Shwedagon platform,
when she came across a friend of hers and chatted with him briefly. That gentleman happened to be U Tun Aye,
the manager of the Nagani Press. My friend, too, is a Nagani Book Association member and goes to the
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association to buy monthly issues.
*
When world-famous writer H G Wells visited Myanmar,\fn{ Most likely, the visit happened in mid-1938 as a stopover on
Wells’ trip to Australia where he delivered some more lectures: Translator } some Myanmar writers voluntarily led in going
round to the Myanmar writers’ houses and solicited cash donations to raise funds for holding a reception for
Wells. The fund-raising team was led by writer Saya Tet Toe.
I am the sort of person who does not wish to deal with the outside world. But on this occasion, though I wished
to stay by myself, I hesitated to refuse their invitation to the reception, and gave my promise to attend. Even then,
they assured me they would pick me up lest I might not come.
H G Wells was received with a ceremony on the lawns in front of the Myanmar Rowing Club by the Inya
Lake. Early morning on that day, my lady friend came right to my house to ask me to come with her to Scotts
Market (Bogyoke Aung San Market). This suited me as I had to collect a piece of silk that I had ordered from a
silk shop on the west wing of the market.
Though I had completed my matter, my friend could not leave the market as she went round the market, asking
the price of this or that. The time to go to the H G Wells reception was drawing near. Even though I prompted her
to go back, she slipped into the Nagani book shop. It took a long time waiting for her from outside the shop. Then,
she came out and pulled me by the arm into the shop.
The man inside was none other than U Tun Aye, whom we had met at the Shwedagon. As I told him about the
H G Wells reception, he said they would also go there, and asked me to come with them. My lady friend, who was
not a writer, was so keen as to see H G Wells, and said she would also come along with the Nagani people.
Meanwhile, writer Khin Myo Chit came into the shop to ask about a car going to the reception. She called the
manager by another name, not U Tun Aye. Only then, did I realize that my friend had introduced me to the
manager by the wrong name - that of the previous manager. The present manager’s name was Che-lyin Ohn Khin.
My friend was rather embarrassed for her mistake.
At the same time, writer Tet Phongyi Thein Pe (Thein Pe Myint) came in. He was also about to leave for the H
G Wells reception. Then, all the persons amounted to a number that snugly fit the capacity of the car—three ladies
on the rear seat and three men, including the driver in the cabin.
Almost all the Myanmar writers were present at the reception by the Inya Lake. Each of them was introduced
to writer Wells. At the close of the ceremony by the evening, commemorative photos were taken.
*
It was accidentally that I arrived at the Nagani Book Association, and met the manager there. Since then, I had
come to look for more share-holders. I persuaded people to buy Nagani shares.
Sometimes, I compelled them. Very often, the manager came to me to help the association seek more funds. A
share cost K 500. Thus, my association with Nagani had become close.
As Division Commissioner U Kyaw had relegated the affair of printing to me, I arranged the matter with the
Nagani Printing Press and rented an apartment on Sule Pagoda Road. A clerk was appointed and assigned there.
As the Nagani manager took over the matter of distribution to districts, I was relieved of other duties, having to
concentrate just on writing.
While “Sit Yaungchi” was in circulation, I completed writing another novel,
“Kabah Yanthu”, which had about 160 pages (about 10 forms) (1 form = 16 pages). I had submitted all the costs—
for cover design, paper, compositing, printing and binding. Also included were apartment rental and salary for the
clerk.
“Kabah Yanthu” was set with dreadful scenes in which people lived under Nazi dictator Hitler of Germany.
The first chapter was opened with a setting of a family in a suburb of Munich. As I had not been to any foreign
country at that time, I had to imagine the life of German people leavened with my knowledge about Nazism.
On the first page of the novel, I mention my aim as follows:
There are two aims in writing this novel. The first is to let Myanmar people see vividly how non-Nazi Germans are
experiencing torture and cruelty committed by fellow Germans from the day when Nazism began to dominate the
country.
The second aim is to awaken the people to a sense that national independence can be regained only by striving
themselves, without hesitation as to whether masters should be changed to induce the cause. This novel has been
written with scenes fitfully placed in the plot so that Burmans can examine with their own intellect the positive and
negative aspects of Nazism.

*
“Kabah Yanthu” was printed in 100,000 copies, the first ever largest amount of circulation that reached every
nook and corner across the length and breadth of the country. The distribution was so meticulous in that the copies
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went from the hand of each district commissioner to village-headman, from village headman to the head of 10
households, from the head of 10 households to the villagers—the complete population.
The outcome was that it drew criticisms from political extremists. Even the writer had been enlisted as a
lackey of the British at a time when everyone’s tendency was against whatever the British did.
However, when Myanmar passed into the era of the Japanese fascism, their sense of understanding became
saturated.
*
When “Kabah Yanthu” novel was printed for the second time and was in circulation, U Kyaw discussed with
me publication of a “War Journal”. As I was supposed to write one or two novels, I agreed with him. But, as the
journal would have to include a variety of sectors, I told him I could not assume responsibility.
According to U Kyaw, the Administrative Division would provide text and
battle photos, an editor would be in hand and a Burmese-English would help do everything needed. I did not need
to write but to be the publisher. It would also be printed at the government printing press. So I agreed to be the
publisher.
I received Kyat 5,000 per manuscript as an honorarium. As all the costs including that of printing, transport,
etc had to be withdrawn under my name and signature, I had to go to the Accountancy Commissioner’s Office.
What with having to discuss every matter, visiting the Accountancy Commissioner’s office and U Kyaw’s office,
and managing the Circulation Department, I had to bring the Nagani manager everywhere I went. The volume of
work—circulation to many districts and a great amount of copies to be distributed—was so large that it could not
be finished within a day.
Meanwhile, a book “The Japanese Spy” was brought out. In it, Japan—like axial countries—was depicted as a
dreadful country like Nazi Germany. When Myanmar fell under the Japanese rule, the Kempeitai tortured the
author of “The Japanese Spy” to death.
A thought crossed my mind that if it had been Nazi Germany that occupied Myanmar, instead of Japanese, I
would have met the same fate. Located far from Myanmar, Germans could not reach Myanmar easily. The Japanese, who live on the same stretch of land with the Chinese, could easily access Myanmar. Their secret connections with Myanmar politicians made it easier to do so.
Thus, the Japanese were welcomed with a great hope of reliance. People had thought that they would help
Myanmar drive out the British and duly hand over national independence. Political extremists too slammed “The
Japanese Spy.” Only when these people had first-hand encounter with the Japanese, who peeled the nails off the
fingers and poured boiled water on them, were they disillusioned.
What followed was the secret plotting to stage another revolution. Myanmar at that time looked like “the monkey that was hit on the head once by the previous master-monk, yet 100 times by the present master-monk.”\fn
{The word “master” refers to the British or the Japanese: Translator } At that time, the British and Americans, who had come
to gain military advantages, secretly offered their hands to help dislodge the Japanese.
Politics has its turns with perverse nature. There were many persons who have had pre-war, war and post-war
experiences in which they pretended to love ones they disliked. My plots are a presentation of pre-war situations.
*
When distribution of “Kabah Yanthu” was completed, “War Journals” came out. The Nagani manager could
not deal with accounts properly, and so he had to settle the accounts often with Division Commissioner U Kyaw.
Even among the Executive Committee members of the Nagani Association, there were divisions over publication of “Kabah Yanthu” and “The Japanese Spy”.
It was my mere wish to add to the funds of the association. The novels were not published by it. From same
intentions to being life-long partners. As I was not a member of the Nagani Committee, I did not know its internal
affairs. I was just an outside share-holder. The outbreak of divided opinions among the leading members was
heard from the Nagani manager who was groaning about it.
Coming across a person wishing to sell a 3-colour printing press, I purchased it with my own money. Then I
rented it to Nagani at Kyat 50 per month. My intention was to establish Dagon Khin Khin Lay Publishing House
with my own press.
In the meantime, I was so busy that affairs of Dagon Magazine\fn{Which she was publishing:H} was relegated to
the new employees. Poor relations of the employees caused failures to receive manuscripts from contributors.
Hence, I decided to write novels by setting up an own printing press.
*
EC members of Nagani Books Association, led by Thakin Nu, were not pleased with the present manager, who
resigned a few days later. As the manager came to my house very often and our relations became close, and also
because we were in the same boat of literary world and had same opinions about money-making business, we
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soon became life-long partners.
It was not for carnal desires on which our marriage was based. There were other factors—same minds, same
hobbies and same aims.
Soon afterwards, we rented a two-storey house on 47 th Street in Eastern Yangon. The upstairs was to be our
residence and the downstairs was to be seat of the printing press. I purchased assets such as lead types, their
containers and accessories for the printing press with the money saved with my honorariums from writing
manuscripts and film scripts. I brought back the printing press hired to Nagani.
*
Having spent all my money on setting up the printing press, I asked my husband to withdraw my shares from
Nagani, but he said he had already withdrawn them and used them up to repay his debts when he left the job. For
that, I had to forgive him. When all the necessary things had been procured for the printing press, we had to hire
employees, most of whom were those who had transferred from the Nagani press.
The printing press had been registered under the Printing Press Law with the owner’s name “Dagon Khin Khin
Lay.” An advertisement was inserted in the Myanma Alin and Thuriya newspapers. Since the press was launched,
I had to pick up my pen again. Tables were lined up in the office room—for me, a clerk, a foreman, and a peon.
I instantly wrote down the manuscript. Once I finished writing one page, I handed it to the compositors. Before
they completed compositing it, I had to finish another page. Only when I could race against time, I had more time
to look after other things such as checking ledgers and correspondence with agents in rural areas.
At that time, a novel written by a well-known writer was priced 8 pennies, which is an equivalent of K 3 today.
The 8-penny novels sold so well that sales agents in Yangon waited in a queue, holding banknotes in their hands,
on the day an advertisement appeared in the newspaper. Sometimes, the agents jostled one another to grab copies
of a novel that arrived on a two-wheeled man-drawn cab from the binding section. So we had to intervene so that
every agent got a fair amount of copies.
I was so busy—writing on the one hand and seeing to overall work on the other. However, as the business was
my hobby, I did not feel tired, and instead, I felt pleased with myself. The novel “Gon Myint Thu,” the first book
published by my printing press, attracted so many readers that it had to be printed three times.
279.77 Excerpts from Resurgence: Premier U Nu At Bandung: 1. “A Truly Historic Occasion” (April 18, 1955) 2.
“Promotion Of World Peace And Co-operation” (April 22, 1955) 3. “We Must Develop Our Internal
Strength” (April 24, 1955)\fn{by U Nu (1907-1995)} Wakema, Myaungmya District, Ayeyarwady Region, Myanmar
(M) 6
1
In my capacity as one of the sponsors of this Conference, I extend to each and every one of you my warmest
greetings and a very cordial welcome to this distinguished gathering.
This is, by any standard, and in every sense, a truly historic occasion. It could hardly be otherwise since nothing
resembling it, a conference at which is represented virtually every independent State in Asia and Africa, has ever
been held in the entire history of the world.
Ten short years ago, such a gathering would have been beyond our wildest dreams. Only a handful of the States
represented here were then in control of their own affairs. Not one of the five sponsoring States was then in a position to speak for itself, far less take the initiative in convening such a conference.
Yet what was ten years ago beyond our dreams has today become a reality. Seated in this hall are the properly
accredited representatives of countries ranging all the way from Japan in the East to Liberia and the Gold Coast in
the West, most of them newly independent since the end of World War II. It is impossible for any Asian or African
not to be stirred to the depths by this unprecedented event.
The nearly unanimous response to the joint initiative of the five sponsoring Governments has naturally been a
source of deep satisfaction to all of us. It not only justisfied the confidence which the sponsors had placed in the existence of a broad similarity in approach and outlook on the part of the invited States; it also reflected an appreciation by the twenty-four States which accepted the invitation of the fact that we live today in an age of growing interdependence.
Our own experience has taught us that problems do not cease with the achievement of independence. Beset as
we all are with numerous grave problems at home, I appreciate that the decision on the part of many of the invited
States to attend the Conference could not have been easy to take, and must have entailed many sacrifices. That
these sacrifices were nevertheless made is, in my view, one of the most heart-warming aspects of this gathering. It
augurs well for the future not only of the countries participating in this Conference, but of the world as a whole.
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The fact that this Conference covers such a vast geographical expanse inevitably means that there will be some
diversities, perhaps even differences, among us arising out of differing beliefs, traditions and backgrounds. But let
us not be daunted by this circumstance.
Even within the same family, no two individuals are ever exactly alike. We know from experience, however,
that this does not mean the end of the family. Just asindividuals within a family have to make adjustments to make
the continuance of family life possible, so must we learn to make those broader adjustments which will make it
possible for us to develop into a family of nations.
I look upon this Conference as a start in that direction.
Meeting as we do for the first time, it would indeed be surprising if we were to reach dramatic or epoch-making
decisions.
But I suggest that the mere fact that this Conference is being held today is a most significant achievement in itself. Even if we succeed in doing no more than to have a free and frank exchange of views among ourselves, the
Conference will, in my view, have been well worth while.
Such an exchange can only bring about better understanding, and thereby be a positive contribution towards
peace. Indeed, it is my belief that much of the current tension in the world could be removed if only those concerned could agree to engage in free and frank exchanges of views from time to time.
*
The purposes of this Conference have been publicised for some time, so it would be superfluous for me to touch
on them. But there is one aspect of the matter which is of such great importance that I feel that I must dwell on it
briefly.
I refer to the role of this Conference in relation to what has come to be known as the “cold war”.
One of the broad objectives of the Conference is to further the cultivation of an atmosphere of peace. This being
so, a basic aim of this Conference, as I see it, should be to try to bridge the gulf between the two blocs in the cold
war, not to widen it. I regard any widening of the existing gulf as a move towards war, and there fore a disservice to
the cause of peace. It is my earnest hope that all distinguished delegations will keep this constantly in mind, and
that they will refrain at this Conference from saying or doing anything which may have this effect.
But I would not like to end on this negative note. We have here among us States belonging to both the cold war
blocs. I would very much like to see this Conference provide the world with the first concrete demonstration of the
possibility of co-existence between those who subscribe to different political systems. Such a demonstration would
be the tonic for which a fear-ridden and war weary world has been waiting for so long, and its psychological impact
could be incalculable.
*
While I believe that there is no country in the world today which is so foolish as to want war, I trust I will not be
misunderstood when I say that I believe that the countries of Asia and Africa have a bigger stake in the preservation
of peace in the world.
To begin with, many of them have not as yet recovered from the material and psychological damage inflicted on
them in the course of the last war. In these circumstances, for them to be plunged into another war could very well
carry them beyond the point of no return—a point from which there can be no recovery.
Furthermore, most of these nations have only recently emerged from colonial status, with all that that means.
Generations of serfdom, of discriminatory treatment, of existence at sub-human levels, have left their scars on their
peoples. The Governments of these countries are now grappling with an enormous task, literally that of trying to redeem their people from the intellectual and moral abyss into which they have fallen, and providing. them with the
prospect of a life befitting the Twentieth Century in which they happen to live, but of which they have never been a
part.
To do these things successfully, these Asian and African Governments desperately need peace. Another war
would take away from them what is probably their only remaining chance to redeem their peoples, and to re-endow
them with the dignity which they rightfully deserve.
Like so many other countries of Asia, Burma suffered on both these counts. It will be readily appreciated therefore, why Burma is determined to exert every ounce of her strength and influence to prevent war and to preserve
the peace. Both in the United Nations and elsewhere, we have consistently thrown our weight on the side of peace.
As Prime Minister of the Union of Burma, I hereby solemnly pledge my Government's support of any move,
made at any time and from any quarter, which in our view is designed to prevent war and to maintain. peace.
*
And now, it only remains for me to wish the distinguished delegations all success in the course of the pending
deliberations.
Man, it is said, is now at the cross-roads. The stupendous advances of science face him with the alternatives of
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total annihilation or unprecedented prosperity. Put in this form, it seems strange that there should be any doubt as to
which he will choose.
But the sad fact is that the doubt does exist. The choice has still to be made. The countries which are represented
at this Conference, with more than half-the world’s population between them, could play an influential and even a
decisive role in the making of this choice.
It is my earnest prayer that we shall be able to rise to our individual and collective responsibility not only to ourselves, but to future unborn generations who run the risk of remaining forever unborn unless the present generation
chcoses right.
Let us resolve here and now that whatever we do both at this Conference and thereafter will be directed towards
that end.
2
It is no coincident that this gathering of the Nations of Asia and Africa should take place in the shadow of the
Hydrogen bomb. The resurgence of Asia and Africa has coincided in time with the discovery by man of the secret
of his own extinction.
Faced with this grim fact, it is but natural that the peoples of Asia and Africa should seek a common forum in
which to discuss ways and means of preventing war, and promoting peace. For what is at stake is the future survival of mankind.
For the first time in over a century, the peoples of Asia and Africa have begun once again to live, not merely to
exist. Having shaken off the shackles of alien domination, they are endeavouring to redeem themselves from the
moral and intellectual abyss in which they had been pushed by the dead weight of colonial imperialism. They, who
live in the Twentieth Century, but yet are not of the Twentieth Century, are in a hurry to make the tratisition.
To accomplish this, they need peace more than anything else. Another war might very well make their redemption impossible, even if they should be spared total annihilation. In this sense, the peoples of Asia and Africa have a
bigger stake in the maintenance of world peace. Representing, as we do, more than half of the population of the
world, we are in a position to play an extremely .influential, perhaps even decisive role in the preservation of peace.
I am confident that it is the earnest desire of each one of us present here today to exert his full influence in that
direction.
*
It is a truism that we live in a shrinking world. It is also, unfortunately, a divided world. A yawning gulf divides
the two sides in the cold war, posing a constant threat to mankind. As I see it, our immediate task is to ensure that
this gulf is not widened. Such a widening would represent a further shift in the direction of war, and would therefore be a disservice to the cause of peace.
But it is not sufficient for us merely to keep the gulf from widening. It is already dangerously wide enough.-The
threat which it poses will remain with us until it is effectively bridged.
It is here that I believe that we of Asia and Africa can play an important part. Most of us are sufficiently removed from the world’s power centres to be able to take a more objective view of the situation than would otherwise be possible. This gives us a position of advantage.
With the growing realisation in the world that the alternative to co-existence—if it can be called an alternative—
is no existence, it seems that it must only be a matter of time before the gulf separating the two cold war blocs becomes bridged.
But this will not be easy. The existing differences between the two sides are so deep that it seems improbable
that the bridging process can be carried out without outside assistance. Such assistance can only come from those
who have remained uncommitted to either of the blocs, or those who are not too deeply committed. Most of the
countries represented at this table belong to one or other of these categories.
Let us resolve here and now that we shall, all of us, strive ceaselessly to bridge this gulf. We owe this not only to
ourselves, but also to those unborn generations which, unless we succeed in this task, may never be born.
*
I said earlier that there was, in the circumstances of today, no alternative to co-existence. This fact calls for a
new way of thinking, and even for a new set. of values.
War has been abhorred throughout the ages, but yet it has taken place with increasing regularity. The result is
that it had come to be regarded as inevitable. The atomic era serves notice on all mankind that it must banish any
ideas it may have had as to the inevitability of war. It is a luxury he can no longer afford. Instead he must turn his
thoughts entirely towards peace and away from war.
What does this mean in practical terms?
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It means that man must learn to live with himself. Regardless of his beliefs, background, traditions, ideologies,
and the political systems to which he subscribes, he must learn to live with his neighbour. This calls for a new out look, a new approach, and even for a new philosophy.
Past history, dealing with a completely different kind of era, will no longer stand him in good stead. He must
rise to the challenge of the nuclear age. More than ever, he needs to exercise courage, patience, tolerance, and
imagination.
Fear, which for so long, has been the counsellor of man, is today man’s mortal enemy.
Suspicion and mistrust are likewise greater enemies of the human race than they were ever before.
In this new situation, how are the nations of the world to be guided in their relations with each other? I believe
that the answer is to be found in the five principles comprising respect for sovereignty and territorial integrity, nonaggression, non-interference in the internal affairs of another State, equality and mutual benefit.
The sum of these principles adds up to our concept of co-existence. I believe that the acceptance and strict ob servance of these principles by all nations would make for lasting peace, and for the happiness of: mankind.
There are some who say that only knaves or fools would place all their faith in these five principles, and that
some kind cf guarantee or deterrent is necessary to ensure their observation by all parties. In other words, they
work on the assumption that the other party is not to be trusted.
As we all know, mistrust begets mistrust, and suspicion begets suspicion. It may have been permissible in the
days of conventional weapons for nations to live in a perpetual atmosphere of suspicion and mistrust. But in the nuclear age, such a concept is obsolete.
We cannot afford to live in mistrust of our neighbours. We have to learn to live with them in mutual trust and
confidence, and where this happy state has not existed in the past, some one has to break the ice.
For trust also begets trust, and confidence begets confidence. The extremely close and cordial relations which
Burma today enjoys with Thailand, after years of misunderstanding and suspicion, indicates what can be achieved
by the application of this policy.
*
Furthermore, whether in the nuclear or the conventional era, a policy of perpetual mistrust is sterile and self-defeating. It is not enough merely to keep on repeating that so and so cannot be trusted. At some point it has to be put
to the test.
Nor it is suggested that we should put our reliance entirely on these five principles. One of Burma’s main objectives in joining the United Nations was to secure a guarantee against external aggression, and assistance to repel
that aggression if it came. We feel that the task of dealing with external aggression should be the responsibility of
the United Nations as was the intention when the organisation was established. For that purpose, the United Na tions should be strengthened, and brought into a condition where it can function efficiently and impartially so that
all potential aggressors may be deterred.
Our own experience with the Kuomintang\fn{The old name for the Chinese Nationalist political party:H } aggression
against our country was none too happy. We found the United Nations, which had acted with such speed and energy in Korea, unwilling even to bring in a verdict of aggression against the Kuomintang regime.
It seemed to us that the United Nations had more than one yard-stick for measuring aggression. In our view, aggression is aggression, regardless of the source from which it comes. Failure of the United Nations to live up to this
principle only means that the organisation loses in moral stature and authority. We would like to see such defects
remedied, and the organisation assume the role for which it was originally intended.
*
So much for external aggression. It is often said that the real danger in Asia and Africa is not from external aggression, but from internal subversion. So far as internal subversion is concerned, I would like to relate to you our
own experience in Burma.
As you all know, Burma achieved independence in January 1948. Within a year, the young Government which I
had the honour to lead found itself beset with subversive movements on a considerable scale led by both Communist and anti-Communist groups with outside direction and assistance. These soon assumed the form of open rebellions against the Government which, for a time, lost control of most of the country, and did not even have complete
control of all of Rangoon City.
From this desperate situation the Government fought hack, without any outside assistance, until today its writ
runs all across the length and breadth of Burma.
I would now like to tell you how this was done. I do so in no spirit of boastfulness, but merely because I think
that perhaps our own experience may be useful and of interest to other nations which are struggling to maintain
their independence and integrity.
Since subversion thrives on (1) corruption and graft (2) ignorance, and (3) economic and social injustice, we
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embarked on an intensive campaign, despite the distractions of the various rebellions, to remove these causes of
discontent and decay.
So far as the anti-corruption drive was concerned strict measures were applied uniformly to all, and no consideration was given to the position held or political influence wielded by any malefactor. Those dealt with ranged all
the way from Cabinet Ministers down to the lowest officials. These measures proved to the people that the Government had clean hands, and earned for it the respect and esteem of the masses.
With its stature, prestige and authority so raised, those who, tried to challenge it could make no headway.
With regard to ignorance, which in its own way can be as dangerous to society as hunger or poverty, we have
made enormous strides in the field of education generally. The number of schools has been increased approxi mately ten-fold since we achieved Independence. Education in these schools is free. A mass education scheme was
introduced a few years ago to tackle the problem of fundamental and adult education. Under this scheme, a centre
has been established in Rangoon, where training is provided to workers who then fan out into the districts to instruct others.
I would also like to mention specially the Rehabilitation Centre where thousands of young insurgents who have
surrendered under the amnesties issued by the Government not only receive some kind of vocational training, but
also receive religious and other instruction which helps them to become better citizens.
Under the heading of the removal of economic and social injustice, we have embarked on a broad programme
designed to improve the lot of the people in the quickest possible time. Since 80 per cent of our total population are
peasants, we lost no time in dealing with the multitude of problems connected with the peasant. Landlordism, indebtedness, insecurity of tenure, uncertainty of prices—these were in Burma, as in most of the countries of Asia—
the problems which beset the farmer.
Steps have been taken to abolish landlordism, to mitigate the effects of indebtedness, to ensure security of tenure, and to secure to the peasant a fair and steady return for his produce.
Not all these measures could be applied at once in all parts of Burma. Where they could not be applied immediately, interim steps were taken to alleviate the lot of the peasant pending the implementation of these measures.
Where they could only be applied in certain areas, but not in others because of rebel control of the latter, their application in the former areas soon had the effect of opening the eyes of the peasants who lived under rebel control.
This, coupled with the often excessive levies which the rebels raised from the peasants to finance their operations,
played a large part in the eventual repudiation of the subversive elements by those who had previously given them
support.
As with the peasant, so it is with the industrial labourer.
Legislation has been enacted to protect his rights, and great stress is laid on his welfare. Time will not permit me
to recount all that has been done in the fields of housing, medicine and public health. Suffice it to say that big advances have been registered in each of these fields in the course of the last few years.
*
Over and above these specific measures to improve the lot of our people, we stuck to the methods of democracy
in dealing with our people, including the insurgents. Despite every possible provocation, fundamental human rights
were preserved at all times.
In addition to this, the decision of the Government to face an election in 1951, the first year since 1948 in which
it was possible to hold elections, made a great impression on the man and woman on the street and in the fields. He
or she felt that they had a voice in the running of the country, and that they were associated, in a personal sense,
with their Government’s policies.
*
This, then, has been our personal experience in Burma. We have overcome internal subversion by demonstrating
to our people that we have an honest, clean Government which has as its principal objective the welfare of its peo ple. As a result of the steps taken on their behalf by the Government, the people have repudiated the subversive
leaders who are now ridiculed by them as stooges and knaves.
In such a climate subversion cannot make any headway. It is my belief that this is the only way to deal with internal subversion. Remove the conditions on which subversion breeds, and it must wither and die. To let these conditions continue is to invite subversion.
Military alliances and pacts do not, I believe, provide any solution, because they do nothing to improve the lot of
the common man in the country concerned. Indeed, they may often do harm since they tend to add to the existing
tension.
Such then is my broad approach towards world peace and co-operation.
First, let every nation accept and strictly observe the five principles.
Second, if despite acceptance of the five principles, an overt act of aggression occurs, let the United Nations
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deal with it. For this purpose, strengthen the United Nations and make it an effective instrument.
Thirdly, remove the conditions on which subversion feeds and grows. If this is done, subversion ceases to be a
problem.
3
As this Conference draws to a close, I should like to say a few words to express my feelings.
First and foremost, I wish to say how very grateful we are to the Governmet of Indonsia, and particularly to its
distinguished President and Prime Minister, for their lavish hospitality and for the excellence of their arrangements,
both in regard to the Conference itself and to our individual comfort and convenience. Those of us who have had
the experience of playing hosts to international gatherings know that the responsibilities assumed by the Government of Indonesia were extremely onerous. The smoothness with which the Conference operated from start to finish is an eloquent tribute to careful planning and able execution on the part of our host Government.
Secondly, I would like to place on record our appreciation of the able, impartial and statesmanlike manner in
which our deliberations were guided by our distinguished Chairman, my good friend, Dr. Ali Sastroainidjojo. I
would also like to say how grateful we are to our eminent rapporteur, His Royal Highness Prince Wan Waithayakon, for giving us the benefit of his vast experience and doing it with such good understanding and cheer.
For a conference of this magnitude to have run through our extremely ambitious agenda in a week is no mean
achievement. I know I speak for all of us when I say that it would not have been possible but for the guidance and
assistance of these two distinguished gentlemen.
Thirdly, I cannot let this occasion pass without referring to the extremely cordial welcome and reception ac corded to us by this charming city of Bandung. I shall always carry with me a warm recollection of the crowds lin ing the streets, the smiling faces and the cheers of the children at the end of a long day. It was always a heart-warm ing experience. It was just as though we had been at borne in Burma all the time.
*
And now a few words about the Conference itself.
The Conference has not, of course, come to any earthshaking or epoch-making decisions, but this is hardly surprising or unexpected. Indeed, that was not its purpose which was to get together the leaders of the independent
countries of Asia and Africa so that they might exchange views on matters of common interest and concern.
This we have done. Our discussions have revealed the existence of diversities and differences of opinion among
us, but this was only to be expected, considering the vast geographical area from which the delegates were drawn,
each with his own beliefs, traditions and background.
Even though we could not reach epoch-making decisions, the fact that we could freely and frankly air our differences is a useful thing in itself. Such an exchange cannot fail to produce better understanding between ourselves. In
this troubled world, beset with suspicion, mistrust and misunderstanding, the achievement of even a little better understanding in any part of it must be regarded as a move towards stability and peace.
Another factor which precluded the reaching of historic decisions is the fact that most of us represented here are
in no position to exercise much influence on the course of world events. We could have passed high-sounding resolutions here, but the world—despite the fact that we represent nearly two-thirds of its population—would have
taken little notice of them. This is due to our general weakness, and here I refer not to military weakness alone.
*
The lesson to be drawn from this is that we must all of us develop our internal strength before we can expect to
have a more effective say in the running of the affairs of this planet of ours.
Some of the subjects discussed were highly-controversial. Some of the remarks made could have been regarded
as provocative, even if that was not the intention. It is no secret that at times the Conference. reached what seemed
a deadlock, but nevertheless, the moderation, the patience, the perseverance and the skill displayed by the distinguished delegates enabled us to find our way out of them and to reach common ground—for instance, the concrete
demonstration of peaceful co-existence.
For many of us, this was our first experience of an international conference of this size. I think it will have
proved to be a valuable experience. For a variety of reasons, which I need not enumerate here, most of us have in
the past tended to live in little worlds of our own. Such knowledge as we had of the outside world was theoretical.
Particpation in this Conference has brought home to us the practical realisation that there is a world outside our
own borders, a world even in Asia and Africa of diversity--diversity of belief, tradition, background and outlook.
We learned that problems which to us appeared simple and straight-forward, had a different appearance to our
friends, and we learned to appreciate the need for taking into account their attitudes and feelings and to make ad justments.
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In other words, it was a lesson in human relations and human nature applied to the international sphere.
*
In conclusion, I should like to say that it has been an honour and a privilege for me to meet so many of the distinguished leaders of Asia and Africa at this Conference.
I have been impressed by the erudition of many of the speeches and the wisdom which they reflect. If only the
world would respond to the ideas and suggestions which underlie these speeches, at least part of the existing tensions and suspicions would be removed.
In bidding you farewell, I wish each and every one of you a safe and speedy return to your homes.
279.195 1. The Small Nations In World Affairs (Uppsala University, Sweden, May 6, 1962) 2. The United Nations And The Birth Of New Nations (Williams College, The United States of America, June 10, 1962)\fn{ by U
Thant (1909-1974)} Pantanaw, Maubin District, Ayeyarwady Region, Myanmar (M) 7
1
Seventeen years ago, when the statesmen of the world gathered at San Francisco and tried to work out a world
organization to establish peace on secure foundations, the international situation was very different from what it is
today. The Conference was naturally dominated by the three greatest military powers, the United States, the Soviet Union and Britain. There was a wide-spread belief at that time that, if only these Big Three could be brought
together in an international organization, there would be no fear of another world war, and even small brush-fire
wars could be banished.
In the wake of the most catastrophic war in the history of mankind, humanity had a new vision: it saw the
glimmer of dawn of a warless world. The tragic history of the League of Nations was still fresh in the minds of
these statesmen who realized that the League failed because it did not have sufficient authority to act. There were
many in San Francisco who were familiar with the circumstances leading to the collapse of the League of Nations,
and who realized that the League failed not only because it was lacking in authority but also because it was
lacking in will.
The psychological climate in the Spring of 1945 at San Francisco was one of hope and even optimism; there
was general feeling that the statesmen had learned a bitter lesson of history; the Big Three had emerged victorious
in the colossal war against the Fascist and Nazi dictatorships at tremendous cost; peace had been won, and that
hard-won peace must endure with the continued cooperation of the allies.
*
That hope, that vision and that belief speedily vanished in the years following the war. The causes of the
deterioration in international relations which followed World War II were mainly political and psychologi-cal.
After an all-too-brief period of harmony, the Big Three split among themselves. The United States and Britain
were suspicious of Russian intentions and Russia was suspicious of Western intention. In course of time, the West
moved closer together and established “collective defense pacts.” For her part, Russia too established a cordon of
friendly states around herself and entered into similar “collective defense pacts.”
To ask which side started this process would be unprofitable, since this would generate ceaseless argu ments.
The relevant consideration in this context is that fear and suspicion on both sides generated tensions which came
to be reflected in the United Nations. The Big Powers on the Security Council, which was originally designed as
the chief instrument for maintaining peace and preventing war, have made it an arena of contention and conflict.
The United Nations, like its predecessor the League of Nations, has had several impressive successes to its
credit, but it has not been an unqualified success in its essential purpose to establish the rule of law everywhere.
One fact clearly emerges out of the debates and discussions on major political questions in the United Nations:
ordinarily the Security Council can take effective action only if the United States and the Soviet Union are in
agreement.
It is impossible to conceive in our times of a world authority that could physically eclipse the giant states of the
United States and the Soviet Union. All that seems possible is to employ the strength of the two giants to support
a system of preventing war between other, weaker countries. But how is war to be prevented in disputes between
the two giants themselves?
This is the paramount question of today. In the last resort, there is only the so-called “balance of terror”
between them. No doubt there is also a tacit recognition between them that their interest in world peace is greater
than any of their other political interests. It is only on this premise that serious negotiations can be based.
Herein comes the role of the smaller uncommitted countries like Sweden, which is to develop every means of
strengthening this implicit understanding between the Americans and the Russians, thus making “the last resort”
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increasingly remote.
As far as the United States and the Soviet Union are concerned, the aim for the time being should be to stabi lize and, if possible, to reduce arms stockpiles without disturbing the existing “balance of terror”; to eliminate as
far as possible the risks of surprise attack or of war by accident; to check the development of new weapons, and
the continuous stockpiling of existing ones. In short, the most hopeful approach is through disarmament, starting
with the banning of tests under appropriate and effective control and an agreed system of inspection, as the United
Nations General Assembly has repeatedly favored.
As far as all other powers are concerned, the aim should be to develop the peace-keeping authority of the
United Nations. A member state such as Sweden could greatly increase the usefulness of the United Nations—and
I am indeed very glad to have this opportunity of stating from this forum that Sweden has been playing a very
significant role in this direction. Although the moral authority of the United Nations could be built up by
channelling international activities through this instrument, its efficacy will always require, ultimately, the
supporting enforcement of both the United States and the Soviet Union. In the last analysis it must be a system in
which the two giants must be increasingly involved. Such a development of the United Nations would also serve
to add another brake to the danger of war between the two giants themselves, and forge a permanent link between
them.
I said earlier that the political climate today is very different from that of 1945 when the United Nations was
founded. There are still other important differences between 1945 and 1962. The first of these is the increasing
use and, indeed, diversion of scientific and technological progress for military purposes. The atom bomb and the
hydrogen bomb were not generally known in the Spring of 1945. I do not know whether the scientists at that time
who were engaged in this field of research realized that large-scale atomic warfare might so poison the world as to
destroy our civilization. Certainly it did not enter into the minds of those planning a new order.
Looking back over the years one would have thought that by now these obvious risks in our present situation
would have become apparent to everyone. The best hopes for peace are now placed in maintaining a “balance of
terror” but this balance is beginning to look like an illusion. It is surely time to return to the common-sense conclusion that peace and security cannot be achieved without first reaching agreements between East and West to
halt the arms race. The arms race not only feeds on itself but creates in every country an attitude of mind which
makes agreements impossible.
The time has come for statesmen to say firmly that they do not believe in an indefinite con tinuation of the
delicate balance of terror. This balance seems to me to be purely a theoretical conception when considered in the
light of political reality. The reality is that neither the United States nor the Soviet Union will deliberately seek a
nuclear war, though they may be plunged into one by accident, and the sensible course is to try to prevent
accidents by limiting the arms race and reducing the areas of dispute.
Neutralization of certain areas seems to be a welcome trend in international negotiations. In 1955, the Great
Powers, including the Soviet Union, signed a treaty which neutralized Austria. In 1960, they signed a treaty
neutralizing Antarctica. A year later they were prepared to guarantee the neutralization of Laos.
The importance of neutralization does not lie solely in the creation of buffer states, valuable though that is.
Neutralization is a form of territorial disarmament, a partial dismantling of the great military machines whose
destructive powers have now become so terrifying. Each act of neutralization, therefore, is a kind of pilot project
for the comprehensive disarmament that alone can rid the world of fear and suspicion.
These are among the great issues of the 1960’s which were never thought of when the United Nations was
founded. Nor had the world’s statesmen contemplated the tremendous advance in national self-consciousness first
in Asia and then in Africa, the ending of colonialism and the long-existing hegemony of Europe.
*
The world of 1945, like the world of the League of Nations, was essentially the world of Europe, and of the
Americas. Asia and Africa were just mere appendages of Europe. Apparently no thought was given at that time to
the prospect of emerging nations of these two continents.
Today half of the members of the United Nations are from Asia and Africa. One observes a growing
nervousness in the West about the rise in membership of the Asian-Africans in the world organization. But surely
the best interests of the West are ill served by sour comments about newly independent coun tries in Asia and
Africa. Such an attitude is a poor tribute to the generations of dedicated and idealistic Westerners who worked
precisely toward the ultimate goal of independence, even if they did not know it was going to be reached so early.
Nor is it fair to expect those countries at their present stage to express frequently and vociferously their
gratitude for what the West did for them. Many newly independent countries still retain bitter memories of the
past. In some cases independence was too long postponed, causing a mood of frustration and desperation among
freedom fighters. If a country has to fight too long and too hard to win an independence which comes too late,
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then some extreme forces more hostile to their old masters come to the surface and become more dominant.
But by and large these new states which now constitute half the membership of the United Nations generally
share democratic ideas, including the liberal concepts of objectivity, tolerance and the rule of law, and are rarely
attracted by dogmas alien to their way of life. With just a little imagination both the East and the West could find
in the building up of the United Nations authority a common platform with these newly-emerging nations, for
many of whom this would be the best guarantee of their independence. For the Western powers it would be the
rational sequel in world politics to their renunciation of control over their far-flung empires. It would, moreover,
pave the way for new techniques of international relationship within the framework of a growing United Nations.
A mature sense of responsibility was first demonstrated by the Asian-African countries in the historic Bandung
Conference seven years ago. Nearly half of the 29 countries attending that conference were not members of the
United Nations at that time. Surprisingly enough, support for the United Nations was one of the first principles
endorsed. The keynote of the Bandung Conference was moderation and a surprising degree of unanimity was
achieved in the final declarations. Countries with different ideological and social systems went on record as
favoring closer and friendlier relations.
I believe that all small countries everywhere have the same interest in the maintenance of peace and the development of a more effective international instrument for that purpose. The record of Sweden in the United Nations
is an unmistakable demonstration of this attitude. Most of the small countries care passionately about peace.
Many of them are aroused to furious protest against, say, racial discrimination as against all explosions of atomic
and hydrogen bombs.
For it is all part of the same compassion for humanity and the same commitment to a belief in the future of
man. This philosophy which is increasingly in evidence all over the world is an affirmation of community of
interest, a mass declaration that human beings must learn to understand one another even if they cannot agree with
one another or like one another. It is a challenge to the conscience of the present society—a society characterized
by fear, suspicion, frustration and bitterness.
I am in complete agreement with my distinguished predecessor Mr. Dag Hammarskjold when he said that it is
the small nations, rather than the Great Powers, which need the protection the United Nations can give. If the
West were to set about strengthening the United Nations authority upon the basis of this widely shared common
interest, the possibility of effective United Nations intervention for the peaceful resolution of dangerous situations
will be greatly increased. Disarmament provides an additional reason why the West should try to prepare the
United Nations for a more positive role. Agreed disarmament, which all the major governments profess to want,
requires as its inescapable condition the establishment of an international authority with substantial powers.
To do so, the first requisite is mutual confidence. The build-up of confidence can be successful only if the
United Nations is made to reflect adequately the interests and aspirations of all members large and small. In this
context the role of the small nations is still more significant. One of their functions in the United Nations should
be to build bridges between East and West—to interpret the East to the West and the West to the East, and thus
strengthen the very foundation on which this world organization is built.
Based on these premises let us consider the future of the United Nations.
*
First we must realize that the world is facing a situation which is entirely unprecedented. The situation of
mutual deterrence which has preserved an uneasy peace during the past few years is not in itself likely to produce
continuing stability. The more the two Great Powers struggle to perfect their deterrents, the less likely it is that
they will dare to use them to deal with anything except a direct attack on themselves. Tension and the dangers of
an accidental calamity will rise higher and higher. Lasting security cannot be produced by this policy.
Therefore, the development of the United Nations as a really effective instrument of preventing war is of
primary importance to every one of us. Every man or woman should not only ask himself or herself what he or
she is going to do in the world, but also ask,
“Will there be a world in which I can live?”
The second great fact of our times is that the whole world is closely linked as never before in the history of
mankind. It is not true to say that Russia and the West have no interest in common. Both have the one great
overriding interest in preserving peace and avoiding total war. Once that fact is recognized, it may be possible to
begin the slow, painful and extremely difficult task of constructing some agreed system of disarmament,
inspection and control to replace the present international anarchy. It is not too much to hope that the small
uncommitted nations will take the lead in this very necessary historic enterprise within the framework of the
United Nations.
Another great fact of our times is the myth of the absolute sovereign state. Up to the First World War, Britannia
ruled the waves with a very powerful navy. She was, in fact, more than an absolute sovereign state: she was also
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the nerve-center of a great empire. The United States, separated from possible aggressors by great oceans, was
safe and could afford to be sovereign and isolationist. The same could be said of many other countries with
varying degrees of strength and stability.
In San Francisco, seventeen years ago, the assembled statesmen of the world clung to this myth. They still con ceived it possible to have a peaceful world consisting of a number of armed sovereign states clinging to their
sovereign status without any thought of abandoning one iota of this sovereignty. If the United Nations is to grow
into a really effective instrument for maintaining the rule of law, the first step must be the willingness of the
member states to give up the concept of the absolute sovereign state in the same manner as we individuals give up
our absolute right to do just what we please, as an essential condition of living in an organized society.
The individual has to submit to the rules laid down by the authorities, and every one of us has to pay this price
as a condition of living. While the sovereignty of each of us is limited to what is necessary in the interest of the
community, one retains the domestic rights for the purpose of regulating one’s home life.
Similarly, in the community of nations it is increasingly important to restrict the sovereignty of states, even in a
small way to start with. This restriction may involve the renunciation of the threat or the use of force as an instru ment of policy, the reduction of armed forces and the undertaking to submit disputes to the arbitration of an international judiciary. Even where member states of the United Nations have voluntarily agreed to such restric tions
on their absolute freedom of action, the United Nations has no authority at present to enforce them.
It seems to me that the United Nations must develop in the same manner as every sovereign state has done. If
the United Nations is to have a future, it must assume some of the attributes of a state. It must have the right, the
power and the means to keep the peace. In this historic task the small countries have a significant role to play.
*
In fact, the small nations have more than one role to play in this regard. First of all, as I have already noted,
they are to play the part of a bridge between the Big Powers, especially in issues which are of global interest. For
example, the Disarmament Conference could not get going for many years, so long as its membership was confined to the principal protagonists in the armaments race. It will be generally agreed that the issue of disarmament
is of interest not only to the major military powers but to the entire world; in fact, it is one of the central
responsibilities of the United Nations under the Charter.
This responsibility was ultimately reflected by the addition of eight countries—outside of the major power
blocs—to the Disarmament Conference, and since then there is more hope of progress than there was before. The
same is true of nuclear testing, because the effects of fall-out are universal. In all such issues the small nations
have a legitimate role in trying to bridge the gap between the extreme positions which are too often taken—for the
record, at any rate—by the major powers.
The other role of the small nations is to give expression, so to speak, to the still, small voice. More often self
interest, rather than conscience, “makes cowards of us all” and prevents us from speaking out the truth as we see
it. It is again a proper role for the small nations to speak the truth as they see it, and let the chips fall where they
may. This attitude was shown repeatedly by many of the small nations, and not necessarily the Asian-Africans
alone, during the sixteenth session of the General Assembly. I hope that for the future too the small nations will
not be either overawed by their more powerful friends, or cowed by threats into silence, and that they will
continue to speak out when the occasion demands.
Both these roles—I might even say, functions—of the small nations were exemplified by my distinguished
predecessor, the late Dag Hammarskjold. Over the years his role as a bridge builder was so successful that it
became a common practice, when any difficult situation came along, for the major organs to say in so many
words “Leave it to Dag.” His “quiet diplomacy” was one of the most successful ways of bridging the gap between
extreme positions, and in his own quiet and unobtrusive way he played the part of bridge builder to perfection.
Even more significant was his role as the authentic voice of the conscience of humanity. Many times he had to
speak out when others were inclined to be silent. Perhaps the most notable example was when he declared on 31
October 1956,
This afternoon I wish to make the following declaration: The principles of the Charter are, by far, greater than the
Organization in which they are embodied, and the aims which they are to safeguard are holier than the policies of any
single nation or people. As a servant of the Organization the Secretary-General has the duty to maintain his usefulness
by avoiding public stands on conflicts between member nations unless and until such an action might help to resolve
the conflict.
However, the discretion and impartiality thus imposed on the Secretary-General by the character of his immediate
task, may not degenerate into a policy of expediency. He must also be a servant of the principles of the Charter, and its
aims must ultimately determine what for him is right and wrong.
For that he must stand. A Secretary-General cannot serve on any other assumption that that—within the necessary
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limits of human frailty and honest differences of opinion—all member nations honor their pledge to observe all articles
of the Charter. He should also be able to assume that those organs which are charged with the task of upholding the
Charter, will be in a position to fulfill their task.

But this was not the only occasion. Increasingly during the last two years of his tenure, which was so cruelly
cut short by a tragic fate, he spoke out on major issues and was listened to with respect, even by those who, by
implication, disagreed with him. I wish, at this place where he studied and grew to manhood, to place on record
this tribute to him and to his memory, and to his great contribution to the international community.
2
I am most grateful to Williams College for honoring me with the degree of Doctor of Laws honoris causa and
also for giving me this opportunity to say a few words at the end of the commencement exercise.
Only three days ago the General Assembly of the United Nations resumed its Sixteenth Session in order to deal
with the question of Ruanda-Urundi and I feel that it might be appropriate for me to say a few words on this
occasion on the role of this world organization in bringing new nations into being.
The principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples is one of the basic principles and purposes of
the Charter. The Charter contemplates that non-self-governing territories may gradually emerge as full members
of the international community, and has emphasized that those administrations in charge of non-self-governing
territories should
recognize the principle that the interests of the inhabitants of these territories are paramount, and accept as a sacred
truth the obligation to promote to the utmost the well-being of the inhabitants of these territories and to this end … to
develop self-government … and to assist them in the progressive development of their free political institutions.

In addition, as you are no doubt aware, the United Nations established, under its own authority, an international
trusteeship system with the basic objective of promoting
the political, economic, social, and educational advancement of the inhabitants of the trust territories and their
progressive development toward self-government or independence as may be appropriate. …

As a result of this preoccupation by the United Nations with the attainment of self-government by non-selfgoverning and trust territories, we have seen a remarkable expansion of the membership of the United Nations
during its history of 16 years. Thus, the membership of the United Nations, which was 55 in 1946, stands today at
the figure of 104, with the prospect of at least five or six new members joining us before the end of the year.
In this connection I would like to recall that my own country, Burma, emerged as an independent and
sovereign state only in January 1948 and became a member of the United Nations in the same year. The 1950’s
may well be called the decade of Asia because the number of Asian countries who were members of the United
Nations at the beginning of the decade was 9 and the number at the end of the decade was 15.
Similarly the 1960’s will surely go down in history as the decade of Africa, because, of the 22 new members
who have joined the United Nations since 1 January 1960, 19 are from the African continent and it also seems
fairly clear that in the future the majority of our new members will be African states.
*
I could, of course, be more specific and describe in detail the role of the United Nations in the birth of new
nations, but the facts are too well known to need repetition. It is mainly in the field of trusteeship that the United
Nations has direct responsibility, and a number of trust territories which were former mandates of the League of
Nations have been guided toward independence under the watchful eyes of the Trusteeship Council and the
General Assembly.
Ruanda-Urundi is the latest instance of a trust territory gradually emerging toward independence and before
long we will probably have two new independent nations born out of this trust territory.
In addition to such direct assistance, the debates in the General Assembly and in the Trusteeship Council have
generally created a climate which is favorable to the emergence of independent nations, after long periods of
colonial rule. I am almost certain that, without the pressure of international public opinion which was thus created
and developed, many of these newly independent countries might still be only on the road to self-government and
would not have arrived at nationhood so quickly. This process, will, I am sure, continue.
While on this subject I would like to refer very briefly to certain aspects of colonialism. A great debate has
been going on for decades as to whether the imperialist method has morally justified itself: whether the impact of
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Western civilization has brought more blessings than disadvantages to the subject peoples.
The colonial record can claim, with some justification, to have controlled or eliminated some of the worst
aspects of primitive life in certain parts of the world. It has introduced hospitals and better sanitation. It has
attempted to combat ignorance as well as disease. It has brought improved methods of transport and communica tion. Many other material accomplishments can be enumerated.
Nevertheless, against these substantial benefits must be reckoned many features and tendencies which have
counteracted these progressive influences. Chief among them is the fact that, in the past at any rate, the primary
motive of the colonial power in developing the natural resources of a colony was its own commercial profit.
Consequently, the greater part of the wealth obtained from the colony went into the pockets of the colonial
investors. Further, the colonies remained essentially as primary producers, with little industrial development.
There is still another disturbing feature of colonialism.
Whatever advantages may have been gained by native societies consequent on the impact of a new civilization,
they were offset by the fact that the colonizers often kept themselves aloof from native society. Very few of them
bothered to learn the language of the people, or made a real effort to understand the indigenous culture. Wherever
it existed, this aloofness and cultural exclusiveness created resentment, particularly in the minds of the educated
subject peoples.
One very significant feature of independence movements is that, when independence is too long delayed, a
mood of frustration and desperation sets in, and then some extreme forces come to the surface and gain the upper
hand. This certainly does not help the cause of healing old wounds, or bridging the gulf between the past and the
future.
The role of the United Nations therefore should be not only to help expedite the emergence of new nations, but
also to create conditions which will help establish friendly relations between the new nations and their former
masters as also with other fellow members of the world organization.
*
While the United Nations can look back with satisfaction on the important role it has played in bringing these
new nations into being, this historic process has had important effects on the structure and functions of the world
organization.
In the first place the emergence of these new countries has placed an additional responsibility on the United
Nations in regard to their economic development. These countries, having become masters in their own house,
have had to face serious economic problems and have turned for assistance to the United Nations and the
international community. It is a heartening feature that in the last decade there has been a greatly increased sense
of responsibility on the part of the international community and, especially, the economically advanced countries.
During this decade we have witnessed a tremendous increase in the volume of international aid, some of it
channeled through multilateral institutions such as the United Nations and its family of specialized agencies
including the International Bank, but most of it has been bilateral. Recently the General Assembly adopted
resolutions calling upon the advanced countries to set aside 1 per cent of their national income for the economic
advancement of the less developed countries.
The Sixteenth Session of the General Assembly also decided to designate the next 10 years as the United
Nations Development Decade and you will hear a great deal more about what we plan to do to assist the less
developed countries in stepping up their economic development at the summer session of the Economic and
Social Council.
Apart from the increase of such constructive activity, especially in the economic and social field, the United
Nations has been called upon to assume tremendous political responsibilities as a result of the birth of some of
these new nations.
I have in mind particularly the Congo, which has become one of our most important operations during the last
two years. The responsibilities entrusted to the United Nations in regard to the Congo, beginning with the Security
Council resolutions in July 1960, were completely novel besides being extremely onerous.
While this is not the occasion for me to deal at any length with the Congo problem, I think it will be generally
conceded that the United Nations has played a significant part in preserving the sovereignty, independence, unity
and territorial integrity of this new republic located in the very heart of Africa. The Congo is one of the hotly
debated issues both within and outside the United Nations and it occupies a great deal of my time and energies, as
also that of my colleagues.
To those who are dissatisfied with the slow pace of progress in the Congo I would like to say only this: let us
just look at the Congo picture today, with the possibility of the peaceful integration of the last of the secessionist
provinces, and compare it with the situation this time last year, when practically two-thirds of the coun try was
outside the control of the Central Government and in fact we had no legitimate Central Government to deal with.
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Today we have a legally constituted Central Government under the able leadership of Prime Minister Adoula,
and we have only one province out of six still striving to maintain some form of separate identity. But it is a
matter for congratulation that, during the last 22 months, not one member government of the United Na tions has
recognized this secessionist state, and there are now good prospects that this secession will be ended by peaceful
negotiation between the Provincial President and the Prime Minister.
*
One consequence, of course, of the emergence of these new countries, especially from Africa and Asia, has
been that the United Nations has made greater progress toward universality during the last decade than would
have been considered possible 10 years ago. This, I am sure you will agree, is a good development. At the same
time it has led to all kinds of complaints that the Afro-Asians are now running the United Nations, in fact, running
away with it; and there arc certain proposals for weighted voting.
It seems strange to me that some of these suggestions about weighted voting come from countries which in
their own domestic politics attach the greatest importance to democratic principles including the principle of one
vote per adult human being, be he rich or poor, strong or weak, learned or ignorant.
It also seems strange that these critics of the United Nations should ignore one of the fundamental principles of
the Charter, which states that
the Organization is based on the principle of the sovereign equality of all its Members

as also the principle of
equal rights of nations, large and small.

I hope that this criticism of the United Nations is only a passing phase and before long even the critics will
realize that the interests of humanity are best served by a universal organization practicing the true principles of
democracy on the international plane.
25.56 Her Husband Or Her Money\fn{by Thien Pe Myint (1914-1978)} Budalin, Monywa District, Sagaing Region,
Myanmar (M) 9
1
A very strong gale had blown up. The banyan and tamarind trees and even the great acacias were bending and
swaying, while the smaller trees and bushes were practically prostrate, just like little chickens cringing in fear of a
kite.
To the west of Thi-bin-aing village, the main branch of the banyan tree was broken. On the eastern side, the tall
sugar palm was lying flat. To the south, the big acacia tree had come crashing down with a loud groan. All the
little tinkling bells\fn{A note reads: These are small bells with tongues shaped like banyan leaves hung on the umbrella at the top of
the pagoda.} on the pagoda at the top of the village had come adrift, and the sheets of corrugated iron from the roof
of the burial ground rest-house had flown off in the gusty wind just like soaring aeroplanes. U To’s house, U
Hpaung’s hut, Aunt Hk~n’s granary, and M~ Gun Hmon’s\fn{ Imperfect scans.} house were all gaping open with
their roofs off.
Was the god of the wind drunk with toddy palm wine to make him so wild and rough? The howling gale did
not stop until after midnight, but as the wind died down there were flashes of lightning and loud claps of thunder.
Before long it was raining. The next morning, the whole village was astir as it became light. People had to go
rounding up the pieces of thatching and woven bamboo walls which had taken it upon themselves to leave their
own houses and go off visiting others.\fn{ A note reads: Literally: “they had to go out and collect Mr. Palm Leaf (roofing) and
Miss Woven Bamboo (walling), who had left their own houses to go and visit others.” } All the tamarind leaves had been blown
down, and those from U Hpaung’s house were all mixed up together with the ones from Aunt Hk~n’s house. The
rubbish from the whole village, having floated away on the water, collected on the road in front of the house of
the Headman, U Hpo Win, and seemed to be saying:
“Headman, Sir, we have come to pay our taxes to you.”
The roof of Aunt Sein’s house was just a gaping hole, and all that remained were a few bamboo rafters. Aunt
Sein, who would have been no more than forty-five, was a rich widow. She owned two large areas of land for
mixed crops near the river, as well as assorted cordia myxa plantations with their rich soil, and had also inherited
from her husband a collection of paddy fields at Kyauk Myei. She used to give loans to the poor people but
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demanded an excessive amount of goods in return, such as beans, sesamum, or oil. When she lent out money for
interest, her interest rate was ten per cent. And when she was demanding repayment of loans she could be quite
pitiless, and would take possession of carts, bullocks, and houses if she could not get her money.
When a hsun-taung-pwe\fn{A note reads: A hsun-taung-pwe is a ceremony in which food is offered to the monks (hsun, cooked
rice for the monks; taung, pouring, i.e., into the begging bowl; pwe, ceremony). The act of giving, and especially of giving to the monks, is
very important to the Buddhist since it is one way in which he may build up merit which will strengthen his kan or destiny, and thus assist
him, in his future existences, to attain the state of Neik-ban or Nirvana to which he aspires.} was being held in the village to offer

food to the monks, whereas most people gave fried cakes, beans, steamed fish, and various sweet breads, Aunt
Sein could afford to offer richer confections like little savory puffs, sweet fried bread plaits, Indian sweets, as well
as coconuts and bananas.
Aunt Sein and her husband U Hnget Kyi had been married for a very long time, but they had had no children.
Although she would have liked to marry again, she kept her desire for a husband in check, because the only
prospective masters of her house she could find hadn’t even a penny to their names\fn{ Literally: did not even have a
bundle of cloth.} and would have just frittered away all her wealth. If she had set in a pair of balance scales her
desire for a husband against her fear that her money would be used up, her fear would weigh the heavier.
But today, it seemed that it was just because she had no husband that her roof had to be gaping open like this.
She had no one to put a roof on for her or give her a hand. And last night, it seemed that it was just because she
was by herself, without a husband, that she had to go and lose a pearl ear-ring while she was trying to keep out of
the rain. Aunt Sein felt helpless and sad, but especially she felt in need of a man. However, from the time she had
firmly closed the tempting pot which said that it would be good to have a husband, with the lid which said all her
money would be wasted, no whiff of the advantages of a loving husband was able to get out.
As soon as it was light, having bought five mat’s worth\fn{A note reads: Before 1952 the Indian monetary system (rupees
and annas) was used in Burma. One mat was equal to four annas, i.e., a quarter of one rupee. (The rupee is now known as the kyat and is
divided into 100 pya.)} of toddy palm leaves, she had sent for her paddy field laborers Maung San Ei, Maung Aung

Ban, Maung Hpo Ni and Haung Hla Dan, and set them to putting the roof on the house. By the time the monks
had received their morning offerings and returned to the monastery,\fn{ A note reads: This is one of the idiomatic
expressions of time found in Burmese, and it means that the time was about 9 a.m. Cf. thu-nge-eik-hseik-ahein (children’s bed- time), about
8 p.m.; lalin-pyan-gyein (time when young men return from courting), about 10 p.m.; lu-ahei-teik-ahein (time at which the human foot is
silent), about 11 p.m.; kyet-u-dun (earliest cock’s crow), about 2 a.m.} the roofing of the house was almost complete, and

there remained only the ridge of the roof. She prepared a meal of pork and cooked pumpkin, sour bean salad, and
dried venison with fried chillies to give the men.
While they were eating, U Kyauk Lon arrived. He was a widower. Previously he had been a country broker,
but now he traded in skins. His two sons had both married and left home, and he had lots of friends in Kyauk-o,
Kok-ko-zv, Kyet-yo-gon, Nyaang-gan and many other villages. Although the skin trade was not particularly
lucrative, he could keep himself comfortably in food and clothes. And he was still only about fifty years old.
When he saw the roof, U Kyauk Lon called out:
“Haven’t they fixed the ridge of the roof on yet?”
Aunt Sein heard his voice and came outside from the kitchen.
“Is that you, U Kyauk Lon? What are you doing here?”
U Kyauk Lon smiled at the question.
“Why? Aren’t you pleased to see me? I’ve come because I heard your house was being roofed.”
“Oh, I see. Well, that’s all right, then. What about having something to eat\fn{ Literally: come and have some rice.}
now? I’ve fried some dried venison.”
“Please don’t bother.”
“No, no! I’ve cooked plenty. There’s enough for you. Come on, wash your hands and come and join us. We’ll
all fit round the table.”
Because she was so insistent, Hpo Kyauk Lon, who was highly delighted, washed his hands in the rice washing pot, joined them and tucked in heartily.
When they had finished eating, they each smoked a big maize-leaf cheroot. Then, while U Kyauk Lon stripped
some bark for tying up the thatching, Aunt Sein, who was sitting near him, put the strips of bark into a bowl of
water. After a while, as he was splitting a palm leaf with his whittling knife, he began:
“Me Sein, you didn’t tell me sooner, so I got here too late. When there is something you need done, just ask me
to come and do it. Don’t hesitate. You haven’t got a husband to rely on, so just ask me, as you would a member of
your own family.”
“It’s very kind of you to say that, but since we weren’t related, I didn’t like to ask you to help.” As she spoke,
she pushed down into the water the pieces of bark fibre that were floating and bobbing on the surface.
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“Me Sein, it is not only relatives who can be of help to those near and dear to them; you should turn to people
like me. The most important factor in getting things done is friendship, don’t you agree?”
Just as he was warming to his subject, Maung San Ei interrupted, saying:
“Aunt Sein, we are going up onto the roof now.”
“Yes, yes. Try to get it finished before the monastery bell rings,” said Aunt Sein, giving him the strips of fibre.
Kyauk Lon followed Aunt Sein.
“Me Sein, I’m going up onto the roof too.”
“No, please don’t. You’ll fall and break something. Let hale and hearty men do the job.”
“Young men may be strong, but you can’t beat an old hand like me. Out of the way, I’m going up!”\fn{ A note
reads: In translating conversational passages into English, it is not always possible to give a literal translation. In Burmese, many nuances
of mood can be expressed by the use of various personal appellations and interjections; formality and informality, politeness and
familiarity, respect and disrespect, can all be indicated in this way, and a literal translation would not give their true meaning. Therefore,
in order to convey more accurately the sense and mood of the original, it is sometimes necessary to alter the English translation slightly .}

“Oh, don’t go up, please don’t go up. This is all very laudable, my dear sir, but you’re not as young as all that.
Don’t go up. I can’t bear to watch.”
“What is there to be frightened of? I want to go up and do this for you, even if I fall and die. I really do want to
fix the ridge on your roof for you. Do you agree?”
As Hpo Ni caught the sound of his voice questioning eagerly, he poked Hla Dan in the ribs, and picked up the
palm leaves. They finished roofing the house that day.
2
U Kyauk Lon knew how well off Aunt Sein was. As for himself business was not going very well, and he was
hard put to it to earn his living by trading in skins. Although he was fifty years old, he felt that he still needed
someone to carry his offerings when he was going to observe duty-days.\fn{ A note reads: There are four duty days in each
lunar month, falling on the new moon, the eighth of the waxing moon, the full moon, and the eighth of the waning moon. Observance of a
duty day includes a visit to the monastery or pagoda, the offering of food to the monks, the taking of the Eight Precepts instead of the usual
Five [not to kill, steal, lie, commit adultery, or drink intoxicating liquor]as well as devotional activities such as meditation, religious
reading, sermons and discussion.} also needed someone to cook his meals for him at regular times. He felt that he

deserved to have someone to roll his cheroots for him and weave his longyis. When he saw other married couples
living together, going about together, he envied them whether they were young and fresh or old and wizened. This
was why he felt drawn to Aunt Sen: she had money, she was exactly the right age for him, her complexion was
fair, her flesh was youthful, rounded and plump, in fact she was most desirable. He loved her. He adored her. He
was seized by a great feeling of sympathy for her. To cut a long story short, he wanted her now, before Lent.\fn{ A
note reads: The Buddhist Lent, or Wa, is observed for three to four months during the rainy season. Religious duties are strictly observed,
monks are supposed to confine themselves to their monasteries, laymen often go into retreat, and young boys who have been initiated into
the novitiate in ceremonies spend a few days, a whole Lent, or longer in the monasteries. During this time, too, no celebrations are held
and no marriages take place, hence U Kyauk Lon’s desire to get married before the full moon of Wa which heralds the beginning of Lent.}

Because of this, he went round to see Aunt Sein at every opportunity. Just as mint is added to give spice, he
was in the habit of spicing all his ordinary everyday remarks to her with hints and suggestions of love.
One evening as the sun was just setting, Aunt Sein sat on the charpoy in front of her house, skinning the
soaked and swollen beans. U Kyauk Lon arrived, and sat down next to her. Aunt Sein offered him a cheroot. U
Kyauk Lon, who was usually very talkative, was rather pensive, and seemed to have something on his mind. She
noticed that he kept on swallowing and clearing his throat. He puffed at his big cheroot until clouds of smoke
appeared. Aunt Sein could see that U Kyauk Lon was ill at ease, but she pretended not to notice, and started
talking.
“There are a lot of bad ones in this lot of beans …”
“Yes, there are a lot of bad ones. So U Meik preached that there are many bad people in the world, just as there
are many bad beans. If you really look closely, there are so many stupid and useless people in this world of ours.
For instance, there is Maung Hkwet Kyi, a drunkard, in that house to the south of us, and on the other side of us
there is Maung Chon and his family who claim to be monastery patrons,\fn{ A note reads: A monastery patron is one who,
to gain ku-tho (merit), has built a monastery and is therefore a respected person .} yet they go in for cock-fighting; and what
about U Byaw Wi, there he is still gambling at cards even though he has one foot in the grave. In this village there
aren’t many men like me, living simply and honestly, and abiding by the Five Precepts. I’m not saying this
because it’s me I’m talking about; in this world of ours, good men like me are few and far between.”
As he was speaking, Aunt Sein sighed deeply.
“My dear husband Hnget Kyi was a good honest man, too. He never once drank toddy palm wine. Nor did he
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play cards. He never played a mean trick on anyone. Poor fellow, he was simple and honest. He was so kind to
me, and indulged my every whIm. He looked after me and really was a perfect husband. May the Lord Buddha
and all the spirits see that his soul rests in peace.”
As she spoke, with her knuckle she rubbed away the tears that had started to well up in his eyes.
“Yes, indeed. I pray that my good friend may rest in peace. He really was a good and honest man.”
“That’s why I can’t forget him. I miss him very much, U Kyauk Lon.”
“I was thinking about him too, just today.”
“But it is more than just missing him; it is so difficult for me now, as I have to do all the jobs which he did
when he was alive.”
“Of course you feel lost without him. I’ll tell you something. Will you listen?”
“Yes, go on.”
“There are some jobs which women shouldn’t have to do, such as collecting in the produce and claiming debts.
They are major tasks. The workers aren’t afraid of you as they were of Ko Hnget Kyi, and they probably cheat
when they give you the crops. If they say the yield was only ninety baskets when in fact it was a hundred, you
have to believe them. You can’t go and check. So, since this is the position, you should look for someone reliable
and …” he said, and puffed deeply at his cheroot again.
“And then what? I should have to pay him a lot.”
“I didn’t mean an employee. What I meant was that you should find a straight-forward honest man and marry
him.”
At these words, Aunt Sein pursed her lips with disapproval.
“Oh, no, please don’t try to make me take another husband,” she said, looking terrified at the prospect.
“Think it over, my dear, because you are still young. Your wealth will just diminish if you haven’t got a
husband. It is not becoming to you to be without a husband. You’re like a picture without a frame.\fn{ Literally: a
basket without a rim.} Now if you had a husband, you wouldn’t feel so helpless and lonely, your difficulties would
disappear, and your riches would not be in danger. Take my word for it, I’m giving you good advice.”
“Dear Kyauk Lon, I don’t want a husband. And if I did want one, I wouldn’t be able to find one who would
work for me honestly and help me make money,” she answered, putting the bean husks into the sieve.
“If you decide to marry, you’ll be able to find someone. It won’t be difficult.”
“Not difficult! I can’t see anyone at all.”
“Come, come. You don’t need to look far. You can’t see your own ear with your eye, but you know it’s there
because you can feel it with your hand. There is someone who is just like that. Now, you say you can’t see anyone
suitable. Just put out your hand and feel who’s sitting on the same board, right next to you,” he said, and his face
broke into a broad grin.
Aunt Sein’s face clouded over and she burst out furiously:
“Go, go away. Don’t come to my house any more! And if this is your attitude, don’t come asking me to go out
with you ever again!”
“Me Sein, dear, please don’t take offence. I have been really fond of you for a long time. Since Ko Hnget Kyi
passed away, I have been fond of you.”
“You horrid brute, go away! I hope you meet a ghastly death. Get out! Go away! And don’t come back. I don’t
want to see you again.”
“Please think it over, Me Sein.”
“What is there to think over? Damn you, you vile beast! May vipers bite you. May you be struck by lightning
and go up in flames. Go away, right now!”
“I’m only going when I’ve got you, Me Sein. I swear it, once for all, twice for all. I love you!”
“I told you to go. Haven’t you gone yet? Must I curse and scream? You great pot of lust, you walking corpse
…” She abused him loudly.
“I’m only asking you to be fond of me. Can’t you love me just a little in return? My intentions are quite
honorable. I’m thinking of you as a wife.”
“Now, really! … “honourable” … “as a wife” … “she muttered, grinding her teeth, and she hit out at U Kyauk
Lon with the bean sieve.
"Good heavens, you really are hard hearted … Oh dear! I only spoke because I love you so much. Even if you
don’t love me, you might have a little pity. Even if you don’t love me, couldn’t you try and just show me a little
kindness, a little affection? That was a cruel thing to do … Ouch, it hurts … Me Sein, you are as heartless and
unfeeling as your name!”\fn{A note reads: The word sein in Burmese can mean “destitute of natural affection, unfeeling, lnhuman,
savage” as well as the more common meaning of “green.” } He stood up, and started to hum sadly:\fn{ A note reads: This is taken
from a song popular at the time the story was written in 1934.}
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Ever they beset me,
Woes and troubles thick,
For this is what I’m destined for
By my former fate.

As he sang, she realized that, in her violent action, she had gone too far.
“Wait a moment, U Kyauk Lon, I must just say something. Sit down, please. You really were taking liberties. I
was thinking of you as a relative, someone I could turn to, and that’s why I reacted as I did when you spoke in
that foolish manner.”
“Me Sein, no matter whether they’re old or young, how can you put man and woman, male and female
together and expect them to live as brother and sister or just as good friends? Now. think! Since I am only human,
how can I help loving you? You’re so lovable and desirable. Come now, please try to love me a bit, like I love
you.”
The old charmer spoke very coaxingly.\fn{Literally: he coaxed as an old fowl might coax.}
“It’s impossible, U Kyauk Lon. I can’t love you,” she said as she put the sieve down on the charpoy again.
“You can, my dear, please try to love me, please try, I beg you. I shall die if I don’t have you, I swear to you,”
he said, taking hold of Aunt Sein’s hand which was holding the basin, but she immediately drew it away and
instead hit U Kyauk Lon three times on the head with the big bean basin.
“There! Get away with you, you oaf. You’re a vile animal, you dirty old man! Go away, go on! Take that, and
that!” She was hitting him as she spoke, when some blood appeared from a wound on his forehead. U Kyauk Lon
covered the gash with the palm of his hand, saying”
“Oh my God! How it hurts! Me Sein, oh Me Sein, help me. Ooh, ouch! I feel quite giddy. If you won’t help
me, then nobody will, oh dear! And if you won’t help me, I shall surely die. Oh God! Ow!”
And with these words he toppled over onto the bench.
Aunt Sein opened her eyes wide in fright. She was at her wit’s end as she realized what a difficult position they
were in because of her impetuosity. She began to feel sorry for U Kyauk Lon. How cruel she had been! How
violent! She was desolated that she had beaten him so heartlessly, and she gently helped him to sit up.
“Do you still feel giddy, U Kyauk Lon? Does it hurt? Oh, look how it’s still bleeding,” she said. U Kyauk Lon
just rolled his eyes a little, then said:
“Me Sein, you’ve been cruel and heartless, but I’m not angry with you. Please help me.” He closed his eyes.
“I didn’t mean to be cruel, but you went so far that I couldn’t help losing my temper.”
“Oh, my dearest Sein, I love you so much. Love and hunger know no shame, after all after all.\fn{ A note reads:
This is a common saying which is used by people in love to excuse and justify their acts; it is felt that one should not have to apologize for
one’s behavior—when one is in love, or hungry, or sleepy .} And it is because I love you that I couldn’t help blurting it out.

Although you hit me just now, my love for you is not destroyed. Although my body is wounded, my love is
unwavering. Even if you were to strike me with a dagger, my love for you, far from disappearing, would surely
continue, even into the next life!” he said in a supreme effort of eloquence, and he laid his head on Me Sein’s
breast and was still.
Me Sein smiled as she said:
“Is that the truth, my dear Lon?”
“The truth, yes, I swear it.”
“Then I love you too, dearest Lon.” As soon as she said this, U Kyauk Lon looked at her tenderly, as if to say
in the words of the song:
Let’s love each other then, my dear.
My left arm is around you,
And my right arm holds you tight.

3
“My, my, things are looking up. I have dug and chanced upon a treasure which is richer than the treasure of
Shwei Kyo Hpyu himself.\fn{A note reads: Many Burmese people believe that when a materialistic or miserly person dies, he
becomes the guardian spirit of a buried treasure trove. Shwei Kyo Hpyu is one such character from a well-known folk tale which has also
been dramatized.} I must have exceptional merit\fn{A note reads: Since merit is carried on through each existence, U Kyauk Lon is
now assuming that he must have had an excellent store of merit since he has fallen on such good times. An accumulation of merit assures a
happier reincarnation in future existences until eventually one attains the state of Nirvana .} to have found this sort of treasure. I

am in luck … me, in luck! … I shall stop being a skin trader; apart from being tiring, it is demeritorious—not
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honourable work at all. Having suffered so much, I can now enjoy a pleasant life. Me Sein, Me Sein … now I, U
Kyauk Lon, am you husband, aren’t I!”
While he was musing thus, he heard a call from outside the house:
“Rice for the monks.”
He sat up and gently nudged Aunt Sein, who was curled up asleep near him, to wake her.
“Hey, Me Sein … Me Sein … get up … it’s very late. You’ll miss the morning offering of rice.\fn{ A note reads:
Buddhist monks, or novices on their behalf, beg daily for their food, thus giving people an opportunity to build up merit for themselves by
their act of giving. The food is always cooked and often specially prepared. The begging monk comes roughly at the same time each
morning, and the woman knows when she is to have the food ready. If she cannot, for some unforeseen reason, have the cooked food ready,
she borrows some from a neighbor in order not to miss out on this kutho building time.}

Aunt Sein straightened her back and sat up.
“I’ve got the rice, but there isn’t any curry, so I’m too late. The beans which I was going to cook for the
offering all got spilt last night,” she said, and got up to go and wash her face.
“Ah, Me Sein, Me Sein, I love watching you like this with your hair all loose as you move around a little
unsteadily clutching at your htamein-skirt\fn{A note reads: The htamein, or ton-gyi, is the wrapped skirt which is worn by all
Burmese women; with it is worn a blouse called an ein-gyi which is fastened with five buttons. Men also wear a ton-gyi which is knotted in
front and a shirt; on more formal occasions a pahbo (which is like a ton-gyi but made from a longer piece of silk fabric and knotted
differently in front) and a tailored ein-gyi jacket and shirt (without collar and cuffs) would be worn, together with a gaung-baung (which is
a man’s head-dress made out of a long piece of silk wound around a small fitted frame of cane). Both men’s and women’s clothing are
adaptations of the formal court dress which is seen now only on the stage and at festivities and weddings .} and your scarf. Luck has

finally caught up with me. And what is more, people call me a rich man as is fitting; and if you ask whether my
merit is of the kind that brings good results, look at the sort of wealth I have acquired without working for it. I am
going to be very happy. I am going to enjoy myself. I am going to buy lots of silk pahsob to wear, and I am going
to have tailored jackets made of the finest Indian homespun. Oh, how happy I am … what bliss!” he esxclaimed
joyfully as he washed his face.
After they had been living together as husband and wife for some time, U Kyauk Lon began to realize that his
experience was in no way matching up to his expectations. Since he had married a rich person, by his calculations
he should have been having an easy life, but far from it. He had to keep on going into the country to inspect the
cultivated fields, and there were constant arguments with the workers.
Every month he had to make trips to fourteen or fifteen different villages to collect debts. When he was repaid
in kind he had to see to the selling of the produce himself. If he got sesamum, he had to grind it in a mortar,
collect the oil, then sell it, and that was a lot of work. And the pulp had to be made into sesamum seed cakes,\fn{ A
note reads: The pulp of the sesamum seed, which remains after the oil has been extracted, is pressed into cakes which are used as cattle
food.} and that was yet another thing to be dealt with. If he got ground nuts, these had to be dried in the sun, then

shelled and crushed, all the while frightening off the crows. As job piled on job, it got to the stage that he wished
that people wouldn’t give him ground nuts at all.
But that wasn’t the end of it. Every evening he had to carry water from the monastery pond at the top of the
village right to the house. He also had to sweep under the house and in the compound until the sweat poured off
him. Watering all the roselle.plants, chilli bushes, gourd creepers, snake gourds, and duffa plants which grew in
the compound was another big job.
But he could hardly tell Aunt Sein that he didn’t want to do it as this might have implied that she wasn’t
pulling her weight. Aunt Sein collected the firewood herself, and she picked the vegetable leaves for the curry and
cooked the rice. She also dressed the cotton and spun it, set up the loom and did the weaving. She was always
busy.
When he did venture to say, “Me Sein, I’m very tired. Can’t we hire someone to draw the water?” or “Me Sein,
I’ve really had enough. Do I have to work the oil press?” she replied, “Huh, if I had got tired and had enough like
you, I should not be as well off as I am now. If you want to be rich you just have to work.” And so he had to
remain silent.
Sometimes when Aunt Sein returned home carrying firewood on her head and green vegetables slung in a bag
over her shoulder, he would feel very sorry for her seeing her so tired and dripping with perspiration.
“Next time, don’t go and collect the firewood yourself, buy it. If you buy one pya’s worth of green vegetables,
that will be enough for three or four meals. Why wear yourself out?” he would say.
“My dear, if you don’t want to do the job, don’t; I don’t mind what I do so long as it saves us money. That’s all
that matters. Don’t go urging someone who is putting all her energy into a job not to try so hard,” she would reply.
He had trouble too when he wanted to buy a silk pahso.
“U Kyauk Lon, at your age, you don’t want to be buying silk pahsos. If you put on a silk pahso it will be just
like a monkey dressing himself up in the jacket of the great actor Hpo Sein.”\fn{ A note reads: Hpo Sein, who lived from
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1880-1952, was one of the greatest Burmese actors. It is perhaps appropriate to quote a tribute paid to Hpo Sein by Thein Pe Myint on the
occasion of Hpo Sein’s 70 th birthday: “U Po Sein, the dramatist and pagoda-builder. Over the past fifty years this man has been the crown
of Burmese drama and the brightest star in Burmese culture. A man who has enjoyed continuous popularity over this span of years and is
perhaps the most famous living Burman to the people of this country. The past fifty years might justly be called the era of U Po Sein.” }

“Oh Me Sein, how stupid you are! When mixing in society one makes a much better impression in good
clothes and a bit of finery. After all, clothes maketh man, the rim maketh the basket, as the saying goes. Why, if I
am respected, then it enhances your standing too. That’s what I mean.”
“But I’m not interested in impressing people. If what you wanted in the first place was to cut a fine figure, then
you should have looked for another wife. I can’t produce a single pya to buy you a pahso,” she had replied rather
loudly; so up until now he had had to be content with cotton jackets, perhaps of red cotton homespun,\fn{ A note
reads: This fabric, which was woven in Burma out of red thread, was favored by the nationalists who boycotted British goods .} and with
dark blue pahsos, or sometimes a cotton longyi shot with a few threads of silk, sometimes a blue-gray Yaw longyi,\fn{I.e., a longyi from the Yaw period, a standard gray-blue longyi made of cotton.} and on his head just a towel wound
round and never a silk gaung-baung.
In the matter of food, too, there had been no improvement in his situation: dried brinjal, cooked chillies, sour
tamarind soup, roasted dried venison and similar curries; gourd leaves, bean leaves, roselle leaves, vine leaves,
cordia myxa leaves, connarus leaves, cow’s tongue leaves, sour berry fruit, momordica, and other wild fruits, all
cooked in plenty of oil, were still his basic diet, as well as beans of all kinds cooked in all kinds of ways: shelled
and cooked, soaked and fried, boiled and fried with wild leaves cooked in a soup, beans stewed in oil, and so on.
Sometimes, when the nat who watched over his table exerted himself on U Kyauk Lon’s behalf, he was able to eat
pork, dried plums, a little offal or horse meat. If he felt hungry in the middle of the day he had to eat cold left-over
rice, pounded chillies, or roasted beans. Just occasionally he might have some pop corn, poppadums or jaggery.
“Oh dear, what’s the good of becoming a rich man. I have to work so hard and still I go hungry. Wretched
woman, she would have to be so stingy, wouldn’t she! If you so much as touch a piece of her money, she is
absolutely furious,” he complained disconsolately to himself and sighed.
Another time, his nephew Maung Kan Htaik was so much in debt to a Chettiar\fn{ A note reads: A Chettiar is a
member of a caste of traders and money-lenders from southern India .} that he had to put his house up at auction and sell his
carts and cows; U Kyauk Lon wanted to help him and asked Aunt Sein if she would give him about one hundred
kyats. But she had replied angrily:
"My dear U Kyauk Lon, if I am to help all your relatives every time they run out of money, we shall soon be in
trouble. How can I possibly do it? Just take a long look at all your relations. I’m not a millionaire, you know.”
Later, when the time seemed more opportune, U Kyauk Lon tried again:
“There’s something I should like to say, my dear.”
“Go on, say it then. Why are you being so diffident? There’s no need to overdo it.”
“In that case, I’ll say it.”
“By all means, go ahead. You can talk about whatever you like so long as it’s not money.” With that, “bang”
went his hopes of saying anything.
During the previous Thadin-gyut, U Kyauk Lon had had a splitting headache and pains and aches in all his
muscles. He asked Aunt Sein to send for the masseur and the doctor, but she ignored his request and gave him a
good hard massaging herself. When she forcibly administered betel-leaf eye drops, which were supposed to be an
instant cure, he doubled up and shrieked in pain. She gave him a violent purgative which left him retching and
heaving. But the fever was so frightened of Aunt Sein that it rapidly left him. U Kyauk Lon was so terrified of
betel-leaf eye-drops and the violent purgative that he prayed that he might never again in his life have a fever.
Thus, U Kyauk Lon, who sought to gain wealth and happiness from a wealthy wife, was like a man walking
towards the horizon thinking it close to hand and not realizing it was out of reach.
4
Kan Htaik put some coarse strong tobacco into his pipe and lit it with a live coal. The flames had died down in
the fireplace in front of him and only the embers glowed brightly. Legs astride he lowered himself onto a small
cane stool and sat there puffing away at his pipe.
“I don’t see how I’ll ever get anywhere in this world. It’s more than a year since I’ve had a day off; I’ve had to
work every single day. In the hot season there are the cattle to be grazed and fed and watered. In the rains there is
the ploughing, the sowing and the weeding to be done, and the crops have to be watched. In the cool season the
vegetables have to be planted, the corn harvested, the sesamum brought in. I never have a free moment, and in
spite of all this hard work, I never have a pya to show for it. Then, when the harvest comes, just as I’m thinking
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about how much I’m going to be able to spend, loans have to be paid back in kind with interest, taxes have to be
paid, and it’s all gone. Aunt Sein is never satisfied until all her loans are paid back; and the Headman likewise
must have his taxes paid, otherwise he is very hard on you. So I just keep getting poorer and poorer while the rich
get richer. I can’t help it. “Nothing venture, nothing win,” as the saying goes. If I keep on at this work of mine, I’ll
never get rich.
“What I must do is rob this female of some of her wealth; she has far more than she needs. I have to slave
away in misery, and she does no work at all, and just takes what we earn by the sweat of our brows. She doesn’t
use all her money anyway; if she were to give some of it to poor fellows like us, we could put it to good use. Now
my house and my cart have been taken by the money lender, and I haven’t even anything left to eat. What a fate!
If she is going to be as unkind as this, then I’ll just have to pay her back with a bit of her own
medicine.\fn{Literally: I shall just have to close the crooked-mouthed pot with a crooked cover .} I shall rob her, yes, I will.”
At this point he drew a deep breath and went on puffing at his pipe.
Later, he got up from his place, called four of his friends, and went to Aunt Sein’s house.
U Kyauk Lon, thinking he could hear the creak of the gate opening, lifted his head and listened. He could hear
it again. Aunt Sein, by his side, was sound asleep snoring. At that moment the creaking stopped and there was a
loud noise; he knew the door to the stairs had opened. U Kyauk Lon was trembling all over. Agitatedly he sat up
in bed. As he peered into the distance, he could make out what looked like people coming upstairs. His eyes were
still cloudy from sleep, and his heart was pounding like a toad bitten by a scorpion. Suddenly he pulled himself
together and shook Aunt Sein.
“Hey, woman … get up, get up,” he shouted at her to wake her.
“Oh … oh,” Aunt Sein yawned and turned over in bed, stretching to wake herself up.
“Come on, woman, get up.”
“What’s the matter, U Kyauk Lon?”
“Woman, woman … give me the long knife. There are dacoits in the house,” he said urgently to Aunt Sein who
grunted in reply.\fn{A note reads: A dacoit is one of a band of armed robbers, a bandit or a brigand. By law, to constitute dacoity,
there must be five or more in the gang committing the crime. [Yule and Burnell, Hobson-Jobson: A Glossary of Anglo-Indian Words and
Phrases, p. 290.].}

“Get me my knife, woman. I’ll give them what for,” he said.
“Oh my god,” she cried, and clutching her htamein round her, she handed him the long knife.
At this moment, Kan Htaik and his band threatened them, saying, “Don’t scream. If you scream, we will kill
you,” and let them see the gleam of curved knife blades.
Tha Wa and Hpo Man grabbed hold of U Kyauk Lon and trussed him up with rope. Tauk Htun and Maung Hpe
kept Aunt Sein covered with their knives. Kan Htaik came over, pointing his knife at her.
“Don’t scream, if you do, I shall slit your throat. We have come because we want money. You must give us five
thousand kyats.”
“I haven’t any money. Please spare my life.”
“What do you mean, no money? You must give us money … if you don’t I shall cut your throat. We know
you’re a mean bitch. You’re very rich.”
“Please, I have nothing now, I swear it.”
“Now then, no pleases! Don’t you go trying it on us,” he said sticking the sharp point of the knife into the side
of her buttocks.
“Help … you’re killing me.”
“Will you give us the money or won’t you? Speak up.”
“Please, please, I haven’t got a single pya.”
“You’re lying again. Are you going to tell me that you haven’t got any and he nicked her other thigh with the
knife.
“My god … you’re killing me now. Must you be so cruel to me? There isn’t any money,” she said weeping.
“You take other people’s money. Where have you put it? Hand it over!” he shouted angrily, thwacking her on
the back with the flat of his knife. “You still say you won’t hand it over?” he said, and he rammed his knee into
her back so that she fell headlong onto her chest.
“My god … it hurts. How could you be so cruel?”
“Do you want to love five thousand kyats, or do you want to lose your life? We don’t get the money, we’ll have
to kill you. Come on, speak!”
“I can’t give it to you. I haven’t got any money, I swear it. If you must kill me, then it only remains for me to
die. Have pity!” she begged coaxingly, as a female pigeon might coax a male.
Far from feelings of pity, hatred suddenly welled up in Kan Htaik, and he struck her on the forehead with the
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butt of his knife. It was so painful that Aung Sein almost swooned.
“Huh, they’ve got so much, let them die then. We’ll kill them both. Bring Kyauk Lon along, and don’t let him
go until she pays the five thousand kyats. If she doesn’t pay, kill him. You rotten swine. Can you bear to see your
husband killed? Or will you hand over the money?”
“Whatever you do to U Kyauk Lon, I shall have to bear it. I haven't any money at all,” said Aunt Sein,
weeping.
Had she really meant to say this? Which was worth more to her? In this world, one didn’t get money because
one had a husband; but with money, one could have as many husbands as one wished. Husbands were nothing to
be coveted, and they even brought troubles in their wake. It wasn’t as if she would have died because she hadn’t a
husband. It would be foolish to give away five thousand kyats on account of a husband; it would mean that a
husband was worth five thousand kyats, and this was a fantastic sum of money. She had gone without food and
drink to save money. It would be like killing and eating, all in one morning, a chicken she had been nurturing all
her life. She couldn’t use up all the riches that she had amassed throughout a lifetime just on one single husband!
Husband or money—her money was worth more to her. Kill U Kyauk Lon? They could roast him and eat him as
well! As these thoughts ran through her mind, she did not take back her words.
Upon realizing his wife’s heartlessness, U Kyauk Lon felt bitterly hurt and very ashamed.
“Oh, Me Sein, Me Sein, have you no human feelings at all? All you desire is money. I might as well be dead
for all you care, so long as your money isn’t touched. It’s all the same to you! When we have lived together as
husband and wife for as long as we have, only you would be capable of being so utterly without sympathy, love.
or consideration of any kind for your husband. It is your money you are married to, not me!” he thought silently to
himself, his head bowed, but inside him a feeling of hatred was rising up towards her. In fact, had he not been tied
and bound, he would have killed Aunt Sein dead. He abominated her. She disgusted him. He felt that he could cut
her up on the spot.
Kan Htaik ransacked the whole house, but all he found was a pair of golden rolled ear studs, three
commemorative gold coins,so and two bracelets of twisted gold.
“Hey … you trollop! Where have you put your money?” he asked, and U Kyauk Lon replied:
"Her money is buried in her fields at Kyuk Myei. Even I don’t know the exact place. Take her to her Kyauk
Myei fields, and keep on at her till she tells you where it is. Just beat her to get it out of her, this cruel woman.
She’ll tell you where.”
After U Kyauk Lon had given this advice, Kan Htaik, Tauk Htun and Maung Hpe grabbed hold of Aunt Sein
and tied her up. They tied a zon-gyi over U Kyauk Lon’s face. Then Kan Htaik gave them orders:
“Hey, Tha Wa, you take him with you. Do you know the big cotton tree on the road through Lei Myei? Wait
for me there. Hpo Man, you go with him. We’ll come later. Here, take this stuff with you.”
Then Kan Htaik, Tauk Htun and Maung Phe, beating Aunt Sein and dragging her along, made their way to the
Kyauk Myei fields.
“Show us where you’ve buried it, you blind bitch.”
“I don’t know. I didn’t bury it.”
“There you go, pretending again. Tell us!” As he spoke he made a small cut into her upper arm with his knife.
“Ouch! That hurt. I will tell you.”
“Come on, then. Where is it?”
“See that acacia tree over there. It’s near the toddy palm to the north of the acacia tree.”
. “Good, good, we’ll go and dig,” and off they went, but although they dug for a long time, they found nothing.
“You bitch. You deceived us. Now tell us the truth. Where is it? Just you try cheating us again!” he said, and
gashed her arm with his knife.
“I would rather die than tell you.”
She spoke so stubbornly that Kan Htaik, unable to control his temper, hit her with a swinging blow of his knife
on the neck, and Aunt Sein fell down in a heap.
“You murderer, may you meet a most violent death yourself, and may you be a slave and a pauper in all your
future existences,” and with this curse on her lips, she expired.
Disappointed and crestfallen, Kan Htaik, Tauk Htun, and Maung Hpe made their way back.
The eastern sky was flushed pink, like a maiden’s cheeks. The thick banks cloud were like mountains of gold
and silver, and the fleeting rays of sunlight adorned the sky like a golden necklace.
Kan Htaik’s band of dacoits, taking U Kyauk Lon with them, had reached the foot of a mountain. The rocks
were still wet from the dew, and the trees were dark and sombre. Mountain mists began to rise. Kan Htaik and his
men were bathed in perspiration from their brisk climb up the mountain even though the weather was quite cool.
Before long they reached a flat level place on the brow of the hill. At this point the jungle was very thick.
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The red disc of the sun suddenly appeared in the midst of the banks of cloud, and the mist over the mountain
became denser. The tops of the wet green trees seemed to be sprinkled with gold. They could hear the crowing of
the jungle fowl and the cooing of the doves, and the sound of the crow pheasant added to the pleasures of the
morning. The northern breeze blew gently.
Kan Htaik took U Kyauk Lon over towards a steep precipice and undid the rag which had been tied over his
face. U Kyauk Lon’s knees shook with fright. Kan Htaik also removed the false moustache he was wearing and
slipped off the big Shan gaung-baung. U Kyauk Lon looked up in wonderment, drawing in his breath as he stared.
“So it’s you, my nephew! How could you have done such a thing?”
“If it had been anyone else, I wouldn’t have, Uncle. I did it because I simply couldn’t stand that wife of yours.
All I know is that I was poor because of her. I was nearly starving, but she never gave me a helping hand. You
never realized how much we contributed to her riches, did you? I don’t want to talk about it. She was a mean
bitch.”
“But, what have you done with Me Sein now? Didn’t she tell you where the money was.”
“She not only didn’t tell us, she tricked us as well. So we had to dispose of her in the end.”
“Oh, wasn’t that going a bit too far?”
“After all this, do you feel any pity for her?”
“I don’t feel any pity for her as my wife; but when I hear that a human being has died, then I do feel sorry.”
“Aren’t you ashamed of yourself? At your age, seeking a wife, forgetting your religion, and having a good time
with this creature. Was there anything good in all of this? It wouldn’t have been so bad if she had been a likeable
person. But there isn’t a single redeeming feature in the whole business as far as you are concerned. By her own
calculation, her money was worth more to her than her husband. You wanted to be rich, as well, but you couldn’t
manage it. You should be ashamed!”
“Yes, you are right. I made a terrible mistake, and I regret it now. And now, I don’t have even the smallest
scrap of affection for her. I don’t want to cut a fine figure in this life. I don’t want honor and glory. As the saying
goes, “when one is old, the rosary suits;” henceforth I intend to live devoutly, telling my beads. I shall become a
hpon-gyi.\fn{A note reads: Having in boyhood undergone the shin-bylol ceremony and thus been initiated into the Buddhist monkhood,
he can return to the monastery and don the yellow robe at any time during his life .} On this very hill there is a forest monastery,
and here I shall don the yellow robe and end my days. Nephew, don’t keep blaming me for all my mistakes. As for
what you have done, I shan’t tell anyone, so no one will know. If the police find out about it, you will end up in
prison, so you must lie low. How much did you get last night?”
“I should say about two hundred kyats, Uncle.”
“Go back to tile house. In the roof of the granary there is a bamboo container which I hid there. Inside it there
is five hundred kyats. I got it just the other day from selling oil; I kept it and didn’t give it to Me Sein. Then under
the house, there is a big wicker bean basket. Underneath it, in a small pot, I have hidden five hundred kyats. Take
all that and share it out equally between the five of you, and behave yourselves, mind! Don’t you do this sort of
thing again, will you? Use the money profitably, nephew,” he said, and with this they returned to their homes.
As for U Kyauk Lon, he became a monk, as he had said.
75.171 The 13-Carat Diamond\fn{by Daw Khin Myo Chit (1915-1999)} Sagaing, Sagaing Region, Myanmar (F) 4
1
It was during the dark days of the Japanese occupation in Burma.\fn{ May, 1942-1945.} We had been married
only two years and we wee beginning to settle down. Ko Latt had a nice job, but our dreams of a bright and happy
future were shattered by the war. We found ourselves without a home, without jobs, in fact without anything
except a mischievous toddler who was always hungry. We were lost in the great maze of wartime life.
At that time many people who had never been in business before turned petty traders and seemed to do well.
Some kind friends tried to help us by giving us goods to be sold on a commission basis. Easy money, no doubt. I t
seemed like child’s lay. But look what happened. A customer would come to our roadside stall and go over our
wares with critical eye as if she would not take them even of we gave them away for nothing. With a look of
contempt she would ask, “How much are you asking for this laundry soap?”
“Five cakes for one kyat.”
“What a price! Let’s see, how about giving me six for one kyat, ten pyuas?”
It made my head swim. I pressed the mental accelerator but it refused to budge. I blushed and stammered,
“Yes.” If I sold at a loss, I couldn’t help it. Even then my troubles were not over. The customer went on
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bargaining.
“What about five for eighty payas?”
“Yes, yes, take them, take as many as you like!” and I added a few strong words under my breath.
Our business career seemed to be made up entirely of similar scenes. Let me not go into humiliating details.
Suffice it to say that we got into all sorts of scrapes. Our wares were pinched.\fn{ Stolen; an English expression.} The
day’s figures would not add up right. Only our son enjoyed the fun. He took the rags used for packing, rapped
himself up in them and ran along the pavement dancing with glee. We had to laugh at the little rascal in spite of
ourselves.
It is easy enough for people who are well off to sing of poverty, love in a hut, and so on. We who have gone
through it have no sentimental illusions. “The worm in the ground knows every tooth of the harrow. The butterfly
above preaches patience.” Poverty, to say the least, is very uncomfortable.
After a while we managede to get employment in one of the government offices. By that time Allied air raids
had begun and we had to shift from one place to another, losing some of our few belongings with every move. At
last we settled in a ramshackle shed in the suburbs. It was close to our office building so I could work and still
keep tabs on our son at home. When the air-raid sirens sounded, I would rush home and take him to a safe shelter.
In spite of the raids, we were happier because we were no longer unemployed. We had the dignity of being
government servants although our joint salaries barely aid for the daily necessities. It was difficult to believe that
we had to love on the edge of starvation. Could such things really happen in Burma, a land flowing with milk and
honey?
We had rice, but cooking oil, a product of Upper Burma, could not be secured. It became so scarce that we had
to be content with animal fat. How I hated that abominable grease floating on my curries! After passing through
stages of impotent fury, rebellion, and frustration, I resigned myself and invented various ways of cooking eatable
dishes with leaves of sweet potato and roselle. Ko Latt was wonderful. He took things like a philosopher. When
we sat down to meals, he would look at the steaming dishes and say, “Yum yum, it smells delicious.” He always
had something nice to say about my cooking. This braced me up and I went on creating masterpieces.
As for clothes—bed sheets, tablecloths, and even curtain had to be made into something to wear. Our son had
his shirts made from old napkins.
The war raged on and things went from bad to worse. Japanese paper money flew like dead leaves—only it did
not fly our way. Yet petty traders, merchants, commission agents were flourishing. I saw them with stacks of
money, spending like mad.
One day I ran into a woman who had once been my servant sitting at a little stall. She looked prosperous, much
fatter and darker than which I had known her before. She did not see me at first as she was busy with her
customers. When she recognized me, she could hardly hide her surprise at my shabby appearance. I writhed under
her stare and mumbled something about dried fish which I had no intention of buying. Too late I realized I could
not afford it and I blushed as I fumbled with my purse. The woman composed herself quickly and asked me where
we had been all the time, and how was our little son. Before I knew what was happening she had made me a
present of a package of dried fish. I was too embarrassed to say anything. I just handed the bundle back to her, but
she laughingly pushed it into my basket. On the way home, I shed tears—enough for those dried fish to swim in.
That night it rained heavily but we were glad that we did not have to worry about air raids. Our roof leaked but
we managed to find a dry corner for the child. He slept soundly, surrounded by tin cans into which the rain leaked
in musical drops. I lighted our ancient kerosene lamp and Ko Latt lit up a cheroot. After taking a few luxurious
puffs he opened an old book of humorous stories and began to read aloud. But I hardly heard; I was brooding over
the morning’s incident and a wave of self-pity came over me.
Ko Latt read on, but he must have sensed what was going on in my mind, because I listened silently without
comment, without chuckling. As he shut the book, I broke out, “Why don’t they ever come our way? I mean the
Jap banknotes. This morning I saw our old servant woman. She’s making lots of money. She’s no fat and covered
with jewels. You would hardly know her—you’d take her for a maharaja’s elephant.”
Ko Latt laughed. “Well, thanks for warning me. I might have tried to ride on her back.”
But his joke fell flat. I was too depressed. Ko Latt peered at me through his horn-rimmed spectacles, with one
lens cracked. “I know how you feel, dear, but remember this can’t go on forever. We have to do without many
things but we still have each other and we have that little rascal,” he said, pointing at our sleeping son.
I felt ashamed. “I’m sorry I can’t take things as bravely as you do. It just seems heartbreaking to live like this
when other people are rolling in money. Look at those brokers and agents. Most of them can’t even write their
own names. They don’t have any capital either. A broker just goes around asking people if they want anything and
if he, the broker, that is, gets it, whatever it is, for them—that is the ones who want something—than he, that is
the broker, gets a commission.”
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Ko Latt laughed. “You’re talking like a character in that book.”
“Can’t help it. I’m such a goof about business. What I mean is some people make piles of money that way. And
the ones who get it know that the Jap notes are mere scraps of paper, so they are buying gold and diamonds at any
price.”
He looked puzzled. “What has that got to do with us? We have no diamonds or gold to sell.”
Sometimes Ko Latt is a bigger goof than I. I explained to him patiently, “If we can find someone who wants to
sell gold or diamonds and someone, I mean another person, who wants to buy, we might get a commission that
would be five or six times our joint salaries. We could get a good tin of sesamum oil with the money.”
My good man smacked his lips. “Oh, for a taste of real sesamum oil! I’m so sick of the smell of lard. But
where can we find someone who wants to buy diamonds and another who wants to sell?”
I was glad I had driven home my point. I just smiled, and said: “Leave that to me.”
I shall always remember the look in his eyes as he said, “I know I can always rely on you.”
2
So it began. I discussed the matter with my office mates, who were as hard up as we were. Ko Ba Than, who
worked at the next desk, encouraged me. “Don’t lose heart. You have only one child and I have three. My family
couldn’t possibly live on my pay. It’s my wife who does it. You know her. She hasn’t had a college education like
you—she just writes enough to sign her name—but she’s amazing. The other day that neighbor of ours, the fisherwoman, wanted to buy a pair of diamond bracelets. She told my wife she would give up to one lakh for them. My
wife found someone who wanted to sell jewelry and made a bargain for ninety thousand. She took the bracelets to
the fisher-woman who gave her the whole lakh.”
“So your wife made ten thousand out of it!” I cried. Ko Ba Than smiled. “More than that! She also got a 25 per
cent commission from the seller. Just a day’s work. Child’s play.”
I’m no good at figures. 10,000 + 25/100 x 100,000 … I struggled and gave it up. If I was to do this kind of
business, I must have pencil and paper.
Ko Ba Than continued, “You can do this sort of thing, too. If my wife can do it, why can’t you? You are much
cleverer. With an intellect like yours … there is nothing you cannot do.”
I was flattered. Ko Ba Than was a wise man, a good judge of Homo Sapiens. Next day I called on his wife. She
was a simple, unassuming little woman, whom I liked very much, partly because she gave me a feeling of
superiority. She seemed to be very glad that I, who belonged to a higher intellectual level, had condescended to
take an interest in such mundane matters. She gave me all the information. “It is very easy, Ma Ma, not so
difficult as working in an office. Many people have asked me to get things for them. One wants a 13-carat
diamond. He will give one lakh per carat with 25 per cent commission. If you can strike a bargain with the seller
for less, you can keep the difference.” I reeled. Even without the extra money the commission would come to
25/100 x 100,000 x 13!!!
Ba Than’s wife was as cool as a cucumber. She was used to this kind of thing. “Just try to get a 13-carat
diamond, Ma Ma. If you get it, please contact Mr. Ebrahim.”
That night I discussed the matter with Ko Latt and we were full of hope. We planned the campaign. First we
would go to Thingangyun to see a lady who deal in jewelry. There was no bus service and Thingangyun was five
or six miles away. This did not matter, for we owned a two-wheeled mechanism—a bicycle by courtesy. Its
forebears were distinguished. We could trace their genealogy as far as an auspicious alliance between a kingly
Raleigh frame and aristocratic Humber wheels … but decadence had set in with intermarriage with mongrel
spokes.
The tires had been worn through so we had had to put pieces of raw rubber round the rims.. These were called
“solid tires,” good in their own way—no need to pump them up, no punctures, and they last a long time. They
also got stretched now and then so that we had to cut them shorter and fasten the ends with a piece of wire. This
was easy for a handyman like Ko Latt. He can fix anything with a pair of pliers, a hammer, and an interesting
oration in strong language. I play an insignificant role in such great undertakings, standing by with absorbent
cotton and iodine, at the same time improving my vocabulary.
On Sunday morning we got up at dawn and began our journey. I sat on the rusty rear-fender rack with my son
on my lap. Ko Latt pedaled along on the bumpy road with a song on his lips. I hummed the tune and a child was
agog with excitement. “The lark’s on the wing; the snail’s on the thorn; God’s in His Heaven—all’s right with the
world!” It was a nice ride.
Fortunately, the lady—let’s call her “Auntie”—was at home. We explained our quest, promising her a share of
the commission if she could find us the jewel. Auntie seemed to be interested at once. She could certain get it, she
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said, and told us to come again the next Sunday. She gave us a disquisition which might easily have been entitled,
How to Get Rich Quick. She emphasized her pints by waving her big hands and shaking her head a great deal. Her
bracelets jingled and her diamond earrings sparkled. I watched her fascinated, although the child was bored to
tears. Ko Latt had to take him outside and try to interest him in the marching Japanese soldiers. At last neither
father nor son could stand the boredom any longer; they came in and cut short the juciest pep talk I had ever
heard.
Business being over, we hurried home; because it was an unusually fine day, an ideal day—for bombers. We
were only a few blocks from home when the air-raid siren wailed. Ko Latt pulled the breaks suddenly and the
three of us rolled into the roadside ditch. Luckily, we were not seriously hurt. My son, used to this kind of thing,
did not even cry. As it happened to be only a reconnoitering plane, we had time to get into the shelter before a big
formation of bombers followed.
3
The week wore on with the usual air raids and meatless meals. I went about in an arithmetical haze, working
out sums. Even when I shut my eyes, multiplication signs flew to and fro.
We sallied forth again the following Sunday. Auntie was smiling happily. She had found it. She knew a person
who had a 13-carat diamond to sell. She told us to bring Mr. Ebrahim the Sunday after that. This was all we
wanted that day, but I would have liked to listen to Auntie’s how-to-get-rich-quick talk. Ko Latt gave me his youdo-no-such-nonsense look and led me firmly away.
We came home full of high spirits. How nice it was to have such a lucrative job to do on Sundays. Each week
end brought us nearer to fabulous wealth. If everything went well, we could even resign from our jobs and devote
all our time to big business We were rudely shaken from these rosy dreams by a distress signal from the bike. The
next moment, we found to our dismay that the bare rim of the wheel had parted company with the solid tire. Ko
Latt got off the bike, and I ran and picked up the poor tire, scorned and despised, yet so useful! I held it in my
hands like a snake and cried, “Look, it has stretched! what are we going to do?” Ko Latt examined it, and like an
expert pronounced the verdict. It was a hopeless case, since we had no tools, not even a knife to shorten it. We did
not want to risk our teeth for a knife to shorten it. We did not want to risk our teeth, for they must be preserved for
the plentiful days to come. There was no time to waste since bombers might come any minute. We put the child
on the bike and pushed along the road. He at least enjoyed the ride, playing snake charmer with the tire.
This incident had a bad effect on Ko Latt’s morale. His temper did not improve even when we got home. He
was fed up with the whole thing. I tried to brace him up as best I could.
“Next Sunday will be the last day of our quest. We shall do business with Mr. Ebrahim and come home with
bags full of money. Of course, Ba Than’s wife must get a share. She is the informant, a sleeping partner. Oh,
everyone will be on velvet. I know we shall succeed …” I would have gone on with my talk, shaking my head,
waving my hands like Auntie, if Ko Latt had not curtly told me to get the tools so he could repair the tire. Since
no bracelets jingled and no diamond earrings sparkled, my words did not carry much weight. Once the bicycle
was repaired Ko Latt was his amiable self again. We sent word to Mr. Ebrahim to come to us the next Sunday.
Somewhat to our surprise, Mr. Ebrahim arrived at the duly appointed time, also on a bike. Ko Latt happily told
him how we had managed to locate the diamond and Mr. Ebreahim looked impressed. He listened silently,
stroking a beard so luxuriant that no one would have suspected the presence of a mouth had not a cigar stuck out
of the foliage.
So the two bikes rolled out along the road. When we got to Auntie’s place, she had two young men with her.
One was her Cousin Sonny, a youth in the early twenties, with a long Valentino crop of hair. His face was
conspicuously powdered and he wore a pink shirt with gold studs and an imitation silk longyi—a gaudy affair,
also pink. He sat smoking a cheap Japanese cigarette, talking only a little, as if we were all not worth the bother.
So much for Exhibit A. The other was a Sino-Burman with a pale, dissipated appearance. His name was Ko Set
Khwan. He wore a Hawaiian shirt and long pants. On his nose was a pair of rimless spectacled. He looked
prosperous with his diamond studs, rings, and a heavy gold watch chain. He was standing beside his bicycle
which was properly fitted with real tires. He must be the owner of the diamond.
After the introduction, Mr. Ebrahim asked Ko Set Khwan to exhibit the diamond. But Ko Set Khwan asked
him explicitly if he were the buyer. I cannot remember the details of Ebrahim’s answer, which was of a lengthy
nature. I was filled with admiration as I listened to him and wondered why he was not a leading diplomat. But Ko
Set Khwan was not at all impressed; he just kept demanding if Mr. Ebreahim himself were going to buy it. I was
awed by the man’s strength of character—a strong silent type, this Ko Set Khwan.
Mr. Ebrahim’s diplomacy gave way to unconcealed annoyance and he moved his head so vigorously that his
beard rose and fell like a cataract on his chest. At last he could not avoid the issue; he had to admit that he was not
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the buyer. It was a friend who wanted to buy the diamond. Ko Set Khwan firmly asked to be take to the said
friend. Mr. Ebrahim tried to evade this request but at last he had to give in.
Auntie’s face was a study. She must know the details of this business. As she could not come along, her Cousin
Sonny would accompany them. It became clear to us that we must also go along with them or we would be left
out. the four bicycles—Mr. Ebrahimn, Sonny, representing Auntie, Ko Set Khwanb, and Koi Latt with me and the
child on the rack—made a fine procession as we rolled along the road studded with bomb craters.
As we passed a teashop where four or five men were talking rather loudly, we heard one of them say, “Can’t
you get business done without these damned brokers?” To hell with them! One is bad enough and now you have
half a dozen of them.” That was it, but I didn’t care. I was set on the royal road to Xanadu.
We reached an imposing house and Mr. Ebrahim alighted. We all followed his example. They all went up, but
my son and I stayed downstairs to watch over the bicycles.
A few minutes later, they all came down again, muttering in consternation. My eyes eagerly sought Ko Latt’s
but he looked away. My heart was heavy. I dared not ask, because as in ancient Greek dramas, scenes of tragic
intensity should be suggested rather than represented. Our friends were speaking loudly and wildly, each of them
talking at the same time, so I could not make out what they said.
As we prepared to get on our bikes, Ko Latt muttered something about the mistress of the house still not being
the buyer. She knew someone else who … Our eyes met and saw in each other’s depths the long trail leading into
the bottomless stomach. Then Ko Latt shrugged his shoulders.
We gave up the trail and , somehow, we have lived to tell the story. Still, I feel sorry that I never held in my
palm a 13-carat diamond in flesh and blood—or rather, carbon and whatever it is.
251.60 The World’s Biggest Book\fn{by Ludu Daw Ahmar (1915-2000)} Mandalay, Mandalay Region, Myanmar (F)
9
When asked how big a book have you ever seen, I wonder what you would answer My answer would be
like this: the book I call the biggest has 730 leaves or 1460 pages each measuring three and a half feet wide,
five feet long and about five inches thick. Certainly these pages could not be bound together. Each leaf is put
upright on a stand of its own and all these stands occupy a square compound of thirteen acres.
Even when you accept that such a bigness is possible, you might suggest that letters covering these pages
are proportionately big. No. In an ordinary book of Royal Octavo size set in great primer type of letters, the text
of the above mentioned book would take thirty-eight volumes of approximately 400 pages each. Once 2400
monks assembled to read incessantly in relays all that was written in that book and it took them one hundred
and fifty days. If a man spent eight hours daily to read it, he would be occupied for four hundred and fifty days.
Perhaps you would be saying at this very moment:
“Daw Amar, that’s too much of an exaggeration! If the book you are now talking about had the
dimensions you said, it would be the biggest book in the world. Now tell me where it is.” My answer is:
The book is real. But to look for it, you don’t have to go to China where the population is the largest and
the civilization is most ancient, nor to Egypt where immense pyramids and huge colossuses stand, nor to
Rome of the colosseum fame. The World’s Biggest Book is located here: in Myanmar (Burma), in upper
Myanmar, right here in Mandalay!
At the foot of the Mandalay Hill stands the Ma ha lo ka ma ra jin pagoda founded by King Mindon. It is
popularly called the Kuthodaw and the biggest book is located in its enclosures. We played “hide and seek”
or “run and chase” among the “leaves” of that book when we were young. Later when we were old enough
to be religious we lighted candles on top of each “standing page” of this book as light offerings to the
Buddha’s dhamma. We also contributed handsomely towards the fund for giving cement concrete base to all
the cave-like structures sheltering each “page” of the book.
During the Second World War, many fugitives from Mandalay found refuge among these “leaves” of the
book. After the war, the pagoda trustees had some difficulty in removing some fami lies out of the pagoda
premises where they had been staying too long.
The pages of this World’s Biggest Book are made of marble (crystalline limestone) and so it could also be
called the world’s heaviest book. Being marble it remains as good as new after well over a century. The text,
as you know, is the Piraka of the Buddhists and it has been open to public since it was completed (on 4 th
May 1868). It is the kind of book which needs no locked doors to keep it safe, nor a paid librarian to check
indiscreet readers from doing any harm to its pages. It could not possibly get mislaid or lost. So people from
anywhere in this wide world who have had any interest in the Pitaka of the Buddha can come here and use it.
They could copy it in parts or whole. Nobody keeps any copyright on it. People usually come here to check
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the printed text against it.
As it is all stone, its long life is also assured. It looks as though it will last for almost an eternity unless another
ruthless imperialist war ravages the country again. The person who ordered this book to be made expected that it
would last as long as the world itself, because he had had the letters engraved on stone. The stone inscriptions of
Pagan (about 700 years old) are still legible. Such stones are more or less exposed to weather as well as indiscreet
human passers-by. An inadvertent knock on the stone surface might do some damage to the text written on it.
Some stones (like webu or garnetiferous mica-schist) flakes off easily. A shelter of some sort is therefore
necessary to protect them. So when they have roofs above them, they will remain good for quite a long tune.
The book contains not only the complete Pitaka but also some Pali commentaries like Netti,
Milindapanha, and Petakopadesa. The script used is the Myanmar (Burmese) script, i.e letters of Indian
origin in rounded characters.
*
The person responsible for its existence was King Mindon, the founder of Mandalay and the
convener of the Fifth Buddhist Synod. He became king in 1852 and after eight years of reign he desired this
book made because he wanted to make “a meritorious deed which has been never done before by any king”.
When Mandalay was founded, tradition required that foundations of seven specific sites be laid simultaneously. They were the inner city or palace, a moat going around the palace square, a pagoda, an ordination hall,
a monastery, a meeting hall and a library building for the Pitaka. Except for the palace and moat, the rest were
considered the meritorious deeds of the king who founded the city. So in this occasion the ordination hall is the
Patthan Shwe Thein, the monastery is the Atumashi, and the pagoda is the Ma ha lo ka ma ra jin. (As a mark of
completion a top piece, called hti, was fixed on the pagoda on 19 th July 1862.) As mentioned above the World’s
Biggest Book is located within the three enclosure walls of this pagoda.
Among all the religious buildings left by the Myanmar Kings of Konbaung dynasty, I consider the Mya thein
dan at Mingun and the Kuthodaw (Ma ha lo ka ma ra jin) at Mandalay the best, because their structural designs
make them both awe-inspiring and magnificient.
The position of King Mindon was unique among all the kings of Myanmar. He ruled only the northern half of
the land and yet he was able to command deep respect from both his subjects and foreigners like the English or
French whom he met. It seems that his motive for building the Kuthodaw, and others was not entirely religious.
There probably were some political considerations. The British imperialists who were already in control of lower
Myanmar made it a point to emphasise the atrocities of the earlier Myanmar kings. King Mindon successfully
stopped that by acting highly religious. How could foreigners who were non-Buddhists bring about the prosperity
of an alien people, their language and their religion? It was only natural that a Myanmar Buddhist should
champion the national cause. And to accept him as the champion, King Mindon had to do something exceptional.
So enormous sums of money were spent to convene the Fifth Buddhist Synod and to engrave on marble the
complete Pitaka. Other meritorious deeds “that have no parallels” were also done. Like no other feudal lord,
King Mindon wanted to promote as much as possible the general well-being of his subjects. He also
understood that his benevolence was appreciated by all his subjects. A rebellion that broke out in the
fourteenth year of his reign could have been fatal if he were not immensely popular. But the way he tackled
it was admirable.
His son Prince Myingun and nephew Prince Badain organised (on 2 nd August 1866 ) a surprise attack
on him and his retinue who were residing at a temporary palace. The Crown Prince, who was often
regarded as the one strong man able to drive back the British, was killed, together with many of the important
ministers. The King himself narrowly escaped being killed. One rebel called Paik Kyee was stationed at the rear
escape where the King would probably appear when he heard a commotion outside. Paik Kyee had a sword ready
to strike and as expected the King did appear at that very door.
“Aren’t you Nga Paik?” the King asked.
Paik Kyee felt he could not carry out the deed he was assigned to do. He answered,
“Yes, Your Majesty, I am at your service.”
So saying he put the king on his back and ran to a place where the king would be safe. It took two months to
suppress the rebellion. When the rebellion was over the king did the Abbaya dana amounting to a declaration of
general amnesty. The declaration was:
When His Majesty’s son Prince Myingun and nephew Prince Badain ran wild in 1866 a number of His Majesty’s
subjects, confronted suddenly with an issue for which a balanced but prompt decision was impossible, inadvertently joined
them and as such these participants should not be labelled as rebels. Every one of them remained His Majesty’s loyal
subject. Let them live in peace with nothing whatsoever to fear.
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This confirmed the fact that he was humane and just. Obviously he had infinite faith in his own people. On
the other hand, if he were suppressive at that juncture he would be indirectly helping the imperialists to over run
his country. It was this King Mindon who conceived the idea of engraving the Pitaka on stone as “a meritorious
deed which has been never done before by any king.”
*
King Mindon believed that this stone copy of the Pitaka will last as long as the world exists. (The phrase
“as long as the world exists” is the Myanmar expression for long life and we understand that what the king
wanted was to have this copy available throughout the whole period of the Sasana. The period is believed to
be five thousand years reckoning from the time of the Buddha’s death in 544 B.C and so it would be over in
A.D 4456. The end of the Sasana simply means that five thousand years after the Buddha’s death there will be
no one who would have any belief in the Buddha’s teachings.)
It was hoped that the big book would have a very long life. Therefore the king wanted the text engraved on
stone and to be entirely free of mistakes. A committee of learned monks was formed to look after that. Previous
to this project the king had ordered a new copy of the Pitaka on palm-leaves. It was the custom of each new king
to have such a new copy of the Buddha’s teachings specially made for him. As new copies were made from old
copies, it was not unlikely that mistakes abound. King Mindon wanted his copy thoroughly edited. And he wanted
three copies: one written in gold letters on lacquered palm-leaves; one written by stylus on ordinary palm-leaves;
and one written in ink on palm-leaves. The work began in 1856.
The editing process was very elaborate. Four presiding monks called “Sayadaws in charge of the Religion” were
editors-in-chief. One of them was in fact the Supreme Head of the Religion, whom we called Tha tha na baing. All
of them had titles conferred on them by the king as the most learned men of the land in matters of religion. Next to
them were thirty senior monks acting as senior editors, then fifty monks as editors and another fifty more as subeditors. There are eighty-four thousand sections in the Pitaka and these editors were severally and seperately held
responsible for making each section correct before it was handed over to the copyists numbering up to 100 with
their own group leaders, all under the command of the Keeper of the Library.
But the scribes were not left to their own devices. Three senior monks, viz. Sayadaw of Dakhhina ra ma,
Sayadaw of Si daw myin wun Taik, and Sayadaw of Zibani, were in constant attendance to explain any doubts as
to spelling, grammar, etc., in the text copied. Scribes’ works were also to be checked by clerks of the Hiuttaw and
other courts. They were responsible for correcting any inadvertent mistakes made by the scribes. In making hand
copies of long texts like this, any form of mistake was possible. Even after the clerks had gone through the copies,
some learned monks had to do a second checking.
Pagination in a palm-leaf manuscript is done with the characters of the Myanmar syllabary, in which each consonent combines with the twelve vowels ka, kã, kî, kee, ku, kuu, ke, kai, ko, kôa, kan, and kaa. These twelve
make one anka. Each leaf of this anka has an obverse side and a reverse side. So an anka always has twenty-four
sides. One side usually has eight lines of writing and therefore an ankca has 192 lines written in it.
The wages given to the scribe for one anka were one tical (kyat). An average scribe could not finish writing an
anka in each day. Only those scribes who knew the text well could do it quicker. In fact such a person was not
copying but was writing down the text he knew by rote. If he made a mistake he had to put a small dot in the
centre of the wrong letter written. Usually only three dots were allowed. If he committed the fourth mistake, he
had to take a new palm-leaf and write it all over again. The scribe was known as hat tha kam ma-person who is
skilful in handicraft and he was happy to have one tical or rupee for one anka for copying any text on order.
The Library Building located also near the foot of Mandalay Hill was one of the seven monumental buildings
which were all constructed simultaneously. Constructions began on 13th February 1857. In March 1862, constructions on all seven were officially declared over and in January 1864 copies of Pitaka left by old kings at
Amarapura Library Building were moved to Mandalay Library Building. The three sets of Pitaka of well over
20,000 anka were finished (on 11th March 1865) and they were also deposited at the Mandalay Library Building.
(The building itself was ruined a long time ago, leaving a heap of bricks on the site near the Mandalay Hill.)
Even before the copying of Pitaka on palm-leaves, etc., was completed, the King ordered another on stone.
Senior monks assigned to supervise the making of the stone copy were: Sayadaw of Queen Taung saung daw,
Sayadaw of Myadaung Myosa Thay nat Wungyi and Sayadaw of Si daw myin wun Taik. Lay supervisors were:
Atwin wun Khanpat Myosa Mingyi Maha thiri-u-zana, Atwin wun Yaw Myosa Mingyi Mahã min hla si thu, Than
daw sint Khin ma min wun Mine khine Myosa Mahã thi ri zay ya thu (also known as U Yan the Keeper of Pitaka),
Than daw sint Nay myo yãzasi thu, Amein daw yay Min htin zay ya thu, and Athon sa yay Na myo thi ri kyaw
thu.
When copied on stone there are: 5 parts of Vanaya on 111 stone slabs; 7 parts of Abhidhamma on 209 stone
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slabs; parts of Sultanta together [on] 410 stone slabs; [and] parts of Nikaya—total 729 stone slabs. Each stone,
having one foot and a half underground, is securely held up to stand separate. A small cave-like struc ture of
Sinhalese relic casket type is built to shelter each stone and the stones are arranged in neat rows within the three
enclosures of the Kuthodaw pagoda. The first or the inner enclosure has 42 of them, the second or the middle
enclosure has 168 and the third or the outer enclosure has 519, all adding up to 729.
At the southeast corner of the first enclosure stands one more stone inscription that records how this “stone
Pitaka” came into existence. Therefore I have, mentioned that there are 730 stone inscriptions within the
Kuthodaw compound.
In fact there are three more inscriptions in the enclosures. They are at the northeast corner of the first enclosure
put up in 1921 by U Po Lat (Wet ma sut Wun dauk) recording all the meritorious deeds of King Mindon during
his twenty-six years of reign, at a total expense of 226 million kyats.
*
One hundred and twenty three years have passed since the World’s Biggest Book came into existence. Even
though it was understood to be made for durability, the people of Mandalay do not neglect their duty of keeping it
under proper care. A group of caretakers, usually called the Pagoda Trustees, is formed by elec tion and this
committee is responsible for its maintenance.
Originally the letters on the stone surface were chiselled out and gold ink was spread along the chisel marks so
that the text appeared to be written in gold. As time went on the gold ink faded away. King Thibaw\fn{ 1859-1916,
king from 1878-1885} once had it renewed. It was the only time that an attempt was made to restore the original look
to these stone inscriptions. Perhaps King Thibaw considered it part of his filial duty to maintain the work left by
his father. But the public at present still shows interest to maintain it. I venture to think that it is possible only
among Myanmar Buddhists.
By the end of 1885, the Myanmar king was taken prisoner by the British. It was done “as easily as a chick was
captured”. And we all became ‘slaves’. The square where the Palace stood was declared a cantonment and
Myanmar ministerial families were ordered to move out. As compensation each family received Rs. 15.
The palace square known as Lay gyun aung mye became Fort Dufferin. The soldiers were also billeted at all
the pagodas and monastic establishments near the Mandalay Hill. Naturally the army declared these former
religious precincts “out of bounds” to the public. Their occupation of Buddhist buildings and their banning of
Buddhists from visiting their religious places was really an act of extreme outrage.
And their stay in these places was not temporary. It was common knowledge that precious and artistic objects
at these places were removed (taken away as war souvenirs) or maliciously destroyed by both European and
Indian soldiers.
Five years went by. Yet no one raised any objection. Then one U Aung Ban (said to be a revenue surveyor)
thought of sending an appeal direct to Queen Victoria who promised respect to all religions professed by her
subjects. His idea was approved by ex-officers of the Myanmar king, and thus an appeal to the Queen was sent.
Surprisingly the Queen promptly ordered the withdrawal of all her troops from these places. So in 1890 a food
offering festival was held at the Kuthodaw pagoda for the first time since the king was taken away.\fn{ He and his
family were exiled to Ratnagiri, India, where he died at the age of 57 in a special palace built there for him:H } As the troops had not
completed the move out, the festival was held outside the pagoda enclosure at an open space between the Atumashi and Hman Kyaung.
Soon after the festival, the whole pagoda area was opened to the public. With great sorrow they saw the
pagoda looted of all its treasures. Usually a pagoda platform is shining with gold. There are various objects made
of imitation gold and semi-precious stones, as well as many of gold and jewels. Bells tinkling would be made of
copper or of alloys of more gold and silver than copper in them. And no one kept an account of how much they
are worth.
Now after restoration of the precincts to the public, the places were found to be completely bare. Bells at all
htis above each inscription cave were gone. All the stone ogres along the corridors had lost their heads. All the
brick and mortar lions had lost their marble eyes and toenails.
The only thing left for the people was to decide a replacement of all the things lost as soon as possible. When
repair or replacement was necessary convention required that the descendents of the original donor of each
individual object would be called upon to do it. It was only when they failed to respond that new donors were
invited. So under the supervision of the Senior Monks, members of the Royal family and ex-officers of the former
sovereign were called upon to name what they would do. They unanimously agreed to have a committee formed
to raise funds.
With Atu mashi Sayadaw, Kin wun min gyi, Hlay thin Atwin wun, Saopha of Nyaung Shwe (Sir Saw Mating),
Mye lat wun (Mo bye Sitke daw gyi Taung Ta ya nga ze Bo) as patrons, the following were elected members: U
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Ai, U Ba, U Khet, U Htone, U Maung Gyi, U Poe, U saing, U Wa, U Aung Ban, U Chan Nyein, U Hmun, U Leone, U Nu, U Poyaung, U Tun Paw, and U Ya Kyaw.
*
The committee’s first concern was to make a list of the most obvious and most valuable things lost. The top
ornament of the pagoda called hti had been found lying on the ground depleted of its valuable component parts:
one big ruby which was considered invaluable; one pendant made of ten ticals of gold studded with fifty
diamonds; twenty-seven hka ya thees (top knobs) each made of ten ticals of gold and studded with one ruby and
forty-five na wa rat (nine precious stones, viz, pearl, coral, sapphire, diamond, cat’s eye, emerald, topaz, ruby, and
garnet); fifteen bells each made of one viss of silver; pure silver plate weighing 250 viss made to cover the iron
frame of the hti; and 25 viss of gold covering some parts of the hti.
Other items lost were: 35 viss of gold covering some parts of the pagoda; 15,000 pieces of Italian marble for
flooring; a white umbrella decorated with diamonds valued above Rs.200,000; a head-gear called Brahma uk kath
valued above Rs.100,000; five pieces of a king’s dress valued above Rs.300,000; dozens of glass chandeliers of
unknown value; dozens of cast iron flower vases of unknown value; and a dozen door panels of carved wood with
elaborate floral designs and “flats” in relief.
Outside the Kuthodaw enclosure there were eleven brick zayats (rest houses) on the west side; another eleven
on the south and twelve more on the north. Of these thirty-four zayats nineteen were in various stages of
demolition and thirteen were completely ruined. The Mules Corps took the bricks from these buildings to make
roads at their campsite on the south of the San dã mu ni pagoda. One brick roadbed is still in existence.
Gold on the sides and top of each inscription stone and gold letterings were all gone. Each “cave” above the
inscription stone had a hti with nine brass bells. So there were altogether 6570 bells. They were also gone.
*
On the pagoda itself, there were several places where plaster coverings had peeled off, exposing the bricks.
The committee decided to repair these first. Nyaung Shwe Saopha and Mo bye Sitke contributed Rs.300 to get
work started.
Next they thought of restoring top decorations to each little “cave”. Mo bye Sitke, who visited Simla in 1881,
had seen the Buddhist stupas at Buddha Gaya with stone tops and so he suggested similar ones in place of iron
htis. That was accepted, and so in 1892 members of the royal family paid for the expenses of 155 tops, all exofficers of the king collectively paid the expenses of58 tops, all Shan Saophas and Myosas collectively paid the
expenses of 102 tops, [and] public donation [was] collected to pay the expenses of 414 tops, [for a] total [of] 729
tops. One top-piece cost Rs.10, and to write the donor’s name in the cave would cost 2 annas.
Formerly gold ink was applied to all the chiselled letters so that the text looked like being written in gold. Now
black ink was applied instead and it brought out a better result. Black letters on a white surface made it easier to
read. The cost of applying ink on both obverse and reverse sides of one stone was Rs.5. A donor usually had his
name written in ink on the ceiling of the “cave” and that also made interesting reading. We find such names as
Her Royal Highness Princess Hteik Su Gyi (daughter of Queen Hsin byu ma shin), Minister Taung gwin, Hsen wi
(Thein ni) Myosa, etc.
In that same year, 1892, Mobye Sitke planted trees among the “caves”. For permission to do so he went to see
U Nanda (Pahkan Tha mu di Sayadaw), Secretary to U Mala, the Thä tha nã baing (Head of the Religion
appointed by King Thibaw). When asked what sort of trees he intended to plaint, Mobye Sitke answered that he
would, if approved, like to plant khay’e (Acanthus ebracteauis). U Nanda liked the idea because the trees would
provide a good shade as well as good flowers. Mobye Sitke also included mez’e (Madhuca longfo1ia) when he
actually started growing trees.
One young plant cost him 8 annas and then one U Paw was employed for nearly five years to water them at a
monthly salary of Rs.10 plus 10 baskets of paddy. Now after a hundred years, these trees are providing the most
pleasant shade and the pilgrims also find great pleasure in collecting khay’e flowers under them.
The stone tops do not look as grand as the htis but they are quite nice to look at and they are durable. Repeated
inkings, made to improve the legibility of the text on the stone surface, were as follows:
Gold ink was applied once again to the engraved letters by orders of King Thibaw; instead of gold, black ink
was applied to the letters in 1892 with public donations; another application of ink was done in 1904 by Sir Po
Thã; another application of ink was done in 1913 with public donations; another application of ink was done in
1920 with public donations; another application of ink was done during 1949-53 with public donations; and
another application of ink with public donations has been in progress since 1968.\fn{ This booklet was first published in
1974:H}
The ink used was locally manufactured. Shellac was bought at Rs.10 per viss from Saya Hti, a dealer in crystal
spectacles at Kun gyan. A quarter viss of shellac was boiled in a viss of water until the liquid was reduced to one
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third of the original. To this was added soot from kerosene oil lamp and straw ash. This made the best quality
black ink and the formula was supplied by Sein don Sayadaw. In 1892 both sides of an inscription stone were
inked at the rate of Rs.5. In 1943 the rate was increased to K.12. Now it is K.25. A man begins the work standing
and he has to bend forward in varying degrees as the work progresses until he is lying on his stom ach to do the
bottom lines.
Sir Po Thã of Yangon in 1913 had the Kuthodaw pagoda repaired and applied gold to the whole edifice at the
expense of Rs.40,000. The gates to the pagoda were left open because the soldiers had destroyed the carved
wooden door panels. The Society of Pitaka Stone Incriptions in 1913 supplied the iron door panels for the south
gate. With Rs.1000 contributed by the dancer Po Sein the Great, the society added Rs.300 of its own and made the
west gate also of iron. Then in 1932 the children and grand children of King Mindon paid the cost of iron doors to
the north and east gates. The Pagoda Trustees in 1964 decided to clear away the undergrowth around the “caves”
and pave the ground with cement concrete and they solicited public contribution through The Ludu Daily. The
public responded very well and so the project was brought to success in 1968.
*
The writing down of the Buddha’s teachings on leaves of gold, silver, copper and palm-leaves or on stone
surface in Myanmar dated back to the time when Buddhism reached Tha ye khittayã. But it was King Mindon
who first had the entire Pitaka copied on stone. Gold leaf manuscripts of extracts from Buddhist texts were
unearthed near Pyi in 1897. Judging from the script, Emil Forchammer, the then Superintendent of the
Archaeological Survey, Myanmar, was of the opinion that they belong to the 6th century A.D. The site where the
plates were found is called Maung gan of Lebaw village. The script used is of Indian origin and has a close
resemblence to Kadamba script of South India. The text written was the famous Ye dhamma hetu pubha va stanza
as told by Assaji to Upa issa or Sari-putttara. It is in fact an extract from Vinaya. Other manuscripts have extracts
from Digha Nikãya, Mijjhima Nikãya, Anguttrava Nikãya, Khuddaka Nikãya and Vibbhanga of the Abhidhamma
Pitaka. These manuscripts are the earliest we know of the extracts from the Pitaka found in Myanmar and they are
about 1400 years old.
Another find made in 1910-11 at the Baw Baw Gyi Pagoda near Pyi was a stone inscription (broken in three
pieces) with extracts from Vibhanga of the Abhidhamma pitaka. Twenty more gold plates found at U Ba Khin’s
field near Kala gan gon at Tha ye khittaya in 1926 have extracts from the Paticea samuppada and also from the
five Nikãya. Another gold plate of similar extracts was found at Kyun daw su in 1928.
Archaeological excavations along the Tha ye khittaya city wall after the Second World War brought to light
two stone inscriptions near the “Gold Gate”. The Mingala Sutra is engraved on them. Another stone found at a
gate near Kon yo village has Ratna Sutta engraved on it.
All these inscriptions found in or around Tha ye khittaya city wall have no dates written on them, but with the
help of palaeography we assume that they belonged to the 5th, 6th and 7th centuries A.D. All these testify that
from the time the Theravada Buddhism reached Myanmar, the practice of having the Pitaka copied in parts or
whole on gold, silver and copper plates or on palm-leaves or on stone has been fairly common in Myanmar.
*
After Thaye khittaya, Pagan became an important city of Myanmar in about the 9th century. Tradition tells us
that King Anawrattha of Pagan attacked Thaton (in A.D 1057) and brought back to Pagan thirty copies of the
Pitaka. Thirty-two white elephants were used to carry them. At Pagan he had all Pitaka transliterated into
Myanmar scripts. For the purpose of checking these copies he sent an envoy to the Singhalese King to get the
Pitaka from Ceylon (Sri Lanka).
The King’s example was copied by many rich people of Pagan and many more copies of Pitaka were made on
palm-leaves. As a result, there developed two professions: those who prepared palm-leaves for copying the Pitaka
known as Pay tha ma and those who did the copying known as Sayay. And this custom of making copies of Pitaka
prevailed in Myanmar until the Mandalay period (1857-85). Every new Myanmar King on his ascension to the
throne ordered a new copy of the Pitaka made as his very first act of merit during his reign as King.
Ordinarily, copies were made with stylus on palm-leaves but there were also copies written in ink on palmleaves. Then King Wanbe-in-san invented another type of copy. He had the letters written in gold on lacquered
palm-leaves. Extracts from the Pitaka were also found to have been copied on stone in Pagan period.
*
After King Mindon’s religious texts copied on stones of Zagyin became rather popular, other people began to
follow his example.
U Khanti the Hermit considered that commentaries on the Pitaka known by the names of Athakatha and Tika
should also be made permanent by having them copied on stone. After having had the permission from the Taung
gwin Tha tha na baing, the Hermit started work in 1913 and he left 1774 stone inscriptions in Sanda muni pagoda
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enclosures. This pagoda was founded by Prince Kanaung (the Crown Prince) and it was by the suggestion of his
daughter Her Highness Princess Thu Thiri thin kha wadi, the myosa of Yan aung myin, that the Hermit agreed to
put stone copies of the commentaries there. Her reason was that if the King’s copy of the Pitaka was left inside the
King’s pagoda enclosure, the copies of Pitaka commentaries should be placed in the Crown Prince’s enclosure.
At Monywa in the Ledi Monastic Establishment, all the religious works written by the famous Ledi Sayadaw
were copied on stone.
At Nyaung yan, U Po Yone had the At tha ka thã copied on stone and left them on the west side of the Tha htay
gon pagoda, in Myoma village.
At Yenanggyaung U Thã Kan had the Pitaka and Atha kathã copied on stone and kept them in five brick
buildings specially built for them.
People at Minkin made a joint effort to have a copy of Pitaka on stone.
People at Meikhtila did the same thing.
People at Danubyu did the same thing.
People at Mogok did the same thing.
At Zaga gyi of Aphyauk in Hinthada District, U Pwa Gyi had an exact copy made of the Pitaka as found in the
Kuthodaw of Mandalay. He had had the work started in 1934 and it was completed only after the Second World
War.
At Thedaw Thein daw in Meikhtila District, there is another stone copy of the Pitaka.
At Shwe sã yan pagoda of Tha ton, there are some stone copies of Nissãya and Attha kata.
On the north side of the Shwe myin mi pagoda of Meikhtila, U Hlaing and Daw Ain Nyeint, on request by U
Pan da wa, Lecturer at Kyauk taga Tawya, had the Attha karha copied on stone.
A few years before King Mmdon’s “stone Pitaka,” the saopha of Nyaung Shwe had ordered the engraving of
the complete Pitaka on broad timber planks. When it was satisfactorily done on 21st November 1886, the planks,
covered with gold, were nailed on the ceiling of the Atha disa dhamma vihara or Day tha sãyi Kyaung on the west
of the Ya ta nã man aung pagoda in Nyaung Shwe. It seems that this “timber Pitaka,” now over a century old,
would remain good for many more centuries to come.
From as early as the Tha ye khittaya period, the people of the land now called Myanmar had the custom of
making copies of the Pitaka either in parts or whole on stone. A locally available stone was used for the purpose.
So any kind of sandstone would be used at Tha ye khittaya. At Pagan garneti ferous mica schist was largely used.
It was brought from the Webu Hill of Kyaukse area.
King Badon (Bo daw paya) started using marble from Sagin in Madaya area. In fact the marble is too hard for
making inscriptions. He had it used for the Buddha images and the Buddha’s footprints. The Sagin Hill was
formerly known as the White Stone Hill. In King Mindon’s time, the hill was found to be yielding rubies similar
to those found at Mogok. So the name of the hill was changed to Ruby Hill. Then King Mindon thought of using
marble for making inscriptions because no-one had done it before. Another reason he gave was that inscription on
crystalline stone would certainly have a longer life span.
It is commonly believed the Buddha’s religion would not last for more than five thousand years after the death
of the Buddha. But in one legend the stone cave cut out by a pig during the lifetime of the Buddha Kassapa was
found to be in existence when the Buddha Gautama appeared. So the king imagined that his stone inscriptions
would last until the end of kappa the world.
We have the Buddhist tradition that there are four places in this world (though not shown on the world atlas)
where a peculiar quality in each place would last for eternity. They are: a spot in a forest where no forest-fire will
burn (see the Vattaka Jataka no.5); the site of Ghatika the Potter’s house where no rain drop will ever fall (see
Ghatikara Sutta, no.81 of the Majjhima Nikaya); a lake where all natural cane-grass growing around it turn hollow
just like drinking-straws (see Na la ka pa na Jataka no.20); and the face of the moon where the figure of a hare
was drawn (see Sasa Jataka no.316). King Mindon’s ambition was to add a fifth one to these four eternities known
as Kappatthiti.
*
Sagin Hill is in the north-northeast of Mandalay, 32 miles away. It is the quarry that produced the marble to
make the stone copies of the Pitaka.
First, a crude shape of a slab was cut there and carried to the foot of the hill where the Kalamak stream flows.
The stone had to wait until there was a rise in the water level of the stream. Then they were put on boats to be
brought to Mandalay down the Irrawaddy. At Mandalay they were brought into the palace enclosure to be
smoothed and made ready for engraving. On each surface of the stone the text was written and checked.
Then the mason started chiselling. There were fifty of them, all experts. There was, of course, another checking
when the inscription was done. Then the chiselled letters were filled in with gold ink.
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When the text was first written on the stone surface, a first rate scribe spent three days to do it on both the
obverse and reverse sides. An average worker did it in five days. After having the copy checked, the chisel man
was called upon to carve out the letters. Some could finish fifteen to sixteen lines a day. But an average person did
only ten lines. There are 80 to 100 lines on one side.
Sculptors today maintain that the rocks used were of first class quality. It means that they are as good as those
used for making the Buddha images. When asked as to the standard of work manship, they said that only some inscriptions located in the outer enclosure are a little below the mark. To judge the workmanship, a wax impression
is taken of the letter chiselled. If the edges are found to be smooth and the width and depth of the lines are even,
the finished work is declared perfect. Such excellent works are in the majority.
Stone slabs used for the copies of Attha karhã and Tikã at the Sandamuni pagoda and the workmanship on
those copies are obviously inferior to those at the Kuthodaw. The Ledi inscriptions used larger letters and wider
spacing. When a mistake was committed, the only method to correct it was to file off a fairly broad space of about
nine inches so that a depression in the stone surface of about one-tenth of an inch in the said space would not be
easily discernable to the naked eye.
The work on the stone Piraka was done in a big shed near the Palace. The work was begun on 14th October
1860 and was completed on 4th May 1868. The whole project took seven years, six months and twenty days.
One should not mix this project with the Fifth Buddhist Synod. They were entirely different. The Synod was
convened to read the entire Piraka without intermission. It started on Saturday 15th April 1871 and it lasted until
Tuesday 12th September 1871 taking one hundred and fifty days altogether. There were three years between two
occasions.
*
Thirty years after the stone Pitaka was completed, the “paper Pitaka” was made for the first time. Mr. Phillip
H. Ripley of the Han tha waddy press was the pioneer in this work. One volume of this book (Royal Octavo size)
had 400 pages approximately and there were thirty-eight volumes in a complete set. A printed book would make
the Pitaka cheap and the public opinion was against it. So only when the Taung gwin Tha tha na baing expressed
his happiness to hear the news that the Pitaka would soon be available in book form, did Mr.Ripley regain his
courage to proceed with the work of printing.
It was in about 1900 and Mr.Ripley took all care to make his copies perfect. He had the galley-proofs checked
against the stone Pitaka at Mandalay. In fact he claimed that his books were “true copies of the Pitaka inscribed on
stone by King Mindon”. He also had the titles to various chapters printed in the same handwriting as they
appeared on the stone.
People who were once proofreaders under him like Han tha waddy U Ba Yin and Saya Zeya (U Yaw) often
recalled that the old gentleman took enormous pains to make the Pitaka he printed free of mistakes. He printed a
declaration on each book that he would give a reward of Rs.50 for each word that did not agree with the corre sponding word on the stone Pitaka.
The reason for Ripley’s great thoroughness\fn{The translation has: much thoroughness:H} was not entirely
business. He was an Armenian born at Kyaukphyu and when he was a boy he visited the Mandalay Palace with
his father, known to the Myanmarese as Commissioner Red Head. King Mindon took a fancy to adopt the Little
Red Head as one of his sons. So he lived in the Palace like a prince and attended an English school run by an
Anglican clergyman called Dr. Marks where most of the King’s sons were sent for modern education. When ever
he had to mention the King, he used the term “Phon daw gyi paya” like the other children of the King.
When the King was ill for the last time, there were many Palace intrigues on naming a successor to him. The
Little Red Head, then seventeen, did not want to get himself involved in any one of these intrigues and so he fled
to Yangon. He was Myanmarese\fn{ This expression would have appeared as “Burmese” in the days prior to the renaming of the
country (1989); I have changed it where appropriate. The translation has “Myanmar”, which is not correct in the way it is used:H } in
many ways and when he entered the printing and publishing business, he tried to express his thanks to the King he
loved by making an extension of the King’s project in having perfect copies of the Pitaka.
Ripley was amply rewarded for all the care he took in printing the Pitaka in exactly the same shape as it
appeared on stone. Many sets of his books were sent even outside Myanmar where Theravada Buddhism
prevailed.
Soon other printing concerns followed suit. One of them was the Tampadipa Time Press which in 1912 printed
books of Pitaka with the same claims as Ripley. It even used a picture of stone Pitaka cave as its trade mark.
Ripley had established a tradition that all the printed Pitaka books must have the stone Pitaka as the standard
work.
Most of the foreigners visiting Myanmar made it a point to visit Kuthodaw at Mandalay and take photographs
of the World’s Biggest Book. Recently a mission from West Germany was here to photograph every face of the
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inscription. The mission had to take seven days to finish the task.
When the Sixth Buddhist Synod was convened at Yangon, a delegation of one hundred monks came here to
check their text against the text here. It reported that it found no serious disparities between the two.
*
This is about all that I have to say on the World’s Biggest Book. Allow me to express my thanks to Taungphilã
Sayadaw, Zibani Sayadaw, Shwe gaing tha Sayadaw and Ko Pyin nya among the monks who helped me in many
ways when I was working on this paper. My thanks are also due to Librarian U Maung Maung of the Mandalay
Arts and Science University Library, U Maung Maung Tin of the Directorate of State History Re search, U Mya
and U Sein Maung U of the Directorate of Archaeology. I shall have to express my gratitude to all the members of
the Kuthodaw Pagoda Trusteeship including Ko Taw, U Te and Maung Than Tun. I also thank Dr.Than Tun for
this English translation of my paper which was originally written in Myanmarese.
75.182 A Sawbaw Dies\fn{by Daw Mi Mi Khaing (1916-1990)} Thanatpin, Bagao Region, Myanmar (F) 5
The Sawbwa\fn{The ruler of a Shan State.} lay on the high hospital bed under the very thick red Chinese blanket.
The screen which shut him off from immediate view told us that the news of his critical condition, bringing us
rushing here, was indeed correct. Ranged around the large emergency ward, silent, seated on chairs, were close
relatives.
The uniting shadow of death was already over us. Sao Tun Aye and his wife we saw often; yet only now,
seeing them already in attendance, I realized our kinship through that figure on the bed. Shan families are so
interwoven by marriages and polygamy, we forget ramifications without surnames to remind us; we treat people
as friends, to remember suddenly they are close relatives after all.
But one’s thoughts should not wander irreverently. The Sawbwa is in dire straits. His habitual grunting snores
beat the silence; beside him three nurses wipe away the injections from that burst vessel in his brain; his tongue is
clipped with a clothes-peg to keep it free of his teeth; he has not been conscious since he reached the foot of this
high hill on the road from his capital town, Lawksawk, whence they brought him yesterday. His squat figure, his
completely vulnerable and helpless position, is visible from the side of the room where I have found a chair at an
angle to the screen. Horror strikes. …
My averted eyes rest then on Sao Tun Aye’s wife, So Kin Lay. A Shan beauty. Lily skin, soft eyes, plump
cheeks, with a slender body, sweet expression, fresh from a bath, powdered, perfumed. As so often before, this
man now dying, who enjoyed no physical beauty in his own person, has loveliness hovering in his vicinity, gently
brushing by. His growth was stunted, according to popular belief, by a fall from an elephant at the age of ten. That
was a bitter blow to the towering old Chief, his father. Regardless, the old man’s will arranged for him a marriage
with the best any Shan prince could hope for: a Kengtung daughter, Sao Van Kyiao, “Gem-Mirror,” beautiful as
well as highest born. From that shrinking bride of fifteen had come the love of a mature woman, and from his
thwarted growth six whole handsome children.
But fourteen years ago he had lost this Gem-Mirror Mahadevi who had truly been the light of his life. Eleven
of the years he had spent in uncomplaining grief and loneliness; and then he had remarried, for companionship he
thought, for he was 64; but such is the wonder of Nature, such the potency of seed and germ, that a second
florescence had brought him twin boys.
But I was forgetting Sao Leng, also called Jean, our niece, and the only one among the Sawbwa’s four
daughters to be present, quietly sobbing. While I comfort her with embraces, Sao Sai comes, with the confidence
of her husband’s authority: “Get up and go away, quickly.”
I don’t want to be flattered with ministrations, but this tone is never to be denied and I notice also a starting of
other relatives from chairs. Sai hustles me toward the stairs.
“The doctors give him only a few more minutes. If he wants to die at home he must be carried there straight
away. That won’t be a pleasant sight, so hurry. Come, there is no use in looking at such things.”
The heir, younger than the Sawbaw’s four daughters, follows and asks urgently: “Could not my father last the
journey to Lawksawk so that he may die among his own people?”
“No, no, the ambulance is waiting, and he will go to the Haw.”
This is the modest house he has built in Taunggyi, in place of the old cavernous mansion. His son looks
unconvinced. Though the Shan Sawbwas relinquished powers and revenues two years ago, by the desire of a
Socialist-inspired government, they remain the Sawbwas to their people and their families.
We pause to head off cars which bring more inquiring relations, and then follow the half-mile to the Haw.
The ambulance is drawn up at the door, and immediately inside it is confusion. A staircase abuts right on the
porch, and up and down it rush people who fetch things, throw things, catch things urgently demanded from
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within the closed ambulance. Jean has bee living here in modern young-family style. Her husband an engineer,
here son a toddler, her twin girls arriving so soon and her job as a school librarian given up.
Now, with a dying Sawbwa on the doorstep, there is this continuous flurry up and down the stairs to find the
right kind of things. Cotton … wool … rags … yes, surely. Sheets … yes, plenty. But they need a silk carpet first
… it must be a silk carpet … and blankets … no, not a woolen one … a velvet blanket. … and, Jean, they want a
gold chain! No, not like this, Sao, not with a locket, long plain ones.
Men pull furniture out of the sitting-room into the narrow hallway and put a bed in. More shouts and
remonstrations: “Not a mug like this, I’m telling you! We need a silver bowl! A large one!”
“Surely not, he is there in the ambulance still. No one has said a thing.”
But the taps are running full in the downstairs bathroom. It is a corpse that we bathe, not a dying man, and Jean
sobs out suddenly with realization, making obeisances vainly into the air. “My father has gone without my last
respects!”
There is a rush of feet from the back rooms of the house. Lawksawk has long been a sad and dying court, first
losing prosperity from the internecine wars of the pre-British period; the suffering an eclipse by splendor with the
death of the old Chieftain during Japanese occupation, and the fires which burnt his palace; and finally losing all
hear with the loss of the beautiful Mahadevi. So, it is mostly old women who rush out now. This is their saddest
hour. They could see through shabbiness, beyond poverty, across empty walls, to the innate kingliness that resided
in that squat body. But now their lord, their rice-giver has gone, and they sob in greatest distress.
“Have you gone, Your worship? Have you left us? Where are we now? Whom do we turn to?”
The shaky old women follow each other through the door wrinkles, tears, dismay on their faces; but in the
arms of two of them are the twin boys, one apiece a-straddle on ancient hips, but lovely, lovable, clear-skinned,
succulent, plump, wide-eyed and unperturbed. Again, live beauty blooms in the shadows of this man’s dark
wooden pillars. …
We went home for a bath and quick supper. When we returned, the Sawbwa lay, not yet in state, but still on
silken rugs and under velvet covers; his two thumbs bound together with a gold chain, his two big toes likewise; a
gold coin on his mouth; his drinking water by his head, pictures to the wall, and the floor carpeted end to end for
watchers to sit by. The doctors had come and injected him to keep him preserved while relatives gathered.
There was quiet and calm in the Haw now. The two sets of twins, plump uncles and winsome nieces, were
sound asleep; the sobs of the old women were stilled, and in their place could be heard the kitchen choppers
preparing next dawn’s meals for the helpers who were already collecting.
And so Agnes, the eldest daughter and herself a Mahadevi of another State, arriving after seven hours hard
driving from Mandalay, did not break the quiet with sobs but carried her mother’s beauty silently in her weary,
utterly resigned face, beauty enhanced as never before by her grief.
With her here, the family could begin to discuss whether to cable the children overseas, how long to wait,
when and how to transport the corpse to Lawksawk. Agnes, who gives to each of her eight daughters an English
name, like Fern, Ellaline, Charlotte, and Gladys, alongside their Shan names, lived for these other matters in the
climate of the past. Communities object to an alien corpse crossing their areas and trailing ominous shadows. To
her, communities were still only Shans with State fealties, and she worried intensely that her father, having died
out of his state, would have to cross Yaunghwe State’s villages to get home.
But next day the Lawksawk elders arrived and decided all. The Buddhist New Year was due, it was not good to
keep a corpse over it; so interment should be on the Tuesday, a suitable day by all calculations.
“Only one week’s mourning? And for a Sawbwa!” This was unheard of.
“But why such a rush? Our father lay for twenty months, and he saw more than one year out.”
“But there was a reason.”
“Yes, by Kengtung tradition the old Sawbwa is not buried till his successor is proclaimed. The British were in
full control then, and for their own reasons withheld recognition from my brother, for two years, they said. So
father lay on.”
“If I may respectfully submit an opinion, sir, this brought no good to Kengtung State.”
“Yes, it is true. My brother was assassinated before recognition came, and both had to be buried together.”
So it was decided.
“And then, please, sir, the Haw in Lawksawk is too small to receive the funeral crowds.”
That was sad indeed. he died without ever rebuilding his power home. Poor modest man, so slow to act, so lost
without his Mahadevi; modest till death, never assuming, never uttering an unkind or tactless word. He would be
taken to his State only on the funeral day. Pavilions would be built beside the tomb for the last offices, and he
would be buried without re-entering his home.
But the shortness of the wake was made up for by its intensiveness. This thriving and congested cosmopolitan
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town, owing no allegiance to him, spilled out its citizens to visit the Sawbwa, after office, after school, in the
lunch-hour, after dinner, and before breakfast.
But none of its shops could supply the traditional grandeur. A short while, the Sawbwa’s Kengtung mother-inlaw had died. Her coffin had been encased in white velvet, on which delicately cut metal flowers covered with
gold leaf were set in my skilled craftsmen of Kengtung taking twenty-one days to make, so how could our dead
brother have anything fitting in seven days?
But grand or not, none of the symbols or steps must be omitted. Faithful old courtiers took over Jean’s menage.
One side of the driveway was cleared for parking cars; the other built over with a long bamboo pavilion. Here all
the town could come for tea, cheroots, pickles, or sweets. Here also, an orchestra played. As we stopped our car
the strains of the royal sidaw greeted us, sad in the peculiar Burmese way; for to us pomp and ceremonial are sad,
perhaps in the dormant memories they stir of those deprived of pomp by a swordsman’s stroke in the days of
kings long ago; perhaps by the realization of their transitoriness, which sense is the real spring of poignancy.
But suddenly this music changed. A full jubilance of all the instruments tinkled, clapped, shouted, sang, and
resounded as we went in.
In the chamber an ornate bed had been put. A canopy of white nylon in frills and flounces covered it, hung all
around with gold and silvery banyan leaves, not real gold nor real silver, but tinsel, light; yet effectively pretty,
sufficiently evocative of pagoda bells and splendor associated with divine sanction. Umbrellas, white, gold and
red—how surprising that mixtures of more frothy nylon, lacquer, and old oiled silk went so pleasingly—these
festive umbrellas flanked the bed head and foot. The silk covers were bright red and green, not chaste white. A big
red lacquered rod rammed the bed through from end to end, and under this the coffin rested, enormous, gilt,
giving to the Sawbwa in his last sleep the full height he must have desired all his life, for he stretched out now as
long, even, as his renowned father who had been a fierce enough warrior to stick the heads of rebellious tribesmen
on the pediments of his palace walls as warning to all.
Every day, especially at evening time, the house overflowed; all rooms, passages and staircases too, filled with
people sitting or standing. The Sawbwa’s brothers-in-law, easy with their aristocratic origins, rarely came in to
take seats of honors, stoop, laughing, joking, sometimes with antics, drinking whisky and comparing the merits of
their parked cars.
We invariably sat in the carpeted room, a great contrast. On the first day silent or whispering. A day later mild
jokes to lighten the wait, but still a painful effort holding jaws back from laughing widely in appreciation. Then
the gambling at night started, to make it possible for some to stay awake all night. A day later talk and laughter
came naturally.
It continued as the servant brought in a tray with the Sawbwa’s meal and set it beside his dead master. He
uncovered the dishes, poured drinking water, and as new plaintive music started from outside he fanned gently
with a fan f peacock'’ feathers. After fifteen minutes of this, he backed out with the tray, returned with tea which
he poured out, and cheroots and matches.
The tray was enameled tin, the china, plain utility. Yet symbols suffice for our people. No one in that crowd
questioned that this man was as much as Sawbwa as my father-in-law who, lying under several tiers of
magnificent canopies, during each day for twenty long months, had his meals served by his fair daughters in turn
—no servant being good enough—on a table of carved silver, set with cups and dishes of solid gold, and lit by a
giant taper before which the sad princess bent as she waved the fan gently to and fro.
But this short wake was soon over. The seventh day was fine and clear. We decided to drive ahead of the
cortege. It would be a pleasant trip for us, for the forty-six miles to Lawksawk was now good road, tarred by the
Army who had set up a military town beside it; and we invited Pete, our American friend, to join us.
“Will I not be intruding?”
“Heavens no! there is no such idea with us. The more people go, the better the bereaved ones like it.”
Foolish Westerner’s sensitivities persisted. … “It seems not decent to go out of curiosity or just for a trip.”
“Will you believe us, Pete. No one expects you to feel sad, so for what other reasons could you be going,
except to please Jean by your attendance?”
The drive took us across a flat stretch of plain, its extensiveness rare in these Shan hill regions. I could
understand why the young heir had sometimes shown what appeared to us undue confidence about his future. Had
it not been for a Union government which put an end to feudal rule, he would now have become lord of all these
acres.
Lawksawk was an old and powerful principality in Burmese history, and approaching it from this end, one
could understand that also. After forty-odd miles of straight road, we swooped around a bend and faced abruptly a
miniature canyon, not grim enough to dispel the smiling nature of this drive, but with its humped farther bank
good enough for defense. The bends continued rapidly four or five times, and then we entered straight into the
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beautiful Lawksawk valley, suddenly open right before our eyes. Across the wide plain the eye leapt to blue hills
whose peaks were topped, exactly as one expects peaks to be crowned, with great white massed spires with very
thick, clumped foliage. The rest was lost in mystery and in distant loveliness.
Everything necessary to a capital was there as we crossed the valley. Fertile rice fields, a great banyan tree,
sentinel to the town; further guard was provided by the Zawgyi river, a narrow stream that coiled around and
again in a curve which enclosed the series of mounds forming Lawksawk town, like a heaven-filled moat. All this
spelled a kingdom in the past, but today Lawksawk town consisted of one main street a couple of hundred yards
long and a few lanes of villagers’ houses.
We turned into the old royal town, and that did not disappoint us. No buildings except for a few small ones for
school, for state officials, and for Sawbwa’s relatives. But the remains of the old brick walls, the red roads
ploughing deep through the dust, the old pagodas dating back eight or nine centuries, the vast enclosure in which
had stood the old Chief’s palace and where jungle was fast growing now, these were enough for us.
Standing on one of the prominences and looking back towards the entrance into the valley, we were silenced
by the beauty that we saw, and the consciousness of its history too. With our ravaging weather, our destructive
exploits of the past, our building for permanence, only those buildings seemed to continue to torch of Buddhism
long after each poor mortal has left his pitiful accumulations of wealth. We can rarely become conscious of our
past by man-made structures standing to remind us. It is nature, only, which must remind us; the geographical
formation of this or that place which made its history and which remains after all is destroyed; the face of which,
being now bared, makes its events plain to read. Again and again has this consciousness come to me. It came
when I stood at Mandalay and saw its site as the crossroads of all the land and water routes to the four corners of
Burma, and understood, without the fabled palaces, why it had been the “Center of the Universe.” In Lawksawk
now it visited me again.
The cortege still not being in sight, we went to look at the military town. What a contrast to Lawksawk’s
softened decay. A mile away from the red village, the metal roads cut clear and compromising, signs posted
everywhere, new bungalows, barracks; trim, orderly; green lawns, water towers, and motorized units. The Army
with its corps of educated, hard-working and patriotic officers, would be the vanguard of our entry into the
modern world.
The cortege was due. We returned and changed into all-white clothes. The men told us to wait at the monastery
while they escorted the coffin on foot.
The monastery was a massive wooden pile, still holding together its beautiful old components, though for how
much longer one could not say, before it tottered into decayed timber. Its grounds were full of milling people,
from every Lawksawk house, from the Army lines, from all the villages in the 2,196 square miles of Lawksawk
territory. They were eating the free food served without stop under the big banyans which shaded the cleared
circumference of the monastery grounds.
We went to the bamboo dining hall nearby. Here everyone who was of any consequence or affluence from
Taunggyi and the neighboring big towns had driven and were seated at tables and chairs. An impressive Chinese
meal was being served from the steaming iron pans under the trees; little boys in Boy Scout uniforms ran in and
out between waiters and put down opened bottles of fizzy drinks, a bevy of girls threaded their way through the
little boys with trays of green Shan tea, and some youths in Shan homespun carried drinking water in enamel urns
topped by a communal lacquer cup from table to table.
The meal turned out to be delicious. I wished I had sat at the next table where some relatives were eating
heartily. Now with admirably controlled ladies from Taunggyi I had to hold appetite back like a decorous funeral
guest.
After this we were shown into the monastery. I was struck by the attitude of the Lawksawk elders who
arranged all this. They seemed anxious to spare Agnes and all of us modern creatures the physical discomforts of
the ceremonies. Kengtung, which was a generation behind in relaxing its customs, would have assumed that it
was our privilege to undergo every part of the ritual, rigors and all. After a long wake, we would by now have
been walking from the entrance of the valley with the coffin, all holding on to a long white cotton cloth which
would keep us in line and set the same tortuous pace for all. We still expected to do part of this, but here we were
in the cool dimness of the monastery, eating pickles, drinking Shan tea, and chatting. When they called us at one
o’clock, we found to our surprise that we were being hustled to the very last rites.
Even then an elder ran and implored us to go by car, the sun being hot, but this time we held firm. From all
sides now the crowds were converging on the bamboo structure at the top of the mound. Though most of them
were in working clothes, their number and combined pedestrian movements seen from the treeless slope still
suggested a great occasion.
Is it because we are under-populated, is it because we lack material wealth, that in the context of our country232

side traditions it is the human crowd which makes the festival, more so than lights, colors, structures or what have
you, which may or may not be there? The grandeur of a man is measured by the size of a crowd he assembles;
judged like this, the Lawksawk Sawbwa was having a truly grand end. Seven days’ spread of news had been
enough to gather a mighty crowd pushing towards the top of the mound. People in ordinary Shan and Burmese
clothes like ours, hill tribes in various outfits of black and bright splashes, soldiers in uniform, Indian cattlecommunities, and little buffalo-urchins in semi-nakedness, all toiled up the hill.
Now we entered the most beautiful part of the funeral. It had been baking hot on the slope, and then this
structure greeted us, cool, bamboo poles and thatch, not chap matting. On the earthen floor thick piles of clean
straw; over that thick mats, fine at the front and coarsening away backwards. The thatch roof was low, but the tent
was enormously spacious and airy. In front of us, raised on a bamboo dais six inches higher, sat a hundred or more
monks in saffron robes. Behind them was the only closed end of the structure, a screen made all of thatch, with
light entering between the tufts. Everything smelled of this thatch, of fresh-cut bamboo, and of clean earth. Before
the monks, the offerings were piled, not arranged artistically as oe could expect in a more organized function than
this one; but piled in profusion they looked all the more: towels, umbrellas, slippers, spittoons, for each of sixtyseven monks. The completeness of this type of expenditure—to give to as many monks as one has lived years, all
their needs, which are basic and regulated—makes further grandeur pointless.
The place filled rapidly. The surging hordes took seats behind us with no doubt as to who sat where. Latecomers took seats behind us with no doubt as to who sat where. Late-comers among the mobs jostled in and
laughed at their stumbling, sure that none of the family, though feeling grief imminent again, expected from them
a solemnity they did not feel. There was noise all over; little cow-herds outside the thatch lifted tufts to see the
better and were roared at by the Sawbwa’s cousin, an ex-Army officer; ”Get away, you young rascals! This is not
your show!” Jean smiled quietly and said, “We need someone like him to handle naughty people.”
The noise increased and so did the surging, pushing us till we were tightly packed. The drum could now be
heard, louder and louder, the thumping deepened and resounded, the tempo increased, the low roof bore down on
our ears, urgent shouts came closer, calling, “This way! Heave! More, more! hey!” Panic, expectancy, death,
finally, doomed in the air, all came near for those who listened, amidst the jostling which still went on; and then
with a great clash of cymbals he was carried in, lancers, umbrella-bearers, pennant carriers, all furling their
standards and coming in, directed this way and that by the ex-major, without detracting one white from the
solemnity for those who felt solemn, and adding to the curiosity of those who gaped at the show.
Flowers had been handed to us to hold during the prayers; also yellow and saffron rice to hold, but nobody
knew for how long or why; we looked at each other and giggled a little at our ignorance.
The prayers were the shortest on record. As soon as they were over, the heir, guided by an elderly hand, knelt
and presented each different offering to the senior male in the regular way. He proffered it respectfully and got it
acknowledge by a touch of the monk’s hand, an act which can be performed only by males even when the real
donor is a woman. But before he had quite finished, well-meaning people were already directing the carrying out
of the huge coffin, umbrella-bearers, lancers, pennants also, directed again by the ex-major. My brothers-in-law
rushed to be among the pall-bearers, my husband clicked his camera. And by the time his son and heir had
finished the ritual, the coffin was already at the grave twenty yards away. Those who ran in its wake must have
got there with it We were shut off by crowds pressing forward, Sai saying, “It’s no use, some of the people are
very dirty. Don’t try to go, wait patiently here.”
The heir wandered out looking lost, no one paying heed to him. He pressed slowly but determined through,
without asking for a special way. With a sister-in-law I did the same.
Old voices behind us said, “Please, those who have stood long enough, give other eyes a chance also.”
But there was nothing to see.
An open trench, in it the masons bricking up the coffin, across the trench perched precariously on the ile of
loose dug earth Agnes, with her eight daughters and sister and brother. Soldiers, cowherds, and cultivators pressed
round them. Little whispers from my sister-in-law came to me: “How odd … they should have marked out an area
round the grave.”
I called across then to the son, “Sao Sai Long, won’t you ask some one to clear the crowd to make the last
paying of respects easier?”
He woke; for an instant the mantle of all the Lawksawk Sawbwas descended on the playboy that he was, and
squaring his shoulders he called with authority, without shouting: “Stand back there, we want a clear space.” At
once people took up his words, so eager in their obedience, and in a second the space was clear; the front people
teetered on the invisible line with pressure from behind.
We knelt to pay respects; the last brick was in; with no guns, no more ceremony, the Sawbwa was laid to rest;
and the crowd dispersed quickly down the hill.
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“Isn’t it beautiful, Sai?”
The little wild flowers and sprouting buds had not been crushed by those thousands of feet, and I could still
gather a fresh and delicate bunch.
We had our Kengtung brother with us and found a side track which brought us back to the dining shed. The
tables were already packed away, the cooks had washed up, the crates of pop bottles were being loaded onto a
lorry, the bamboo posts being dismantled. I could not help saying, “People have remarked about how this whole
funeral had been rushed through. The procession was scheduled to start at two but he is buried now and it is just
two.”
The Kengtung brother had been closest to the Mahadevi and Sawbwa, and I felt at once I should not have
spoken; he might be hurt; why must I always speak, why not be completely silent like others? But there was the
purest laughter in our brother’s voice and his smile was sincere as he replied, “Yes, he who was always so slow
and so different we have made him brisk today. Let us hope we have given him confidence and that he will be
quicker in his next existence.”
26.30 Excerpt from Not Out Of Hate\fn{by Ma Ma Lay Journalgyaw (1916/17-1982/85)} Pyapon District, Ayeyarwady
Region, Myanmar (F) 28
I
… Way Way stood looking intently at the house next door. From her upstairs window she could look directly
into the front room on the ground floor. It was different from anything she had ever seen. The house was being
prepared for the new tenant’s arrival. She could see that a smoke-colored carpet had been laid on the floor, and a
greyish blue sofa and matching chairs had been arranged around it. Alongside the sofa and each chair were small
low tables holding ashtrays. The tables were polished to a shine and were the reddish brown color of ripe thahyei
fruit. In the middle of the carpet stood a rectangular coffee table that had no legs but seemed to be held up by solid
piece of wood. Its black, polished surface gleamed with points of light. On the table sat a red porcelain vase
shaped like a monk’s begging bowl filled with a profusion of small, white ka/amet flowers, like lilies of the
valley, spraying out from all sides onto the table.
Way Way was delighted at the sight. The white of the flowers in the cherry-red bowl made an arresting picture
on the dark, glass-like surface of the coffee table. She thought to herself, How lovely! … I could go on looking at
it forever.
She shifted her gaze to the upper end of the room, and against the wall she saw a piece of furniture that looked
like a couch with six legs and a woven cane seat and back. It was the size of a single bed and rose a little at one
end to form a kind of headrest. It had dark blue cushions of brand-new Mandalay Shwedaung silk arranged on it.
At the lower end of the room, two crossed Burmese swords hung on the wall, red tassels dangling from their
handles. A small Shan bag with seashells sewn on it was placed decoratively beneath the swords.
Not a sound came from the house. The whole place was quiet and orderly, with an air of elegance and
distinction.
Way Way looked over the room and was pleased with everything she saw. Glancing at the ceiling, she was
enchanted with the pretty lampshade made from a small painted parasol from Bassein. Then she began to compare
what she had seen with her own front sitting room downstairs.
Way Way lived in an old half-brick, half-timbered house built during her grandfather’s time. Because he had
become prosperous only after the house was built, it was very ordinary. Quite a public figure in his time, he had
set up a rice mill on the river bank opposite Moulmein-gyun. He had been well known for buying a two-deck
passenger steamboat and setting up a service between Moulmeingyun and Rangoon in competition with the
British-owned Irrawaddy Flotilla Company. The boat was called Maekala.\fn{A note reads: Maekala is the name of a
goddess who saved the embyro Buddha Mahazanaka from drowning.} After her grandfather died, business declined and the
rice mill and steamboat were lost, but about 500 acres of paddy lands remained. Way Way’s father, U Po Thein,
became the rice broker in Moulmeingyun who dealt with foreign firms. He lived his entire life in the same house
his father had built.
Only when Way Way started comparing the two front rooms did she realize how very different they were. In
her own sitting room downstairs there was a round marble-topped table with chairs around it. White cotton cloth
covers were slipped over the backs of the chairs. These were decorated with multicolored parrots and peacocks,
machine-embroidered by Way Way herself. When she made them she had admired her handiwork lovingly and
had looked at the room again and again, thinking it very elegant—until she saw the room next door.
Now, all of a sudden, the large betel box of woven bamboo, with its set of little silver bowls,\fn{ A note reads: The
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traditional set of containers for the condiments used in chewing betel .}

looked so provincial sitting on the marble-topped
table. The plate-sized clay ashtray with painted flowers, kept handy nearby, looked common and ugly. The
aluminum spittoon under the table, with its dark red betel stains, suddenly seemed almost revolting. The old long
wooden settle near the table now was an awful eyesore.
As she stood there she recalled the floor of the room downstairs, always soiled with the footprints of the
farmers who came from dawn till dusk to do business, and the desire to live in the elegant style of the house next
door welled up powerfully inside her. That house appealed to her so much that it was becoming an obsession. It
was to be occupied by an agent of Bullock Brothers, a British trading company in Rangoon that did business with
U Po Thein. The news that a white man was going to live in the small town had spread excitedly all over the
place.
It had started when Bullock Brothers had asked U Po Thein to help them locate a suitable house for their agent,
who would open a rice-trading center for their company in Moulmeingyun. U Po Thein had looked all over town
but had not found a suitable house; finally he had to ask his son, Ko Nay U, who lived next door, to give up his
house for the Englishman.
The house had been duly cleaned and painted. Carpenters had been called in and renovations made. The
bathroom had been made over to include an indoor toilet of the Western type. Way Way had teasingly said to her
father, busy supervising the finishing touches on the house:
“And you still don’t even know when your Englishman is coming, Daddy.”
“Yes, that’s true, daughter. I guess when he hears from me that the preparations have been completed, he will
show up,” replied U Po Thein, trying to imagine what the white man looked like.
Way Way had never in her life seen an Englishman up close.\fn{ I was similarly surprised when I saw the first Indian
family living in my home village, running one of the local filling-stations-cum-snack-outlets. But that was not all. A Pakistani doctor set a
broken finger in my right hand—and it became as good as new! And I was interviewed by another Indian—this time, a lady Indian
psychologist, dressed in a beautiful sari, and with sparkling eyes—before I was assigned a treatment doctor in one of the local clinics. And
some Chinese have opened a buffet restaurant in the downstairs of the building above which my own parents lived for a few months in an
apartment in 1947, before their house was ready for them to take up residence. Asia has sent forth many of her sons and daughters as
colonists; my little town isbecoming cosmopolitan! } Walking on the street during an occasional visit to Rangoon she had

seen English men and women, but only from a distance. As she recalled their blue eyes, pointed noses, and
reddish complexions, her heart palpitated with fear, just from the thought that one of them was going to be living
so close.
A telegram arrived ahead of the Englishman. Because U Po Thein did not know English, Way Way had to read
it to him. She had studied up to the seventh standard\fn{ A note reads: In the British colonial education system, the seventh
standard marked the end of middle school.} at Moulmeingyun Middle School. Her brother, Ko Nay U, and her sister,
Alta. Alta, had completed high school. Her brother had gone to college, but quit in the first year because he got
married. Soon after finishing high school, her sister had married a doctor who worked for the government; she
now lived wherever her husband was posted, moving from one town to another. Way Way’s mother had gone on a
pilgrimage to a religious center in the Sagaing hills\fn{ A note reads: Located in the north near Mandalay, the Sagaing hills
area is the site of numerous monasteries, temples, caves, and retreats. Since ancient times it has been known as a center of the Buddhist
faith.} when Way Way was just a child and had not returned. She had, at the time, dutifully written for and received

permission from her husband, U Po Thein, to remain there and become a nun. From then on, Way Way had been
brought up by her father’s older sister, Daw Thet.
Although Way Way had wanted to go on to high school at Myaungmya, she had been obliged to end her
schooling in order to look after her father, who was alone, since her older brother and sister had by then left home.
She helped her father take care of the family business, keeping the records and accounts and handling the money.
It had now been about five years since she had studied English, so she read the telegram carefully to grasp its
meaning.
“The telegram is from Bullock Brothers in Rangoon, Daddy. They are asking you to meet the boat tomorrow
morning when the servants and household furniture of their agent arrive.”
U Po Thein pulled the telegram from Way Way’s hands and looked at it with a frown, as though at a loss to
know what to think.
“No, daughter. Isn’t the agent coming as well? You’d better go ask your brother to read it; what does it mean?”
he puzzled.
Way Way took the telegram from her father’s hands and after reading it over again said, “There is no mention
of the agent’s coming, Daddy. It just asks you to meet the boat for the things and the servants.”
“Who sent the telegram?” queried her father.
Looking down at the telegram again, Way Way said, “There isn’t any name. It is a message from the office.
There is only the name of the firm.”
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The next day U Po Thein rose early, before it was light, and went down to the dock to wait. The Rangoon
Express steamer drew up at exactly 6 A.M. Way Way was at horne, spending the morning looking in the direction
of the road that led from the dock. Her heart had jumped at the sound of the boat from Rangoon’s steam whistle.
She was very excited. It was not the excited anticipation one felt waiting for family members one has not seen for
a long time, but a vague, restless feeling that made her keep straining her neck towards the road. Because of her
burning curiosity to see the Englishman’s household things and servants, now and then she stood at the front of
the house to look down the street.
It was fully two hours after the sound of the steamer’s arrival that the belongings began to appear in front of
the house next door. There was an unbelievable amount of furniture. Indian coolies were pushing handcarts
stacked high, and more coolies, strung out in a long line over the length of the main paved road, were carrying
loads on their heads and on their shoulders.
Way Way stood watching the coolies take crates and boxes of all sizes into the house, wondering what on earth
could be in them and feeling quite overwhelmed at how much of it there was. She noticed that household furniture
such as dressers and chairs had been carefully wrapped and stitched in gunny sacking. Then Way Way saw a
refrigerator for the first time in her life. She cried out to her aunt, “Auntie, Auntie Thet, look, look; corne out and
look at this huge white box thing!”
Daw Thet carne running to the front door. She was startled.
“Oh my goodness, what in the world is that extraordinary thing! So huge and so white,” she said as she stared
at it.
Way Way’s aunt was one of those people who thought very highly of the British and only just fell short of
worshipping them. As befitted a British colonial subject, she had a servile attitude; she thought that everything
English was superior and every English person her better.
“That lot in the bazaar are all asking whether the Englishman next door has arrived yet,” she said to Way Way.
Daw Thet thought that an Englishman corning to live next door would enhance her importance in the eyes of the
world.
Way Way listened on and off to her aunt’s chatter but devoted her real attention to what was happening next
door. Not only did she find the household effects amazing, but the two servants were even more astonishing. One
was a short, dark-complexioned Burman about thirty years of age, and the other an older Indian man of about fifty
who wore gold rimmed spectacles and a dhoti.
“The servants of the English house are Burmese and Indian,” announced Daw Thet, tapping Way Way’s arm
for attention. She went on with her observation. “They may be servants, but they certainly are smart-iooking.”
A long while after the furniture had been taken into the house, U Po Thein returned, smiling and shaking his
head. He called out:
“Daughter! The agent who is coming is Burmese! Not English!”
A loud cry of surprise came out of Daw Thet’s throat; Way Way was struck dumb. Open-mouthed and
speechless, she stood dazed as U Po Thein continued.
“After the steamer docked and the young servant, Maung Mya, came up to me and said, ‘Sir, my thakin\fn{A
note reads: The word thakin means master, and was originally used only to refer to Englishmen in colonial Burma. In the 1930s, however,
young, Westem-educated Burmese nationalists appropriated the term. Using it with a fine sense of irony and pride, they insisted on calling
themselves thakin, placed the word as an honorific before their names in order to identify themselves in a particularly dramatic way, and
proceeded to build an independence movement around their leadership. In Burmese Days, George Orwell (1903-1950), an English author
who spent five years (1922-1927) in Burma as a policeman, recorded the following fragment of an exchange between Ko S’la, a Burmese
servant, and his master, Flory, who had been seriously drunk the night before: Ko S’la put the tea-tray down on the table very quietly, and
then went round to the end of the bed and tickled Flory’s toes. He knew by experience that this was the only way of waking flory without
putting him in a bad temper. Flory rolled over, swore, and pressed his forehead into the pillow. “Four o’clock has struck, most holy god,”
Ko S’la said. “I have brought two teacups, because the woman said that she was coming.” } will not be arriving until tomorrow

evening, by motorboat.’ I was still under the impression that he was English and, seeing so much furniture, I
asked, ‘Is your master’s English lady\fn{ A note reads: That is, an Englishwoman, the (white) wife of an Englishman .} also
coming?' He replied, ‘Oh no, sir, my master is not English; he is Burmese.’”
So saying, U Po Thein began to laugh uproariously.
Daw Thet, who had been unable to conceal her utter surprise and disappointment, said abruptly, “Who is he,
then?”
Way Way, thoroughly taken aback at the news, asked herself in bewilderment, “With all those household
belongings, what kind of a Burman could he be?”
“U Saw Han is his name,” said U Po Thein. “He’s about thirty-seven years of age. It seems we won’t get to see
him until tomorrow evening.”
So Way Way wondered all day long about what kind of man was coming to live next door. She had been in
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houses of high Burmese government officials where the servants had answered “your reverence” to their masters,
but never before in her life had she heard one Burman call another thakin. It was all thoroughly confusing and
unprecedented.
Due to engine trouble, the agent U Saw Han did not arrive until very late the next night, and Way Way, who
had been asleep, learned about it only when Daw Thet informed her the next morning. It took the servants all day
to put the house next door in order, and only in the early morning light was Way Way really able to see it properly.
So there she stood, looking intently at it from her upstairs window. As she watched, she heard what sounded like a
gong from the back room of the house next door. She ran quickly into her aunt’s room, where she could see better,
and continued her observations.
II
Way Way looked out the window, hidden from view except for her head. She saw Maung Mya, the Burmese
servant, standing near a table. He had a red silkgaung-baung\fn{A note reads: Traditional turban-like headgear worn by
men.} wrapped over his Western-style haircut, with one end sticking up jauntily a few inches. He wore a stiffcollared shin with a spotless white cotton jacket over it. Around his waist was a washed dark blue silk langyi, a
kind of Burmese sarong, worn short.\fn{A note reads: The length of the longyi, and the fact that it was not brand-new, indicates
the wearer’s servant status.} Over one shoulder was a white napkin. Maung Mya’s jacket was fastened with buttons so
as not to get in his way while he worked. He stood straight, chest out, legs together, and hands behind him. A
gleaming white cloth covered the table, with napkins folded to resemble water lily buds, starched and white like
Maung Mya’s jacket.
Way Way looked at the white china teapot, the polished silver cream and sugar bowls, the biscuit tin of
crackers imponed from England, the jam jar and butter dish, the bananas, eggs and bread. She noted them all, item
by item. This morning Way Way had awakened, gone downstairs for a bath, talked with her aunt about U Saw
Han’s arrival, and had forgotten to eat her breakfast. Looking at the meal on the neighbor’s table, she started to
feel hungry. The food reminded her of the sweets that people offered to monks on special occasions.
In Way Way’s household people did not use a table and chairs but sat on the floor on finely woven mats placed
around a low, round table in the kitchen. Maung Mya’s straight stance near the nicely appointed table with chairs
in the house next door seemed to enhance its elegance. A silver gong mounted on two elephant tusks on a
sideboard made Way Way surmise that the sound she had heard earlier was to announce the meal.
The sound of boots was heard from the upstairs of the house. Way Way started and quickly withdrew her head
from the window. She stood, shoulders flat against the wall. Footsteps—now clear, now faint—came down the
stairs. Her heart started beating rapidly. Not daring to look out, she concentrated on listening to the sounds. Only
when she heard the footsteps stop, a chair being drawn up, and then silence, did she dare peer out again. She could
see the back and shoulders of U San Han, who was dark complexioned and well built. His hair was cut short,
European style, and he wore a white long-sleeved shirt and khaki shorts. He was sitting up straight in his chair
and pouring himself some tea.
As U San Han had his back to her, Way Way could observe him well. She was glad he was not facing her, for
now she could study him to her heart’s content. He ate his meal in silence. Standing motionless near the table was
the waiting Maung Mya. She noticed that U Saw Han did not speak one word to him all during the meal. Having
finished one cup of tea, U Saw Han poured himself another. As she watched him leisurely enjoying his meal, her
own hunger seemed to be appeased.
Her initial reaction to the sight of Maung Mya, a Burmese, dressed as a butler and employed by U Saw Han,
also a Burmese, made Way Way think, My goodness, U Saw Han certainly is Westernized! She recalled having
seen men in red gaung-baungs in Rangoon who had been pointed out to her by her father as chauffeurs hired to
drive Europeans’ cars. Now that she observed Maung Mya’s subservient mein and his red gaung-baung, she could
only think of his master, U Saw Han, as European and not Burmese.
Having finished his meal, U Saw Han stood up from the table and started talking to Maung Mya, who had
suddenly come to life from his statue-like position and was humbly listening to his master, nodding his head in
acquiescence. U Saw Han’s form then disappeared from view as he went into another part of the house, and Way
Way returned from her aunt’s room to her own.
Everything she had seen this morning had been so different from anything she was accustomed to that she
realized that indeed there were two cultures involved, two cultures very different from each other.
Way Way looked around her bedroom, and everything that met her eye seemed old and shabby. She felt she
would like to live in the manner of the other house, which was worlds apart from her present surroundings. She
suddenly felt insecure and full of self-doubt. Feeling awkward and ill at ease, Way Way walked over and stood in
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front of her dressing table. She had not done a thing since coming back upstairs from her morning bath, and began
to worry that her aunt would notice and start scolding. She used a little water to thin her thanaka paste, a fragrant
cosmetic made of freshly stone-ground sandalwood, before putting it on her face.
Lifting her bangs from her forehead, she stared at herself in the mirror. The face she saw was young, fresh, and
innocent, with clear eyes, a nice nose in profile, smiling lips, and a little beauty mark on her right cheek. She
possessed a natural dignity and grace. Only when she saw her reflection in the mirror did she feel reassured and
like herself again.
She rubbed a thin coating of thanaka paste on her face and pressed some pink Pompeii powder over it with a
toba, a type of powder puff made from a piece of old soft fabric, a toiletry item favored by many traditional
ladies. Way Way’s toilet was finished very quickly. She did not need much makeup and knew that she looked all
right with just a little face powder. With a small brush she brushed her eyebrows, which were prominently but
naturally etched on her face, starting out thick and tapering off into a thin line at the ends. After combing and
oiling her hair, she tied it with a black satin ribbon; gathering all the short strands as well, she wound it into a knot
around a comb at the back of her head. She chose a pretty pink printed voile blouse with wide sleeves and a short
bodice, a style that was very much in vogue. She picked a red Inle longyi in preference to a Chinese satin one
because it did not have to be tucked in and showed the traditional black waistband, which was very stylish to
display. She looked into the full-length mirror on the wardrobe door and examined herself from various angles,
turning this way and that. She took a roll of red crepe paper from the dresser drawer, tore off a small piece, wet it
with her tongue, and rubbed it on her lips. Then Way Way went downstairs.
Her father, U Po Thein, was seated in the cane armchair, his legs crossed lotus fashion, with the betel box on
his lap, chewing a wad of betel and talking to some farmers. On the wooden settle near the marble-topped table
sat two farmers, U Tha Kyu and the Indian Gaw Naw, neighbors who grew rice in adjoining fields. U Tha Kyu
suffered from leukoderma, and his face and arms were covered with white patches. He always wore his “town”
clothes: a dark serge jacket and a pink gaung-baung.
When she saw U Tha Kyu, Way Way smilingly greeted him and asked across the room:
“Did you bring any mohn-san\fn{A note reads: A dessert made from a special kind of rice.} with you?”
“Oh yes indeed,” he replied in his polite country way, “and the missus sent some special fishballs and
ngapi\fn{A note reads: A pungent, anchovy-like fish paste used widely in Burmese cooking and also served as an accompaniment to rice
and raw or cooked vegetables.} as well.”
Way Way was glad to hear that he had brought mohn-san. It was a family custom, when once a year this
special treat came from the farmers, to mix it with a lot of sugar and coconut and share it with the neighbors.
Going to the green, felt-covered office table, she sat down and opened the account books. The Indian, Gaw Naw,
came up to her and asked her to total his accounts, reminding her to subtract from his wages the amount he
borrowed in seed money during the rains. Way Way took a leather-bound ledger, looked for Gaw Naw’s account,
and started calculating.
“Judging from the prices this year, it doesn’t look like the market will be too good. Steele Brother’s and
Arakan\fn{A note reads: The names of large British trading firms.} have really kept the prices low,” U Po Thein, his mouth
full of betel, called across to U Tha Kyu.
“The babu\fn{A note reads: A polite term referring to Indians, also used as a form of address .} who owns the Chotari rice
mill says that the wholesale price of paddy will be about a hundred and eighty,” said U Tha Kyu. “I am thinking
of selling the paddy I have left over at the going price, after paying for the seed rice and keeping aside the portion
we will consume this year. I want to shinpyu\fn{A note reads: The ceremony initiating a young boy into the Buddhist monkhood.
It is always celebrated as lavishly as the family’s means permit .} my son, Ngatauk, this February. What will be the yield of
the field?”
“Pretty good, I think,” U Po Thein replied to the younger man.
Of all his tenant farmers, U Tha Kyu had the longest connection with him and was held in the highest regard.
He was a farmer who lived by the sweat of his brow. At the time of World War I\fn{ 1914-1918.} he had once
worked a hundred acres of land and produced up to ten tons of rice a year. Then he was able to grow all the rice he
could consume, and had all the bullocks and buffaloes he needed to till the ground. Later he fell on bad times,
incurring debts and being forced to sell his animals. Consequently he could now only work fifty acres of paddy
land.
“Take off half of what Gaw Naw owes us as payment for constructing the threshing floor, daughter,” said U Po
Thein.
Way Way had so much work that she sometimes had no time for meals. Being the daughter of a good rice
broker, she had learned all the ways money was used to produce profit in the paddy business. She knew all about
the different strains of rice and measurement by the basketful, by weight, and by yardstick. She kept separate
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books for paddy transplanting and harvesting, for income and expenditure. In addition, she kept account of the
weight of the gold pieces given by tenant farmers as security against money they borrowed. She was knowledgeable and efficient in dealing with the various business transactions in which landowners had to engage.
U Kya Ngan, the Chinese rice broker, came into the house. U Po Thein stood up, left his cane armchair, and
came to sit at the table. They started off talking about Bullock Brothers opening up the rice center and then went
on to discuss the rise and fall of paddy prices.
Way Way was so engrossed in Gaw Naw’s and U Tha Kyu’s accounts that she did not notice another arrival at
the door.
Starting up from his seat, U Po Thein welcomed the newcomer in a fluster.
“Come on in, come on in,” he cried. “Did you get any sleep at all last night?”
Only when Way Way heard him say this did she raise her head from the account books and look up. U Saw
Han had come, with two companions behind him. Remaining at the door was a watchman dressed in a dhoti and a
long white turban wound around his head, the end of the turban falling behind him over his shoulders and halfway
down his thighs. Accompanying him inside the door was a young man with a light complexion and gold teeth.
U Saw Han, who had been walking along with both hands in the pockets of his khaki shorts, took them out as
he entered the house and, removing his pith helmet, glanced in Way Way’s direction before replying to her father.
Way Way caught his calm, steady smile and blushed furiously, feeling suddenly vulnerable and defenseless,
“I did get some sleep,” he proceeded to say to U Po Thein. “This,” presenting the young man with gold teeth,
“is my secretary. We’ve already found a building near the bazaar for our office.”
Although U Po Thein had risen from his seat and pulled out a chair for him to sit on, U Saw Han continued
standing with his pith helmet in his hands as he spoke. U Po Thein’s face smiled pleasantly and nodded at U Saw
Han’s secretary.
Then U Po Thein said, “This is U Kya Ngan, a paddy broker,” introducing the Chinese broker, who had been
leaning on the handle of his curved walking stick and staring at the newcomer. He was so happy to be introduced
that he stood up and said in Burmese (with a Chinese accent), “Pleased to meet you, sir.\fn{ A note says: The speaker
uses bogyt, a term of address referring to Englishmen.} Please let us know if we can help you in any way.”
U Saw Han looked at the smiling, eager face of the Chinese man and said sedately, “Thank you very much.”
Way Way saw Gaw Naw and U Than Kyu, the two tenant farmers, gaping at U Saw Han and began to criticize
them in her mind, thinking them very uncouth, She was ashamed and embarrassed at what U Saw Han would
think of their sitting room. Glancing at the table, she saw the white enamel tray holding a teapot with a broken
spout and cups set out for the plain green tea traditionally offered to visitors to a Burmese household. Her heart
turned over for fear he might notice.
U Po Thein was saying, “There’s no need to feel embarrassed about anything, The house we arranged for you
isn’t very nice, and we feel badly about it. We’ll call a carpenter to mend the gate. If you need anything, please let
me know.”
U Saw Han appeared rather forbidding, but he spoke politely.
“Thank you. I apologize for bothering you with finding me a house. If there is anything you want to see me
about, please feel free to come to my office. The hours are from 8:00 A.M. to 12:00 noon and 3:00 to 5:00 P.M.”
Way Way could hardly believe her ears, listening to him say this in abrupt and halting Burmese. She thought,
Here we are living next door to each other, and the man says to come and see him in his office! What incredible
formality!
U Po Thein had realized from the start, when U Saw Han refused to sit in the chair he was offered, that he was
not reacting as a Burmese would in a situation set up for natural conviviality. He was deliberately keeping aloof,
not wanting to mix.
“Well then, I will take my leave now,” said U Saw Han.
Way Way did not look up. She could not raise her head. Her heart fluttered madly until the sound of his
footsteps died away. In her mind she could still see U Saw Han’s reserved face, in contrast to the circle of smiling
friendly faces. He was quite good-looking, with a wide forehead, shapely nose, and an air of distinction about
him.
“The man seems quiet and poised and very dignified in his ways, U Kya Ngan,” remarked U Po Thein, “but
very English. Seems he went to work with the company after finishing his degree not too long ago.”
U Kya Ngan, pouring himself some tea, gave his opinion: “Not bad. Seems nice enough. Quite good-natured.”
Daw Thet entered from the back room.
“What in the world? Has he gone already? I just saw him a minute ago and went back to order some coffee. Oh
dear, you didn’t urge him to stay.”
Scolding and talking in this fashion, she turned to Meh Aye, the servant girl, and said, “Well then, girl, give the
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coffee to the Chinese gentleman.”
Seeing the black lacquer tray on which sat coffee cups with coffee spilled into the saucers, Way Way thought,
It’s just as well they were brought in only after he left.
III
The 8th day of the waning moon in December.
Dear daughter,
I am replying to your letter. I am glad to hear that you will try to abide by the advice and precepts I wrote to you
about in my last letter.
I would like to further explain the Four Noble Truths of the Most Excellent Law, to help your understanding as you
meditate upon them.
The Law of Truth has four principles; they are the principle of pain and suffering, the principle of the origin of pain
and suffering, the principle of the cessation of pain and suffering, and the principle of the Way. Of these, the principle
of pain and suffering and the principle of their origin are of this world; the principle of their cessation and the principle
of the Way go beyond this world.
The pain of being born, the pain of growing old, the pain of sickness, the pain of living with those we do not love,
the pain of separation from those we do love, either in life or by death: such instances of the principle of pain afflict all
living beings. Those who are afflicted by such suffering cannot be happy. Those who have themselves experienced it
know the principle of pain to be a fact. Until suffering and unendurable pain comes one may, perhaps, live in
contentment, but grief and mourning can consume the sufferer like a fire ablaze. If you examine the origin of the
principle of pain and suffering, you will find that it lies in the tug of desire and the deceit of ignorance.
My daughter, the desire represented by sexual love leads to new life and the renewal of existence. If one is too
attached to life in this plane of existence, this in itself is the principle of origination that brings pain into being, through
desire and wanting.
This unworthy Law of Desire inevitably gives rise to suffering and misery. Each living person, each living creature,
wishes to experience sensual pleasure but does not know or think that this will lead to pain and suffering.
The extinguishing of all suffering is Nirvana, which is freedom from greed and freedom from all defilements. The
state of Nirvana is perfect calm and serenity, with no more death, change, or rebirth for mankind or celestial beings.
The noble Law of Nirvana is the concern of the contemplative monk who is capable of winning the knowledge or
wisdom of Nirvana. The capacity to see everything in a state of flux can be attained by ascetics through practicing for
eons—a hundred thousand or hundreds of thousands of years.
To achieve this ultimate goal of Nirvana, there is the Eightfold Noble Path, which consists of the eight rules of right
conduct. These eight rules can carry you clear of the suffering of wrong living. They can reduce greed, anger, delusion,
and other such defilements to nothing.
The Eightfold Noble Path consists of: Right Understanding (Comprehension), Right Resolution (Aims, Intention),
Right Speech, Right Action, Right Livelihood, Right Energy (Effort), Right Mindfulness (Minding what is right), Right
Concentration (Meditation).
These eight rules of the Way are related to this world and the otherworld, whether you are concerned with the way
you are living in this world or whether you are trying to attain Nirvana.
In short, daughter, of these eight the most important is Right Understanding. It is important, daughter, to be able to
see things as they truly are, since it is only in this way that we become virtuous.
My daughter, once you have the right understanding, you will then have right intentions, you will say the right
words, you will perform the right actions, you will live rightly. You will put forth the effort to be diligent in the right,
you will be heedful of the right, and your mind will be fixed on what is true.
If you do not understand things rightly, your viewpoint will be wrong, your views will be falsified and will lead you
to wrong action. You will live wrongly, your efforts will be for the wrong, and you will constantly be fixed in
falsehood.
Not everyone can at all times hold to the right understanding of the Way. At times they will see rightly and at times
wrongly, but the right views are always of the highest importance. In the other world, however, the right view or Truth
will always prevail. It is steadfast and indestructible.
Dear daughter, your mother feels bound to write this exhortation to you. It comes with a special love so that you
may be able to keep in your heart the Eightfold Path, which contains precepts for our lives in this world. As I wrote in
my October letter, keep in mind and practice charity, duty, knowledge (knowing right things from wrong), almsgiving,
wisdom, and purity of conscience.
Those who are alert and mindful are able to do more meritorious deeds than those who are negligent and unmindful.
Only those who have a sense of shame and fear can be virtuous, while those who are brazen and shameless cannot have
good morals. Therefore, I urge you to cultivate the seven rules of virtue.
Do not worry about me. I am meditating and practicing the Law so as to be free from the bonds of rebirth in the 37
planes of existence.
Thila Sari
Red Cave Stream Sagaing Hills

Way Way’s voice trembled towards the end of the letter, as she read it aloud. U Po Thein, reclining on the
armchair, was listening intently, his legs extended on the wooden arms.
As soon as Way Way finished reading, Daw Thet sputtered sarcastically, “Oh sure, now she’s a holy person
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devoted to the service of religion, without the cares and entanglements of existence, at ease and at peace.” Then,
as though deep in thought, she pressed down with her thumb on the ashes of her unlighted, partially smoked
cheroot and gazed into space.
Way Way controlled her welling tears from flowing onto the letter she held in her hand. U Po Thein coughed,
cleared his throat, and sat up to spit. From where she sat, Way Way could see clearly the blood that streaked his
spittle in the cuspidor. Her face filled with alarm as she bent her head to avoid looking at it. Her tears flowed
down and blurred the words of the letter.
U Po Thein said, “When you reply, daughter, don’t say anything about my not being well. Let your mother
meditate with a calm and peaceful mind.”
Way Way remained quiet, her head bowed. Her mother’s face as it had looked before she became a nun entered
Way Way’s mind. Her mother had been a beautiful woman, as beautiful and gentle in person as she was in thought
and disposition. Since Way Way had lived close to her mother till the age of twelve, she was able to recall in detail
her every mannerism—the way she combed her hair, the way she dressed, the way she spoke, the way she walked.
She remembered how her mother would go to the Sagaing hills during the Buddhist Lenten season each year.\fn{ A
note reads: For three months during the Burmese rainy season (approximately May to July), Buddhist monks practice special ascetic
exercises, live austerely, and do not perform ceremonies such as those of marriage. Unlike Christian Lent, this tradition does not
commemorate events of the Buddha’s life, but is said to be the result of instructions given by the Buddha to his followers. In the latter half
of the twentieth century increasing numbers of laypersons have shown an interest in observing this “Lenten” season in ways similar to
those of monks.} She remembered how her mother had hated to travel alone, so her father had to take her there and

leave her for a month or so. Before her meditation period was over she would write her husband to come and
escort her back home to the Irrawaddy delta.
Way Way remembered that some years when the trip did not work out, her mother was unhappy and restless,
lamenting the fact with murmurings and complaints. She changed so much that, two years before she donned the
habit, it was apparent to everyone in the household that she would eventually do so. She talked less. She spent
time each day on a multiplicity of religious observances. She constantly worked the beads of her rosary, which
never left her hands. When she sat at prayer, she sat so long that she was unconscious of time and seemed to be in
a trance. She read the scriptures until midnight. She always spoke in terms of religious parallels, so that Way Way
was exposed to the Buddhist view of existence when she was but a child. Her mother did not seem to enjoy her
food or take any pleasure in her apparel. She removed all her jewelry. She even took off her earrings, which every
Buddhist Burmese woman wears from young girlhood, and gave them to Daw Thet saying, “Sister, you wear
these from now on.” She lost interest in the family business and was not aware that she had stopped participating
in it. Indeed, she was not aware at all that she had cut herself off from her family.
When U Po Thein had said teasingly, “You may as well leave the society of man and become a nun in
Sagaing,” she replied gently, “Just give me leave to do so. I am ready.”
When U Po Thein had mumbled and grumbled about this withdrawal from the world, Daw Thet’s refractory
answer was, “Then it might just as well be withdrawal to the hills of Sagaing.” She too had meant it as a joke.
Then one year, when Way Way was in the seventh standard, her mother went to Sagaing to meditate and never
returned. She wrote telling U Po Thein that she had become a nun, asked for his acceptance of the fact, and gave
her permission for him to be free to marry again if he so desired. Way Way cried her heart out when she was told
that her mother had become a nun. U Po Thein had loved his wife so much that he had always acquiesced to her
wishes and therefore Daw Thet censured him, saying, “It’s really you who is responsible for this, you know. You
have always given in to her, and you have only yourself to blame.”
U Po Thein was heartsick and could not understand or accept what happened. It took him a long time to get
over it, but he tried to explain his wife to Way Way and the others saying, “For the kind of person she was, the
religious life is really best.” When he was alone, however, he would grieve and sink into depression.
Daw Thet’s heart went out in pity for her brother and her small niece, and she felt bitter towards her sister-inlaw and thought, How could she be so cruel!
When Way Way finished her seventh standard exams and school closed for the hot weather, she cried and
fretted about, wanting to see her mother. U Po Thein sent her off with Daw Thet as he himself could not bear to
see his wife. After this, Way Way went once a year to see her mother. It had now been five years. Way Way’s
brother, Ko Nay U, and her sister Alta Alta, who lived far away, were at first quite upset about their mother; then
they rationalized what she had done by saying, “Well, it really is a meritorious action …”
U Po Thein chose not to see his wife after she left, and never wrote to her. He still sent her support regularly,
however, and tried to get on with his life as best he could. Way Way was aware that her mother had severed all
feelings for her father but that her father still cared deeply. It made her unhappy every time she thought of it.
Although her father did not read the letters that came from her mother, he would ask Way Way to read them aloud
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while he listened. All through those five years, Way Way’s mother never mentioned her father, and Way Way
could not understand how her mother could do that. In the beginning, just after her mother had left home, Way
Way, aware that her father was filled with longing and sadness, would write and tell her mother, but her mother
never mentioned him in her letters. Remembering now in flashbacks her mother’s going from the world into the
nunnery brought it all back afresh.
“She brought her karma into this life from her previous existence. That is the reason she could break off her
ties so completely. I think she wanted to leave after Maung Ne U and Alta Alta married and left home, but she
waited because Way Way was too small at the time,” Daw Thet said slowly, not looking at either Way Way or her
father, as though her thoughts were way off somewhere in the past. Having started on this theme, she wanted to
continue but was prevented from doing so by a spasm of coughing from U Po Thein. When he stopped, Way Way
looked up and saw her father’s peaked and wan face.
She was aghast.
“Have you taken your medicine yet?” asked Daw Thet. “Personally I don’t go along with those injections and
things. I think Burmese medicine is better, myself.”
She was truly upset about her brother’s condition.
Early that morning, on returning from the godown where the paddy was stored, U Po Thein had started
coughing and there had been blood. The whole household was startled out of their wits. U Po Thein had never
experienced such a thing before and was himself even more terrified. His face turned as white as a sheet and his
feet and hands went cold. They ran at once for the doctor.
The doctor told them it was not tuberculosis, only an excess of blood, but they all thought he said that to
reduce their fears and believed it was indeed tuberculosis. Way Way was extremely worried about her father and
longed for her mother to be with them at this time.
“Is it time for my medicine?” asked U Po Thein.
Way Way looked down at her watch. “It’s one o’clock. You’d better take it,” she said as she went to fetch it for
him.
After taking the medicine, U Po Thein climbed slowly up the stairs to lie down for a nap.
“I worry about your father so,” groaned Daw Thet as she got up to leave.
Way Way walked across the room and sat at the desk in order to reply to her mother. She read her mother’s
letter once more. She was tired of reading her religious exhortations. Sometimes she discerned their meaning, but
most times she did not. She really never sat down to study their meaning deeply and had never really caught that
feeling which led to religious ardor and understanding. She remembered some of the religious tenets like the
Three Truths, the Eight-Fold Path, the Seven Rules of Living for an upright person, and so on, and she could
recite them, but that was about it.
Dear Mother,
I am writing this in reply to your letter, which we were happy to receive. Since Ko Nay U’s eyes were troubling him,
he went to have them checked at the Billimoria Clinic in Rangoon; he will be away for about ten days. Father sent
along the bag of rice and tin of oil for you. We were very happy to hear from Alta Alta that they were being transferred
to Maubin. It is so much closer to us. Daw Thet is in good health. She received that herbal medicine from Uncle
Thaike, and she has made up the mixture and is using it.
The Abbot of Ywagalay sent us two religious relics for veneration as an aid to our meditation. I stitched up your
velvet blanket and sent it to the abbot as an offering.
As for Daddy, just this morning

Way Way did not write any further and stopped to consider whether she should go on, especially after her
father had requested her not to. But she wanted very much to write and tell her mother, and wanted her mother to
be concerned for her father. She thought, No matter how apart much of their lives have been, it’s just not right to
be indifferent in these circumstances.
When she writes and Daddy hears me reading of her concern for him, she imagined, it’ll surely help him to get
better. So she continued:
As for Daddy, just this morning he coughed blood, so all of us are extremely worried. We called the doctor and he
gave him some injections. He seemed a bit better this evening. Daddy says not to tell you and to allow you to meditate
with a peaceful mind, but I want you to know what has happened.
I will respectfully try to persevere in following out the precepts and instructions you sent me, Mother.

Way Way sat reading over what she had written when she heard a noise in front of the house and looked up. She
saw U Saw Han striding toward the house, a cigarette tin in one hand and his hat clasped in the other. She was
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taken unawares and stared at him for a second.
“Is your father in?” U Saw Han asked, halting at the entrance.
Her eyes looked at him but they hardly dared register what was in front of them. Way Way stood up and said,
“Yes, he is. Please come in.”
Walking softly, U Saw Han approached the desk and said, “Is he sleeping? If he is, please, there is no need to
wake him up.”
At a loss as to how to answer, Way Way said, “Daddy went upstairs earlier. I don’t know whether he is asleep.
He wasn’t feeling well.”
U Saw Han was looking straight at Way Way. According to Burmese custom it was too direct a look.
“Oh, is he not well? What happened? Then, certainly, don’t wake him.”
While U Saw Han awaited her reply, it seemed that his features softened into a smile.
“He went to the godown this morning, and on his return he coughed up blood.”
Before Way Way finished telling him the rest, his face took on an expression of alarm and he asked, “Didn’t
you call the doctor?”
“Yes, we did,” said Way Way quietly. “He was given some injections.”
He had a natural scowling expression and Way Way thought, When one first meets him one gets the impression
that he is haughty and aloof, but when one actually talks to him he is quite warm and friendly. She was beginning
to change her mind about him already.
“What did the doctor say?” he asked.
She found it easy to respond to him directly as his questions showed interest and caring, and this encouraged
her to tell him more. “The doctor said it was not tuberculosis, that it was just the body’s mechanism being
overheated, like a nose bleed, and that we were not to worry.”
U Saw Han’s face looked thoughtful as he asked, “Has he ever had this happen to him before?” Although he
was pleasant and asked questions in a gentle persuasive manner, he seemed upset and regarded Way Way in a
serious manner.
Way Way looked up at him through her eyelashes and smiled, “No, never,” she said quietly, shaking her head
for emphasis.
“Well, … don’t worry too much, but on the other hand don’t be too negligent either. As to the business I came
for …”
They had been standing all this time, and before going on he looked at a chair in front of the desk and said,
“May I sit down?”
“Oh yes, please do,” said Way Way. She sat down at the same time as he did and found herself face to face
with him.\fn{A note reads: In polite Burmese society it is frequently considered embarrassing for a young, unmarried girl to sit tete-a.tete with a bachelor.} She quietly asserted her dignity by sitting in a businesslike manner and showing deference by
waiting for him to speak.
“Please tell your father, when he awakes,” U Saw Han went on, “that a telegram came from the firm accepting
the price he asks. But it cannot be done immediately as the barges will take a week to get here.”
“If that is so, I don’t think the deal will be feasible. It has to be transacted immediately,” said Way Way. “The
next lot of paddy we will be receiving got wet, and it would not do to mix the two lots in the godown. Only when
the present paddy has been removed can we put in the new stock.”
Quite taken aback at this, V Saw Han listened with a smile. “Do you have a lot of paddy? When is it coming?”
he asked, regarding her steadily.
Way Way took a large account book out of her desk drawer and, opening it, looked at the figures and said, “A
large amount. We have 3,000 baskets out of our own fields. And there will be more from all the other fields.”
U Saw Han looked admiringly at her and at the large book and then back again at her.
“Your name is Way Way, is it not?” he asked, and Way Way smiled at him and nodded. V Saw Han looked at
Way Way’s smiling face and child-like manner of nodding instead of answering, and thought it very charming.
“Way Way, don’t you attend school?” asked U Saw Han, who took a handkerchief out of his pants pocket and
wiped his face.
“Since Daddy was alone, I left school when I finished the seventh standard.”
“Oh, then the lady I saw was not your mother …”
“No, she is my aunt.”
U Saw Han put his handkerchief back into his pocket and said, “Oh, I thought she was your mother, Please
don’t think me nosy.”
He got out some matches, lit a cigarette, and drew on it,
“No, I don’t think that,” she said.
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He took a long draw of his cigarette, his eyelashes fluttering slightly, and asked in a serious tone, “Has your
mother passed away?”
Eyes downcast, Way Way hesitated to answer. She glanced up suddenly and saw U Saw Han’s face regarding
her with a tender expression.
“My mother is alive. She is a nun in Sagaing. It has been five years since she left. That’s the reason I’m not in
school, I help my father with his work.”
Way Way turned her face away after speaking, and U Saw Han looked at her gently and was quiet, Although
outwardly quiet, inside he was in a state of upheaval. As he looked at Way Way his heart seemed suddenly to pour
out its love for her in her poignant, sad existence. He sensed a dim stirring inside Way Way’s heart, a hint of a
capacity for happiness,
“Oh … when did you come in, sir?” Daw Thet’s voice asked as she emerged from the back of the house into
the room, She did not come any closer to U Saw Han but talked to him from a distance.
U Saw Han stood up and answered, “I just arrived. I am sorry to hear of U Po Thein’s ill health.”
He sat down after he spoke,
“Seems like he caught something. It just happened this morning, The doctor says not to worry.”
“Yes, ma’am.” Daw Thet wanted to go on talking but U Saw Han had turned towards Way Way.
Yet Daw Thet did say, “Don’t go yet. Have some coffee.”
"Oh, no thank you,” said U Saw Han, “I only drink coffee in the evening. Please don’t bother.”
Way Way had been feeling as if she ought to offer refreshment to U Saw Han. In their house it was customary
to offer coffee to anyone who came to visit, regardless of the time. She now made a mental note of the one guest
to whom they need not offer coffee.
“I’ll make certain that arrangements are made for the paddy barges to be sent as soon as possible. I’m sorry to
intrude on your work time, Way Way. You are very young and it is really commendable that you are such a help to
your elders. I will take my leave now.” Then U Saw Han also said goodbye to Daw Thet, and left.
Smiling a little uneasily, Way Way muffled a laugh and said to Daw Thet, who had in fact barged into the room
after she could no longer restrain her desire to hear what was being said between the two.
“I knew you were standing behind the screen all the time.”
IV
The morning light was shining bright and clear, and Way Way looked outside as she opened the windows.
Growing in the fork of the mango tree at the front of the house, a wax orchid plant fell in a trail of flowers, its
blossoms swaying like a line of dancers. It was a beautiful morning. There were pigeons in the mango tree, too,
jostling and pecking each other. The mangoes, already close to full size, grew profusely in clusters. Way Way
turned back to the room and saw the sunlight streaming in from the windows onto the polished wood of the new
furniture and her heart filled with pleasure at the sight.
Before leaving for Rangoon, her brother had asked what he could bring. She had said she wanted some new
furniture like the set of low tables and chairs she had seen at the township officer’s house. Way Way and the
servant girl Meh Aye had stayed up until midnight the night before, polishing the floors so the place would be
ready when her brother arrived early the next morning. Using a mixture of kerosene and paraffin, they had
polished and polished until their arms nearly dropped off.
The marble-topped table and accompanying chairs, to be used now as a dining set, were taken into the middle
room behind the screen. Way Way had decided to have their meals at a table sitting on chairs because they could
be seen from the upstairs of the house next door when they sat eating around the low table on mats on the kitchen
floor. She had been very uneasy at mealtimes ever since U Saw Han had moved in. Only now did she feel that she
could relax and eat without fear of being observed.
*
For two full days Daw Thet had sat at the sewing machine to finish the set of poplin curtains exactly like those
hanging in the windows of U Saw Han’s house. When Way Way finished polishing the floor, she hung the
curtains. She set her alarm clock before turning in for the night, but rose before it went off. Both she and Meh Aye
came downstairs. She switched on the light, anxious to see if the floor had been done well enough, and then the
two of them lifted the large cane armchair that U Po Thein usually sat in and moved it to the front end of the
room. Since it did not look right there, they moved it to a comer. Not satisfied with that either, they moved it back
to its original place in front of the screen that separated the middle room from the sitting room. Then, after being
moved here and there, the desk and its chair were settled in a comer at the rear of the room. She decided to get rid
of the old wooden settle, which she could no longer stand the sight of, and put it outside as soon as it was light
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enough to open the doors. Way Way then went into the middle room and took a new white table cloth and spread
it on the marble-topped table. From now on this is where they would have breakfast. She placed cups and saucers
around the table and stood back to look at the effect.
Then suddenly she heard the boat whistle and ran off to finish making herself presentable. She kept busy with
things upstairs and downstairs while the boat docked. When she finally saw the furniture appearing, the tight
feeling in her chest disappeared. Her brother had sent the furniture on ahead with coolies and had gone to his own
house first. Way Way quickly unwrapped the packing and arranged the furniture around the room exactly as she
had planned the night before. In the clear morning light the room appeared quite elegant. She thought, Now it
looks sophisticated and Westernized. If only there were a carpet to put under the furniture, it would really have
class.
She then asked Meh Aye to go outside and pick the wax orchids from the mango tree, as she wished to place
them in a bowl on the coffee table. Way Way looked at the transformed sitting room and thought of U Saw Han.
She was satisfied and pleased to think that the next time he came, they could receive him properly with up-to-date
furnishings.
U Po Thein came downstairs. Seeing the sitting room changed around, he thought, Young people nowadays
want to be so modern and fashionable. After looking around at the freshly cleaned and orderly sitting room, he
added to himself, I rather like it this way; I like it very much indeed.
“Daddy, Ko Nay U says he’ll come over later. I’ve made some coffee for you. We’ve turned the marble table
into the dining table.”
Way Way appeared cheerful and bright. She saw that her father looked rested, and this observation of a change
for the better made her happy.
U Po Thein sat at the marble-topped table and was surprised to see there the china that was usually stored away
in the cupboard, and a new table cloth, starched and gleaming white. The table was laid with the new tea set as
though company were expected. He observed bread, butter, ripe papaya, and bananas, and was a little taken aback
at the kinds of food selected. U Po Thein was used to having his breakfast in his armchair, his legs tucked under
him and his coffee-cup and plate of food perched on the long wooden arms. He was unaccustomed to sitting
formally at a table and felt rather intimidated by the white table cloth and new cups. He never ate papayas or
bananas so early in the day, only after a meal of rice and curry. All this was new to him.
My daughter is acting strangely, he thought.
“Daughter, if we use the new plates every day, won’t they get old-looking soon?”
“If people saw us use the old plates and cups from the kitchen on this table, it would never do,” she replied as
she fixed his coffee.
U Po Thein mused over the words “if people saw us” and “it would never do” as he ate his meal.
Way Way sat down at the table facing her father. Turning her cup right side up, she poured herself some coffee
and looking up at him said, “How did you sleep last night, Daddy?”
Her father regarded her steadily, and she began to feel a little uncomfortable about putting on these airs about
sitting at a table.
“I slept quite well, didn’t cough once all night. I coughed once or twice when I woke up in the morning, but
there wasn’t any blood.”
“Then you are going to be all right!” she cried with relief. “I asked Aunt Thet to buy some cucumber melons
from the bazaar. They say that eating cucumber melon with sugar cures you, so you’ll be sure to have some, won’t
you, Dad?”
U Po Thein nodded in agreement. “I really don’t think it is tuberculosis,” he said as he smiled and shook his
head.
“It’s just something caused by fear. If you worry about having a certain disease, you get the symptoms. What
you had is just a little excess blood, like a nose bleed. They say that something like this happened to Uncle Po
Myaing and he’s all right now. Never had it again. Don’t think about it or dwell on it, Daddy.”
Way Way talked a lot to cover up her uneasiness. She felt awkward in front of her father because of all the
changes she had made, and could not relax and eat normally.
Her face fell as she heard her name called out—“Way Way”—from the front of the house. There was a sound
of footsteps striding in and then her brother appeared, exclaiming loudly, “My, my, aren’t we stylish!!” Wideeyed, he took in the dining table and continued, “It’s a white man’s house,” and began laughing. His laughter
sounded strained, as if he did not really find it funny but was ridiculing her.
Way Way was hurt and her face looked pained. Glancing sideways at him, she said with a pout, “Oh you would
say something like that!”
In appearance Ko Nay U was light-skinned and built quite short and stout. He had large, prominent eyes which
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were always ready to smile or laugh, giving him a pleasant-looking face. Because he loved to chew betel, his teeth
were stained red and one of his cheeks was always puffed out with a wad of it. His hair was cropped very short,
European style. He wore a short-sleeved shirt, a cotton longyi with large checks, and a big belt around his waist.
“You said ten days, but you were gone much longer,” U Po Thein said. He had to turn his body sideways
towards his son because he was sitting up so close against the table.
“Have some coffee,” said Way Way to Ko Nay U as she poured him the cup meant for Daw Thet when she
returned from her morning trip to the market.
“I had to have injections for my eyes. Seems I’m supposed to wear glasses, but I don’t want to, so I just
brought medicine for them. What’s this I hear about your not feeling well, Dad?”
“Who told you that?” Way Way asked across the table.
“Aunt Thet, of course. She stepped in at our place on her way to the market this morning and told us.” Then to
his father he said, “How are you now? It’s really got me worried,-“said Ko Nay U as he slid into a chair and sat at
the table.
U Po Thein straightened himself around and replied, “We were just talking about it. I’m much better. My pulse
is normal. The blood was just something like a nose bleed.”
“If that’s the case, it is really good news. Tuberculosis is a serious illness and even got my in-laws worried. My
father-in-law asked me to persuade you to go to Rangoon for treatment.”
“Drink your coffee.”
Way Way poured coffee into a cup and pushed it towards him.
Ko Nay U looked under the table and said, “Where’s the spittoon?” Wanting to spit out the betel juice in his
mouth, he looked all around but Way Way had banished the unsightly spittoons to the back room and had to run
out to get one for her brother.
“Did you write your mother a letter when you sent her the bag of rice?” U Po Thein asked Ko Nay U.
“I sent it registered freight on the train, with a letter attached. She should have received it by now.”
U Po Thein had never ceased to care deeply for his wife but did not want his children to have an inkling of the
strong feelings he still held for her. He had developed the habit of talking about her with a guarded selfcomposure and dignity,
“What else did you buy in Rangoon?” asked Way Way. “The furniture is great.”
Her brother poured his coffee into a saucer to drink, and to prevent the tablecloth from getting stained Way
Way quickly placed another saucer in front of him on which to set down his cup. “I like my coffee cooled before I
drink it,” he said as he slurped it in one gulp.
“I bought the furniture at the Bombay Burma Company because U Haji Ahmed’s furniture was priced too high.
Do you like the colors? I don’t care for light-colored wood, so I chose the dark reddish brown, like ripe thabyei. I
didn’t buy anything else because I was on the lookout for second-hand books for the library I’m opening. That
takes a lot of time.”
Ko Nay U was planning to open a library in the town. Ever since his school days he had been unable to live
without reading, and always had his nose in a book. He bought and read every newspaper, magazine, and new
novel that came off the press. Since his marriage he had had to give the rice business priority, but his heart was
not in it. He had always wanted to go to Rangoon and set up a book shop for magazines and works of fiction.
Suddenly Way Way heard the sound of U Saw Han’s footsteps and her heart turned over. The newly acquired
sitting room furniture was out there to greet him first. Way Way was trying to show him that although they lived
in a country town they were not bumpkins and had some taste. Of course, we do not come up to the standards of
his house, with its stuffed sofas and wool carpet, but this much in a country place isn’t so bad, she reassured
herself.
“I think that’s U Saw Han,” she said.
U Po Thein got up from his seat and, taking off the scarf that was wrapped around his neck and leaving it on
his chair, went out to the front.
Ko Nay U leaned forward in his seat and said laughingly in a low voice just loud enough for Way Way’s ears,
“Master Chicken Shit.”\fn{A note reads: A rough approximation of a slang term used to ridicule Burmese with English pretensions.}
Way Way was worried that her brother might be heard out in front and punched him on the shoulder, telling
him silently not to clown.
Ko Nay U grinned widely, showing all his teeth, and was soon convulsed in soundless laughter.
“I heard you were not well, Uncle.\fn{A note reads: It is considered rude to address a person by his given name after a certain
point in familiarity is reached. Here “U,” which we might in this instance translate “Uncle,” is used alone as the term of address .} How
are you now?” U Saw Han’s voice was heard to say.
“Oh, I’m much better. I was frightened because of the blood, but was only something like a nose bleed the
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doctor says, so that must be it.” He then called out to his son”
“Maung Ne U!”
Way Way tapped her brother on the shoulder and said, “Go on. Father’s calling you.”
Ko Nay U straightened his face and went out front. Way Way followed.
“This is my son. He’s the manager of the Thukadama Rice MiII.”
U Saw Han, dressed in a long-sleeved white shirt and long white pants, put his white pith helmet under the arm
of the hand that held a tin of cigarettes, and extended his free hand to shake Ko Nay U’s.
Ko Nay U shook hands pleasantly and said, “Good to meet you,” and pointing to a chair said, “Please sit
down.”
With a smile, U Saw Han nodded and sat down on one of the brand-new chairs that no one had sat on until
then. Ko Nay U then introduced Way Way to him saying, “This is my younger sister.”
U Saw Han stood up from his chair and said, “Yes. I had the pleasure of meeting your sister yesterday. Come,
Way Way, do sit down.” Smiling, he sat down again. “Way Way is a real asset to you in your work, isn't she?” Y
Saw Han said to U Po Thein. “Yesterday, she let me know that the cargo boats were going to be too slow in
arriving, so I telegraphed Rangoon a second time.”
U Po Thein smiled and said, “I’m fortunate indeed to have her. I can take it easy and leave everything to her.”
Way Way was a little embarrassed to have them talk about her right in front of her like that, and stared
uncomfortably at the vase of flowers.
“What year were you in college?” U Saw Han asked Ko Nay V, who sat slouched in the chair with his legs
crossed.
“1935,” he replied.
“I left after my B.A. in ’33. Which hostel did you live in?” V Saw Han asked again, his face quite relaxed and
at ease.
“Tagaung Hall,” answered Ko Nay U.
“You weren’t there for the student strikes, then.”
“I didn’t go back to college when the strikes were over. I got married and left school.”
U Saw Han looked across at Way Way and said, “Don’t you want to go to college, Way Way?”
Since U Saw Han’s manner when he talked to Way Way was as to a child, she shook her head like a child and
said, “No, I don’t want to anymore,” and smiled.
U Saw Han looked down at his wrist watch and said, “I must be getting along to the office. I have an eight
o’clock meeting with some brokers who must now be waiting for me.” As he stood up he began to speak.
“Well …”
U Saw Han seemed to be considering something, then said to Ko Nay U, “Why don’t you come to my place
for dinner this evening. You too, Uncle, and Way Way. I invite you all. Please come.”
Ko Nay U smilingly replied, “Oh no, let it not be said that we have eaten a meal offered by the guest before we
have invited him.”
“‘Guest,’ ‘host’—let us not think in such terms. I invited you first. You don’t have any previous engagements,
do you?”
U Po Thein was reluctant to accept, but found it even more indelicate to argue about an invitation. Way Way,
looking bashful with downcast eyes murmured, “Oh, please don’t trouble …”
“No need to feel shy. Please come. I’ll have everything arranged.”
U Saw Han looked into each of their faces in turn while he spoke and then said to U Po Thein, “Well, I’ll be on
my way.” Turning toward Ko Nay U and Way Way, he tossed out a “Cheerio” in English and left.
Way Way spent the rest of the day feeling very uneasy about the fact that it would not appear proper for a
young girl to eat a meal in an unmarried man’s house. She was afraid of what people would say.
“Oh for crying out loud, girl, your father and brother will be with you, and you cannot refuse an invitation to a
meal by a respected person like that! It would be very rude,” said Daw Thet.
Even though Daw Thet was persuasive, Way Way was fearful and undecided all day long. As evening
approached she became quite agitated. She could see the large dining table next door from her upstairs window,
and became worried all over again as to how to use the knives and forks set near each plate. She was thoroughly
intimidated by the sight of things she had never seen before. She had occasionally eaten a chicken pilaf with a
spoon and fork at a danbauk shop in Rangoon, but never had she seen such an array of cutlery as on U Saw Han’s
table. She was so frightened that she could hardly look it. She wondered what the two spoons lying alongside each
other at the head of each plate were used for. She also noticed freshly-cut tiger lilies arranged at the center of the
table.
Since she began her bath only at sundown, she had to finish getting ready by lamplight. She wore a thin muslin
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blouse and yellow Mandalay silk tameiw\fn{A note reads: A type of longyi worn by a woman.} in a traditional royal
pattern. At Daw Thet’s insistence she took off the plain gold chain and put on a diamond necklace, but she
adamantly refused to wear the diamond solitaire earrings because she thought they made her look too old. She
moved the diamond bracelet from her left hand to her right and wore a wristwatch in its place. When she was
completely dressed, Way Way looked at herself in the full-length mirror on the wardrobe door and began to wind
a string of fresh jasmine around the chignon at the back of her head. Daw Thet hovered about, lovingly and
proudly commenting, “Rub off the sandalwood paste above your ears,” and “There’s no powder on the nape of
your neck.” It took a long time for Way Way to finish dressing, due to the fussy ministrations of her aunt.
U Po Thein wore a pink gaung-baung, the end of which hung down to touch his shoulder. He wore a Mandalay
silk jacket that buttoned across his chest, and a brand new reddish copper-colored Bangkok silk longyi. While
waiting downstairs for Ko Nay U to arrive, he called up, “Way Way, aren’t you ready yet?”
Way Way put some cologne in her handkerchief, clenched it in her hand, looked one last time in the mirror,
and said, “Coming, Daddy,” and then came running down the stairs.
Although she had told her brother that morning to come suitably dressed, she worried that he would not. He
turned up only at seven o’clock. He was dressed in a jacket made of pinni, a kind of homespun, a black Bangkokstyle silk longyi, and leather thonged sandals.\fn{A note reads: The costume is deliberately nationalist. Inspired by a similar
movement in British India, in the 1930s Burmese men with nationalist sentiments often made a point of wearing pinni homespun to protest
the importation of cloth from England. The black (rather than brightly colored) longyi, and the sandals (rather than Western shoes) were
also part of the pointedly simple and indigenous costume .} Way Way wondered critically why he had not worn Western

shoes.
“Well, let’s go,” U Po Thein said as he led the way.
Way Way and Ko Nay U followed him side by side.
When they got to the front of the house next door, Way Way saw a heavy curtain hanging over the doorway to
assure privacy from the main street. In front of it stood an Indian watchman, resplendent in a white turban and a
long white knee-length coat with brass buttons all the way down. He looked very impressive. When U Po Thein’s
party entered the compound, the doorman stood up straight, his feet together, gave them a salaam, and drew the
curtain aside.
The room inside was lit with a diffused greenish blue glow. U Saw Han, dressed in a long-sleeved white shirt
and long black serge pants, arose from the sofa and came forward to greet them.
“Please,” he said, turning first to U Po Thein, “Don’t take off your shoes, keep them on. Don’t take yours off,
Way Way.”\fn{A note reads: According to Burmese custom a person automatically removes footwear upon entering a house, just as a
Western gentleman might instinctively remove his hat .} U Po Thein had taken off his velvet sandals, but out of deference to
U Saw Han’s requests he put them on again even though he felt uncomfortable doing so. U Saw Han wouldn't let
the others take off their sandals either.
Way Way and Ko Nay U sat down on the sofa. Since the sofa and the two matching stuffed chairs were placed
around the edges of the large carpet, the people sat quite apart from each other. Way Way was gazing at the
porcelain vase that held an arrangement of New Zealand Creeper. Ko Nay U started the conversation by asking U
Saw Han, “Well, what do you think of my house?”
“Oh I like it, but since the roof is made of zinc it gets very hot upstairs in the afternoons, so I usually have to
rest downstairs at that time.”
Way Way looked at the chaise-lounge covered with the dark blue Mandalay silk and thought, That must be
where he rests in the afternoon. She decided it was certainly much better to see things in detail from the inside
than trying to look at the room from upstairs next door. She studied a wooden figure on a shelf. It was a carving of
a young man wearing a gaung-baung, no shirt, and a longyi tucked up between his legs; he was playing chinlone,
a kind of Burmese kick-ball. Underneath was neatly engraved Playing Chinlone.
Way Way noticed that Ko Nay U’s attention had been directed to the carving from the moment he sat down. As
he looked at it, his mood changed and he began thinking of the state of art and culture in Burma. He felt that
Burmese art and culture could compare favorably with any other country in the world. But since the country had
fallen under colonial rule, its culture had been kept in the shadows and neither recognized nor encouraged. A
powerful desire to overthrow the colonial power came over him as he sat musing.
U Po Thein settled himself back in his sofa and began casually observing the room.
U Saw Han asked each guest in turn, “Well, then, what would you like to drink?” Turning to U Po Thein he
said, “I imagine you don’t drink whiskey; would you like some orange squash?” Then, “Ko Nay U, what will it
be, whiskey or brandy?” He used the English words for these drinks. “And you, Way Way?”
U Po Thein looked at Ko Nay U before he replied. He was thinking, So he entertains his guests with liquor. He
felt uncomfortable about this, but thought it rude to show surprise. When Ko Nay U said, “I don’t drink either,” U
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Po Thein said, “Why don’t we all just have orange squash?”
Way Way was relieved. The mention of strong drink made her nervous.\fn{ A note reads: In proper traditional Burmese
families drinking liquor at home is taboo. Men do drink, but only in the company of other men outside the home in pub-like establishments,
never in front of elders or womenfolk.}

“Maung Mya!” U Saw Han called out.
Maung Mya appeared from behind the screen, dressed in a white cotton jacket fastened with buttons, a maroon
Mandalay silk longyi, and a red gaung-baung. He bowed respectfully, hands behind him.
“Orange squash, and a whiskey.”
Ko Nay U gave Maung Mya a cold, censuring look the whole time he was in the room.
U Saw Han opened his silver cigarette case and went over to U Po Thein, who leaned forward and looked up at
him and said, “Thank you, I don’t smoke,”
U Saw Han then offered a cigarette to Ko Nay U. Only after Ko Nay U had taken one did U Saw Han extract
one for himself and put it in his mouth. He then placed the cigarette case on a low table nearby. Taking a lighter
from his pants pocket, he lit it and then offered the flame to Ko Nay U, who bent forward and lit his cigarette.
When Ko Nay U had finished, U Saw Han lit his own cigarette and returned to his seat. The way he accomplished
all this, the way he shook the lighter to extinguish it, even his gait as he returned to his seat, everything struck Ko
Nay U as being exactly the mannerisms of an Englishman.
Gosh, Ko Nay U thought, he has become one!
“I was not really supposed to have come here,” U Saw Han began. “Mr. Pugh was to have come, and I was to
have gone to Upper Burma, which is very hot, but I persuaded him to go there instead. I wonder how the old boy
is doing in the heat, ha ha.”
Everyone was silent listening to U Saw Han’s words. He certainly has taken on the sly and clever ways of the
foreigners he mixes with, thought Ko Nay U.
Maung Mya brought the glasses of orange squash on a lacquer tray lined with a white lace doily. Each glass
had a little cover of mesh weighted with beads sewn along the edges. Because Way Way was served first, she took
the glass nearest her on the tray. When the glasses of orange squash had been taken, Maung Mya went to the back
and returned almost immediately with a bottle of whiskey, a glass, and a soda bottle on the tray. As U Saw Han
poured about a finger of whiskey into the glass, Maung Mya opened the soda bottle and poured some into it. Way
Way looked at the amber-colored liquid in U Saw Han’s glass and her heart began to beat fast like the waves in
the ocean.\fn{A note reads: A traditionally brought-up young Burmese girl would feel very uneasy but also excited in an ambivalent way
to be in the presence of men drinking alcoholic beverages .}
U Po Thein sat drinking his orange squash with dignified composure, keeping his thoughts to himself but
thinking, He drinks like an Englishman.\fn{ A note reads: That is, U Po Thein was thinking that U Saw Han was able to drink
socially and merely get more relaxed and expansive, as Englishmen reputedly did, rather than drink to get drunk like the stereotypical
Burmese.}

As U Saw Han got a little liquor into himself he seemed to become slightly more talkative. He started chatting
about exporting rice and how, thanks to the English companies, the price was the highest yet on the world market,
and so on.
Ko Nay U got more and more depressed as he listened to him. Ko Nay U had learned much about the rice
market since going into the business after leaving college, and he had become aware of the manipulations of the
English companies in diversifying the market. He seethed at the injustice of it all. Now, however, he controlled his
temper and listened to U Saw Han without any outward sign of his feelings.
A conversation then started up between U Saw Han and U Po Thein on the same subject of rice. Way Way kept
eyeing the whiskey glass, and her thoughts jumped about uneasily. Then the pleasant tones of a gong broke in on
her thoughts. All conversation stopped at the sound.
U Saw Han stood up from the sofa and with extreme politeness and hospitality said, “The meal is ready. U Po
Thein, please come in. Come Ko Nay U, come Way Way.”
Looking up from her chair, Way Way caught U Saw Han’s eyes as they were signaling them to rise. As though
compelled to obey and unable to resist, she stood up first. Each person was placed in the dining room according to
V Saw Han’s direction.\fn{A note reads: Seating guests in this way is not a Burmese custom, except for giving the best seats to one’s
elders and monks.} There was a candle in the center of the table. Way Way and U Po Thein sat side by side. U Saw
Han sat directly opposite Way Way. U Po Thein had never before eaten English food, and as he looked down at
the table setting to which he was unaccustomed, he was distressed at his inability to solve the difficulty. Way Way,
looking down at the gleaming cutlery, was wondering which fork or knife to pick up and in what order. Anxious
about doing the wrong thing but not wanting U Saw Han to notice, she did her best to maintain a pretense of
composure.
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Ko Nay U looked quite natural. Looking at a large painting on the dining room wall entitled Up-Country Boat,
he asked, “Whose painting is that?”
Placing his napkin on his lap, U Saw Han answered, “U Ba Nyan painted it.”
Neither her father nor her brother touched their napkins, so Way Way, who had waited for them to do so, went
ahead and followed U Saw Han’s example by taking her napkin and placing it on her lap. Maung Mya, the butler,
appraised the situation and placed the others’ napkins on their laps for them.
Way Way observed the table setting with an eye to copying it and tried to remember the details. Maung Mya
placed soup plates in front of each person. He ladled some clear chicken broth into Way Way’s plate and then
served the others. While Way Way and U Po Thein watched U Saw Han to see which spoon he would pick up, Ko
Nay U grabbed the wrong one and started on his soup. Way Way picked up the round spoon as she saw U Saw
Han doing and thought, Uh-oh, my brother has done the wrong thing. She looked across at him, wondering what
to do. He went on spooning his soup with an air of nonchalance, not in the least embarrassed.
U Po Thein was the last to pick up his spoon and said very simply, “I’ve never eaten English food, only
Burmese food, so I don’t understand these English customs at all,” at which everybody laughed.
“Don’t worry, please. Don’t be hesitant,” said U Saw Han. He also showed concern for Way Way. “Do you
want your bread buttered, Way Way?” he asked.
There was toast in a silver rack near the centerpiece of flowers. He took a slice of toast, buttered it, and placed
it on the small plate at the side of her dinner plate and said, “Please eat, please eat, Way Way.”
Way Way was shocked and extremely nervous about the way he showered his attentions on her from the time
she sat down at the table. And right in front of my father and brother too, she thought.
Because Ko Nay U understood the English custom of men deferring to women and putting “ladies first,” U
Saw Han’s behavior had not bothered him, yet all the while he was thinking, Gosh, and the man has not even set
foot in England. Can you imagine when he gets there! But he controlled his feelings and was quiet.
Maung Mya cleared away the soup plates and then brought out more dinnerware. Way Way took note of the
fact that all the plates matched and had a dark green and gold border. Fried fish cut in squares and potato chips
were then served on a large platter shaped like a duck egg and offered first to Way Way. She picked up the large
serving spoon and fork and tried to help herself but found it difficult to handle; therefore U Saw Han stood up and
served her with ease and dexterity. Way Way watched the way he handled the serving pieces, and when the next
course of roast chicken and potatoes and green beans was served, she did quite well on her own. She sat admiring
the composition of the chicken, potatoes, green beans, and red beets on her plate. The aroma that arose from the
food was different from Burmese food. As she ate, she thought it tasted pleasant and different.\fn{ George Orwell in
Burmese Days gives his opinion of Burmese cookery: Then Flory shaved, bathed, dressed,and sat down to dinner. Ko S’la stood behind his
chair, handing him the dishes and fanning him with the wicker fan. He had arranged a bowl of scarlet hibiscus flowers in themiddle of the
little table. The meal was pretentious and filthy. The clever Mug cooks, descendants of the servants trained by Frenchmen in India
centuries ago,can do anythying with food except make it eatable .}

U Saw Han and Ko Nay U fell into a bantering dinner conversation. Ko Nay U said jokingly how much better
food tasted eaten Burmese-style, with the fingers, than with silverware, and how ngapi was essential to a meal. He
was pleasantly open about it and everybody laughed a lot.
“Did you wear clothes made of homespun in your college days?” asked U Saw Han as he broke off a piece of
bread in a deliberate, almost ostentatious way and ate it.
“Oh no. I began to wear it just before the strikes broke out at the university. In the beginning, I wore silk
longyis and patent leather shoes, and my hair was styled in the Western way, combed back slick and shiny. It was
only later that I cropped my hair and wore homespun and wooden clogs.”
Although U Saw Han laughed lightly and joked, he summed up Way Way and her father as quite simple folk
and Ko Nay U as a contrary-minded country bumpkin. Maung Mya went around the dinner table several times in
the course of serving the meal. As long as there was silverware remaining on the table, the courses came one after
the other. Way Way relaxed as the meal progressed, and she became quite adept at using silverware. At the end of
each course she would gather up her fork and knife and lay them along side each other on the plate.
U Saw Han was aware of her every move; nothing escaped his attention. He noted her likes and dislikes and
how much or how little she ate, and was very solicitous of her needs. He realized that this was her first English
meal and was pleased that she learned so quickly. U Po Thein did the best he could and ate slowly. As he ate, he
reflected that English food was rather bland and on the sweet side; it seemed to him that it was somewhat like
eating snacks instead of a real meal.
After his conversation with Ko Nay U, U Saw Han turned to Way Way. Although he was a little lightheaded
because of the drink, unlike some he never lost control of himself. He maintained his dignity and this amazed Way
Way.
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“Way Way, you are not eating very much at all. Why is this? I know. It is because you keep seeing all those
figures from your account book. Don’t worry, the paddy barges will arrive. Relax and eat more, please,” U Saw
Han said smiling at her teasingly. He looked eagerly across at her face, bathed in the pink glow of the light, and it
seemed to him that she looked like a rosy-faced English girl, the heroine of many a novel written in the English
language.
When Maung Mya brought in the pudding topped with blobs of cream, fluffy and fragrant, Way Way looked
closely at the serving bowl before helping herself. She recognized the same kind of bowl that they had at home,
used on very special occasions as finger bowls in a Burmese-style meal. So it is not meant to be a finger bowl
after all, she reflected.
Coffee was served at the end of the meal. Way Way looked curiously at the tiny coffee cups that held about a
mouthful each and thought, as she stirred the sugar and cream, They look as if they belong to a child’s tea set.
After they had eaten, they went back into the sitting room, talked a while, and then got ready to leave. U Saw
Han’s teasing voice was saying at the doorway, “The paddy barges will arrive, Way Way, so don’t worry at all,.
and “Be sure to sleep well.” His “Good night,” in English, reverberated in her ears as she walked home in a
trance, hardly aware that her feet were touching the ground.
V
It was beginning to drizzle. Only when she felt the tiny drops blown in by the wind did she get up to close the
window. Looking out, she saw an overcast sky and heard the sound of rain in the distance, and groaned. It’s going
to rain again, she muttered to herself.
Way Way had now to be concerned about the rain. On very wet days U Po Thein just stayed in bed. In the
summer, when the days were warm and dry, he seemed to improve, but when the rains started his symptoms
returned. Every time he coughed there was a little blood. There seemed to be no easing of his condition all
through the long rainy season. On especially rainy days he coughed even more, and the spasms brought on a
sweat that left him limp and exhausted. U Po Thein would remain resting all day except in sunny weather, when
he would venture out of his room and come downstairs in the mornings.
There seemed to be more happening in the fields during the rains, and the farmers would appear often on this
matter and that. Way Way would take care of most of the problems, and only when she could not did she let them
go upstairs to bother her father.
“You just rest, Daddy, and don’t worry about the business,” she would tell him. “Let me take the responsibility
for the time being.”
She continually coaxed and encouraged him in this manner. He in turn would put up a front of trying his best
to get well, for his daughter’s sake, and of not worrying about the business, but inwardly he had already accepted
that he had a terminal disease and no chance of recovery.
Way Way clung to the bars on the window\fn{ A note reads: It is common for Burmese houses to have metal grilles on the
windows to guard against thieves.} and gazed out at the rain. She seemed to see her mother’s face among the raindrops.
She yearned for her mother and her heart ached for her ailing father, who needed his wife’s care in his condition.
How could she have the heart to leave him and all of us? she thought sorrowfully. She thought about her family,
all split up and living apart—her sister, her brother, her mother—and realized again that her father would be
terribly alone if she were not there. There would indeed be no one else.
Her thoughts turned to her sister, Alta Alta, who lived far away from them and could not share the worries and
problems of home. Way Way thought, She’s lucky, Alta Alta is. As far as she could recall Alta Alta had never
experienced any problems connected with the family. When she lived at home their mother had always been there
to keep things in order, so she had had a settled atmosphere in which to study during her school days, and as soon
as she finished high school she got married. Now that her father was ill and needed care, she could not help out
because she had responsibilities to her own family. She had written them regretfully many times explaining how it
was with her, and had written again only recently. On thinking over her sister’s circumstances, Way Way began to
realize the lack of freedom in the life of a married woman and to worry about her own possible marriage. If she
ever married, she thought, it would have to be someone who could live with them so she would not have to leave
her father alone. She thought that even though her mother, her brother, and her sister had left her father, she could
never do so. Her own position became clear to her as she pondered these matters.
Her mother had replied to her letters, instructing them in methods of care for her father and advising them in
regard to the medicines he should take, but there seemed to be no underlying anxiety for him. Way Way thought to
herself, How cold and unfeeling she seems; how can she be so detached?
So it was that Way Way alone bore the weight of her father’s illness and all that it involved. The business
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affairs also fell on her shoulders. Ko Nay U was kept so busy with the business of his in-laws that all he could
manage was to come once a day to see his father and inquire after his health. Even then he would be called away
to attend to something or other in his work.
Aunt Thet was the only one who remained with Way Way and her father. Although she and Way Way’s father
were not brother and sister with the same parents, she was even closer than if they had been.\fn{ A note reads: In
Burma, first cousins—as Daw Thet and U Po Thein appear to be—are usually called brother and sister, and grow up in the same extended
family.} She was deeply attached to both father and daughter, and cared very much about what was happening to

them.
Way Way’s face was wet with rain as these gloomy thoughts surged through her mind as if driven by a fevered
pulse. A roaring noise filled the whole countryside from the direction of the river. It was U Saw Han’s motorboat.
Way Way’s train of thought snapped as her ears were deafened by the roar of the machine. Closing the window,
she returned to her desk. She had been working on an account of a sale of paddy from Kyait-pi to U Saw Han’s
firm. She heard the sound of a motorcycle, then went back to the books. The rain came down suddenly, hard and
in torrents. In the midst of her accounts she made a mental note that the rain started after the boat docked, and the
motorcycle had started up after that. Relieved, she said to herself, It’s just as well.
Way Way looked out through the door and saw U Saw Han coming in the direction of the house. His head was
down, his raincoat was flapping about him, and his Indian watchman held an umbrella over him while trying to
keep up with his strides. As he neared the house, she looked down at her account book. He stood by the front door
before entering, while the Indian divested him of his wet raincoat. He smiled at Way Way in greeting. She smiled
back at him, the tip of her fountain pen brushing her lips.
“Hey, young lady, how’s your father today?”
Placing his leather attache case on the bench and dragging the chair in front of it towards the desk, he let out a
long sigh before he sat down, exhausted.
“Dad’s much better today compared with yesterday. He spent the morning downstairs and went up only when
it began to threaten rain,” said Way Way.
“Did the doctor come this morning?” asked U Saw Han.
“Yes, he did. He gave Dad an injection,” replied Way Way.
Although U Saw Han regarded Way Way as a youngster twenty years or so younger than himself, she could
not do business with him relating to him on a youngster’s level. She could only be effective as an equal and an
adult. At the beginning of their acquaintance, Way Way thought of addressing him in the customary way as Ko, or
“older brother,” but since she already addressed her brother in that fashion, she could not bring herself to use the
term for someone else. She could not call him “Uncle,” as he was much younger than her father’s brother, U Po
Myaing, whom she called “Uncle,” so it was quite awkward at first, determining how to address him. She decided
to call him “U Saw Han,” in a strictly professional manner, which was acceptable in their business context. So,
calling him “U Saw Han” at work, Way Way assumed a certain maturity and poise as his equal and contemporary.
U Saw Han, on the other hand, seemed to become younger in her presence, with his bantering, teasing style
and his habit of calling her “young lady.”
He took a puff of his cigarette and thoughtfully studied her face as he exhaled. Then he said slowly, “I have
something on my mind that I have wanted to talk to you about but have hesitated to do so till now. I hope you will
listen to me and not be offended.
“Please do not use the cups and plates your father uses. Please keep them separate from yours. I implore you
not to use his. Prevention is the best way. It is better to stop things before they happen, as the saying goes. Right?”
Way Way’s face fell. She was stunned and just stared in front of her. She looked pathetic as U Saw Han
watched her. To Way Way the thought that this was a communicable disease had never crossed her mind as she
tended her father and nursed him at close quarters. U Saw Han’s warning came as a shock and she could not
accept what he was saying. It was very upsetting to think of keeping all the utensils he used apart from the others,
though they lived in the same house. True, it was for her own good, but hearing about it directly in this was made
her pity her father more deeply than ever and left her utterly dejected.
“Please keep in mind, Way Way, that I had to say this for your sake.”
Way Way nodded sadly, heavy and numb, remembering that it was done out of concern for her, although she
did not want to admit it in the least. She noticed that U Saw Han seemed perceptibly relieved, and although she
did not like what he said, she accepted his apparent solIcitude. Changing the subject, he went on:
“It was raining heavily when I got to Kyaitpi. Some of the paddy on the barge got wet and I had to wait till the
rain stopped. It was a mess. Have you ever been to Kyaitpi, Way Way?”
She answered in the negative, quietly and slowly.
U Saw Han looked steadily at Way Way as she spoke, and saw before him an upright little person with an
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unusually strong sense of duty. It did not detract from her youthfulness, and indeed seemed to enhance the natural
grace already there. Coming to Moulmeingyun, he had been struck by her the first time he set eyes on her and had
looked long and hard. From that time on he had met her many times and had always found himself looking
intently at her, It was extraordinary to him that somehow it seemed as though he had never seen another girl
before, and that finally he had found everything in this one girl.
Way Way dropped her eyes, uncomfortable at the long silence and his looking so directly at her. She turned the
pages of her account book and began to study it.
“Poor kid,” U Saw Han said, using English for the first word, “trapped at home, mother far away, sister
someplace else … poor little spinster … tough isn’t it?”
He laughed loudly, and his eyes were bright with compassion for her.
Way Way put her head down to hide her smile. The rain subsided and the Indian watchman could be seen
nodding as he sat leaning against the brick wall of the house,
Way Way continued adding up her paddy prices. She looked down at her watch and at U Saw Han, who then
blurted out, “I’ve stayed too long.” Again resorting to an English expression, he added, “Sorry, Way Way.”
Startled, Way Way was unable to speak at once, but then exclaimed, “Oh no, it’s not that, I wanted to say
something to you and looked down at my watch to see what time it was.”
“Oh?” said U Saw Han. “What is it, Way Way? Tell me, tell me what it is!”
U Saw Han saw an expression of diffidence on her face that was so singular it moved him inexplicably. Then
she said:
“I hesitated to say this when you came in because it wasn’t the right time, and I thought you’d refuse.”
U Saw Han sat up in his chair and without moving a muscle, fixed his attention on her, trying to get the import
of what she was saying.
“It is now four o’clock and I’d like to offer you a cup of coffee, since the weather is so bad and all.”
U Saw Han drew a deep breath, smiled, and mopped his brow with his handkerchief.
“Of course I’ll have some coffee. I was awfully worried as to what it was.”
Way Way’s face brightened up at his words like the moon coming out of an eclipse. Giving him a glowing
smile, she started up and said, “I’ll get it for you. I won’t be long.”
Daw Thet was in the kitchen starting supper. She had not known there was company, and got all flustered when
Way Way told her what she had come in to do.
“Dear me, did he say he would have some?” she queried.
It was almost ten months since U Saw Han had first arrived. He never ate anything they offered him, so they
just treated him like an Englishman, a foreigner, and left it at that. U Saw Han had fixed times for meals and he
never came over to join the family for an informal, potluck meal.\fn{ A note reads: This kind of casual meal is widely
accepted as a mark of friendship in Burma .} That U Saw Han had said he would have coffee at their house was to Daw
Thet as astonishing as an Indian saying he would eat ngapi.\fn{A note reads: According to popular stereotype, Indians in
Burma never learn to enjoy the strong-smelling fish paste no matter how “Burmese” they become .}
For Way Way the preparation of one cup of coffee became terribly complicated. First, a pretty cloth had to be
picked out and placed on the tray. Then the cup she had was not satisfactory and had to be changed, so there were
trips back and forth between the dining room and kitchen. The coffee was then made and put into the cup. The
tray was ready and about to be taken in, when it was put down again.
“Oh no … Aunt … It won’t do!” cried Way Way.
Daw Thet, watching Way Way’s retreat to the kitchen, asked, “What won’t do?”
Way Way was hurriedly taking more tea things out of the cupboard, for she had just remembered that they had
recently bought a brand-new tea set complete with sugar bowl and milk pitcher. U Saw Han might not like his
coffee mixed by somebody else, she thought, and it would not do to serve him coffee Burmese-style, milk and
sugar all mixed in. He would like to fix it himself according to his own taste. So she reset the tray again.
Way Way carried out the tray herself.
U Saw Han looked up and saw it. A pleased expression crept over his face. “Way Way, you have some too,” he
said.
“We have ours around noon. It’s almost time for our evening meal. I won’t have any if you don’t mind,” she
replied.
U Saw Han knew that this was not the customary way of serving tea in country places and that all had been
done especially for him, and it pleased him immensely. He liked her even more for it and started fixing himself a
cup.
On his way home from the library, Ko Nay U could see U Saw Han from the main road and thought it unusual
that he was drinking coffee.
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“My brother’s here,” said Way Way, and U Saw Han turned around and stood up to greet him.
“I’ve come to see Dad. Please, continue with your coffee. I’m going upstairs.”
Ko Nay U went to the stairway but stopped on the first or second step as though remembering something, and
said to Way Way, “U Ko Saw came from Maubin and brought a letter from Alta Aalta. She’s coming here at the
end of the month.”
Way Way went over and took the letter her brother handed to her. U Saw Han made himself a second cup of
coffee while she read the letter and, as she was putting it back in the envelope, said without looking at her, “Now
that your sister will be here, Way Way, you’ll have time to rest and take it easy. So take care of your health,
please.”
Filled with happiness at the thought of seeing her sister, Way Way listened absent-mindedly to his words
without thinking of what he meant.
VI
Way Way and Alta Alta stood at the door and looked in. The room was furnished with chairs and tables and
two second-hand bookcases. There were about fifty school-room chairs. Banners in large Burmese letters
proclaimed mottoes such as “Respect the Present, Clean Living, High Thinking,” and “Burmese is Our
Language.” There were about thirty guests already seated. There were elders of the town and younger men, but no
women.
Ko Nay U, who was standing in front of the bookshelves, saw his two sisters at the entrance and came towards
them saying, “Come in, come on in … the ladies haven’t arrived yet.”
Way Way smiled and nodded at Saya Chit, who was sitting quite close to the door.\fn{ A note reads: The honorific
Saya indicates that the individual bearing it is a teacher .} Saya Chit stood up and came towards them smiling. He looked
hard at Alta Alta standing by Way Way’s side, and came closer wondering who she was.
“Oh, Alta Alta it’s you! I didn’t recognize you! When did you arrive?”
Alta Alta smiled at him, thinking, My, but he’s lost weight! Smilingly she answered, “You and the family are
all well, Saya?”
Saya Chit was about fifty years of age, slightly built, light-complexioned, with a faint mustache. He had taught
Burmese language and literature to the seventh standard level for many years. Because he knew his subject and
taught it well, and was cheerful and considerate, he was well liked by all his students.
When she was in school Alta Alta always knew more people than Way Way, and she was soon surrounded by
her old school-mates each welcoming her back in turn.
“I came to see my father, who is not well,” she said. “Got here only yesterday. Luckily I’m just in time for the
opening of the library.”
If it had not been for Alta Alta, Way Way would not have attended the ceremony. Since leaving school, she
seldom went out of the house, and since she was not used to going out alone, it seemed as if she could only do so
when escorted by Aunt Thet.\fn{A note reads: In the prewar ear it was still thought quite improper for a young unmarried girl
raised in the traditional manner to walk about on her own, especially in a small, conservative town. By “prewar” is meant prior to World
War II.} Alta Alta on the other hand was used to going wherever she liked on her own, even before she was

married. She was quicker than Way Way in speaking, in thinking, and moving. She had wanted to hear her brother
speak at the library and had dragged Way Way along with her.
Ko Nay U and Alta Alta were very much alike in temperament. They were both very active in civic and
community affairs, were avid readers, and had many friends. Alta Alta was even more high spirited than Ko Nay
U, quite the opposite of Way Way. Alta Alta was as strong and vibrant as Way Way was soft and quiet.
Way Way left Alta Alta with her circle of friends and went quietly to the front row, bending over in a respectful
posture as she went down the aisle, as if shrinking from the audience. Having greeted everyone, Alta Alta went to
join her sister. Her old teacher, Sara Chit, sat on the other side of her.
It was about four o’clock in the afternoon. Not everyone had arrived. Way Way reached up to the back of her
head and tightened her hair knot. She was worried about things at home and fretted that the event had not even
started.
“It would be terrible if Aunt Thet forgot to give Dad his medicine,” she whispered to Alta Alta, who replied,
"Come on, you know that you gave her specific instructions. Of course she’s not going to forget. Don’t worry so.”
Alta Alta then turned around to look at the hall and said, “The place is full now, so stop worrying, they’ll be
starting soon.”
Ko Nay U went over and stood in front of the table, and people stopped talking. There was a hush. Be leaned
against the table, rubbed his hands together, looked at the audience for a second and said,
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“Today we are able to open a library in our town because of the hard work of a group of young people. Today
is a happy day for everyone who loves literature and books. We hold in remembrance and honor those many
writers and artists who have kept the historical heritage of our country alive for us.”
Ko Nay U stopped speaking for a moment, bowed his head with his arms behind him, and then went on, his
audience listening intently.
“It is the duty of all of us today to keep our literature and knowledge alive and shining brightly. At this time in
our country’s history, we are not able to plan for ourselves or our country, and our foundations are weak and
shaky. Burmans who call themselves Burmans study a literature which keeps them slaves, turns them into cultural
hangers-on, appendages like tails, causing them to lose pride in their own literature and diminishing their
knowledge of the most basic elements of their own language. The aim of opening this reading center is to increase
the knowledge and awareness of our young people and to start them on the right path. A library is a repository of
all that is valuable in a culture, a place where people can learn about their culture, increase their knowledge, and
share it with others. So then … I invite everyone to come … come and use your library. Come in your spare time
to study and learn,”
Everyone listened raptly to Ko Nay U, and not the least among his listeners was his sister Alta Alta, who, quite
taken with her brother’s speech, thought to herself, Hmm, he’s certainly a good speaker; he’d do well in politics.
Ko Nay U then spoke briefly about the objectives of the library project and frankly told them of some of the
difficulties they had encountered at the beginning and along the way. He did this to unite them all, in an intimate
way, behind a common cause. He urged them all to be constantly vigilant, and on that note ended his speech. The
enraptured audience backed him completely, and were so moved by this speech that they stood up one by one to
expressed their approval.
Saya Chit whispered to Alta Alta, “Maung Ne U has been disillusioned by the colonial educational system ever
since he went to college.”
Way Way sat sedately listening to it all. People started leaving the library at about six o’clock. Way Way and
Alta Alta were about the last to come out of the building and join the crowd in front.
Ko Nay U came up to Alta Alta and said, “I was going to open the library when I returned from Rangoon, but
what with one thing or another it just couldn’t be done. There are really very few people who will do voluntary
work, when you come right down to it. I also insisted on a well-planned, systematic procedure from the
beginning, so it got delayed further.”
Alta Alta teased, “You really should be in politics,” to which Way Way replied, “Now don’t go encouraging
him. Soon he’ll be becoming a thakin, and get thrown into “His Majesty's royal lodgings.”\fn{ A note reads: That is,
prison. “His Majesty” is here, of course, King George VI of Great Britain, Burma’s colonial ruler . Burma had been gradually annexed in a
series of expansions between 1824 and 1885.} At this, Ko Nay U raised his clenched right hand in the Thakin salute and

chanted,
We Thakins,
We Burmans

Some of the bystanders smiled quietly at his clowning as they left.
Since it was almost dark the sisters hurried home. Greatly concerned, Way Way said, “Ko Nay U became a
member of the Dobama Asiayone Party\fn{ A note reads: The Dobama Miayone (“We Burmans Association”), popularly known
as the Thakin Party, was founded on 30 May 1930 by Thakin Ba Thoung. It was the principal prewar nationalist political organization .}
when he went to Rangoon. Ma Ma Than told me that. I had to tell her, ‘You better control your husband’s actions
or he’ll end up with a bloody nose.”\fn{ A note reads: That is, he would be hurt in confrontations with the police, who in the 1930s
frequently broke up political gatherings and demonstrations with baton charges .} Way Way’s voice sounded faint and tired and
out of breath as she hurried along.
“So what if he did join?” said Alta Alta abruptly.
Unable to stop suddenly in her tracks, Way Way slowed herself to a halt. Standing aghast she cried out, “Why,
it’s against the law!”
Alta Alta laughed aloud and said with a touch of arrogance, “Dear ‘Fraidy Cat,’ you’re scared.”
Then, just before they reached home, U Saw Han emerged from his house and met them on the road.
“Hey, young lady, where have you been?” he greeted Way Way. He smiled at Alta Alta, whom he appraised
with interest.
Way Way could not answer at first. She was embarrassed and tried to appear natural and said, “We’ve just
returned from the library. This is my sister Alta Alta. She arrived yesterday morning.”
U Saw Han smiled courteously and said, “Ever since she got I, the letter about your coming, she’s been beside
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herself with joy, oblivious of everything around her, just talking about you all the time. I am happy to meet you.
Won’t you come in?”
Alta Alta observed U Saw Han’s behavior with a faint smile.
Way Way said, “Please … forgive us this time for not coming in, but father should be given his medicine.”
Smiling gently until she finished, he said, “I went to see your father earlier. He seemed much better and was
sitting downstairs. I also saw him take his medicine, with my own eyes, so now please, come in for just a minute.”
U Saw Han was quietly adamant, and Way Way threw Alta Alta an imploring look. She seemed unable to resist
any further. U Saw Han began again, “Oh Alta Alta, do come in for just a little while, please, since you are here
right in front of the house. Come in for just a moment.”
Alta Alta’s observant eyes glanced from U Saw Han’s face to Way Way’s and felt that it was up to her to settle
it.
“Well, let’s just go in for a moment,” she said to Way Way.
Since her arrival Alta Alta had heard from Daw Thet and Way Way as much as she needed to know about U
Saw Han, and had been able to guess the rest. She looked around the sitting room before she sat down and thought
at once how Westernized it was.
U Saw Han was busy calling Maung Mya to bring some orange squash. He went into the dining room, brought
out a large parcel, set it down next to Way Way, and said with a smile, “I have a surprise for you Way Way. I
ordered these things for you from Rangoon. They arrived this morning. Open up. Take a look.”
Way Way looked in astonishment at the parcel and tried to open it, but she was too slow for U Saw Han, who
began to open it himself. In the parcel were all kinds of treats from Barnett’s Store in Rangoon: biscuit tins,
chocolate, candy, and pretty little sample-sized boxes of sweets.
“I ordered ‘little’ things on purpose for the ‘little lady,’” he said. He could not take his eyes off Way Way’s
blushing face. It seemed he could not help himself, in spite of the older sister’s presence. Only after giving Way
Way the gifts did he talk to Alta Alta.
Alta Alta began telling him that there had been another sibling in their family born between her and Way Way,
but the child had died. He was very interested in what she was saying, and turning to Way Way said, “No wonder
the young lady is so young,”
Alta Alta looked at Way Way, who was in an agony of embarrassment, her face wet with perspiration and
looking as if she did not know where to hide. Alta Alta wondered, Why is she so embarrassed? They continued to
talk for a while and then the sisters stood up to leave.
U Saw Han looked at them together. Alta Alta was taller and quite slender. Her forehead was wide and she had
fine eyes. She was a little darker in complexion than Way Way, and had clean-cut features which, though not as
pretty as Way Way’s, were remarkable and attractive in their own way.
Alta Alta led the way out with Way Way close on her heels, but U Saw Han detained Way Way showing her the
telegram about the paddy prices. Holding the curtain that hung over the door, she had to listen to him. Only when
he finished was she able to catch up with Alta Alta. They hurried along together without speaking.
U Po Thein was still sitting downstairs on the cane armchair waiting for his daughters and talking to Daw Thet.
He greeted his daughters with a cheerful face when they came in. The kind of love he had for each of his
daughters was different. He loved his older daughter more, but he felt an indescribably infinite tenderness and
compassion for his younger daughter.
“Daddy, have you taken your medicine? Have you had your soup? Did you enjoy it? Oh look, he’s even
chewing betel nut!” said Way Way all in one breath while Alta Alta stood quietly looking on. It had been about a
month since he had come downstairs, and the empty armchair had been very conspicuous and upsetting. Seeing
her father out of bed and sitting downstairs in the chair made Way Way deliriously happy.
U Po Thein did not go upstairs for some time. He sat and waited for his daughters to finish their supper. He had
cheered up considerably since Alta Alta’s arrival, and Daw Thet said that her visit had brought his old lively spirit
back. The quiet house had become alive and joyful. Wherever you looked everyone had a happy face. The girl in
the kitchen, Meh Aye, did not mind the extra work caused by a guest in the house; she kept busy and happy as
though she were helping to prepare food for a neighborhood feast. All the unhappiness of living apart had gone
and they were happy to be together again.
That night the two sisters, lying side by side on the bed, could hardly sleep because they had so much to talk
about. They laughed and chatted endlessly about all kinds of things. They also talked about their mother. There,
their ideas differed. Way Way lay back quietly, her fingers clasped on her forehead.
“Cold and unfeeling, that’s what she is. Mother is just cold and unfeeling and alienated. She’s just cut herself
off from us,” said Way Way bitterly.
“Yes, but don’t you see, it isn’t just you and me she is cut off from, but Dad, Ko Nay U, and Daw Thet, all of
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us, and that’s just it. She is practicing the Buddhist rule of uppeka.”\fn{A note reads: Freedom from all kinds of desire and
attachment, a neutral state of mind, equanimity and indifference to one’s own enjoyment or suffering .}
Way Way thought about this and tried hard to put her whole mind into trying to understand the meaning of the
concept, but try as she might it was impossible to comprehend it in so short a time. She could only try to grasp
what it meant at her own level, and even then it eluded her. Finally she lost the thread of her thinking, including
thoughts of her mother, and she did what she always did when she could not understand something, which was to
change the subject.
“Is it true,” she said to Alta A;ta, “that marriage is nothing but trouble, and that when you get married all you
are doing is getting yourself into a whole bunch of problems?”
Alta Alta was amazed and looked curiously out of the comer of her eye at Way Way. Strange how she got to
this subject so suddenly, she thought.
“I don’t know how to explain this to you so that you will understand,” she answered. “It is true that you are
asking for trouble because you have a new set of problems when you get married, but if you know that there will
be these particular problems and go ahead and solve them as they come along, then there is nothing more to be
said. But if you see beforehand that these problems cannot be solved no matter what, then that’s serious and you
shouldn’t get married. One has a responsibility to work things out and to be in control of one’s life.”
Way Way was silent, thinking about what she had just heard.
Alta Alta guessed that she was thinking about marriage. When one reaches a certain age, one invariably has
thoughts about it and desires it, Alta Alta mused to herself. She thought, Love and marriage go together as one
whole, complementing each other. Love is essential for the stability of a marriage, but for dealing with life itself it
is essential for each individual person to have an inner confidence and self-sufficiency. As far as she was able to
tell from her own experience, marriage was not right for Way Way at this time, and she should not in any way be
encouraged into taking such a step.
VII
Alta Alta awoke in the night and looked around drowsily. She did not know when they had dropped off to
sleep, what time it was now, or when Way Way had gotten up and left. The mosquito net was not down, the
window not closed, and the light still on. She could see the dim moonlight outside. Apart from Daw Thet’s
snoring, which sounded as though she had fallen into an exhausted’ sleep, the house was silent. She heard the
barking of dogs far off in the distance. She could not tell whether it was just one dog barking or different dogs
barking one after another. She shut her eyes in a kind of stupor but would not let herself sleep; she had to tell Way
Way to close the window at the foot of the bed so it would not rain in on the covers. Alta Alta waited for Way Way
to return from the bathroom and wondered what was taking her so long. With a groan, she got up to close it
herself. She staggered sleepily to the window. When she got there, her eyes suddenly widened at what she saw,
and she stood shocked. Her whole body froze except for her hands, which trembled violently as she held on to the
window.
Hidden from the main road by the big mango tree, but revealed in the faint dappled moonlight shining through
its branches, U Saw Han and Way Way stood facing each other, his arms around her neck embracing her. At first,
seeing them suddenly in the dark, you could not tell who they were, but when you saw their silhouettes you knew
it could be no one else but Way Way and U Saw Han. U Saw Han had on a dark coat and pants, and Way Way was
dressed as she had been earlier. They could not see Alta Alta from where they stood, but she could see them well.
As soon as she realized who they were, she did not want to see any more. She rushed back to her bed and threw
herself down on it.
Her heart pounded fearfully. Never in all her life had she experienced such palpitations. She became extremely
exhausted, and had to force herself to take slow breaths to calm down. She heard the stroke of one beaten on a
piece of iron by some night watchman to announce the hour. It sounded very close. She was confused and did not
even know how to begin thinking about this problem, but was unable to drive from her mind the picture of U Saw
Han’s embracing form and Way Way’s upturned face. Those two are already involved with each other, she said to
herself, coming to a starting point.
She began thinking about U Saw Han and how much he admired the British, how un-Burmese he was in
behavior, and how different his life style was from their own and that of everyone they knew. Then she thought of
Way Way and her innocence, her lack of sophistication, her youth and child-like ignorance of life. To think of
them as a couple alarmed her even more.
She heard Way Way’s footsteps coming softly and slowly. Alta Alta, calmer by this time and more in control of
herself, listened to the footsteps. When they neared the bed, she opened her eyes and looked at her sister severely.
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This completely startled Way Way, who acted as if she had seen a ghost. Unable to bear Alta Alta’s stem eyes
upon her, she began to retreat into herself and to blot out the fact that she was there. She did this almost to the
point of denying her very consciousness. Alta Alta sat up and swung her legs over the side of the bed.
“Way Way,” she called in a low voice.
Alta Alta’s voice shook Way Way from her trance-like state. Thoroughly ashamed, she hung her head down
and was on the verge of tears. Alta Alta did not have to say more. Way Way knew that she had seen them. Looking
at her sister so cowed and frightened, Alta Alta’s heart dissolved in pity. She did not say a word, much as she was
against what Way Way had done. Instead she thought to herself, The poor girl, now grown to adolescence, has had
to take care of herself without a mother, is lonely without the company of her sister or brother, and is obliged to
take on the burden of the whole house and the family business, and a sick father, with no time for herself. She’s
lonely and only human. She cannot really be blamed for going out in the dark to meet a lover. So, gradually
understanding things, the older sister forgave the younger instead of berating her.
With an anguished face, Alta Alta stretched out her hand and said, “Dear little sister, don’t be distressed. Come
and sit beside me and talk.”
Hearing the gentle tones of her sister’s voice, Way Way sat beside her with her head still hung down from
embarrassment.
“Have you and U Saw Han been in love for a long time?” asked Alta Alta.
Way Way shook her head in the negative.
“Then it’s not been long,” said Alta Alta.
Way Way nodded and looked timidly up at Alta Alta with her eyes brimming with tears and full of love for her.
Seeing her face, Alta Alta choked up and could not ask any more questions. Then Way Way said:
“It was really nothing at first … just ordinary … It was the day before you came … he …”—and did not
continue.
Alta Alta regarded Way Way quietly.
*
Although she did not say more, Way Way was recalling to herself the course of events and tracing how one
thing had led to another. Knowing that the paddy in the godown was wet and beginning to smell of mold, she
knew she had to stop the new paddy, which was soon to arrive by boat, from being mixed with the wet grain. She
had planned to ask Daw Thet to go to the godown and prevent that, but her aunt had not returned from the
monastery. So, leaving Meh Aye with her father, she had hurried off to the godown. It was about three o’clock in
the afternoon and as she hurried along the road, who should she come face to face with as she turned the bend but
U Saw Han returning from the office.
U Saw Han had been taken aback at seeing her so unexpectedly, and anxiously asked, “Way Way, what’s
happened? Is it your father? Are you going for the doctor?”
Way Way explained what she was doing. U Saw Han said, “If that’s the case then, I’ll come with you to the
godown.”
Way Way was aware of the impropriety of a young girl like her walking down the road with a man, and was
afraid of being seen by neighbors. She hastily replied, “It’s all right, I can go by myself. I can go by myself.”
U Saw Han did not realize why she did not want him to accompany her, and went along anyway. He talked the
whole way, while Way Way concentrated on getting where she was going as soon as possible without being seen.
“In my eyes, Way Way, you are still a child, but the work you do is that of an adult. I am sorry you have to do it. I
have great regard for you, and I want to help you in any way I possibly can,” he went on.
Way Way had been unable to say a single word, so fearful was she that people would see them together. Only
when there were a few other people on the road as they neared the godown, did she relax a little. She went to the
hut near the godown where the caretaker, Ko Nyo, and his wife lived, while U Saw Han walked around the
godown. Way Way found only the wife, for Ko Nyo was still at the bazaar purchasing some kerosene oil. He had
run out, and needed it for his lamp during the night watch. He had come to the house about it earlier and Way Way
had given him some money. She gave the message to the wife and then looked around for U Saw Han, wondering
where he was. She saw him looking at the river from under the acacia tree on the north side of the godown.
Way Way had walked toward where he was standing. “Oh, what a breeze,” she had said, when a sudden gust of
wind blew against her, and she had to struggle to keep her tamein from sticking to her body. U Saw Han turned
towards her and noticed the bangs on her forehead being blown about and he was fascinated by them. He said,
“This is what I call fresh air. It’s so fresh and clean. Let’s stay out here a little longer and enjoy it.”
He looked at Way Way with hazy eyes. She pretended not to notice and gazed at the river. Neither of them
spoke. As U Saw Han looked at her he had to control the strong wave of emotion that rose up in his heart for her.
“Let’s go,” Way Way had said, and U Saw Han nodded and swallowed hard. He was in a daze as they walked
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back together. They did not follow the same route as when they came and took a short cut instead. They could get
to the main road much more quickly by crossing a small ditch. U Saw Han jumped across it and stretched out his
hand for Way Way. She was embarrassed to hold his hand. Seeing her so shy and not even daring to look at him,
U Saw Han was so entranced that he could hardly contain himself.
Way Way jumped over the water on her own, but he caught her hand to steady her and then would not release
it. It seemed to her that he not only held her hand in his, but that he had her whole self trapped in his grasp. Just
the thought of the two of them walking hand in hand like this almost made her heart stop.
“Way Way, do you love me?” he said.
At that instant, it seemed as if a motor had started up inside her and left her weak. Even remembering it now
made her feel weak all over.
*
Alta Alta, who had been determined not to ask any more questions, could not hold back and said, “Do you and
U Saw Ran meet like this every night?”
“No not every night,” replied Way Way. “Tonight was the only time. When he detained me at the front door of
his house: this evening, he begged me to meet him down there. He said he would be waiting for me.”
Alta Alta did not want to ask or hear any more. She got up and moved away.
Way Way asked anxiously, “Don’t you approve of him and me?”
Alta Alta turned around to face her and said, “As long as you love him, that’s all that matters. Don’t let
anything disturb you, Way Way, it will be all right.” Then she got up to close the window.
U Saw Han was at least twenty years senior to seventeen year-old Way Way, far too wide a gap for anyone to
agree to the match. But if they loved each other and asked for approval, it would have to be given. Certainly if the
elders had made the match, U Saw Han would have been rejected. Alta Alta lay in bed thinking seriously about
Way Way’s future. She knew that she herself was indulging her younger sister, and wondered how her father and
her brother would react. She was quite certain that her brother, with his predisposition against the English and his
nationalistic feelings, would not give his consent.
With regard to social status, and as a provider, U Saw Han would exceed what any woman would expect.
There might be a few township officers and commissioners who were called “your honor” by other Burmese, but
to find someone whom they called “Thakin” was quite rare.
Alta Alta tried to put herself in Way Way’s place. She considered U Saw Han’s rank and impressive personage,
but when she carne down to it, she absolutely abhorred a Burmese who tried to ape the British. Alta Alta
examined it from every angle and thought with a sigh, Will it work? She shuddered as she thought of Way Way’s
reaction to the sight of amber-colored liquid in a glass.
Way Way was crying quietly, the tears streaming down her face, her back to Alta Alta as she lay beside her on
the bed. She was thinking about her life. She knew that she was responsible for the house and for her father, and
felt that she should not have any other concerns. She should not in these circumstances have a suitor. It would be
like breaking faith. Her thoughts were in turmoil, thinking about her love for her father and the attraction she felt
toward her suitor. She who should be at her father’s side, at home, had stepped out the home and found herself at
the side of another love.
Way Way tried to decide between the two, hoping that her feelings for one would give in to those for the other.
But as soon as she decided in favor of her father, she found she had not lost her feelings for her lover. And when
she decided in his favor, all her feelings for her father pulled her back. She had never experienced such feelings
before.
Alta Aalta got up and switched on the light. Way Way quietly wiped her eyes and closed them. Alta Alta’s
reddened face could be seen in the light. Heavy with sleep, she went to get a drink from the table where a pitcher
of water and glasses had been placed. She stood there for a long time.
Way Way said, “Aren’t you asleep yet?”
Alta Alta felt a shiver go down her spine. “I got up to get a drink of water. Aren’t you asleep yet?”
Way Way got up and scrutinized Alta Alta’s red face. “What’s the matter?”
Alta Alta looked at Way Way’s tear-stained face and said, “Nothing. I couldn’t sleep, so I started planning for
when you two get married.”
“Get married?” Way Way's eyes widened and her mouth gaped.
“Way Way, when did U Saw Han say he was going to marry you?”
Way Way, greatly distressed at the thought of marriage, shook her head and said, “He never said.” After seeing
U Saw Han in the godown, all they had spoken about when they met was about love. She had not heard the word
“marriage” until Alta Alta mentioned it. Way Way had not related love to marriage. It was too speedy for her. .
“What about you … when do you think you want to be married?” asked Alta Alta.
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“I don’t know … I haven’t thought about it yet … I don’t want to get married.”
“Goodness, girl, how can you not get married? What are you saying?” Alta Alta said with a frown. “Well,” she
continued, “I guess things have not got to the stage of discussing marriage plans as yet, but I wouldn’t drag it out
too long, if you ask me. When you feel you can discuss it, I want to make a clean breast of it to Father, and
arrange things to suit both sides before I leave. I think it’s best that way..
Way Way’s thoughts were muddled. She winced to hear the word “marriage.”
“I will not marry for a long while … it won’t do to get married yet,” she insisted.
“What do you mean, ‘won’t do’? How can you carry on, the two of you, without being married?”
“But what about Daddy?”
Way Way’s voice rose in an inadvertent shout.
“What about Dad?” said Alta Aalta. “Are you worried that if you got married Dad would be left alone? It
would have had to happen sometime. We can’t stop you from getting married just because Dad will be left alone.
You can’t be a spinster because of Dad. When you two get married, Dad will adjust to new arrangements. We’ll
just have to think about it and make arrangements, that’s all..
It became more and more difficult for Way Way to think. If she did marry U Saw Han, she thought, she would
have to be apart from her father, and that was a fact. It would not do to be away from him at this time, with him
sick and the business likely to get out of control.
She became more and more confused about it all, so before she slept she made a vow to put off getting married
as long as she could. …
75.175 1. The Brass Lime-Box 2. The White Mice 3. Foretelling a Flood 4. The King Disregards the Omens 5.
The Englishman Comes To Burma Tales Of A Burmese Soothsayer\fn{by Saw Tun (c.1920?- )} Ye Village, nr.
Moulmein, Mon State, Myanmar (M) 5
The Burman\fn{In 1989, the military dictatorship presently in control of the country changed the name of Burma to Myanmar .} is
a great believer in omens, portents and signs. Hardly a thing happens before he begins to interpret it either as good
or bad. Many a time was I warned by my mother to be careful on my way to school: her right upper eyelid had
involuntarily twitched that morning. In my native town, back in Burma, whenever the band played to announce
the coming of a new movie my aunt began repeating a little limerick to the effect that all this music in the streets
heralded the destruction of Arakan.\fn{ A division of lower Burma.} Only in 1939 I made fun of her and her prophecy.
Today, knowing that there is hardly anything left of my native town and many towns near by, I slowly stroke my
chin and wonder. I remember clearly in 1940, just before I left Burma for the United States, there was quite a stir
because “O’s” were supposed to have appeared on the pagodas, on the statues of Buddha\fn{ Burma is about 90%
Buddhist.} and on the sacred banyan trees. The Burmans interpreted this as a sign of approaching freedom from
British domination.\fn{Burma resisted British imperialism in three wars (1824-1884), and finally achieved independence from indirect
British rule in 1948. She had become internally self-governing in 1937 .}
It is difficult to knock this trait out of the Burmese people. I have met many Burmans brought up in England,
with high academic degrees from Oxford and Cambridge, so thoroughly Anglicized that they can hardly speak the
Burmese language on their return to their motherland, who visit fortune-tellers and ask them to interpret certain
signs that heralded their birth. Yes, it would be well-nigh impossible to get the Burman out of this habit. He has
been born with it, and it has grown with him. He practices it every day, and if things do not come true, it is not the
signs but his interpretations that were wrong. For did not his master the learned monk tell him that all events,
either great or small, are heralded by signs?
The words of a child or a mad man, some striking feature of one’s surroundings, the words of a popular song,
some age-old prophecy, the appearance of a comet—all these can be used to foretell coming events. We just have
to go back a few hundred years in Burmese history to see how many decisions of great political significance were
influenced by omens and signs. Every Burmese King had his own soothsayer. And any evening, if you happen to
sit with a few Burmans around a pot of tea and a bowl of salted peanuts, you will hear tales of the great
soothsayers and how their interpretations of the various omens turned out to be true.
The greatest of them all was Ahyoudawmingala, who served King Bodawphya in the eighteenth century. My
intention is to relate some of the incidents which have made his name immortal in Burma.
1
It was on a Thursday afternoon, in the month of July, 1782, that the ear-boring ceremony of the second son of
King Bodawphya (also known as King Bawashinmintaya)\fn{ Reigned 1782-1819.} took place. Many people from all
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over the country came to attend this ceremony. In one of the pandals, or booths, erected for the occasion, the
ministers of the court and the wise men of the country congregated and began discussing literature and history.
Ahyoudawmingala, still in his teens, joined in the discussion of the graybeards. It was not long before
everyone present recognized how well he was and what vast information he had gathered. He was loudly
applauded by all and particularly by U Pye, a leading adviser to His Majesty the King, who lavishly praised him
but, like all elders, wound up by delivering a sermon. “My son,” said he “though you be young, an old head rests
on your shoulders. Great must have been the merit you achieved in past existence. But take care that fame does
not get into your head.”
At this juncture, the Minister of the royal Stables joined in and said, “My Lord, there is no need of praising this
young boy any further. Everyone who is connected with the Chamber of Justice and the courts knows his abilities,
his great learning and his intelligence. But there are many amongst us today who have known him by mere
hearsay. Now that I have a chance I should like to test his abilities, that is if he doesn’t mind, so that I may in
future be able to tell of him and his greatness from personal experience.”
“Dear uncle,” replied Ahyoudawmingala, “please do not hesitate to ask your questions; I shall try to answer
them to the best of my ability.”
On getting this reply, the Minister of the Royal Stables took out the brass box which held his lime for betelchewing and said, “I would like you to tell us the weight of this box without touching it.”
It was a difficult question, and many said that it was an unfair one, too. Ahyoudawqmingala looked around for
an ateik—that is, a visible sign that might give him a clue. Nothing striking caught his eye except a piece of
broken bamboo in the matting used to roof the pandal.
With this as a lead he argued, “When two of our most revered monks of history met to test each other’s
learning, one asked the other for ta-bin and hnit-pin (that is, one and two). The second monk, reasoning that one
and two make thon-bin, which means slate, gave him a slate. Again, when the second monk was asked for tagyauk-eik, he reasoned that ta-gyauk-eik is like ta-jeik-auk, which means ko-yauk, or nine persons, and ko-yauk
with the vowels reversed is kauk-yo, or straw. So he handed him some straw. Now, when I look around, this
broken bamboo matting or kut-hyo is the only thing that strikes my attention and kut-kyo with the vowels reversed
is ko-kyut, nine ticals [about six ounces]. So it stands to reason this lime box weights nine ticals.”
The lad then told his guess, and when the Honorable Minister admitted it was correct and presented him with a
new lacquer box, the others followed suit and showered presents upon him in appreciation of his rare ability.
2
Three days later, at the same festival, thirty-two novices were ordained into monkhood and the leading
ministers met again to distribute various articles of clothing, food and money in charity. When the business of the
day was over, they sat down to talk and happened on the subject of signs and omens.
Since their arguments led them nowhere, the Minister of Personal Affairs sent for Ahyoudawmingala, who
answered all their questions and cleared up their doubts by quoting the Buddhistic Scriptures and illustrating from
ancient writings. But this only roused their desire to test him. So they quietly sent a servant after the white mousse
which was on show at the public museum and, covering it up with a betel box, asked the lad what creatures was
under the box.
Ahyoudawmingala then thought to himself: “This morning, when I came into the palace grounds, I noticed a
sow with its litter near the compound of His Majesty’s right-hand man U Paw U. Now, the elephant and the
mouse are the only creatures which resemble the pig. Elephants are too big to get under a betel box, so obviously
this must be mice.” He told the ministers so. Then they wanted to know how many. Since he had seen the pig with
two little ones, he replied, “Three.” At this guess, the Minister of the Easter Gate smiled and, uncovering the
mouse, sardonically said, “Here you sign expert—take one.” But to everyone’s amazement there were three ice as
predicted. While confined under the betel box, the mouse had given birth to two little ones.
Presents were showered upon Ahyoudawmingala, while the Minister of the Eastern Gate promisesd that he
would presently report the matter to His Majesty the King.
3
One day, Ahyoudawmingala, together with a small group of friends, decided to take a holiday and visit various
places. As they approached a village a few miles west of the Royal City of Ava, a madman came toward them
with a bundle of nursery plants I his right hand and a bundle of corn in his left. Recognizing this as a nameik, or
sign by which a coming even t can be foretold, and wishing to warn the villagers of approaching danger,
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Ahyoudawmingala turned to the village headman and said, addressing him with a complimentary term common in
Burma, “Builder of Monasteries, in this ever-changing world of ours events good and bad are forever taking
place, and these events are always heralded by signs and omens. Now, take this madman leaving your village with
nursery plants and corn. These are substances included in the category of things related to the day Thursday. So
also is rain. We know very well the old prophecy, “In five days times three, due to excess water, everything shall
be destroyed.” The sign shows that the time is now ripe and after fifteen days there will be a great downpour or
rain from the heavens and all the towns along the river banks will be destroyed. So the people must leave their
homes and shift to safer places.” (Corn in Burmese is pyaung, which also means shift.)
Those who believed the prediction quickly left their homes, while the skeptics remained behind. As foretold,
on the sixteenth day, due to heavy rains in northern Burma, the Irrawaddy River overflowed its banks, causing
much death and destruction.
When the King heard of all this he made Ahyoudawmingala Lord of Sataungmyo and created for him the post
of Royal Adviser.
4
Bodawphya had ascended to the throne in March, 17872. He was entire master of the Irrawaddy River basin.
The chiefs in the districts east of the Salween as far as the Meikon acknowledged his supremacy. The seacoast, as
far south as the port of Tenasserim, was subject to his government. In October, 1784, he attacked Arakan, and
conquered it within three months. Ambitions of military glory, Bodawphya determined to subdue Siam. Informing
the ministers of his intentions, he asked his Royal Adviser the outcome.
Ahyoudawmingala then reported, “Your Majesty, last night as I returned home, a boy coming out of ths
Siamese Market was singing:
Cast away your sense of superiority;
March not forth,
And you shall be the king of kings.
Tathagi, the Zamaree,
Lead your forces
And you shall live to regret your action.

“The first part of this song means it is not worthy of Your Majesty to attack such a weakling as the King of
Siam. And if Your Majesty would only allow things to remain as they are, before long, the time would come when
the King of Siam would have to pay homage to Your Majesty annually. In the rest of the song, the word tathagi
refers to the descendants of Lord Buddha. According to history, King Kanyazagyi, a direct descendant of Our
Lord Buddha, came to Burma and in time his descendants spread far and wide and established small kingdoms all
over Burma. Your Majesty belongs to that great family of Thagiwins, so the word tathagi definitely refers to Your
Majesty. The word Zamaree, which literally means the king of beasts, also refers to Your Majesty. The rest of the
sentence is quite plain. Should Your Majesty, the Lord of all creatures, attack Siam, the Burmese Army will meet
with defeat and disaster and Your Majesty will suffer mental agony and regret. In short, if we don’t attack, we
shall remain on top, otherwise, we shall live to regret it.”
It hurt the Burmese King’s pride to be told he would fail to conquer Siam. So, disregarding the advice given by
his faithful servant, he prepared for the great invasion.
The preliminary steps were taken early in 1785. Leaving his eldest son to rule over the country, the King
himself led the attack in 1786. The Burmese forces suffered defeat over and over until the King, fearing for his
safety, left the army in the hands of his ministers and returned to Martaban. There he sent for the royal family, but
before they arrived, he proceeded to Hanthawaddy and rebuilt the famous Shwe Mawdaw Pagoda, which weas in
ruins. He then went down to Rangoon to meet his family. Together they worshiped at the Schwe Dagon Pagoda
and then returned to the Royal City of Ava. From the capital, reinforcements were sent. But news soon arrived that
the Burmese army had been ambushed and practically annihilated. What remained ran back helter-skelter to
Martaban.
The news greatly disturbed the King, and, calling his ministers together, he said to them: “When I first
contemplated invading Siam, Ahyoudawmingala advised against such a step. But, not seeing any reason why I
should not be able to conquer that small and weal country, I disregarded his advice. Now we have met with
disaster, and it is all because I didn’t have a single one amongst you wise and able enough to lead us to victory.
When occasion arises, all the ministers and the wise men of the state are practically useless.”
Hearing this note of dejection and dissent in the King’s voice, U Paw U, the chief Minister of Personal Affairs
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and a favorite of the King, said, “Your Majesty, in this world there are four great islands, the East, the West, the
North and the South, and ours is the southern one, which according to our books is especially noted for signs and
omens, as is indicated by the clockwise twining of plants. One can notice that in general in this island, plants
twine round from right to left or clockwise. When they do twine counterclockwise, from left to right, then these
plants possess specific medicinal properties. Therefore, here in this southern island where this peculiar plant
phenomenon occurs, we make the best use of the signs before us. Now, because Your Majesty did not like
Ahyoudawmingala’s interpretation of the tabaung, or song that heralded a future event, and disregarded this sign,
we have suffered loss in men and resources.”
“This is not the first time that things have happened to us. During the time of Your Majesty’s great grandfather,
we went to war with the King of Hanthawaddy. The astrologers warned the heir apparent to refrain from
attacking the enemy forces, but the rash prince disregarded their advice and failed hopelessly.
“Similarly, King Ahnuruda, the great grandfather of our Lord Buddha, while riding out in his royal chariot,
heard the strange and loud voice of a frog, which the astrologers reported was a female from weeping and wailing
over the death of its mate. When the ground was dug, the dead and live frogs were found exactly as predicted. The
King demanded the interpretation of this sign, and the astrologers replied that he should remain within the palace
grounds to avoid mishap. Not heeding the warning, the King ventured forth and fell a prey to the attack of a wild
buffalo.
“Also, in the Jataka stories we find that when the time was ripe Mahajanaka obtained the throne without even
asking for it. In this same tale, our Lord Buddha said that at times, without planning or exerting, one may achieve
things, and at times, even with planning and exertions, one may achieve nothing. That is why, Your Majesty, time
and opportunity are more important than planning. Moreover, the winning of a war does not depend wholly upon
bravery and numbers; the terrain, the climate and adequate supplies also play a very important role. For this
reason, though Your Majesty, who is an embryo Buddha, has suffered defeat like King Mahajanaka, when the time
arrives the King of Siam shall meet with destruction only to leave the kingdom in Your Majesty’s golden hands.”
The King was greatly consoled and rewarded U Paw U and Ahyoudawmingala each with a ruby ring and
twelve pounds of silver.
5
A century and a half ago, thanks to the East India Company, the British Empire was expanding rapidly.
Consequently the demand for ships increased a great deal. The forests of England were already depleted, but little
Burma was full of teak forests. Good hard wood, teak was, an ideal wood to build the ships for the British Navy.
Indeed, Burmese teak is still used in the British Navy’s best ships. But the Burmese King was not going to give
away his teak free. He imposed an export duty. And the Company did not want to pay. Why should they anyway?
The Burmans were not using the teak. Anyhow there was soi much surplus stuff that a little exploitation did harm
to no one. In fact wasn’t it a favor to these Burmese people to clear their snake-infested jungles? Imposing a tax,
what cheek! This saucy Burmese King must be taught a lesson. So in the year 1795 or thereabouts a courteous
little note was sent to the Burmese King. “Give up the area around Bassein or …” (Sometimes I feel that if we had
not any teak we might have remained a free nation right up to this very day!)
The Burmese King was very upset. He did not know what to do. Hastily, he sent for Ahyoudawmingala and the
other ministers. Waving the note frantically before the ministers’ faces, he asked for advice. “What shall I do?” he
asked. “Should I give them the whole of Bassein District, or should I send my troops?”
“Your Majesty,” Ahyoudawmingala relied, while coming through the central gate, “I came across a group of
children having a stage show. And the song they sang was:
Sonny boy,
When you meet your opponent,
Don’t be rash.
The gray matter in your head
Will tell you that the big bellied Nga-see-bu
Will run away only when hit
By a silver bullet.

“The first portion of this song simply means that should an opponent appear, one should not fight but use one’s
brains and achieve one’s purpose. Nga see bu (literally, a kind of fish with a big, round belly) here refers to people
associated with the sea, especially those going about from place to place by sea routes. Big-bellied refers to the
English people who are never satisfied with fighting and conquering other people’s homes and countries. Their
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desire for other countries is as big as this fish’s belly, which can never be filled to the brim. Such an enemy will
turn around and leave only if they are hit with the silver weapon.”
Hearing Ahyoudawmingala’s interpretation of the tabaung, the King handed over a sum of one hundred
thousand silver coins to the English, who quietly took the money and went away.
A couple of years later, about 1797, the English sent an envoy to the Burmese court. This time they brought not
an ultimatum but an offer of friendship. In furtherance of the existing friendship between the two kingdoms,
Burma and England, Her Majesty’s representative requested a piece of land for the establishment of an English
court in the Royal City of Ava. Together with this request, the English sent many presents.
When Ahyoudawmingala heard of this he said: “Your Majesty, this morning, I met Honorable U Paw U at a
street crossing and stood chatting for a few minutes. During that time, the boys from the Monastery who had
come out with the monks to beg for the morning meal went by, singing a song which U Paw U told me I should
note, for it seemed like a tabaung. It went like this:
Your ladyship,
Should the lordship come smiling
And entice you with some sugar candy,
Don’t fall for it.

The King smiled and remarked that the tabaung required no special interpretation. So the British envoy
returned home very much disappointed.
It is hard to tell whether it was Ahyoudawmingala’s interpretations or the Burmese King’s own good judgment
that influenced his decisions. An English writer has summed him up in the following words,
Notwithstanding his cruelty he was a man of ability and except in the great folly of heading an invasion of Siam,
carried out his plans, for what he considered the glory of the kingdom, with prudence and perseverance.

And, to judge from the kind of stories we hear and read about him it seemed as if this author was right.
278.117 Excerpt from The Split Story: An Account Of Political Upheaval In Burma\fn{by U Sein Win (19222013)} Kyaunggon Town, Pathein District, Myanmar (M) 8
1
Momentous happenings, which will definitely go down in the history of this country, took place during April and
October of 1958. Burma saw more important occurrences during this short period of some seven months than she ever
did during the last whole of 10 independent years.
Sudden political upheavals shook the very foundations of the State and perturbed the people. Thus everyone is
intrigued and anxious to learn why and how these momentous nappenings came to pass and whether they happened for
good or ill of the country.
Volumes have been told and printed about the causes of the chain of events leading to the collapse of Burma's most
consolidated national front—The Anti-Fascist Peoples Freedom League—and the subsequent change-over of the
administration to a non-Parliamentarian Caretaker Government under General Ne Win. But there still remain
undisclosed truths cloaked in mystery about the split in the mighty AFPFL and the change-over of administration.
These mysteries should be revealed, purely in the interest of history, and this Split Story has been prepared with the
only objective of recording the history of the eventful days especially in the months of April to October 1958 and its
background. The writer has no favour nor malice towards any individual or organisation in his efforts in presenting ths
facts to the people as seen by him.
2
The AFPEL split which exploded with far-reaching consquences in April 1958 after its leaders—old comrades who
had for over two decades stood side by side in rain and shine—had held the collective reins for the last decade, was
neither a strange nor an unexpected phenomenon. It was just a natural thing with the political parties in this country.
What blasted the AFPFL ship into pieces in one stroke against the rock of dissensions among the leaders was just
the final gust dealing the coup de grace after series of earlier storms had buffeted it. But it was premature demise for the
AFPFL, especially amids the repeated affirmations by its leaders that it would last for another 40 years, or even 400
years, and while the goal of the League to turn Burma into a Pyidawtho Welfare State (where every citizen will own a
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pucca building, a motor car and receive a monthly income of K800) is as yet unaccomp-lished.
The main cause of the rift that rent asunder the AFPFL was personal feuds as a result of rivalry, jealousies, and
distrust among the colleagues who, after long years of power, became intoxicated and succumbed to blind conceit and
power corruption. Before going into the details of the AFPFL split, it will be necessary to take a look at the general
background of the main actor, who played vital roles both as hero and villain, in the contemporary history of Burma.
3
Former Prime Minister U Nu, earlier known as Thakin Nu, is a man of destiny. He was destined to become a leader
either by his own efforts or by accident. According to a Burmese way of expression, he is a man with a “throne always
attached to his bottom” or a man destined to be “king”.
Since his days as a student leader at the University in the early thirties, U Nu never had to work hard for his way up
by way of organisation. He was just made a leader by his younger colleagues largely for his age and personality. He
was oldest among his University colleagues, and probably more matured, and was loved by all. It was mainly due to his
personality that he always assumed or was made to assume leadership without himself going through the organisational
mill.
It was only for a period of some six years, from the occupation of Burma by the Japanese in 1942 up to the time of
General Aung San’s death in 1947, that U Nu remained as the second line leader among his colleagues.
Soon after he left the University and joined the Dobama Asiayone, the Asiayone split into two—one led by Thakin
Kodaw Hmaing and the other by Thakin Ba Sein. Thakin Mya, Thakin Nu, Thakin Hla Pe (Bo Let Ya) and Aung San
belonged to the Hmaing faction while Thakin Tun Ok, Thakin Shu Maung (General Ne Win), Thakin Aung Than (Bo
Setkya) were on the Ba Sein faction.
When active arrangements were made by students and Thakins to seek foreign assistance to overthrow the British
rule, Thakin Nu was already in jail (1939). And it was in Rangoon Central Jail that Thakin Nu met Mr. Boo Kwin Tan,
the agent of the Thai-Japanese Secret Society of Bangkok. who was sent to Burma to contact the Burmese
revolutionary elements. Mr. Boo Kwin Tan was arrested with Thakin Lay Maung in Myitkyina by the British
Government and later sent to Rangoon Central Jail.
*
In those days various political groups tried to contact Japanese sources separately. The student group and Thakin
Mya faction of Thakins originally hoped for assistance from the Revolutionary Chinese Army under Mao Tse Tung in
China.
At this time, Aung San, General Secretary of the Thakin Party, was wanted by the police who declared a reward of
K5 for his arrest for Aung San’s antiwar spcech made in Hevzada District. After this reward announcement, Aung San
hid in friends’ places in Rangoon and finally sneaked out to Amoy on a Chinese boat to seek Communist help. He took
away with him HIa Myine, now a Communist: they were stranded in Amoy without being able to contact Mao’s
Communist group.
The Thakin Ba Sein group established contact with the Japanese Navy, and later Thakin Shu Maung (Ne Win),
Thakin Aung Than (Setkya) and Thakin Tun Ok of the faction succeeded in escaping abroad while Thakin Ba Sein
himself was arrested at the Thai border in Tenasserim.
U Saw, the last Prime Minister and the pre-war Myachit party boss, tried separately for Japanese assistance, while
Dr. Ba Maw and Dr. Thein Maung tried their own contacts. It appears that the Japanese Government at that time was
studying each group and only at about the close of 1939 it suggested to the Burmese groups to unite into one to deal
collectively with the Japanese Government. A Council was then formed with U Hla Min of the Dr. Ba Maw group.
Thain Khin Maung (Kamayut) of the Ba Sein group, Thakin Mya himself for his Thakin faction, and Hla Maung
(Ambassador to Peking) the then President of the All-Burma Students Union as the students’ representative.
*
Coming back to the meeting of Mr. Boo Kwin Tan and U Nu in Rangoon jail, the former suggested to U Nu to
arrange for sending out young Burmans abroad for military training and he promised facilities in Thailand. U Nu
transmitted the idea to his colleagues outside, and Hla Maung, student leader, and Hla Pe (Bo Let Ya) were sent to
Thailand across the border from Tenasserim. They were armed with a letter from Boo Kwin Tan with instruction to
show it to any Thai official in Thailand. Hia Maung and Hia Pc went into Thailand with the letter and were taken as far
as Bangpur near Bangkok; but were sent back across the border because the political situation in Thailand had then
changed and Boo Kwin Tan's contacts were no more in power.
By that time, Thakin Mya and student group got contact with the Japanese Consulate in Rangoon, and the aforesaid
Council had also been formed with representatives of all groups. Soon after securing the contact with the Consulate in
Rangoon, Aung San and Hla Myine were “arrested” by the Japanese Military Police in Amoy on the charge of being
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Chinese Agents and were taken to Tokyo. Of course the “arrest” was made under instruction to take the Burmese
leaders to Tokyo for detail discussion. Aung San was then sent back in a Japanese cargo boat via Bassein with instructions to bring back young Burrnans for military training in Japan to form the nucleus of the Burmese Army and so were
sent the Thirty Comrades.
The actual deliberations and risky tasks to send the Thirty Comrades to Japan were undertaken by his colleagues
while U Nu was still in jail.
4
By the time Burma was occupied by the Japanese Army and the BIA (Burma Independence Army) under the Thirty
Comrades in 1942, U Nu had been released from the Mandalay jail. He was not keen to return to politics and preferred
to stay outside to take up writing.
But he found himself being chased by the Kempetais (Japanese Military Police) for his participation in the Burmese
Goodwill Mission to China before the war, and for his book on China. His younger colleagues asked him to return to
politics to get himself a cover, and put him in the Dahama-Sinyetha Asiayone (the amalgamation of Thakin Party and
Dr. Ba Maw’s Sinyetha Ahpwe). U Nu was later made Foreign Minister and then Information Minister, making his
position a little above the trouble by the Kempetais.
When active preparations were made to organise the resistance movement against the Japanese militarists, U Nu’s
residence at No. 1, Kokine Road, was used as the venue of secret meetings. U Nu was a party to the conspiracy, but he
did not take active part. He openly told his comrades that he abhorred bloodshed and that he would take on any other
duty but killing. He was later given non-killing duty.
Actually the Burmese decided to revolt against the Japanese as early as 1942 when the invading forces reached
Moulmein, because the Japanese broke faith with them. Originally, it was agreed between the Thirty Comrades and the
Japanese Government that Japan would declare Burma an independent state as soon as the forces reached Moulmein
where a Provisional Government would be formed with the Burmese leaders to handle the entire internal matters while
the Japanese forces were to help the Burmese ally. But the Japanese refused to abide by their promise to declare Burma
an independent state when they reached Moulmein, and no Provisional Government was formed. The Burmese leaders
lost confidence and doubted the sincerity of their ally, and marked time to overthrow them also.
In late 1944, the resistance movement was formally organised under the name of Anti-Fascist People’s Freedom
League. The revolution flag chosen was Red flag with a white star on the right upper corner.
The Japanese forces gradually became suspicious of the Burmese Army then known as the Burma Defence Army
(BDA), and, by the beginning of 1945, they concentrated the major portion of the BDA forces in Rangoon and
Mingaladon area surrounded by the Japanese forces. When the target date approached, General Aung San asked
permission of the Japanese Commander in Chief to allow the Burmese Forces to fight the enemy paratroopers which
then started its airdrops in the Delta. Japanese Commander believed Aung San and permission was granted with deep
appreciation of the Burmese eagerness.
On March 17, General Aung San assembled the Burmese forces in Rangoon and marched out of the town to fight
the “enemy”. Aung San was a clever man. Before he set out to fight the “enemy” on March 27, 1945, he decided to
leave some of his comrades in Rangoon with the Japanese. as “loyal” elements who were to retreat with the Japanese,
and to help rescue the unlucky comrades who might fall into the hands of the Japanese.
He chose U Nu and Thakin Mya to remain behind above ground in the Government with the Japanese for this
“rescue” task, and U Nu accompanied the retreating Adipadi.
Kyaw Nyein (Socialist), Ye Htut (Communist) and Tin Tun (Communist) were assigned to Pyinmana area (which
later became the Communist stronghold as result of this resistance movement in the area under two Communist leaders
who out-manoeuvred the lone Socialist Kyaw Nyein). Ne Win and Hla Maung were assigned to organise resistance
with Thakin Soe (Communist) in the Delta (here also Thakin Soe’s influence holds firm in many Delta areas up to
now)\fn{This book was published in 1989; but in a note, the author says that it is but a second edition of the first, so “now” must refer to
1959:H} and Ba Swe was to organise in Rangoon. Ba Swe was soon arrested by the Japanese and U Nu later rescued
him.
5
After the reoccupation of Burma,\fn{by the British. Major General Sir Hubert Elvin Rance GCMG GBE CB (1898-1974) was the last
British Governor of Burma (now Myanmar) between 1946 and January 4, 1948, when the country finally became independent. But the last
Japanese military forces surrendered in Burma on August 28, 1945, with the British in effective control of the country:H} AFPFL was openly
established as the sole national united front; and U Nu, determined to quit politics and take up writing, kept away from
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Rangoon and wrote the book “Burma Under the Japanese” in Wakema, his home town.
Again his younger colleagues wanted him to act as a balancing factor between the three organisations in the League,
and he was dragged back into politics, and made the Vice-President of AFPFL. Aung San was then the President.
The post-war AFPFL was mainly made up of three major rival groups—the Peoples Volunteer Organisation (PVO)
under Aung San; Socialists under Thakin Mya; and Communists under Than Tun.
When the elections for the Constituent Assembly were held in April 1947, U Nu remained aloof. He was still bent
on returning to writing. But soon after the election, an elected member from Mergui, U Maung Maung Khin, died in
the Adamson disaster. The ship Sir Harvey Adamson foundered in a storm n its way from Rangoon to Mergui. Aung
San then insisted on U Nu’s becoming a member and pushed him in as candidate for Mergui constituency in the byeelection. He was elected uncontested and made the President of the Constituent Assembly.
On July 19, when a group of fanatics entered the Secretariat and assassinated Aung San, Thakin Mya and others, U
Nu, one of the marked victims, escaped to become the President of AFPFL and Prime Minister of Independent Burma.
Since then he was the President of AFPFL and the Prime Minister (with the exception of a nine month's lay-off from
June ’56 to February ’57) until the disintegration of the League in April 1958.
Though U Nu, after long years of office, came to love the splendour and authority of President of the AFPFL and the
Prime Minister of the country, he did not originally aim to become one. His ambition was to become a playwright at
which art he was not a mean artist.
The past events clearly showed that U Nu was a man of destiny, destined to be exalted and he reached the height as
the President of the strongest political party and Prime Minister for 11 long years. He has probably reached the apex
and only time can prove where he is next destined to [go] since his descent from national leadership to factional level
after the AFPFL split in April 1958.
6
After the war, the AFPFL emerged as the strongest national united front in Burma’s political history, and its original
objectives were only half accomplished when the Japanese were driven out. Its second and the main goal, the
attainment of independence was still to be fought for. Though there were other minor, but older parties. AFPFL was the
main opposition force against the post-war Government, the Governor’s Council.
Following various agitations including the general strikes sponsored by the AFPFL in 1946, the new Governor,
General Sir Hubert Rance, who replaced the more conservative Dorman Smith, invited the AFPFL to participate in the
Governor’s Council.
Division of the “loot” had always been the cause of dissensions among the political parties and AFPFL succumbed
to this disease as early as in 1946. The Communist Party, one of the three major components, wanted two seats in the
Council (Cabinet) while only one—Thein Pe Myint—was offered the ministerial position. There had been heated
arguments between the other members including Aung San, President of AFPFL on one side and Than Tun, General
Secretary on the other; finally only Thein Pe Myint was included in the Council as the Communist representative, to
the great disappointment of Than Tun.
The diffcrences between the Communist Party and the rest of the AFPFL grew deeper and finally the BCE was
expelled in October 1946 from the League, under the charge that Thakin Than Tun as General Secretary of the AFPFL
conspired to dominate the league by putting Communists in all key positions of the AFPFL. The BCP went
underground in March 1948. This was the first major rift in the AFPFL, which was then left with only two major
groups—the PVOs and the Socialists.
7
In July 1948, another major component of the League—the Peoples Volunteer Organisation (PVOs) broke up into
two—the White Band and the Yellow Band—following differences of opinion on Thakin Nu’s Plan for Leftist Unity.
The split was between pro-Communist PVOs and the rest of the PVOs.
The pro-Communist faction of PVOs had earlier acted as mediators between the AFPFL and the Communists led by
Thakin Than Tun, before the latter went underground. The mediation attempt failed and the Communist went
underground on March 28, 1948. The PVOs later proposed a Leftist Unity plan as a means to bring together all leftist
elements.
Thakin Nu as President of the AFPFL issued a 14-point Leftist Unity Plan on May 25, 1948. The plan provided for
the nationalisation of industries in the hands of monopolistic capitalists; the distribution of land to cultivators; state
control of foreign trade; restriction of foreign investments to those which would not jeopardise the political, economic
and strategic freedom of the country; formulation of [an] industrialisation plan; establishment of foreign relations with
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USSR and Eastern Democracies and so on.
The pro-Communist faction of the PVOs did not agree with U Nu’s plan and insisted that cooperation of Red and
White Communists (who were already up in arms against the Government) must be sought as primary step for Leftist
Unity. The anti-Socialist or pro-Communist White Band faction led by Bo La Yaung went underground to join the
Communist rebels in July 1948, while the pro-Socialist Yellow Band under Bohmu Aung remained in the AFPFL, later
to be absorbed by the Socialists, the third major component of the League. Bo Po Kun later joined the White Band
PVOs in the jungle.
After that the rebel activities in the country became intense, and the situation worsened until the end of 1950.
8
Yet another disintegration awaited the League; this time from within the Socialists, the sole dorninating party in the
League since the expulsion of the Communists from the AFPFL and the split in the PVOs. The Socialist Party broke up
into two—the Red Socialists, and the White Socialists, the former being crypto-Communists.
The split in the Socialist Party began with the open attack launched by Socialist leaders Thakin Hla Kyway, Thakin
Lwin and Thakin Chit Maung in the Parliament in 1951 against the AFPFL Government policy towards the Korean
War. The Government supported the UN action on Korea, while the said Socialist leaders, who are crypto-Communists,
disapproved of the Government’s action and criticised in the Parliament.
They were expelled from the League for attacking the policy of their own party government. They, therefore,
founded the Burma Worker and Peasants Party. The BWPP since then emerged as the strongest aboveground
opposition party against the AFPFL Government.
Since the split in the Socialist Party, the remnant Socialist faction led by Thakin Tin, Ba Swe and Kyaw Nyein
became the dominating group in the League. But the rivalry, suspicion, and distrust among the Socialists themselves
and between them and the Independents in the League like U Nu brew[ed] quietly, but intensely, for the next seven
years to come.
9
The composition of the AFPFL in 1952 was entirely different from that of 1945. Though the League in the
beginning was fully represented both at its Headquarters in Rangoon and at basic organisations in the village and
township levels, the situation gradually changed with the passage of time.
In 1952, the Headquarters was controlled by Independents led by U Nu and the Socialist group while the organisations both in town (labour) and in the districts (peasants) were entirely in the hands of the Socialists under Thakin Tin,
Ba Swe and Kyaw Nyein. Rivalry between these leaders was mysterious and interesting. Socialists were often jealous
of keeping an Independent—U Nu—without any party following, as their head, while at the same time they clung to
him as a lesser evil to their own Socialist colleagues.
For U Nu, an authority on Dale Carnagie, his relations with the Socialist leaders were a model of cleverness and
artistry. Any show of unity among the three Socialist leaders was always blasted by U Nu’s announcement to quit office
and leave the coveted Premiership to the three Socialists to seize upon.
10
The fourth and the last split in the AFPFL was actually the split in the Socialist Party, the dominating force in the
League, and the Independents like U Nu only served as an accelerating factor to such a breach.
The Socialist Party since the election of its Presidium\fn{The text has: since its election of the Presidium, which makes no
sense:H} in 1945 with Thakin Mya. U Ko Ko Gyi, U Ba Swe, U Kyaw Nyein and U Hla Maung as members had never
been reorganised. After the death of Thakin Mya and subsequent disappearance of U Ko Ko Gyi, and U Hla Maung’s
joining the diplomatic service in 1948, the Party existed only in name. The EC\fn{ Executive Committee:H} was
occasionally reconstituted but never properly elected. The Socialists had gained control of the AFPFL, and there was no
immediate need for the Party to exert as an organisational force.
The party first broke up into two when more extreme elements, Lwin, Hla Kyway, and Chit Mg broke away to form
the BWPP in 1951. The organisational weakness in the Party was mainly responsible for the later rifts in the party
finally leading to the disintegration of the AFPFL.
Since then, the Socialist Party did not practically exist as an organisation but only in the persons of its leaders Ba
Swe, Kyaw Nyein and Thakin Tin, the first perpetually remaining as the President of the Socialist EC. As the Party
became loosely organized, the Socialists, who earlier advocated for a classless society, became class-conscious and
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created among themselves two distinct classes: the “educated” and the “uneducated”; the former led by Kyaw Nyein
and Ba Swe, and the latter by Thakin Tin and Thakin Kyaw Tun.
This factional feeling arising out of complexes and conceits among the comrades was later aggravated by
organisational rivalry in implementation of the development plans and massing party followings. There had been no
formal creation of these groups, but the Socialist leaders instinctively formed two rival factions, the physical
appearance of which became clearer and clearer as the friction grew with the passage of time.
The “educated” group believed in industrialisation while the “uneducated” group believed that only agriculture
should be the mainstay of the country’s economy. Consequently, especially after the Pyidawtha Conference of August
1952, leaders of these two factions in their capacities as Ministers (“educated” group holding Ministries of Industry,
Mines. Cooperatives, while the other faction was in charge of Agriculture, Land Nationalisation, Democratic Local
Administration) nurtured their own pet projects. The former group concentrated in industrialisation, electricity supply
and cooperatives, while the latter faction boosted agriculture, land nationalisation and local administration.
Organisationally, Ba Swe of the “educated” group was in charge of the Trade Unions, closely associated with the
industry, and Kyaw Nyein was later in charge of Youth, while Thakin Tha Khin of the same faction dealt with women’s
organisations. Thakin Tin and Kyaw Tun of the “uneducated” group controlled the numerically strongest All Burma
Peasants Organisation (ARPO) and Thakin Pan Myaing led the Federation of Trade Organisations (FTO).
This class consciousness based on intellectual disparity was so strong that soon after the AFPFL split, Thakin Kyaw
Tun told a reporter that people on his side were uneducated but sincere. Only three men could together make 7th
Standard\fn{A British educational term:H}; while the opposite faction had BAs, but were not sincere.
Thakin Tin Maung Gyi of the same faction addressing a meeting in Insein about the same time referred to the
“exploitation by the educated of the uneducated class”.
The organisational war which began quietly among the Socialists became more pronounced especially in the
districts where the ABPOs tried to dominate the district and township AFPFLs. These organisational conflicts,
however, did not yet precipitate into personal feuds among the Socialist leaders in Rangoon; and Swe, Nyein, Tin, Tun
and the rest of their second-liners were able to talk to each other—with at least superficial smiles.
Actually, rivalry between Kyaw Nyein and Thakin Tin was greater than that between any of the others; and Ba Swe,
though one of the three contenders to the “throne” of Premiership, was too supine for his ambitions to become the
object of fear to the other two contenders. He preferred to play the role of the peace-maker; and he was regarded more
or less as a harmless opponent. Organisational rivalries did not entirely estrange Ba Swe’s relations with the Tin-Tun
group until 1957.
Originally, U Nu was entirely aloof from these factional conflicts within the party, and frequently asserted his
pressure to stop it. Though he did not really bother about the growing dissension among the Socialists, he did not want
the League to break up into pieces; he attempted to reorganise the AFPFL by trying to purge the undesirable elements;
but he failed as real purging would have practically eliminated the League itself.
Organisational conflicts, however, gradually developed into personal wars, starting from the lower echelons. In
1955-56, clashes were reported between Tun Win (Co-operative Minister) of the Nyein faction and Pan Myaing
(Democratic Local Administration Minister) of the Tin-Tun side in the course of their official duties.
11
For U Nu, his active involvement in these intra-party factional wars began with his personal clash with Kyaw
Nyein.
The first major clash between the two started in 1954 in connection with the sale of 150,000 tons of SAMB rice
stock to Daw Nu Yin by the Cabinet Sub-Committee of which Kyaw Nyein was a member. At that time U Nu was in
China, and he had also been negotiating with Chinese Government for the sale of the same rice stock. When U Nu
came back he accused U Kyaw Nyein of being dishonest in that rice deal for having extended special concessions to
the buyer. U Kyaw Nyein regarded the allegations as a deliberate move to discredit him.
Apart from his personal conflict with Kyaw Nyein, a Socialist leader, U Nu was not unmindful of the Socialist
menace to his position. He thought Socialists would oust him from the League one day, and either Ba Swe or Kyaw
Nyein would replace him as both the President of the AFPFL and the Prime Minister. He often spoke of his doubts
about the sincerity of his Socialist colleagues; perhaps he felt insecure without a party following against the formidable
Socialist force, provided, of course, the Socialists were united.
He wanted the loyalty and respect of his younger Socialist colleagues, and any show of disregard by them or underestimation of him by the people was greatly resented by him.
He was very furious when the Ministers did not rise to greet him when he came into the City Hall at the civic
reception for Sir Hubert Rance in 1956, while the same Ministers and the entire audience rose to greet Sir Hubert a few
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minutes later. He later complained of the insolence of his comrades.
He was also furious when the then British Prime Minister Anthony Eden, on the way to the Far East, proposed to
stop a few hours at the airport, and cabled U Nu to meet him at the airport, and also asking U Nu to bring along with
him Ba Swe and Kyaw Nyein.
“Why Ba Swe and Kyaw Nyein also,” U Nu later resentfully told his comrades. “I am the Prime Minister and the
President of the AFPFL.”
He was also unhappy when the Chinese Prime Minister Chou En Lai asked the visiting Minister U Raschid in
Peking about the actual composition of the AFPFL where “U Nu was the President without a Party following, and
where the Socialists under Ba Swe and Kyaw Nyein were the dominating group”. He took the Chinese Premier's query
as an underestimation of his position in the League.
He did not relish the idea of anyone, especially the international leaders, having any impression that he was just a
figurehead in the Socialist-dominated organisation. He wanted all to understand that he, though without a party,
controlled the League with absolute authority and that he was not subordinated to the Socialists.
As a matter of fact, he did control with absolute authority. Though the Socialists boasted that they could push out U
Nu easily, it was not easy for them to make good their boast; they were not really certain of their own strength, they too
were divided among themselves.
12
In June 1956, U Nu resigned from Premiership, to reorganise the AFPFL and to give a chance to his younger
colleagues to become Prime Minister by turns. He was to reorganise the League in one year and to return to office after
the end of one year. U Ba Swe was made Prime Minister, and the posts of Deputy Premiers were created for U Kyaw
Nyein, Thakin Tin and Sao Hkun Hkio. U Nu remained as the President of the AFPFL.
Meanwhile, his friction with Kyaw Nyein grew worse and finally exploded with an exchange of two historical
letters. In Kyaw Nyein’s letter to U Nu written in June 1956, when U Nu was out of office but was still the President of
the AFPFL, Kyaw Nyein accused U Nu of undermining the Socialist unity and conspiring to oust the Socialists from
the League, substituting them with U Nu’s personal stooges. U Nu in his reply stated that it was merely unnecessary
fear on the part of Kyaw Nyein, whose honesty in the rice deal of 1954 he again questioned.
At the same time, more clashes between the followers of Kyaw Nyein and those of Thakin Tin were often reported
from the districts either in the sharing of seats in the basic AFPFL organisations or in the sharing of official privileges
such as agricultural loans.
Up to that time U Nu did not take sides in factional rivalries growing between Kyaw Nyein and Thakin Tin factions,
and Kyaw Nyein was just a common foe to him and Thakin Tin.
Ba Swe and some other Socialists also were not active participants to this factional rivalry between the two Socialist
leaders. Thakin Tin however was nearer to U Nu.
U Nu’s relationship with the Socialists was full of tactics. He cleverly exploited the rivalry between the three
Socialist leaders Thakin Tin, Kyaw Nyein and Ba Swe, and “reared” the second-liners of each faction as his disciples,
who however did not remain loyal to him permanently. As President of the AFPFL and Prime Minister, his threat to
quit the Premiership leaving the coveted office open to three contenders, and offer of official or organisational positions
to second-line leaders of Socialist factions successfully served as the main retarding-factor to Socialist unity.
It was not only U Nu’s ability to exploit, but it was also the weakness of the Socialists themselves that their party
failed to achieve the unity U Nu so dreaded.
13
The last straw was broken in early 1957 when U Nu was away in Ceylon attending the Buddha Jayanti Celebrations,
and when Ambassador U Hla Maung proposed to the Socialists to keep U Nu as a national figure as President of the
AFPFL in the style of Chairman Mao in China.
Early in 1957, a meeting was held at the then Prime Minister U Ba Swe’s residence to discuss a certain military
matter. U Ba Swe, U Kyaw Nyein, General Ne Win and Ambassador U Hla Maung, who happened to be in Rangoon,
were present. After dealing with the main subject of the meeting, U Hla Maung forwarded a proposal to keep U Nu
above internal politics and keep him as the national figure in the style of Chairman Mao of China. He believed that U
Nu as President of the AFPFL, without involving himself in internal politics, could remain as an influential
international figure.for a longer period in the interest of the country.
All present at the meeting liked the idea. Since other Socialist leader Thakin Tin was hospitalized at the time, they
went to see him at the Rangoon General Hospital and U Hla Maung told Thakin Tin of his proposal. Thakin Tin
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listened carefully, and was reported to have told them,
“Well, if we all explain it to him (Nu), there is no reason why he should not accept the plan.”
Then the meeting deputed General Ne Win and U Hla Mating to explain the proposal to U Nu on his return from
Ceylon.
14
When U Nu returned, many friends met him at the airport. Thakin Kyaw Tun went up to the plane and transmitted
Thakin Tin’s message for U Nu to come and see him at the hospital immediately before seeing anyone as an urgent
matter was awaiting him.
When U Nu arrived at the hospital. Thakin Tin told him that Swe-Nyein had been planning to keep him (Nu)
permanently out of office and narrated the deliberations of the meeting in his own way.
U Nu was naturally furious; thanked Thakin Tin and Kyaw Tun for their timely information. With strong resentment
against Swe and Nyein welling up in his breast from the one-sided story of the “ouster” plan, U Nu decided to return to
office without waiting to complete the one year lay-off.
Explanations offered later by Hla Mating and General Ne Win were of no avail. U Hla Mating explained that the
proposal was made by him, with the best of intentions in the interest of the country and that it was definitely not an
ouster plan and further assured him (Nu) that all of them were ready and willing to accept him as Prime Minister any
time he chose to return.
However, U Nu remained unconvinced and clung to his own conclusions that it was an ouster 'plan and was
engineered by Kyaw Nyein who had previously objected openly to his return to power.
Thakin Tin and Kyaw Tun, on the other hand, promised him their unswerving support in the event of Swe-Nyein
opposition to U Nu’s return to office and they actually made arrangements to organize Parliamentary following in case
Parlimentary test of strength became necessary to reinstate U Nu. But U Nu’s return was peacefully accepted by U Ba
Swe who stepped down to a Deputy Premiership. A test of strength in the Parliament had not become necessary yet.
Thus U Nu resumed Premiership on March 1, 1957.
From this incident, Ba Swe also became a marked foe to U Nu who suspected Ba Swe of collaborating with Kyaw
Nyein in the “conspiracy”; Ba Swe then realised that his political position was also shaky without any active party
following. He therefore tried to reorganise the Socialist Party starting from the Tenasserim area, and U Nu became
more suspicious of Ba Swe’s rivalry against him.
15
With this growing mistrust, suspicion and intrigues, the Third All-Burma AFPFL Convention was held in JanuaryFebruary 1958 at the Kaba Aye Hill.
However, it was the first one after the Independence.
At the Convention, U Nu wanted to re-install Thakin Kyaw Tun as General-Secretary of the AFPFL, while Kyaw
Nyein faction wanted to replace Kyaw Tun with U Ba Swe. U Nu was adamnant and insisted that Kyaw Tun must be
General-Secretary because, he said, he (Nu) was indebted to Kyaw Tun for saving him from being kicked out of the
AFPFL by warning him in time of the “ouster” plan. Later, U Nu referred to this incident as the good turn for which he
owed gratitude to Kyaw Tun and Thakin Tin.
Since there was no compromise, the Convention faced a serious division for the election of the General-Secretary.
Ba Swe then intervened. He asked Kyaw Tun to promise to step down after 45 days if he (Kyaw Tun) wanted to
become General-Secretary at the Convention. Kyaw Tun then signed a declaration stating that he would abide by the
decision of U Ba Swe, the Socialist Party President, in the interest of the Party agreeing to quit the GeneralSecretaryship after 45 days if Ba Swe demanded it of him. A temporary truce was then called and the Convention went
on without anything untoward happening. Kyaw Tun was elected the General-Secretary—a return from U Nu for the
good turn that Kyaw Tun had done him.
16
About this time, the crime index in Rangoon and Insein areas shot up alarmingly. There were murders and
kidnappings in the city and Insein areas almost daily and the Press sharply criticised the Government for failure to stem
such a tidal wave of crime. Neither life nor property was safe even in the heart of Rangoon, so much law and order had
deteriorated.
U Nu then called a meeting of the National Security Council of which he was the President and ordered the arrest of
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all criminal suspects irrespective of their political affiliations. In order that no political pressure could interfere, the
Army representative in the Council was given the task of arresting the suspects with the assistance of the police. And,
to the Home Ministry under Thakin Tha Khin fell the responsibility to prepare the list of suspects.
Thakin Tha Khin, a lieutenant of Kyaw Nyein, by virtue of his office as Home Minister, was Chairman of the
Security Committee to which was charged the implementing of Security Council decisions.
When the mass arrests of suspects were made about the close of March, only about half a dozen of Kyaw Nyein’s
men were among the detainees while over 200 of Kyaw Tun’s people including ABPO leaders and even an MP were
among those arrested.
Greatly perturbed by the turn of events, Thakin Tin and Kyaw Tun protested to U Nu to the extent of expressing
their doubts of U Nu’s sincerity towards them.
U Nu was in a fix. He had definitely lost the support of Kyaw Nyein who had become his opponent: Ba Swe could
no more be counted upon as a friend. Now, the Tin-Tun faction which he trusted as his saviours threatened to turn
hostile towards him. Could he afford to lose the only leg he has to stand on? It was the vital question U Nu had to
answer for himself.
U Nu decided to side with the Tin-Tun faction at any cost. He assured Thakin Tin and Kyaw Tun of his sincerity and
support and reaffirmed his promise to side with them in case of a split! U Nu later justified his decision with the
Burmese saying, “Not only fail to get the iguana but lose the dah as well.”
He had already lost iguana; he dreaded to lose the dah as well! …
75.180 Strange Animal\fn{by Richard Bartholomew (1926-1985)} Tavoy, Tanintharyi Region, Myanmar (M) 2
The walk had been brisk for night had fallen. The dark moth was mating with the dragonfly day. The bat was
born; the cawing mountain rooks. Splendid, the sound of falling water. It did not look like a mirror, curved and
drawn. A cicada chirped solo, separated from its orchestra. The wood-pecker was in the hollow tree; the
woodcutter was winding his way home. Stars but no moon; and a soft breeze.
I had not stopped for tea at Kalimath despite the inviting night-glow of the fire. Inside me was a night much
darker. The mad gold, the pine-carpets, the western hills! If only I dared to sleep out and wake up with the wafted
mist. I wanted my own gold now, liquid, warm, a tongue that kissed the inside. The alcohol’s tempered twist that
pulled at strange things. Plucking or sowing, I could not tell. It would go over the pink, scarlet and purple patches.
Where did the one begin and the other end? The world inside, and the world without end, amen.
I would sleep out if I had spunk, I said. After the pink peaks had dazzled sentiment; after the scarlet had
excited passion; and after the dragonfly shook the dawn from the moth’s wing, purple. Something would break to
me if I slept out. I was sure of that. I would wake up. My eyes would stare at strange things. Flowers would look
new; raspberries wold taste new; the talisman of the tongue would feel the fresh flavor of the fish-form pine seed.
All this was a bundle of feeling. The night air as I walked told me its own tale.
“Namaskar Sahib,” greeted the tea-shopwalla.
“Namaskar,” I said. Goodnight, I said, to the screen star. On the tea advertisement she smiled into the night. I
could not see her. I was ravished by a rarer thing. Pine carpets on the western hills. The leaping tiger of the other
brand was more real now. Get her, I said. Tyger, tyger burning bright.\fn{Excerpt from The Tyger in William
Blake’s Songs of Experience (1794).} Good-night, I said, good-night.
*
When I entered the cutting in the hillside near the cottage the path became softer. I flashed my torch. Up the
ledge; over the wayside branches; and into the clumps of the cacti. There was no black or striped thing green,
brown, gray. The light stamped a soft, jerky, shifty, silent circle. I wanted to encounter the thing inside. But on
ground I understood and held. I checked on these things automatically but my mind was on those gold brown
hillsides. The abstract is terrible if you love it. the lure was there but not the legend. And the idea—that I couldn’t
do it—was a kind of terror. A something I had never felt before. How did a man sleep with his terror? I came to
the path that led to the cottage. Though it was dark I knew it was there, because of the slope. My feet told me. But
I could see the kitchen light through the apricot trees.
Let me have a look at the other man, I said. The man I left behind. The man who did not storm himself. The
man who cannot sleep on the mad gold slopes of the hills. How is he faring?
*
From the end of the veranda I could see the oil lamp. Its clear bulb glowed in the darkness. Still and silent. The
night and the light. I stopped. The hydrangea were like huge cauliflowers, behind the box-wood chair. The
creeper-rose was a tapestry. The shadows embroidered its imagery. The white pillars, on silent parade, awaited
inspection. I stood at the end of the corridor—opposite to where I usually sat, on which I often shone the torch
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when I looked up from my book in those times I felt or thought I had heard what seemed to me the movement of a
thing with a mind.
Anyone sitting there would feel what I felt, I told myself. I would be the presence. I resisted pressing the
button of the torch. My own eyes must see the scene clearly. They must fill in the blanks. Should feel that there, at
the end of the long corridor—where I stood now—was a thing. Mind would sense mind. The profile would turn
and be a full face, a mask that changed, a thing of tension, in strong chiaroscuro. An image in the greater tapestry
of the night. In that moment which was raw, belonging to no proper consciousness, no precise apprehension, it
would turn my way. I laughed softly feeling slightly superior to the occasion. But the truth was that I was afraid to
be seen. The face that turned would be the portrait of an animal, an animal sensing danger, with some olfactory
function now almost extinct, the trail of the enemy.
I am only trying to frighten my frightened self, I told myself. The memory of myself frightened. In a physical
and perverse way I am becoming my own tormentor. What was it that I wanted to drag out? But there was no one
sitting there. No man, no book, no eyes. The lamp was a bubble of silence. As the wick flickered it began to boil
inside.
It was a beautiful night. There were stars in the clear sky.
The wire gauze shelter of the door near the lamp opened suddenly. It startled me. For a moment I was surprised
by what come from inside the house. The old man who kept house for me looked out. I saw him peering with a
hand shading his eyes.
“I heard something, Sahib,” he said. “But it’s you. I’ll get you a drink.”
“Make it strong,” I said.
It was then that I realized that I had imperceptibly moved up the corridor. I had passed two of the unused
rooms and I was now standing before the third, with four rooms before me, three of them occupied by me, the one
tenant of this two-suite bungalow in a little estate of five cottages in the Almora hills. I pressed the button of the
torch just to make sure. I saw the blue and white of the hydrangea spring to light, the briar roses, the rafters and
the eaves. (One is so used to thinking while walking, while negotiating stones, puddles.) I must have moved up,
sure that I was I. And that there was no one on that box-wood chair, and that dinner and the old man awaited me.
The old man must have heard the footsteps in the silence. Three days had not made him used to my ways. I should
normally have come in whistling to announce myself casually with some noise of entry, to my own home. But I
had wanted to come unannounced, to myself, a stranger coming to a lamp, at eight o’clock.
*
The rum was good.
“Mathra, did you hear something just now?” I asked.
“I heard you come in, Sahib, I wasn’t sure. Didn’t you?”
“Did I?” I smiled.
The rum was there, beside the oil lamp, a sun and sea world. My hand was on the tumbler, my eyes physically
warm by being near the lamp, by having stared into it, and then away as if I could carry the image of the flame
beyond, and into the end of the corridor. A fool’s game really, for it actually made me see less. I had been rotating
the glass in my hand as ring after ring of the warmth went into my system.
After the wet day, shut in, there was a sense of violence inside me. I had wanted to go out into the storm, hear
the sweeping of the pine-tops from under the trees. Rush out to see the rain running down the green-yellow
tongues of the sword cacti. I had wanted to be in the thick of the cacti jungle; and if I had cast aside sixteen years
in this shower of rain I would have run out and shaken the stems of the giant chandeliers erotic and mystic in the
majestic air.
Instead I had counted the standing white pillars distempered with rain. Had paced the corridor. Watched the
rain drops running down the rose creeper, drip-drop, drip-drop, diverted by the thorns. Had heard the bee-hum and
the wasp-drone near the hydrangea. Had smoked, read desultorily; had tried to write a letter (“I am beginning to
draw in things that are new”); had thrown myself on the bed; turned over the pages of a book; looked at the lilies.
And all that time there had been the pour, our, pour of the falling water. And the whip of thunder. Binsar had
disappeared. The sky was gray. If only I hadn’t felt that I would go mad, going out in that weather—encountering
God alone knew what—I would have run wild and wanton and waved both arms rashly. Instead I had peered into
the three closed rooms trying to draw in the spirit and the scent of the past occupants. My curiosity about them
grew. I began to people the silent premise, and things like thoughts moved around inside those rooms separated
from me by wire gauze and a padlock.
I had never felt more of an animal in a cage. Strange loneliness, I said.
Tea and ginger biscuits had brought back some sense of reality. And sanity, too. The corridor was too wet to tea
out. Inside it was dark; and the moisture brought out old, nostalgic smells, from the rafters, the pine needles on the
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roof, from the timber and the bark and the moss in the woods around the cottage. After the rain had washed the
mud away the streams of water had been clear. And I had been a prisoner, drinking hot tea by the door and behind
a veranda converted by the downpour into a long cage with flowing crystal bars.
*
I had gone out for a walk to Kalimath, and on the road to Binsar. Had not met a soul I knew. It was a beautiful
evening. But there had been a time I could not place; a lost time. A lost face. It had been blown away by the
storm; or covered up by the mantle of the falling night. Suppose it suddenly snowed at night? Impossible.
Something in that time had been looking at me—when I was away on the road to Binsar, and at Kalimath. And I
had been all this time looking at the person who had not gone away, the man who had not done the things he had
wanted to do, in the storm.
The walk had been brisk for the night had fallen. The dark moth was mating with the dragonfly day. The bat
was born; and the cawing mountain rooks. Splendid, the sound of the falling water. It did not look like a mirror
curved and drawn. A cicada chirped solo, separated from its orchestra.
I realized that I had imperceptibly moved up the corridor. I had gone past two of the used rooms and was
standing now before the third, the dining room of the suite I lived in. There were three rooms beyond that which
were unoccupied. I pressed the button of the torch. I shrugged, nonchalantly but with the slow weight of some
worry. I saw the blue of the hydrangea spring to light, the briar rose, the rafters and the eaves. (One is so used to
thinking while walking.) I must have moved up. At what point did I rise? And was I sure that there was no one in
the box-wood chair? That dinner and the old man awaited me?
The old man must have heard my footsteps in the silence. His ears must have been sharp, for I had tip-toed.
When I turned round it was because I sensed that someone was watching me. I saw the old man near my chair, his
face lit by the bulb, amazed, dumb like an animal. My chair was empty. There was still some run in the tumbler. A
sun and sea world.
“Did you hear anything, Sahib?” the old man asked me. “This time nervously and with obvious concern.
“The sound of the storm is locked in this house,” I said. And I knew it was no mystery. I had talked to myself. I
had walked while thinking. In me the animal was on the move. I was its cage. Roar, roar, roar, I said. Together
we’ll go through the jungle; and then over the precipice. The precipice was at this end of the corridor, the jungle
in the boxwood chair.
Strange animal, in the thick of the cacti, in the majestic air.
170.172 I Know I Can’t Forget\fn{by Toe Toe (c.1930-

)}

Myanmar (F) 6

I began my studies in Maubin, a town not far from the village where 1 was born, so I was not exactly a
stranger to the town when I arrived to take up my duties as the District and Sessions Judge. My colleagues in
government service and the elders of the town held a welcoming dinner in my honour, and I couldn’t help but feel
rather satisfied with the position I had achieved, the modest fortune I had made, and the respectable family I was
raising.
Naturally, I owed all these to my parents who had given me my education but there was also Ma Mya Gyo to
whom I owed a similar debt of gratitude. Memories of Ma Mya Gyo brought with them remembrances of
Tawtaloke, the village where she lived. Originally, a Chinaman had built a house in a forest and had settled down
to raise poultry and swine. Later, Burmans came to settle down near his place and a village was born which came
to be known as Tawtaloke.
In recounting the history of this village I risk being accused of plagiarising Theikpan Maung Wa, whose
description of Tapay Kala is well known to the reading public. Be that as it may, the village of Tawtaloke is still in
existence today within Maubin district.
The name of the village is commonplace, and the villagers can best be described as vulgar. In those days one
had merely to approach the village to hear the most colourful language and swear words that left nothing to the
imagination. A man calling another a son of a bitch turned out to be a father chastising his son who had been
engaged in cockfighting. The son, of course, ran away to escape his father’s blows but that didn’t stop him from
shouting obscenities in retaliation. I suppose the people of Tawtaloke still carry on in the same lusty voice, for
creeks may run dry, but a people will not easily lose their characteristics.
As for the village itself, I don’t know how it looks today, but in the days when I frequented it, it consisted of
about a hundred houses, that had flood waters swirling around them whenever there was rain. So the houses were
built on stilts about twice the height of a man. And there was at least one boat for each household. Every man in
the village knew how to fashion a dugout from the trunk of a tree. Children, from the age of three, could paddle
expertly about the inundated village in small little boats built for them by their elders. And there was never any
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case of a child being drowned. In those days the menfolk were engaged ia fishing, while the women came to our
village to sell their catch. The womenfolk were kept quite busy, for they also made and sold mohinga, a sort of
vermicelli made from rice paste. The mills which they used for grinding the rice were also home made. Some of
the women occupied themselves transplanting paddy during the rains and cutting rushes during summer. The
whole family, man, woman and child then transported the cuttings home, where they were piled beneath the house
not only for domestic use as firewood, but also for sale to the peasants from the neighbouring villages as well.
I considered that the women of Tawtalok not only worked shoulder to shoulder with their men, but that they
were just as coarse and vulgar, so I gave the village a wide berth when I was young. After I had attained manhood,
however, when I came home from town for the school vacations, I often accompanied my friends to the village
and got to know it well. There was no gainsaying that the women were unrefined. Listen to the way they greet one
another:
“Hey, you fey wretch, destined to meet a violent end, how is your old husband? Long time no see, hee hee.”
“Hello, you snake charmer, why do you ask after my husband? Do you want him? Well, if you do, come along
with me.”
And the two women would boisterously embrace each other. A grown woman meeting a young man would
never let him escape her sharp tongue:
“Oh, my little husband, where are you off to? Why have you left me without even paying me maintenance? I
can’t let you go, my love.” And she would grab the unfortunate young man, and it was always the man who had to
struggle to escape the clutches of the woman.
Even the village monk spoke the same language. If he was displeased with the progress made by his students,
he would swear not only at the students, but at their parents as well.
The children of the village were sent to the monk merely to learn to read and write, and after one year had to
leave “school” to help their families. No one had any idea of acquiring a “modern education”. The girls helped to
cook and to look after the younger children, and the boys went out to help their fathers by steadying the boat from
the stern while the elders were casting their nets. When these children grew up and got married, they in their turn
became fishermen and mohinga vendors.
Because of thick rushes behind the village, nobody bothered to build latrines. The expanse that was covered
with rushes was a public toilet area which catered to the whole village.
Though the villagers lacked refinement, they were second to none in the matter of patriotism. When General
Aung San was assassinated, Tawtaloke took the lead in organizing an offering of food to the monks, solely
dedicated to gaining merit for the fallen leaders. They also vowed to crush the assassins to dust if they ever had
the opportunity to meet them. Then during the three months of the Buddhist Lent the villagers turned to religion
with a seriousness that was not less than that exhibited by their fellow Buddhists in other parts of the country.
“Tomorrow is sabbath day, Mi Khwe, so set the largest lobsters aside and don’t sell them to anyone. We’ll
prepare a dish to be offered to the monks at the monastery.” When fisherman Ko Pay Thee had spoken thus, his
wife Ma Khwe would refuse to sell whatever the price offered; instead the curry would be ready on the sabbath
day cooked in the approved manner.
“We shall make an offering to the presiding monk, and to the elders of the village on the Full Moon day of
Wazo. So please bring your offerings of rice to the house of the village headman.” The village crier would
nnounce, and each housewife would bring more than enough rice to the collection point.
“Doe Lay wanted to make an offering on the Full Moon day of Wazo; just when he went to invite the monk he
found that the monk had already accepted Mi Net’s offer for that day. So Doe Lay is making his offering on the
next Sabbath day, the eighth waning of Wazo. We are making an offering on New Moon day.”
Tawtaloke villagers did all the meritorious deeds required by their religion as their circumstances permitted. On
sabbath days all of them congregated to receive the precepts, and although they still smelled of fish, they would
abstain from fishing, frog hunting, reed cutting and from making mohinga.That day was indeed a holiday for
them.
*
My own village was only two miles away from Tawtaloke, and the ishermen and mohinga sellers all depended
on our village for their livelihood. But though the villages were so close to each other, the inhabitants were
entirely different. There was no one in our village whose voice was resonant like theirs. None of us were engaged
in fishing. We wanted modem education and there were three or four regular schools in our village. Our village
was much bigger, with about five hundred houses, a post office, a police outpost and a paddy purchase centre. It
was almost a small town.
There was daily steamer service to Maubin, Yandoon, Rangoon and Moulmeingyun. After I had finished
middle school, I went to attend high school in Maubin. But I came home to my parents once a month.
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During the next long vacation, I found more to admire in Tawtaloke. It was at the Kathein (Offering of Holy
Robes) Festival in the village monastery that I met her. Her name was Ma Mya Gyo, quite an uncommon name.
One couldn’t be quite sure whether to classify it as a town, name or one that belonged to the rural areas.
“Are you from Tawtaloke, Ma Mya Gyo? Why haven’t I seen you before? Where do you live?”
“You may not have noticed me, but I know you. I’ve been to your mother’s shop to buy things, and when I
asked your mother about your whereabouts because I hadn’t seen you for some time she said she’d sent you to
school. We don’t actually live in this village. Our house is out there near the embankment. That’s why I’m not
seen so often in the village.”
She was a true daughter of the village, for her voice, when she answered my questions had that typical
resonance.
“But I have never seen you come and sell anything in our village.”
“We have no one to fish for us, mother and I, so we work as paddy transplanters, and reed cutters.”
I was surprised to learn that such a good-looker as Ma Mya Gyo lived on the outskirts of the village. She was
much too good looking for Tawtaloke. There was no one like her in my village. Her complexion was fair, and she
was petite but with a well rounded figure. Her eyes and eyebrows were beautiful like a European’s. But her house
was out of the way even for a village like Tawtaloke.
“I’l come along with you. I’ve never been to the embankment.”
“Do come along. Our locality is quite pleasant too, in its way.”
After this, I became fonder of Ma Mya Gyo than of the village. During holidays I went to see her often.
Sometimes I visited her daily to eat the meal she cooked.
She was an only daughter. Her father had died and she now lived with her mother and stepfather. Her mother
and father were both from Tawtaloke, but after her father’s death her mother had remarried. T e stepfather was
from another village who was putting up in Tawtaloke at the time. His appearance was about average, but he
refused to labour like the rest of the Tawtaloke men, and it seemed to me that Ma Mya Gao and her mother feared
him. However, the stepfather got along well with visitors, and whenever I visted the house he always made a fuss
over me.
“Mya Gyo, bring some jerked meat and plain tea for the young man. Gyo’s mother tells me that you are
attending school in town. Have dinner with us …”
I was happy to note that the stepfather was cordial. I also liked jerked very much. Besides, by that time I was
covertly courting Ma Mya Gao. When she went out to cut the rushes I went along. And because I was afraid her
tender hands might be bruised and scratched, it was I who took the dah and did the actual cutting. On the return I
did most of the carrying. I received ample recompense, for the rushes grew to twice the height of a man, and we
had good shade to rest under when we were tired.
“Young man, you seem to like Mya Gyo a lot. You even help her cut rushes. So will you please stay and keep
her company this evening? Her mother is away and I have to go somewhere. You will stay, won’t? You can have
tea and jerked meat, and talk to each other.”
“All right Uncle, I am quite free. I’ll come and stay here this evening.”
I was happy thinking of the evening I would be spending alone with Mya Gyo. She was in the kitchen getting
eady to cook the pot of rice, and she looked fixedly at step-father. As soon as the step-father was gone I rushed
home to tell my mother that my friends were going shooting for birds, and that we’d be cooking and eating at
Tawtaloke, and that I’d be spending the night there. My mother gave her permission, and I ran all the way back to
Ma Mya Gyo’s house, oblivious to such things as tiredness.
The sun went down in the west.
“I don’t want my mother to be worried so I didn’t tell her I was spending the night here. I told her we were
going shooting. My friends in Tawtaloke are really going, but I’ve decided not to join them today.” I made my
report to Ma Mya Gyo as soon as I arrived.
“You are an only son, that’s why your mother is so fond of you. That’s why she’s having you educated in a big
town. Once you;’re educated it’ll be an asset so you must study hard.” She looked at me as if she was greatly
impressed by this quality of being “educated,” and finally said,
“Let’s have dinner.”
She set the table and we ate together in the flickering lamplight, very much like a peasant couple. She was
twenty and I was seventeen. We were young and our feelings swayed like those rushes we had rested under might
sway in a high wind. We looked at each other. She solicitously put some curry in my plate, and I did the same for
her. I felt uneasily happy like a man who has never tasted alcohol feels after his first drink. When dinner was over,
the sound of human activity outside also died down.
It was a moonless night, and in the little hut under the dark sky, Ma Mya Gyo and I didn’t know what to talk
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about or even how to begin a conversation. My thoughts were preoccupied with .love. And the houses here were
so far apart, I could murder Ma Mya Gyo if I wished and. no one would have been the wiser.
“Where has your father gone to? And your mother? Do they often leave you alone like this? What do you do
when there is no one like me to keep you company?” I started off merely to get the conversation going, but
uneasiness crept in when I came to think about her being left all alone in that hut right outside the village.
“Mother is gone to see father’s sister who has just given birth to a child. Father has his own affairs to attend to.
Usually when one of them is away the other is present. This time, of course, I’m lucky, because you’re here.” She
looked a bit distressed.
“Well, you are grown up now. Why don’t you get married? For the companionship you know.”
“I don’t wish to get married. We are so poor. I’m sure we'd remain poor even after I got married.” She looked
even more unhappy and pity was added to my love for her, and without further deliberation, I took her into my
arms, declaring:
“Ma Mya Gyo, I love you, and I’ll marry you. I won’t let you remain poor. I’ll come back after finishing my
studies to marry you.. You’ll marry me, won’t you?”
She was already in love with me and she didn’t struggle or try to free herself, but she still said:
“Your parents are rich and you are the only son. They’ll never agree to the match.”
“Once I’ve finished my studies, I’ll marry the girl of my choice. Besides if you’re good, my mother is bound to
like you. You’ll have to wait four or five years for me to complete my studies, but I’ll come back every vacation,
and we can be happy together like this.”
At these words her face cleared up and she held tight to me. I became more demanding.
“You don’t have any thanakha on your face. I’m sure your cheeks will smell sweeter with thanakha on it.
Where is the stone slab on which you grind the thanakha? I’ll grind it for you.”
She got up from my embrace like an automaton, and taking the lamp in her hand entered her room to put
thanakha on her face. I followed her into the tiny room with a wall not much more substantial than a piece of reed
matting. She seemed rather shy at having me see the torn and blackened mosquito net and bedding. She kept her
head lowered as she tried to get ome thanakha paste by grinding a piece from which most of the bark had lready
been ground away. She didn’t have a proper mirror, just a broken piece stuck in the woven wall. After applying
the thanakha, she had to shake her powder container quite vigorously to obtain a few flecks of coarse powder that
looked like powdered rice. She used a piece of rag as a puff. to apply the powder. She was so beautiful and so
unbelievably poor. With the makeup she looked ravishing in the lamplight.
“Oh you are beautiful. I love you. The next time I come I shall bring makeup and powder from our shop. Then
you’ll look even more beautiful.”
The world outside was still, but inside me all was turbulence. I embraced Ma Mya Gyo and kissed her heartily
on the cheeks. She smiled ldulgently as if she enjoyed my caresses.
*
Suddenly there came the sound of someone calling from below.
“Mya Gyo, hurry up, open the door.”
“Who is that?”
“It sounds like father’s voice. Wonder what he has come back for?” She freed herself from my clasp and went
to open the door. Of course she meant step-father when she said father.
“Where is your young man?”
“Father, you said you were coming home only in the morning.”
“Answer my question, where is your young man?”
“He’s asleep.” Her voice was decisive.
“Don’t lie to me. I've been back a long time and I heard everything that you two said. Tell your young man to
come with me. That swine Po Toke can’t go out with me tonight. Hurry up and call your young man. It’s already
past midnight.”
“Don’t do it, father. He’s only a schoolboy. What if someone kills him?”
“Are you so argumentative because he is now your lover?”
“What do you mean? He isn’t my lover.” I had remained immobile like a graven image, while all my
passionate feelings fled to be replaced by fear.
“Young man, come with me for a while. You don’t have to do anything, just come along to keep me company.”
And he took me by the hand. Ma Mya Gyo grabbed me by the other hand and shouted:
“No, don’t go. You don’t know whether you’ll end up dead or alive if you go along.”
While I stood undecided the stepfather slapped Ma Mya Gyo’s fair white cheeks till they turned the colour of
the jambu fruit. But disregairig the blows Ma Mya Gyo turned to me and ordered:
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“You had better go home. Go now and sleep in Tawtaloke village. Don’t go by way of the embankment. Go
straight into the village.”
*
I ran away at once and joined my friends who were cooking the birds they had shot, as if I had just come from
my own house. I had to pretend that there was nothing wrong, and to keep up appearances, had to eat and drink
with my friends but my thoughts were elsewhere. Long after my friends had fallen asleep, I lay awake wondering
what cruel treatment the stepfather was meting out to the poor girl. I kept wondering why he wanted me to
accompany him and why she wouldn’t let me. I realized the hell she was in and decided to rescue her from it. I
therefore took up station among the rushes to wait for her appearance.
But for two days there was no sign of Ma Mya Gyo. It was only on the third day that I saw her coming, with an
old.longyi wrapped round her head, and looking worn and weary.
“I’ve been waiting for you for three days. Was it because he wouldn’t let you that you couldn’t come? As for
going to your house I daren’t do it anymore.”
“It’s just that I wasn’t feeling well. My face is still painful.” True, I could see that they were still black and
blue, and I felt extremely sorry for her.
“Well, you should have let me accompany him that night. Then he wouldn’t have beaten you. By the way, what
did he want me for? "
“No, how could I let you go along. I’ll ten you the whole story. He went out that night in order to rob the field
huts. He wanted you along as a companion. But as he had no one to accompany him he couldn’t go out.”
“God, I dare not come to your house anymore.” I tried to invoke the protection of the Divinity.
“Well, don’t come anymore.”
“In that case, let’s both run away. Let’s elope.”
“No, it’s impossible. I’m not coming, and you had best go. Our affair is finished.”
“No, I’m in love with you. If you won’t come with me, I'll come to you and do whatever your stepfather wants
me to do.”
“That’s even worse and I won’t allow it. I can’t marry you, that's all. Won’t you go back home?”
“No. But you must come with me right now.”
And I pulled her along by her hand. She struggled with all her might, and when that failed, she rained blows on
my cheeks. At first because of my love for her I bore the slappings. But when she failed to desist and her blows
became painful I got angry. I became so angry in fact, that I not only let go of her hand I even went so far as to hit
her.
“I wanted to save you from the hands of your robber stepfather, but you spurn me. Well, you are a girl from the
cess pit and you can remain in it.”
And I left the rushes, rubbing my burning cheeks. The music made by the leaves of the rushes were now
drowned by the sound of the blows dealt me by Ma Mya Gyo.
*
My love for Ma Mya Gyo now turned to hate, and I turned my back on Tawtaloke village as well. At my own
request I was sent to live with relatives in Rangoon, where I pursued my studies further. It was only after I had
settled down, got a job and got married, that I again met a friend from Tawtaloke village.
Our conversation came round to Ma Mya Gyo, and I, still smarting from her rejection said:
“She’s a worthless girl. I was really going to marry her, but she acted high and mighty, so I left her.”
My friend stopped me.
“Don’t judge her so rashly. Ma Mya Gyo has told me all about this business. She said that if you had married
her you would have been poor the rest of your life. Your parents wouldn’t have agreed to the match and her
stepfather would have picked on you the next time you showed up. Even if she had run off with you, she felt that
her stepfather would have gone on giving trouble. That was why she decided to make you hate her to give you a
chance to become somebody in life.
“She says that although she has remained poor, she is happy about your successes in life. She is now married
to a Tawtaloke man and they earn their living by fishing. Her stepfather was sent to gaol for his crimes and he
died in prison. Her mother is still with her.
“You must forgive Ma Mya Gyo. She had the best of motives for doing what she did.
How could I forget Ma Mya Gyo. The more I prosper, the more I am reminded of her.
The villagers of Tawtaloke may be crude, but they don’t take advantage of others.
I know I can’t forget her. She was a simple village girl who loved a man so much that she was willing to give
up his love for her.
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71.8 Unichiram Veettil Unniatha Had Five Brave Sons\fn{by U. A. Khader (1935Yangon Region, Myanmar (M) 5

)}

Billeen village, nr. Yangon,

Unichiram Veettil Unniatha had five sons.
Petting them and playing with them, laughing over their little pranks, Unniatha brought them up in a manner
befitting the renowned taravad they were born in. As Mathottam Kunithazine Mammath Mappila, who had often
watched the capers and caprices of the lads remarked, they grew up into five, fair, full-blooded young men
capable of filching the hearts of the fair sex.
As the Karanavar,\fn{A note reads: The head of the taravad, the ancestral home of the traditional phase, matrilineal family in
Kerala. In the transitional phase, when the old order of matriarchy (marumakkathayam) was giving way to patriarchy (makkathayam), the
karanavar was torn between the love for his sister’ children and the responsibility towards his own children, who lived in their mother’ taravad. Unniatha and her children are making the best of the old order before it collapsed .} Raman Kutty Nair, who had a heart so

tender that it melted at the sight of his nephews, always measured out generous quantities of paddy for the
consumption of the members of the household, Unniatha’s responsibilities were confined to removing the husk of
the paddy, sifting the chaff and mud, and cooking the rice into various dishes as and when required. Raman Kutty
Nair merely thought that the paddy, on its way from the fields to the hungry mouths of his taravad, was just
taking a routine passage through his hands. The income from the taravad’s property was meant for his nephews.
So let them live comfortably with it. This was how he explained his generosity to his wife and his in-laws. When,
his illustrious ancestors of the Vannankandy taravad had acquired the vast tracts of land of Unichiram Veedu, they
were providing for the generations to come.
Raman Kutty Nair spent his nights at his wife's taravad which lay across the river at Nelliadikkadavu. He
would set out for his wife’s house well after nightfall with an electric torch in hand. He never had any supper
except what was cooked and served by his wife, and Lakshmi Kutly Amma had little to complain about. The boat
would be waiting for him at the landing even if it was midnight. The boatman, Mammath Mappila knew precisely
the timings of Raman Kutly Nair’s arrival and departure. As the swinging beam of the electric torch lit up the dark
Palarakkavu lane, Mappila would pull the boat to position and say aloud to himself in his sing-song voice:
“Nair has come! Nair has come—after sending his sister and nephews to bed!”
As a rule, Raman Kutty Nair did not speak a word to Mappila at this time of the night. As a northerner he knew
his ballads too well to forget that there was no instance of Ponnopurath Ambu Nair ever uttering a single word to
anybody on his way to his wife’s taravad, Thacholi Meppayil. It was not deemed an honorable thing for a Nair
gentleman to do; moreover, the gods who presided over the destiny of Vannankandy taravad, whom he had woken
up from their peaceful slumber in the attic to take his leave, would not take kindly to his fraternizing with a
monotheist.
As Nair emerged from the lane, he would turn the beam of the torch towards his own face for identification.
This would provoke another impjsh soliloquy from Mammath Mappila:
“Here comes the Nair whose only word is mum! Here comes the Nair who left his tongue locked up at his
taravad. Lakshmi Amma is a happy woman, for Nair won’t open his mouth except to eat his supper.”
Nair never bothered about Mammath’s senseless prattle. You don’t pay attention to every tramp on the road
who wags his tongue a little too much. A fool’s tongue is as slippery as an eel, Nanootty used to say.
Nanootty himself was quite liberal with his tongue on occasion—on the day of the festival at the temple and on
the ten days preceding it. So much so that one expected him to get a sound thrashing from his more irate listeners.
But they forgave him his licentiousness, for, till the festival was over he was a theyyam, the oracle of the gods.
His rituals began with the partaking of a bottle of toddy. Now toddy, as we know, does not spare even theyyams. Naturally it excited the depths in Nanootty. That was Nanooty’s business. But what price Matnniath Mappila, who drank no toddy, gibbering at him at this time of the night? Nevertheless, it was a relief that he was ever
ready to forsake his sleep to ferry his lone passenger across the river. It was prudent to keep him in good humor.
Nair started his return journey to his taravad early in the morning. Lakshmi Kutty Amma didn’t give him any
breakfast. At his wife’s taravad, they didn’t have proper breakfast in the morning, only kanji. That was the custom
for the Nairs of Vadoor Thekkethodi since time immemorial. Tea and snacks for breakfast was yet another of
those new-fangled ways the Nairs who lived on the other of the river had taken to. It had come to the notice of
Kunhiraman Nair, Lakshmi Kutty Amma’s brother.
“If you want to cultivate a taste for tea and snacks, you too can go west,” Kunhiraman Nair had told his sister
more than once. “Unichiram Veedu is not a holy of holies where you and your children cannot enter. Times have
changed. I know all about the partilineal\fn{ Perhaps patrilineal is meant.} laws of inheritance. If they don’t know it, I
will enlighten them.”
But Raman Kutty Nair refused to rise to the bait. Quibbles and squabbles did not become gentlemen. Discre279

tion is the better part of valor, as everybody knows, and as Perumalpurath Ambi learned from experience. Though
Ambi had forgotten to take his wallet with him when he left Elaneerthodi Madhavi’s house after one of his amorous adventures, and though there had been as many as a hundred gold coins in it, he was prudent not to publicize
the incident. As a result, the honor of Perumalpuram taravad remained intact.
Madhavi, of course, bragged about her luck to all and sundry. But who would believe the likes of her? Nobody
paid any heed to her tall talk even when she had a palatial mansion built for herself and a fretted copper roof for
the Meloor temple. Nor did anybody find it remarkable when she had three ponds dug for bathing the elephants at
the Keelhoor temple and offered a whole course of fireworks for the temple festival. Nobody said a word against
Ambi.
Raman Kutty Nair knew the whole story. That was why he chose to maintain a stoic silence when Lakshmi
Kutty Amma harried him with home-truths.
Lakshmi Kutty Amma had quite a lot to say: about the gods who slept uneasily in the temple of the Vadoor
Thekkethodi taravad and about their children who had already gone to sleep in the next room. The children were
getting into bad company with nobody to guide them, she lamented. She stressed the word “nobody.” She detested
her brother, Kunhiraman Nair, who was far from being the embodiment of generosity when it came to measuring
out the paddy for the expenditure of the household. She resented the way he coolly packed off sacks and sacks of
mangoes and jack-fruits to his wife’s taravad, Elanthoor Thodi. Kunhiraman Nair, who chased away the Mappilas
who came from the east to sell raw bananas, had an explanation ready when his nephews demanded anything
from him: the lone struggle he was waging to make both ends meet in the household. One would have thought,
that Raman Kutty Nair was deaf, the way he stretched out on the bed, his eyes open and shut for alternate spells,
as Lakshmi Kutty Amma poured out her grouses, his expression as dispassionate as a hermit’s. Finally as she
turned down the wick of the lamp, LakShmi Kutty Amma would say:
“Why do you sneak in every night like an apparition? I suppose you find it a virtue to eat the rice I cook for
you. But don’t think this will go on forever. I will do something one of these days.”
Nair, who was relieved that the light had been put out, would find his curiosity aroused.
“What will you do?” he would ask her.
"Kill myself. Do you think I don’t have the nerve for that?”
Lakshmi Amma’s voice would take on a menacing edge.
“The time of your death is predestined.”
With this parting shot, Raman Kutty started snoring.
Nair was fastidious about his food. Even for supper he wanted thick curds, butter and, of course, fried
pappadam. In spite of everything, nobody had told him till date that all these were new-fangled ways they had
taken to, west of the river, and that it was impossible to introduce them here in the East. Lakshmi Amma did drop
a hint or two at times, and she did fail to provide him with all the dishes he wanted. But Kunhiraman Nair had
always maintained an exemplary decency in his dealings with him. So, amidst grumblings and naggings, amidst
the endless incantations of the household expenses as evidence of the hard times they were going through, he got
his curds and butter. He got fewer fried pappadams than he would have liked to have. But his wife did it on
grounds of health.
“You are in your fifties. It is not good for you to take too much of coconut oil—or salt.”
When he finished eating his rice, grinding pieces of pappadam into it, he had only his mattress and pillow to
think of. Lakshmi Kutty Amma’s tales of woe were always unraveled when he was having his supper. But the
mattress and the pillow gave Raman Kutty Nair precisely what he longed for—a sound sleep.
Nair woke up unfailingly at dawn. Getting up he would head straight for the temple-pond to brush his teeth and
take a dip. There were few who went to the temple-pond that early. As there was nobody to talk to, Nair finished
his ablutions in two ticks. Returning to the house, he would get a bowl of kanji if Lakshmi Kutty Amma had
woken up. Raman Kutty Nair had learned this habit of drinking kanji so early in the morning after he started
living in his wife’s house.
Or had he really started living in his wife’s house? He only spent the night there: his days were spent in his
taravad, on the grounds outside the walls of the taravad, and in the premises of the temple. It had been the exclusive temple of the Vannnankandy taravad. Though the government had taken over its administration, and though
the fellows who now performed the poojas were government servants, there was nothing wrong in continuing to
call it the family temple. There was a short cut to the temple from the taravad across the field, which the women
of the taravad had been using for a long time. Nair would ruminate over all this as he walked back to the house
with a wet bath-towel wrapped round his waist. After changing into his clothes, he didn’t stay a minute longer. He
was very particular about leaving before the children woke up. Lakshmi Kutty Amma used to say:
“Ha, that is rich! Keep the identity of their father a closely guarded secret! But Unniatha is lucky. Her children
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know everything about both their father, Krishnan Nambiar and their karanavar, Raman Kutty Nair. I am not
complaining. I suppose they should get the best of everything. It is their taravad.”
As he sat in the boat, Raman Kutty Nair was still pondering over the invectives Lakshmi Kutty Amma had
flung at him the previous night. As he rowed the boat with his long pole, Mammath Mappila kept up his incessant
chatter. Now he was on the story of the arrival of Achuthan, younger brother of Krishnan Nambiar, from the
“Gulf.” It appeared that Achuthan’s wife and their children talked and behaved in a sort of “English style,”
Mammath Mappila rambled on.
Achuthan’s arrival was news to Raman Kutty Nair. He wondered why Krishnan Nambiar, Unniatha’s husband,
had not told him a word about it. Nambiar had recently taken to maintaining long spells of silence, he had noticed.
Was Nambiar trying to ape him in maintaining a stoic silence and a nonchalant, unruffled front before his wife
and children, Raman Kutty Nair wondered for a moment? That was unlikely, he decided. If Nambiar had a fault, it
was his habit of shooting his mouth off at the slightest provocation. In other words, the chief weapons in the
armory of this Nair from Pallikkara were his licentious tongue, the rich crop of words he used on various occasions, and a booming voice that could be heard a mile away.
The first thought that then occurred to Raman Kutty Nair when a proposal came from Krishnan Nambiar for
Unniatha was that it was unlikely that the taravad would have any problems from the harmless young man. Of
course, he had learned from Nanu Mooppar, who had brought the proposal, about the idiosyncracies of the members of Krishnan Nambiar’s taravad, each more amazing than the next, and of the gay, boisterous atmosphere
which always prevailed there. But it was, beyond doubt, the best match Unniatha, his only sister, could ever have
had, he had thought with contentment as he licked the payasam at the wedding feast. Considering the fact that his
five sons had grown up into robust young men and that Unniatha still retained some of her old charms, it was a
mystery why Nambiar had recently taken to wearing such a down-in-the-dumps look on his face. Good for him if
he doesn’t become bedridden, fretting over whatever is in his mind.
When old men fret, there are two ways they end up; either they croak, or they run away to Kasi or Rameswaram or wherever world-weary men flock to become ascetics. Either way, it would be a great loss to his sister and
her sons. He had to make the necessary arrangements before that happened. The future of Unniatha’s sons was
inextricably linked with the destiny of the taravad.
Tying the boat to the stake in the landing, Mammath Mappila accompanied him as far as the toll-booth.
“The boys are still idling at home, aren’t they?” Mammath Mappilaasked him.
“Which boys?” was the question that sprang instantly to Raman Kutty Nair’s lips, more as a reflex than
anything else. Not that he liked to setup a conversation with this lowly Mappila. But the question dropped involuntarily.
“I mean your nephews. Proper bums they have become, loafing aroind the village the whole day. Don’t you
think it's time they did some work for a change?”
Oh, Mappila was talking about Unniatha’s sons. There were five of them. He often remarked that they were
like the five Pandavas.
“Oh sure, they are,” Lakshmi Kutty Amma had retorted. And the battle of Kurukshetra won’t be long in
coming!”
But Nair knew better than to take women’s foolish banter seriously. And spending the night at his in-laws’
didn’t necessarily mean that he had to be a hen-pecked husband. So he had ignored the retort. But now this
Mappila was at it too.
“They have gone wild without a leash,” he was saying. “They will create havoc sooner or later. Time you did
something to bring them to book.”
There was something in that, of course. The Mappila wouldn’t think of asking why none of them thought much
of going to school. Such things didn’t come to his notice. But what was he driving at then? Perhaps one of them
had had some coconuts plucked from the parambu of the taravad and sold them for whatever they fetched. And,
of course, boys will be boys. They wouldn’t be averse to flirting with some of those cherumis\fn{A note reads:
Women belonging to the cast of untouchables called Cherumakkal or Pulayar.} who came to cut pine-leaves from the corner of.
the parambu for weaving mats.
Without waiting to get Mammath Mappila's allegations clarified, he walked briskly toward Unichiram Veedu.
It was noon when he reached his taravad. Unniatha was waiting in the verandah with a glass of sambharam./fn
{Buttermilk garnished with green chillies and ginger.} She had fixed the sambharam as soon as she saw him from a
distance walking up across the fields.
A sister will always be a sister, Nair mused. Only siblings can know each other so intimately. The saabharam
was cool and tasty. Unniatha had mixed exactly the required amount of salt and chillies in it. Sometimes Raman
Kutty Nair couldn’t help recounting his sister’s midas-touch with food and drink to his wife. It was a useful exer281

cise too, for it kept Lakshmi Amma’s mouth shut till he went to sleep.
Raman Kutty Nair gulped down a full jug of sambharam and stretched himself on the easy-chair in the
verandah. He closed his eyes and tried to imagine himself being transformed into one of his illustrious ances-tors
—Sankaran Nair, for instance. Or Kitten Nair. There was a cool breeze from the west, rustling the leaves of the
banyan tree which spread its canopy over the family temple. Unniatha was still there in the verandah, gazing at
him. Nair was reminded of the ballad about Kunhunnooli, the sister of Othenan Nambiar of Thacholi Meppayil,
leaning against the carved pillar in the verandah of her taravad and extolling the virtues of the man she loved. It
was easy to remember the stories if you knew the ballads. Raman Kutty Nair knew each one of them by heart.
Like Kunhunnooli, Unniatha too had, perhaps, her praises to sing. But Nair knew that it was futile to expect her to
come up with anything as fervent or vivid as the word-picture of the valorous deeds of young Kunhambu, Kunhunnooli’s sweetheart and son of Aringodar, arch enemy of the chieftain of Nadapuram. But let her say her piece,
he said to himself benignly, as he glanced expectantly at her.
“The children’s father is still here.”\fn{ A note reads: In a traditional family in Kerala, the wife never referred to her husband
by name.}
“Will he be staying for lunch?”
“No, he has been waiting to meet you. Shall I call him?”
Unniatha’s behavior appeared to him bit more polite than necessary. There was something she wanted from
him, he reflected calmly. The lull before the storm. Unniatha reveled in going to the extremes—it would either be
prolonged indifference or outrageous aggression. As Krishnan Nambiar had waited for him till noon, the latter
appeared more likely to be the course of action. He glanced at Unniatha once more and said:
“Tell him to come here.”
Krishnan Nambiar had already reached the verandah. He began his speech by declaring that his affection for
his children was unbounded. That was fine. Going further, he drew Raman Kutty Nair’s attention to the fact that
he loved his wife more than any man would. Very creditable of him, Nair thought. Nobody could dispute that.
But what followed was mere maudlin stuff. He regretted that none of his five sons had paid any attention to
their studies. Poor Nambiar! It must have been sheer ignorance which made him have visions of his sons, armed
with the riches of English education, proudly ascending the rungs of the civil service. The same reason could be
attributed to his grouses against the Nairs of the Vannankandy taravad. Raman Kutty Nair chuckled.
“You find it funny, don’t you?” Nambiar's voice was gruff.
“Well, you said the children are going astray. It should have brought tears to my eyes. But you see, Nambiar,
there are no tears in my eyes. I don’t know why.”
“I should not have expected a man like you to be moved by it,” pat came Nambiar’s retort.
“I see.” Nair nodded his head gently. Perhaps it had been decreed in the scrolls of fate that he, the karanavar of
Vannankandy taravad and a man of standing among the landed gentry, should listen patiently while his brother-inlaw called him names. The scrawls of fate could not be wished away. Nair leaned back leisurely in the easy-chair
to take in the rest of Nambiar’s utterances. Nambiar seated himself on the broad parapet which bordered the
verandah while Unniatha stood beside him like a dutiful wife.
Raman Kutty Nair took a quick look around. How wonderful! The five Pandavas had positioned themselves at
strategic points in the yard. One of them leaned against the stone platform around the basil plant, while another
stood under the platter of bhasmam, the holy ash, hanging from the rafter on the roof. The third and the fourth
hovered hear the steps to the verandah. The youngest, Sahadevan Nair, struck a belligerent pose, his right foot
lifted on to the rounded brick below the gulikanthara.\fn{A note reads: A raised plinth built for the demon, Gulikan, an
ancient Dravidian deity.}
The eldest broke a twig from the basil and fiddled with it.
“Amma,” he said, “tell him what we want. I am tired of waiting.”
Raman Kutty Nair wondered whether he was in the court of Duryodhana. In that case he should have a reply
ready for the Pandavas. As he pondered over this in silence, Krishnan Nambiar suddenly said:
“Achuthan, my brother has come from Dubai.”
“So Mammath Mappila tells me.”
“What did Mappila say?”
“He told me Achuthan had come.”
“Did he tell you anything more?”
“Not much.”
“Well, let me tell you. Achuthan was pained at the sight of my children—the heirs of Vannankany taravad,
mind you—loafing around like bums. He has offered to take them to Dubai. He says they can earn quite a bit of
money there even if they don’t do anything in particular.”
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“You mean to say, begging is such a lucrative profession over there?”
“Why do you have to be so nasty?” Nambiar turned to his wife. “I hope you heard what your dear brother said.
If they make a decent living there, I am not the one who should rejoice. If they come up in life, Vannankandy
taravad will take the credit, not me.”
Krishnan Nambiar got up. Bhiman Nair lifted his mace.
“Acha, you should have been a little more lucid. We need money for our NOCs. The only way to get it is to
partition the taravad. Land prices have gone up like anything. These Dubai Mappilas will give anything for a
piece of land. When we come back we can buy property worth all the assets of the taravad put together. The taravad must be partitioned in any case. We must get our share. Ammavan can live permanently at his in-laws for all
we care.”
The Pandavas were adamant. Unniatha seconded her sons’ proposal. Nair glanced at Nambiar again. Nambiar
twirled his mustache.
“I don’t want a paisa of it. Everything is for your sister and her sons. Doesn’t everything belong to them? As
for me, I have my own share at my own taravad, which is more than enough for me. But I won’t let you rob my
wife and children of what rightfully belongs to them. I love them too dearly for that. You may have different
views, of course. That accounts for the way your children are conducting themselves. From what I gather, the karanavar of Vadoor Thekkethodi is more interested in his own children than the children of his taravad.”
Thereby hangs a tale, Nair mused as Nambiar concluded his campaign.
He got up and went down into the yard. He had not gone half-a-dozen paces when Unniatha called him.
“Etta, where are you going in this scorching heat without an umbrella?”
That was a legitimate question. The sun was scorching hot at noon. He had been careless not to have taken an
umbrella. But before Raman Kutty Nair could reply, the Pandavas came running to him with his umbrella.
Opening the umbrella, Raman Kutty Nair said:
“I must see Kannan, the document writer. He will have to prepare a statement of partition for Vannankandy
taraad before we go to the Registrar’s office at Thacharakkunme. Kannan is the right man for the job. He knows
everything about our taravad. If they are all heading for Dubai, partition seems to be the only way out.”
So Nair was getting down to business. Unniatha and her five sons silently wished him all success as he set out
to look up Kannan. It was a sight which brought tears of joy to their eyes—the sight of the karanavar of
Vannankandy taravad setting out resolutely to facilitate his nephews’ passage to the Promised Land. Raman Kutty
Nair was moving with the times.
U. A. Khader too was watching Raman Kutty Nair as he walked away into the distance. All is well that ends
well.
178.20 Excerpt from The Coffin Tree\fn{by Wendy Law-Yone (c.1940?(F) 15

)}

Mandalay, Mandalay Region, Myanmar

Living things prefer to go on living.
When I was a child in monsoon country, this simple truth had yet to be revealed to me, so that in
Grandmother’s last invalid years I wondered what magic substance held her together. Was it the build-up of glue
from all that starchy rice water she slurped up and swore by? Whatever it was, it kept her puny frame intact, year
after year, stroke after crippling stroke. But when the last irreversible blow had landed, when she must have felt if
not in her bones at least in the small bitter pit of her heart that her body was beyond repair, what was there to keep
her hanging on except that blind purpose of all living organisms: to go on living?
She clung on for three full years. Her body was a shrunken vegetable; but strong roots had taken hold in her
indestructible head. You could see them on the sides of her forehead—a network of blue-green veins beating
angrily away.
She died one morning while I was at school. By the time I got home she’d been sponged and changed and was
cool to the touch. Touching her was a struggle; but there they were, the servants, the relatives, the first of the
mourners, watching me, hanging around like gawkers at a traffic accident.
I felt something like stage fright as I stood over her bed—weak knees, dry lips, and all. At last I touched her
arm. It was stiff and shriveled and dry—the bark of an old tree. Not wanting to withdraw my hand too quickly, I
slipped my fingers under her wrist. How light it was. She was never a large woman. On the contrary, she was
smaller-boned than she appeared to be. But the illness had brought on some unaccountable weight. Here was a
mystery: this desiccated little woman had become so leaden with paralysis that whenever she had to be shifted
from bed to sofa, from sofa to deck chair, and back to bed—to ease her attacks of discomfort or boredom—it took
two strong adults, huffing like furniture movers, to do the job.
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All that weight was gone now. I could have picked her up single-handed. I thought of touching her forehead,
but feared she might take it as a gesture of disrespect and fly into one of her rages, which were powerful enough,
God forbid, to wake the dead.
She had a smile on her face. Not a pleasant smile: more a grimace suggesting an unsuccessful prank, as if,
according to the old superstition, she had been making a face when the clock struck and froze that idiot expression
for all time. Her head, shaven regularly at her request, now sprouted a stubble of gray that capped an old woman’s
untidy face, full of wrinkles and moles. She looked like a villainous acolyte.
The mourning adults were quick to give me the details: how they had turned her from side to side in order to
swab the rubber sheet underneath her, how the bedsores festered, how the rubber stank from the urine and sweat
and rotting flesh. I was fourteen at the time-old enough, apparently, to face the facts of death.
It seemed Grandmother knew when the end was near and turned her face to the wall, wailing, “But I am not
well yet!” as though death could be begged off on grounds of poor health. She began to shake. They thought at
first she was sobbing, but something funny evidently had struck her, causing spasms of helpless, tearful laughter.
She died from the unbearable hilarity of her private joke.
Late that night, alone in my room, I found myself laughing, too. It wasn’t that I’d thought of something funny;
it was more like a sudden nervous tic. The next thing I knew, Grandmother was beside my bed. I saw her dark red
velvet slippers—chicken-blood red, she used to call them—and looked up. Her hair glistened with coconut oil and
smelled like macaroons. It was pulled back from her face and coiled tight around an ivory comb in a topknot that
sat like a black stone on her head. I couldn’t tell about her clothes, except that they hung loosely on her and
reeked of mothballs and joss sticks.
She just stood there, casting a still shadow over me, with a look of stern puzzlement that came through even in
the dark. I knew I had to stop laughing, but couldn’t control myself at first.
“Why are you laughing?” Her interest in me was omi- nous.
“It’s nothing, Grandmother.” I began to tremble. “No reason. I’m just happy,” I added foolishly, “that’s all.”
“Happy?” She let out a long, false laugh.
“Happy! You’re happy because I’m dead. You’ve been waiting for me to die. Witch!”
“Yes, Grandmother. No, Grandmother.” In my fear I was willing to concede anything.
“Be happy, be happy!” she sang, and collapsed into a jerky, stylized dance, throwing up her arms, kicking up
her heels, swirling round and round like a puppet in the hands of a crazed puppeteer. Where had she learned to
dance like that? The dance came to an abrupt end, in mid-step. She held the exaggerated pose and sang in falsetto:
“Now. Tell. Happy you killed your mother? Happy she died giving birth to you? Happy now, little mother
killer?”
Then she was gone, shuffling off in her thick velvet slippers. I could hear them dragging down the hall.
*
Her ghost prowled the house for months. Even though they had buried her, scoured her room, aired out the
mildewed rugs and blankets, thrown open the windows to let in the sunshine she had hated; even after the servants
had dusted and cleared the shelves of the home remedies she had clung to, I could still smell her. It was a smell of
vanity and sickness, of aged sandalwood and obscure chemicals.
Long after she was bedridden, she had still insisted on plastering her face with sandalwood paste. Too sick to
grind the paste herself, she would direct the maid from her bed. The maid sat on the floor, cushioned by her
calves, hunched over the cosmetic stone which she rubbed with a chunk of sandalwood bark. She would rub and
rub, breaking the hypnotic, circular motion only to sprinkle a handful of water now and then onto the stone, to
correct the thickening paste. When the muddy, mustard-colored cream spilled over into the shallow trough cut
around the stone dish, she would dip a finger into the mixture and offer it to Grandmother for inspection.
“No good,” the old woman would pronounce. The paste was too thin or too thick for her liking.
“Keep grinding, simpleton!” And the maid would grind away until, with luck, the old tyrant would fall asleep
and the paste could be scraped hurriedly into one of her countless glass jars. Grandmother hoarded these vials in
dark drawers and on hidden shelves, along with bundles of worn sandalwood stubs. After she died, I opened one
of the sealed bottles. The paste had hardened like dried mud, and smelled of manure.
Her ghost carried not just her smells but her peculiar noises as well: the sluggish footsteps down the hallways;
her groans as she lay on her stomach to be kneaded, slapped, and pounded upon by the blind masseur; her loud,
lingering sighs.
My aunts, looking charred and withered in their black mourning clothes, still talked in whispers when they
spoke of her, fearful of being overheard. Sometimes her shadow lurked in her old observation posts where, in her
better days, she had kept suspicious vigil over our comings and goings. Even now, when we sat down to meals,
we half expected her to emerge from her room, flaunting her enamel chamber pot with arms outstretched, as if it
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were some ancient royal insignia. It wouldn’t have surprised us to see her inching her way with regal abstraction
across the room, past the dining table, and toward the bathroom, where the sound of her emptying the chamber
pot and flushing the toilet would captivate us at the table. Then, just as we dared to begin the meal, she would
have reappeared, chamber pot in hand, seething with silent reproach.
Months after her death, we felt she might at any moment pad out of her room in her odd, stiff shuffle and settle
into position in the hallway to begin her old complaint:
“Almighty God, I am so tired … losing blood … yes, losing blood. I feel it draining away, drying up in this hot
air … can’t eat anything, chest tight, stomach on fire. I’ve told the cook … fool!”—she would shout suddenly in
the direction of the kitchen—“I’ve told you, how many times now? to cook the oil out of the curry! He won’t
listen,”—to herself—“thinks I don’t know anything. No one listens to me. They all think they know so much,
think reading and writing is everything. Look at me, what do I need to read and write for? To fry my brains? Did I
need to read and write to find a husband? He liked me for myself. A good man. Inspector of police, a respected
official. A good son, too. Looked up to his elders. Not like some people these days.” Working herself up, she
would let out a yell finally that shook the house.
“Listen to me, dogs, pigs, animals! I was an important woman once, what do you know?!”
I still see her now, quivering with ineffectual violence, charging off into her room to fetch her trophy, her proof
of power once enjoyed: a scratched and dented biscuit tin. She comes toward me (everyone else has had the good
sense to look away, but I am riveted to her rage) and shakes the old box with its faded Chinese willow design in
my face.
“My husband imported biscuits for me. They came in a tin like this. You think everyone could afford it? I was
cared for, I tell you. A police inspector’s wife. It broke his heart to leave me. His mother was ill; she lived in the
West Country. I understood. He was a good son; that’s what sons are for.
“But he was heartbroken, do you hear me? Heartbroken! Didn’t he send me money? Didn’t he long to see his
daughter? The daughter I bore in this very womb?”—dropping the tin onto the floor, she sticks out her stomach
and beats on its flabby surface—an unresounding drum—“But he never even saw his own daughter!”—voice
breaking—“He couldn’t come back, he had a sick mother to care for.
“If only he had seen his daughter! Beautiful? Hah! Never could you imagine such beauty. Skin as clear as tea.
Hair like rope, but soft, soft-silk rope, not jute rope. My daughter, my only daughter!”—weeping now—“to die so
young … to beget this … this …”—glaring at me, chuckling through her tears—“Look at you, just look at you,”
she says, laughing, crying. Then, overcome, she stands with her legs apart and drizzles a stream of urine onto the
floor, the teakwood floor which the servants have to get down on all fours and rub for hours with coconut husks to
bring to that shine.
“Why are you looking at me?” Shrieking, she pins me to the wall with her glare.
“I’m not looking, Grandmother.” But I’m unable to take my eyes off her, until she breaks the spell with a
blinding, deafening cry of rage.
“Out of my sight! Out! Out! The devil’s in your eyes!”
*
The rain was loud and fierce the night Grandmother died. Early the next morning I lay in bed and listened to
the drainpipes still dripping. The bread man bicycled in as usual, splashing through the puddles and rattling his
bread box. I heard the familiar, petulant squeak of his brakes outside the servants’ quarters. Someone was singing:
it was Shan coming home with another one of his annoying calypsos:
When I was a lad jes three foot three
Sartin questions occurred to me
So I asked me father quite seriously …

Calypsos were a recent import: Harry Belafonte had passed through on a U.S. government cultural tour, and
had sung at Town Hall. Shan had perfected the husky Belafonte tenor, but the calypsos got on my nerves. At
school, any lapse into pidgin was punishable by one hundred corrective lines in the King’s English.
“Not me father, my father,” I’d interrupt him; but he would just sing on, grinning at my pedantry.
I hadn’t seen him in days. I ran outside, ghoulishly eager to give him the news. He was walking up the long
driveway to the house, singing into the wind:
So I asked me father quite seriously
To tell me de story bout de birds and de bees.
He summered and he stuttered pathetically.
And this is what he said to me …
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If I remember correctly his uniform of those days, he was in blue jeans and the old World War II jerkin that
gave off goat smells. As on so many other mornings when he came home to catch up on sleep, his hair would have
been uncombed, matted into curls by the humid air; his face unwashed and oily.
But he was in high spirits that morning. I could tell by his singing. He had his sidekick in tow: a Chinatown
cardsharp by the name of Billy Wing Ong. Billy was the poker king of the Chinese quarter—or so Shan would
have me believe. Shan’s friends weren’t allowed to be ordinary. They needed stature—some quality to set them
apart from the peons of the world—and he invented it for them. Billy the Poker King was nothing but a wastrel,
filling his days with odd jobs and his nights with gambling; but as Shan’s satellite, he had a certain notoriety to
maintain.
Shan lifted me up and swung me around, playfully threatening to throw me over the angelica hedge, then
setting me down only to begin his boxer’s dance around me, tapping my face with light jabs and rabbit punches.
“Stop it,” I said. “Listen to me. Grandmother’s dead.”
He let out a noise—an angry noise that seemed directed at me—then turned away and lowered himself, as an
old sick man might, onto the stone bench at the foot of the lawn. Billy was twitching with discomfort. He began to
poke his foot in the dirt. I thought of the saying: Dust does not rise when a dog flea hops. He kept glancing up at
Shan out of the corners of his eyes, which seemed, like a bug’s, never to blink. Shan said without looking up,
“Go home, Wing Ong; I’ll see you tomorrow.”
Billy bit his lip and slunk away, a faithful dog cast out by a temperamental master. Shan sat with his hands
shielding his face but his mouth was uncovered, and trembling.
“Poor old lady; poor, poor old lady.”
It wasn’t the first time I had seen him cry. He was ten years older than I, but closer to childhood in many ways.
He cried easily—from anger, nostalgia, sometimes over a song. This unsettled me always: I envied his sensitivity
but disapproved of it. Now I felt betrayed. A tyrant had died, setting us free. Why the sorrow?
“Don’t cry,” I said, without warmth. I could feel nothing but the grass sweating under my bare feet as I sat
there in the early morning sun, unable to comfort my brother whom alone I cherished in a world of disheartening
adults.
With Grandmother gone, my uncle and aunts, who would have been justified in joining hands and dancing
over their freedom, were instead more subdued than ever. Uncle succumbed to inertia. He had a family of his own
which he kept up-country, but he himself preferred to stay with us, away from responsibility. Months would pass
before his wife would pack up the children and board the train for the trip down south, to return Uncle to
captivity. Meanwhile, he impersonated a man free to be profoundly, voluptuously lazy. He spent his days reclining
on a couch in one of the sitting rooms, an elbow under his head, a pillow cradling his soft paunch, lost in reverie.
He had found his position and was loath to abandon it except to nourish or relieve himself or to relight his
cheroot, and then he would leave behind a fine powder of ashes and skin peelings. The servants called him Old
Snakeskin behind his back. Blowing smoke rings into the air, he picked away at the skin on his elbows, hands,
and feet, inspecting each piece of tissue before flicking it over his shoulder absentmindedly.
Yet he was fastidious in his way. While my aunts ate with their fingers, he insisted always on silverware. With
his fork he harpooned pieces of meat and vegetable straight out of the serving dishes, while his spoon paddled
through the rice on his plate, folding in a touch of pepper paste here, a dollop of sauce there. The machinery never
stopped: he mixed, chewed, and replenished his food with speed and efficiency absent from the rest of his life. His
meals were full of little noises: the crackle of raw vegetables and chicken bones between his teeth; the clucking
and hissing when he bit into a “white-man’s-poison” pepper; the ting-ting-ting as he played the spoon and fork.
My aunts would have been lost without those meals to supervise. Auntie Lily and Auntie Rosie were Mother’s
older cousins who had lived with us since she died. They were already in their sixties when I was in my teens, but
ignorance kept them youthful. They chose to remain ignorant about things that happened elsewhere, that didn’t
directly concern knitting, shopping, or spying on the servants. Untroubled by the enormity of all that they didn’t
know, my aunts, despite their white hair and many missing teeth, remained girlish. They were two years apart, but
liked to dress alike and be mistaken for twins, although Lily was short, dusky, and thick through the middle, and
Rosie was tall, fair, and shaped like a pear. Their Georgette blouses were frayed but crisp with starch; their fine
silks were faded and thinning but still holding up; their hair was thinning, too, but there was enough left to wrap
around jeweled combs. There was enough left, all in all, to flirt with the male masseur who came twice a week,
and after he left to discuss celibacy as though the alternative were still an issue. For sex, as the saying went,
“comes to an end only when one can no longer carry a handful of chaff.”
But what my aunts did best was to wait on people at the dining table. They waited on Father, when he was
home—sitting respectfully behind him as he hurried through his meal. They waited on Uncle, whose meals
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occupied the better part of their days. They waited, working their eyebrows disapprovingly, on Shan and his shady
friends. And of course they waited on me. They fretted over my appetite daily.
“See this rice? So fluffy and white! Take a little more, child, and a small spoonful of meat. Meat is
strengthening. All right, then, leave the meat, but try one or two of these long-stemmed mushrooms, they’ll melt
in your mouth, the cook made them just for you.”
When my aunts were occupied, one of the servants would coax me through the meal. The cook’s wife, a fat
woman with a cluster of raisiny moles where ear met cheek and the temperament of a high-strung cat, had the
habit of standing over the table and waving a large nipa fan while I ate.
“Why do you do that?” I asked her one day.
“Do what, child?”
“Fan me like that?”
“To make you feel good.”
“But it doesn’t. It only makes the food cold.”
“Hot, cold, what does it matter?” She banged the fan down on the table, embarrassed.
“You don’t eat anyway,” she said, her voice rising. “Take a look at yourself: all skin and bone. You’ll go off
someday to meet your lover in the dark—if you’re lucky, hah—and he won’t know whether you’re coming or
going.”
I joined in the laughter that came from the kitchen. But back in my room I locked the door and leaned into the
mirror, pressing my hot forehead against the cool glass. Nose to nose with myself, the familiar self-loathing
began. Portraits and heavily touched-up photographs of my mother hung throughout the house. They showed a
young woman of arresting delicacy: long-limbed, long-fingered, slight as a dancer. Her hair, black and thick, was
peaked at the brow and framed her face like a low, neat cap. Her wide, moist eyes had the look of a startled doe.
All that perfection had been squandered to produce my lusterless hair; my square-tipped fingers with the
unsightly, bitten-off nails; my dark skin, broad face, and the half-moon shadows under my eyes that branded me
with an old woman’s look. What right had I, then, to take offense at reminders of my plainness? In the uneven,
precarious rhythms of my heart, I felt that the only safe refuge was reason. So, clinging to reason and manners, I
could join the laughter at my expense, keeping the stings and burns under wraps.
But I was never innocent. I knew it was unnatural to deny those adults my anger and tears, that it made them
wonder and at heart uneasy.
*
The monsoons, always long, seemed endless that year. Rain dinned on the rooftops day after day, and the
heavy wet winds tore branches off the banyan trees. I stayed indoors sometimes for ten days at a time, staring out
the windows at the thin papaya trees aslant in the rain, at the water’s edge down at the foot of the rolling lawn.
The lake swelled up to lick the railings of the derelict gazebo where bullfrogs and lizards took shelter, nodding
sociably, then hopping and darting back out into the rain.
One afternoon, during a lull, Shan and I went down to the lake where the old raft we had built out of a
hardwood packing crate was moored to the starfruit tree. The shouting rain had let up briefly. We sat on the raft,
idly plucking at the white water hyacinths that had sprung up between the cracks, while a carp, stranded in the
mud, seemed to watch us with ancient, lifeless eyes.
On an impulse, we untied the raft and pushed off, out through the hyacinth-choked inlet into the open lake.
Shan had fetched the pair of sampan oars that lay unused and rotting behind the gazebo and, taking one apiece, we
paddled along the bank through a tunnel of willows that brushed the water, until we came to a small orchard we
had never noticed before. The trees bore an unfamiliar fruit—thick-skinned like mangosteens, but fuzzy and fleshcolored. The branches drooped from the weight of hundreds of these little round heads, hanging by calyxes that
looked like flowered hats. We knocked the fruit down with sticks and were hurrying back to the raft with our
hands full when the orchard keeper, a skeletal old man with collapsed cheeks and a gaping black hole for a mouth,
hobbled out of the bushes.
“Wicked little thieves,” he whined, and came after us with a stick.
We bounded into the lake, dropping fruit left and right and splashing the old man until his loincloth was
soaked. We leaped onto the raft and pushed home, looking back from a safe distance. He was standing knee-deep
in water, his small, bony pelvis thrust forward. With one hand he had drawn his loincloth aside, and in the other he
was bouncing his insignificant little cluster of genitals.
“Look, look!” he called after us. “I’m an old man, too old to catch you. But I’m a man!” He began to giggle.
We drifted along in silence.
“Terrible to be old,” Shan said at last.
“I’ll never be,” I said.
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“Oh? What will you do? Drink potions? Find the magic onion that will keep you young?”
“I’ll kill myself when I’m old and useless.”
He spat into the lake—a reflex of superstition.
“Don’t talk like that,” he said. “You know it’s bad luck.”
“Life is bad luck. Being born is bad luck.”
“Someday,” he said, “you’ll grow up and be thankful for what you have.”
“What’s that?” He was used to my constant pleas for reassurance, but was unstinting each time.
“You are healthy and strong, and very, very smart,” he said, repeating a phrase I would never tire of hearing.
“Also, you are my sister; I’ll look after you.”
Weare allies, after all! I reached down to touch the water and came up with a handful of liquid sunlight. In that
moment when the waters of the polluted lake sparkled like a tawny amethyst in my hand, the world with all its
risks and dangers seemed to shrink a little, into something almost manageable.
II
When Father was in his twenties, he left home without a word to his parents and joined the Revolution of the
Hill tribes. He had been raised in the south, in the capital city of Rangoon, where his father had made his fortune.
It was around the turn of the century that Grandfather, who had served as economic adviser to the king, and
minister of forestry and agriculture after the monarchy was ousted, became an entrepreneur. He cornered those
markets once within his portfolio—teak, rubber, rice, tea—and went on to buy up fisheries, jade mines, race
tracks, distilleries. In his old age he worried about his spiritual future and atoned for his wealth by accumulating
merits for the hereafter. He patronized monasteries, commissioned the building of pagodas, and gave to charities
money that might have gone, under normal circumstances, to his only son.
But Father had renounced his legacy while still a student at the university. In his first year he fell in with
radicals from the dissident minorities who lured him away (as Grandfather needed to believe) to a rebel
stronghold in the border region of the northeast. There he joined the Hill States’ fight for secession from the
lowland government. Ten years would pass before Father returned home. By then Grandfather had died, leaving
his wealth to everyone, it seemed, except his renegade son. To him Grandfather had bequeathed one small piece
of his vast residential properties: the spacious timber-and-brick house in which I grew up.
In Father’s second year as a revolutionary he took up with a woman from one of the rebel villages. She must
have been prettier than average, or very young at any rate—fifteen or sixteen at most. By twenty the women of
her tribe were already showing rotting teeth and breasts that sagged to their waists. From what I had seen of such
women in the village bazaars up north, I supposed her to have short legs, smooth skin, a blush on her high-boned
cheeks, and narrow, hooded eyes.
When I had reached that point in adolescent consciousness of imagining my father’s sexuality, the image of
this hill tribe girl sprang to mind more readily than that of my mother, his second (and official) wife. Yet what my
inchoate fantasies led to were not so much details of seduction and consummation, but the clearer, starker imagery
of my father’s impatience. I imagined him frantic to tear off the girl’s coarse, cumbersome tunic, her long sash of
melon seeds that would round the slope of her hips.
I knew only too well how he behaved in heat, albeit of a different element. At home, fear of this heat reduced
us to mere subjects before a capricious god. His impatience alone could inflict damage on the order of a natural
disaster. I am thinking now of the period following the early insurrections, when the People’s Army he built had
won its first war against the central government, and he had seized the power he seemed born to wield. (This was
when I was about eleven or twelve.)
He would come home without warning at irregular hours, and at the sound of his limousine rolling up the
gravel driveway, the household snapped to attention.
Would it please tbe general to dine now? Would tbe general care for a drink? A massage?
The servants bowed and squirmed, ducked their heads and lowered their eyes as they awaited orders. To my
knowledge he never actually chastised any of them, but instinct told them never to put him to the test. His
potential for violence was as explicit as that of the fire-breathing dragon tattooed so graphically, in blue and
green, on his left forearm. Once, reaching for a box of cigarettes (the 555 brand he smoked came in flat metal
boxes in those days) he found it packed instead with tiny multicolored buttons, turned into a sewing box by an
unwitting maid. Because he demanded the efficiency of things in their designated places (cigarettes—not buttons
—in cigarette boxes) and because some soft-headed servant had played, however unintentionally, a practical joke
on him, he took the offending box and flung it against the wall.
Confetti-colored buttons showered the room in a sudden mirage of festivity. I was on my knees in an instant,
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cowed into servitude by fear and shame. I scurried around the floor, scooping up buttons by the handful. As I
hastened to remove all traces of his tantrum before anyone else walked in, I could see out of the sides of my eyes
my father the general’s heavy khaki boots, thick-soled, mud-streaked, and standing uncannily still. I picked up as
many buttons as I could without going too close to his feet. My eyes never ventured above the level of his knees.
Pretending to be absorbed in my task, I moved away from him, closer and closer to the door, and backed out of
the room, still crawling.
*
Father’s young woman was pregnant before long. Eight months later she went into labor during a terrible
storm. It was one of those late-monsoon storms that began with a low rumbling and gurgling from the skies, as
from the belly of some famished giant. The winds would whip through the bamboo huts and snatch off whole
roofs of thatch. Under the crackle and clap of thunder, small children clutched their heads and kowtowed in fear,
praying, Save us, save us! afraid that the lightning would set the sky on fire. It was in such a storm that the woman
delivered her firstborn.
After the lightning and thunder and churning winds, when the sound of mountains crumbling and oceans
roaring had died down and rain began to pelt the roof, she picked up an empty cane basket, held it like a shield
against the hammering downpour, and walked straight out into the bamboo grove, past the spot where the men
built wood fires at night. The men—the father of her child included—were away that night on a raid and would be
gone from the village for what could be several more days. In a small clearing she squatted over a banana leaf.
The rain slashed down. Pain tore in and out of her body, lasting the length of the rainstorm. When the rain began
to let up at last, the small head broke through, was caught by the mother’s hands, and pulled. Placing the small,
limp body on the banana leaf, the woman fell forward on her knees, panting like an overworked beast of burden.
A tide was turning in her womb again, heaving and swelling between her legs.
Lord God. Another head.
Afterwards, the mother of twins lay on the floor of her hut and the village women muttered, “Madwoman!
Going out into the storm like that!” while an old crone sat in a corner and sang,
Doom, doom! Two is a bad omen. Never mind. The first was dead, thank the spirits. Pretend it’s one child.
Give it a strong name. And pray.
What could be stronger than a mountain? And so they named him Shan.
*
It was childbirth, the villagers said, that drove his mother wild; it was he, the bad-luck baby, the sickly runt,
that robbed her of sleep and her mind. She would listen to his sticky breathing with its bubbly khroo-khraw sound
of a haunted stream, and sniff the air with a jungle beast’s attention to danger in the wind.
By the time Shan was a toddler—fast on his feet now, and no longer sickly—she was off and wandering
through the hills. The village women tended and fed him like their own, even chewing his rice for him between
their tobacco-blackened teeth, and packing into the child’s open mouth the discolored lumps of paste. His mother
was seldom to be seen; but sometimes, he’d spot her in the distance, crisscrossing the pathways at a slight jog,
swinging her arms raffishly. Her people supposed the lunacy to be a curse—just one of a hundred that childbirth
could carry. But suppose the wild weed of insanity had been creeping through the woman even as Father bedded
her? Father wasn’t one to be put off by the disordered psyche of some mountain woman, if he noticed the signs at
all. He preferred to separate himself from any frailties of spirit or mind. They tended, like an amputated arm, a
game leg, to slow things down.
I envied Shan his memories of a mother, dismal as they were.
This is how she looked in the dark. Baring his teeth in a jackal’s grin, he could work up a mouthful of spittle
and froth at the mouth.
She came at me like this. He showed me how she thrust out her hands like pitchforks, ready (to judge from the
fire in her eyes) to rake him to shreds, but instead taking his head in her dirt-caked hands and shaking it with some
sentiment akin to love.
Once, when he was twelve, he came home to the village from a morning of fishing and found his mother alone
on the floor of the hut, sitting with her chin on one knee. She was recovering from some unfathomable grief,
wracked with sobs and shudders. He stood uncertainly in the doorway, but when he approached her, saying,
Mother? she stopped him with a scream.
“Like this,” he said, turned his face away from me as though to cough, and let out a head-splitting cry, so
savage and so strange that it made my skin crawl. We had been sitting in the old Portuguese cemetery at the far
end of the lake where we sometimes went prowling at night for the lurid enchantment of telling ghost stories and
catching fireflies, which we made believe were the fugitive souls of the dead. I felt the ground shift beneath my
feet from that scream and wondered if the buried bodies had stirred in unison.
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“Let’s go home,” I pleaded. I was overcome by the night, badly scared by everything around me: my halfbrother with his dreadful memories, the dead underfoot, the flickering firefly souls. My muddy feet appeared in
the moonlight to be cast in molten pewter and felt as heavy. Even the lake seemed bewitched as we bobbed home
on the raft. I dropped the jar of dead fireflies into the lake and watched it catch the moonlight as it rode the black
waters. Along the banks, crickets were chirring; bullfrogs bellowed; lizards clucked and ticked. But it was one of
those times in my childhood when it was hard to believe in the importance of the living.
*
My own mother came to me only in the slow suffocation of sleepless nights. I was no older than seven when I
used to sleep blindfolded, a precaution against waking up wide-eyed in the dead of night to find some long-haired,
long-tongued witch leering at the window of my room.
It was Shan who told me about witches and such. Jogging through the empty city streets at dawn one day, he
saw something move among the leaves of one of the jacaranda trees that lined the road. Thinking it might be a
large tree squirrel, he stopped to peer up into the branches.
There, perched in the fork of a branch, was a woman with blood-red lips and black hair that hung down her
back, tousled and free, like a harlot’s. She beckoned to Shan. He took a step forward. She bent down then, and
uncoiled out of her mouth a tongue as long and smooth as a banded krait. The two-foot-long tongue shot out to
give his mouth a quick cold lick with its slimy tip, and sent him running like the wind, rubbing his mouth all the
way. His stories kept me awake, with the cotton napkin burning into my eyes like a bread-and-onion poultice.
Gradually, in the closed tent of my olive mosquito net, my mother would be revealed to me. The encounter
always took place in her dressing room, where I’d find her seated in front of the carved gilt mirror, her back to the
doorway where I stood and watched. I could see her long, narrow back and neck, the shining coils of hair, and, in
the mirror, the small shoulders and breasts, the startled doll-like face. Pressed to the doorway it was my
compulsion to ask,
“Are you going out tonight?” And it was her habit to answer, as she rummaged in a drawer for some trinket to
distract me with,
“Yes, but Mama will be home soon.” Enthralled, I’d watch her sketch in the shallow geography of her face,
penciling her eyebrows with small steady strokes, spreading pale pools of color across her cheeks, following the
hillocks of her lips with a stick of shimmering cinnabar, and lastly, with rapid dabs of the powder puff, turning her
skin into a dusty gold. Afterwards, she would pull out the drawer of perfumes and reach into it for a thin spiral
bottle, the sight of which filled me with panic that spread like heartburn from stomach to throat. She would
unscrew the top, place her index finger over the opening, tilt the bottle over with a flick of her wrist, and touch the
back of her ears, her neck, and the hollow between her breasts, with that single drop of perfume.
The scent washed over me then, a greenish fragrance that released a half-formed memory of sunlight and
breeze and rain-soaked grass—a memory made all the more precious by the certainty of loss to follow. As though
it attacked my tear ducts directly, the scent decanted a flow of stinging tears.
“Don’t go,” I begged, rushing at her, at once miserable and ashamed of my misery. “Please don’t go.” I clung
to her with my thin dark arms like some scrawny simian. In the end I had to be peeled away by firm hands, while
I struggled and sobbed.
“Child, child, you’re dreaming again,” a voice would say—the voice of a servant or aunt. “What’s to be afraid
of? A houseful of people to look after you, and you act this way.”
When I sank into sleep again, the mosquito net tucked firmly into the sides of my bed once more, it was with
the glimpse of real promise, as if in the moment of drowning the shadow of a raft played on the water’s surface.
Mother had left; the ordeal of severance was over; now I could continue my vigil until her return. But the vigil
brought new dangers that came in strange forms—most often in the form of a centaur.
I could see, even through clenched eyes, the great hefty creature, so cunningly built that I couldn’t tell where
man ended and beast began. The human half was bestial, sinewy and shining with sweat, while something
appallingly human was built into the horse flanks and legs. It watched me with unwholesome interest from the
corners of its wide, erotic eyes, nostrils flaring, tossing its male head, horse-style, to taunt and tease me, while the
hoofed legs stomped and paced with familiar human impatience, now rearing up over my bed, now prancing
roguishly, finally thundering round and round in a murderous gallop that pinned me, sweating, to the side of my
bed against the wall.
Mama! I’d call out in a voice so feeble I could barely hear myself. But she would appear over me, bending
down with the gift of her voice and her body odor of freshly squeezed sugarcane juice.
“I’m so scared,” I’d say in her ear.
“Scared! Of what? God is watching over you.”
“The man and the horse,” I would whisper, afraid to call it a monster or any other name that might incur its
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displeasure and spite. But, waking, I thought: If God is watching, if He sees and lets such things happen, there is
no telling what He might do next.
*
The God who had claimed me was not the same God l who ruled over my family and friends. Mother had been
a convert to Catholicism and for her sake I was sent to a school run by the Irish nuns. But I had my doubts all
along. I still have a snapshot of First Communion day—a scorched-looking print that retains the eggy smell of the
chemical coating used in the old photo studios. It shows me at age seven, standing somber and furtive on a
sidewalk outside the Church of St. Teresa, holding a white prayer book in both hands, and dwarfed by yards of
white tulle. The veil is held down by a crown of fake flowers; the long dress trails in the dirt of the pavement.
My Buddhist friends, meanwhile, were going through initiations enviably unlike mine. When we compared
photographs at school, it pained me to see the contrast: They posed like princesses on gilded platforms, all spangle
and flash in their silks and laces, in their rhinestone headdresses and sequined cardboard “wings.” And their faces
were painted!
“But it hurt like anything!” they would complain for my benefit—about the one little inconvenience of their
coming-of-age ceremony, when the needle was passed through their earlobes. “You had it easier.”
I knew they were only trying to console me for the drabness of my lot. With their new earrings that winked in
the light, they could afford to be kind. I would gladly have endured the pinprick for the reward of those small
diamond-studded nuts and gold bolts anchored to their ears.
The spoils of my own initiation were shabby by comparison: a string of garnet-colored rosary beads and a
prayer book blessed by the Pope. The rosary broke easily and needed constant mending; the prayer book had no
pictures and its glue smelled of spit. As for the Pope, the high priest who could make no mistake, he was not so
marvelous as the fakirs and fire-eaters who danced like devils through the streets on Hindu holidays.
Inside the Church of St. Teresa, the priest leading us through our First Communion performed his own brand
of black magic, heartily swirling the blood of Christ in the shiny goblet, downing it with relish, and wiping his
stained lips with a crisp napkin, as after a robust meal. And there we were, the children of God, throwing our
heads back and our tongues out to receive the flesh of our Father’s son, transformed by some abracadabra into
blank coins of bread.
The savagery sickened me. The bread attached itself to the back of my palate as I walked back down the aisle,
dizzy from the fear that before I could reach my seat, in full view of the congregation, I would choke and spit up
the host on the creamy marble floor.
In the years that followed I seldom left the Communion rail without a surge of nausea. It was part of the odious
duty of having to devour the flesh and blood of a brutalized God whose suffering I was somehow responsible for.
Faith was all mystery and teaser: a God with many masquerades, disguised now as dove, now as mistreated man,
now as king; a God that spoke in riddles to be accepted, not solved; a God that dreamed us up, let us loose, sat
back to watch our mistakes, then held them against us, knowing all the while that we never stood a chance.
For all the sermons and catechisms, I couldn’t escape the confusion, the feeling of being stood on my head. If
anything, the parables terrified without clarifying. I feared mortal sin not because of the offense to God, but
because of a Redemptorist priest’s allegory:
A man murdered a friend of his—out of anger, jealousy, greed, who knows? It doesn’t matter. When he woke up the
next day he almost fell over from fright. The corpse of his murdered friend had been chained to him. It was a heavy
iron chain. Unbreakable. No key to it. No lock, even.
For days the murderer was forced to drag the body around with him throughout the house. To the bathroom. To the
kitchen. To bed. He couldn’t undo the chain himself, and he couldn’t call for help, for then he would be exposing his
crime.
Meanwhile, the body began to rot. It began to bubble up and fester. Then flies came in swarms. Maggots crawled in
and out of its nose, its ears, its eyes. By and by the corpse was humming with dung beetles and orange crabs. The
murderer stayed chained to the body, because by then he was raving.
So, too, with mortal sin. It is a rotting corpse we drag around with us, until we confess and repent.

III
Chance had singled me out to side with a God who was foreign to my world, but whose power over me was
unanswerable. It was not unlike Father’s power. I could never have challenged him, either. Or counted his secrets.
He kept so much from us.
Take the day the tanks rolled into the streets and the trucks surrounded our house. He must have known in
advance, because he had already fled when it happened. Yet he had told us nothing, so that my brother and I, in
our ignorance, slept through it all—through the sharp knocks on the front door, through the absurdly polite
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exchange between the arresting officer and Auntie Lily. Later, trembling at the recollection, she told us how it
went:
“Excuse the disturbance, so early in the morning. Where is he?”
“He’s not here.” (“Should I have pretended whom they meant by he? No. They knew that I knew what they
wanted.”)
“Has he gone out, then?”
“Yes. He is gone a lot. We hardly see him.”
“How long this time?”
“A week, maybe ten days. We never know.”
“May we come in and look? We have our duty. Just a quick look. Is it allowed?”
“Officer! Would we dare stop you? Come. But quietly, please. The children are asleep.” (We were seventeen
and twenty-seven by then, but still children to my aunts.)
They satisfied themselves in less than ten minutes of a desultory search. Then, at the front door, the officer
turned to Auntie Lily and bowed.
“We thank you, Auntie. Go get some sleep.” He sounded almost affectionate.
Auntie! The familiarity would have been laughable, except in our society of bogus familial connections, where
everyone was an aunt or an uncle, a brother or a sister—even as enemies.
All that day the planes droned overhead like giant mosquitoes in a bad dream. The tattoo of gunfire was as
loud as a construction drill. Early the next morning, just when silence seemed to have been restored, the glass
palace was strafed to smithereens and the old clock tower went haywire, clanging wildly, sounding its own alarm.
While the radio stations maintained their scratchy silence, the servants ventured outside and returned with their
own bulletins and a new foreign word which they pronounced in twos, as if calling to the doves:
Coo! Coo! My aunts relayed the news to Uncle.
“Cousin, it’s true. Coo! Coo!” Then Auntie Rosie thought to ask:
“What’s coo?”
“You don’t know?” said Uncle.
“How should I know, Cousin? I’m telling you what I heard. Would I ask if I knew?” Uncle was caught.
“A coo, you ignorant girl, you know-nothing, is what’s happening now.”
“So, so, so. Like that. I understand now,” said Rosie, lying. Afterwards, in the kitchen, I heard her say,
“Minnow, what does it mean—Coo! Coo!”
Minnow was the cook, a delicate man. Some near-fatal disease of infancy had arrested his growth so that even
in his thirties, he could have passed for a twelve-year-old boy. Tiny, moist-eyed, tormented by the other servants
for having been to school, he burst into tears about once a month.
“Coup, mistress? Coup is when one government kicks out another government. Oh, mistress, I’m so afraid.”
“Coward,” said Lily, who had just come into the room. “Act like a man.”
In her ignorance, it escaped her that this was bad advice. Prince R’s son had acted like a man on the morning of
the coup and left his mark—in bloodstains on his parents’ imported marble portico. From his bedroom window, he
had seen his father being prodded with machine guns into a van. Shouting, “Fight, Father, fight!” he had raced
downstairs, clearing a whole flight of stairs with one jump, and got as far as the front door, where the blast of
gunfire lifted him off the floor. They continued to pump holes into his body even after it had ceased twitching on
the floor of Florentine pietra morta.
The prince’s son was about my age. When news of his death reached us, I couldn’t imagine dying as he had.
This may have been because I couldn’t imagine Father submit- ting to capture without a struggle. More likely, I
knew my own cowardice. I had seen that fear could stimulate courage, but it didn’t work that way for me. Instead
it made me shrink.
I shrank from the endless family discussions about the damages done by the coup: nationalization;
demonetization; surveillance; censorship; curfews; confiscations; rations; midnight arrests.
I shrank from puzzling out my father’s disappearance, and simply accepted the secret, sovereign nature of his
mission.
I shrank from the contemplation of any protest: That was my father’s business.
I shrank from my own womanhood, binding my breasts with rolls of elastic bandage as cruelly and senselessly
as the Chinese used to bind their baby girls’ feet.
And, though no one would believe me, I even shrank in height. Between the ages of eighteen and twenty, I
shrank a full inch, but my aunts would insist that this was impossible: You can turn gray before your time, they
used to say; but you can’t shrink until you’re old. Their ignorance persisted.
Little by little, I began to see some wisdom in my relatives’ ways. Once I had thought of my aunts’ lack of
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curiosity as a form of willful blindness undeserving of pity; now I became incurious myself. I could achieve this
more easily since I was no longer in school (the coup had coincided with my last year of high school). And though
I could not completely insulate myself from the epidemic of woes, I was protected by the kind of apathy induced
by long war movies in which the excess of noise, violence, and death cauterizes the senses and makes it all
meaningless.
People were disappearing in unexplained arrests. Banks, shops, offices were closing one by one. Schools were
being run by uniformed men. Caught in a downtown riot, one of our neighbors was burned to death in a bonfire.
The proprietor of a fabric store my aunts used to frequent shot himself on Demonetization Day. Chary of state
banks, he had withdrawn his savings a week before and taken home the money in large bills, which he then
cunningly sewed into the fibers of his hemp mattress. He left a note:
“Where is hope when the mattress is worth more than the money it conceals?”
Yet none of these calamities weighed on me. They were disturbing—but roughly in the way that a whispered
conversation can be disturbing when you are trying to fall asleep. What weighed on me were my own small
physical ailments. In the summer, fearful of suffocating in the dust and heat, I was prone to gulping air, and kept
to my room with the blinds drawn and the ceiling fan churning. In the rainy season, I ground my teeth at night
from the aches in my bones; by day, obsessed by fungus and mold, I sniffed everything—food, clothing, furniture,
books—for the signs of mildew. Feeling leached, I slept and slept until I couldn’t tell whether I slept so much
because I was run-down, or whether the reverse was true. Not only did I condone Uncle’s lethargy, I surpassed it.
Uncle's own response to any kind of bad news was short and philosophical: Must be.
“Cousin,” one of my aunts would say, “have you heard? What’s his name, you know, your old boss’s brotherin-law, the one whose uncle, the doctor, performed the operation on your wife’s sister when she had the goiter?
Gone. Arrested. So old. He’ll never live through jail.” Uncle would nod, chomp on his cheroot with his long,
rabbity teeth, and stare at a corner of the wall. Then, quietly, he’d say:
“Yes. Must be.” Or:
“Cousin, the rice is inedible. The cook wasn’t watching. You’ll have to wait another half hour. We’ll cook a
fresh pot. Agreed?” And Uncle, after emitting one of his doleful, lowing belches:
“Must be. Yes, must be.”
Although I avoided the newspapers and the radio, there was no ignoring the spreading food shortages, the
rumors of famine, the bankruptcies, the secret police. And with each new injustice, I, too, began to think: Must be.
This was the worse corrosion—this loss of courage, outrage, and will—and it was eating into the others as well.
Our whole household was in jeopardy: Father’s remittances came too irregularly to count on; my aunts were
worried about bazaar money; the servants were worried about being let go; and, as dependents of a rebel leader
still on the loose, none of us was safe. Yet we carried on submissively, accepting everything as if there were no
alternative even to dream about or talk about and keeping down our voices and hopes.
In no time at all, oppression became the only reality, and life seemed meant to be lived underhandedly, with
cat-and- mouse cunning. My aunts, once so incapable of guile, now threw themselves into daily intrigue, though
they had neither the practice nor the flair. Auntie Lily telephoned a friend one day to report the small success of
buying a pound of black market butter, and spelled out the word “butter” as if that were a cryptogram.
The strange truth was that my aunts were blossoming, not withering, in that airless atmosphere. The day
brought new tasks, new challenges. Disputes among the servants were on the rise, and these had to be mediated
and settled. Housekeeping was complicated by the shortage of one thing and another. Shopping was a matter of
luck and pluck, being part lottery, part foray. Every morning, returning home from the bazaar, Auntie Lily would
complain of weakness, Auntie Rosie of thirst. But a pinch of snuff and a glass of water would revive them enough
to report on the day’s exertions.
“Ahlala, the lines!” Lily would say; and Rosie would add a hiss—not of derision but of confirmation.
“People standing since dawn for a can of condensed milk,” Lily would go on.
“Ssshhheee …”
“Lucky we’re old, no? At least people take pity and give us their places. May they live long.”
“Ssshhheee …”
“I don’t mind waiting; others have to wait. But enough of that open-air market!” Here Lily bowed her head and
waved goodbye to whatever it was she had had enough of.
“I knew something was up when the fellow selling us the combs began looking here and there and acting like a
monkey that just cut its prick on a blade of grass. How do they know when the police are coming? How can they
tell? A secret signal, I suppose. Next thing we knew, whistles were blowing, the police were everywhere, isn’t it
so, Sister? But those hawkers are magicians. You should have seen the way they just threw everything into boxes
and bags and made like they were part of the crowd. The police took away a couple. The wife was crying; the
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husband was grinning like a fool—it had to be fear. But maybe they weren’t husband and wife; maybe they were
brother and sister; what do you think, Rosie?”
“Ssshhheee …”
“Anyway. The law can’t stop those hawkers. It would be like digging a well on high ground. Five minutes after
the police were gone—five minutes, imagine—they were at it again, putting out all their odds and ends. Not that
anyone would look twice at these things in good times: empty whiskey bottles, broken fountain pens, car spare
parts, dented pots and pans. But these days you have to look for a squirrel till you find a bird.”
After these brushes with the black market, my aunts would join the lines at one of the People’s Stores, with its
air of a raffle or a lucky dip. But when my aunts’ turn came, the clerk at the counter would have little to offer. If
they said, “Salt, please?” he would invariably say,
“Yes, Auntie. We have no salt.”
“Oil?”
“Yes, we have none.”
“Sugar. Give us some sugar, in that case.”
“Sugar? Yes. No sugar.”
“Aspirin, then.”
“Yes. We don’t have.”
“He! Then what do you have?”
“Ointment, Auntie; ringworm ointment.”
“What for? We are a bathing family, not a scabby one.”
“Take it, dear Aunt. You never know.” On this occasion, Rosie, who never could pass up an opportunity for
wordplay, would say,
“There is the saying, don’t you know? ‘He who has ringworm fears no freckles.’” And then she would titter at
her own boldness, and hang her head while Lily told her off:
“What’s with you? Don’t be so long-of-tongue.”
Once, my aunts went out to buy vinegar, jaggery, and some cotton thread—and came home instead with two
pairs of men’s undershorts, made in China and labeled: Double-Barrel Brand. They laughed over that little joke
for days, Lily coughing and gagging between raspy chuckles, and Rosie shaking as she let out one long hiss of
mirth. They were taking it all with astonishing good humor. Even when they had to dip into their gems just to
raise bazaar money, their regret seemed slight; in fact, they welcomed the furtive little transactions with the black
market buyer who reeked of Tiger Balm and shook his right leg incessantly while poring over their tiny paper
envelopes of loose rubies and sapphires, zircons and pearls, alexandrite and jade. He would take out an eyeglass
(which bore an uncanny resemblance to the indigo-blue plastic cup that came with Optrex, an eyewash my aunts
used) and peer at the glassy little stones, looking for flaws (or “sores” as they were called in the trade). All the
while, my aunts kept up their sales prattle and flirted with him as they poked through their jewels—Auntie Lily
with her short dark index finger, and Auntie Rosie with the rusty tweezers ordinarily used to pluck out her sparse
wisps of underarm hair.
Adversity forced these two old ladies out into a world they had for so long ignored; and now, worldly-wise, in
their newfound element, they no longer concerned themselves with the circumstances that had brought them there,
but were content to work out the simple details of conniving and surviving.
But something was taking its toll on them—though whether it was the stresses of the times or just the aging
process it was hard to tell. In the space of less than a year, my aunts had acquired some exaggerated traits. They
were easily, too easily, startled these days: by the sudden bang of a door, the jingle of coin, the sizzle of oil, the
rustle of a dry leaf. It didn’t take much to set them off. They would jump, utter some little exclamation of fright,
and beat their chest in relief and gratitude that the cause of alarm wasn’t something much worse. If the cook
dropped a pan on the floor and exclaimed, “Puppalapup!” or some such nonsense, my aunts would jump and
repeat, “Puppalapup!” or whatever else he may have said.
This skittishness took preposterous forms, and Shan did his best to provoke them. He would come up stealthily
behind Lily, and at the moment of startling her would say something like:
“Dear me, I simply have to stand here and take a pee.” And, jumping, she would repeat,
“Dear me, I simply have to stand here and take a pee.”
Shan was waiting for the day when he could get our aunts to do, not just say, whatever was suggested to them
in their brief hypnotic state. But Lily always caught herself in time and, coming to her senses, would giggle and
slap him on the shoulder.
Or he would pounce on Rosie and do a clown’s dance, whereupon she would follow, abandoning all dignity
until she had recovered her wits. This peculiar reflex mimicry was not uncommon; the cook, for example, could
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be jolted time and again into his own bizarre version. As often as you set the trap, he fell into it. You had only to
say,
“Minnow, tell me your recipe for potato cutlet.” Then, when he began,
“You take three potatoes and smash them”—all you had to do was poke him in the ribs and he would jump and
spit out the naughty words over which he swore he had no control—“and then you take some pussy hairs and
pound them in with the potatoes …”
My aunts had never been victims of this malady, and I wondered now if they weren’t playing a kind of
necessary game by feigning these “seizures.”
About this time, other falsehoods, equally puzzling, were coming to light. In telling his stories, Shan seemed
no longer to make distinctions between the actual and the imagined. He would sit at the table and feed us his
flummery and yarns. He spun fables of discovery, achievement, power, and wealth—how he planned to dive for
sunken treasures of gold, rubies, and sapphires; how he would scale the snow mountains for the rare and priceless
coffin tree—as though ticking off items on a routine agenda. And oddly enough my aunts, who knew as well as I
that he was making things up, would keep a straight face and nod permissively. I never understood their
indulgence; and whenever I challenged him, they would silence me with a little gesture of the hand or the head as
if to say,
“Let him! What harm is there?”
There was no harm; it was only entertainment. But there was a theme—and a resolution-to most of his stories.
The theme was violence and the resolution was in his emergence as hero. These stories were usually about street
gangs representing good and evil: his friends (the good gang) had been walking amiably along the river one day,
when half a dozen thugs had picked a fight with them; and Shan, seeking justice, had returned to the same spot the
next day and taken on the aggressors singlehandedly, until they were all doubled up in pain or bleeding and
begging for mercy.
Or, by popular request from his dockyard friends, he had gone up to the slave driver of a foreman, given him
the rough side of his tongue and his fist, which landed the quaking foreman in a barrel of tar.
As he talked, I looked for evidence of these scuffles and brawls he claimed to have survived; but there were no
bruises on his high forehead, no scars on his smooth cheeks, no cuts on his soft, expressive hands. Alone with me,
he was less of a braggart. He played the guitar, or sang, or clasped his hands behind his head, daydreaming, or
said, teasing:
“Come and tell me your hopes and fears; they put me to sleep.”
His inventions were only a part of the pretenses that all of us in the family had agreed in some unspoken way
to live by. Though I was nearly twenty, my aunts still pretended I was a child. Uncle, a married man with six
children, pretended to be a bachelor. Shan pretended he was a fearless champion of the weak and the preyed upon.
And everyone pretended that Father’s absence was only temporary.
Even as I wondered if I would ever see my father again, I too kept up the pretense and never asked. I had
learned in any case that it was unproductive to nurse any curiosity about my parents; they were off limits to me.
But how can I trust myself now to get to the roots of ills suffered in so distant a past? Perhaps I place the blame
for all those boarded-up misgivings on a family trait when it was as much my own fear of knowing the difficult
truth that made me an accomplice to deceit. And so it was years before I could even admit to myself the
suspicions that my father aroused in me but that I never allowed to surface.
I think, for example, of that day of the coup when those anonymous uniformed men came looking for him.
Relieved though I was that the search had been harmless, it left me guessing and uneasy. It was as if they were
already well aware that Father had gone into hiding, yet felt it necessary to stage that theater with the trucks and
the armed troops. They were after Father in earnest—the subsequent arrests of the cabinet were proof—but they
must have known that the means to capturing him lay nowhere in his house; not even in seizing his children,
whom they allowed instead to go on sleeping.
The enemy must have sensed that Father would not have let flesh and blood thwart his determination. When
they left us alone, they must have realized—as I have come to acknowledge only now, after all these years—that
they could have gone to any lengths to hold us hostage; but if he felt forced into a contest of wills, he would never
have given in. Faced with that challenge, he would have gritted his teeth—or rather bit his tongue the way he did
in the throes of fury—and simply sat out the ordeal. Father wasn’t so easily swayed from a course of action,
political or moral, he had set for himself. He had wars to win and wrongs to right, children or no. He had that kind
of calling.
At the time, of course, I was largely in the dark about the nature of his calling. I could rattle off by rote the
catchwords describing his ideals: Independence for the Hill States, Freedom from Oppression, Liberation from the
Tyranny of the Central Government. He had spent close to thirty years of his life in the service of those goals. He
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had founded the legendary guerrilla force, the People’s Army. But beyond this official version of what he stood
for, I knew almost nothing about his life. I was aware of the secrecy and danger that set his mission apart from the
jobs other fathers did for a living; but I understood little and questioned even less.
Still, for all my careful indifference, now and then some chance discovery would bring home to me the utter
affront of Father’s dedication to a cause so removed from his family. I am thinking of the day the maid came
home with some lentil fritters she had bought at a sidewalk stall. She offered me the last few pieces, and when 1
came to the bottom of the paper cone, I unfurled it. Sometimes these scraps of paper used by the vendors to wrap
food in were pages torn out of discarded exercise books that had belonged to school children, and I liked to study
the smeared fragments of theorems or compositions on the oil-stained page—and feel a pang of something like
homesickness for school. (I missed being able to lose myself in subjects that stood apart from reality.)
The paper this time was of a different stock—porous and coarse, like the cover of a pulp novel. The print was
small and the block of text ran askew. I describe it so exactly because I have it in hand now, ten years later. It was
a propaganda sheet, but as the only justification of my father’s cause I had seen in print, it seemed a document
worth savmg:
PEOPLE’S ARMY ELIMINATES HEAD-HUNTING IN NORTHERN STATES
From the testimony of a village elder:
“Some months ago, I had a bad shock. It was at an exhibition in the northeast. The central government was
celebrating its second anniversary, and the exhibition was part of the ceremonies. I was part of the northern district
delegation. On the table, in the middle of a booth, were human skulls and two rusty swords used in head-hunting. This
reminded me of my childhood experience of attending a head-hunting ceremony. It was held in the shade of a huge tree.
There were some wooden drums and a forked pillar on which buffalo heads were hanging. There were also pillars with
human skulls on top.
I looked at the human skulls, wondering if my mother’s was among them, for she was beheaded while harvesting
paddy about 20 years earlier. I did not know at that time who started this custom and why. I thought it was tradition. In
those days, we believed all sorts of things.
The sorcerers and landlords told us that we had to bribe the spirits for rain and good harvest. We had to bribe them
with slaughtered buffalo. The same landlords made us believe that paddy which is not watered by blood is inferior in
quality.
But the poor people in the villages could not afford to slaughter buffalo or cows for sacrifices to the spirits! Only
landlords could afford it. And these landlords told the villagers that if they could not slaughter buffalo to appease the
spirits for the sake of the entire village, they must hunt human heads. They offered to hold buffalo slaughtering
ceremonies if the villagers could get human heads. This is how the custom started.
So the head-hunters, after beheading people, would put the heads into shoulder bags and rush back (because of great
humidity and high heat) to the place where the ceremony would be held.
This custom brought about battles between villages and made the villagers depend more on the landlords for
protection. Thus, the landlords became more powerful.
Now I know that head-hunting is an instrument for class oppression. The custom was started by the reactionary
lowland government to protect their ruling class and their exploitation of the Hill States. The illegal military clique now
in power is no different.
But things have changed in the Hill States. Since the birth of the People’s Army 20 years ago, and as a result of the
People’s Democratic Revolution, gone is the head-hunting custom of the northern states.
Although I cannot replace my mother’s head, I am satisfied that the custom has been eliminated from our region.”

So this was what Father had abandoned us for: a fight to stamp out some barbaric practice in the alien outposts
of our country. It disturbed me beyond reason to dwell on that thought. All of a sudden it seemed to me not just
regrettable but downright wrong for him to be mixed up in the fate of strangers that should not have concerned
him.
Let them hunt heads! What business of his was it? His business was to be a father to us, his children; why else
had he given us life? An unfamiliar rush of anger brought an ache to my throat and a sting to my eyes. Was I
brought into this world to vie with headhunters for my father’s attention?
But suppose, by miracle, he were to return home to stay. What could I have offered him? I pictured him
restless, pacing the floor, or pressed against a window, staring past me, past the trees, the lawn, the lake, into a
distance that was free from home and its encumbrances. And what could I have given him then, to make up for all
his losses?
It was better not to ask these questions. It was better to remain fogbound, to try not to notice what could not be
changed—just as people could walk through the streets of our city and seem not to notice the signs of creeping
decay: treetops growing out of houses; elephant grass sprouting out of building walls; parks and gardens
overgrown with weed; beggars and sick children scavenging in the trash heaps.
These were the conditions that prevailed three years after Father had gone underground, and all the news we
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could hope for was the sporadic messages from him assuring us that he was well and praying we were the same,
or directing us on some pressing household matter. These were the conditions we had come to accept when one of
Father’s men arrived early one morning to put us on a plane bound for the border.
Arrangements for our journey had been made; palms had been greased. We had only to pack a small bag with
essentials for the trip. Everything else could be purchased later.
So complete was our obedience that we sprang out of bed and did as we were told, never even stopping to ask
the obvious questions until we were at the front door and Uncle volunteered the information, almost as an
afterthought, that Father had arranged this flight because war and bloodshed were in the wind, and he wanted us
safely in America.
“It’s only for a while, just for a while,” he kept saying. “You’ll be free in America. You’ll be out of danger. And
we’re too old to bother them. We’ll be safe here. We’ll look after things.”
When we had climbed into the waiting jeep, our aunts clung to our wrists, unable to speak. Rosie’s face looked
shrunken and shocked. Uncle was stammering: something about how we would at least get an education. Lily
finally was able to say, “Go, then; go if you must!” as if any of it were our doing.
This was our farewell to home. …
59.70 An Unanswerable Question\fn{by Daw Ohn Khin aka May Thet Su (1942-

)}

Myanmar (M) 6

Just at present things were not going well for Ko Tut. Or to put it more correctly, he was feeling pretty
miserable. One reason was that his best friend and roommate, Ko Moe Gyaw, had gone back to Rangoon a few
days ago. It wasn’t so much the parting from a long-time companion that he minded as the fact that his friend was
going back home to his own country, to where Ko Tut’s own family was. His friend Ko Moe Gyaw had been
abroad for more than four years, nearly five now, and his parents felt their son had been away from them far too
long. They kept begging him to return, and as he’d managed to save up quite a bit of money he’d gone back.
Although he’d left saying, “Don’t be too down-hearted. I’m sure I’ll come out here again,” Ko Tut knew very well
that if his friend left Burma again, it would only be to go to Singapore or Japan. It occurred to him that as the
mere mention of the country their son was in was enough to reveal how much his parents could afford, his own
parents too would most likely want to send him not just to Japan but to the USA, if they possibly could.
However, given his current situation, Ko Tut would just have to continue making his home in this country.
He’d been here just over three years and had managed to send back about 450,000 kyat to his parents. Four
months ago they had been able to buy a small Toyota, but that was all so far. His father, a government servant,
was now retired. His three younger sisters were still at school, and their only interest in life was to see which one
of them looked the prettiest. Whenever he imagined them using the nice pens or wearing the special makeup that
he sent them from time to time, he would take comfort from thinking how popular they would be at school, and
this would make him feel less tired and depressed. And then there was his mother …
*
His mother had such high hopes for her four children. Every mother wants her children to do well and to shine,
but she wanted far more than this, he thought. However, her hopes had not been fulfilled. All four children were
of just average ability, and though they did pass their final exams each year they had never once managed to land
so much as a third prize. In talking with friends, whenever the occasion arose his mother would say things like,
“My children work very hard.. They move up to the next class regularly every year. We have never known the
unhappiness of having them fail their exams. I must at least be thankful they are such good children.”
And when, at the end of the eighth standard, her daughters only managed to pass in humanities subjects (but
none on the science side), she would say,
“Humanities subjects are very suitable for girls. These days everyone is always going on about science—so
much so that there’s a shortage of people who understand the humanities. If you study languages or history or
something, then you can teach at a university. That’d make me really happy.”
Ko Tut still remembered how, when he had jokingly remarked that if official prizes were awarded to parents
for extolling the virtues of their own children, Mother would certainly get one, his middle sister, Khin Sanda
Aung, had quickly retorted,
“You aren’t envious, are you brother? If Mother didn’t speak up for us herself, I just don’t like to think what
the neighbors would say about us.”
And his eldest sister, Khin Thawda Aung, who had just moved up into the tenth standard, had chimed in,
saying,
“Yes, sure, I’d like to be a teacher at a university but not an ordinary schoolteacher, that’s too much like hard
work.”
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His youngest sister, Khin Ta-ya Aung, who was still only in the fourth standard at the time, hadn’t joined in
this exchange, but Ko Tut couldn’t help wondering what she might have to say by the time she was a little older.
*
His full name was Nay Myo Aung (Descendent of the Sun’s Victorious Race), but because he was born with a
rather red complexion he had been nicknamed Atut—“Young Ginger”—which is why he was now called Ko Tut
(Ginger). It had been his mother’s wish to give her four children such grand, “heavenly sounding” names. She
used to say,
“I have given you these names because I want you all to do better than other people. You know the saying
‘Your name determines your destiny,’ don’t you? Well, you know what you should do if you want to get a good
position and stay in it—prepare generous amounts of kya-zan noodles with sauce and offer it to monks and friends
so as to acquire merit; and if you want peace of mind and a happy life you should make offerings of the cooling
drink shwe-yin-aye.”
*
During Ko Tut’s third year at university his father had been promoted, but it was his mother who had been
beside herself with joy. She had invited five monks to the house and in addition fed a meal of kya-zan noodles to
more than a hundred friends. Father, who was usually one for a quiet life, seemed to think that she had done well
and hadn’t interfered in any way. On that occasion, thanks to his mother’s loquacity, everyone left the house well
aware that his father had been promoted. Just one or two close friends said,
“But, Daw Nwe Nwe Aung, can an offering like this of kya-zan noodles really be good enough to celebrate a
promotion?”
“Well, if you think it's not enough, tell me where else would you want to eat? I’ve never stinted in any way at
all.”
At these words of his mother’s, Ko Tut recalled how she had invited three of his father’s superiors and ten or
so close friends to the expensive Shwe-ein-daw Restaurant and gotten into debt to the tune of five thousand kyat.
Time passed and there were great changes.\fn{ A note reads: The word used in Burmese, hkit pyaung, is the one that refers to
the major changes in Burmese history. The reader will understand that here “change” refers to the present military rulers of Burma,
SLORC, who took over in 1988. Because of the pro-democracy movement, universities were mostly closed in 1988-90 .} Ko Tut finally

graduated when his father was just two years off retirement. As the eldest son, the time had come for him to think
about taking on the responsibility of supporting the family. His first idea was to get a job in his father’s office; the
salary would be a little over a thousand kyat a month. When he tried to think how he would manage to get even
this quite modest position, he quailed at the prospect; overcoming the obstacles would be like trying to find his
way out of a maze. In the meantime his contemporaries were all talking endlessly about foreign countries and
going abroad, and the talk reached Ko Tut’s house as well.
“That girl from up the road, the daughter of Ma Lon Tin—the uneducated one who can’t even spell, you know
the one I mean—went off to Singapore after passing the tenth standard and now they say she’s sending back fifty
thousand kyat a month.”
“The market woman who sells cloth, the fat talkative one, her young son went to Japan a month ago and now
they say he’s earning one lakh a month.”
“The tuition teacher? He’s not here any longer. He’s gone to work in Malaysia. He’s supposed to be doing
pretty well.”
When the ripples of these and similar reports reached his mother’s ears, her heart began to beat faster. More
followed.
“Mummy, my friend at school, Nu Nu Htway, has a beautiful folding umbrella. She says her sister sent it from
Japan.”
“Oh yes, Ta-ya’s story just reminded me. You know Moe Min U, don’t you, that fair pretty girl? She’s not poor
like she used to be. When I said how super her very nice lunch box was, she said her brother had brought it back
from Singapore.”
*
It is not clear how his mother coaxed his father into it, but about a week later he took the time to come and
have a talk with his son. What his father said didn’t particularly surprise Ko Tut as he had already wondered
himself if it mightn’t be a good idea.
“I can’t yet afford to send you to Singapore or Japan but I have made contact with a broker to get you to
Malaysia. Apparently he charges other people about 130 to 150 thousand kyat, but he said that just for me he
would get you there for seventy thousand kyat. Think it over, son. I am soon going to retire and I’ve been thinking
that I must make some provision for the family.”
Father was a senior official in a government department where one didn’t get any particularly good “extra
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allowances,” though he did quite well out of the sixty-gallon petrol allocation that went with the old car provided
for him by the office. But the elderly car was ailing, and he wasn’t able to meet all the family’s expenses as well
as pay for the frequent treatment needed by the car. Ko Tut was well aware that the family was able to keep up
appearances only through the extra money brought in on the side thanks to his mother’s eloquence.
He accepted his father’s plan, saying that he too was interested in going, and from that point the whole family
became involved in the preparations. His mother’s only pair of diamond earrings was sold off for ninety thousand
kyat to raise the seventy thousand to pay the broker. He could still remember his mother’s words when she came
back with the large pair of Russian-made imitation diamond earrings which she said were good enough to make
people think they were real.
“Now that I am getting on a bit I wanted some nice big earrings, so these are just fine. And my dearest wish
has been granted now that my son is going abroad.”
Seven or eight months after his mother had said how happy she was to be wearing paste diamonds instead of
real ones, Ko Tut had said good-bye to his family and arrived in this country. On arrival, the broker had found him
a job in a workshop, breaking up and repairing old cars. In Rangoon, after he had earned his Bachelor of Science
degree, he had spent two months learning how to weld, as he had heard people saying,
“If you know how to weld there’s plenty of jobs and good money.”
But when it came to being interviewed at the actual work-place, things went badly wrong because of his lack
of experience. The boss said he would pay him as a helper a basic rate of eighteen (Malay) dollars a day plus two
hours a day overtime.
The broker busied himself for a moment with his calculator and then said persuasively,
“That's not bad at all as you’ve only just arrived. In Burmese terms, you’ll be getting over a thousand kyat a
day.”
And so Ko Tut started work.
*
Returning from work to the house provided for him, Ko Tut wept to himself as he got into bed. All very well to
call it a house! To him it looked more like a sawed-off railway carriage which had been plunked down with its
wheels removed. The floor was barely a foot off the ground and the whole place was just one single room. About
half a yard inside the doorway was an old TV set standing on a small rickety table. Right up against the opposite
wall were three filthy bedrolls. In a corner of the room a discolored brown table fan turned slowly. And all along
the wall by the foot of the sleeping area stood a motley collection of plastic buckets and bowls, pots and pans, and
a large electric rice cooker pitted with patches of rust.
*
“Look here, Ko Tut, I know it’ll be a bit cramped in here. But at least there’s a fan and a TV and a rice cooker
ready if you want to cook for yourself,” the broker had said, trying to present the work in the best possible light.
In spite of his dismay Ko Tut had no alternative but to go along with him. The sixty-five U.S. dollars of his
own money that he had been allowed to bring with him were slowly running out, and realizing what difficulties he
might face one day in a foreign country without any income, he had to reply,
“It’s okay.”
But he knew for sure that his expression showed the resentment he was feeling inside.
Of his three roommates, two were Burmese and the third a Malaysian from Sabah. He thought that at least he
would be good friends with his fellow countrymen, but this turned out to be far from the case. The dark-skinned
one who looked like an Indian came from Arakan; he could barely manage to speak Burmese and gave only short,
unhelpful answers to Ko Tut’s questions. The other one, who said he came from Myitkyina in Upper Burma,
barely acknowledged Ko Tut’s arrival and didn’t give him so much as a smile. It seemed an icy welcome, but it
could have been worse. At least the stranger from Sabah gave Ko Tut a few necessary explanations by means of
gestures, after which he felt he could breathe more easily. They had been sharing the room for quite a few days
before he found out that none of them had any proper schooling though at work they were already far ahead of
him. They had been here for a whole year or even longer, and besides, they had done plenty of practical work
back in Burma.
Ko Tut did whatever they told him, cutting, shifting, lifting. Sometimes he lifted a weight so heavy that he felt
a sharp stab of pain in his back. The workshop was a place where old cars were repaired and renovated, so it was
impossible to avoid contact with scraps of metal, dirty car parts, pots of paint, slimy oil dregs. Whatever the
weather they had to keep busy, and in this country the rain was quite unpredictable. By the time he went to bed at
night he felt he needed to rub his body all over with the special ointments that his mother had given him.
Most depressing of all for him were the moments when he had to wash his oil-stained shirt and trousers.
Ordinary soap was quite unable to shift the thick, filthy oil and grease, and waiting to wash his clothes in the thin
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trickle of water that came from the pipe made his back ache. At the end of each day’s hard work, in the few
minutes that he had to spare, he still had to prepare what he was going to eat. His workmates usually ate outside
somewhere but he could save more money by cooking his own food, even if it was as little as five or ten kyat. Yet
in every letter home to his parents he had always written, “I’m doing fine. Don’t worry about me,” and similar
things. If he wrote and told them what he was really going through it would only make the family unhappy. He
had no wish to add a minus sign to a sum total that already came out as zero.
*
Ko Tut had read the saying “An apple a day keeps the doctor away”—meaning that if you eat plenty of
vegetables you’ll be healthy—but an apple cost a dollar or more. Since the price of an egg was fifteen to twentyfive cents and a packet of dry noodles cost only thirty to forty cents, his daily sustenance was an egg and noodles
and then again noodles with an egg. What’s more, this was easy to cook. The day after he arrived in the country
the broker had taken him to a huge and imposing shop called a supermarket. There, inside a closed glass room
labeled “cold storage,” filled with penetratingly cold air, he had seen packets of various types of vegetables laid
out all around, wrapped in transparent plastic with small labels stuck on them saying how much they cost. At the
sight of bundles of kazun leaves costing from sixty cents to one Malay dollar, according to size, and fist-size
pieces of cauliflower costing as much as one and a half to two dollars, Ko Tut decided he would eat plenty of
vegetables once he got back home again.
*
However hard and impoverished the life he was leading, the first time he had been able to send twenty-five
thousand kyat home to his parents he had wept tears of joy. After this he had thought he should try to change to a
new job because his present one was so hard. To do this would cost another fee to the broker of around 150 to 250
Malay dollars, in Burmese money six thousand to nine thousand kyat. But he couldn’t be certain that he would be
able to get a new job that would meet all his requirements, such as easier work, with less danger of being arrested
by the police, with a good-natured boss and so on. Every foreigner working abroad is totally dependent upon luck,
so for the time being, Ko Tut didn’t venture to make a change. Some eight months had passed when, one day, the
broker who had placed him in his job turned up and asked him if he would like to change to working in a
restaurant. He wouldn’t charge an extra fee, he said, and it was a job with a salary of 450 dollars a month and
board and lodging thrown in. Without further hesitation, Ko Tut gratefully set out on a new stage in his life.
*
Even though the broker was leading the way, Ko Tut remembered, he had been annoyed with himself at feeling
afraid to enter the ornate, air-conditioned restaurant with its large shining glass doors, floors carpeted in crimson,
giant urns planted with flowers. The owner was Chinese with an unusually brown complexion. Ko Tut didn’t
particularly mind that he was assigned work at the back of the restaurant; so long as he was earning his living
honestly, he felt that any job was worth doing. And it was a consolation to find among his fellow workers one who
was a graduate like himself and two other university students from Burma. All the rest of those working there
were Malaysians. He wondered if any of them had ever been to school, they were so rude and uncivilized. If there
was a napkin or a towel that had fallen on the floor, not only did they not pick it up but they would sometimes
even tread on it.
*
Many times he had to keep his spirits up with the thought that he had come here to earn money, and that whatever happened was of no matter so long as he didn’t get arrested. Though the work here was not as exhausting as
in the car workshop, washing up all the plates and cutlery used by other people left him with a feeling that his
whole body stank of food. After struggling with the smells, when it came to the time for eating the sweetish and
tasteless food that they were given he had to force himself to swallow it down. But however unpleasant his job,
once a week, on the days when they got an extra payment for cleaning out the kitchen and scrubbing down the
floors, he was able to forget his feelings of resentment.
And so the months became a year. Ko Tut’s hard work and readiness to please were noticed by the restaurant
owner and one day, when there was suddenly a person short in the front of the restaurant, he told him to go and do
the job for the time being. This was how Ko Tut’s unhappy experience began. He knew well that here in Malaysia,
on important feast days and holidays, rich people sometimes invited their employees out to a meal in a smart
restaurant. In the party of guests he was to serve there were three young Burmese of the same age as him- self,
and this sowed the seeds of his unhappiness.
*
“This restaurant is not bad. I wonder if there are any Burmese here.”
Hearing these words spoken in Burmese, Ko Moe Gyaw had warned him that if he saw any of his fellow
countrymen in a party of customers he must not greet them in any way, especially if they were of his own age. At
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the very moment he had listened to this warning, his eyes had strayed towards the speakers, and his lingering
glance seemed to have made them realize that he was Burmese.
Ko Tut was not used to being a waiter, and the fact that the party he was serving included Burmese customers
made him even more flustered. In the middle of coping with all their requests, just as he was opening a bottle of
wine, the bottle opener slipped out of his inexperienced hand. In an effort to catch it, he shot his arm forward and
in so doing knocked a glass off the table. It fell to the ground with a crash of breaking glass.
“He’s a pretty rotten waiter. These lads’ll give us Burmese a bad name,” came the unsympathetic comment.
Ko Tut hadn’t dared to look at the speaker. Were they all looking at him with contempt? Would there be
mocking expressions on their faces? His thoughts in confusion, he had muttered an apologetic, “I’m sorry,” and
collected up the bits of glass. The three short hours that he had worked as a waiter had seemed to last longer than
three eternities. He had had to pretend not to understand the sarcastic remarks of his three fellow-countrymen,
sitting round the table and behaving as if they owned the place.
“I wouldn’t want to come abroad just to work as a waiter. But in our factory now, that’s something totally
different.” one said. Another chimed in pointedly,
“If I open a restaurant when I go back to Burma, I suppose there won’t be any need to hire workers.”
Inside he had been boiling with anger, and when he got home that night, it had taken him ages to get to sleep.
Ko Moe Gyaw’s words of comfort—“Those people only dare to talk like that because they know that you can’t
retaliate. Only despicable people try to make someone more miserable when he is down. Just forget about it”—
had made things a little more bearable, but all the same he had wanted to run straight back home to his parents.
Two or three days later, on his day off, he happened to be sitting in front of the TV watching the news in
Malay.. He couldn’t understand the words but he was watching the pictures. The way they presented the news was
always interesting because it was so full of information. During the half-hour news bulletin, Ko Tut recalled, there
had been reports of at least thirty items of national and international news interspersed with pictures of the events.
As he watched, he had caught on the TV screen the mangled shapes of two corpses lying on a railway track.
For a few moments the scene was shown in close up, and amidst the blood-spattered remains, he noticed a small
book.
“Aah! That’s Saing Hti Hsaing.”
The popular Shan singer’s name burst anxiously from his lips. The news picture that had flashed before his
eyes for a few seconds had pierced deep into his brain like a rivet. Seeing Saing Hti Hsaing’s song-book made
him 90 percent certain that the two dead bodies were Burmese of his own age, two young men fond of music. His
conjecture was confirmed when he put it to his companions. Questions raced wildly through his mind.
“Could they be young men going back home with the money they had saved?”
“It looks as if they’ve been run over by the train, but surely they couldn’t have been sleeping so soundly that
they didn’t hear the train coming?”
“In that case perhaps they were robbed and then just killed and left?”
“If I’m right in thinking they’re Burmese, their parents will be expecting them, longing for their return.”
“Who will gather up their mutilated bodies and bury them?”
*
The next day, unusually, Ko Tut had gone out and bought a newspaper, eager to find out more. It was just as he
had thought. The report said that two young men in their twenties had died, knocked down by a train; to judge
from the possessions found near the bodies, they were Burmese.
“What a tragedy!” he thought, feeling utterly miserable. Ko Moe Gyaw had remarked somewhat jokingly as he
packed his bags,
“What with Burmese being arrested and being knocked down by trains, I feel quite afraid to go back.” To
which Ko Tut had replied,
“You won’t mind if I don’t come with you to the bus station tomorrow, will you?” Understandingly, Ko Moe
Gyaw had pretended not to notice and had changed the subject by making jokes about how rich their employers
were. The following day he had left before Ko Tut came back from work.
In spite of feeling homesick and unhappy, Ko Tut just went on going to work as usual; he went on plunging the
piles of dirty cups and plates left by well-fed customers into the soapy water in the dirty kitchen behind the
restaurant. That was his job, after all, and it was safe. Though he kept telling himself that he could save more
money this way, his resolve was weakening, and thinking of home made him feel he hadn’t enough courage to
continue.
*
One day he came back home from work at midday as usual for a short break and found a letter on his bed. He
picked it up and recognized his mother’s handwriting. His hand shook as he opened the letter and a newspaper
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cutting fell out. Only then did he glance over at the calendar and remember that it had been his birthday some
time ago. He opened the greetings his mother had sent him for his birthday, one that he had tried to forget because
there had been so many unhappy things on his mind. And then it came back to him that he had received a similar
letter last year as well.
To a son who is so especially mindful of his gratitude to his parents,
Maung Nay Myo Aung (Ko Tut),
temporarily in Kuala Lumpur, in Malaysia, on 18th May 1995, your birthday wishing you
health and prosperity for the next 120 years.
To our son who is caring and working for us,
in a distant land, far from his mother and father, we wish you the best of health and a long life, and may you hold your
head high.
Father U Htaik Aung, B.Sc., B.A. (retired)
Mother Daw Khin Nwe Nwe Aung, B.A.
Eldest sister Khin Thawda Aung, Burmese Third Year, Rangoon University, Hlaing Campus
Middle sister Khin Sanda Aung, passed tenth standard with a distinction in history
Youngest sister Khin Ta-ya Aung, ninth standard, passed first part

“Is that what you wish for me, Mother—to hold my head high for a hundred years?” Ko Tut wondered to
himself. “Do I have anything left to hold my head high about?”
He read the accompanying letter.
On his birthday, monks had been InvIted to the house and offered food; friends and relations had gathered and
talked of his devotion to his family till his parents glowed with pride; the little car that he had paid for was most
convenient for taking his sisters to school; and more in a similar vein.
He put the two pages of the letter on the nearby table and threw himself down on his bed. Feeling oppressed by
the heat, he pushed open the window above his head. The rain beat in. It was always raining in this country. Just
as it seemed to him that the draft of air was making him feel cooler and a little less miserable, he noticed that it
was blowing the pages of his mother’s letter about. Before he finished telling himself that the wind was strong
enough to blow it right away, a further sudden gust swept the letter down onto the concrete floor. As he made to
pick it up, the Chinaman Alin who shared the room with them walked in from having a shower and trod on the
letter. As his eye followed the newspaper cutting, now stuck underneath Alin’s wet flip-flop, he couldn’t think
what to say to the Chinaman. After all, in this country newspaper was something that one threw away once it had
been read. He tried out some words in his mind but then, as he imagined the likely response—“What’s the matter?
It’s just a piece of paper”—in a thick Chinese accent accompanied by an insolent look, he just gazed at the scene,
keeping his thoughts to himself.
Closing his eyes, he asked himself if he would manage to go on being such a devoted son—devoted enough to
be able to receive the the same sort of birthday wishes again next year? He found no answer to the question and
for a long time sleep eluded him.
251.183 Aung San\fn{by Aung San Suu Kyi (1945- )} Yangon, Yangon Region, Myanmar (F) 11
Aung San was born at Natmauk, a small township in the dry zone of central Burma, on 13 February 1915,
thirty years after the Third Anglo-Burmese War had ended the monarchy at Mandalay and brought the whole
country under British rule. The people of Natmauk had a tradition of service to the Burmese kings, and some of
Aung San’s maternal forebears had achieved high positions in government. His father, U Pha, was of solid
farming stock, unworldly, of a somewhat taciturn nature and so sparing of words that he had no success in his pro fession as a pleader (advocate) in spite of a brilliant scholastic record. Much of the burden of providing for the
family therefore fell on the mother, Daw Su, an intelligent woman of considerable energy and spirit whose uncle
U Min Yaung had led one of the earliest resistance groups against the British until he was captured and beheaded.
The memory of this fiery patriot who had refused to be a subject of the kalahs (“foreigners from the West”) was a
source of great pride and inspiration to his family and to the people of his region.
Aung San, the youngest of six children, has left an unflattering description of himself as a sickly, unwashed,
gluttonous, thoroughly unprepossessing child who was so late beginning to speak that his family feared he might
be dumb. However, according to those who knew him then, he also had certain lovable traits such as
guilelessness, scrupulous honesty, and compassion for the poor. Aung San’s family had a reputation for
intelligence and learning, but while his three brothers started their education early, he refused to go to school
“unless mother went too”.
The strong-minded Daw Su was indulgent with her youngest and allowed him to remain at home until he was
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nearly eight, when he himself decided that he was ready for school. The decision was prompted by the occasion of
an elder brother entering the local monastery for the short period of novitiate customary for all Burmese Buddhist
boys. Whether it was the attractions of monastic life or of the white “dancing pony” on which can didates for the
novitiate were paraded around the town as part of the ordination ceremonies, Aung San expressed a strong desire
to become a novice. His astute mother was quick to seize the opportunity to point out that first he would have to
learn to read and write.
Aung San immediately proved to be an outstanding student, hard-working, disciplined, and always at the top
of his class. He began his schooling at a monastery which also provided the elements of modern education and
was thus known as a lawkatat (worldly) school to distinguish it from those institutions which devoted themselves
exclusively to the traditional Buddhist teachings. However, English was not taught in the schools of Natmauk, and
Aung San was determined to emulate his brothers who had learnt this language, in those days a prerequisite for
higher education.
Thus he moved at the age of thirteen to the National School at Yenangyaung after a brief hunger strike to gain
the consent of his mother, who was reluctant to send her youngest child away from home. At Yenangyaung, Aung
San had the good fortune to be in the care of his eldest brother, Ba Win, a teacher in the school, who supervised
his education and well-being with a healthy mixture of strictness and common sense. The young boy continued to
exhibit his academic prowess and at fifteen he won a scholarship and a prize for standing first in the pre-high
school government examinations held throughout the country in the Buddhist and National Schools.
The National Schools had been founded as a result of the 1920 strike against the Rangoon University Act,
which was seen as a move to restrict higher education to a small privileged class. These schools were the crucibles
in which a political awareness of their colonial status and a desire to free themselves from it were fired in the
hearts of young Burmese.
However, the desire to free his country from foreign rule seems to have lodged itself in Aung San’s mind well
before he arrived at Yenangyaung. He has written that as a small boy he often dreamt of various methods of
rebelling against the British and driving them out, and sometimes indulged in fancies of discovering magical
means to achieve the same purpose. At the National School he began to take an interest in the speeches of political
personalities and to participate in debates. Although the style of his delivery was uninspiring, his conviction and
the thoroughness with which he prepared any subject he tackled earned him a reputation for eloquence. He also
edited the school journal, but in spite of such extra-curricular activities, he remained awkward and often lost in
thought and was considered a strange fellow by his schoolmates. In 1932 he matriculated in the “A” category with
distinctions in Burmese and Pali and went to study at Rangoon University.
The year that Aung San joined the university was the year after the Saya San uprising had been suppressed and
its leaders executed. This rebellion, which had its roots in the sufferings of the agrarian population, was played
down by the British as a mere peasants’ revolt led by a superstitious fanatic who wanted to be king. But among
the Burmese it aroused greater sympathy than might have appeared from the degree of active involvement. Even
those who did not find Saya San himself an attractive figure were stirred by the courage and nationalist spirit of
the rebels and moved to pity by the harsh reprisals taken by the government.
The Burmese had never become reconciled to foreign domination in spite of the fair measure of success
obtained by the pacification policy the British had pursued in the early years of their administration. As the
colonial government became firmly established, the superior attitudes adopted by the foreign rulers together with
their inadequate concern for the true welfare of the country began to foment the resentment of the people. The
early nationalist organizations were devoted to the preservation and purification of the Buddhist religion and
traditional Burmese culture, but as the number of modern-educated youth increased, political aspirations began to
make themselves manifest.
The Young Men’s Buddhist Association (YMBA), founded in 1906, was the first body to espouse political
causes and was the organizer of the successful strike against the Rangoon University Act. As the nationalist
movement gathered momentum, the YMBA was metamorphosed in 1920 into the General Council of Burmese
Associations (GCBA), which might be called the first national alliance. Burmese nationalism was given a
combative impulse by U Ottama, a learned Buddhist monk who roused the patriotic fervour of the nation with his
spirited agitations for the freedom of Burma. However, the impetus for a concerted independence movement was
diverted by the secession of the “Twenty-one Party” from the GCBA in 1922, followed by further splits within the
associations which finally resulted in three different factions by the end of the 1920s.
The beginning of the 1930s saw Burmese politicians, some of whom had come into prominence by defending
the Saya San rebels at the government trials, wrangling over the question of whether or not Burma should be
separated from India under the British administration. In the meantime, the days of quiescence were running out
and a younger generation of nationalists was coming on the scene who would have fewer inhibitions about using
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militant tactics.
Aung San at eighteen was a raw country lad, dour of expression and untidy of dress, quite out of place among
the dapper students of Rangoon University who rather fancied themselves the cream of Burmese youth. Moreover,
he quickly established his indifference to the disapproval and ridicule of his more sophisticated contemporaries.
At the end of a debate in English organized by the Students’ Union during his first term, Aung San rose from the
floor to support the motion which had been proposed by his elder brother, that monks should not participate in
politics. This was a case of conviction rather than of family solidarity. Aung San’s badly accented, clumsy English
and unpolished manner of delivery made his speech practically incomprehensible, raising jeers and catcalls and
causing his brother some embarrassment. However, Aung San was not to be intimidated or shouted down. He
continued until he had said all he wanted to say, interweaving his inadequate English with Pali words and phrases,
ignoring the insults and the rude interjections to stick to Burmese.
This debate set the precedent for many subsequent occasions when he would insist on having his say in
English amid the groans and abuse of the audience, and this, together with his moodiness, earned him a reputation
for being thoroughly eccentric, even mad. But Aung San was not one to let himself be deterred from any task he
set himself by fear of criticism. He recognized the importance of English in the contemporary world and worked
hard to improve his command of the language, reading voraciously, listening to others, and enlisting the help of a
close friend who had had the advantage of studying in an English medium school. In this way he achieved a
proficiency in the language unusual for one of his up-country origins and monastery school beginnings.
It is worth noting here that the motion Aung San supported in that first debate expressed one of his lasting
convictions: that monks should not participate in politics. He was to say in a speech made little more than a year
before his death that to mix religion with politics was to go against the spirit of religion itself. He appealed to the
sangha (the community of Buddhist monks) to purify Buddhism and
broadcast it to all the world so that all mankind might be able to listen to its timeless message of Love and Brotherhood
till eternity … this is the highest politics which you can do for your country and people.

Aung San, whom popular opinion has often cast in the role of a completely political animal, had a deep and
abiding interest in religion. As a student at Yenangyaung, the sorrow of his father’s death had filled him with a
desire to become a monk. Later, towards the beginning of his university career, he apparently conceived a great
admiration for an Italian Buddhist monk, U Lawkanada, and asked his mother’s permission to follow the
venerable sayadaw (holy teacher) in his missionary work. Permission was refused, but his preoccupation with
spiritual matters did not cease. Even after he had entered the world of student politics, which was to absorb him so
completely, he wrote to one of his closest friends of his “pilgrimage in quest of Truth and Perfection” and of his
conscious striving after “sincerity in thought, word and deed”. He also expressed his concern over the “spiritual
vacuum … among our youth” and the fear that
unless we brace ourselves up to withstand the tide we will soon be spiritual bankrupts par excellence.

2
Aung San’s involvement in student politics was gradual at first, then rapidly accelerated after 1935. By this
time he had started to work with such people as Nu, Hla Pe (later known at Let Ya), Rashid, Thein Pe, and Kyaw
Nyein. It was with these young men who were to become well-known figures in the Burmese in dependence
movement that Aung San wielded the student body into a political force of some reckoning. They began by
attempting to penetrate the ranks of the hitherto conformist Students’ Union, and although initially they had little
success (only Kyaw Nyein and Thein Fe were elected in the first attempt), their spirited nationalism and hard
work soon paid dividends.
The mood of the university was also shifting. Active patriotism was in the air. By the academic year 1935/6,
the group of young nationalists had captured all the major posts of the Students’ Union, and Aung San, who was
one of those elected to the executive committee, also became the editor of the union magazine.
It was the publication in the union magazine of the article “Hell Hound at Large” which indirectly helped to
trigger off the far-reaching university strike of 1936. The article was taken to be a scurrilous attack on a university
official, and the authorities demanded the name of the author from Aung San, who refused on the grounds that it
would be against journalistic ethics. This provided the administration with an excuse to serve the editor with an
expulsion notice.
As Nu had also been expelled very recently for his abrasive criticism of the principal, indignation ran high
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among the students. They decided to call a strike. It was the time of the university examinations, which made the
decision a serious one and gave it much publicity. The sympathies of the newspapers and the country were
immediately with the strikers, and this, together with their impressive organization and discipline, brought them
vividly to the attention of the older politicians, who suddenly became aware of the potency of student power.
The government was forced to consider the grievances of the strikers seriously, and the eventual outcome was
the retirement of the high-handed principal, the forming of a committee to look into the amendments the students
wanted incorporated into the University Act, and virtual concession to the less important demands.
The 1936 strike, which was an important landmark in the political development of the young nationalists,
made Aung San widely known as a student leader. His prestige grew steadily, and he progressed up the executive
posts of the Rangoon University Students’ Union as well as the All Burma Students’ Union, which had been
founded after the strike. By 1938 he had become the president of both bodies. In the meantime, having received
his B.A. degree, he had started to read for a degree in law, partly to enable him to stay on at the university. His
honesty, single-mindedness, and capacity for work won him considerable respect, albeit reluctant, but he was a
difficult personality and stood apart from his more courteous and easygoing colleagues. There was much criticism
of his moods, his untidiness, his devastating fits of silence, his equally devastating fits of loquacity, and his
altogether angular behaviour. He himself admitted that he sometimes found polite, refined people irksome and
would long to separate himself from them to live the life of a savage. But his view of savages was the romantic
one of pure, honest, healthy beings revelling in their freedom.
In 1938 Aung San left the university to become a member of the Dohbama Asi-ayone (We-Burmese
Organization), a party that had its origins in the Indo-Burmese riots of 1930. Its character was nationalist, young,
and vigorous, and its leaders were a breed apart from the older politicians who were either not bold enough, not
Burmese enough, not radical enough, or perhaps simply not young enough for the new generation of educated
youth who were passionate to dedicate themselves to the patriotic cause.
The Asi-ayone members were not universally popular; there were those who looked down on them as brash
young upstarts or feckless trouble-makers and found their use of the prefix Thakin affected and objectionable.
Thakin, which means “master”, was the term by which the British rulers expected to be, and for the most part
were, addressed by their Burmese subjects. By appropriating the title for themselves, the young “Thakins”
proclaimed the birthright of the Burmese to be their own masters and gave their names a touch of pugnacious
nationalism.
Internal friction split the organization into two, and Aung San joined the majority faction led by Thakin Kodaw
Hmaing, the “Grand Old Man of Letters and Politics”, who had originally been a patron of the Asi-ayone. It was
this faction which was also chosen by Nu, Hia Pe, Thein Pe, and two others who had not been among the student
leaders but who were to play prominent roles in Burmese politics, Than Tun and Soe. Aung San soon became the
general secretary of the Dohbama Asi-ayone and later drafted its manifesto.
During 1938/9, momentous events occurred which were collectively known as the Revolution of 1300 (the
year according to the Burmese calendar, which begins its new year in mid-April). There was the march of the
Yenangyaung petroleum workers, the march of the peasants on Rangoon to demand agrarian reforms, the student
protests in which Aung Gyaw was mortally wounded in a police baton charge, the consequent school strikes all
over the country, the communal riots between the Burmese and the Indian Muslims, the labour strikes, the
Mandalay demonstrations in which seventeen people died under police fire, and the fall of the government of
Prime Minister Ba Maw. All these combined to create a ferment of unrest such as the nation had not known and
speeded up the tempo of nationalist activities.
But even amid such stirring events, those two scourges of Burmese politics, factionalism and jealousy, began
to cast their shadow. The desire to claim the distinction for being the more effective, the most patriotic, the best,
was to seize groups and individuals and lead to recriminations and bitterness.
Aung San was one of the few considered above faction and jealousy. He had leftist leanings and was a founder
member and general secretary of a group started in 1939 which some describe as a Marxist study group and some
call the first Burmese communist cell. But Aung San was not fanatical in his belief in communism or any other
rigid ideology. He found much to attract him in the broad range of socialist theories, but his real quest was always
for ideas and tactics that would bring freedom and unity to his country.
In 1939, soon after the outbreak of the war in Europe, seeing that “Colonialism’s difficulty is Freedom’s
opportunity”, he helped to found the “Freedom Bloc”, an alliance of Ba Maw’s Sinyetha party, the Dohbama Asiayone, the students, and some individual politicians. Ba Maw was made the Anashin (literally “Lord of Power”)
and Aung San the general secretary of the bloc, which Nu has dubbed the “brainchild of Thakin Aung San”. The
message of the Freedom Bloc to the nation was that the people should support the British war effort only if they
were promised independence at the end of the war; if the British government was not prepared to make such a
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declaration, the people should oppose the war effort strenuously. The authorities responded by making large-scale
arrests of nationalists; by the end of 1940, many of the Thakin leaders and Ba Maw were in gaol. A warrant for
Aung San’s arrest was also issued, but he received a timely warning and disappeared.
3
Aung San had been contemplating the necessity for an armed struggle for some time. Yet in spite of the dreams
of his childhood, he had not always ruled out the possibility of achieving independence through constitutional
means. As a university student he had considered taking the civil service examinations and perhaps following the
example of Indian politicians, whom he admired for their educated conduct of politics as well as for their
patriotism. It has also been said that after he had become a well-known student leader he wrote to the professor of
English at Rangoon University that he was a “peaceful revolutionary”. However the tide of events in Burma
caused him to change his views. He has described his thinking in 1940 thus:
Personally though I felt that international propaganda and assistance of our cause was necessary, the main work, I
thought, must be done in Burma, which must be the mobilization of the masses for the national struggle. I had a rough
plan of my own—a country-wide mass resistance movement against British imperialism on a pro gressive scale … coextensive with international and national developments in the form of series of local and partial strikes of in dustrial and
rural workers leading to general and rent strike finally, also all forms of militant propaganda such as mass
demonstrations, and people’s marches leading finally to mass civil disobedience, also economic campaign against
British imperialism in the form of boycott of British goods leading to the mass non-payment of taxes, to be supported
by developing guerrilla action against military and civil and police outposts, lines of communications, etc., leading
finally to the complete paralysis of the British administration in Burma when we should be able along with the
developing world situation to make the final and ultimate bid for the capture of power. And I counted then upon the
coming over of the troops belonging to the British government to our side—particularly the non-British sec tions. In this
plan I also visualised the possibility of the Jap invasion of Burma—but here I had no clear vision (all of us at that time
had no clear view in this respect though some might now try to show themselves, after all the events, to have been
wiser than others.)

Aung San admitted that this was a “very grand plan of my own” which did not appeal to many of his
comrades, partly because of “our petit-bourgeois origin” which made “several of us hesitant before any decisive
action even though we might think and talk bravely”, partly because they were impatient at the idea of the
“seemingly prolonged and difficult work of arousing the masses” and partly because “most of us even though we
might talk about mass action and mass struggle were not so convinced of its efficacy”. However, Aung San
persisted in the view that it would be necessary to try to get hold of arms to enable the nationalists to carry out
guerrilla action, and finally it was decided that one of their number should go outside Burma to seek aid and
weapons.
“And as I was the only one leading an underground existence,” he wrote, “I was chosen for the task.”
In August 1940 Aung San and another Thakin, Hla Myaing (later known as Yan Aung), left Burma on the ship
Hai Lee and reached the international settlement of Kulangsu at Amoy in China. For a few months they were
stranded there, vainly trying to establish contact with the Chinese Communists. The Communist contacts did not
materialize, but they were approached by a Japanese agent and flown out to Tokyo to meet Colonel Keiji Suzuki,
an officer of the Japanese army who was to become famous as the head of the Minami Kikan, a secret
organization whose task would be to “aid Burmese independence and to close the Burma Road.”
Contact between Burmese politicians and the Japanese was not an entirely new development. Saw, who had
replaced Ba Maw as Prime Minister, was reputed to have made his fortune from Japanese funds, and Ba Maw had
also sought the aid of the Japanese for the Freedom Bloc. Yet another veteran politician and one-time minister in
the Ba Maw government, Them Maung, had visited Japan, sponsored the Japan-Burma Friendship Association,
and met Suzuki on the latter’s visit to Burma in
mid-1940. It was through this contact that the Japanese had managed to locate the two Thakins in Amoy.
The members of the Freedom Bloc were divided whether or not they should accept Japanese help, the
Communists (of whom Soe, Ba Hem, Than Tun, and Thein Fe were pre-eminent) especially opposing the idea of
co-operation with fascist Japan. Aung San however took the pragmatic view that they should accept help from any
quarter that offered it and see how the situation developed. However, as his own words indicated, he did not seem
to have thought out the consequences clearly.
In Tokyo, Aung San and Suzuki established a kind of mutual understanding, but there seemed to have been
reservations on both sides. While Suzuki respected Aung San for his honesty and patriotism, he thought that “his
political thinking was not so mature,” a not altogether unjustified criticism at that time, for Aung San himself has
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written that he and his comrades had invited the Japanese invasion
not by any pro-fascist leanings, but by our naïve blunders and petit-bourgeois timidity.

He had been apprehensive on his way to Japan, and although he was relieved to find on arrival that it was “not
so bad”, he still had misgivings. While admiring the patriotism, cleanliness, and self-denial of the Japanese
people, he objected to the “barbarity” of some of their militarist views and was somewhat shocked by their
attitude towards women.
Aung San came back to Burma in February 1941 disguised as a Chinese seaman. He brought an offer from the
Japanese which the Burmese understood to be one of arms and money to support an uprising. There would also be
military training for a select kroup of young men who would have to be smuggled out of the country. Aung San
himself did not remain long in Burma but went back to Japan with Hla Pe and three others, the vanguard of the
group that was to be known as the “Thirty Comrades”. The selection of these thirty, who were to become the core
of the Burma Independence Army, was decided partly by availability, which precluded those nationalists who
were in gaol, and partly by a desire to appease contending factions within the Thakin party, which sowed the
seeds for future dissension.
On Hainan island, where the thirty received strenuous military training, Aung San, Hla Pe, Tun Ok, and Aung
Than (later known as Setkya) were selected to specialize in high command and administration. Tun Ok, who
represented one faction of the Thakin party, was chosen as the “political leader” of the group, but it was Aung San
who emerged as the unmistakable leader not just of the Thirty Comrades but of the Burma Independence Army
when it was created. Although Aung San was slight and not particularly robust, he proved to be a soldier of great
skill and courage, able to bear much hardship. And for all the charges of “poor at human relations” which had
been levelled against him, it was he who rallied the men when their bodies and spirits flagged, showed special
concern for the youngest ones, and counselled self-restraint when feelings ran high against either camp life or the
Japanese.
For in spite of the respect and even affection that many of the young trainees conceived for some of their
instructors, the Burmese found certain Japanese attitudes highly objectionable, and friction began to develop
between the two races even before the invasion of Burma at the end of 1941.
The Burma Independence Army (BIA), a force comprising the trainees of the Hainan camp, Thai nationals of
Burmese origin, and members of the Minami Kikan, was officially launched in Bangkok in December 1941.
Suzuki was the commanding officer with the rank of general; Aung San, as chief-of-staff, was made a majorgeneral. The members of the fledgling army took an oath of loyalty, and the officers adopted valorous-sounding
Burmese names, transforming Suzuki to Moegyo (Thunderbolt) and Aung San to Teza (Fire). Others of the Thirty
Comrades who were to become well known by their new names included such men as Let Ya, Setkya, Zeya, Ne
Win, Yan Naing, and Kyaw Zaw. “Major-General Teza”, however, was to revert to the name by which he had been
known to the country as a student and Thakin leader, and it was as Bogyoke (General) Aung San that he was to be
idolized as the hero of the people.
The march of the BIA into Burma alongside the Japanese troops was an occasion of great pride and joy to the
Burmese, who felt that at last their national honour had been vindicated. But already Aung San and some of his
comrades knew that there was trouble ahead. He has left on record that while still in Bangkok he tried to arrange
for the nationalists in Burma to organize independence so that the Japanese would be confronted with the
accomplished fact. Failing that, the masses were to be mobilized and underground activities initiated to prevent
the invaders from consolidating their position.
However, Burma was in disarray and most of her politicians were in prison, so neither of the plans was
practicable and the Japanese occupied the country. The story of the Japanese oc cupation is one of disillusion,
uncertainty, and suffering. Those who had believed they were about to gain freedom from the British were
shattered to find themselves ground under the heels of their fellow Asians instead. The soldiers of Nippon, whom
many had welcomed as liberators, turned out to be worse oppressors than the unpopular British. Ugly incidents
multiplied daily, kempei (the Japanese Military Police) became a dreaded word, and people had to learn to live in
a world where disappearances, torture and forced labor conscription were part of everyday existence. n addition
there were the ravages of both Allied and Japanese bombings, the shortages of wartime, the informers, the clashes
of different temperaments and cultures, the inevitable misunderstandings between people without a common
language. There were of course Japanese who lived inccordance with the principles of justice and humanity and
who befriended the Burmese, but their positive contributions were lost beneath the welter of militrist racism.
The members of the Minami Kikan who felt honor-bound to give Burma her promised independence seemed
to have been unhappy with the way the situation had developed. Suzuki had in fact set up a central government of
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Burma with Tun Ok as the head soon after Rangoon had fallen to the Japanese in March 1942. But that
government was short-lived, for as the occupation of the country proceeded, the Japanese military administration
took over and Burma began to be treated more and more like a piece of conquered territory. The postion of the
Burma Independence Army was uncertain and unenviable Its ranks had been swelled rapidly by eager recruits
who had joined them on their march, and these new soldiers had yet to be trained and disciplined into effective
troops. Aung San had not been given command of his men; he was simply Suzuki’s senior staff officer, while
Suzuki himself seemed to have been having difficulties with the military administration over the role he and the
BIA were to play in the future of Burma. On the part of Aung San and his comrades, there was the growing
feeling that the BIA commands should be transferred to Burmese officers. Let Ya has described a dramatic scene
in which he, Aung San and several other members of the Thirty Comrades confronted Suzuki over the matter. The
outcome was Aung San’s appointed as commander-in-chief of the BIA with Let Ya as the chief-of-staff.
Aung San had no illusions, either about his position or about the plight of the country. He concentrated on
strengthening and disciplining the army, aware that the struggle for independence was far from over. He also tried
to keep the BIA away from party politics and from interfering in civil administrative matters, but he must have
known that it was already too late to keep politics out of an army that had been created with politicians at its core.
In July 1942 Suzuki left Burma and the BIA was reorganized as the Burma Defence Army with Aung San as
the commander-in-chief bearing the rank of colonel. However, there were Japanese military “advisers” attached to
the new army at every level and the actual powers of the Burmese officers were heavily circumscribed. In August,
the commander of the Japanese forces in Burma, General Iida, inaugurated the Burmese administration and Ba
Maw was appointed Chief Administrator. On the surface it seemed as if the government of Burma had passed to
her people; in fact it was the entrenchment of Japanese military rule.
4
Aung San and his comrades had suffered great physical hardship on their march with the BIA, and as malaria
and exhaustion caught up with them, many of them landed in hospital. The Rangoon General Hospital, where
Aung San and a number of his colleagues found themselves, was run by a group of dedicated doctors and nurses
trying to provide medical care against great odds. Aung San was celebrated for his stern looks and impenetrable
moods, which, together with his growing reputation as a hero, made him an object of awe to the junior nurses,
who hardly dared approach him.
He therefore came under the care of the senior staff nurse, Ma Khin Kyi, an attrac tive young woman of great
charm whose dedication to her work of healing had won the respect and affection of patients and colleagues alike.
She handled Aung San with firmness, tenderness, and good humour.
The formidable commander-in-chief was thoroughly captivated. His shyness and sense of mission had kept
him away from women, and he was straitlaced to the extent that when in Tokyo, Suzuki had offered him a woman,
presumably out of a sense of Japanese courtesy, he was deeply shocked and wondered if the older man were
trying to “demoralize” him. But Aung San knew what he wanted, and he was nothing if not straightforward. After
a brief courtship, he and Ma Khin Kyi (later known as Daw Khin Kyi) were married on 6 September 1942.
It has been said that “Daw Khin Kyi, in marrying Aung San, married not a man only but a destiny”. And Aung
San had married a woman who had not only the courage and warmth he needed in his life’s companion but also
the steadfastness and dignity to uphold his ideals after he was gone. Theirs was a successful union, and the
soldiers who had not been entirely happy at the idea of their adored young commander getting married were soon
won over. Marriage brought out the gentler traits in Aung San’s character, and he proved to be a loving husband
and father. To have by his side an understanding companion who was able to share his hard and dangerous life undoubtedly strengthened him for the momentous tasks that lay ahead.
In March 1943, Aung San was promoted to the rank of major-general and invited to Japan to be decorated by
the emperor. The delegation to Tokyo was led by Ba Maw and, beside Aung San, included two eminent Burmese
statesmen, Thein Maung and Mya. The Japanese Prime Minister, General Tojo, had already announced in January
that Burma would soon be declared an independent state, and the Burmese party came back carrying a document
that said, in Aung San’s laconic words,
that Burma would be granted independence on 1 August, 1943 and that we were to conclude certain treaties and so
forth.

He did not take it terribly seriously. On 1 August Burma was duly declared a sovereign independent nation and
a co-equal member of the Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere. Ba Maw was appointed head of state with the
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title of Adipati (Great Lord) as well as Prime Minister, while Aung San became the War Minister. The Japanese
tried various tactics to render the Burmese forces, renamed the Burma National Army (BNA), in effectual, first
scattering them around the country, then concentrating them in a few places, trying to make contact between the
War Ministry and the troops difficult. Aung San was unperturbed. He agreed to everything the Japanese
suggested, kept his own counsel, and made his plans.
It must have been around the time he came back from Tokyo that Aung San summoned a few of his army
officers, including Let Ya, Zeya, Ne Win, and Kyaw Zaw, to discuss the timing of the resistance. The officers
recommended waiting until things were better organized, and it seemed that Aung San agreed reluctantly only
after he had discussed the matter with Than Tun, who also expressed the opinion that the time was not yet ripe.
Other Communists, in particular Soc and Thein Pe, had been preaching resistance against the Japanese even
before the retreat of the British had released them from prison. With the advance of the Japanese army they had
both gone undergrQund, and Thein Pe, after a brief meeting with Aung San and Ne Win
at Shwebo, made his way to India to try to contact the British troops. By November 1943, plans for the resistance
had gone far enough for a Major Seagrim, who was hiding in the hills of Burma trying to organize a force of
irregulars, to report to India that
a certain Aung San of the Burma Defence Army was planning to turn his forces against the Japanese when opportunity
presented itself.

Meanwhile, Aung San had to allay Japanese suspicions until preparations for the resistance were completed,
but he made bold public pronouncements which told the people that their present “independence” was a
counterfeit and that the struggle for the real thing was yet to come.
Towards the end of 1942, clashes had broken out between irresponsible elements among the BIA and the
Karens, one of the main ethnic groups within the country, leading to much bloodshed and racial strife. Aung San
had always laid great importance on good relations between the different races of Burma, knowing that it was
essential for the unity of the nation. In the “Blue Print for Burma: which he had drawn up for Suzuki in 1940, he
had already stressed the need to
bridge all gulfs now existing through British machinations between the major Burmese race and the hill tribes, Arakan
and Shan State, and unite those all into one nation under the same treatment.

The conflict between the Karens and the Burmese greatly troubled him. Throughout the latter part of 1943, he,
Than Tun, and Let Ya laboured to bring about peace and understanding between the two races. Their concerted
efforts were rewarded; the Karens learnt to trust the Burmese leaders to the extent that a Karen battalion was
added to the Burmese army.
Another burning problem Aung San had to resolve was the enmity that was steadily growing between the
Communists and the socialists of the Burma Revolutionary Party. The Communist leaders were Soe (who
continued his underground existence throughout the Japanese occupation), Than Tun (who had become the
Minister for Forests and Agriculture), and Ba Hem, while Kyaw Nyein and Ba Swe were two of the most
prominent and active socialists. Aung San worked hard to bring the two sides together. Such a conciliation was
made more urgent by the fact that the political differences had seeped into the army and were threatening its
solidarity and therefore the chances for a successful resistance. Moreover, Soe had been disseminating
propaganda harmful to the BNA in the course of his anti-fascist campaign, creating much resentment within the
ranks and angering Aung San himself. After months spent in exchanging views, Aung San had a secret meeting
lasting several days in August 1944 with Soe, Than Tun, and Ba Hem. Aung San’s proposal for an anti-fascist
organization was discussed and a draft manifesto for the organization and a plan for concerted action approved.
Soon after, a meeting was arranged between the Communist leaders and members of the Burma Revolutionary
Party, at which Aung San read out a proclamation in Burmese entitled “Rise Up and Attack the Fascist Dacoits”,
officially launching the Anti-Fascist Organization (AFO). Soe was the political leader, Than Tun the generalsecretary, also in charge of liaison with the Allied forces, and Aung San the military leader. There were at the time
some younger officers in the BNA who were impatient for action and frustrated by the reticence of Aung San,
who limited his circle of conferees to a few Thakin leaders and senior army officers. The younger officers were
planning to pull off a resistance on their own. On discovering this, Aung San resolved the situation by giving them
specific roles to play within the AFO movement.
Once the internal forces were united, it only remained to see what kind of terms could be arranged with the
Allied forces before finalizing plans for the resistance. Aung San and the AFO leaders had decided to rise against
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the Japanese with or without external help but there were obvious practical advantages to be gained from cooperating with the increasingly victorious Allied forces. In the event, no clear understanding had been reached
with the British by the time the resistance started on 27 March 1945, when Burmese troops throughout the country
rose up against the Japanese.
Ten days previously, Aung San had taken part in a ceremonial parade in Rangoon at the end of which he and
his men had marched out of the capital for “manoeuvres”. Slim’s Fourteenth Army had already crossed the
Irrawaddy north of Mandalay, and Than Tun had left for Toungoo to try to rendezvous with a British army officer.
The resistance was soon in full spate. On 15 May Aung San, accompanied by a staff officer, went to meet Slim at
the latter’s headquarters. In the interview that followed, Aung San took a bold line, introducing himself as the
representative of the provisional government of Burma and demanding the status of an Allied commander. But
while trying to get the maximum concessions out of the British officer, he showed himself to be realistic, co operative, and disarmingly honest, winning Slim’s liking and respect. In the latter’s words,
the greatest impression he made on me was one of honesty. He was not free with glib assurances and he hesitated to
commit himself, but I had the idea that if he agreed to do something he would keep his word.

After the meeting between Aung San and Slim, the Burmese and the Allied troops joined in the operations
against the Japanese army, which rapidly crumbled. By 15 June, a victory parade was held in Rangoon at which
the Burmese army participated alongside the units representing British Empire and Allied forces. The resistance
against the Japanese was over. It had been the finest hour for the Burmese nationalists when ideological
differences and personal considerations had been put aside for a common cause. In August 1945 the AFO was
expanded to include organizations and individuals representing a broad spectrum of social and political interests
and renamed the Anti-Fascist People’s Freedom League (AFPFL).
5
The decision of the British to accept the offer of the AFO to fight the Japanese alongside the Allied forces had
been due to the political acumen of Lord Mountbatten, Supreme Allied Commander, South-East Asia. The
government-in-exile set up in India after the 1942 British retreat from Burma was dominated by civil servants
who had lived through times when the young nationalists had challenged their authority and disrupted their
administration. These officials of the former administration were against any form of co-operation with the
AFPFL, and during the period of military administration immediately following the British reoccupation of
Burma, they wanted to declare the AFPFL illegal and arrest Aung San as a traitor. Mountbatten, who was in a
position to be more objective, saw that to achieve a peaceful settlement in Burma it would be essential to win the
co-operation of the man the people had come to regard as their deliverer.
The British civil servant who headed the military administration and who was so out of touch with the mood of
the Burmese people was soon replaced by Major-General Hubert Rance, a professional soldier.
An immediate problem that Aung San had to resolve was the future of the Burmese army, which had been
renamed the Patriotic Burmese Forces (PBF). The difficulties of feeding and equipping the troops were becoming
acute. After the Allied victory, Aung San had agreed at a meeting with Mountbatten that those men of the PBF
who were willing should be absorbed into the Burma Army under British command. The details of this agreement
were worked out and finally settled in September 1945 at the Kandy meeting between the Allied Command and a
Burmese delegation which included Aung San, Let Ya, and Than Tun. On the way to Kandy, some members of the
delegation had met with Thein Pe during the stopover in Calcutta to discuss the question of Aung San’s future.
One view was that the coming political struggle needed him, that “he was the only man who could forge a united
front of the nationalist forces and give the leadership.”
The other view, put forward by the Communists with the exception of Thein Pe, was that Aung San should
give up politics and remain in the army because he did not possess all the qualities of a political leader, his human
relations were poor, and he was not skilful in political tactics. Let Ya, who strongly believed that Aung San was
the national leader Burma needed to unite the forces in the “final struggle”, understood the suggestion of the
Communists to mean that
they wanted to have the political field all to themselves, with Bogyoke out of the way but giving them indirect support,
when they should need it.

Aung San listened to both views and made his own decision: he would leave the army and devote himself to
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the struggle for independence on the political front.
The years 1945-47 saw the emergence of Aung San as a strong leader and an able statesman who had the
confidence as well as the love of the people, disproving beyond doubt the criticisms of those who had wanted him
to remain in the army. In May 1945 the British government had declared its future policy towards Burma in the
form of a White Paper. This provided for a period of three years direct rule by the Governor and, in due course,
elections and the restoration of a Burmese Council and Legislature, which were no more than what had been
established under the 1935 Burma Act. Only after the Council and Legislature had been restored would there be a
step forward: the drafting of a constitution by all parties which would eventually provide the basis on which
Burma would be granted dominion status. However, the hill and frontier areas would be excluded from this
arrangement unless the people of these “excluded areas” specifically expressed the desire to be amalgamated with
the rest of Burma.
The terms of the White Paper were totally unacceptable to the AFPFL, as Aung San and Than Tun made clear
to Sir Reginald Dorman-Smith, the returning Governor of Burma, even before the end of the military
administration. The leaders of the AFPFL explained that theirs was the party that represented the country and that
they should therefore be allowed to form a national provisional government to replace the military administration.
Dorman-Smith was not lacking in good intentions, but he, like many of the civil servants surrounding him, was
unable to grasp the fluid and complicated political climate of post-war Burma. He had difficulty in believing that
the AFPFL had the popular support of the country, and although he could not fail to see that Aung San was the
most important figure in Burma at the time, he seemed reluctant to accept the fact. Moreover, he was handicapped
by an understandable desire to reward those elder Burmese politicians who had remained loyal to his government
throughout the war, unable or perhaps unwilling to see that they no longer had a place in the political arena of the
new Burma. Churchill’s imperialistic refusal to consider the “liquidation of the British Empire” did not help,
while his successor, Attlee, finding it difficult to “evaluate the various trends of opinion” in Burma, was slow to
formulate a clear-cut policy.
Civil government was restored to the country in October 1945 when Dorman-Smith arrived back in Rangoon,
emphasizing that Burma’s battle for freedom was over. This, however, was not the view of Aung San and the
AFPFL, who had not dismissed the possibility of further armed conflict should the British government fail to give
them the independence they wanted on their own terms.
The first clash came over the composition of the Governor’s Council. The AFPFL insisted that seven of the
eleven seats be filled by their nominees and attached other demands which were calculated to turn the Council
into the national provisional government for which they had asked in the first place. Not unexpectedly, the British
government refused, and Dorman-Smith appointed to the Council and to the Legislature people he considered
moderates but who included some politicians seen by many Burmese as sycophants or self-seeking traitors to the
nationalist cause. In January 1946, Aung San was elected president of the AFPFL by acclaim, and he set out to
mobilize the country behind the league in its contest with the British administration.
In spite of the Kandy agreement, there were substantial numbers of PBF veterans who had not joined the
Burma Army. Aung San gathered these ex-servicemen together with new recruits to form the People’s Volunteer
Organization (PVO). The men of the PVO wore uniform, drilled openly, and although
it was officially a welfare organization engaged in reconstruction activities, its potential as the military arm of the
AFPFL made the government highly uneasy. Aung San countered the complaints of the Governor with some
finesse and produced a statement in which he laid out the aims of the PVO, including
to cooperate with and help government authorities and other organizations and the public in general in the suppression
of crimes and in the maintenance of law and order in the country.

Dorman-Smith did not know what to make of it. He was unequal to the task of handling Aung San and the
AFPFL, unable to make up his mind about the Burmese leader, oscillating between high praise and puzzled
misgivings. Aung San gave indications that he would prefer to achieve independence without resorting to an
armed struggle, which would exacerbate the already severe hardships of the people. At the same time he made it
evident that he would not refrain from violence should it be necessary for the freedom of Burma. In the large
public meetings he addressed, as well as on such emotionally charged occasions as the funeral of peasants killed
by police fire during a procession, Aung San showed himself capable of keeping the massive crowds quiet and
controlled, even while he denounced the policies of the British administration and exhorted the country to greater
exertions for the cause of independence.
Yet Dorman-Smith and his advisers were reluctant to accept that they needed Aung San’s co-operation for a
peaceful settlement and wondered if they could not set up other parties to test the power of the AFPFL. There
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were certainly politicians willing to take up the challenge, men of whom it could perhaps be said, as an English
writer said of the Governor’s Councillors, that the difference between them and the AFPFL lay not so much in
their independence policies as in the rivalry for power. Moreover, Aung San's rise to national leadership and the
great love and reverence, verging on worship, that he inspired in the people had aroused intense jealousy in some
quarters.
Just when Dorman-Smith was casting around for possible alternatives to the AFPFL and some of his advisers
were clamouring for the arrest of Aung San on the grounds of sedition, Tun Ok, who was serving on the Council,
brought an accusation of murder against Aung San. During the advance of the BIA, a village headman had been
tried by court martial on charges of pro-British activities, cruelty, and corruption, and the sentence of death had
been carried out by Aung San. Tun Ok said he had been a witness throughout the proceedings and offered to give
evidence should a trial take place.
The government was divided whether Aung San should be immediately arrested. Some British civil servants
recommended the arrest, urging that it would “clear the air”, avert a possible rebellion, and cause little trouble, as
the people would soon forget Aung San. The Inspector-General of Police demurred, pointed out that a general
pardon for war offences was under consideration, and judged that the arrest of the leader of the AFPFL and the
PVO was more likely to spark off a rebellion than to prevent one. The Commander-in-Chief Burma Command
supported the police view, expressing his opinion that Aung San was “too sensible” to start a rebellion.
In addition, there were reservations about acting on the word of Tun Ok, whose motives were suspect and who
had published a book in which he had written proudly of violent deeds he had committed during the Japanese
occupation, uncompelled by force of duty. Dorman-Smith decided to discuss Tun Ok’s charges directly with Aung
San, who accepted full responsibility, explaining that the sentence of death had been carried out in accordance
with the findings of the court martial.
The Governor was once again in a state of indecision, torn between admiration for Aung San’s honesty and
“moral courage” and the contemplation of the political advantages that might possibly be gained from putting
away on a charge of murder the man who was the chief adversary of his administration. Perhaps fortunately, the
government at Whitehall reserved the right to decide what course of action should be taken in the matter. In April
1946, while on a visit to Singapore, Dorman-Smith received a cable directing him to arrest Aung San. The
Governor flew back to Rangoon immediately to carry out the instructions. Just before the warrant could be served,
another cable arrived rescinding the order.
This episode further corroded the already uncertain authority of the administration, whose every move was
known to the AFPFL through their numerous supporters in the government departments. Word soon went out that
although the British were eager to put away Aung San, they did not dare to touch him. Dorman-Smith tried to
salvage the situation, at last admitting to London that the White Paper was unworkable and suggesting new
approaches which would be acceptable to the AFPFL.
But it was too late. In June 1946, amoebic dysentary sent the worried Governor back to England; before the
end of July, Attlee had decided to replace Dorman-Smith with Major-General Rance. It was a happy choice, for
Rance had come to know the Burmese situation well during his term as head of the military administration and
was on good terms with a number of AFPFL leaders, including Aung San. …
60.72 Parts For Sale\fn{by U Pe Myint (1949-

)}

Rakhine State, Myanmar (M) 2

Well, I must begin with the story of a woman. The woman I am referring to is my wife. My wife very often
says that she longs for another child. She also says that she wants to handle a baby in her arms and feed it at her
breast. I cannot say whether this is due to her so-called maternal instincts or to her physical nature. Actually, she
can hardly control the one who is already born to her. She is always busy preparing meals for our son, persuading
him to learn his lessons and scolding him.
Whenever she gets a spare moment, she says she longs for a child. As you know, babies do get conceived, even
if they are not wanted. In fact, it is hard not to conceive if the baby is not wanted. If it is wanted, it is easy for all
except for very few people. I have said:
“Well, if you want another one, why not bear one?”
However, she is not bold enough to give birth to another baby. Whenever she considers how to bring up the
child, she feels anxious, but she says she never feels nervous about it. She says it is the pregnancy she is afraid of.
Of course, it is no wonder she fears it. When she was with child, she felt worse than most would-be mothers. She
was always nauseated or throwing up from the beginning of the baby’s conception. She could not eat anything,
and she finally fell ill. Such a suffering filled her with panic. Our son was delivered through an operation. She will
probably decide to deliver the next child through a similar procedure. However, she also fears that treatments such
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as blood transfusion, injection and dripfeed may infect her with HIV.
So I tell her some bits about surrogacy I have come across in a magazine. She gets up suddenly and comes to
me.
“Read it to me clearly, will you?” she says.
Thus, I read her the news item from the magazine.
An infertile woman who had her diseased womb removed went together with her spouse to a specialist who
ran a high-tech baby-making service in the United States. The doctor took an egg from the woman and some
sperm from her husband. Then, he merged them. Soon a living embryo formed, and was implanted in a surrogate
mother’s womb. The embryo was nourished by her flesh and blood. In due course, the surrogate mother gave birth
to an infant which was soon collected by the infertile couple. This delights my wife and she says,
“It’ll be nice if there were such a practice in Myanmar.”
“Dream on! It’ll take US$10,000 to pay the surrogate mother, not to mention the payment to be made to the
doctor and the clinic. Why not calculate how much it is worth in Myanmar currency?”
“But, it is not likely to cost so much here,” she replies. “And from this month, I shall buy lottery tickets for
each draw. I hope I win the lottery by the time such things can be done in Myanmar.”
So saying, she goes to bed. By the time I read the magazine from cover to cover, she has already fallen into a
noisy, deep sleep. I think she may be dreaming about a surrogate mother who will bear a child for her. I really
have no idea what she is dreaming about. Here is my dream:
I have forgotten the first part of the dream. As far as I can remember, a man is taking me somewhere in a car.
The man may be the retainer or the chauffeur of a rich man. Along the route, I see skyscrapers and a network of
expressways. We pass by a splendid area full of the grand villas and estates of moneyed men. Later, we approach
the countryside. After driving through the isolated region in the sizzling sun, giant heaps of garbage come into
sight. They can be mistaken for hills when seen from a distance.
Behind the range of garbage-tips are quarters covering a vast expanse. The area is as large as a town. But there
is neither a brick house nor a wooden mansion with raised floors here, only rickety shacks and shanties with
bamboo-mats for walls, built from chunks of trash. At the edge of the miserable quarter, the car stops.
“Get out of here. Here is your quarter,” says the driver.
I open the door and step out. Then the car turns round and speeds away.
Left in a complete daze, I do nothing but gaze at the poor quarter standing in front of me. This is supposed to
be the quarter I dwell in. As I think over what the man said, my heart sinks.
“Am I really from such a quarter? If so, what am I? What country am I in? What region is the land situated in?
Is this the place I live in?”
Distressed and confused, I walk along. I seem to recognize the place. True enough, ahead of me is my home.
What I call “home” is but a car-godown of sorts. Still, I am certain it is my residence.
On entering the house, I see my wife, a dark-skinned, Afro-haired woman with protruding lips.
“When did she and I get hitched?” I immediately wonder to myself. But a dream never allows one to think too
long.
My wife is silently sitting on a couch. She is pulling a long face. I think her face is gloomier than usual.
Nevertheless, I ask her nothing. As far as I know, if I were to ask her a question, she would not give me any reply.
Or she would tell me things I can do nothing about, and we would have rows with each other. Having decided to
be all ears only when she speaks to me first, I go and sit by the spot where my son is lying. He is not quite well.
My wife gloomily looks at me and rises to come near me. She is now heavy with child. She is only seven months
pregnant, but is unusually heavy.
It was not me who got her pregnant. Actually, she has had seventeen pregnancies, but of the seventeen babies
that were born, only two belong to us. The others belong to the commissioning couples who got her to surrogate
for them. We have been married for nearly twenty years, and she has earned money throughout her married life
leasing her womb and bearing children for others. She has had one pregnancy after another.
At the beginning, the job was profitable. The commissioning parents paid my wife the fees for her nine-month
pregnancy during which the embryo was nourished and all the organs formed. Besides the payment, they provided
her with food and medicine for her health as well as presents of refreshing snacks. Soon, we gained not only merit
for our work but also sufficient food. The delicacies and fruit given to my wife were so plentiful that I always ate
my fill. The commissioning mothers of those days were infertile due to their ill health and could not help but rely
on others, but they themselves were mothers-to-be with strong maternal instincts.
Some time later, the practice began to gain popularity. Now, there are a lot of women who want children but on
the other hand do not like experiencing pregnancy. Some fear it will leave scars on their bellies. Some are afraid
of feeling acute pain during delivery. Some do not want to lose their waistlines. There are also plenty of women
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who cannot spare the nine months or so carrying the embryo in their own wombs. Well, they are made of money.
They are city-dwellers who live in large mansions.
These people tend to get women such as my better half to go through pregnancy on their behalf. The number of
surrogate mothers gradually increased. Eventually, all the wives of the poor inmates in our quarter lived off the
earnings from surrogacy on behalf of the wives of the moneybags living in town.
Then there are the so-called brokerage or surrogacy agencies who cheat and exploit the two sides. All the
surrogate mothers have fallen into the hands of the agents. They are under contract to the agencies which set rules
they have to abide by or risk a large fine. My wife has had two miscarriages. In both cases, she was charged with
neglecting instructions from the clinics run by the agencies, and the court fined her a large sum of money. She
paid the money she owed through working as a surrogate mother to four more babies. How can we get out of the
circle of hardship?
*
My wife sits down at my elbow. Her face appears strangely fearsome. I sense the words she will soon utter will
make me panic. Trying to keep cool, I pretend not to notice her readiness to speak. I turn my face away. I do
nothing but stare at my son in sadness.
We can only support two children; my son is the only surviving child of the two. He has been terribly unfortunate. I wonder why this happened. We have no chance of making our living in another way. We have no choice
but to do this job. We have neither the skill nor knowledge needed to take up another job.
We had to use our son to earn money. One of his kidneys is missing because last year, we had it removed and
sold. It fetched us a handsome amount of money. We sold it to a rich man’s son of our son’s age who was suffering from kidney disease. I cannot say how the rich man’s son is at present. As for my son, he has been in a poor
condition since the deal. He looks swollen and bloated.
Nevertheless, he never blames us. He himself had set his heart on selling one of his kidneys. We sold it in the
hope of covering his school expenses for three or four years. Only when he gets a good education will he be able
to escape the life of the underprivileged. Is it not true that the removal of one kidney makes no difference? There
are quite a few people, children and grownups, who can live without one of their kidneys. In fact, there are very
few in our quarter living with their organs intact. We may have been born to provide spare parts for the rich in
town. Some people have removed everything that was in demand and made a sale. Now, they have almost nothing
left.
I take a look at myself. The cornea in my left eyeball has been replaced with a plastic fake. Part of my lung is
missing. One kidney is gone. A lobe of my liver has been removed and sold. I have sold blood and bone marrow
countless times. We are the people who cut off our own flesh to save another’s life.
“Look here!”
Reluctantly, I turn round and face her.
“I am in no mood to break the news. I am hesitant about it. I feel sorry for you. But we have got to do something to save our son as soon as possible.”
Of course, the men from the clinic should have examined my son thoroughly before his kidney was sold. Had
we learnt that one of his kidneys was not in good condition, we would not have sold the other. Such a sale is
illegal. We do not have enough money for his medical expenses and we have made up our mind to make money in
any way. There is little chance of curing his disease in the conventional way. He must have the diseased kidney
replaced. But we will be hard-pressed to pay for the new organ.
Either my wife or I must have something removed and sold.
“Emmm.”
Seeing me heave a sigh, she looks more miserable. However, she continues telling me her plans. She is now as
hard as nails.
“This morning, an agent from the hospital called at our house. He said that he knows of a woman who wishes
to undergo surgery so that she can become a man. She needs a penis. According to the computer data, you are top
on the list of the men whose genes are similar to hers. This piece of information makes the would-be recipient
keen on buying your body part even though she herself has not seen it. He said she was ready to pay a high price
for it. He added that the sum would be enough to cure our son of the disease and even to rebuild our house. The
agent guaranteed the deal. They want you to accept the offer without delay. He warned that women like his client
tend to change their minds easily. He explained that the deal would fall through if that happens. He suggested
letting him know by tomorrow. If you agree, they will pay for it next week and on the very day the thing will be
removed and taken away.”
On hearing this, I am clammy with sweat. I am panic-stricken to see my wife coldly talking about this. Realizing that she appreciates nothing on earth, I lose my temper. As I suddenly rise in anger, I feel a bump on my head.
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*
“Oh, no.”
I wake up as I bump against the edge of the bedside table.
O my Lord! It was a nightmare. I am aware of it and feel quite relieved. Yet, I am still a bundle of nerves.
My head hurts. Wiping off my sweat, I switch on the light.
My better half is fast asleep beside me. She is my genuine wife. She is not the dark-skinned, Afro-haired
woman in the dream. While my face is clammy with sweat, my wife is in a peaceful slumber, showing the natural
beauty of her body in repose. Her face seems to be wearing a smile. I wonder whether she is praying to the
guardi-an god for a gift of a son.
Emmm, I am still a bundle of nerves, I get up to drink a glass of water. I switch off the light. I count sheep: one
… two … three … four … and so on, until finally I fall asleep.
145.52 Hard Labour\fn{by Ataram (c.1950?-

)}

Myanmar (F) 2

“And how would you advise the patient?” our teacher was asking.
“We would tell her to come back to the hospital if the bleeding started again and to take things easy; and not to
lift anything heavy.”
“I ask you! You mean you would tell her to take it easy, when she has five children, nobody to take her place,
and makes a living selling mohinga?”\fn{The national dish of Burma, often eaten by workers and students on their way to job or
school, and consisting of rice vermicelli in a fish soup, bowls of which are sold at roadside stalls, or by vendors who carry their cooking
apparatus on a bamboo pole slung over their shoulder.}

“Well, at least to rest as much as possible.”
It was a long time since we had read our textbooks and we couldn’t remember the specific problems associated
with the patient’s illness, so we were just trying to bluff our way through by drawing on our general knowledge.
“No, no, no,” our teacher protested. “What advice should you really give? She has been pregnant seven times,
borne five children, and lost this before with her previous pregnancies: What should she do for the future?”
We fell silent. Everything we had ever learned from our books seemed to have scattered from our heads,
leaving us incapable of thought. Surely we had already suggested all the treatments we knew of.
“Sterilization, of course,” said the teacher. “Shouldn’t you suggest sterilization?” She turned to the patient.
“Now, Daw Khin May U, the students think that if you get pregnant again, you may have another hemorrhage
after giving birth. After all, you already have five children. They are asking if you want to be sterilized.”
“Yes, yes! I’ll put in my application.”
When we had heard the word on our teacher’s lips, we had laughed somewhat shamefacedly at not having
thought of this simple solution; but when we heard the patient’s eager reply, we couldn’t help letting out a gasp of
surprise. There wasn’t anything to be surprised about and yet we were still surprised. Ever since we had come to
the hospital, sterilization was a word we had become used to hearing bandied about quite openly. When we filled
out the medical history forms, starting with the usual question, “Why have you come to the hospital?” quite a
considerable number of women answered. “to be sterilized.” Some would say it quite boldly, others as if ashamed,
and still others with tired resignation.
So it wasn’t an unexpected response: it was an obvious answer for patients like this one to have given,
considering their standard of living, their lack of basic education, and their brood of children, one coming on top
of another, the mother, all the while in a precarious state of health with any number of gynecological problems,
and on top of all this the worrying prospect of our having go give the advice ourselves. it was not, we found, so
easy to utter it.
“My dear, with that weak heart of yours, you’ll get exhausted if you keep walking about. Come and lie down.
The doctors would like to ask you some questions.”
Her name was Myint Myint U, she said. She was forty years old, with rheumatic heart disease: the valves on
the left side of the heart had failed under the strain, she was pregnant and clearly exhausted.
“Myint Myint U, how many pregnancies have you had?” we asked.
“Ten.”
We were all amazed—here was a woman of forty with nine children and one on the way.
“At seventeen.”\fn{A question about her age at the time of an earlier pregnancy has fallen out of the text. }
“And [are] all the children alive?”
“I had two miscarriages and one died in a car accident when he was seven.” A tear rolled down her cheek and
her breathing quickened.
“Don't cry, my dear. You mustn’t cry, because if you do, it will make you more tired.”
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“I had to leave my two youngest behind, alone, at the house next door. And I won’t able to leave them anything
to eat, because I was too ill to sell my fried food at the market before I came to the hospital.”
“Myint Myint U, when did you first learn that you had heart disease?”
“I’ve known at each other in shock: incredible!”\fn{ So the text.}
“And when all the other children were born, didn’t you have any trouble? Were the deliveries normal, or did
you have any cesareans or forceps?”
“No. They were all just normal. But I did feel tired—terribly, terribly tired.”
So ill, and so many children—and yet she had managed to give birth to them all without assistance. It was a
form of courage. And yet, I couldn’t help thinking, it was not a courage born of understanding; for this woman
[was] undereducated; and [considering] its consequences, not to mention its effect on the fetus, such courage was
born of ignorance.
Hadn’t one health [worker]\fn{The text of the first part of this sentence reads: Hadn’t one health is, suggested the by now quite
advice that is,} suggested the by now quite standard remedy of sterilization? Shouldn’t they have demonstrated a
little courage, as opposed to negligence, when they had attended her during her births?
“And you had all the children at home by yourself, with just a midwife, did you?” I phrased the question
deliberately, being certain of her answer.
“No. They were all born in hospital.”
For the second time that day we were all shocked. The hospital Myint Myint U mentioned was a special one, in
special surroundings. Nevertheless, even though she had been treated in a reputable hospital, it was still possible
that she had been attended by untrained personnel.
“Who helped you with the births?”
“Why, the doctors, of course,” she replied.
“And they didn’t tell you to apply for a sterilization after your second or third child?”
“No. I didn’t even know that I could. If I’d known that I was going to suffer so much I would have done it. But
please, let me go home now. The two little ones are all alone.”
Our gasps of concern drowned out her small, sad voice.
“But what about your husband? Where is he?” we asked.
“He was killed at the front.”\fn{ A note reads: Although not explicitly stated, it is clear to the reader that it is a hospital for
military families.}
“Oh!”
Those of us who considered ourselves quite knowledgeable, and who had intended to prescribe the previously
unmentioned treatment of “sterilization,” now realized it was too late, too late much too late, for us to be using
this word now. We knew that for this woman with her wretched life and pain, it would be forever too late. So, out
of our concern an embarrassment, the word we had always been reluctant to utter remained unspoken.
“It seems you have just had an operation,” I asked another patient.
“An ectopic pregnancy.\fn{In which the fetus gestates elsewhere than in the uterus. } It was in my gut!” she replied
It was Monday morning and I was examining the new patients who had been admitted in the course of the
weekend. Leafing through her medical notes, I saw the pregnancy had been in one of her ovaries.
“How many children do you have?” I asked.
“Four. And during my first pregnancy, and again during my third, our house burned down. Twice I had to run
to escape the flames, and twice we lost everything, all at once. After the first fire, we lived in a small lean-to in
Kamayut.\fn{A district in central Rangoon.} A year after the second fire, we bought a plot of land in Hlaing-theya\fn{The largest and poorest of the new towns outside Rangoon into which may squatters have been moved by the authorities since
1989.} where my husband, who’s a master carpenter, built us a small hut. Once I fell into the water, while I was
carrying the little one under my arm—we were lucky not to drown, both of us. And this time too, I’m lucky not to
have died. The doctor said I was just in time. They operated on me straight away.”
According to her notes, her fallopian tube and an ovary on one side had been removed. There was every
possibility of another normal pregnancy, or indeed another ectopic one. With four children, her home burned to
the ground twice, surely she herself had no interest in becoming pregnant again? I decided then that this time at
least I would utter that word that had so far refused to trip off my tongue. For her, unlike the others, it wasn’t yet
too late.
“Now look, Mrs—” .
“Yes?”
“Well … you see—that time you nearly drowned?” Once more I found myself recoiling from using the word.
“Yes; when I fell in the water, I went right to the bottom and I thought I was dead, I was holding my baby in
one arm and it must just have been luck that brought us back up. We can’t have been destined for death just yet.
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When I resurfaced, I grabbed hold of the wooden edge of the ferryboat and clung to the little one and we were
both all right.”
“Why did you fall in?”
“The sampan overturned. It was bound to happen. The people who were rowing it hadn’t a clue what the job
involved.”\fn{I.e., they were not skilled ferrymen but were doing it simply to make a living. }
Her answer, about their not knowing what was involved, reminded me of the ready reply of Daw Khin May U
who had said,
“Yes, I want to be sterilized.”
Had she known what being sterilized involved? Or was she motivated merely by her hunger? And I thought
about Myint Myint U, who had stolen out of the hospital without permission, more worried about her hungry
children at home than about he baby she was carrying.
“Are you thinking of having any more children?” I asked.
My earlier determination to mention the word was already evaporating even though I already knew in advance
that her answer would be no.\fn{At the time this set of stories was published (1998) sterilization was illegal in Burma. }
145.48 The Children Who Play In The Back Alleyways\fn{by San San Nwet (c.1950?-

)}

Myanmar (F) 2

On evening when the electricity goes off in our neighborhood, the streets are usually full of people. Our homes
are cramped and the lack of light inside encourages us to seek out the early evening breeze on the street where
there is more space and light.
When power cuts occur on moonlit nights, nervous types like myself breathe a little easier, the sound of the
children’s laughter seems louder and more vivacious, and the teenagers strum softly at their guitars. Playing not
only the latest hits but also the old familiar tunes that tend to linger sweetly in the air, lifting the heart, yet
bringing sad thoughts.
The noise of the young children running here and there, chanting in shrill voices, often disturbs me, though,.
and I have to shout angrily at them to drive them away. But they just move on somewhere else and carry on their
laughing and playing, noisily arguing, never tiring of devising endless games. I guess I’m glad the scamps can
play so happily, yet at the same time I get a little anxious. The scrub and long grass where they run around playing
hide and seek is full of vipers and scorpions, and the spot just behind our row of little houses is a favorite with
mongooses.
The children of our neighborhood are quite familiar with mongooses but all the same it could be nasty if they
stepped on one in the dark. Even though mongooses don’t usually attack people they will react violently to being
touched, biting back if they are hurt. They say mongoose bites are hard to heal. Only last year a child who had
been bitten by one died before reaching the hospital. And children have such short memories, don’t they? They
are heedless and quickly forget things that have happened to them. They haven’t learned to feel fear.
Almost all the kids from our neighborhood, including my two, are little devils. They decide for themselves that
their homework needn’t be done properly and they just fool around, getting up to whatever mischief beckons. We
parents, at our wits’ end, have given up trying to do anything about it.
Tonight, I see the kids playing recklessly. They could easily come to harm the dim, yellow streetlights and the
faint twilight make the main road treacherous, with its passing cyclists and sidecars playing for hire; and in the
back alleys and on the patches of waste ground there could be scorpions and snakes.
But wait a minute!
Suddenly I remember: isn’t there somewhere just up the road where they could play to their heart’s content?
Isn’t there a seesaw, some swings, green grass, and beds of colorful flowers, just about to bloom, and benches,
with fresh paint just about dry by now? They would play on the swings, singing the old nursery rhyme:
Seesaw, sit on the plank,
One foot up, one foot down
Show me the way to Rangoon Town.

Here they could shout, let off steam, and make as much noise as they liked. Leaving the shade of an almond
tree, I emerge into the dappled moonlight onto the tarmac road and look around in search of the children.
“Hi, Ko Zay! Hi, Johnny!” I call out.
The people nearby look up to see why I’m raising my voice, but I take no notice.
“Boys, come back, bring your friends, all of you come over here.”
With a patter of feet the children come running at top speed and gather around me, panting for breath. My
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youngest son, Moonface, throws his arms around my waist.
“What have you got for us to eat, Mommy?” he asks.
“Always looking for food,” I reply. “No, I called you because I want have you playing in the back streets in the
dark. Come on, all of you, we’ll go to the park at the end of the road. There’s much more space up there. Come
on, I’ll take you.”
“Oh, but Mommy!” he protests. His little arms round my waist loosen.
“I’m afraid to go.” The tremulous words come from a little one in the group.
“I’m not afraid, but I did see something,” says one of the older boys, Ko Zay.
“What are you saying: afraid of what?”
“Oh, Mommy, you know. It’s … it’s Ko Chan Aye! He was a very good friend of ours.”
“Yes, Aunty!” says another. “He always helped us when we were flying our kites. When that big boy was with
us no one dared to try to beat us. Our group was the champion at kite flying in our neighborhood.”
“Chan Aye used to fly kites and do his schoolwork too, and if he ever went into a tea shop it was only just for
moment.”
“And Aunty, he died in a moment too. I can just see him now.”
As their voices clamor, one after another, I, too, imagine that I can see the boy: his friends are carrying the
lifeless body out from the tea shop. But Chan Aye is no more. And the tea shop has gone too. And along with the
tea shop, the nearby Arakan noodle stalls and the betel and cigarette sellers have vanished. The said the itinerant
sellers, with their stalls scattered in a makeshift manner here and there, were spoiling the neighborhood’s tidy
aspect, and so they made them clear out. And all that remains is this area of leveled ground, which they’ve turned
into a children’s playground, an expanse of green grass with seesaws and swing, and neat beds of colorful flowers.
“It’s the best place for you to play. What’s wrong with it? Come on, let’s go.”
“I’m afraid to go.” It’s the same little boy as before.
“What are you afraid of, silly?” I scold.
“I’m not afraid, but I can see him there.” It’s the older boy again.
“What do you mean, ‘see him’? You mean you’re imagining his ghost?”\fn{ A note here reads: On the day fixed for a
person’s funeral, monks are invited to the deceased’s house where they will preach a sermon to the assembled company. As many monks are
invited as the family can afford to offer alms to. The alms may be in the form of a lavish meal, or robes and other necessities, or both.
Burmese Buddhists believe that offering alms to monks brings merit to the donor, and they also believe that people can share merit they
have acquired with a deceased person by uttering the word ahmya, ahmya (an equal share). The more merit a person has at the time of his
death and in the seven days that follow, the better his chance of a good rebirth. If he has too little merit, he is likely to be reborn as a ghost
or as an animal.}

The children are quiet. Taking advantage of their silence, I begin to lecture them in true adult fashion: have
they ever seen a ghost? I, for one, never have. There aren’t any ghosts. Ghosts simply don’t exist.
“Oh, but Aunty, that’s only because when people die, the family makes lots of offerings to the monks so that
the dead person doesn’t end up as a ghost. Ko Chan Aye’s family was too poor.”
“Stop that! Don’t talk nonsense. There absolutely are no ghosts. If you don’t believe me, just go and play there
every evening. Come on now, I’ll take you there.”
“No way!”
“That’s enough now. You’re just being stubborn. In his age of modem science there’s no need to be afraid of
ghosts.”
“But Aunty, scientific ghosts are more frightening, we’ve seen them in video movies.”
“All you kids ever do is watch those videos!”
“I don’t feel like playing any more,” one of the children says. “I can see Ko Chan Aye right now, with his
bright red shirt.”
“But he was wearing a white shirt.”
“No. It was red!”
“Stop arguing it’s already half past nine.”
The children scamper off to their homes and I walk home too, my heart heavy, I can’t help wondering what
more can be done to persuade those children to use that playground. I wish I wasn’t such a born worrier.
Somehow I must get them to put all these notions out of their heads.
And somehow I know it will fall to me alone to do it for, as a writer and mother, I guess I’m the only one
around here that can exorcise these particular ghosts.
193.37 The Green Armchair\fn{by Minfong Ho (1951-
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That it was heavy she could tell immediately from the way it was being dragged across the bed of the pickup
truck, the thick canvas around it scraping against the metal as it moved. But that it was also valuable she surmised
only a moment later, when the young man pushed his shoulder against it, then stopped. With one good shove, he
might have pushed it right over the side of the truck, but no—he dismissed this option with an impatient toss of
his head and instead jumped off the truck.
The young man strode across the pavement so quickly that Sopeap didn’t have time to click off the Sim City
game she had been playing. As he opened the storefront door, a rush of cold air blew in with him, swirling eddies
of sawdust and wood chips around in the big room.
“Hi, could you give me a hand with that thing?” he called. His voice, like the gust of fresh air, was so vibrant it
startled her.
She stared at him.
“Thomas,” she thought. It was the boy who sat three rows in front of her in algebra class, next to the window,
the morning sun catching the glints from his blazing red curls, so that his head looked like it was on fire. “Thomas
Ramsey” For an awful moment she thought she had said his name out loud, but then realized it had only been in
her mind. Sopeap forced a smile.
“Sure,” she said, pleasantly surprised by how casual, how American, she sounded. “Be right with you.”
“Hey, aren’t you in my history class?” he asked.
“Algebra,” she said quietly. At least he recognized her. She had long since noticed him, intrigued by the aloof,
easy banter he carried on with his classmates, as if he were looking at them from the wrong end of a telescope. A
bit of a loner, and liking it that way.
“Sort of like me,” she had sometimes thought, clutching onto her solitude as tightly as she held her textbooks,
as she walked behind him after class.
“Algebra, history, whatever,” he said, laughing.
“What’s that?” Another long stride, and he was next to her, peer- ing into the computer monitor.
“Phnom Penh,” she said silently, wondering if he would even know that that was the name of the city where
she had grown up, been forced to evacuate, and left behind forever. A fantasy Phnom Penh, of course, but she had
drawn in the main roads of the city as she had remembered them, and the river running through it.
“Hey cool,” he said. “You put ballparks in the industrial zone!”
“Something the Communist regime in Cambodia would never have done,” Sopeap thought, but she wasn’t sure
she could say it glibly enough, so she just kept quiet.
“Did you use any cheats?”
“Never,” Sopeap said. “And it’s not a pirated copy, either.” Tom laughed.
“Hey, no offense,” he said. “I’m not much good at the game, so I use cheats when I can. Any chance you could
burn me a copy of the CD?” Sopeap hesitated.
“I could try, but … but it’s probably protected by … you know …”
“Sure. … copyrights. They’re getting so damn uptight about that.” He leaned on the table and peered into her
monitor. “How big is your city?” he asked.
Instinctively, she drew away and got up. Too close too quickly, he had invaded the invisible bubble that
protected her, that not even her own family would have intruded into.
“What was it you wanted help with?” she asked, nodding at the pickup truck outside the door.
“Oh yeah, right.” He led the way out to the sidewalk, while she quickly saved her game and minimized it on
the monitor. Once outside, Sopeap realized that it would take patience rather than just brute strength to move that
huge bundle off the truck. Thomas was adamant that it be handled very carefully, even delicately.
“Don’t drop it,” he said. “It’s fragile.” Carefully she helped nudge it onto Tom's shoulders, steadying it as he
slowly set it down onto the sidewalk.
“What is it?” she asked.
“An armchair,” he said.
“Arm-chair,” she repeated silently. Did that mean a chair for an arm, or a chair made of arms, or maybe a chair
with four legs that were shaped like arms? She held open the heavy glass door as he pushed the bulky thing
through. The words SADOWSKY’S FURNITURE REPAIR were still painted on it in ornate black lettering, even
though Sopeap’s father had said many times that he intended to replace it with THE GREAT ANGKOR REPAIR
CENTER. It wasn’t until they had wrestled the bundle to the middle of the room and peeled the canvas sheet from
it that Sopeap saw what an armchair was.
“Arm,” she said, touching one of the wooden armrests on it. “Arm-chair.” Of course, it was a chair with arms.
Old but sturdy, it had obviously been used for a long time. The leather was cracked and worn thin in places. The
brass tacks holding the leather in place were rusty, and its wooden legs were chipped. But the wooden structure of
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the chair itself was still solid.
“It belonged to my granddad,” Tom said. “He’d sit in it every night reading the newspaper, for as long as I can
remember.”
“You want it … redone?” Sopeap asked. “For him?”
“Yeah … but not for him. He died last year.”
He started talking so quickly now that Sopeap could catch only about half the words. Something about a pair
(as in a couple, or a fruit?), and leather, and a long word that cropped up again and again: apple stories? She tried
to remember the sound, so that she could try looking it up in her English-Khmer dictionary, but she knew from
past experience that unless she could get it down in writing, she probably wouldn’t be able to find it, even with a
spell checker. Finally he stopped and looked at her questioningly.
“Think you could do all that?” he asked.
She took a deep breath.
“No problem,” she said. She had long since discovered that it was easier to promise people anything they
wanted first, and only afterward figure out what it was, and then do it. That was one of the ways her father’s
furniture repair store had survived at all. Thomas flashed her a bright smile, the kind that people selling toothpaste
on TV had, with such absolute confidence in the shiny symmetry of their teeth that they didn’t have to think about
them.
“Great,” he said. “And could you have it done by Christmas?”
Christmas was less than two months away.
“Whatever it is he wants done to that chair,” Sopeap thought, “we can do it by then.” She nodded.
“And … could you give me an estimate of how much it would cost?”
She caught the familiar “how much” amid the swirl of other sounds, and smiled. Now she could start figuring
out what he wanted.
“Let’s work on a breakdown,” she said smoothly, “a breakdown of the costs.”
She liked compound words like breakdown and armchair; words that had an inner logic to them. It made them
easy to remember. She pulled out a pad and wrote on it: 12/25.
“Christmas,” she noted, then nonchalantly handed Tom the pencil.
“Write down,” she said, “what you want for your armchair.”
“But …”
“But I just told you,” he probably started to say, but restrained himself Instead, he started writing down a list of
things, obligingly reading each word aloud as he wrote it.
“One: replace stuffing. Two: replace upholstery.” So it wasn’t “apple story,” she noted.
“Three: repair and polish wood.”
*
As Tom was writing, Sopeap’s father came through the swinging door, wiping his hands on a paint-splattered
rag. He smelled of turpentine, and his hair was ruffled, sticking up in tufts. Thomas looked up at him and blinked.
For the first time, Sopeap wished her father were somehow different-not as messy or casual. She tried to imagine
him in a coat and tie, hair neatly slicked back, and couldn’t.
“What does he want?” Duoc Phan asked, his Cambodian sounding throaty and guttural.
“To make the chair look new,” Sopeap said, half guessing.
Mr. Phan cast an experienced eye on it.
“The leather’s all cracked. Does he want new leather?” Sopeap looked over Tom’s shoulder at the yellow pad
and saw with relief that his handwriting was clear and precise. “U-p-h-o-l-s-t-e-r-y,” she memorized silently, and
flipped open her dictionary. Yep, it meant what she thought it did: the covering for furniture.
“Yes,” she told her father, “he wants it replaced.”
“It’s not easy to get green leather,” Mr. Phan said. “And such an ugly color. Why not use brown, or black?”
“You want another color?” Sopeap asked Tom hopefully.
Thomas shook his head, his red curls bobbing like tiny springs. Mr. Phan understood the gesture, and
disapproved.
“That’ll take a lot more time,” he said. “Three months, at least.”
Sopeap dutifully translated this. Tom’s curls stopped bouncing. His smile faded.
“But you said you could have it by Christmas,” he said.
“Replacing the leather,” Sopeap said, “it takes much work.”
His eyes were dark green, like prize jade.
“The idea was to give it to my dad for a Christmas present,” he said gruffiy. “He misses Granddad even more
than I do.”
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“Tell him it’d be cheaper to buy another chair,” Phan said.
“It’s special—this chair,” Tom said, as if he understood Khmer. “Been in the family for … forever. I thought
having it there, all new for Christmas, would be almost like having Granddad around still.”
Awkwardly, Tom poked at the outline of a spring that was jutting out from underneath the leather.
“All right, Christmas,” Sopeap said. “Even if I have to spend hours helping Pa with it myself,” she vowed.
And it was as if the sun had suddenly come out again, the bright smile aglow beneath that red haze.
“Hey, thanks!” he said. “It means a lot to me. Really!” With an impulsive tug, he grabbed Mr. Phan’s hand and
squeezed it. Quickly, Sopeap put her hands behind her back in case Tom should reach out for hers too. But he only
smiled at her, stroking the top of the chair, running his hand lightly back and forth over the cracked leather.
“Right by the fireplace, this armchair used to be. Nobody was allowed to use it, but he’d let me sit in his lap.”
*
Those words stayed with Sopeap and ran through her mind whenever she helped her father work on that chair.
She imagined Thomas as a little boy, his jade-green eyes the same shade as the leather as he nestled in his
grandfather’s lap, listening to the rustling of the newspaper. As Sopeap carefully pried off each brass tack, careful
not to rip the worn leather underneath so that her father could use it for a pattern later, she found herself
wondering if the armchair used to sit under a standing lamp, and what the rest of the house was like.
By the time she and her father had pulled off the leather, uncovering the cushion of horsehair and coiled
springs underneath, she had developed a vivid image not only of a little Thomas, his hair catching the glint of the
flames in the fireplace, but of the whole household, of how every chair and table and lamp had its own permanent
place in a big old house that was so deeply comforting because nothing ever changed in it.
At the same time, she suppressed memories of her own house back in Cambodia, how abruptly it had been
abandoned, clothes strewn on the floor, chairs overturned, books and photographs scattered everywhere in their
haste to pack up the essentials and leave. They had been able to take so little with them—some bags of rice, some
clothes, a few pieces of jewelry—but even that had either been used up during the harsh years of Communist rule
or bartered away in the refugee camps on the Thai-Cambodian border afterward. Against all odds, they still had
each other, a semblance of a family—and they had counted themselves incredibly lucky to have survived, found
each other, and made it to America.
The thought that they might have carried out a big armchair with them, into this new life, would have been
unthinkable, even ludicrous. Despite herself, Sopeap smiled at the image of an armchair like this one, being
carried on her back, into the desolation of the refugee camps.
“What’s so funny?”
Startled, Sopeap looked up at the figure who had slipped in through the doorway. It was Tom, silhouetted
against the orange glow of the street light.
“Just thought I’d drop in, to see how it was going,” he explained, stepping into the room uncertainly. “I mean,
Christmas is coming up, and—”
“And you think your armchair’s not going to be ready,” Sopeap finished for him, noting the disappointment in
his face when he saw how unfinished the chair looked.
“Maybe I … I could help, if that will speed things up,” he said.
“Maybe,” Sopeap said. “But please, shut the door first.”
A heavy snow was falling outside, and a blast of cold wind was coming through the open doorway. Barely
November, and already it felt as if the world were dead, its warmth and color all leached out into this muffled
white stuff. Sopeap stood up.
“You don’t like winter, do you?” he said, shutting the heavy door behind him.
“Not used to it,” she said. Seven winters now, she had lived through—almost half her lifetime—yet she had
never really gotten used to it.
“Do you miss … like, home?” He persisted. “You know … where you came from?”
She shrugged. Such a wonderful gesture, that American shrug. It could mean anything, everything, nothing.
And it meant that she did not have to try to put into words all the swirl of feelings that thinking about “home”
brought to the surface. Hearing voices, Sopeap’s father came out from the back room. In his hands were the new
sheet of green leather and a pair of scissors. If he was surprised to see Thomas there, he showed no sign of it.
“We’ll cut the leather today,” he announced in Khmer.
“Is it okay if I watch, sir?” Tom asked in English.
“Fine with me,” Mr. Phan replied in Khmer.
Sopeap watched this interchange in silence. She knew that her father understood very little English, and Tom
even less Khmer, and yet here they were, communicating amiably. Together she and Tom helped hold down the
old piece of leather against the new, as Mr. Phan traced the outline of it with a piece of chalk. They held the new
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leather taut as he started slicing into it. Then, as he began fitting the new leather over the contours of the old
armchair and nailing it onto the wood frame of the chair, Tom spoke up.
“Could I help do some nailing too?” he asked.
“Go ahead,” Mr. Phan said in Khmer, and handed over his hammer. To Sopeap’s surprise, Tom proved to be
quite adept at it, nailing each tack squarely on the head.
“I spent whole summers reshingling our beach house,” he said to her, by way of explanation.
It was getting dark, and outside the streetlights came on. The bright glow of the one just outside their shop
illuminated the circle of snowflakes swirling around it, so that it almost looked like a full moon rising.
Underneath, a few empty garbage cans lay on their sides in the gray slush. Mr. Phan turned and passed another
hammer to Sopeap, and watched as she started to nail in the brass tacks alongside of Tom. After a while her father
slipped off, leaving just the two of them to continue working on the armchair by themselves.
It was easy to talk, with the rhythmic hammering between them pacing their speech. Tom talked about his
grandfather, how he had taken him for walks on the outskirts of Utica, along the Erie Canal towpath, and told him
stories about his own grandfather having come from Ireland all the way to upstate New York to join the army of
young men digging the canal there.
“What about your grandparents?” he asked. “Did they do fun things with you when you were a little girl?”
For a moment, Sopeap considered shrugging again, but that seemed somehow disrespectful to the memory of
her elders. Awkwardly, Sopeap started talking about how her grandmother used to make coconut cakes as a treat,
“especially after I had practiced my dancing,” she added, smiling at the memory.
“You danced?” Tom asked. “Like, how?”
“Like …this.” In one fluid motion, Sopeap swept back the fingers of her right hand and extended her elbow far
back,
“That means a leaf,” she said, “and this means a flower.”
She pressed her thumb and index finger together, fanning out the other three, Then, twisting the hand upside
down, and arching all her fingers back again to the Kbach Sung Luc position, she grinned and said
“Together hat means, ‘Come here.’”
The flicker of interest in Tom’s eyes excited and scared her. Quickly, she stepped back and held her arm out,
hand in yet another position, with all fingers touching except for the index, which pointed straight up. She hoped
it would look like Stop! even though she knew it only symbolized a bud or sprout.
“Cool,” Tom said.”
“But my fingers,” she said, bending them back with her other hand, “like sticks.”
“Instead of like lotus stalks,” she wanted to say, but didn’t know how. They used to be so supple, she could
flex them all the way back into a curve, but they didn’t bend back nearly as far now.
“I should practice,” she said. “My grandma will scold me big-time when she sees me so stiff.”
“Your grandma’s around?” Tom asked. Sopeap thought she detected a hint of envy in his voice.
“Not around here,” she said with a laugh, “She’s back home, in Cambodia. But maybe she will come to visit,
or stay with us.”
“That’s great. When?”
“Next year, maybe. We started the paperwork for her long ago.”
“Hope it’ll be in the spring or summer,” Tom said. “She’d probably hate the winter even more than you do!”
“She won’t mind,” Sopeap said. “My grandma’s”—she tried to think of the right word. Picking up a scrap of
the green leathe from the armchair, Sopeap stretched it taug—“she’s like this … cannot tear,” she said. Tom
nodded.
“Tough,” he said. “Leathery. My granddad was like that, too.”
“Leathery.” Sopeap filed the word away. She remembered how the skin on her grandmother’s face was like old
leather, parched and sagging unless it was pulled taut by her quick, radiant smiles. How hard Sopeap had tried
when she was a little girl to earn one of those smiles. Those long afternoons spent in the dance pavilion inside the
palace, standing in line behind the older girls, trying to move just the way they did—bending her knees and
flexing her ankles in slow, fluid steps. And like a mother hawk over her fledglings, her grandmother had watched
them all, sternly correcting a posture here, a movement there. Once in a great while, when they had completed a
particularly hard series of steps gracefully, she would flash them that lovely smile. Sopeap tried to describe this to
Tom, at first haltingly and then with growing ease, as both the memories and the English words flowed from her.
“She sounds nice,” Tom said.
“Except when she was … tough.” Sopeap laughed. “She used to bend my fingers back so much, it really hurt.”
Sopeap demonstrated, flexing the fingers of her right hand back with her left, bending them so far back that her
fingertips almost touched the back of her wrist. Her knuckles cracked, and she grimaced with pain.
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“They are so stiff now, my fingers. I haven’t practiced enough.” Still, she showed him some of the basic hand
gestures, or kbach, that symbolized a flower, a bud, and a leaf.
“My grandma will scold me, for sure, when she sees how stiff my fingers have become,” Sopeap said. “She
wanted to train me, to dance the part of Sita-Rama’s beautiful wife, who gets kidnapped by a demon. It’s from
The Reamker, a very old story that came to Cambodia from India thousands of years ago.”
“Awesome,” Tom said obligingly. “Can you dance that part, then?”
“I was learning it from my grandmother when … when …”
Sopeap paused. Were there words, in any language, to describe what happened after the Communists, took
power in Cambodia? She shrugged. Tom did not press her for details.
“You should start practicing again,” he said.
“Yeah, or my grandmother will get angry and take my hands and do this.” With one hand, Sopeap bent the
fingers of her other hand so far back that the joints and knuckles on it all made loud cracking sounds.
“She wanted me to do that dance like, perfect, real bad. Always it was practice, practice, practice.”
“Why don’t you, then?”
Again the shrug. No music, no costumes, no monsoon rains—how could she ever hope to re-create the magic
and perfection of that dance? It was no use to even try. Sopeap sighed.
“No use,” she said. Then, because that sounded so lame, she added, “Too much homework, maybe.”
An easy excuse, one within the realm of Tom’s experience. He groaned in sympathy.
“Like those quadratic equations due tomorrow? They’re hard.”
“No, they’re not,” Sopeap said. Numbers and alge- braic symbols were simple, compared to slippery words.
“You want to do them together?”
And so an understanding of sorts was developed. Sopeap would help Tom with the algebra homework, and he
would proofread her assignments for history or English. And together they would work on the armchair, rushing
to try to get it finished in time for Christmas.
Sometimes, as a study break, they would play Sim City together, taking turns being mayor as they extended the
subway system or upgraded to a newer nuclear power plant. Sopeap’s computer was an old one, its hard disk
straining to absorb the graphics-rich game. It took so long to load the game that after a few sessions Thomas
brought along his laptop, and they installed the software and downloaded their saved game into it. As they
switched over and started playing on Thomas’s laptop, Sopeap thanked him. He grinned.
“It’s the software that’s the important part,” he said. “You can always switch the hardware, but it’s that
fantastic city we’re building that counts.”
*
The bleak winter days slipped by, each one shorter than the day before, and before they knew it, Christmas was
only a week away. Fretting about whether the armchair would be fully ready in time for Christmas, Thomas took
to coming to the shop even more often. Sometimes they would ride the same bus from school, chatting as they
walked down the grimy sidewalks. By the time they reached the storefront, it would already be dark, and the
streetlights would be glowing like a row of eerie full moons.
Late one afternoon, when it was snowing hard, Sopeap and Tom walked from the bus stop together and pushed
open the heavy door to the woodworking shop. The room was cold, and shrouded in darkness. Sopeap turned on
the light and was startled to see her father by the window, just standing there, staring out at the snow. Behind him
was the green armchair, its legs sanded and newly varnished.
“Pa?” Sopeap said, uncertain.
“Turn off the light,” he snapped at her in Khmer. She turned it off. In the dusk, the glow of the street- light
outside radiated outward.
“Mr. Phan,” Thomas said. “You okay?”
“The armchair is finished,” Phan said curtly. “Tell him to take it away and get out of here!”
Sopeap was so stunned that she did not know how to respond. She had often sensed a reticence on her father’s
part toward Tom, almost a disapproval at their growing friendship, but he had never displayed such overt hostility
at him before. Before she could say anything, her father strode across the room and shoved his way past them,
slamming the door behind him.
In the silence that followed, Thomas went over to where Mr. Phan had been standing and picked up the long
white envelope that he had dropped there. Silently he held it out to Sopeap.
Even before she saw the neat lines of Khmer script on the return address, she knew what it was: a letter from
Cambodia. And even before she took it over to read by the light of the streetlamp outside, she knew what it would
say. Her grandmother would not be visiting them, not this spring or summer. Or any other time. Not now, not ever.
Never.
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Shakily, Sopeap walked over to the armchair and steadied herself against it. Her grandmother was old, her
health hadn’t been good, she might not even have liked America. Dully, Sopeap started stroking the green leather
on the armrest.
Back and forth, back and forth, her fingers slid so hard against the leather that it hurt her palms.
“Don’t think, don’t feel, don’t remember; it’s all right, it’s all right. It’s all right, it’s all right,” back and forth.
The leather was smooth and solid under her hands. But the memories came anyway, seeping out over the edge of
her consciousness like moonlight from behind clouds. Her grandmother sweeping away leaves from the doorstep
with an old broom, one arm held behind her back. Or sitting under the lamplight, sharpening pencils with a rusty
old knife as Sopeap did her homework. Or watching intently, while Sopeap practiced her dance gestures.
“I should have practiced, Sopeap told her grandmother. “I should have practiced the dancing.”
“Sopeap … I just … I’m sorry …” It was Tom, hovering nearby. “I mean, in a way, she isn’t really gone.
They’re still there … somehow.”
Sopeap bit down on her lips.
“Easy for you to say,” she thought bitterly. “You with your family living in the same area for generations. You
with the same furniture and the same house and the same friends who knew all of you from years and years back.
You’ve got everything you need right here to help you relive and remember. You’ve managed to hold on to
something of the dead the past. You can even sit in the same old armchair they did.”
But she said nothing. She didn’t even try to shrug. Awkwardly, Tom put his hand on hers and tried to lift it off
the armrest. She felt the sting of tears and gripped the armrest even more tightly. But gently, patiently, Tom
worked her fingers loose, until he had her palm held flat between both of his. Then he did a strange thing. Just as
gently and patiently, he pressed her fingers backward, arching them back so far it almost hurt.
Suddenly she understood: it was the Kbach Sung Luc, one of the basic gestures of Cambodian classical dance.
He had remembered it from that afternoon when she had told him about her grandmother, and how she had taught
Sopeap to dance.
“She may be gone,” he was telling her now, “but what she taught you has been passed on to you.”
“Like software,” Sopeap murmured. Tom let go of her hand.
“Even better,” he said. “It’s shareware.”
“Hes right,” Sopeap thought. “What I have can never—and should never be—copyrighted What has been
passed on to me is harder than any hardware, softer than any software. A series of words, a sequence of
movements—a story, a dance, these things Grandma passed on to me, these things that are almost sacred in their
simplicity. And they are mine, yet they belong to me only as much as the flame of a candle belongs to its wick.
When the candle is melted away, the flame is passed on—thats all.”
She watched as Tom gave her a reassuring nod before walking out the door, taking just one backward glance at
her before he disappeared into the darkness beyond the streetlight.
*
It was still snowing, the wet streaks of snow around the streetlamp like slivers of sunlight through the trees
around the dance pavilion. Through her tears, Sopeap squinted at the lamplight outside, and borne by a wave of
longing so strong that she felt herself transported back to a twilight under the pavilion, she could almost sense her
grandmother behind her, watching.
And so, without allowing herself to think too much about it, Sopeap started to dance for her grandmother. At
first awkwardly, and then with more grace as if her whole body was moving with a will of its own, she practiced
her dance steps. Gradually, and so naturally that she couldn’t tell whether she was remembering or making up the
dance steps, she danced within a play of light and shadow.
And as she danced, Sopeap felt as if her grandmother was right there, watching her, perhaps even sitting in the
green armchair. But she did not dare look, for fear that this tenuous sense of her grandmother would vanish if she
did.
“Teach me,” she asked her grandmother silently.
And sure enough, when she realized she was not holding her back erect enough, she could almost feel the firm
pressure of her grandmother’s hands against her shoulder blades, spreading them back. And so Sopeap strained,
with fierce concentration, to move correctly, in exactly the same way that her grandmother had taught her to
move. Slowly she could feel her limbs loosening up, her movements becoming more certain and graceful.
“I know I’m not good enough for you,” she told her grandmother. “But I will practice, really I will. I will track
down a tape of the music; I will find another classical dance teacher to train me; I will remember and relearn what
you had passed on to me, Grandma. You’ll see.”
There—it was done. Not perfectly, not even close to perfectly, but she had danced it as best as she could. She
let the fluid discipline of the dance movements guide her body, and as she performed the last few movements, she
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knew that she had danced with enough grace and symmetry that her grandmother would have approved.
Solemnly, she lowered her arms, then stopped.
Impulsively, she turned around, wanting to see her grandmother’s radiant smile.
There was nothing there. The green armchair stood in the middle of the room, stark and silent. Beyond it,
outside the doorway, was the streetlamp, haloed by a swirl of snowflakes. A thick white blanket of snow had built
up and was draped over the upturned garbage cans and empty bottles strewn on the sidewalk.
Sopeap took a deep breath, and sat down on the armchair.
59.60 Thadun\fn{by Ne Win Myint aka Khin Maung Win (1952-

)}

Minbu District, Magway Region, Myanmar (M) 4

This is a story about a small incident that happened during the days of the village chiefs. I should set the record
straight because I fear some young people will think that it happened just recently. It isn’t a story about anything
very out of the ordinary. It’s just about five people who performed a small one-act play.
*
A monk from Fig Tree Creek invited some men to a meeting about a Hsunthein Pwe,\fn{The Burmese pwe is a
cicrus, often nocturnal, usually staged by traveling players, and featuring puppet shows, ceremonial dancing, acrobatics, fireworks and
orations of various sorts, besides theatrical performances. Vendors sell sweets and cakes and various types of eatables and drinks; and the
whole affair is designed to provide entertainment for a country population whose normal routine occupies itself with farming, and for
whom the pwe may be the only chance any of them get all year to amuse themselves. George Orwell describes one vividly in Burmese
Days.} ceremony and festival to donate food to monks. Of course they had to go to the meeting—the monk was

revered all throughout the region. Fig Tree Creek wasn’t a town but little parts of a village that weren’t considered
neighborhoods anymore. These little parts were called “corners.” There were five in Fig Tree Creek—Hand Clap
Corner, Alo Lei Corner, Riches Corner, Central Corner, and King’s Road Corner—where the rich people were
found a little ways away from the middle of town. Alo Lei, Hand Clap, and Riches Corners were extremely poor
and the people there led a hand-to-mouth existence.
That year, as in every other, everybody wanted to attend the Hsun-thein Pwe, which was usually so large that
the whole village had to be involved. Three people from each corner had to attend the meeting with the monk,
including three from Riches Corner. As had been the custom every year, the village headman talked about how he
wanted the ceremony to be as well attended as in previous years, about how last year’s drums had worked out
fairly well, about how he thought that more people might come if each corner took on a different responsibility
and put on a pwe open to all who wanted to come, and about how the villagers would be able to see the plays only
if each corner put on its own. Everyone made promises quite easily since the festival would take place provided
the weather was favorable.
But after the meeting was over, the three old men from Riches Corner went home unhappy.
“Well, how are we going to do this? He said each corner should take part of the responsibility and contribute
one short play each.”
The other two couldn’t answer. Each one knew about their corner, which had to deal with the impossibility of
putting on a play when they had to work hard just to eat and didn’t have a population of even a hundred people.
Not counting the old men and women, children and girls, there would be about ten men at most. Out of those
young men which one would put on make-up and go on stage to perform in a play? Suppose they were willing to
go on stage. What dance would they perform? Who would teach them?
“This only happened because the other corners said they could do it. They agreed to it because they didn’t
want to be outdone. What dance will people from our corer do? What a depressing thought.”
They went back home with long faces.
“We still have time. We won’t be doing it until the end of the monks’ rainy season retreat, so we still have a
little time to get ready and rehearse. But who will put on what play?”
One of them suggested, “From the few men in our corner, how many young men do we have? How about if we
gave the responsibility to Thadun and his friends?”
“What about women? Who will be an actress? The girls have a hard enough time finding clothes to wear as it
is. Where will they get costumes? Let’s think about this a minute.”
“You’re right, I don’t know what we should do.”
“Wait a minute, let’s try asking Thadun.”
The three old men couldn’t think of a play for Riches Corner to put on. They didn’t know what to do. Finally
they got Thadun, the town drunk, to be their leader. Thadun was meddlesome but knew a little about drums and
gongs and could play the small and double-headed drums. You could say he could sing, but if the oboe was
playing in C- sharp, he would be screaming, not singing, five notes lower. Even so, he was “Our Thadun, the
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Singer” in Riches Corner.
“I think we can make it work. Let’s ask him.”
Thadun and his four friends looked in surprise at the three old men before them. In their entire lifetimes, the
village elders had never entrusted them with this kind of responsibility. It wasn’t that no one had ever relied upon
them, but it wasn’t like the corner couldn’t survive without them. Nor had they ever been told they had to
maintain the dignity of Riches Corner. But that day when the village elders called on them, they were given a real
responsibility. They were told to think about their responsibility, that it was a play the entire village would see,
that it would be a Hsunthein Pwe, that every Corner had to bear a different responsibility, that they would suffer if
Riches Corner’s performance was bad. Put on whatever singing, one-act play or fantasy piece you like. Don’t let
anyone interfere, don’t let anybody influence you. You can make use of anything from any home in Riches
Corner. But Riches Corner has to play an important part in this Hsunthein Pwe.
“Well, Thadun, do you think you can do it?”
Thadun glanced at his four friends. They looked back at him because it was all up to him. Actually, all of them
knew about their corner. Only the name contained “riches.” They knew it was very poor. Not every house had a
door; not every household owned cattle or oxen. How were they going to put on a one-act play in a corner where
people led a hand-to-mouth existence reaping paddy, gleaning through odds and ends, and picking leaves? Thadun
thought it over. After a moment, he said,
“We can do it. I’ll do it.”
The three village elders were very happy, especially to be able to finally transfer the responsibility they had to
take, out of reverence for the great monk and fear of the village chief, onto someone else’s shoulders.
“Can you really do it, Thadun?”
“Of course I can.”
“How many people will it take?”
“Five.”
“What?”
“That’ll be enough, just us five.”
“Thadun, can a play be put on with just five people?”
“Yes. We’ll only need the five of us.”
“What about women? Won’t you need some to put on a play?”
“No. There won’t be any women.”
“What?”
None of them had ever heard of a play being put on without women, with just five men performing. So along
with feeling happy, the three old men also began to feel uneasy. One of them asked:
“You know it’s going to be a play for everyone in the village to see, don’t you? Don’t be careless. I know your
skills. Are you really thinking of having just the five of you perform without any women?”
“Please don’t worry. A Hsunthein Pwe is a religious occasion. I’ve thought about that, too. Riches Corner may
be poor, but I can handle it.”
“Well, fine. But what about costumes?”
“We won’t need any. We’ll only need an old monk’s robe and a prince’s costume.”
“Hmmm.”
“Please don’t worry. Just find what I ask you to.”
“That much we can do. What will the other three wear? Which play will you put on?”
“Let’s not announce the name yet. Let’s just say it’s a one-act play. I’ll announce it only when the time is near.
The other three don’t need any costumes.”
The three old men from Riches Corner just couldn’t understand. He said he’d put on a one-act play with five
people. He said he didn’t need any costumes. He said he didn’t need any women. He said he couldn’t say which
play he’d put on. He said he’d keep it secret. Anyway, at the Hsunthein Pwe, it would be fine to say that it was
Thadun from Riches Corner’s one-act play. That’s what they agreed to in the end.
*
The time for the Hsunthein Pwe finally drew near. Thadun and his friends had not actually done a thing in the
time that other people were busy practicing in the orchestra, beating drums, preparing food for the monks, making
offerings to the spirits of the festival and of theatrical performances, and rehearsing their singing and lamenting.
Here’s what others were doing.
Hand Clap Corner was going to put on Theriwa Wanizza, The Glass Ball Seller, to a prerecorded soundtrack.
In the background they were going to play Shway Man U Tin Maung’s tape and have people lip-synch and
perform. They had a person covering aluminum cups with gold paper for the play.
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Alo Lei Corner was going to perform the play Kitha Gawdami, also to a tape. They went to the city to rent
costumes. People said that the woman performing Kitha Gawdami was very haughty.
Of course the people from the Central and King’s Road could afford anything. They were doing choral dancing
and a small one-act play.
But Thadun and his friends remained unworried. A few days before the event, Thadun still hadn’t told anyone
the name of the play he was going to put on. The four men he was performing with didn’t know what they were
going to do. In reality, they should have been rehearsing—their play should have been well rehearsed by that
point. They should have known what the orchestra was going to play in the background, who would appear on
stage, and who was going to say what.
But Thadun wasn’t worried. The three old men, on the other hand, were quite worried. They had rented a
costume for Thadun with the little money they had and borrowed a monk’s robe from a monastery, but even then
Thadun hadn’t done anything, so they summoned him. Some of them had started to get angry by the time he and
his friends arrived.
“Thadun! Don’t just sit there watching everybody else practice. You’ve got to put on the play in three days.
You haven’t done a thing yet. Are you really going to do it?”
“Of course we are. We’re practicing this evening.”
“Will that be enough time? And what about your people? Do you know the plot of the play?”
“It won’t take long, it’s just a one-act play.”
“Which play is it going to be?! You should be able to tell us by now.”
“It’ll be one of the life-stories of the Buddha, Siddhartha’s Vision of the Four Signs.”
The three old men were completely flustered. Siddhartha’s Vision of the Four Signs? Even though they had
spoken ill of him, if Thadun did something, it always turned into something great.
“Keep going. The play—”
“What’s the problem? One of us can play Prince Siddhartha with the rented costume. One can shave his head
and play the Monk. One can play the Old Man, another the Sick Man, and another the Dead Man. We won’t need
any actresses. We won’t need any other costumes. We don’t really need to do that much acting. We’ll perform the
scene where Siddhartha has his vision in the garden. We’ll have Nga Pyu play the song Yathawdaya on the
mandolin in the background. That’s all there is to it.”
“Wow! Sounds good.”
The three old men were quite pleased. So they continued to depend on Thadun. Look at the money others were
wasting playing trinket and bauble sellers in plays like Kitha Gawdami and Wunnapahta. Their Thadun was
putting on Siddhartha’s Vision of the Four Signs. Riches Corner’s play was going to stand out. Only Thadun had
visionary thinking. It was going to be great … it should be instructive religiously, too … it wouldn’t be expensive.
How nice that Riches Corner was really going to be outstanding at the Hsunthein Pwe.
The three old men believed in Thadun and his play based only on what he told them. Thadun’s four friends
knew which play they were going to put on only then. In any case, they had to rehearse for the remaining one or
two days, so they had to start that evening. The mandolin player would also have to practice, starting that evening.
They were going to ask him to go over the section starting, “The Old Man, the Sick Man, the Dead Man and the
Monk, when he saw the four of them, Siddhartha repented. He couldn’t live in the world of humanity any longer,”
from the song Yathawdaya.
*
The actual night of the Hsunthein Pwe included plays and choral dancing from four corners. In the end Riches
Corner did not put on Siddhartha’s Vision of the Four Signs. The village headman gave the three old men dirty
looks, and they in turn bit their lips in anger. Imagine Thadun and the others talking big about Siddhartha’s Vision
of the Four Signs; let them wait for their punishment.
The three old men were angry and humiliated. Thadun was all done up in his costume and makeup. It seemed
he couldn’t find the other four. He felt ridiculous.
“Too bad. Thadun, you said it would all work out.”
“I planned it all out carefully. I was going to play Prince Siddhartha. Kya Youn was going to play the Monk.
Nga Tei was going to play the Dead Man, Sein Maung was going to play the Sick Man, and Kyaw Hla was going
to play the Old Man. I planned it all out in detail. Kya Youn said he didn’t want to shave his head and wear that
double-layered monk’s robe. He said he’d play Prince Siddhartha. Nga Tei said that if he was just going to be
lying on his back on stage the whole time, he didn’t need to go on at all. He just wanted to play the Prince. Kyaw
Hla looks like an old man so I told him to play the Old Man, but his girlfriend told him not to and said they’d be
through if he did something like that. If he wanted to act, he should play the Prince; if not, don’t do anything.”
“What about Sein Maung?”
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“He was no good, either. He’s just skin and bones so I told him to play the Sick Man, but he said playing a sick
man would be degrading. He said he’d be the Prince. It was my play, so of course I play the leading role. Those
other guys were being sneaky.”
“I see. Where are they now?”
“They’ve disappeared. I don'’ know where they went to get drunk. I couldn’t find them when I looked.”
That night, what could Thadun do with just a costume, makeup, and the three old men biting their nails and
glancing around nervously, when they didn’t have an Old Man, a Sick Man, a Dead Man and a. Monk anymore?
Let people swear at him. He couldn’t help it. Thadun was still waiting for his friends to play all those roles.
*
It’s been a while since then. Even though this incident happened back in the days when we still had village
chiefs, even today when something similar comes up in conversation, the villagers in Fig Tree Creek still repeat
the story of Thadun and enjoy making an example out of him.
145.45 He’s Not My Father\fn{by Nu Nu Yi (1957-

)} Ava

(now Inwa), Mandalay Region, Myanmar (F) 3

Those bigger kids are real bullies. They act like the whole landing stage is theirs, like they can call all the
shots. They think they have some kind of right to wash all the cars that come across on the ferry from the other
side of the river, as well as the cars from Rangoon. It just isn’t fair.
If I had it my way I’d put an end to those three bullies. Saw San Htu, Naing-Oe, and Halaing-Gyi. I’d beat ’em
up, drag ’em by the hair and shove ’em under the water, just like in the videos. Then we’d see if they’d still push
and shove, grabbing the cars other boys had gotten to before them all on at one go and beat them so bad they went
rolling in the dust. But I got paid for it they really gave it to me afterward. Luckily the bus drivers came and
pulled us apart, but since then, I haven’t dared pick another fight even though I hate\fn{ The text has: have.} their
guts.
The other kids feel the same, they’re just too chicken to take them on.
“Go ahead, clean those stupid buses.”
I mutter to myself as I squeeze the wet rag in my hand and throw it down, glancing sideways at them. Look at
them, with their buckets and cloths, going all out at three Hilux line-cars,\fn{ Imported Japanese vehicles, consisting of a
driver’s cab and an open, flat back which most owners cover and install seats, using their creation as a small bus. The word “line” refers to
the regular route each one takes. } impatient to get to the next lot of cars first. The cars they do never look clean and

shiny. Their job isn’t even worth the five kyats they get—the drivers only give them the money because they don’t
give their cars a second look—they just shut the bus door and drive off again.
The ferry today is taking real long over there on that other bank. I’m expecting my friend’s bus to be on board
—my friend, get it, because I’m the only one who cleans his bus for him. He’s mine. I buy him his quid of betel
and his cheroots and he gives me ten kyats for doing it, and some betel too. Let’s hope my friend’s on this ferry
cause then I’ll be have enough for my morning meal. The best is the curry at Daw Nan Sein’s Zwegabin
restaurant. It’s great—pork, fish, beef, all for fifteen kyats. I can have whatever I like, and for twenty I could [get]
myself full.
Now a bus from Rangoon has pulled up—I’ll run for it. The three big guys haven’t finished their other job yet
I’m sure I can easily beat the other kids to it.
“Can I clean your bus, Sir? Do you want it washed?” I yell as a small yellow minibus pulls up in a cloud of
dust. I’m the first to catch hold of the door on the driver’s side. But just as I’m asking, another boy pushes his way
up to the bus door and I have to elbow him out of the way.
“Can I clean your car, Sir?” he shouts. “I’ll make it really shine!?”
“Look, you, I said it first, it’s mine,” I say.
“Your name’s not on it, is it? Who said it was yours?”
“Who cares less, I got here first.” I give him a great shove and he falls headlong in the dust.
“Hey, hey, boys,” scolds the driver. “What the hell is all this? Get out of my way. I can’t even open the door.”
“Sir, sir, please let me clean your car, please sir.”
“No way! Stop it—I don’t want it cleaned. And don’t come shouting around me again. Hell! Why is the ferry
taking so long?”
The driver slams the bus door shut and walks off. Bang goes my chance earning five kyats. Idle towards some
of the passengers who are getting off the rear of the bus. There’s only a handful of them, it looks like a special
charter bus. Next to the bus, an old fellow is brushing the dust off himself and he drops his scarf without realizing.
I pick it up, quietly squeeze it up in my hand along with the car cleaning cloth, and quickly move away.
“Beautiful isn’t it? Just look! The Salween River and Zwe-gabin Hill behind.”
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“Oh yes! Is Zwe-gabin Hill that real pretty one over there?”
“That’s it, yes!”
As soon as I hear them I realize the travelers are new to these parts. I casually wander toward them and stand
near a young woman wearing a neat pair of sunglasses. She shifts her gaze from the opposite riverbank and looks
down at me.
“This is Myaing-gale on this side of the river, isn’t it?”
“Yes. And Pa-an is on that side,” I reply.
“And does the big car ferry take very long to get across?”
“Yes, it sure does. If you want to cross quickly you should leave the bus and get on a motor boat over there. I’ll
go get one if you like.”
“No, wait a moment—don’t go. We’re not sure what our father wants to do yet.”
Another flop. Seems there’s no way I can earn a few kyats today. My next meal is going to be a problem. I can
tell. All I can do is to sit here and [hope that my] friend's bus [will] be on it.
“What’s your name, Boy?”
“Shrimp,” I say.
“Shrimp? What kind of a name is that, Shrimp? How old are you?”
“Nine.”
“Where do you live? Do you work at this jetty?”
“Yes. I live over there, in one of the huts by the side of the railway line. I live with my uncle—well, I used to
live with my uncle, but not right now. Most times I hang out here at the jetty.”
“What about your parents?”
“My mom’s dead and my father went away to work—at least that’s what they all said. He’s never come back.”
“Oh, you poor boy. Don’t you have any brother and sisters?”
“No, I’m an only child.”
“Really?”
By now I can tell the sunglass lady is feeling sorry for me. Things are looking up.
“Hey! Shrimp. What are you doing?”
Hell, now I’m in real trouble! That’s my big sister coming down to wash at the landing stage. She runs up to
me, shoulder bare, wearing aunty’s big longyi tucked around her chest. The sunglass lady turns to look.
“Go away,” I shout. “Leave me alone—don’t come and wash round here. That’s my … my cousin,” I add to
the sunglass lady. I hope my sister can’t hear what I’m saying, because if she does, she’ll never understand and
she’ll say I’m talking nonsense, and then it’ll come out that we’re brother and sister, and I’ll be in a real mess.
And what if it comes out that our mom’s down in Rangoon, that she’s gone with one of my kid brothers to stay
with our relatives? They only thing I haven’t lied about is my father—and if the sunglass lady finds out that I’m a
liar she won’t feel sorry for me any more.
“So where do you sleep at night, Shrimp?”
“In among the stalls. Or I go and sleep on board the ferry.”
“Have you ever been to school?”
“No, never, but I know how to write my name. I know the alphabet. The watchman on the ferry taught me.”
“That’s good. here, take this shrimp. Go get yourself something to eat.”
I’ve made it. She’s giving me a whole ten kyats. Now I can go and get some food. Boy, I’m famished!
When I finish eating I run over to the motorboat jetty. The ferry still hasn’t pulled in.
“Here, Aunty, give me your bag, I’ll carry it for you,” I say. “Sir, are you going across, sir?”
There are heaps of us shouting noisily as we skip around the motorboat jetty. As usual Saw San Htu and his
gang are trying to beat us to the motorboats. I spot the lady with the sunglasses and her friends. They’re getting
into a motorboat, just like I told them.
“Here, Miss, Your bag, give my your bag, I’ll carry it for you.”
“Why, yes, yes, Thank you, Shrimp.”
I hold the prow of the motorboat steady until all the passengers have boarded. Once the boat is full and the
engine starts up, I jump into the prow of the boat. The young woman asks me if I’m going all the way across with
of five kyats.\fn{So the text.} Then shaking my head, I stretch out my hand toward the owner of the motorboat who
slips me a one kyat note. Clenching the note up in my hand, I jump into the water, and the people in the boat
scream as they get splashed with water. I’m used to them screaming like that. I swim back to the river bank where
there are people playing about and bathing. I climb out at the spot where kids are sliding down the steep, muddy
bank straight into the water.
It’s a thrill to shoot down the mud slide into the river. Once I’m down in the water I just feel like staying there,
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and one time I went down so fast my thigh got gashed by a stake.
“Shrimp! Shrimp!”
That’s my sister again, just when I’m having such a good time ’sliding down.
“What is it? What do you want?”
“Quick, Quick, come over here.”
I’ve no idea what it is, but she looks awful, almost as if she’s seen a spook. I decide to go with her, even
though I was just getting into the sliding game.
“What is it? Tell me.”
“Over there at the side of the restaurant, Shrimp. People were all looking at something, so I went to look—and
—someone—someone was lying there, a grown-up.”
“I know. He was there last night. I saw him. So what?”
“Oh, so you saw him. You … didn’t you know? That’s our father.” My sister’s face puckers and I can see tears
gathering in her eyes.
“What?” I’m shocked. Surely it couldn’t be.
“No it’s not,” I say. “You must be dreaming.”
“But they say it is. Come on, come with me, I’ll show you.”
She pull me along behind her. At the side of the restaurant where we usually eat, a man is lying under a lean to,
where he’s been since last night. We push through the crowd and stand there.
“Look at him, carefully. They say it’s our father.”
I look. The man’s hair is very long, his cheeks are deep hollows and his stomach is sticking out. His knees are
swollen up and his legs are spindly. No way, that man isn’t my father. I’ve often noticed that grown-ups like him
come and lie near here, and this one’s no different.
“Daddy … Daddy! Please answer. May be he’s dying. Oh, Shrimp, talk to him, it’s Daddy!”
“No I don’t want to. Why are you calling him Daddy when he’s not our father?”
I turn and run away from my sister, who’s in floods of tears by now. That man is not my father, it can’t be.
Over there, the ferry’s finally docked—and I can see that my friend’s bus is on it. Now I’m sure of an evening
meal. At night, I am lying tossing and turning on the deck of the ferry, looking up at the stars, as the ferryboat
watchman comes on board. I hear the sound of his sandals and see the flash of his torch.
“Hey, Shrimp, are you asleep yet?”
“No, not yet.”
He sits down beside me puffing on his cheroot till it glows bright red.
“You know the man who was lying under the lean-to by the restaurant last night? Well, he died.”
“He’s dead?”
“Yes.”
Well, what difference does it make? What does it matter if he’s dead? I can hear the sound of waves lapping,
coming from the darkness of the river. When I was little I used to come to swim at this river bank with Daddy—
he used to wrap his arms around me, tight. But what does any of it have to do with me now? What is there to cry
about? It wasn’t my father. I know that man wasn’t my father.
118.53 Liar Mvkang And The Water Snake 2. The Orphan And His Grandmother Two Folktales\fn{by Nanghø Pong
(before 1963- )} Dukdang Village, Putao Township, Kachin State, Myanmar (M) 2
1
Once upon a time Liar Mvkang went up into a grass field to get some firewood. When he arrived there he
began preparing rattan strips to tie up his load of wood. The big water snake came up to him and asked,
“Rich man, what are you making rattan strips for?” Liar Mvkang said,
“Haven’t you heard, don’t you know that the earth is going to be flooded? I plan to make myself a basket and
suspend myself from a tree to escape the flood. Have you planned how you are going to escape?” Then the
børin\fn{Water snake.} said,
“Ah, brother, look. You have a knife and you know how to make rattan strips. I don’t know how to do
anything, so could you tie me to the tree first?”
Liar Mvkang made some long strips and agreed to tie the snake to a tree growing in the grass field. Then he
wrapped the snake around the tree and began to tie him up. When he had tied the snake down pretty good, he
asked him to try moving. Wherever the snake could move slightly, Liar Mvkang tightened the coils of rattan.
Finally he had tied the snake down so tightly that he couldn’t move.
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When he finished, Liar Mvkang said that he would go down the hill and make some rattan strips for himself.
From the bottom of the field, Liar Mvkang began lighting fire to the grass. As the wind started driving the fire up
the hill, the børin said,
“Hey, what’s all that noise?”
He didn’t know what fire was. But then suddenly as the fire got closer, the heat was unbearable. The air was
filled with billowing smoke, and the snake squirmed under the tight rattan coils. The heat seemed to suck the air
out of his lungs. He fought the tight bonds with every bit of strength he had. The fire now surrounded him
completely and his skin was getting charred to a black crisp. Even the tree was on fire. In desperation the børin
strained with all his might and because the strips were half burned through by now, the coils snapped and the
snake was free. Once rid of his bonds, he immediately slid down the hill into the river. As he hit the water he
sizzled and steam filled the air.
It was from that day on that the big water børin has had stripes.
When he had cooled off, he began looking for Liar Mvkang and planning how he might catch him. One day
the snake came across Liar Mvkang in the river fishing. The snake straightened himself out and tried floating like
a log. As he came closer, Liar Mvkang noticed him and immediately realized that the snake was trying to look like
a log. He said,
“If you are a log, float upstream and if you are a snake, float downstream.”
When the snake heard this he decided to float upstream to fool Liar Mvkang. When Liar Mvkang saw the log
float upstream, he laughed and laughed, saying,
“Since when did a log ever float upstream? You just gave yourself away, you dumb snake!”
And he ran away from the river.
But the snake kept looking for opportunities to catch Liar Mvkang. One day he found his fish traps and
decided to wait for Liar Mvkang there. He hid himself in the water and kept his mouth open by the fish trap.
When Liar Mvkang came to check the trap, he stepped into the snake’s mouth. This made the snake so thrilled
that he was making guttural sounds like, “Mmm mmm mmm.” Liar Mvkang was barely able to suppress his
agony but he managed to say,
“Wow! When I was burning you on the tree, I sang out, ‘Whee hoo hoo’ with delight, but now that you have
caught me you only say ‘Mmm mmm mmm.’ Can’t you even express your joy properly?” So the snake opened his
mouth wide and yelled,
“Whee hoo hoo!”
As soon as the snake let go he pulled his foot out and ran for his life.
From that day on the børin has always been after human beings.
2
Long ago there was an orphan boy who lived with his old grandmother. They were so poor that they didn’t
even have any spoons or bowls. The orphan grew up day by day and as he got older he realized how poor they
were. One day he said to his grandmother,
“Ah, grandma, it isn’t good that we remain poor like this. I want to go on a trading trip to make money.” But
the grandmother said,
“Ah, grandson, you are all that I have left, and besides, you are all alone. You couldn’t go to foreign lands, you
would get lost.” Still the orphan boy insisted:
“Eh, I want to have things like everybody else’s son, so I’m going. Fix up my food for the trip, please, and I’ll
go.”
But the grandmother was very reluctant, for he was ignorant of many things. One day as she was looking
through his hair for lice, she couldn’t help crying because her grandson wanted to go off. The orphan asked,
“Why are you crying?” She said,
“I don’t want you to go away. You are still small and can’t look out for yourself.” But the boy said,
“Don’t worry, I’ll be all right and I can really handle myself; everything will be fine.”
So the orphan boy pulled out a hair of his grandmother’s leg and left his home without anything else because
there was nothing else to take.
Later he arrived at a village and entered a house there. He found a woman spinning thread. Then the boy sat
down by the rice pounder and laid his grandmother’s hair on the edge. A little while later a chicken came by and
with a flap of the wings the hair was lost.
When the hair disappeared, the boy started to cry. He made a fuss about losing the hair and blamed the family
for it. Finally, when they couldn’t get him to calm down, the woman said that if he could recognize the chicken
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that did it, he could have the chicken. So he chose a chicken and went away.
Then he arrived at another village and entered a house. It so happens that in this house a person had died and
the body was laid out to one side of the room. Later that night when all the people watching over the body had
fallen asleep, he killed his chicken. He pulled out all the feathers, stuffing them in the dead man’s mouth and
scattering them around. Then he got rid of the chicken. Next morning when he got up he made a big fuss about the
dead man eating his chicken. Finally the people said,
“Look, nobody ate your chicken but the dead man, right? If this dead body ate your chicken you can have it to
do with as you like.”
The orphan wrapped the body up and took it away.
When he arrived at another village he left the dead man outside the village in a little rest hut. He covered it
with leaves that the cows like a lot. Then he went into the village. He told everybody that they had just arrived and
that since it was getting dark that he had left his old grandfather out in the hut. He wondered if they locked their
cows up, because if they didn’t it could be dangerous for his grandfather. Everyone insisted that their cows were
locked up, and besides, his grandfather was an adult and could look after himself. Next day, however, some of the
cows had got out and had trampled all over the body in their desire to eat their favorite leaves. The orphan took
the whole village to see what had happened and cried uncontrollably. He began to sue everyone who was there.
The villagers had nothing to pay, and so they said that he could take all the cows that were responsible in this
tragic accident. The orphan chose this cow and that one and that one, and cleaned the whole village out. Then he
led them away and returned to his own village.
On nearing his village his grandmother came outside. She thought it looked like her grandson and went out to
meet him with some corn soup. But the rich people all said,
“That’s not your grandson, that is one of our sons coming back.”
In their haste they knocked the old woman down and ran out to meet him. When they got near they were
surprised to see that it was the orphan and were all ashamed.
Later the orphan boy became the richest man in that area. This goes to show that no one is supposed to look
down on an orphan. God helps both the rich and the poor and all have equal opportunity.
145.50 Heartless Day\fn{by Mo Cho Thinn (c.1976-

)}

Myanmar (F) 2

It had been raining all day without a break.
At times like this, she would have loved most of all to be curled up in bed with a book, but it had been a long,
long time since she had been able to lose herself in a good story. Nowadays, she couldn’t spare a moment for
luxuries. All she could think about was how to get through the day and how to get her youngest boy, who was
suffering from dengue fever, to the doctor at the clinic.
When she was a child, her parents had taken such good care of her that she had never wanted for anything.
Admittedly, standards of living had been higher then. She wondered sorrowfully if she would ever be able to do
the same for her own children and comforted herself with the thought that it was hardly her fault if times and
circumstances had changed.
Even though there were only four of them in the family, she still couldn’t seem to make the money in her purse
last to the end of the month. She sometimes felt as if the coins and notes had grown wings and flown away. In
spite of keeping strict tabs on everything she spent from one day to the next, she still found that the minute she
opened her purse her heart would start to pound.
Luckily her husband always ate what ever she cooked for him without grumbling, and she did her best to give
her children the odd little treat. When she was young, her mother had put no restriction on what she and her
brother and sisters ate—sweets, snacks, or curries, they could have whatever they wanted. While they had to
follow certain rules in other things, when it came to food, their parents believed that they should be denied
nothing. And now she herself found that she simply couldn’t feed her own children with the lavish generosity of
her mother. If any food was left over from supper, she had to hide it so that the children couldn’t see it; and yet it
made her miserable to have to stint them like this.
Today was the twenty-sixth. There were still three or four days until the end of the month, and the trouble was
she had no money left. It had run out. To make matters worse, her small son had been feverish since the previous
night and had now become delirious.
She was scared. Where was she going to find the money to take him to the doctor? Her husband had promised
to come back early form the office to take their child to the clinic and she had said, “Yes, darling,” quite calmly,
but when he asked her if she had enough money, she had felt like bursting into tears. She hadn’t wanted him to
know there was not penny in the house: he gave her all his salary, without keeping back anything for spending on
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drinking or other pleasures. But nor did she think it was her fault that she couldn’t make the money last: he knew
about her constant efforts to economize.
As soon as he left for the office, she rummaged in the tin trunk where she kept her longyis, took out four that
the night before she had determined on selling, and rushed out to the Kemmendine night market. The quicker she
got it over and done with the better—she didn’t even wait for the rain to stop. She had her work cut out to cajole
the children into staying behind with their next-door neighbor, Ma Yee.
She had never been to the market before and felt uncomfortable. In one hand she held her umbrella and in the
other her longyis wrapped up in several layers of newspaper. She was convinced all the stall-holders were staring
at her.
“Over here, lady! Have you come to sell some clothes?”
She braced herself and walked on—she didn’t want to sell her clothes to a man.
She knew she would never forget her discomfiture at that instant. Everywhere there were old clothes festooned
from the stalls. Stall holders were lounging around, arms folded, and a few were vigorously shaking out secondhand longyis.
“Come over here, dearie! You’ll be OK at my shop! Show me what you’ve got. Is it women’s longyis,
children’s tops—I can’t give you much for tops. Women’s longyis, is it? Oh dearie, those styles are really out of
date. Don’t tell me you’ve brought acheik longyis\fn{Longyis with wavy or hook patterns, woven in Upper Burma in
Amarapura, near Mandalay, traditionally worn by royalty, and still often worn at weddings, especially by older women, and at official
functions.} too? Nobody wants those nowadays.”

“But they’re quite new!”
“Well, they may be brand new but nobody wants them these days, all they want are batik ones like this. Yours
are a bit old-fashioned, dearie …”
The young Indian stall-holder kept up a steady stream of talk while she shook out the longyis, even though
they were already perfectly clean, and examined them for or stains. Meanwhile, she stood by in an agony of fear
that someone she knew might see her: her whole body was trembling with shame and she longed to disappear into
thin air. These were longyis she had only ever worn once or twice before her marriage and then put away because
she had never really cared for them.
The woman was taking forever in her close scrutiny of them—first the brown one with the small floral print,
then the dark blue one. A picture of her little boy’s face crossed her mind and she turned her head away. Now the
stall holder was holding up the mauve longyis with the acheik pattern, the one her husband had said made her look
like a true Burmese beauty, did she? Hadn’t the woman said nobody wore them anymore?
“Well, dearie, how much do you want and we’ll take it from there.”
“But I’ve never sold a longyi before!” The discussion went on, back on forth, until at last she said,
“All right, I want one hundred kyats for each longyi.”
“Ha, ha, that’s real funny!”
The mocking laugh shook her to the core. Then she became angry. Hadn’t the woman told her to name her
price?
“Look, dearie, think a bit first: How could I pay you that much? I wouldn’t even get that much when I resold
them.”
“These longyis cost me a fortune when I bought them and they’re still as good as new. How much are you
prepared to give me?”
“One hundred for all four.”
“Do you really mean just one hundred kyats for all four longyis?”
“That’s right.” She reached out and grabbed the Indian trader’s arm, which was already busy putting the
longyis in to a plastic bag as if the deal had been done.
“Give me back my longyis! There’s no way I’ll sell them for that.”
“Well, how much do you want then?”
“I’ve already told you, and if I don’t get my price, I won’t sell them at all.”
“Now look here, dearie, we’re a respectable stall and I’m worried that you might fall into the hands of a
broker.”
“A Broker? What do you mean?” The stall holder was still clinging to the longyi after all; there was a good
profit to be made out of them.
“OK, two hundred kyats for the lot. Take it or leave it; and I’m only giving you this price because we’re
friends and I know you’ll be a regular customer from now on.”
“No, thank you. I’ll try another shop.”
She wrenched the bag from the woman’s hand and moved on quickly, leaving the saleswoman behind talking
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in a high pitched voice with some of her colleagues; what a mean type, she thought, the sort that would push a
man under when he was drowning. Tears began to well up in her eyes as she walked down the length of clothing
stalls without stopping again, her umbrella in hand. She had no desire now to find a sale: the rain had been
pouring all the [time] and she was at the end of her tether. She would just have to get a loan from Daw Myaing
next door and somehow pay the interest—so much for her resolve never to be a borrower. Would she, then, have
to join the ranks of all those other women who were in the habit of creeping secretly to Daw Myaing’s house? Just
then someone grabbed her arm.
“You’re here to sell clothes aren’t you? Come over here.
“She let herself be led off by a shifty looking woman who took her into an empty shop with nothing on display.
For the second time, she removed her longyis from the bag. This trader showed no inclination to waste words and
gave the longyis a quick examination.
“How much?” She asked.
“Four hundred kyats for the four.”
“No way. No more than three hundred.”
So the unprepossessing woman wasn’t so bad, it seemed—she had not had to argue and her price hadn’t been
beaten down too much. after they had agreed on three hundred any fifty, another woman came up and asked what
the agreed price was.
“She and I are together,” the shifty woman explained, clasping the bag of longyis to her chest. “Give her the
money, I have to go,” she added, and so saying, she disappeared hurriedly into the rain.
The other woman reached inside her blouse and took out some five kyat notes and explained absently that she
didn’t have that much money on her.
Suddenly it dawned on her what was happening—the two women were obviously the brokers the first stallholder had warned her about. She ran as fast as she could down the length of the row of clothing stalls.
“Give it back. Give me back my bag of clothes!” she shouted.
“Why should I? You sold them after all!”
“Hey! Someone give her her money then!”
The woman cackled so loudly everyone in the market place could hear. She felt deep shame and almost wanted
to go home, tearful and empty-handed. She felt just like a beggar, insulted and humiliated. They were calling her a
thief.
No: she wouldn’t stand for it. She was going to get her clothes back, even though the stall-holders seemed
disinclined to lift a finger to help. Catching the woman off-guard, she snatched back her bundle and made her way
briskly toward the bus terminal, trailed by the shifty woman who was swearing at her profusely. To anyone who
didn’t know what had passed, it looked as if she were the thief, but, gritting her teeth, she said nothing and
boarded the bus, leaving the woman standing and cursing at the bus stop.
That night, as she was writing in her diary, her thoughts returned to her parents and the memory of them
brought to mind a quotation from a novel she had once read in which another father once told his daughter:
“From the things we do with the best intentions can come bad consequences.”
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A Buddhist pagoda in Bagan, Mandalay Region, Myanmar
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The Tang Kalat Buddhist Monastery, nr. Bagan, Mandalay Region, Myanmar

The Swe Taw Mat Pagoda, Yangon, Yangon Region, Myanmar
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The Shwedagon Golden Temple, Yangon, Yangon Region, Myanmar

A section of the Reclining Buddha, Chaukhtatgyi Temple, Yangon, Yangon Region, Myanmar
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The Shri Kali Hindu Temple, Yangon, Yangon Region, Myanmar: two details follow below
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A detail from, as its photographer wrote in the caption, “one of the more ornate Hindu temples scattered
around town” [Yangon, Yangon Region, Myanmar].
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Kandawgyi Lake and Karaweik Temple, Yangon, Yangon Region, Myanmar

The Sule Shangri-la Hindu temple, Yangon, Yangon Region, Myanmar: two views
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Shwe Mokh Taw Pagoda, Pathein, Ayeyarwady Region, Myanmar. Temples here are scattered like crystals
about the countryside, growing everywhere the eye can see.
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The entry to Shwemawdaw Pagoda (below), Bago, Bago Region, Myanmar: two views
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Buddhist temple, Pindaya, Danu Self-Administered Zone, Myanmar
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The entry to the Mya Tha Lun Pagoda (below), Magwe, Magway Region, Myanmar
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The Kangmudaw Pagoda, Sagaing, Sagaing Region, Myanmar; below, another of their pagodas
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Details of the Thanboddhay Paya Temple, Monywa, Sagaing Region, Myanmar
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Part of the Payagyi Temple Complex (below), the largest in Dawei, Tanintharyi Region, Myanmar.
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An Assembly of God Pentecostol church, Mindit, Chin State, Myanmar

A Baptist church, Tedim City, Chin State, Myanmar

A Methodist church, Falam, Chnin State, Myanmar
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The Church of the Mother of Divine Grace, Pruso, Kayah State, Myanmar

The Cathedral of Christ the King, Lowikaw, Kayah State, Myanmar
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The Cathedral of St. Columban, Myitkyina, Kachin State, Myanmar

A Baptist Church, Myitkyina, Kachin State, Myanmar
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The Golden Stupa of Mount Zwegabin Monastery, Hpa An, Kayin State, Myanmar

The Naw Bu Baw Prayer Mount, Thandang, Kayin State, Myanmar
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The Sularmuni Pagoda, Taunggyi, Shan State, Myanmar

The Kakku Pagoda Complex, Taunggyi, Shan State, Myanmar
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The First Baptist Church, Mawlamyine, Mon State, Myanmar, and its congregation

The Kaladan Mosque, Mawlamyine, Mon State, Myanmar
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A Buddhist stupa at Minbya, Rakhine State, Myanmar

A Buddhist temple at Mrauk U, Rakhine State, Myanmar
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The Lawkananda Pagoda, Sittwe, Rakhine State, Myanmar

A monastery tower, Sittwe, Rakhine State, Myanmar
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The Uppatasanti Pagoda, Naypyidaw City, Naypyidaw Union Territory, Myanmar: three views
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The Thattamahabawdi Pagoda (2013), Naypyidaw City, Naypyidaw Union Territory, Myanmar: 3 views
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